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THE FORTY-EIGHTH ANNUAL REPORT

SECRETARY

BOARD OF AGRICULTURE

To the Senate and House of Representatives of the Commoniceallh of
Massachusetts.

The agriculture of Massachusetts has been fairly profital)le

the past year, notwithstanding the severe drought, most

severely felt in the eastern portions of the State.

The policy of the State is wisely liberal to agriculture,

and well it may be, for the productive industries measure

the true wealth of State or nation. More than eighty per

cent of the country's exports for the last ten years have

been agricultural. The farmers of this State are fortunate

in having a good market at their doors, and in being able

to largely supply this market direct from producer to con-

sumer, thereby obtaining the best possible return for their

products.

With the electric railways now connecting the towns

and the villages with the larger centres, the farm is to-day

simply suburl)an to our great cities. The free rural de-

livery of the mails is another factor of great importance

that will soon reach every town and hamlet in the State.

The farmers of the State are to-day, as never before, look-

ing for the latest improvements and the best methods.

Never before has the report of the Board been practically

exhausted within the first year ; never before has the secre-

tary been importuned for lecturers and institute speakers aa
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now. All these indicate the change that is rapidly taking

place, — the advance that is being made in the agriculture

of the State.

Standing at the threshold of a new century, filled with an

optimism that we believe the circumstances warrant, we
repeat the words of an address written one year ago, as an

inspiration and a prophecy :
—

To-day the agriculture of New England is improving. Of Mas-

sachusetts I know of what I affirm. The farmer is not discouraged

or downhearted to-day, but looks forward to the coming prosperity,

and goes forth to meet it. He believes the undue burdens now

resting on his labor are to be removed, and as never before he

realizes his strength. The fariTier is getting to believe in himself

and to have greater faith in his brother. He realizes the dignity

of his calling, its importance to the State, its right to favor. He
sees that through co-operation and united effort much can be accom-

plished to improve his condition and advance his position.

Competition with tlie west in the great grain staples for a while

led to loss and hardship, even as the west has since suffered by the

competition of Russia and India; but to-day New England has

found other channels of industry more pro(ital)le and better adapted

to her soil, her markets and her people. Looking forward, we see

the fruits of summer grown in January in our own greenhouses,

more profitably than in their proper season. We see our own
dependent population supplied with every luxury by New England

enterprise on New England soil. We see the fanner taking his

old stand as a leader in all good enterprises. We see his sons,

educated and strong, taking their rightful place and exerting their

old-time influence, — the strength of the hills, the backbone of the

cities. We see the electric car speeding its way from town to town

and from village to village, carr^'ing the child to the larger and

better schools, and giving free mail delivery to the homes of the

country as to the city. We see equal taxation resting " like the

atmosphere " on rich and poor alike, — every man according to

his abilit}'. We see the trusts that hold the farmers in their iron

grasp destroyed or made to subserve righteous ends for the benefit

of all. We see the bright day when arbitration shall settle the

differences of the nations, as law now settles the disputes between

individuals, and war's costly tribute shall cease. We see the home

in which all comforts are found and all graces abound, its approaches

lines of beauty, its crown of blessing the love and contentment that

dwell therein. We see wealth of character and honesty of purpose
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and life honored more than gokl, and honest industrj' more prized

than the indolence of wealth. Money valued for the good it can

do, " the man the gold for a' that." "We see all this, not as a

mirage or a far-distant view, but growing nearer and nearer, and

never hastening so rapidly to its accomplishment as to-day. I

may not look upon its grand fulfilment, but the day-star has risen,

the dawning of the coming day brightens the eastern sk}', the

mists disperse, the mountain tops are already in view, and some

of 3'ou that read these words shall see its fulfilment.

Changes in the Board.

The changes in the membership of the Board resulting

from elections bj" the several societies will be noted in the

report of the committee on credentials.

During the year now past the Board has lost by death two

of its honored members, appointees of the Governor, and

both with long and valuable record for services on the Board

and in the cause of agriculture.

Hon. James S. Grinnell of Greenfield was one of the

original members of the Board at its formation forty-nine

years ago, and had served either ]\y election of the Franklin

County Agricultural Society or by appointment b}^ the

Governor, excepting daring the years 1853-56 and 1863-77

inclusive, until his resignation on account of his infirmities

one year ago.

Mr. Dwight A. Horton of Northampton began his service

on the Board in 1889 by election by the Hampshire Agri-

cultural Society. In 1892 he was appointed by the Gov-

ernor as one of the three members at large. As a member
of the Dairy Bureau, to which position he was appointed in

1891, as its chairman since 1896 to the time of his decease,

Mr. Horton's service was continuous and valuable. At the

winter meeting of the Board at Worcester, President H. II.

Goodell, Ex-Secretary Wm. R. Sessions and senior member
of the Board Ednumd Horsey were appointed to draft a

tri))ute to the memory of these deceased members, and their

report will be found printed on page 208 of this volume.

Meetings of the Board.

A special field meeting of the Board was held at the Daniel

Webster farm in Marshfield, September 4, and a special
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business meeting was held in connection with the public

winter meeting at Worcester, December 4-6, accounts of

which meetings will be found on pages 11-14 of this volume.

The public winter meeting for lectures and discussions

was held at Worcester, December 4-6. The lectures and

discussions will be found printed on pages 17-204 of this

volume. The annual business meetino- was held at the

office of the secretary, Jan. 8 and 9, 1901, and the min-

utes thereof, etc., will be found printed on pages 207-257

of this volume.

History of the Summer Meeting.

To the future historian of the Board the inauguration of

the summer meeting may be of interest, and should have

place in our records. In the report of the special committee •

on farmers' institutes at the last annual meeting the following

recommendation is found, viz. ;
" And we further recom-

mend that the Board inaugurate the system of holding one

summer institute meeting each year, at such time and place

as shall be decided upon by the Board ; and that the secre-

tary shall provide subjects and speakers for the occasion."

At the close of the first day's session the Board received an

invitation from Walton Hall, Esq., the retiring delegate

from the Marshfield Agricultural and Plorticultural Society,

to hold a summer meeting at his residence in Marshfield, —

•

the Daniel Webster farm. The pleasant relations of the

Board with Mr. Hall, the very cordial invitation and the

historic surroundings of the place induced its immediate

acceptance, and the decision of the question of a summer

meeting was thus unexpectedly solved before the report of

the committee came before the Board for its acceptance.

Our host was unremitting in his attentions, the ocean con-

tributed its share, and the peach orchard in which we were

invited to pluck and eat was a thing of beauty and joy.

Hon. James Wilson, Secretary of Agriculture, had accepted

an invitation to be present and address the Board on the

work of the United States Department of Agriculture, but

failed to appear ; but with such speakers as President

Goodell, Hon. Wm. R. Sessions, Mr. Hall, and reminiscent
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remarks by many members of the Board, the afternoon

passed deligbtfnlly and all too quickly. "With a vote of

thanks to our host and a last look on the quiet resting-place

of the great statesman and defender of Massachusetts, we
bade adieu to Marshfield, convinced that a summer meeting

under favorable conditions and with suitable addresses could

be made the most profitable meeting of the year ; and the

revised draft of the by-laws of the Board, which will be sub-

mitted to you for action at this meeting, will provide for

such a meeting as a permanent feature of the work of the

Board.
Ageicultukal Societies.

The returns of the societies will be found printed on pages

484-491 of this volume.

The cattle shows and annual fairs are now criticised, and

fair criticism is always welcome and should be carefully con-

sidered. That great good has been accomplished by these

yearly exhibitions no intelligent person will deny. We see

the great improvement in stock, both for profit and utility,

the valuable acquisition of new and more profitable varieties

in fruit, and wonderful creations of beauty in flowers, the

thrift that comes from the desire to improve and to excel,

all encouraged and stimulated by these fairs. This has been

accomplished. Is the work comiDletc? Have we reached

perfection ? or are there other opportunities and incentives

that take the place of and supersede these fairs ? We believe

not, and therefore urge these societies receiving the State's

bounty to consider the importance of using it judiciously for

the benefit of agriculture. It behooves us to impress on

the societies the importiiuce of the best methods and the best

work in the line of agricultural improvement. To this end

I am convinced that the societies that are financially able

should have suital>le buildings for the comfort and exhiI)ition

of neat stock. To tie fine stock to a i)ost or to a fence to

stand all day after a hasty drive to the grounds, it may be

in the hot sun or with a fierce wind blowing upon them, or

in a cold sleet or a pouring rain,— and either of these is

liable to happen,— is not a lesson of kindly treatment to

animals, nor can there be an instructive exhW)it of stock
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under such circumstances. The best stock, distinctive in

breed and perfect in condition, will not be exhibited at such

a fair under such conditions. I am glad to see the improved

cattle sheds being constructed on so many of our fair grounds,

and believe we should encourage and almost insist that,

where the society is financially able, these improvements

should be made. I commend the society that last year

mortgaged its grounds in part to provide suitable exhibi-

tion sheds for the stock. Very many of our societies are

well equipped, and we are sure the number will enlarge

each year, until all are well prepared for the most humane

treatment of the animals and for intelligent and comparative

study of their excellence.

Publications.

The following publications were issued by this oifice in

1900, and may be obtained on a})plication :
—
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Niles, being an excerpt from the "Agriculture of Massa-

chusetts," 1899 ; a leaflet containing the tree warden and

other laws ; and an opinion of the Attorney-General on the

duties of tree wardens.

Massachusetts Crop Reports.

The publication of monthly crop reports or bulletins was

continued in 1900, and six in all were issued (May-Octo-

ber), aggregating 236 pages of printed matter.

The special articles included in these reports were : Bul-

letin No. 1, " Some insects injuring market garden crops,"

by Dr. H. T. Fernald ; Bulletin No. 2, "Possibilities for

farm forestry in Massachusetts," by Allen Chamberlain

;

Bulletin No. 3, "Birds as protectors of woodlands," by

E. H. Forbush; Bulletin No. 4, "Poultry keeping on the

farm," by Dr. A. A. Brigham ; Bulletin No. 5, " The rela-

tion of agriculture to the public health," by Dr. S. W.
Abbott; and Bulletin No. 6, "Soil exhaustion," by Dr.

G. E. Stone. Bulletins 1, 3 and 6 were illustrated.

These special articles will be found printed on pages 261-

351 of this volume. This department has been largely in

charge of Mr. Legate.

Nature Leaflets.

During the past year this ofiice issued seven illustrated

leaflets of four pages each, called "Nature leaflets," upon

the following subjects: "Canker worms," "Tent cater-

pillars," "Black knot of the plum and cherry," "Insec-

ticides and fungicides," " White-marked tussock moth,"

" Spiny elm caterpillar" and " Potato and apple scab."

These leaflets were prepared to fill what seemed to be a

real need^and it is the intention of the ofiice to continue

the series. Frequent requests for information on various

subjects are received, and it is somewhat difficult at times

to sup[)ly it in })rinted form. Again, specimens of insects

are sent or brought to the office for identification, and a let-

ter in reply is much more satisfying when accompanied by

printed information.

It is believed that the teaching of nature study in our

public schools has led some teachers to apply here for
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printed matter on insects, birds, plants, etc. Just how

much it is best for this office to undertake along this line is

perhaps a question for the future to determine. If the en-

couraging and helping of those who are interested in the

development of nature study in our public schools leads

certain pupils to look to our Agricultural College as their

future alma mater, this Board, as overseers of the college,

have just cause for congratulation. This work has been

largely done under the direction of Mr. Fowler.
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Also the Legislature of 1900 made the following regular

annual appropriations : for maintaining an agricultural ex-

periment station at the Massachusetts Agricultural College,

$10,000 ; for the said college, for free scholarships, $10,000 ;

for the said college, for labor fund and extra instruction,

$10,000 ; for travelling and other necessary expenses of the

trustees of the said college, $800 ; to defray expenses of col-

lecting and analyzing samples of concentrated commercial

feed stuffs, $1,200, and for maintenance of the veterinary

laboratory at the said college, $1,000. The Legislature also

appropriated for the said college the sum of $8,000 to pro-

vide the theoretical and practical education required by its

charter and the law of the United States relating thereto ;

also $19,000 for carrying forward the work against the

gypsy and brown-tail moths.

Tree Wardens.

The usual appropriation of $200 was made for the pur-

chase of M-spikes and washers, $196.77 of which was ex-

pended before June 1. In an appropriation bill approved

June 20 a further appropriation of $100 was made, but was

not drawn upon, owing to the rendering of an opinion by

the Attorney-General, June 9, based on the tree warden law

of 1899, that " There is, therefore, no further need of desig-

nating shade trees by any such distinguishing mark ; and,

under the powers granted to the tree wardens, the selectmen

have no longer any right of interference or control. I am
of opinion, therefore, that you are not called upon to fur-

nish M-spikes to towns, but that as to cities the law remains

unaffected."

The election of tree wardens at the March town meetings,

under the provisions of the tree warden law of 1899 (chap-

ter 330) , resulted in a greatly increased demand for M-spikes

in the spring months, there being 6 requests in March, 38 in

April, 24 in May and 7 in June. After the receipt of the

opinion above referred to, this office did not feel warranted

in purchasing more M-spikes, the supply on hand being

nearly exhausted, but printed the opinion of the Attorney-

General, and mailed a copy to each of the tree wardens for

their information and guidance.
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The supplying of these spikes was begun in December,

1891, and the records of this office show that since that date

there have been supplied approximately 8,000 3\ inch large

spikes, 31,000 3^ inch small spikes, 119,000 2| inch spikes

and 107,000 2^ inch spikes, 265,000 in all, with accompany-

ing washers. These spikes and washers were sent to 6 cities

and 127 towns.

Tree wardens elected under the law of 1899 have in a

number of instances called upon this office for interpretation

of the law or for advice as to what they should do or should

not do in the performance of their duties. AVithout doul)t

some help has been given such inquirers, but, as the law

referred to did not originate with this Board, and the Board

is not mentioned in the law, the position of this office has

been somewhat conservative. These requests came no doubt

largely because it has been the duty of this office to fur-

nish M-spikes.

Forestry and Roadside Improvement.

Our Board has its committee on forestry, roads and road-

side improvements. This is perhaps at the present time one

of the most important committees of the Board. The con-

dition in which the laws on this sul)ject are now found to be

by the decision of the Attorney-General demands a careful

revision in the form of a new law, and the questions are

many and important. It requires the best thought and

study to frame a law that shall preserve the beauty without

being oppressive and that shall protect the wayside owner

from injustice. We all recognize that there is a money

value in wayside improvement, and to enhance this we want

a law that shall generally receive the co-operation of the

wayside owners. Again, is it wise that the tree warden

shall be the autocrat, or should there be an appeal to the

higher authority of the selectmen in towns, the parks or

street commissioner in cities ?

Perhaps the owner is artistic in his ideas, and delights in

irregular grouping and vistas. The tree warden is of a

mathematical, methodical turn of mind, and with him certain

respectable trees set at equal distances and on exact lines,

and pruned of nature's negligence, is beauty. How can two
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so diverse in ideas get along without friction? True, it is

said that the tree warden is elected every year, and, if an

unwise choice is made, it can be remedied at the next election ;

but the tree warden in thirty minutes can destroy what thirty

years cannot replace. This is simply one illustration of the

importance of a wise law.

We are all in favor of roadside improvement ; the law is

needed ; it must be our work to make it as effective, as per-

fect as we can. I therefore suggest that the forestry com-

mittee meet with the secretary at the proper time, to make
such suggestions as shall be a benefit to abutters, to the

travelling public and to the State.

Farmers' Institutes.

During the year 1900 121 farmers' institutes were held

under the auspices of the several societies. All of the

societies represented on the Board, except the Massachusetts

Society for Promoting Agriculture, held the required 3 insti-

tutes and 9 societies held 4 or more. In addition, 6 insti-

tutes were held in sections where there was no near-by

society. The average attendance at 118 of the institutes,

3 not being reported, was 91. At 15 of the institutes the

attendance was 200 or over ; at 27 it was 100 to 200 ; at 39

it was 50 to 100 ; at 37 it was less than 50. In some cases

the attendance was materially decreased owing to severe

storms. This oiBce supplied 100 lecturers during the year,

at a total cost of $1,627.73, or $16.27 per lecturer.

This department is largely in charge of Mr. Legate, and

has been well and efficiently administered. It is essential

that as long notice as possible should be given the secretary's

ofiice of date, subject and speaker wanted. Equally impor-

tant is it that the public have sufficient notice of such insti-

tutes. One or two days' notice is not suflScient, we deem

it, for the opportunity of the farmer or the comfort as well

as the best work of the lecturer. It is not creditable to the

State Board, much less to the society, with such speakers

as our list furnishes from this and other States, that the

institute lacks attendance because the first notice many inter-

ested had of the institute was the report of its proceedings

in the press.
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Legislation.

The leofislation of 1900 havino- reference to the Board of

Agriculture or to the am-icultural societies was <'An act

making appropriations for sundry agricultural expenses"

(Acts of 1900, chapter 31) ;
" An act relative to the work

of the Dairy Bureau of the State Board of Agriculture

"

(Acts of 1900, chapter 368) ;
" An act making an appro-

priation for expenses in connection with the work of exter-

minating the gypsy moth" (Acts of 1900, chapter 403);
" A resolve in favor of the Berkshire Agricultural Society"

(Resolves of 1900, chapter 21) ; and " A resolve to author-

ize the State Board of Agriculture to collect and distrihute

information relative to partly abandoned farms and unre-

munerative lands" (Resolves of 1900, chapter 51).

Abandoned Farms.

Provision was made by chapter 51 of the Resolves of 1900

for carrying on the work of this office in " collecting and

distributing information relative to partly abandoned farms

and unremunerative lands." The resolve was approved

April 1 1 , and steps were at once taken to prepare material

for a new edition of the descriptive catalogue.

The methods adopted were much the same as in former

years. A circular letter was mailed the last of April to the

assessors, but returns were received from only 147 of the

853 cities and towns. These communities reported 233

names, of which 195 were new, and from these 27 descrip-

tions were received. Also a circular letter was mailed in

June to some 70 individuals whom it was thought might be

able to report names in their respective localities ; but only

60 new names were received, resulting in 13 descriptions.

It will be noted, therefore, that these efforts resulted in the

getting of only 40 new descriptions. Circular letters were

also sent to those having descriptions in the seventh edition,

206 farms, and the canvass resulted as follows : farms sold,

43 ; owners not wishing to advertise again, 15 ; owners

wishing to advertise again, 70 ; no response, 78.

The new catalogue, eighth edition, contained 136 descrip-

tions, and was issued the last of September. The average
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acreage of these farms was 135.36 acres, and the average

price asked $1,720.62.

The new catalogue was desired because of continual de-

mand for information, both hy letter and by person. The

seventh edition of the catalogue was received from the

printers in January, 1898, and after fifteen months scarcely

any of the 1,500 copies issued were available for distril)ution.

In order to ascertain if there really was warrant for asking

the Legislature for a further appropriation to continue the

work, a record was kept of the calls by mail during the

calendar year ending Aug. 20, 1900. The record showed

252 such calls ; 145 being from Massachusetts, 37 from New
York, 13 from Connecticut, and the rest scattering.

An interesting feature of the new catalogue was the print-

ing of replies of a number of purchasers of farms advertised

in previous catalogues in response to a circular letter of

inquiry. Details cannot well be given in this brief resume,

and it will no doubt suffice to say that nearly all of the par-

ties responding to the circular letter gave their reasons for

purchasing, and expressed themselves as satisfied with their

purchase. There were also included in the catalogue several

pages of statistics of Massachusetts agriculture com[)iled

from the State census of 1895, they showing plainly that,

while there had been changes in our agriculture, owing to

changed conditions, there were no reasons for alarm, but

reasons rather for congratulations at the good showing

made. It might properly be said in this connection that the

extreme difficulty this office has had the past ten years in

getting descriptions of farm property for the several cata-

logues does not indicate that owners of farms are over-

anxious to dispose of their property.

The reasons assigned by the 136 individuals desiring

descriptions of their property included in the eighth edition

of the catalogue may be summed up as follows : in other

business, living elsewhere, no use for it or unable to carry it

on, 67 ; old age, 22 ; poor health, 13 ; having another farm,

10 ; to settle an estate, 8 ; reasons not given, 16. In no

instance was there any expression of dissatisfaction with

farm life, or of the opinion that " farming doesn't pay."
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The original act authorizing the State Board of Agri-

culture to undertake this work was approved May 4, 1891.

A summary of the work to Jan. 1, 1901, is as follows :
—

Number of all farms in State, census of 1885, . . 45,010

Names of owners or agents given by assessors, . . 1,371

Names of owners or agents received from other sources, 822

Total number of names furnished (duplications elimi-

nated), . 2,193

Numl)er making reply to request for description, . . 995

Number of descriptions received, 711

Number stating they did not wish to sell, . . . 17-4

Number reporting property already disposed of, . . 60

Number stating informant to have been misinformed, . 50

Catalogued farms reported sold, 309

Catalogued farms withdrawn at request of owners, . 114

Catalogued farms withdrawn from later editions because

owners failed to respond to letters of inquiry, . . 142

In regard to residence of the 309 purchasers at the time

of purchase, the following is shown: Massachusetts, 178;

New York and Connecticut, 14 ; New Hampshire, 5 ; Ver-

mont and Rhode Island, 4 ; Ohio, New Jersey and Florida,

3 ; Nova Scotia, Maine, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin and

Kansas, 1 ; not reported, 75. Judging by the names a large

proportion of these purchasers were of American parentage.

In regard to the probable use which the purchasers in-

tended to make of the farms purchased, the returns show the

following : for farming purposes, 120 ; for a home, 26 ; for

an investment, 15 ; for the wood and timber, 15 ; for sum-

mer residence, 13 ; for poultry with some farming, 10 ; for

dairying, 9 ; for poultry, 7 ; for sheep, 3 ; for cranberry

growing, 1. No statement was received concerning 90 of

the forms reported sold.
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Catalogues issued.

Edition.
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The personnel of the Bureau has been changed, owing to the

decease of the chairman, Mr. D. A. Horton of Northampton.

The resulting vacancy was filled by the appointment of Mr.

F. W. Sargent of Amesbury.

Chapter 3G8 of the Acts of 1900 provides that " the State

Board of Agriculture shall at its annual meeting elect a gen-

eral agent of the Dairy Bureau, to assist the Bureau and to

oversee, under its direction, the work prescribed in section

11 of chapter 412 of the Acts of 1891."

This provision of law supersedes the appointment by the

Governor of " an assistant to the secretary of the Board

of Agriculture,— to assist in the work prescribed in the

eleventh section of this act."

This act was intended to promote more perfect unity in

the work of the Dairy Bureau, that it might have an agent

who would be virtually appointed by them to do the work

as general agent, not independent of the Bureau and the

Board by appointment of the Governor. The general agent

to " assist the Bureau . . . under its direction " cannot be

misconstrued as assistant secretary of the Board of Agri-

culture as to duties, and all misconception as to duties or

ti.tle in correspondence or press reports is obviated. It

establishes the direct control of the Dairy Bureau over its

" general agent" and all other agents, and at the same time

lessens the responsibility of the secretary, which is wise,

because of his many duties. It is believed this act will

prove of material value to the work of the Dairy Bureau

and the best good of the Board.

Pan-American Exposition.

The Massachusetts Commissioners for the Pan-American

Exposition communicated with the secretary of the Board

relative to an agricultural exhibit at that exposition. Tlie

matter was laid before the executive committee of the Board

with the commissioners present, and after discussion the

executive committee appointed Pres. H. II. Goodell, Hon.

Wm. R. Sessions and tlic secretary of the Board a commit-

tee with full power to act. This committee with the com-

missioners have been in perfect accord. We have visited

the Massachusetts Agricultural College, and the college has
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been called upon to prepare the agricultural and horticultural

exhibit of Massachusetts for the Exposition. President

Goodell says of this exhibit :
—

It will be largely illustrative, and by comparison rather than by

actual specimens. In horticulture there are five cases, illustrative

of its progress during the last hundred years, containing colored

models of original fruits and vegetables side by side with the latest

and improved varieties. It is an object lesson of the simplest

kind, but of the greatest educational value.

In botany are four exhibits : first, a dozen plates illustrating the

structure and development of the nematode worms, so ruinous to

th£ cucumbers, tomatoes and other crops grown under glass, and

supplemented by plates showing the methods used for sterilizing

the soil and thus killing the nematode foe ; second, eighteen types

mounted on glass in glycerine-gelatine of fungous diseases of

Massachusetts, affecting the growth and perfection of the leaf

;

third, a series of diagrams showing (a) the influence of electricity

upon plant growths and (h) the different kinds of apparatus used

for electrically stimulating the germination of seed ; fourth, a set

of mounted sections of wood of some sixty specimens of the trees

of Massachusetts. There are three sections, of the thinness of

paper, of each specimen, one section being cut perpendicular,

another tangential and a third radial, thus showing the grain of

the wood from every part of the tree. Accompanying each set

of three are two photographs, one of the tree in full foliage and

the other bare and denuded of leaves.

In agriculture are a series of charts depicting graphicall}" the

acreage of Massachusetts cereals, root and other crops, compared

with the acreage of the same crops in three or four of the great

agricultural States of the Union, a second series comparing the

dairy products, and a third the yield per acre, cost and value of

the same. These charts cover a period of forty years, and are

exceedingly valuable and instructive.

This exhibit will, we believe, be distinctive and instruc-

tive, an honor to the college and the State. It rests with

the Board to continue this committee or make such provision

as seems to it best for the completion of this work, that the

commission may be able to consult with the Board on all

questions that may arise relating to the proper presentation

of the agricultural interests of Massachusetts at this great

exposition.
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Protection and Value of Insectivorous Birds.

The Board believes in the great, almost invaluable, ser-

vices of the insectivorous birds, and therefore in the list of

subjects at the last winter meeting we placed the subject of

"Birds useful to ao-riculture " first in the list. Desiring

definite data as to the value of birds as insect destroyers, we
asked the ornithologist of the Board, Mr. E. II. Forbush, to

give us reliable information on this point, and insert his re-

port, as follows :
—

Fletcher, the greatest of Canadian economic entomologists, has

estimated that one-tenth of the value of all the agricultural products

of the United States is 3'early sacrificed to insects. Therefore,

taking the figures of the last census, three hundred and eiglity

million dollars is thus wasted annually. In view of such state-

ments as this from conservative authorities, any promising means

of reducing this appalling waste should command the attention of

intelligent agriculturists everywhere. In this connection it may
be safely asserted that too much attention is paid to the possi-

bilities of costly artificial remedies, such as mechanical appliances

and mineral poisons, and not enough to the valuable and inexpen-

sive services rendered by the natural enemies of insects, especially

the birds. Birds fitted by nature to pursue and devour these pests

are also blest with phenomenal appetites, and require an enormous

quantity of insect food. A woodcock has been known, says

Audubon, to eat its own weight of insects- in a night. The num-

ber of caterpillars that certain birds have been observed to eat

within an hour almost passes belief. The young of our smaller

birds, reared as they are at a time when insects are multiplying,

require a great amount of insect food. A young crow required

8 to 10 ounces of food dail}^ to promote its growth. Digestion in

young birds requires only half an hour to an hour and a half, and

their stomachs must be filled often, lest they pine and die. A
3'oung robin fed by Professor Treadwell ate 41 per cent more than

its own weight in worms in twelve hours, requiring this amount,

or about its own weight in beef, daily for its sustenance. Pro-

fessor AVood states that the daily food of the robin is equivalent

to an earth worm 14 feet in length.

The young while they are in the nest, and later when they first

take wing, require the same parental care. One Inmdred and

twenty-five visits were made to ji vireo's young in ten hours by

the parent birds. Nearly 200 visits were made to the nest by a
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pair of chipping sparrows in a day. Martins have been seen to

make 312 visits to the nest in fourteen hours. Grosbeaks have

been seen to make 436 visits to tlie nest in eleven hours, while

wrens have made from 40 to 71 visits au hour. Most of these

visits were made for the purpose of carrying insects to the young,

and in many cases several insects were carried in the beak at one

time. If such birds can be induced to breed in numbers on our

farms, if they can be protected and attracted to the vicinity of

growing crops, their services cannot fail to check the attacks of

insects, and so add materially to the harvest.

In view of the value of these friends to the farmer, as thus

set forth, should we not investigate and experiment to find

how best we can attract useful birds to our farms, how in-

crease the number of these birds, and also to find out, if we
can, whether the use of insecticides is reducing their num-
bers ? So valuable is their aid to the farmer, that this study

may show the wisdom of an investigation of this subject for

the benefit of the State. Birds may be considered the most

valuable insect destroyers, costing nothing, but bringing

beauty and joy and song to the country side and the country

home.

Agricultural College.

The report of the examining committee of the Agricultural

College will be found printed on pages 227-231 of this vol-

ume. The thirteenth, annual report of the Hatch Experi-

ment Station of the college is by law bound with the report

of the secretary of the Board of Agriculture in this volume.

Those desiring further details as to the scope of the college

and experiment station are respectfully referred to the presi-

dent, Dr. Henry H. Goodell, Amherst, Mass.

Cattle Commissioners.

The annual report of the Board of Cattle Commissioners

is by law printed in the annual report of the secretary of the

Board of Agriculture, and the report for 1900 will be found

printed on pages 395-482 of this volume. The office of the

commission is at 8 Beacon Street, Boston ; Dr. Austin

Peters, chairman.
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Agricultural Directory.

A directory of the agricultural organizations in th'e Com-

monwealth, with officers for 1901, will be found printed on

pages 493-511 of this volume. This directory is intended to

be absolutely correct. Members of the Board, officers of

societies, granges and farmers' clubs will confer a favor

by sending notice of changes to this office as soon as they

occur.

Farmers' National Congress.

The report of the delegates to the Farmers' National Con-

gress at Colorado Springs, Col., Aug. 21-31, 1900, is by

request included in this volume, and will be found printed

on pages 236-244. It is interesting to note that the present

president of the Congress is a Massachusetts gentleman,

Capt. R. G. F. Candage of Brookline.

Revision of By-laws and Rules.

The matter of revision of the by-laws, rules, etc., of the

Board has been taken under consideration by the committee

on institutes, rules and legislation, acting jointly with the

executive committee, and the results of their labors will be

duly reported. It is understood that the commission on the

revision of the Public Statutes will soon make their report,

and for this reason it is suggested that the printing of the

statute laws relating to the Board of Agriculture and to the

agricultural societies, and the by-laws of the Board, rules,

etc., be deferred until after the new statutes become available.

It is hoped that the codification or revision above re-

ferred to w^U remove some of the oljjectionable features

in the laws as they now stand.

Library.

The library in the office of the secretary is becoming more

and more appreciated and used. Attention is called to the

report of the librarian, which will be found printed on page

234 of this volume.
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Semi-centennial of the Board.

The Massachusetts State Board of Agriculture was estab-

lished by chapter 142 of the Acts of 1852, which was approved

by His Excellency Gov. Geo. S. Boutwell, April 21, 1852.

The first meeting of the Board was held at the Council Cham-

ber in Boston, July 22, 1852, with His Excellency Governor

Boutwell as presiding officer, and the secretary of the Com-
monwealth, Hon. Amasa Walker, as secretary pro tern.

It will therefore be noted that the semi-centennial of the

Board is fast approaching, and it is suggested that action be

taken at this time to provide for the proper observance of

this epoch in the Board's history.

Crop Conditions and Weather.

A summary of Massachusetts crop conditions and weather

for 1900 is here appended.

J. W. STOCKWELL,
Secrelary of the State Board of Agriculture.

Boston, January, I'JOl.
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Summary of Crop Conditions, 1900.

The season opened late, and the cold weather of May
tended to still further retard vegetation. The frosts of the

10th and 11th of May did much damage to early vegetables

and some damage to fruit. Pastures and mowings were

generally in excellent condition. Fall seeding did not winter

as well as usual, owing to the lack of snow-covering during

the winter. The fruit bloom was the heaviest in years. The

severe frosts of the 10th and 11th injured peaches and straw-

berries severely, plums and cherries to a lesser degree, and

apples practically not at all. Insects did very little damage
;

spraying increasing, but not rapidly. There was a fair

supply of good farm help. Wages averaged about $18 per

month with board and about $1.25 per day without board.

There was even less change than usual in the acreage of farm

crops.

In June there was very little injury from insects. Cool

weather held corn back, but it was otherwise in good con-

dition. Haying was not generally begun, and the crop did

not promise to be up to the average. Early potatoes showed

a sli<2fht increase in acreage in eastern sections, and there was

prospect of a good crop. Early market-garden crops, with

the exception of asparagus, were about average as to yield

and price. The supply of dairy products was about normal,

with prices slightly increased. Pasturage was in good con-

dition, though likely soon to need rain. Strawberries were

far from a good crop, Imt the prices ruled high. Apples

promised a good crop
;
peaches a light crop ; pears fair and

plums generally a light crop ; cherries were a very poor

crop, having suttered ])adly from frost.

No noticeable damage from insects was reported in July.

Indian corn was generally in good condition, though per-

haps a little late. Haying was completed, with from two-
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thirds to three-fourths of a full crop ;
quality good and

condition first class. The acreage of forage crops was con-

siderably increased because of the short hay crop, and they

were generally in fair condition. Market-garden crops were

generally short, owing to drought
;
prices about as usual.

Early potatoes were nearly a failure, owing to drought.

Apples promised a good crop
;

pears fair
;
plums light

;

peaches light ; (juinces and grapes good. Pastures were in

need of rain in all sections. Rye, oats and barley were gen-

erally good average crops.

At the end of August, Indian corn promised a fine crop in

all except Essex, Middlesex and Barnstable counties, where

it was somewhat ofi". Rowen was a light crop in all sections.

Late potatoes were below the average, owing to drought.

Blight was not general and there was little rot. Tobacco

was generally an excellent crop, and cutting was practically

completed at the end of the month. Apples promised a

good crop ; pears fair
;
peaches light

;
grapes good ; cran-

berries light. Pastures were far from being in good condi-

tion, and cattle were fed at the barns in many sections. Oats

and barley were below the average as to grain and straw.

Poultry keeping was generally found profitable, but not

enough attention is paid to it in most cases.

Indian corn in September was rather more than an aver-

age crop in western and central sections and rather less in

eastern. The rowen crop was far below the normal, and in

many sections was practically a failure. Fall feed was also

fiir below the normal. Onions were less than an average

crop. Potatoes were probably not over a two-thirds crop
;

little rot and quality good. The prospects for root crops

were not flattering. Celery was a fairly good crop. Apples

promised to give one of the largest crops on record, but the

gale of the 12tli took off from one-third to one-half of them.

Little was done to utilize the windfalls, except for cider for

vinegar making. Pears were a fair crop; plums light;

peaches average ;
grapes a very good crop ; cranberries little,

if any, over half a crop.

The last of October root crops were reported to be al)out

average in western and central sections ; in eastern and

south-eastern sections yields considerably below the average.
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Potatoes appeared to be one of the poorest crops for years.

Pastures and mowings were in good shape and fall feed

unusually good, resulting in a greatly improved condition

of farm stock. Much less than the usual amount of fall seed-

ing was done, owing to the drought, and that put in was re-

tarded in germination. The fall rains and warm weather

pushed fall seeding along tinely, and at the close of the season

it was reported to be in good condition. With the excep-

tion of apples, prices for which were low on account of the

large crop, prices of farm crops ranged rather higher than

usual, due probably to the shortage caused in most crops by

the drought. Of 149 replies to the question :
" How have

prices for crops raised for market compared with former

years ? " 89 correspondents spoke of prices as average, 54 as

higher than usual and 6 as lower than usual. There was the

usual difference of opinion as to which crops had been most

profitable, as well as wdiich had proved least profitable. It

might be said, however, that 54 considered corn to have

been among the most profitable crops ; 46, hay or grass
;

31, potatoes; 9, sweet corn; 7, apples; 7, tobacco; 5,

asparagus ; 5, tomatoes, etc. Seventy correspondents agreed

that potatoes should be reckoned among the least profitable

crops; 2S, apples; 17, hay or grass ; 8, corn; 7, onions;

4, cabbages, etc.

The season was not one which could be called generally

profitable for our farmers. The prolonged drought of sum-

mer and early fall cut many crops short to such an extent

that the increased prices received failed to make up the

shortage. Starting the sunnner with empty barns, the short

hay crop and scanty pasturage materially increased the

cost of producing dairy ]iroducts. Of 144 correspondents

answering the question as to the profits of the season, 43

regarded it as profitable, 17 as average, 20 as fairly profitable

and 58 that it had not been a profitable one.

Massachusetts Weather, 1900.

[Compiled from data furnished Iiy tlie Weather Bureau, Roeton.]

January was milder than usual, the temperature ranging

from 1° to 4° above the normal at all stations of official

observation. The month opened with a general snow-storm,
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which furnished the greater portion of the snowfall for the

period and the first amount of consequence of the season.

While the total snowfall for the month was less than the

average, the precipitation, snow and rain combined, was in

excess of the normal by about a half inch. There was an

average amount of sunshine. The average number of days

with .01 inch or more precipitation was 10.

February was distinguished by much unpleasant weather

and more than the average amount of precipitation. The

average number of days with rain or snow, 10, was the same

as for the preceding month. The average precipitation was,

however, far in excess of that of January, and about 4 inches

above the normal. Excepting rain in southern coast sec-

tions, the precipitation was chiefly in the form of snow. The

monthly mean temperature, 27°, was above the normal for

February. The coldest weather of the season occurred dur-

ino; the month.

INIarch was notable for a preponderance of fine, clear

weather, the average number of clear days, 15, being much

in excess of the pleasant weather usually experienced during

this month. There was an average of only 8 days with a

measurable amount of precipitation, which is a remarkable

occurrence for ]March weather. Notwithstanding the small

number of foul days, the average precipitation for the month

was fully up to normal, and for the greater portion of the

State it was from 1 to 2 inches in excess. It occurred, how-

ever, principally during two storms, i.e., lst-2d and the

16th. The month was colder than usual, the monthly mean

temperature being about 1.5° l)elow the normal.

April was a pleasant month, with more than the average

amount of fair weather. There were 12 sunny days, 7 with

skies partially obscured and 9 with general cloudiness.

The precipitation was deficient, the average amount for the

month being about 1 inch below the normal. Snow flurries

were of occurrence in parts of the State, but the amounts too

small to measure. The temperature was fairly well dis-

tributed through the month. The monthly mean was 1°

above the normal for April. The temperature fell beloW

freezing during the month at all stations.

May, as a whole, was a very unpleasant month. There
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was much more than the usual amount of cloudiness, and

very few days when the sky was wholly unobscured. The

rainfiill was also considerably in excess of the normal amount

for the month. This was, however, fairly well distributed

through the period. There was a general storm on the 3d,

during which rain fell in about all sections of the State.

The amounts were very large in coast sections. General

moderate showers occurred on the 8th and 9th. A " spell
"

of unsettled conditions prevailed from the 15th to the 21st,

during which there were showers on each day in parts or the

whole of the State. The rainfall during the 19th was gener-

ally heavy. The average temperature for the month was

considerably below the normal, the daily deficiency amount-

ing to about 1° per day. With the exception of an unusually

warm day on the 15th, when the mercury rose to 93^ at

Boston, the temperature was uniformly cool. Killing frosts

were of general occurrence on the 10th and 11th, and in

many localities where the conditions were favorable, thin

ice formed. The lowest temperature recorded at Boston

was 33°, on the 11th. With two exceptions. May 3, 1874,

when the temperature was 32°, and again on the 3d in 1881,

when it fell to 31°, the 15th of the month was the coldest

in the past twenty-eight years at Boston. The month was
marked by a prevalence of easterly and northerly winds.

June opened with warm weather, the average temperature

for the first two or three days ranging above the normal of

the season. This was followed during the latter part of the

first week by one or two cool days. Showers, timely and

well distributed, afforded sufficient moisture. The second

week of the month was continuously warm. The temper-

ature, however, was not excessive, and the maximum did

not exceed 90°. There was much sunshine durin<»: this

period, with an average of four clear days. The rainfall

was light, in the form of showers, wliich fell chiefly on the

8th and 9th. There was a continuation of fine weather

through the third week, with cloudless skies on an average

of three to four days. The rainfiill was light, although it

was well distributed over the State. There was no marked
change in the temperature, which ranged near the average

for the season ; it was, however, slightly lower than for the
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preceding week. The closing week of the month was devoid

of unusual features. The precipitation was deficient and

irregularly distribvited. Excepting in coast sections, where

copious local showers were reported on the 23d, the rainfall

was light.

The month of July was characterized by varied and ex-

treme conditions of weather. The opening days, and until

the 6th, the temperature averaged from 2'^ to 5° below nor-

mal. During this period there was much cloudiness, al-

though the rainfall was light, averaging al)out .4 inch. The

second and third weeks were excessively warm, the mercury

being almost continuously above the normal. The warm
wave was most intense from the IGth to 18th inclusive, dur-

ing which the maxima temperatures ranged in the 90s,

occasionally reaching 100°, in the shade, and the minima

falling but slightly, if any, below 80^. The weather in the

mean time was clear to partly cloudy, with a general defi-

ciency of rain. The only showers of consequence were on

the 12th and 18tli. These were very irregular in amounts

and distribution. A season of cool weather obtained from

the 20th to 22d, with the maximum temperatures in the 80s.

This was followed by a few days of moderate summer heat,

resulting in a general rain storm on the 25th and 26th. The

rainfall during this storm was generally copious. The month

closed with several days of fair weather, with the average

amount of sunshine and temperatures ranging near the

seasonal average.

August opened with a '
' spell " of clear weather and cool

nights, which continued through the 5th. In favorable

localities the temperature fell dangerously near the frost

point. The cool wave broke the record for August for

many years past, variously estimated from ten to twenty-

five years. This was followed by a period of warm weather

with a high per cent of moisture. The mercury ranged in

the 90's in all sections except those of the immediate coast.

There were frequent showers from the 6th to the 10th, with

the rainfall generally in light to moderate amounts. Three

days of generally fair and cooler weather followed, with

much easterly wind, and fogs were prevalent in coast sec-

tions. The third week of the month was characterized by
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much cloudiness and rain. The storm of the 15th was

quite general, giving copious rainfalls in nearly all parts

of the State. During no week of the season was there

so much precipitation. Comparatively low temperature

accompanii.d the foul weather. The weather for the re-

mainder ^f the month was generally fair, the exceptions

consisting of local storms, usually attended by thunder and

light rainfall. From the 20tli to the 2od a moderate cool

wave prevailed, and this was followed by several of the

warmest days of the season. The highest temperatures of

the season were recorded from the 25th to the 27tli, when

the figures ranged from 90^ to 110^. The weather of August,

as a whole, did not depart greatly from the average for this

month.

The weather of September was characterized by a high

average temperature, more than the usual number of clear

days and rainfall above the normal for the month. While

the temperature was in excess of that usually experienced in

this month, it was so equitably distributed as not to impress

the casual observer as being more than the average. There

were no excessively warm days. The highest temperature

registered at the office of the Weather Bureau, Boston, was

only 91"^, and only on two days. The minimum temperature,

however, ranged unusually and continuously high. With

slight exceptions it ranged in the 50's and 60's throughout

the month, at Boston. In the interior and western portions

of the State the mercury ranged much lower than in coast

sections. The coolest period was from the 18th to the 20th,

when frost occurred in many localities, and in a few instances,

where the conditions were especially favorable, thin ice

formed. The closing days of the month were cool. Not-

withstanding the fact that the average precipitation was con-

siderably in excess of the normal of the month, there were

more than the usual number of clear days, and the per cent

of sunshine was also in excess of the average. The rainfall

was chiefly the result of two general storms, during which

the precipitation was very heavy. At Boston 3.70 inches

of water fell from the IGth to the 18th inclusive, which is an

inch in excess of the normal rainfall of September at that

point. The severe wind storm of the 12th was a conspicuou3
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feature of the weather of the month. The gale was general,

and continued through a large portion of the day. It

attained a velocity at Boston of 60 miles per hour, reaching

its greatest force in the eastern parts of the State.

October was remarkably pleasant. There wa.i about the

average number of days with rain, the amount of which was

fairly well distributed throughout the several sections of the

State. Excepting the heavy fall of the night of the 8th, the

storms were moderate. There was a week of overcast skies,

from the 6th to the 12th of the month, but for the remainder

of the period the days of sunshine and cloudiness were about

equally divided. The weather was abnormally warm, view-

ing from a point of mean temperature, the daily means at

Boston being in excess of the normal for two-thirds of the

days. The mercury ranged higher in this month in the

twenty-eight years covered by the national meteorological

observations, but only in the early days of the month. The

month was remarkable for a continuous moderate tempera-

ture and for the period in the later part of the month with

a maxima of near 80° for several days. At Boston the

maximum rose to 77° on the 22d and to 80° on the 23d and

the 24th. This record is not paralleled in October at this

station during the past twenty-eight years of official records.

Killing frosts and occasional freezing temperatures were of

occurrence from the 16th to the 22d, but excepting these

days there was a general absence of frost. Fogs were

prevalent in coast sections during the closing week of the

month. There were no unusual features shown in the

records of wind direction and velocity or those of air press-

ure. October, 1900, as a whole, will be remembered and

will go on record as a month of most pleasant weather.

The weather during November was characterized by much
cloudiness, the skies being wholly overcast during 15 days

of the period. Sunshine predominated during 8 days, and

partly cloudy weather for the remainder of the month. Pre-

cipitation occurred on an average of 12 days, and the monthly

amounts were excessive at about all points or stations of

observation. The monthly average for the State was 5.06

inches, which is slightly more than an inch above the nor-

mal for November. It was chiefly in the form of rain,
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although snow fell in all sections at some time during the

month. The largest amount for the month, so far as offi-

cially reported, was at Pittsfield, where 6 inches fell, on the

9th. The depth there, particularly in country roads, was

sufficient to impede travel. A severe ice storm occurred in

the vicinity of Leeds, which did much damage to fruit trees.

The month was marked by abnormally high monthly mean
temperature. The mean for the State was 42.7°, which is

about 2° in excess of the normal. The month as a whole

was one of much unpleasant weather, and generally unfa-

vorable to outdoor work.

The weather of Deceml)er was also made up of much
cloudiness. The month was, however, conspicuous for few

stormy days, and for a marked deficiency in the average pre-

cipitation. Snow or rain occurred, in measurable amounts,

on an average of but 6 days, and the average monthly

amount for the State was 2.06 inches, which is about 1 inch

less than the normal. The snowfall was unusually light, the

largest amount for the month being 6 inches at Pittsfield.

The chief disturbance of the month was the storm from the

3d to the 5th. It was of southern origin, and moved north-

ward along the coast. It was attended by winds of hurricane

force, which were destructive to life and to property. The

temperature record for December, viewed as a whole, shows

the weather to have been less severe than usual. When
examined in detail, however, it is found that for a period of

10 days to a fortnight, embraced in the second and third

decades, there was much cold weather. The monthly mean

for the State was 3.4°, which is 1° below the normal. Gen-

erally speaking, the weather was fairly representative of the

first winter month.
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Meteorological Observatory of the Hatch Experi-

ment Station (Massachusetts Agricultural Col-

lege), Amherst.

Annual Summary fou 1900.

Pressure {in Inches).

Maximum reduced to- freezing, 30.42, Feb-

ruary -IS, 7 A.M.

Minimum reduced to freezing, 28.55, Feb-

ruary 25, i A.Ji.

Maximum reduced to freezing and sea

level, 30.75, February 28, 7 A.M.

Minimum reduced to freezing and sea

level, 28.86, February 25, 4 A.M.

Mean reduced to freezing and sea level,

29.985.

Annual range, 1.89.

Air Temperature (in Degrees F.).*

Highest, 96.0, August 6, 5.30 P.M.

Lowest,— 8.0, February 3, 6.30 a.m.

Mean, 48.3.

IMean of means of max. and min., 48.1.

Mean sensible (wet bulb), 45.0.

Annual range, 104.0.

Highest mean dally, 84.0, July 17.

Lowest mean daily, 3.4, February 2.

Mean maximum, 59.1.

Mean minimum, 37.3.

Mean daily range, 21.8.

Greatest daily range, 47.5, May 27.

Least daily range, 2.5, May 19.

numidity.

Mean dew point, 39.2.

INIean force oi vapor, .436.

Sloan relative humidity, 72.3.

Wind.— Prevailing Direction West. Sum-
mary (Per Cent).

Nortli-west, 15.

North, 12.

South-west, 11.

South, 10.

West, 10.

Otiier directions, 42.

Total movement, 50,503 miles.

Greatest daily movement, 435 miles, Feb-

ruary 26.

Least daily movement, 1 mile, November

29.

Mean daily movement, 138.4 miles.

Mean hourly velocity, 5.8 miles.

Jlaximum pressure, per square foot, 30.5

pounds= 78 miles per hoiir, February

25, 11 P.M., W.N.W.

Preci.jntntion (in Inches).

Total precipitation, rain or melted snow,

51.67.

Number of days on which .01 or more
rain or melted suow fell, lol.

Snow total, in inches, 37.0.

Weather.

iSIean cloudiness observed, 55 per cent.

Total cloudiness recorded by sun ther-

mometer, 2,238 hours= 50 per cent.

Numljer of clear days, 83.

Number of fair days, 144.

Number of cloudy days, 138.

Bright Sunshine.

Number of hours recorded, 2,216= 50 per

cent.
Dates of Frosts.

Last, May 29.

First, September 15.

Dates of Snow.

Last, April 9.

First, November 9.

Tot^d days of sleighing, 27.

Gales of SO or More Miles per Hour.

January 26, 64 miles, N.W. ; January 27, 55

miles, N.W.; February 5, 53 miles, N.;

February 13, 55 miles, N.W. ; February

14, 50 miles, N.W.; February 22, .52

miles, N.E.; February 2o, 78 miles,

W.N.W. ; February 26, 51 miles, N.W.

;

IMarch 2, 57 miles, N.W. ; March 4, 53

miles, N.W. ; April 1, 50 milcs,W.N.W.;

April 26, 51 miles, N.N.E.; May 1, 52

miles, N.W.; May 5, 66 miles, N.W.;

June 30, 50 miles, N.AV.; July 7, 68

miles, S.W.; August 6, 57 miles,

N.N.W. ; September 12, 60 miles, S.W.

;

November 9, 58 miles, N.N.W. ; No-

vember 10, 60 miles, N.N.W. ; Decem-

ber 9, 51 miles, S.S.W.

* Temperature in ground shelter.
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MEETINGS OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE,

ACTING FOR THE BOARD.

Boston, Jan. 24, 1900.

The credentials of Hon. \Vm. E. Sessions and Gen. Fran-

cis H. Appleton as members of tlie Board of Agriculture by-

appointment of the Governor were presented and accepted.

The matter of the delinquencies of certain societies in

making required returns, referred to the executive commit-

tee at the annual meeting, was considered, and they were

all excused except the Blackstone Valley and Middlesex

North societies, whose cases were laid over until the next

meeting of the committee.

The matter of filling the office of first vice-president, re-

ferred to the committee at the annual meeting, being in

order, a ballot was taken, and Hon. Wm. R. Sessions was

unanimously elected.

The matter of filling the vacancy on the committee on

gypsy moth, l)irds and insects, referred to the connnittee

at the annual meeting, being in order, a ballot was taken,

and Hon. Wm. R. Sessions was unanimously elected.

The matter of change of date for the holding of the fair

of the Bristol County Agricultural Society being under con-

sideration, it was

Voted, That the request of the society for change of date

be denied, and that the secretary notify the society of the

action of the committee.
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The matter of change of date for the holding of the fair

of the Middlesex South Agricultural Society being under

consideration, it was

Voted, That the date for the commencement of the fair of

the Middlesex South Agricultural Society be changed to the

third Tuesday after the first Monday in September.

The secretary presented a proposed bill for an appropria-

tion for carrying forward the work of the office in the matter

of repopulating abandoned or partly abandoned farms,

which proposed bill was approved by the committee.

The secretary presented a proposed amendment to chapter

412 of the Acts of 1891, which proposed amendment was

approved by the committee.

A request that the State pay for lectures and expenses of

two speakers at any all-day institute was considered by the

committee, and was denied.

The matter of changes in the by-laws and rules of the

Board was considered, and action was postponed to a future

meeting. While this matter was being considered, Messrs.

Barton and Comins of the committee on institutes, rules

and legislation, sat with the executive committee.

Boston, March 13, 1900.

Voted, To excuse the delinquencies of the Blackstone

Valley and Middlesex North societies, they having filed

their transactions for 1899 since the last meeting of the

executive committee.

Suggestion was made that by imposing a fine societies

might be more careful to avoid being delinquent in making

required returns.

The request of the Hoosac Valley Agricultural Society

for the approval by the Board of Agriculture of its vote,

passed at a special meeting of the society, on Feb. 24,
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1900, "authorizing the oflScers to mortgage their grounds

for the sum of $10,000, to pay existing indebtedness," being

in order, the matter was considered.

There was presented a certified copy of the records of

the meeting, showing that it was legally called and that the

vote was passed by the necessary two-thirds ; also advertise-

ments of the hearing and of the call for the special meeting.

The delegate from the said society also appeared in the in-

terests of the request for approval.

No person appearing in opposition, it was

Voted, To approve for the Board of Agriculture the

above-quoted vote of the Hoosac Valley Agricultural So-

ciety, in accordance with the provisions of chapter 274,

Acts of 1890.

The request of the Middlesex North Agricultural Society

for the approval by the Board of Agriculture of its vote,

passed at a special meeting of the society, Dec. 27, 1899,

" That Sidney Drewett be and hereby is authorized and em-

powered, as treasurer of the Middlesex North Agricultural

Society, to borrow in its name and behalf, at his discretion,

a sum not exceeding $2,500, for the use of said society, for

such time and upon such terms as he may deem advisable, the

rate of interest not to exceed five per cent per annum, pay-

able semi-annually, and therefor to sign and give the pro-

missory note of said society ; and also that Henry S. Perham

as president and the said Sidney Drewett as treasurer of

the society be and hereby are authorized and empowered,

in its name and behalf, to make, execute and acknowledge a

mortgage deed with power of sale in the usual form, and

affix thereto the seal of said society, and such deed to

deliver as security for the payment of said note, therein

and thereby conveying, subject to an existing mortgage

from said society to the Lowell Institution for Savings for

the principal sum of $9,000, dated Jan. 23, A.D. 1890, all

the real estate belonging to said society, situate on the

easterly side of said Gorham Street in said Lowell, known
as the fair grounds, together with any land theretofore ac-

quired by the said society from the Lowell bleachery and

situated on the southerly side of the fair grounds and to
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become a part thereof; " and of its vote, passed at an ad-

journed special meeting of the society, on Feb. 5, 1900,

" That Sidney Drewett be, and he hereby is, authorized and

empowered, as treasurer of the Middlesex North Agricult-

ural Society, to borrow in its name and behalf at his discre-

tion, a sum not exceeding $4,800, for the use of said society,

for such time and upon such terms as he may deem desir-

able, the rate of interest not to exceed five per cent per

annum, payable semi-annually, and therefor to sign and give

the })romissory note of said society ; and also that Henry S.

Perham as president and the said Sidney Drewett as treas-

urer of the society, be and hereby are authorized and em-

powered, in its name and behalf, to make, execute and

acknowledge a mortgage deed with power of sale in the

usual form, and affix thereunto the seal of said society, and

such deed to deliver as security for the payment of said

note, therein and thereby conveying, subject to an existing

mortgage from said society to the Lowell Institution for

Savings, for the principal sum of $9,000, dated Jan. 23,

1896, all the real estate belonging to said society, situate on

the easterly side of Gorham Street in said Lowell, known

as the fiiir grounds, together wdth any land theretofore

acquired by said society from the Lowell bleachery, and

situated on the southerly side of the fair grounds, and to

become a part thereof," being in order, the matter was

considered.

There were presented certified copies of the above-quoted

proceedings of the society, showing that the meetings were

legally called and that the votes were the necessary two-

thirds ; also copies of the advertisements of the special

meetings of the society and of the hearing by the Board

of Agriculture. Certain persons appeared in favor of the

request for approval, and certain persons appeared in oppo-

sition. After a full hearing and careful weighing of the

evidence j)ro and con, the committee unanimously

Voted, To approve for the Board of Agriculture the

above-quoted votes of the Middlesex North Agricultural

Society, in accordance with the provisions of chapter 274,

Acts of 1890.

Voted, That hereafter votes of societies on matters of
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sale or mortgage of their real estate must be by aye and

nay, and that the societies be so notified.

Voted, That the secretary ask the opinion of the At-

torney-General as to the powers of the Board of Agriculture

under chapter 274, Acts of 1890.

BosTOx, July 12, 1900.

Voted, That the action of the Dairy Bureau, in employing

Mr. Geo. M. AVhitaker as general agent, temporarily, until

the next annual meeting of the Board, be approved.

Voted, That the first and second vice-presidents of the

Board, the chairman of the executive committee, the pres-

ident of the Massachusetts Agricultural College and the

secretary of the Board be appointed a committee of the

Board, to represent the claims of the agriculture of the State

before the commissioners on the exhibit of the State at the

Pan-American Exposition at Buffalo, N. Y., in 1901, and

to have full powers in the disposition of any monies which

may be devoted to the agricultural exhibit.

Voted, That the action of the secretary in regard to the

Marshfield field meeting be approved.

Marshfield, Sept. 4, 1900.

The executive committee this day authorized the Plym-
outh County Agricultural Society, on its request, to unite

with the Marshfield Agricultural and Horticultural Society

in the holding of its 1900 fair; and the dates of the Plym-
outh County Society were changed accordingly, — i.e., to

September 19, 20 and 21.

Boston, Oct. 30, 1900

The executive committee, sitting jointly with the com-
mittee on institutes, rules and legislation, considered and
acted upon the revision of the by-laws, rules and recom-

mendations of the Board, and the matter was left subject

to the approval of the Board.
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SPECIAL MEETINGS OF THE BOAED OE AGRICULTURE.

Field Meeting.

Marshfield, Sept. 4, 1900.

A field meeting; of the Board of Aa^riculture was held at

the Daniel Webster farm, in Marshfield, this day, on invita-

tion of Mr. Walton Hall, the present owner of the farm

and a former member of this Board. Some twenty-five

members of the Board were present, also several former

members, officers of the Marshfield Agricultural and Horti-

cultural Society and friends, — in all, a company of some

one hundred persons. The gathering was quite informal,

and the time was spent in inspecting the farm, peach

orchards, cranberry meadows, etc., and in enjoying a clam-

bake and dinner on the grounds.

The after-dinner exercises were presided over by First

Vice-President Wm. R. Sessions. Short addresses were

made by a number of those present. It was expected that

the Hon. James Wilson, Secretary of Agriculture, would

be present and make a formal address, but he failed to ap-

pear. A vote of thanks was given Mr. Hall for his courtesy

and hospitality.

WoiicESTEK, Dec 4, 1000.

The Board of Agriculture met in Horticultural Hall,

Worcester, this day, at 11.30 a.m., for business.

Present: First Vice-President Wm. R. Sessions, who
presided, and Messrs. J. S. Appleton, Avery, Barrus, Bar-

ton, Benedict, Bowditch, Bradway, Brewster, Bursley,

Carpenter, Clark, Comins, Damon, Danforth, Ellsworth,

Gleason, Goodell, Goodspeed, Hersey, Howard, Jewett,

Kilbourn, Lloyd, Pratt, Reed, Richardson, Sargent, Sigour-

ney. Smith, Spooner, Stockwell, Thayer, Thurston and

Whitmore.
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The credential of Mr. Warren C. Jewett, member by ap-

pointment of the Governor to succeed Mr. D. A. Horton,

was presented and accepted.

On motion of Secretary Stockwell,

Voted, That Messrs. Goodell, Sessions and Hersey be a

committee to report resolutions at the annual meeting on

the death of Messrs, Grinnell and Horton.

The hearing on the request of the Bristol County Agri-

cultural Society for the approval by the Board of Agricult-

ure of its vote, passed at a special meeting of the society,

on Oct. 20, 1900, "To borrow $4,000 for the purpose of

paying for the recent enlargement of its grand stand, and

mortgage its real estate to secure said loan ; and to renew

the mortgage of its real estate now held by the Bristol

County Savings Bank," being in order, the matter was

heard. It appearing that the action of the society was

according to law and properly advertised, and no person

appearing in opposition to the request of the society, it was

Voted, That the Board of Agriculture approves of the

vote of the Bristol County Agricultural Society, passed at

a special meeting, Oct. 20, 1900, as above quoted, in ac-

cordance with the provisions of chapter 274, Acts of 1890.

Secretary Stockwell. The report of the gypsy moth
committee, made to the Legislature in accordance with the

law under which this committee is still acting, is subject

to your approval here to-day. It is somewhat long, and I

doubt if we have time to listen to it now.

Voted, To adjourn the business meeting to 9.30 a.m.,

Wednesday.

Worcester, Dec. 5, 1900.

The adjourned business meeting was called to order by
Second Vice-President Pratt, who said : The hour has

arrived to which the business meeting of the Board was

adjourned. Before we listen to the report which Secretary

Stockwell will present, Mr. Sargent has a resolution which

he wishes to offer.
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Mr. Sargent read the following :
—

Whereas^ The profits of the time-honored and legitimate industry

of dairy husbandry are seriously menaced by the manufacture and

sale of oleomargarine aud butterine, Avhich are made to imitate

and intended to be sold as pure butter ; and

Whereas, The annual sale of 90,000,000 pounds of imitation

butter supplants the product of 600,000 cows ; and

Wliereas, The Grout bill now before Congress is intended to

suppress the manufacture of these products when colored yellow

to imitate butter, by a tax of ten cents per pound ; therefore.

Resolved, That it is the sense of this meeting that the Grout

bill should become a law.

Resolved, That the Senators and Representatives in Congress

from Massachusetts are urged to give their votes and active sup-

port and use their ablest efforts to secure the passage of the Grout

bill.

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be sent by the

secretary to each Senator and member of Congress from Massa-

chusetts.

Mr. AV. B. Barton (of Dalton). I move the adoption

of the resolutions.

Voted, To adopt the resolutions.

The Chairman. If you will give your attention, Mr.

Stockwell will present the report of the gypsy moth com-

mittee.

Report read.

The Chairman. The report is before you for your action.

Mr. Thurston (of Swansea). In view of the importance

of the report, and the hour having arrived for the morning

lecture, I move that the discussion or adoption of this re-

port be left to the close of the afternoon session.

Voted, To adjourn the l)usiness meeting until the close

of the afternoon session.

The business meeting was resumed at 4.30 p.m., First

Vice-President Sessions presiding.

The Chairman. The business before you is the report of

the gypsy moth committee, read to you this morning. The
-question now is on its acceptance.
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Mr. Barton. I move that the committee's report be

accepted and adopted.

The motion was seconded, and, after remarks by Messrs.

Thurston, Ellsworth, Comins, Kilbourn, Howard, Whit-

more, Reed, Pratt, Avery, Carpenter, Bursley, Sargent,

Barton, Secretary Stockwell and the Chair, a motion to

postpone action until the annual meeting having been lost,

the report of the committee was unanimously accepted and

adopted.

Adjourned.
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PUBLIC WINTER MEETING OF THE BOARD,

AT worcestp:r.

The annual public winter meeting of the Board for lectures

and discussions was held in Horticultural Hall, Worces-

ter, on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, December 4,

5 and 6. The weather conditions were unfavorable the first

two days, but the meeting was generally considered a very

profitable one.

The opening session was called to order by Secretary

Stockwell, who said : The hour to which this meeting was

called has arrived. Prayer will be oflered by Rev. Dr.

Scott.

Prayer by Dr. Scott.

Secretary Stockwell. I now have the honor of intro-

ducing to you a farmer bo}^ from Charlton, the mayor of

this city of Worcester. His Honor Mayor Dodge will give

an address of welcome to this city for our annual meeting.

Mayor Dodge. As I am called upon to address the

various bodies which meet within the borders of our city,

one of the first things I have to do is to find some apology

for addressing the body of people. I cannot, perhaps, claim

any distinctive right to talk to the farming interests, but I

can console myself with the fact that I have as good a right

to be here as Dr. Scott. I am as good a farmer as he is, I

can hold a plow as well as he can, and I think I can pitch

more hay. I had years ago some little genuine claim, per-

haps. I began my career in Worcester by driving a milk

wagon from beyond Tatnuck into the city, and I would like

to call your attention to the difference between the standard

then and that of the present time. In those days there was

no question about the standard of the milk. We had six

or seven Jersey cows at the farm where I lived. I would

not vouch for their pedigree, but at least I know we sold
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Jersey milk from those cows, and no one ever questioned

the fact but what it was Jersey milk.

You can see, if a man breaks away from the iiirm, what

a downfall he may have, going from an honest farmer to a

city politician. We find the same difficulty, I notice, in

trying to impress the fact upon the farmers to-day that has

always apparently attended the efforts of the people to con-

vince farmers that they have the best occupation there is in

the world. I have heard it repeated by all classes of men :

office holders and bankers, merchants and every class in the

professions and the businesses that we ever heard of, each

and all have told the farmer that he is the happiest man
living, engaged in the very best occupation. But somehow
or other the intelligent farmer refuses to take that view of

it, and still insists that it is hard work and poor pay which

meets the efforts of the average farmer.

We have had our attention called to one phase of farming

in New England, and that is the abandoned farms. That

has two sides. It is rather depressing, I confess, to go

through the country and see the abandoned farms,— the

farms that are practically abandoned for agricultural pur-

poses ; and yet, after all, we should consider this phase of

it,— while the land of New England is not all occupied to

the extent it might be for agricultural purposes, it is there

ready to receive the attention of the ftirmer when the time

comes that there is sufficient demand for it, and it gives the

opportunity for growth and expansion in that branch of

New England life ; it always furnishes and will furnish until

it shall have been fully occupied, an opportunity for an

increase of that industry.

What is more depressing to me than the fact that there

are some farms unoccupied is the fact that I am afraid we
must confess that after you get beyond the circle that is

stimulated by the demands of a city or a large village you

find, not abandoned farms in the sense that they are not

inha])ited, but have been abandoned by the neglect of the

owner, and these places that were once the homes of vigor-

ous farm life are going to decay. The buildings are not

kept up, the land is not kept up, and there is a general

appearance of inactivity. It is but one of the same things
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touching your life that touches every branch of life, and it

is not to be attributed at all to the decadence of the farming

occu})ation. It has touched the shoe shop ; it has touched

the factory. There has been a great inclination on the part

of the people, undoubtedly growing out of circumstances

over which they have no control, to go to the cities and to

the large villages, where they can have employment and

certain things in life that they are unable to get in the more

rural districts. It has touched every business, every branch

of life, so that it is not alone the abandoned farm in New
England,— it is the abandoned factory and the shop. The

tide has flowed toward the centres of population ; but the

time will come when it will flow back, when the advantages

of these places in the country towns will so over-balance

the advantages in the more concentrated form of living that

the tide will flow back again, and the factories will be occu-

pied and the farms will be used.

You have met here in the centre of the county, in the

place where almost all bodies as they are organized for their

various purposes meet. You have a right to meet here. It

is appropriate that you should come to this centre of popu-

lation and the centre of the great industries of the county,

because, however much we may pride ourselves on the great

prosperity of Worcester and the phenomenal growth of

Worcester, at the same time we recognize the fact that

Worcester has drawn largely for her prosperity and her

success from those towns that circle round about in the

good old county of Worcester, and we shall never forget

how much our farms have done for the city ; we shall not

forget that outside of the circle of very successful farmers

in our city, making it prominent in its production of agri-

cultural merchandise,— that outside of that in the towns

throughout the whole county there is pouring into Worcester

every year that vigorous manhood and womanhood which is

founded and established l)y a sinewy life upon these farms

in the hilltops and the valleys of good old Worcester

County.

We bid you welcome to this prosperous and beautiful

city, which is our pride and your pride ; the centre of a

virtuous and industrious people, the character of whom is
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not excelled anywhere in the United States and equalled in

very few places.

Agriculture in New England is not dead. It never will

sink out of sight, however much there may be sent on by
the carload from the West. There never will come a time

when this interest in New England will drop out from

among the important industries in this part of the country

;

and, contrary to the theory of some, there never will come

a time when old New England will not be prominent in this

industry. Notwithstanding all the advantages of the West
in certain directions, they never can take the glory of New
England away from the locality made historic and made
successful by the intelligence and enterprise that will con-

tinue to abide here and will compare favorably with that

which can be found or produced or cultivated in any other

part of the United States, Let us have faith in New Eng-

land ; faith in Massachusetts ; faith in the institutions which

have been planted here and nourished by the greatest in-

telligence of the race, giving to each and all the encourage-

ment due to the honest effort of the people of good old New
England, and especially our own Bay State ; and chief, of

course, among all the cities of the State and chief among all

the counties of the State we must be especially patriotic to

the city of Worcester and to the county of Worcester,

which has stood forth at all times prominent in the history

of the State, and worthy of the attention of the thinking

peojile that inhabit this part of the greatest country on the

face of the earth.

The Secretary. In response to the inspiring address by

the mayor of Worcester, we will listen to Hon. Wm. R.

Sessions of Springfield, first vice-president of the Board,

who will act as presiding officer at this meeting.

Mr. Sessions. It is my pleasant duty to respond to this

address of welcome in behalf of the Board of Agriculture,

with which I have been connected for the last twenty years

and with which I am still identified. The mayor spoke of

his experience as a milk peddler in the city of Worcester,

and it Ijrought to my mind a fact which a friend related to

me. Some years ago, perhaps about the time when the

mayor was driving a milk cart, this man was supplying milk
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to certain families in Worcester. He was anxious to get

the best trade. His milk was taken on trial by one of the

wealthy families of the city. To make sure to please the

family he selected the milk from the best cow, know'ing, of

course, which gave the richest milk. The next morning he

asked how the milk suited. The servant girl said :
''1 am

afraid it didn't suit very well ; the mistress wants to see

you." She came to the door, and he asked about the milk.

The lady said : " I do not like that milk ; it was all covered

with a nasty yellow scum." I think perhaps that kind of

people traded with the mayor. Since that time there has

been a great advance in the taste and knowledge of the

people of Worcester in regard to this prime article of

food supply, so bountifully produced within the city of

Worcester.

I do not wish to weary you with a long address. The
Board of Agriculture has always looked upon Worcester

County with as much appreciation as the mayor desires.

Worcester County, you all know, stands, among some four

or five of the counties of the country, first in the amount of

agricultural products. I think it has stood as high as third

in the United States of America, which is something won-

derful, when we remember at the same time the enormous

amount of manufactured products w^hich this county pro-

duces from year to year.

I had occasion, in talking with a man who had come to

Boston from the far west, and who had passed through

Worcester County, to ask him what he thought of New
England. He said: " If I have seen a sample of New
England to-day, I do not want any of it. I could get more
ofl' a quarter-section of land in Dakota than from a whole

county in New England." I asked him if he knew he had

passed through a county that has only one or two superiors

in the United States in the value of its agricultural prod-

ucts. He could not believe me, but it was a fact. That

being the case, we need not feel that it is necessary for the

agriculture of Massachusetts to take a back seat at all. The
agriculture of this part of the country is difierent from that

of the west or the south or the middle States. Its prod-

ucts will continue to increase in value, and those who follow
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it will, I trust, continue to prosper. Those to whom the

mayor referred as allowing their places to run down are

farmers in name only. They are farmers because they were

not enterprising enough to be anything else. Many and

many a farm in Massachusetts and in New England is oc-

cu])ied by some son of an enterprising farmer, who had the

least enterprise of any of the half-dozen boys who grew up

on the farm. The enterprising ones went out to the city

of Worcester, to Boston and to Lowell, and made a mark and

a name for themselves. The one who had no gimp to get

up and hoe his row was the one who stayed on the farm.

The decadence of Jsew England farms is more largely from

that cause than an}^ other. Many of the farms are occupied

by the least enterprising son of the farmer, because he had

the least enterprise. But where you find a farmer who loves

his work and respects his calling you will find thrift, pros-

perity and happiness.

This Board which meets here to-day is an old Board ; it

is one of the oldest in the country. It was organized by act

of the Legislature in 1852, and since that time, almost fifty

years, it has been working for the advantage of agriculture.

It has seen, largely through its efforts, a wondrous change

in the agriculture of the State. If we were to compare the

agriculture of 1852 with that of to-day, we would find a

tremendous advance and improvement.

The Board has always had among its members men of

the highest scientific attainments, of wide reputation, who

had the respect of the community ; men who were known
throughout the United States, men of whom we were proud

;

and also among them have been men who have been success-

ful and practical farmers ; men who have made a success of

the business of agriculture. These two classes have given

wise counsel to the farmers of Massachusetts, instruction

that has enabled them to succeed in business, and that has

caused an improvement in agriculture from the time of the

institution of this Board. I may mention a few of the men
who have been meml^ers of the Board and prominent in

this work: Charles L. Flint, Dr. Edward Hitchcock, Mar-

shall P. Wilder, Simon Brown, JTames S. Grinnell, Robert

C. Winthrop, Ephraim W. Bull, President Wm. S. Clark,
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Dr. Jabez Fisher, Paoli Lathrop, Levi Stockbridge, Dr.

Geo. B. Loring, John B. Moore, Asa Clement, Thomas

Motley, Prof. Louis Agassiz, President Paul A. Chad-

bourne, Avery P. Slade, James F. C. Hyde, John T. Ells-

worth, Richard Goodman, O. B. Hadwen, Thomas P. Root,

Dr. Horace P. Wakefield, Charles S. Sargent, Ensign S.

Kellogg, Henry S. Russell, Benjamin P. Ware, Dr. James

R. Nichols, John E. Russell, E. Frank Bowditch, Dr. J. P.

Lynde, Calvin L. Hartshorn, Merritt I. Wheeler, E. W.
Wood, George Cruickshanks, Elbridge Cushman, W. W.
Rawson, Geo. L. Clemence, Prof. N. S. Shaler, Wm. H.

Bowker, J. D. W. French and Prof. AVm. P. Brooks.

These men I have selected out of the list of members

of the Board of Agriculture, because of their connection

with some particular branch of agriculture. Along with

them we have Dr. C. A. Goessmann, who is still a member

of this Board, after thirty years' service. There are many
members of the present Board who are worthy of mention

in this list. From the labors of these men, supplemented

by the influence of the Agricultural College and the Experi-

ment Station, have come largely the improvements and

advances in agriculture in this State.

The plan of holding public winter meetings by this Board

was inaugurated in 1863, and a meeting like this one has

been held every year since, rotating from one county to

another, that all the farmers might in turn have the advan-

tage of a meeting of this kind. For these meetings the

very best lecturers in the United States and Canada have

been procured, without regard to expense. The lectures

and discussions that followed have been printed each year

in the volume " Agriculture of Massachusetts," and that

book is printed at the State's expense for free distribution.

One-half the edition is distributed by the Legislature, the

other half by the secretary of the Board of Agriculture,

through the agricultural societies, farmers' clubs, and by

appointed agents in towns where they have no such society.

An elfort is made by the secretary that every farmer who

desires shall have one of these reports ; and he is always

ready to supply one, on application, to any person who has

failed to receive a copy through the regular channels.
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There are forty-six of these reports, which in themselves

make an agricultural library. There is not a single line of

the whole series but what will interest some farmer and

give him something for his special line of agriculture.

I have thus detailed one branch of the work of this old

Board. If I were to take your time, I could detail other

branches of it in which they have succeeded, but this is not

the time or place for anything of that sort. The services

of the members of the Board are gratuitous. No member
of the Board has a salary except the secretary, and he is

obliged to spend his whole time in the work, and thus has

no other means of earning a livelihood.

This is the fourth time that this Board has held its public

winter meeting in the city of Worcester. The meetings

have been held in the different counties of the State, four

having been held in Hampden County, three in Franklin,

three in Essex, five in Middlesex, four in Hampshire, four

in Berkshire, two in Bristol, two in Plymouth, one in Suf-

folk and ten in Worcester, including this meeting. This

shows the appreciation the Board has of the county of

Worcester and the city of Worcester.

The city of Worcester, as the mayor has told us, is an

important part of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

While it is the second city in the State in population, it

stands first in agricultural products. Its milk, market-gar-

den products and fruits, produced entirely for the home
market, make Worcester the banner city for agriculture

;

while its diversified manufactures give employment to the

thousands who consume these products of the farms and gar-

dens within its limits. This makes the city of Worcester a

typical place to illustrate the agriculture of New England

to the rest of the country.

Fortunate are the farmers who live in this queen city of

the old Bay State. The Board of Agriculture is happy to

meet here and enjoy the hospitality of the city, the agricult-

ural society, the horticultural society, the grange and the

individual farmers of the county.

First Vice-President Sessions in the chair.

The Chairman. The next on the programme is an ad-

dress of welcome on behalf of the Worcester Agricultural
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Society, by Preisdent Wm. J. Hogg. This morning a

letter has been received from the president of this society,

saying that he will not be able to be here, because of a busi-

ness call that takes him out of the city, and he has dele-

ofated Hon. H. S. Stockwell to give this address of welcome

in his place.

Mr. Stockwell. In behalf of the Worcester Agricultural

Society I tender to you our most hearty and sincere wel-

come. We welcome you to this city, to the heart of the

Commonwealth, and to this agricultural society that has ex-

isted over eighty years,— nearly the whole of the nineteenth

century. This has been a society for the promotion of agri-

culture. In looking over its history, we feel that there is

no society in the Commonwealth that has done more for

agriculture than the old Worcester Agricultural Society.

It was organized in 1818. Its first president was Hon. Levi

Lincoln ; its first secretary was Mr. Wheeler ; the present

secretary is a descendant of our first secretary. It held its

first agricultural fair on the grounds opposite where we are

now located. It has been successful in all its undertakings,

always paying all its bills, and has at the present time prop-

erty valued at over $100,000. We have been fitting up

grounds purchased some two or three years ago at an ex-

pense of some $70,000, and we have $50,000 at interest.

We feel that this society has done a great deal for Worces-

ter County in its agricultural interests. We feel, too,

that this society is identified with the State Board of Agri-

culture. We have selected some of our best members to

represent us upon the State Board ; the State Board in re-

turn has come to this society for three of its secretaries,

—

Mr. Flint of Grafton, Mr. Russell of Leicester and Mr.

Stockwell of Sutton. You can naturally see the fraternity

that exists between this society and the members of the

State Board, and we feel that it is fitting and proper that

you should be with us at this time, upon the eve of the

twentieth century, to look over the past with this old so-

ciety that has lived almost through this century.

In speaking of Worcester County and its agricultural in-

terests, I think the old Worcester Society has done more to

inspire this county in its efforts for agriculture and has done
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more to help it— and we stand in the foremost rank of

any county in the United States in our agricultural prod-

ucts—than anything else. I think you may go where you
will in the United States and you will not find a county that

has such beautiful scenery, such magnificent farms so well

tilled and cared for, and such a contented people as you find

here in the heart of the Commonwealth.

Gentlemen, we are happy to welcome you here on this

occasion. We hope that your stay with us will be most

pleasant and profitable.

The Chairman. I have been informed, since I called on

Mr. Stockwell, that he is the new president of the Worcester

Agricultural Society. Since the programme was printed,

he has been elected. We will listen to a response to the

welcome of the Worcester Society, by Mr. Augustus Pratt,

second vice-president of the Board.

Mr. Pratt. It has been my pleasure many times during

my life to attend the agricultural fairs of the Worcester

Agricultural Society. On all these visits I have received

the same hearty welcome which has been extended to the

Board of Agriculture to-day. Certainly the Worcester

Agricultural Society is entitled to all the honor and credit

that has been given it this morning. It was one of the

earliest societies to receive the act of incorporation. I be-

lieve there are but three before it,— the old Massachusetts

Society for the Promotion of Agriculture was incorporated

in 1792, the Berkshire Agricultural Society was incorpo-

rated in 1811 and the Hampshire in 1814. These are the

only three that started earlier than your society, Mr. Pres-

ident ; and during these eighty-two years which this society

has existed, I believe it has accomplished much good for the

agriculture of Worcester County and other sections of the

State. This society has reason to be proud of its record.

It has truly been a successful society.

There was wisdom displayed by those men in early days

in selecting the grounds for the fair. These grounds ad-

vanced ra{)idly in value, and have continued to increase in

value each year until the day of the sale. If I rememljer

correctly, your president, Mr. Ellsworth, ten years ago, in

1890, in addressing the State Board at their gathering here,
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said that you had fair grounds valued at $125,000; and if

I am rightly informed, within about eight years of that time

you sold the grounds and received the sum of $185,000, —
an advance of $60,000 in a little over eight years. I think

there was wisdom displayed by the early managers of this

society in selecting these valuable grounds. It does seem

to me that you have done just the right thing in your sale.

You have gone a little farther out of the city, and purchased

an equally as good location for the purpose for which you

wish to use it, at a much less price ; and have had the

opportunity, as 3^our president has said this morning, to

deposit $50,000 in the ])ank to draw from if you have a

rainy day for the fair. Rainy days have been a great trial

to the society with which I am connected. If after all our

preparations a rainy day should set in at fair time, we would

be financially embarrassed. You need have no such fears,

with your $50,000 on deposit and the large rentage which

you will receive from letting the grounds.

Through the courtesy of Mr. Ellsworth, I had the privi-

lege a year ago at the time of the fair to look over your

new purchase, and I certainly concluded that it was an ex-

cellent choice, a beautiful location, well adapted to the pur-

pose for which you intend to use it. I am very glad to

know that the Worcester Society stands on such a firm

basis, that it is likely to continue to be a society to advance

the cause of agriculture for many years.

I wish to say a few words more in regard to the State

Board of Agriculture. I think these winter meetings, as

has been said by Mr. Sessions, were established in 1863,

Springfield holding the first meeting, Greenfield the second,

and the Worcester Society, in the city of Worcester, being

entitled to the honor of having the third of the winter

meetings. It does seem to me, Mr. President, that your

society has been the pioneer in all good things. These men
who got together and established the winter meetings of the

Board did not then anticipate, did not then know, the good
that they were doing to the agriculture of Massachusetts.

Yet certainly in the thirty-seven years which these meetings

have continued from year to year, in different cities and
different parts of the Commonwealth, they have been the
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means of greatly advancing the cause of agriculture. They
have been a source of instruction to the farmers throughout

the Commonwealth.

I am happy to know that upon this platform is one of the

gentlemen who was first in suggesting the farmers' institutes.

He was then a member of the Board of Agriculture. Each

society is now required to hold three of these institutes

each year. 1 am happy to know that Mr. Hadwen was one

of the members of the Board who urged and pushed this

matter forward, to have the farmers' institutes held through-

out the Commonwealth. I know these institutes have

accomplished much good. I think that the papers of infor-

mation that have been presented at these institutes have

been the means of making better farmers in Massachusetts.

Another source of great good, I must say, to the agri-

culture of Massachusetts is the college. The valuable liter-

ature that is sent out each year and the competent instractors

who come from the college each year to instruct the farmers

have accomplished much.

I think, with all these helps, with all this source of in-

struction which we now have, that, as the mayor has told

us this morning, the future is bright, that the agriculture of

the future will advance. It does seem to me it cannot help

it. We can with confidence look forward to a better state

of agriculture for the coming years.

It is to be regretted that the young men during the past

few years do not enter the agricultural life as readily and

as freely as they do some other branch of life. They choose

some other means of support. I believe that there is a good

opening in agriculture. I believe the future of agriculture

is to be brighter for young men than the past. I think that

an agricultural life — and I speak from experience — is the

life for happiness and for health. If there is any better

life, I do not know it. Taking everything into considera-

tion, health and everything else, I do not believe there is

any better opening for a young man at the present time than

to seek an agricultural education and assume an agricultural

life.

I thank you, Mr. President, for the cordial welcome you

have extended to the members of the Board of Agriculture
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this morning. We are here with you for a few days, and

we trust, in fact, we know, that we shall have a pleasant

and enjoyable time.

The Chairman. The next on the programme is a wel-

come from the Worcester County Horticultural Society.

You may all know that we meet in a hall owned by that so-

ciety, that they tender to the Board of Agriculture gratui-

tously the use of this beautiful hall and its conveniences for

this meeting. This society joined with the Worcester Agri-

cultural Society in inviting the Board to meet here. It is

one of the oldest horticultural societies in the State. It has

done a wonderful work. Mr. O. B. Hadwen has been con-

nected with it I do not know but from the very beginning.

He will extend the welcome to the Board.

Mr. Hadwen. In behalf of the Worcester County Horti-

cultural Society I tender you a most cordial and hearty

welcome. I do this with greater pleasure, as twenty-four

years have elapsed since I had the pleasure to extend to your

Board a welcome from this very platform, to this our horti-

cultural hall, the headquarters in this city of one of the im-

portant interests you have especially in keeping.

Great changes have taken place during this period of

time. Agriculture and horticulture and their kindred call-

ings have become more intense, new modes of cultivation

have sprung up, new implements are used, new products

are grown, to supply the wants of higher and better living.

We are a progressive people. The requirements of the

day are study and work. The man who is unwilling to

study and work will find he is superseded by knowledge

with industry, and must go to the wall.

The study of the mechanics, the manufactures, the trades

and of agriculture occupies the larger portion of our people,

and they work out the practical results of many improve-

ments with the aid of improved machines and implements.

The man who would attempt to manufacture or to carry on

his farm or garden on the conditions practised or pursued

fifty or sixty years ago would certainly find he was pursuing

an unprofitable business and being outstripped by his more
thrifty neighl)or.

Agriculture is yearly becoming more intensive. The
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farmer must learn by what course of husbandry he and

his farm can secure the greatest benetit to his family and at

the same time enhance the value of his estate, that his pro-

ductive industry must more than equal his increasing modes

of living, that he must live equally well with those engaged

in other pursuits.

Happily the era is fast passing away in which farmers,

either rich or poor, in any section of our county, deem it

incompatible with their interests and with the dignity of

their vocation to live in homes deficient either in comforts

or embellishments such as the age now demands.

I haven't time to speak fittingly of but few of the places

of interest which surround us here. We all have a com-

mendable pride in the city of our homes. At the beginning

of the nineteenth century it contained 2,411 people. Within

the lifetime of the speaker this place has grown from a town

of 3,500 inhabitants to a city of 120,000, having a valuation

of more than $112,000,000, with an annual productive in-

dustry of more than $45,000,000.

These vast results are not largely caused by inherited

wealth, but by inherited brains and energy. We have not

only learned to produce a dollar more but to earn our

dollars better. With the increased facilities of the present

day, our agriculture and horticulture, with their various

phases, must compete with the whole country.

Worcester County, lying in the central portion of the

State, traversing its entire width, compares favorably in

respect to its fertility of soil with any county in the Com-

monwealth. The farming pursued here is usually termed

mixed farming, the dairy being the most prominent and

leading interest, together with all the cereals, fruits, roots

and grasses that this latitude favors. Our farmers have

taken advantage of information obtained from exhibitions

of aofricultural and horticultural societies, from institute

meetings of agriculture and horticulture, and are well-

trained producers of all the farm and garden products that

an intelligent community demands.

It is especially gratifying to those of us who have had th^

privilege of watching the progress of agriculture for the

past fifty or sixty years. While some call its progress slow,
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I think its progress has denoted an energy fully equal to

that of other callings. There are so many who have devoted

their lives to the progress of agricultural pursuits ; and

when we recognize the fundamental truth that the ground

we cultivate is the primary source of all wealth, and without

the products of our industry all other industries would be

paralyzed, we may justly feel proud of our calling, and con-

tinue to persevere.

The city of Worcester, comprising the original town of

about five miles square, and having a great variety of active

industries in various directions, together with the vast

number of factories and buildings covering so large an area,

still contains room for a large number of highly cultivated

farms. The farm and garden products are equal to those of

any town within the Commonwealth, and its live stock per-

haps is in a corresponding ratio to its product. I learn

from the books of the assessors as follows : there are kept

within the city 5,411 horses, 1,708 cows and 240 other

cattle, 425 swine, 49 sheep and 8,887 hens.

The location of this city, in the very midst of an agricult-

ural and manufacturing region, with her system of steam

and electric roads radiating in every direction, with her

university and colleges, her polytechnic and normal schools,

together with her vast system of public schools, her free

public libraries, her Antiquarian Society and Society of

Antiquity, with her public halls and buildings and her vast

manufacturing plants, will compare favorably with any city

of her size in the country. There is also within her limits

a system of ten public parks, comprising more than four

hundred acres, extending out from the centre in all direc-

tions, containing prominent natural and artificial features of

landscape, and planted with all the deciduous and conifer-

ous trees, with all the hardy flowering shrubs and plants

adapted to this climate, and where every advantage is

afforded to her citizens for rural outino^ and health-«:ivino;

enjoyment.

Such in part and in brief is the city of Worcester, in

which you are to-day assembled at the closing of the nine-

teenth century. To her hospitalities we again welcome
you, and may the purpose of your coming be accomplished,
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and may our lectures and discussions promote and improve

the agriculture of the Commonwealth.

I have thus endeavored, gentlemen, to speak to you, let

me hope not entirely inconsistent with the time and the

spirit of the occasion, and for the honor of your presence

we thank you.

The Chairman. 1 lind by the programme that Mr. Ells-

worth of the Worcester Agricultural Society will respond

to this address of welcome. He is known to you, and I

need not introduce him.

Mr. Ellsworth. On behalf of the State Board of Agri-

culture and also the Worcester Societ}^ from which society

I am a member of the Board of Agriculture, I wish to thank

the president for his very kind words of welcome, and I

wish to assure him that they are appreciated by the mem-
bers of this Board.

I am aware of the fact that these addresses have taken

considerable time. I have been very much interested, and

I know of no speech that can better afford to be curtailed

than mine. I had thought of a few things that I would

mention, some of them in relation to the Board of Agricult-

ure, but they have been well referred to by the president

of the day and by other speakers.

There is one thing that comes to my mind at your meet-

ing to-day, and that is the gradual and the quite wonderful

change that takes place from time to time. As we look

back we can see the changes, and some of us are not so

very old, for all that. Changes here in Worcester have

been gradually taking place from year to year. It is but a

few years ago that land now occupied by city residences

was used for raising crops for the markets of Worcester

and elsewhere. I can well remember where cows were

pastured and corn and potatoes grown, and now there are

beautiful residences built on these places. We can see

changes in the farming in Worcester. But a short time ago

stock was raised, butter and cheese made, and beef and pork

were raised for the market. Now the land is taken up with

milk farms. Where the milk farms were formerly located,

the places are occupied by farmers who raise early vegeta-

bles and fruit for the market. And I might continue to

speak in this way.
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Referring to the Board of Agriculture a moment, you can

see by the annual reports that changes are taking place. I

took down my large black books and looked over the ad-

dresses. Some of the first reports were mostly taken up in

discussing the breeds of cattle,— the different breeds for

milk, butter and beef, the care, etc., of the same ; the rais-

ing of corn, roots, potatoes : subsoil plowing, irrigation.

If you take down a volume of our last year's report you

will see a great change. la that is the report of the chemist,

the entomologist who treats of the insects, such as the gypsy

moth and the San Jose scale, and other things we never

heard of thirty years ago ; we also find interesting accounts

of experiments with special fertilizers.

I will not take more of your time. There are others to

follow me.

I wish to again thank the president of the Horticultural

Society, and through him the society, for the very cordial

welcome we have had here to-day.

The CHAiRiMAN. The next is a welcome from the State

Grange. The headquarters of the grange are where the

State master resides. The present State master is an

honored citizen of Worcester. The Board will be delighted

to hear from Mr. W. C. Jewett.

]\lr. Jewett. As a citizen of Worcester I am glad to

welcome you to our city, of which we are so proud,— a city

noted for its manufacturing interests. We probably have

the largest variety of manufacturing of any city in the

United States. A city, as you have heard to-day, noted

for its agriculture, for its successful farmers. Every ap-

proach is guarded by a successful farmer. It makes the

strongest bulwark that could be thrown around any city or

nation. I wish to welcome you to this hall. More agri-

cultural societies have been formed in it than in any hall

in the United States, and its walls echo back the words of

many men gone before us who were interested in the same

work that we are to-day. I wish to welcome the Board of

Agriculture and welcome your work, and I will promise to

give any possible assistance to the Board in carrying out its

work in increasing the interest in the farms in Massachu-

setts and in increasing our production.
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I believe in every agricultural organization ; I believe

there is a work for them to do.

I believe the grange offers the best opportunities of any

organization in the land. Why? Because it starts in the

home ; it brings to our wives and our children the same

advantages and the same opportunities that it brings to the

fathers, which is certainly doing away with the social and

educational barrier that did exist and does exist in many
farm homes to-day. We believe the social branch is doing

a great work. It is bringing back the social position of

the farmer where it was years ago, — the highest position

in the land. We believe the educational advantages are

making better men and women, better business men, better

in every way to carry on the different walks of life.

I can hardly stop when I begin to talk of what the grange

can do. I again welcome the Board of Agriculture, trust-

ing that your meetings will be pleasant, and that the inspi-

ration that goes out will lighten the burden of many farmers

in this community.

The Chairman. The Massachusetts Board of Agriculture

has representatives from all parts of the State, and the

gentleman who is to reply to this address of welcome is

from Cape Cod. You will see when he appears before you
that Cape Cod can raise a likely specimen of a man, if it

does not raise great crops of corn. Mr. Bursley, delegate

from the Barnstable County Agricultural Society.

Mr. Bursley. As you have seen in the last hour, farm-

ers love to talk ; but, as well as liking to talk, they like to

get pretty near the dinner table some time between twelve

and one o'clock, and it is not my purpose to keep the form-

ers here. I know nothing but an interest in agriculture

would have brought out a hundred people to the opening

meeting of the Board of Agriculture. Therefore, I will

simply thank you, as a representative of my own subordi-

nate grange, the Old Colony Pomona Grange. I l)elieve

the day is not far distant when to be a patron will be con-

sidered a necessity for a man to be a member of the Board

of Agriculture. The last appointment by His Excellency

the Governor was in strong recognition of that fact, when
he appointed our worthy master to our Board. I believe
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we shall all work better and do more for the cause of agri-

culture in Massachusetts when we are connected with that

order.

To-day the Board of Agriculture is doing its work ; the

college its work ; and the grange, represented by over 13,-

000 people in this State and entering probably more than

5,000 homes, is })roadening and extending the work and the

good feeling among agricultural classes.

Mr. President and Worthy Master, we thank you, know-

ing that this meeting here cannot but be profitable for the

Board, for the agriculture of Massachusetts and for the

Order of Patrons of Husbandry, second only to the good

that will be brought to pass in your gathering here next

week.

The Chairman. This completes the programme for the

public meeting this morning. The public meeting is, there-

fore, adjourned to 2 p.m.

Afternoon Session.

The meeting was called to order by Chairman Sessions,

who said : I feel it a pleasure to introduce the speaker of

the afternoon. He is a friend of mine. I have been asso-

ciated with him for eight or nine years in public work.

You know the old adage, " To know a man you must sum-

mer and winter him." I have summered and wintered this

man for eight or nine years. He is an honorable man, is a

man who knows his business, and a man on whose word

you can depend. What he tells you about birds in Massa-

chusetts 3'ou can depend upon as matters that he has him-

self investigated, and knows whereof he speaks.

The lecturer has requested me to say that the lecture will

be given first and the slides later.

I have the pleasure of introducing Mr. E. H. Forbush,

ornithologist to this Board, and a former president of the

Worcester Natural History Society. He is well known in

Worcester, and will now speak on " Birds useful to agri-

culture."
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BIRDS USEFUL TO AGRICULTURE.^

BY E. II. FORBUSH, ORNITHOLOGIST TO THE BOARD.

Studies of the economies of nature show that in a wild

country, untroubled hy civilized or semi-civilized man, the

interactions of nature's multitudinous organisms tend to pre-

serve a finely adjusted balance of her forces, which furthers

the survival and perpetuation of the best adapted forms of

animal and veaetable life. In such a region, as elsewhere,

certain of the higher animals feed on the lower, while some

of the lower subsist on the higher. In the end, however,

both vegetables and animals, while continually at war, flour-

ish, wax strong and perpetuate their kind. There birds,

mammals and insects, although filling important places in

the economy of nature, cannot be classed as beneficial or

injurious, for there is no agriculture. Introduce primitive

man into a country like this, and he would flourish without

interfering to an}^ appreciable extent with the balance of

forces. Wild grains, fruits and vegetables grow in pro-

fusion, wild animals and birds are unsuspicious and readily

taken. The simple wants of the primitive individual man

are readily supplied, and his desires go no farther. The

story of Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden typifies this

condition of man.

If in the early days, through some apparent miscarriage of

nature's laws, the fine adjustment of some of nature's forces

was, for a time, disturl)ed, man, like the lower animals,

adapted himself to the changed conditions. If locusts over-

ran the country, devouring man's vegetable food, he followed

the example of the lower animals, and fed for the time on

locusts. No doubt the food oi John the Baptist in the

* Illustrated by stereopticon.
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wilderness— " lociists and wild honey "— was very accept-

able to him. If mice or rats abounded and destroyed a part

of man's vegetable sustenance, he took it second-hand by

feeding on rats and mice, as all other rapacious animals do

if occasion requires. The individual was seeking only his

own subsistence and that of his family. There was no agri-

culture, no money and no trade. But in an evil day man
" ate of the tree of knowledge." To provide against possible

want, he undertook to protect and propagate useful plants,

with a view to increase his store of non-perishable food

products. He also undertook to domesticate animals. This

was the beginning of agriculture and civilization. Imme-

diately birds, mammals, insects and plants became his

enemies, and he has had to earn his bread by the sweat of

his brow ever since.

With a new source of food supply and attention given

to the arts of peace the population of the earth began to

increase, man grew in intelligence, civilization succeeded to

savagery, and man, by reason of his arts, became the princi-

pal factor among other animals,— bending all others to his

will. By his artificial protection and propagation of species,

he committed serious infractions of nature's laws. In thus

disturbing the balance of nature, he brought upon himself

the consequences. But in the course of centuries there came

a gradual adjustment to the conditions of agriculture, so that

in the older civilized countries to-day man and nature are

more in harmony than in lands recently brought under the

plow.

Now let us turn to the western hemisphere, where agri-

culture and civilization together have come hand in hand in

comparatively recent times, and see some of the results of

the settlement of the civilized agriculturist in the primeval

wilderness.

When the Pilgrim Fathers landed at Plymouth, in 1620,

they found there a wild country, sparsely inhabited by

savages. Nature had been practically undisturbed b}' aborig-

inal man, and agriculture was in its most primitive condi-

tion. In the course of settlement the white man at once

began to "improve" the wilderness, outraging nature's laws

in many vvays, and setting up serious disturbances among the
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nicely balanced and finely adjusted series of organisms by

which he found himself surrounded. He cut away the forest,

"which had clothed much of the country for ages. He intro-

duced new plants and new animals. Trees, shrubs and

vines, which had surrounded the country homes of the

settlers in England or in other lands, were brought here and

planted upon the virgin soil of the new country. Insect

pests and noxious weeds were undoubtedly, though unin-

tentionally, lirought with them in some cases. The intro-

duction of new plants and animals, something which nature

without man's aid would not have accomplished perhaps in

thousands of years, was undertaken and completed by man
in a month, to be followed later by serious results, as in

the recent cases of the introduction of the English sparrow^,

the gypsy moth and the Russian thistle.

The settlers, while subduing the aborigines and pushing

them westward, began to make war on the lower animals.

The bears, wolves and panthers, which attacked the flocks

and herds, were the first to go. The deer and wild turkey,

which attacked the growing crops and were good for food,

soon follow'cd. Then, under one pretext or another, the

destruction of other native mammals and birds was begun,

and is still continued throughout the country even to this

day. As the march of civilization continued westward, large

areas were devoted to special crops. These broad fields of

Indian corn, wheat and other grains, of potatoes, peas and

other vegetables, with great vineyards and orchards, oflered

an almost unlimited opportunity for the insect enemies of

such plants to multiply. Thus the people, while destroying

many of the enemies of the native insects, kindly provided

those insects with an abundance of succulent food, giving

them the very conditions needed to insure that tremendous

increase in numbers of which they are capable. Under such

conditions, insects like the chinch bug and the Colorado

potato beetle were fostered and overran the land. In the

primitive condition of the country these insects were un-

doubtedly harmless. This policy has been continued, until

the United States has become noted as the greatest sufferer

from insect pests of any country on the face of the earth.

When, under bounty laws, the early colonists in New Eng-
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land shot and trapped the crows and blackbirds because they

ate corn, an increase of white grubs and cut worms followed

soon after, which entirely destroyed the grass crop, so that

the farmers were obliged to import hay from England for

their cattle.* Nevertheless, the settlers continued the whole-

sale destruction of other birds. The wild turkey, prairie

chicken and wild pigeon were very nearly exterminated.

These and other grasshopper-eating birds being greatly

reduced in numbers, plagues of grasshoppers or locusts

appeared.! We are told that these insects so increased that

the preachers felt obliged at their services in the churches to

pray for deliverance. The local killing of blackbirds in the

interior States has been followed by a great local increase

of white grubs. One farmer from Wisconsin told me that

he lost four hundred dollars' worth of grass in one year fi'om

the depredations of these insects. During the great locust

invasions in the western States many farmers lost their all.

But the people at last realized the value of the birds, and

passed protective laws, which resulted in an increase of

birds in those States. One farmer writes :
—

111 answer to your question about the Wrds and the locusts, I

must say this : every farmer that shoots buxls must be a fool. I

had wheat this last spring on new breaking. The grasshoppers

came out apparently as thick as the wheat itself, and indeed much
thicker. I gave up that field for lost. Just then great numbers
of plover came, and flocks of blackbirds and some quail, and

commenced feeding on this field. They cleaned out the locusts so

well that I had at least three-fourths of a crop, and I know that

without the birds I would not have had any. I know other farmers

whose wheat was saved in the same way. |

So in time the value of birds began to be recognized

among the native population ; but many of the later im-

migrant farmers, lacking such experience, continued the

slaughter of beneficial birds, and even some native American

farmers have yet to learn that most of the birds which live

about them are beneficial. Many still shoot the birds that

* See Kalm's " Travels in America."

t Williamson's "History of Maine," passes 102, 103, 172.

X First annual report of the United States Entomological Commission, 1877, page
342. Letter from S. E. Goodmore, Fremont, Neb.
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eat their fruit or those that visit their corn fields. How
many of us are aware that even the water birds are beneficial

to agriculture?

Usefulness of the Water and Shore Birds.

Gulls, terns and many so-called shore birds often feed

largely on insects. In England, Avhere sea gulls are now

protected, they will follow the plow in their search for

grubs and other injurious insects. In this country they are

so persecuted that they usually keep well away from inhab-

ited shores, hardly daring to trust themselves near the

habitations of man except about our city harbors, where

shooting is prohibited. As an illustration of the usefulness

of gulls during insect invasions, let me cite the oft-related

experience of the early Mormons at Salt Lake. It is said

that soon after they emigrated to Utah the black cricket

(^Anabrus simplex) appeared upon their crops in immense

swarms, destroying the entire crop of wheat and other grains,

and reducing many of the settlers nearly to the point of

starvation. The next year these pests appeared again. Says

Hon. Geo. Q. Cannon, "Promising fields of wheat in the

morning were by evening as smooth as a man's hand,

devoured by the crickets." At this juncture sea gulls came

by thousands, miraculously, or providentially, as the Mor-

mons believed. Their flocks whitened the blackened fields,

and they destroyed the crickets so utterly that they were

almost eradicated, thus saving the remainder of the crop,

which was all the half-starved Mormons had to rely upon for

food for the next season. The thankful people passed a law

forbidding any one to kill these birds, and fixing a penalty

for the offence. This occurrence was witnessed by many
people, and a number of accounts of it have been published.*

Dr. A. K. Fisher of the Department of Agriculture says

the gull referred to is Franklin's gull (Larus Franklini),

which occurs in enormous flocks in the north-west, and feeds

in such companies on grasshoppers, crickets and similar

insects, f

* Report of the United States Commissioner of Agriculture, Townend Glover,

Entomoloijist, 1871, page 79. Second report United States Entomological Commis-
sion, 1878-79, page 166. " Agriculture of Massachusetts," 1871, page 26.

t " Insect Life," Vol. 7, No. 3, page 275.
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The United States Entomological Commission, when in-

vestigating the locust outbreaks in the west with a view to

finding some means of controlling them, reported that locusts

had been found in numbers in the stomachs of most of the

water birds.

These birds are not only of practical use to farmers, but

they are also valuable to mariner and fisherman. In foggy

summer weather the longshore fisherman is often able to

guide his course for the harbor by observing the direction

in which the sea birds fly with food for their young. The
fishermen are often made aware of the presence of schools

of fish by the gulls or terns hovering over the sea, and

watching for an opportunity to pick up the small fish on

which the larger ones feed. The navigator is also fre-

quently warned of the rocks in such weather by the cries

of the birds breeding upon them.

The sea birds have been so persecuted along the Atlantic

coast that they have deserted many of the islands where

they formerly bred, and it is only within a few years

that any attempt whatever has been made to protect them.

Protective measures have now been inaugurated, largely

through the action of members of the bird protection com-

mittee of the American Ornitholo2:i8ts' Union. The union

has begun steps to protect the sea birds in their breeding

places. The work on the Atlantic coast was first com-

menced in Massachusetts by Mr. Geo. H. Mackay of Boston,

a member of the committee from Massachusetts. Through

his labors the terns and gulls on Muskegat and some other

islands have received a measure of protection, which has re-

sulted in a large increase of their numbers within two years.

Mr. Wm. Dutcher of New York, another member of our

committee, has in charge a fund which this year has been ap-

plied to the protection of birds breeding on various islands

and shores from Maine to Virginia.* At the recent meeting

of the union in Cambridge he made a very full- and inter-

esting report, which indicated that in most cases the num-
bers of the birds were largely increasing on the })rotected

breeding grounds. If this work can be continued, a greater

* Great credit 13 due and should be given Mr. Abbott 11. Thayer, a member of the

anion, who secured the contributions to this fund.
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measure of protection given, and the promiscuous shoot-

ing of the sea birds for millinery purposes stopped, these

beautiful and useful birds, which have few enemies beside

man,— and woman,— will again occupy their breeding

places along our coasts.

Birds and Soil Fertilization.

Aside from their usefulness as insect eaters, the sea birds

have benefited modern agriculture in another way. In the

Garden of Eden fertilizers were not necessary. The natural

decay of organic matter, resulting from the death of plants

and animals, maintained the fertility of the soil. When
population increased so that fertile land was not plenty, man

learned by experience how to treat the soil to make it })ro-

ductive, and began to apply different materials as fertilizers.

It is said that the Pilgrim Fathers in 1620 found that the

Massachusetts Indians, when planting corn, placed a dead

fish (herring or shad) in each hill. The Peruvian Indians

were known to have recognized the importance of guano as

a fertilizer more than three centuries ago. It is said to have

been held in such high esteem in the time of the Incas that

the deposits on the Chincha Islands were jealously guarded,

and the birds which resorted there were carefully protected,

the death penalty being inflicted on any one killing birds

there during the breeding season. In 1804, Humboldt,

returning from his travels in America, carried to Europe

some samples of this guano, and called attention to the value

of these deposits. His announcement received little notice

at the time ; but within fifty years guano had revolutionized

methods in progressive agriculture, and the possession of

certain islands occupied by sea birds and the revenue there-

from had become a bone of contention between nations.

These guano deposits are found on the breeding places of sea

birds. The material consists mainly of excrement, combined

with the rejected portions of the food. These birds, pen-

guins, albatrosses, pelicans, gulls, terns, petrels and others,

feed largely upon fish ; therefore the manurial matter de-

posited by them contains quantities of nitrogen, phospbate

and phosphoric acid.

The introduction of guano into civilized countries gave a

great impulse to intensive cultivation. Some idea of the
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apparently inexhaustible amount of this material found on

the Chincha Islands may be gained from the fact that the

deposits covered the three islands in some places to a depth

of ninety to one hundred feet. The demand for this material

grew to such an extent tbat by 1850 the price in the United

States had advanced to fifty dollars per ton, and it is stated

that five million tons have been imported into England alone.

In 1853 the Peruvian government, which controlled the

islands, surveyed them, and reported that there were still

more than twelve million tons available. So great has been

the demand, however, that this enormous quantity has now
been practically exhausted. The call for the new fertilizer

became so great and its price so exorbitant that American

enterprise (under the encouragement of an act of Congress)

began to explore the Pacific and the Carribbean Sea in a

search for unclaimed islands. Claims under this act have

now been filed with the United States government to about

seventy-five islands, and many others have been discovered

by the citizens of other nations in difierent parts of the

world.* Of late years, however, the demand for concen-

trated fertilizers has resulted in their manufacture, so that

they have largely taken the place of guano in intensive culti-

vation. But this subject presents itself in another aspect.

All along the Atlantic coast, from Maine to Florida, there

are rocky or sandy islands which were once the breeding

places of innumerable sea fowl. There are also many
swam[)S and marshes where countless ducks, herons and

other water and wading birds once bred. These birds were

constantly gathering a harvest from sea, lake and river, in

the shape of fish and other marine or fresh-water animals.

The digestion of these birds is remarkably rapid. They
require an enormous quantity of food. Therefore, they must

have contributed considerably toward the building and

enrichment of the soil of our originally barren coasts and

islands. If they increase under })rotection and reoccupy

their former breeding grounds, a double benefit to agricult-

ure will ensue.

Aside from soil fertilization, the relation of birds and

other animals to agriculture depends mainly upon the char-

* " A Review of Economic Ornithology in the United States," by Dr. S. T. Palmer,
Year Book, Department of Agriculture for 1899, pages 278, 279.
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acter and quantity of their food. By obtaining a knowledge

of the various components of the food and their comparative

amounts, we may form some judgment as to the comparative

value of beneficial birds to the farmer. Birds are useful or

injurious to agriculture according to the extent to which

they feed on the crops of the farmer, on animals useful to

him, or upon those which are injurious to his interests.

There are birds wdiich live almost entirely on injurious

insects, and do not attack any crop. Such birds are certainly

among the farmer's best friends. There are others which

live largely on injurious insects and weed seeds, and do not

materially injure any crop. Such birds are also eminently

useful to agriculture. There are omnivorous birds which are

often among the farmer's best friends, — destroying many of

his worst enemies, — yet they are at times very injurious,

attacking crops or poultry and destroying other beneficial

birds. Whether the omnivorous birds are beneficial or not

depends largely upon conditions and circumstances. To this

class crows and magpies belong.

There is another class of birds which feeds almost entirely

upon animals. These, the Raptores, or birds of prey, always

have been classed by the majority of people among the arch

enemies of the farmer. Science and expert experience do

not, however, agree altogether with popular opinion on this

question.

Hawks and Owls.

Admitting that the eagles are injurious, let us consider

briefly the hawks and owls (F'alcomdoe and Strigidce) in

their relation to agriculture. It is only within recent years

that any information has been generally disseminated here

in regard to the usefulness of these birds. In England and

Scotland, howev^er, the value of certain hawks and owls

has been known for centuries. We find that in Stowe's

"Chronicle" in 1581 it is quaintly stated that "About
Hallowtide last past (1580) in the marshes of Danessy

Hundred in a place called South Minster in the County

of Essex there sodainlie appeared an infinite number of

field mice which overwhelming the whole earth in said

marshes did sheare and gnaw the grass by the rootes spoiling

and tainting the same with their venimous teeth in such sort,

that the cattell which grazed thereon were smitten with a
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murraine and died thereof; which vermiue b}^ policie of man
could not be destroyed till at the last it came to pass that

there flocked together such a number of owles as all the

shire was able to yield, whereby the marsh holders were

shortly delivered of the vexation of said mice. The like of

this was also in Kent."

AVhile we may be permitted to doubt the accuracy of the

deductions which attributed the cause of the murraine, his-

tory has often repeated itself in regard to these outbreaks

and their suppression. Similar sore plagues of mice were

experienced again in Essex in 1648, in Norfolk in 1745, and

they occurred regularly at this time about once in seven

years at Helgay near Downham market, but a prodigious

flight of "Norway owls" alwaj's appeared and destroyed

them. Such outbreaks as these have occurred in difierent

parts of the British Isles for centuries, but they have always

been checked by the appearance of hawks and owls, until in

1892 in the south of Scotland. Then, their natural enemies

having become somewhat reduced, they appeared in vast

herds over an area of eighty thousand to ninety thousand

acres. A preponderance of opinion among the farmers was

reported, tracing the cause of this outbreak to a scarcity of

owls, hawks and weasels and other so-called vermin. There

have been somewhat similar experiences in the United States.

In recent years the shooting, trapping and poisoning of car-

nivorous animals and rapacious birds in the west has been

followed by a tremendous increase in numbers of the prairie

hare or " Jack rabbit." These rabbits have become such a

nuisance that whole communities have to turn out and drive

them into prepared enclosures, where they are clubbed to

death.

Some of you may recall how Dr. B. H. Warren, State

ornithologist of Pennsylvania, standing on this platform, once

told you of the experience of the people of that State with

bounty laws, framed to secure the destruction of crows,

hawks, owls, foxes, etc. You will not remember, perhaps,

that the difl'ercnt counties of the (commonwealth of Pennsyl-

vania paid out of their respective treasuries in one year

nearly eighty thousand dollars in bounties on the heads of

hawks and owls killed in that State under the so-called scalp

act of 1885; that finallvthe stomach contents of three hun-
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dred and fifty of the birds on which bounties had been paid

were examined by Dr. Warren and by Dr. G. Hart Merriam,

government ornithologist at Washington, or his assistants,

and that it was found that ninety-live per cent of the food

of these hawks and owls consisted not of poultry or game,

but of field mice and other destructive mammals or grass-

hoppers and other destructive insects. The scalp act was

repealed at the next session of the Legislature.

Ever since the settlement of this country hawks and owls

have been proscribed by both farmer and law maker, and

shot at sight by nearly every one who owned a gun. They

have been classed as the thieves, thuffs and assassins among
birds ; but many of them are now known to be useful in the

highest degree to agriculture, while only a few can possibly

be classed as injurious in the main. There are a few hawks

which are inveterate enemies of poultry. The goshawk,

Cooper's hawk and the sharp-shinned hawk are very destruc-

tive to poultry, birds and game. The first occasionally win-

ters with us, and in that season of scarcity secures more or

less poultry and much game. The other two are noted for

their depredations mainly in the spring, when their growing

young in the nests require a great amount of animal food for

their sustenance. The red-tailed hawk occasionally takes

poultry at this season, and novs^ and then a marsh hawk
becomes addicted to chicken stealing ; but as a rule they and

all the other hawks common in Massachusetts, with the

exception of the first three mentioned, are now believed to

be beneficial to agriculture, some of them highly so. Of the

owls, there is but one— the great horned owl— which feeds

to any great extent on poultry. This species is so hunted

that it is fast becoming rare in this State. If fowls are shut

up at night, this bird will seldom secure any. The hawks

and owls not only benefit the farmer by constituting a check

on the too great increase of mice, rats, squirrels, hares,

moles and other destructive rodents, but they also assist

greatly in checking insect outbreaks, as they feed on such

injurious insects as May beetles, the larger caterpillars,

grasshoppers and locusts.

The volume entitled " The Hawks and Owls of the United

States," by Dr. A. K. Fisher, one of the ornithologists of
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the United States Department of Agriculture at Washington,

D. C, should be in the hands of every farmer. It contains

excellent colored plates of the more common species, with

much on their habits and food. Having made an exhaustive

study of the subject, having corresponded with many field

ornitholoo:ists and examined the contents of the stomachs of

some two thousand hawks and owls, Dr. Fisher says, "It

may be stated with confidence that owls are the most bene-

ficial of all birds." This bulletin has long been out of print.

This Commonwealth could perform no greater service to the

farmers than to publish a reprint and distribute it freely

among the agricultural community. " Unless the farmer has

some means of identifying these birds, hoW is he to distin-

guish the good from the bad?" When once fully identified,

they may be distinguished as readily as the dift'erent animals

on the farm. They are large birds, and their diflferences are

fully as well marked as those of the standard breeds of poul-

try. The farmer or poultry-man who will make it a rule to

shoot or trap only those of the hawks and owls that actually

take poultry, will, by his forbearance, benefit mankind. We
might go still farther, and say that some even of those that

occasionally steal a chicken should be spared for the good

they do in the pasture, orchard, meadow and woodland.

Cuckoos {Family CucuUdce).

The cuckoos are about the only birds that were generally

known to feed extensively upon hairy and spiny caterpillars,

until an investigation in Massachusetts gave evidence that

many other birds were killing these insects. This habit of

the cuckoos is so conspicuous that it has been observed by

nearly all writers who have studied either cuckoos or cater-

pillars. The caterpillar habit of the cuckoos became so well

known in the work on the gypsy moth that a gathering of

cuckoos anywhere was looked upon as a sign of a caterpillar

outbreak. It is a well-known fact that these birds eat so

many caterpillars that their stomachs sometimes become

lined or felted with the hairs from the bodies of the insects.

Some of the most destructive insect pests suffer from the

attacks of these birds. The tent caterpillar, forest cater-

pillar, gypsy moth, brown-tail moth, black-spined caterpillar,
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fall web worm and the canker worms are all greedily-

eaten. Mr. F. H. Mosher saw a yellow-billed cuckoo go to

a nest of fall web worms, tear it open and take twenty-two

of them in a few minutes. Many such occurrences as this

are now on record. The cuckoo should be welcome every-

where.
Woodpeckers (Picidce)

.

Thanks to the writings of foresters, ornithologists and

entomologists, the woodpeckers, which were long considered

fair game for the gunner, are now recognized almost every-

where as useful birds. Our largest common species, the

flicker, is so fond of ants that it will alight on an ant hill,

thrust in its bill to bring out the inmates, and then gorge

itself on the agitated ants as they swarm from the opening.

Ants form a large portion of the food of many wookpeckers.

The sapsucker was considered an injurious bird for many

years, but Frank Bolles showed that its tapping trees ordi-

narily produced no serious injury. Some farmers will

persist in applying the term sapsuckers to the black-and-

white woodpeckers. Ornithologists have always claimed

that these birds are not sapsuckers, but now it seems that

possibly the farmers have not been so much in error after

all. In regard to this, I beg leave to submit the following

field notes, from my friend Mr. C. E. Bailey of Winchendon,

dated Maiden, Mass., April 6, 1899 : "At 12.30 I found a

downy woodpecker, and watched him till 2.45 ; he took

three larves from a maple stub, just under the bark. He
next tapped two small swamp maples, four and six feet from

the ground, and spent most of the time taking sap. He
tapped the tree by picking it a few times very lightly ; it

looked like a slight cut, slanting a little. The bird would

sit and peck the sap out of the lower part of the cut. The

cut was so small the sap did not collect very fast. The bird

would go and sit for a long time in a large tree and not

move, then it would come back and take more sap. It did

this three times while I was watching it. It did not care to

take any food but the sap. I could get within six feet of the

bird without any trouble when it was taking sap. It then

left and went into a large tree, and I lost it ; but if I had

stayed by the tree it tapped I think it would have come back
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before night, as it had done before when I was watching it.

It was gone half an hour at one time."

While this cannot be considered as proof that the downy-

woodpecker is a sapsucker, still, it shows that one bird cer-

tainly did take sap, though not from a fruit tree or in any

harmful quantity. Therefore, it seems probable that an

occasional individual of the same or allied species may have

the same habit, and that the only reason it has not been

observed before is that the birds have not been watched with

sufficient care. For the good they do, woodpeckers are

deserving all that they can ask at the hands of the farmers.

One useful trait of the downy woodpecker not generally

known is its feeding upon the woolly aphis, which is so often

seen on our apple trees. This has been observed by Mr. A.

H. Kirkland. Woodpeckers not only secure many wood-

boring insects which are injurious to trees, but they destroy

many eggs and hibernating pupae during the winter months.

The Goatsuckers (Caprimilgidce).

These, represented in Massachusetts by the night hawk
and whippoorwill, are without doubt of great utility. Both

these species destroy such night-flying insects as the May
beetle, which is the parent of the white grub. They also

eat night-flying moths, so many of which escape diurnal

birds. Dr. B. H. Warren reports the whippoorwill as

feeding on potato beetles.* Dr. L. O. Howard sa^^s that

night-flying birds, such as night hawks and whippoorwills,

destroy the adult mosquitoes, f Mrs. Aaron, in the

''American Naturalist," says that Harvey found six hundred

mosquitoes in the stomach of a single night hawk.| Unfort-

unatel}', these birds have been so hunted that there are now
few where once there were many.

Swifts
(
Mici'opodidce )

.

The swifts, of which our chimney swallow, so called, is the

sole example inhabiting this State, are believed to feed

* "Birds of Pennsylvania," revised edition, 1890, page 180.

t Dr. L. O. Howard: "The Mosquitoes of the United States," Bulletin 25, new-

series. United States Department of Ai^riculture, Division of Entomology.

X "American Naturalist," 1880, page 896.
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entirely on insects, which they take on the wing. They

pick up in this way such caterpillars as the canker worms,

which often hang suspended by a thread they have spun

from the branches. We have very little accurate information

as to the exact character of the food of these birds.

Humming Birds (Trochilidm)

.

Even the little humming birds eat many minute but

nevertheless destructive insects, which they take not only

from the leaves and flowers but even from the branches.

The ruby throat may sometimes be seen hovering beneath or

about a limb, pecking insects from the bark.

Flycatchers ( Tyrannidce) .

The true flycatchers take their food largely upon the wing.

Although they eat caterpillars and other lurvse and also some

pupa3, they feed in the main upon the mature insects taken

in flight. They are no doubt beneficial to agriculture, but

perhaps not so highly useful as it would seem at first sight,

as they destroy many parasitic insects after these creatures

have reached the winged state. The kingbird, which has

received in some sections the name of bee eater or bee

martin, probably does more good in destroying robber flies,

bee moths and other insects than it does harm by killing

bees. The stomach dissections made by Professor Beal of

the Department of Agriculture resulted in favor of this bird.

Kingbirds nesting near the poultry yard will keep hawks

and crows away.

The Crow Family (Corvides).

This Board has already published a report on the crow in

Massachusetts. Since that time more facts in the crow's

history have come to light. It seems to be true that in the

Middlesex Fells reservation, where all birds have been pro-

tected, the crows have increased at the expense of the smaller

birds, which certainly appear to be less plentiful there than

they were before the Metropolitan Park Commission took

the land. On the other hand, the grouse and hares have

greatly increased. Our observers have reported that many
nests of robins, vireos and other small birds in the reserva-
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tion were being robbed by crows and jays. Hence we may
conclude that if crows are allowed to increase too rapidly

they may do much harm. Still, those who regard the crow

as an evil must certainly admit that it is a necessary evil,

where grubs, caterpillars or grasshoppers become numerous.

The blue jay is a sad rascal, no doubt. It has a great

appetite for grain and fruit, and destroys some birds' eggs.

On the other hand, it is a noted caterpillar hunter, and is

one of the few birds that eat the eggs of the tent caterpillar

and other harmful insects in winter. As this bird remains

in Massachusetts most of the winter, it must do a vast

amount of good unnoticed during the colder months of the

year, when it can do little harm.

The Starlings and Blackbirds.

The members of this family are, as a rule, highly bene-

ficial to agriculture. The bobolink and some of the black-

birds are rightly considered great pests in the southern rice

fields ; the redwings and crow blackbirds, when too numer-

ous at any point for their normal food supply, do much
injury in grain fields, especially among Indian corn. But

the amount of grain eaten by each bird for the season is of

little consequence, compared with the enormous number of

insects it destroys. The difficulty is in this case that the

good the birds do is distributed unnoticed over a wide region

and through many months of each year ; while the harm done

is confined to a few months and to more limited areas, and so

attracts much more attention. The injury is largely done in

the fall, when, the breeding season being over, the birds

collect in immense flocks. Where these flocks descend upon
the grain fields, the farmers whose crops so sufier receive

little consolation from the fact that the birds that have

destroyed their grain have but recently been rendering price-

less service to their neighbors or to other farmers over a

wide stretch of territory. It seems hard for the southern

rice planter to be obliged to pay the bobolinks and black-

birds from his fields the price they exact for protecting

from the ravages of insect pests the grain fields, grass crops

and gardens of the north. Here the bobolink is one of the

most useful birds. It remains here during the breeding
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season only, when it feeds largely on insects, helping to hold

in check some of our most important pests. During army

worm invasions the bobolink has become known as the army

worm bird, because of its persistent attacks upon the worms.

Ants, wasps, grasshoppers, harmful beetles (including wee-

vils), caterpillars, plant lice and many other injurious insects

are eaten in numbers ; also grass and weed seeds. Prof. F.

C. Beal says that this bird destroys many parasitic hymenop-
tera. These are useful insects, and this seems to be the only

harm done by this bird in the north. During the past twenty

years the bobolink has greatly decreased in many parts

of Massachusetts. The early mowing, by machines, of the

fields in which it breeds, may be partly responsible for this,

for in this way many nests are either destroyed or exposed to

destruction by the bird's enemies.

The cowbirds, as you all know, follow the cattle about the

fields and pastures, feeding largely on the insects which

always fly from the towering presence of large animals.

They seem to court the vicinity of the cattle for this reason,

as chickens often do and as swallows sometimes do for much
the same purpose. Such being their habit, their food is such

as might be expected, and they feed largely on grasshoppers

and other grass-inhabiting insects and cutworms. Their

young are sometimes raised at the expense of the lives of

other birds, although occasionally they are brought up in the

nest with the children of their foster parents. One often sees

young cowbirds tended and fed by other birds much smaller

than themselves. It is quite probable that the cowbird is as

useful to the farmer as the majority of the birds it displaces.

The redwing and crow blackbirds are noted for their fond-

ness for white grubs, cut worms and other caterpillars.

Wilson says he believes that fifty of these larvae per day

would be a very moderate allowance for a redwing. He
estimates that a million pairs of these birds and their young

occupying this country in summer consume sixteen thousand

two hundred millions of such insects in four months. The

crow blackbirds certainly destroy some of the eggs and

young of other birds, but it is doubtful if this is a con-

stant habit of the species. Although individuals manifest it,

stomach examinations show little of it. All farmers know
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that certain hens habitually break and eat eggs. Undoubt-

edly individuals among birds have a similar habit, and it

will crop out sometimes where least expected. It cannot be

doubted that catbirds, wrens and cuckoos occasionally have

this habit, as do jays and crows. Even the Baltimore oriole

— a member of the family we are now considering— has

now and then been seen to attempt to destroy the eggs of

other birds. That it sometimes succeeds is shown by the fol-

lowing note from Mr. Mosher : "Monday, June 12, 1899:

While making observations on a pair of rose-breasted gros-

beaks, my attention was called to the cries of two male

orioles. They were having a pitched battle every few min-

utes. On going to the spot, I found that one of the males

was fighting the other away from the nest, which was in the

top of a small birch. The bird that owned the nest would

perch just above the nest and keep guard. In a few minutes

the other would make a rush at the nest from a neis'hborino'

tree, and they would grapple and sometimes come nearly to

the ground. They kept this up all of the three hours I was
near them. The bird without a mate went to a redstart's nest

that had two eggs in it, and, taking the eggs in his bill,

threw them out of the nest to the ground. He then attacked

the nest, using his beak and feet, and exerting his strength to

the utmost, until he had tipped the nest out of the crotch and

it fell to the ground. Then he went back to the trees near

the other orioles. Tuesday, June 13, 1899 : An oriole,

probably the same observed yesterday, went to a red-eyed

vireo's nest and threw out one of the eggs, and would prob-

ably have thrown out the others if the vireos had not

attacked him and driven him ofi".

"

With the oriole this habit so far as observed has been con-

fined to male birds which were probably unmated. It may
be a mere eccentricity. The oriole is certainly one of our

most useful birds. It is a great destroyer of the canker

worm and tent caterpillar. It is, in fiict, an inveterate feeder

upon caterpillars and other orchard pests. It also eats

great numbers of grasshoppers, injurious ])ugs and beetles.

Wire worms are also eaten liy it. The farmer should not

only welcome the oriole, but furnish it with nesting material

and fruit if necessary.
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The meadow lark is one of the most useful birds of the

fields. Grasshoppers and other grass-eating insects, May
beetles, caterpillars and other leaf-eating insects constitute a

large part of its bill of fare, and it is not known here at

least to have any really harmful habits. This is another bird

which has been greatly reduced in numbers in this State,

partly by gunners and partly, perhaps (as in the case of the

bobolink) , by early mowing in the fields and meadows.

Sparrows (Fringillidm
)

.

And what shall we say of the great si)arrow family, well

represented here by numerous species ? These birds, though

nominally seed eaters, are second only to some of our most

truly insectivorous birds in their value to man. Not only do

they and their young destroy vast numbers of insects in the

spring and summer, but they also eat innumerable weed seeds

in the other months they remain with us. Very few of them

can be said to be harmful in any respect. The rose-breasted

grosbeak is one of the few birds that eat the Colorado potato

beetle. Among the most useful sparrows are the chipping

sparrow, so common about the farm-yard, and the indigo

bird, the male of which is so conspicuous for his bright blue

plumage. These birds eat many of the worst pests of the

garden. The indigo bird is particularly useful in the corn-

field. The junco and tree sparrow are useful winter species.

Tanagers {TanagiHdoi)

.

The scarlet tanager, which is the only member of the

family at all common here, is largely a bird of the woods,

though frequently seen in the orchard. It is pre-eminently

a tree bird, and feeds upon many insects, which in their turn

feed on the leaves or twigs of trees and shrubbery. Its

characteristic song and beautiful plumage of black and scarlet

make it a general favorite. It is especially the guardian and

protector of the oaks, living mainly among them and feeding

on their insect enemies. Large moths, like the Luna and

polyphemus, are captured by the tanager, which shears off

their wings and legs with its beak and then devours them.

This bird also catches and beats to death the hairy cater-

pillars, and either swallows them entire or tears them to
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pieces. Leaf galls are pecked open by it and the grubs

extracted from them. I have elsewhere recorded the fact

that a male tanager was seen to eat over thirty newly hatched

small gypsy moth caterpillars within five minutes, when he

was joined by a female, and both together continued eating

at this rate for eighteen minutes. Most of the numerous

host of oak tree insects must reckon with the tanager as a

vigilant and remorseless pursuer. This bird is also exceed-

ingly useful in the garden or orchards, near its favorite white

oak groves.

Swallows (Uirundinidce)

.

It is unfortunate that the swallows are not so numerous

now in this State as they were thirty years ago. Many barn

lofts where the barn swallows once bred no longer resound

to their twittering. Many colonies of eave swallows have

been broken up. The white-bellied or house swallows and

the purple martins have been driven away from their nesting

places largely by the imported English sparrow. The bank

swallow has almost disappeared from some sections of the

State. I know of no present breeding place of these birds in

Essex County. As all the swallows feed almost entirely upon

insects, when they can secure them, they will, when abun-

dant, do much to clear the air of flies, gnats, mosquitoes and

other winged hosts. They are said to destroy many of the

flies which trouble cattle, and they also feed upon caterpillars

like the canker worms, and many destructive beetles like the

so-called *' rose bug."

Their food habits in this State have never been closely

studied. Their decrease of late years is partially owing to

unusual cold and storms in the south, which have destroyed

many during their southern migrations. It is partially due

also to their persecution by man, and in the case of the bank

swallow it may be due in some measure to a contagious

disease.

Waxwing (AnipeUnce)

.

The cedar bird or cherry bird is surely a useful bird, and

it would pay the farmer to plant cherry trees, if only for the

purpose of attracting these birds to the orchard and garden.

Although they feed to a great extent on cherries and wild

berries in summer, and in winter on the fruit of the red
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cedar, yet they are voracious feeders on such pests as the

canker worm. In this respect few birds can be more useful.

They have been thoughtlessly decimated by the shot gun in

many localities in this State. Although they possess no

power of song, they are among our most beautiful and

delicate birds.

ViREOS (^Vireonidoe)

.

This family of birds, famous for their vocal powers, should

also receive recognition from the farmer as caterpillar

hunters. At this occupation they almost equal the cuckoos.

The red-eye seems to stop singing only to hunt for or eat a

caterpillar. Their graceful movements, their powers of

song and their elegant pensile nests should make them wel-

come everywhere.

Warblers (MmotiUidce)

.

Of the great family of wood warblers we know only that

which is good. They migrate through this State in spring

and fall, leaving many of their number to summer here ; but

all or nearly all leave for the south in the fall, to appear

again only when the spring sun mounts high in its daily

course and the numerous hibernating insects awake to a new
year. These warblers' graceful forms, bright colors and

feeble lisping songs have made them favorites among orni-

thologists. Their valuable services in destroying insects

should insure the favor of all. Every spring and fall their

hordes pass through this Commonwealth unnoticed by most

people. There are few of the insects of the orchard, fruit

garden or wood lot on which these birds do not feed, and the

number of insects destroyed by them must be entirely beyond

man's comprehension.

Wrens and Thrashers {Troglodytidm)

.

The house wren, though perhaps locally common, is now
in most parts of the State a rare or uncommon bird. Un-

doubtedly the introduction of the English sparrow had much

to do with its disappearance from Worcester County. It has

been proved that it is possible in some cases to tempt the wrens

back to their former homes by putting up nesting boxes with

an auger hole seven-eighths of an inch in diameter as their only
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entrance. Through this small hole the sparrow cannot enter,

and, if the wren can only keep the sparrows out of its nest,

it will give a s^ood account of itself. This bird is an inde-

fatigable worker in the garden, and delights in destroying

cabbage worms, currant worms, onion flies and all such

vermin. It eats also many spiders. The winter wren is not

often seen except in the woods, and its food habits are not

well known.

The brown thrasher, sometimes called the red mavis or

planting bird, and the cat bird, are both familiar and useful.

Their special province is to clear the shrubbery and low

growth of caterpillars and other pests.

Titmice, Creepers, etc.

We cannot overlook in passing that interesting group of

familiar winter birds that are seen in company during this

inclement season busily searching over trunk, branch and

twig, prying into every hole and crevice, — the creepers

(Certhiidce), titmice and nuthatches (Paridce) and kinglets

(ReguUnm) .

Every village orchard, every isolated farm, every wood
lot in the State, undergoes their searching scrutiny. They

go in small companies, sometimes one or two species

together, sometimes three. Often they are joined by one

of the smaller woodpeckers. Almost exclusively insec-

tivorous, they rely on other food only when driven by

extremity. They must labor almost incessantly to secure

sufficient food to keep up the vitality necessary to resist cold

and storms. Still they always appear cheerful and contented.

Searching the trees continually during daylight, they destroy

vast quantities of the eggs of injurious lepidoptera and

aphides. They drag from their hiding places thousands of

hibernating insects. The bark l>eetles are haled forth, the

tineids sought out, the scales destroyed. In the warmer

days, when the pregnant female moths leave the ground and

climb the trunks preparatory to depositing their eggs, they

are gladly pounced upon and hailed by these little bird

waifs, perhaps as a sign of coming spring. All through

the winter, when other birds have fled to a warmer clime,

these birds remain steadfastly with us, battling with the
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elements and delivering our trees from a host of potential

insects, which, otherwise, would develop and swarm upon

them in the spring. Many of these birds are destroyed by

cold and storms, but the survivors, undaunted, still linger,

seeking protection from the fury of the elements wherever

they can find it.

My friend Mr. C. E. Bailey once discovered two chickadees

hiding during a snow storm in a cavity beneath a deserted

crow's nest. It was snowing hard, and night was coming

on. Mr. Bailey, seeing something moving among the twigs

and leaves of which the nest was composed, climbed the

tree. The birds remained until his hand was quite near

them, when they flew out, but they returned to their shelter

before he had reached the ground. There they probably

passed the night. On another occasion a storm of cold rain

and sleet had covered the trees with ice. Mr. Bailey saw

two poor chickadees, almost exhausted from exposure and

lack of food and their tails covered with ice, crawling beneath

the loosened clapboards on an old building for shelter from

the storm.

The chickadee is, perhaps, the most useful bird of this

group. It will well pay the farmer to provide food and

shelter for these birds during the winter months and so keep

them about the orchard and farm buildings. He can secure

no better return for a small outlay.

The clock warns me that there will be no time to more than

mention the useful thrush family. But it is always expected

that something will be said about the robin. My own opinion

of the robin may be judged by my treatment of the bird.

There is a white pine grove within a few rods of my home,

where the robins resort to roost in August and September.

They come after sunset by hundreds, roost in the pines

all night and scatter round about to feed at early dawn.

Among them is one albino bird, white with a black head.

If those robins continue to come there that white pine

grove shall continue to furnish them a place of refuge. I

have ordered two dozen cherry trees to be planted in the

vicinity, as a further attraction to the birds. They are the

most expert bird at digging out and killing white grubs,—
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except, perhaps, the crow. The cut worms have no worse

enemy.

It may be inferred from all of the foregoing that most

birds are believed to be useful to agriculture.

Food Relations of Birds and Other Animals.

And now a word about the food relations of birds. It is a

general rule that any animal or plant which, through circum-

stances particularly favorable to its multiplication, becomes

abnormally numerous, will at once, in the struggle for ex-

istence, become unduly destructive, and therefore a pest.

When crows, blackbirds, rabbits or any bird, mammal or

insect become too numerous, or when too many of any one

species are crowded too closely on a limited area, then only

do they become pests. What animal so harmless as a

rabbit ? Yet in Australia great tracts of land have been

made barren by the multiplication of these little animals.

Man himself tried in vain for years to check them.

It is often said that birds destroy both useful and benefi-

cial insects or other animals, and that this fact detracts from

their usefulness. But it must be remembered: (1) that

the species of injurious insects out-number the so-called bene-

ficial insects enormously, therefore the vast majority of insects

destroyed by birds are the injurious ones, and that these

fewer beneficial insects alone could never hold the many
injurious insects in check; (2) certain beneficial insects

themselves would become injurious if not for the check put

upon them by birds which devour the surplus.

One never can tell what any creature will eat if pressed by
hunger, or what change may occur in the food habits of any

species when that species becomes abnormally numerous.

Any arl)itrar3'^ classification of animals by their food habits,

as absolutely insectivorous, carnivorous, etc., will fail in

view of this fact. The animals themselves are not aware of

our distinctions, and refuse to be bound by them. In my
earlier years I was surprised to find the wolf, a carnivorous

animal, subsisting on berries, and swallows, insectivorous

birds, also living on the same food. Later we found a

climbing cut worm eating the pupte of the tent caterpillar.
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We now know that predaceous beetles, such as the Harpa-

lide, when they become numerous sometimes attack grain or

fruit. Granting, that a species may change its status from

beneficial to injurious the moment it becomes too numerous,

• birds are certainly performing a great service, provided

they keep insects or other animals within normal bounds.

But it may be said that there are some species, like the

predaceous beetle of Europe, Calosoma sycophanta^ and

perhaps our own Galosomas, which feed entirely on other

species of insects except when such food is scarce, and

then they eat each other, and that such species, therefore,

would never become pests. This is true, but the usefulness

of these cannibalistic species is likely to be abridged by their

own voracity, and only a few birds are known to eat them.

We must admit, however, that, if these birds seriously reduce

the numbers of such insects, then they do harm, which must

be counterbalanced by their general usefulness in destroying

other insects.

Birds are especially fitted by structure and habit to destroy

insects. They will do it effectually wherever they are

sufficiently numerous and are allowed to work unhindered.

That they are not now sufficiently numerous in Massachu-

setts is largely the fault of the inhabitants.

Man the Destroyer.

Some of our useful birds have been almost exterminated

from this State, within my memory. The passenger pigeon

has gone within twenty-five years. A hundred years ago

their flocks darkened the sun. Bartram's sandpiper, other-

wise known as the upland plover, bred not uncommonly on

the hills about Worcester thirty years ago. This is an

exceedingly valuable bird in grass lands. It was wanted,

however, by the epicures. The pot hunters got after it.

Now you may occasionally hear one flying over in the spring

or fall, but we do not know where they now breed in the

State. The woodcock has bred commonl}^ in eastern Massa-

chusetts within thirty years. The young birds were raised

in some numbers about Worcester twenty years ago. Breed-

ing birds are now rare. The pot hunter has destroyed

them. Most people are unaware that the northern quail is
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now an exceedingly rare bird. This remarkably useful bird

— one of the few that feed on the Colorado potato beetle—

r

has been so nearly exterminated that the smaller, darker

southern variety has been introduced by sportsmen to fill its

place. These birds have probably interbred with the larger

northern birds, and have practically wiped out the remnants

of the race. Our sportsmen have at last awakened to the

fact that even the wily grouse may go the way of the quail,

plover and woodcock ; and a law has been enacted making it

a punishable offence to sell any of these birds shot in this

State.

Many of the smaller birds, once very common here, are

now comparatively scarce. A western naturalist, coming

east, at once noticed the scarcity of birds, as contrasted with

their abundance now in certain of the western States. It

will not do to say that we can do nothing toward increasing

their numbers. We certainly have done much to reduce them.

We know that it is in man's power to make conditions which

will favor their increase. Our bird laws are fairly good, but

they are not enforced. Birds are slaughtered, by thousands,

as they ever were, bj' boys, cats, immigrants, pot hunters

and would-be sportsmen. Of those birds which escape the

slaughter, only about one pair in five manage to rear their

young to maturity. When this destruction of our birds can

be checked, then, and then only, will the birds begin to

reoccupy their rightful economic position in our midst.

It is gratifying to note that the United States government

is now taking an active interest in bird protection. The
passage of the '

' Lacey act " by Congress and the measures

taken for its enforcement by Dr. T. S. Palmer, the capable

and energetic assistant chief of the Biological Survey, give

promise that the illegal slaughter and sale of birds for milli-

nery purposes, as well as their illegal sale in the game mar-

kets, may in time be stopped. This is a work in which the

authorities here should heartily co-operate.
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Evening Session.

The meeting was called together by President H. H.

Goodell of the Massachusetts Agricultural College, who
said: The subject of the lecture this evening is "Some
Lessons from the Census." I think some of you may have

said in your hearts that a skeleton made up of facts and

figures would be dry. I am sure if any man could quicken

into life that same skeleton of bones, it is the lecturer

to-night.

Those of you who are old enough will doubtless remember

that seven and thirty years ago the Legislature of this Com-
monwealth accepted a grant from Congress of three hundred

and sixty thousand acres of public domain, with the proviso

that the money derived from the sale of that land should

establish and maintain at least one college of agriculture and

mechanic arts. The Legislature immediately founded and

established the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, giving

them one-third of the income derived, and three days later,

I think it was, they established the Massachusetts Agricult-

ural College, in that way providing for the college of agri-

culture and mechanic arts. I have the great pleasure of

introducing to you Dr. Henry S. Pritchett, the president

of our twin institution, the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology.
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SOME LESSONS FROM THE CENSUS.

BY DR. HENRY S. PRITCHETT, BOSTON.

My object in speaking to you concerninof the census is not

so much to present the results of the twelfth census of the

United States, which is now being prepared, but rather to

call attention to the work of the census ; to indicate the

value of the data collected, particularly as it affects those

engaged in agriculture ; and, finally, to bring forward cer-

tain o-eneral considerations which the results of recent cen-

suses have seemed to establish.

The idea of a census, so far as the enumeration of the

population is concerned, comes down to us from antiquity.

One of the first of which we have record is that taken by

David and mentioned in the twenty-fourth chapter of Second

Samuel. The census concerned itself with the enumeration

of men capable of bearing arms, and was completed in about

nine months, which may be considered rapid work for that

day. It revealed a fighting strength in Judah and Israel

of about 1,300,000 men,— an exhibit of military resources

sufficient to cause the heart of any king to swell with pride.

The result was most disastrous, and, as a punishment for

the pride and presumption which were displayed, David,

who had caused the enumeration to be made, was given a

choice of three evils, as the following extract shows :
—

So Gad came to David, and told him, and said unto him. Shall

seven years of famine come unto thee in thy land ? or wilt thou

flee three months before thine enemies, while they pursue thee?

or that there be three days' pestilence in thy land? now advise,

and see what answer I shall return to him that sent me.

And David said unto Gad, I am in a great strait : let us fall

now into the hand of the Lord ; for his mercies are great : and let

me not fall into the hand of man.
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So the Lord sent a pestilence upon Israel from the morning

even to the time appointed : and there died of the people from

Dan even to Beersheba seventy thousand men.

Whether the unhappy coincidence of this census with the

plague is responsible for the widespread aversion to the exact

enumeration of inhabitants which existed both among Chris-

tians and among Mohammedans for many centuries I am not

able to say, but such a feeling undoubtedly existed. As late

as 1753, when a measure for the institution of a census

was pending before the British parliament, a member who
opposed it placed his opposition on the following ground

:

"The people looked upon the proposal as ominous, and

feared lest some public misfortune or an epidemical distemper

should follow the enumeration."

In the tabulated results to which I am going to invite your

attention will be found many evidences of the astonishing

growth and power of the American people. Happily the

time has gone by when such evidences of greatness bring

superstitious fears. Such tabulated results, if accurate, must

serve not only to bring to our attention those things in which

we excel, but also those things in which we are falling be-

hind. They serve to remind us not only of our greatness,

but of our weakness ; not only of our relative growth, but

of our true position with respect to competitors ; and they

are therefore valuable not only in upholding our spirit of

pride and security, l)ut in pointing out also those sources

of weakness of which it is well to be reminded from time to

time, " lest we forget,"

The census, in the modern sense, as does the word itself,

comes to us from the Romans. With them it was a political

military and fiscal agency, and was taken every five years.

The enumeration and consequent registration were accom-

panied by religious ceremonials and sacrifices for purification

of the people,— an idea which is somewhat akin to that fear

of an enumeration to which I have just alluded. The census

was taken under the conduct of two oflScers whose powers

were the highest in the State, who were called " censors%"

Ultimately the powers of the censors were so extended as to

include the supervision and correction of morals, and even to
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the purging of the Senate of unworthy members,— a public

duty which in this day is not delegated to formal officers, but

for whose absence from our political system there may be

reason for regret.

With the dissolution of the Roman empire the census as a

statistical agenc}^ disappeared from history, and accurate

enumeration of population, property and productions were

only undertaken among modern nations within comparatively

recent times.

B}^ the constitution of 1787, a census, to be taken every

ten years, became a part of the political system of the United

States. It was a necessity of the federal representative

character of our government, in which both representation

and direct taxation were apportioned according to population.

The first census, which was taken in 1790, referred only

to population. As time went on, however, the scope of the

census has been extended so as to include all those statistics

which refer to population, births and deaths, manufacturing,

transportation, agriculture and mining. Practically all of

the people of the United States may be said to be engaged

either in agriculture, in manufacturing, in mining, in trans-

portation, in trade, or in rendering personal service. For

those comprised in the last two classes there will be no

inquiries during the census year which will disclose the

extent of their business, the amount of capital which they

have invested or the returns which they receive, but for all

the other classes mentioned these data will be furnished in

addition to those which concern vital statistics. How com-

plete the inquiry is which is now being conducted, and how
wide a field of information the data which the census will

collect will cover, can only be realized by an inspection of

the act of Congress of March 3, 1899, which provided for

taking the twelfth and subsequent censuses. The extent of

the inquiries, however, may be judged by noting that section

which refers to agriculture, and which is as follows :—

The schedule relating to agiicultiu'e shall comprehend the follow-

ing topics : name of occupant of each farm, tenure, acreage, value

of farm and improvements, acreage of different products, quantity

and value of products, and number and value of live stock.
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The work which the census is undertaking to do in col-

lecting statistics of agriculture has also been planned with

reference to the work now being carried out by the Depart-

ment of Agriculture in the annual collection of statistics

which it presents in its Year Book. The inquiries of the

census are intended to supplement and to make complete

these valuable papers.

A most important advance has been made in census work,

in the perfection of electrical machines for recording the

data gathered. The method is called after its inventor, the

Hollerith system. By this method a card some three by six

inches is used to record the facts for each person in the

United States. A section of this card is reserved for the

information brought out by each question on the schedule,

and a part of each section is reserved for each possible

answer to the question. Thus a narrow strip near the left

of each card is reserved for the answer regarding race or

color. Five race divisions are recognized, namely, white,

black, Chinese, Japanese and Indian. Entry is made on the

card by punching a hole in the proper place.

In the case of the present census the tabulating card

will be used not only for each person but for each family,

and will give the age of the family, number of children,

the occupation of the various members and other relating

statistics.

Without going further into detailed description of what

the census undertakes to do, it will be evident, from what

I have said, that the information collected will not only

enable us to jiidge of our progress in wealth, in population,

in agriculture and in mining, but also it will enable us to

compare our own progress and our own development with

that of other nations ; and that, moreover, the information

is sufficiently full and sufficiently definite to furnish in large

measure a comparison of the progress and success of various

occupations.

It is too early as yet to give the results of all these

inquiries, as determined by the census which has been taken

during the present year. We have, however, the final re-

sults in population, and approximate results are to be had

with regard to other lines in inquiry. The census has issued
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already a series of bulletins with regard to these first deter-

mined data. From these, and from the information whicli

the officers of the census have been kind cuouirh to furnish

me, I am able to present to you certain comparisons between

the results of 1900 and the results of former censuses ; and,

while these are not definitive, they are suflicicntly accurate

for the purpose of drawing general conclusions. My pur-

pose, as I am glad to state again more specifically, is not

so much to present to you the results of a strict analysis of

certain statistics as it is to call your attention to the great

mass of information which the government is here oratherinir

for the use of all its citizens, and to emphasize the fact

that when it appears in complete form it will furnish to men
of all classes data of the highest interest, not only for deter-

mining our standing with respect to other nations, but also

for determining something of tlie opportunities which each

individual has in the field of energy to which he has applied

himself. The value of these great sources of information

which the government furnishes with so liberal a hand is not

alwaj's understood, and I beg to commend to you a study

of the results of the twelfth census when those results appear

in their final form. You will, therefore, consider that to-day

I am not giving you the real results of the twelfth census,

except in the most general form, but I am simply pointing

you to that valuable collection of statistics when it is ready

for 3'our use. In other words, I am giving you to-night not

the feast itself, but simply the menu card.

First of all, the cursory inspection of the census, in com-

parison with those of other nations, cannot fail to impress

one with the strength and power of this country. Several

considerations enter when one undertakes to estimate the

relative places of the great world powers. One nmst con-

sider not only the number of separate units which compose

the population, but the efficiency and potential of the })ar-

ticular unit, and, finally, the organization which can wield

these units effectively. Considered from the first two points

of view, the United States is doubtless the most powerful

nation on earth ; for, although her population is less than

that of Russia, which now has 130,000,000 people, the in-

feriority of the units is so great that the pre-eminence of the
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United States cannot be questioned. In strength, as com-

pared the one with the other, the great world po^vers would

be arranged in the following order : the United States, Great

Britain, Russia and Germany of equal strength, with France

a doubtful fifth. This, in fact, is the order which Sir Robert

Giffen, statistician to the English Board of Trade, admits.

Lest, however, this superiority on land should make us

unduly boastful, w^e may well look for a moment at the ton-

nage of the navies of the world, as recently compiled by

the Navy Department. Arranged in the order of naval

supremac}', the great nations would stand : England, France,

Russia, United States, Germany, Italy, Japan,— with Eng-

land so enormously in the lead as to equal the strength of

her three nearest competitors, France, Russia and the United

States. An exhibit of the commercial marine would be even

less likely to minister to our self-glorification. On the great

lakes we have an enormous tonnage, where we have no com-

petition ; but in the open sea, where the nations of the world

are free to compete, we cut a figure so small that it is hardly

worth while to repeat the actual figures. They do not sound

well to American ears. Let us hope that the decade just

beginning may tell a difi'erent story, and that our ships of

commerce may once more carry the American flag to as

many quarters of the world as they did in the palmy days

of American shipping.

Taking up, briefly, the separate items upon which the

census will throw light, let us consider them with respect to

the developments of former decades. During the decade

ending 1900, the annual increase of wealth was closely that

which held between 1880 and 1890. The total wealth of the

country will reach approximately 90,000 millions of dollars,

and the average wealth for each inhabitant will amount to

$1,200. The growth of wealth in New England has appar-

ently not kept pace with the population, while in the Middle

States each inhabitant seems to have gained a slight increase.

The general increase for the Union is, approximately, $155

per head. In California the average wealth per inhabitant

is approximately $2,500, while in Massachusetts the average

wealth is $1,080, which is a slight decrease, compared with

the average wealth of citizens of Massachusetts in 1890.
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The data concerning public schools and public education

will form one of the interesting divisions of the work of

the twelfth census. The school population in 1900 is approx-

imately 22,300,000, with an average attendance of a little

over 11,000,000, and with an annual expenditure for educa-

tion of something like 1210,000,000. The average attend-

ance daily is now 48 per cent, whereas thirty years ago it

was only a little over 30 per cent, showing that enormous

strides have been made in thirty years in the matter of public

education. Thus, while the population of school age has

advanced only 85 per cent, the average school attendance has

risen 175 per cent. As in former censuses, it will be seen

that New England has the most liberal expenditure, while

the schools of Southern States still show a meagre support.

In this connection let me add a word as to agricultural

education in the United States. I have already suggested

that the census statistics in agriculture are supplementary

to those gathered by the Department of Agriculture, and

which are presented in the Annual Year Book. The Year

Book for 1899, which has just been distributed, presents to

the reader a most interesting account of the development

of agriculture in the United States during the nineteenth cen-

tury, and of its condition at this closing year of the century.

Among other subjects treated in this Year Book is that of

agricultural education and the attempts which have been

made to introduce instruction in agriculture into elementary

rural schools. The report shows that these attempts have

been practical fiiilures. A new movement, however, has re-

cently been started by the College of Agriculture at Cornell

University, and l)y other State colleges, for the introduction

of what are called "nature studies" into the elementary

schools. To accomplish the object aimed at, which is to

call attention early in the student's life to the practical prob-

lems of agriculture and to the help which science may give

in the solution of these problems, object-leaflets, containing

suitable matter for lessons, have been issued, and model

lessons are given in the schools l)y travelling inspectors.

Up to the present time, however, little has been done toward

the establishment of second-grade agricultural schools, and

agricultural subjects are as yet not taught in the high schools.
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In the United States the State college, with the experiment

station attached to it, have been the prime movers in agri-

cultural education. In this connection I venture to quote a

private letter, received a few days ago, from the Secretary

of Agriculture :
—

Permit me to say one thing, outside of your inquiries, that

applies to our work here. In round numbers, half the people of

the United States are employed in producing from the soil.

Where scientific education is offered by State institutions, some

of these young people are going to college. If scientific instruc-

tion along the line of their life's work is not offered, they do not

go to college. When they do go, these agricultural institutions

are giving them something with regard to the soil, the plant and the

animal, and other things relating to agriculture. Many of these

institutions are making progress and strengthening their courses

of study. They are really doing good work toward the helping

of young farmers along the lines of their future life work. Their

education is weak along certain lines ; they perhaps do not get as

much literature as they should have. The question is. Are the

farmers helped by what they do get? The universities and col-

leges of the land are doing nothing for that part of the community,

including the producers from the soil. They have never consid-

ered their cases. They have qualifications for entry into college

that absolutely prohibit these young people from going. Not
only so, but from the industrial stand-point our great institutions

of education do nothing along the line I mention (agricultural

education) . For that reason, we in this department are encour-

aging 3"oung farmers to go through the agricultural college, get

what they can, and after graduation come here, when we give

them something along their own line.

I have read this letter for two reasons : first of all, it is

from a man, himself a farmer, who is profoundly interested

in the advancement of agriculture, and therefore interested

in all that helps the farmer ; secondly, it voices a sentiment

which I think is widespread among farmers, namely, that in

some way or other the farmers as a class are not receiving

the benefit of the scientific training which has liecome so

marked a feature of the world's progress. This question I

do not feel able at this moment to discuss. I do not feel

sure in my own mind what the best method is for bringing a

technical training within the reach of those who spend their
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lives on farms, but this, I think, needs to be emphasized.

The last quarter-ceutuiy has brought into our possession not

only a new series of facts, but what may be called a new
method. It is generally called the scientific method. This

is nothing other than to get possession of the facts, and to

apply these in accordance with common sense. All the arts

and most of the industries have been practically recast by

reason of this scientific development. INIanufactures, min-

ing, transportation, all industrial arts, avail themselves freely

of the results of modern science. The farmer must do the

same thing, if he is to keep pace with the developments in

manufactures, in mining and in other directions. A w^hole

series of facts relating to the soil, to the climate, to the life

of plants, of insects, to the rotation of crops, are available

for his use. The applications of chemistry and botany and

geology and zoology bear directly upon his work. Of all

these things he must avail himself. The twentieth-century

farmer must use his head as well as his hands, if he is to keep

step with progress. Just how this is to be done is perhaps

your problem rather than mine ; but the significance of the

statements which I have just made will, I am sure, be appar-

ent a few minutes later, in considering the fact that agri-

culture has failed to advance as rapidly during the past few

decades as manufactures, mining or population.

The statistics for agriculture, as collected by the census,

are not as yet in final form, but, taken in connection with

the publications of the Agricultural Department, a fair esti-

mate may be given. One of the interesting developments

of the last thirty years has been the change in the relative

size of farms,— a fact which is made more evident by the

diagram which I present than it can be by any table of

statistics. On the whole, and particularly in the south and

west, the average size of farms has diminished greatly since

the civil war.

Grain and cotton are the chief products in agriculture.

Since 1890 the area employed in the cultivation of these

staples has increased 12^ per cent. The value of all farm

products, however, including not only those mentioned, but

potatoes, hay, tobacco and sugar, will amount, during the

current year, to approximately 4,500 millions of dollars,
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being at the rate of about $61 for each inhabitant, which is

slightly less than that in 1880, which was about $67. The

decline is chiefly in the pastoral products, particularly in live

stock. Thus in 1880 we raised nearly as many horses,

cattle, sheep and pigs as in 1900. The total number of

persons engaged in agricultural pursuits is 10| millions, and

their production, therefore, amounts to about $430 per person,

as against $2,000 per person engaged in manufactures.

Let us look at it in another light. During the last twenty

years population has increased 52 per cent ; school popula-

tion has increased 58 per cent ; wealth has increased 109 per

cent ; manufactures have increased 1 50 per cent ; mining has

increased 83 per cent ; agriculture has increased only 36 per

cent, as measured in the same way, by the value of its prod-

ucts. There is food for serious reflection in these figures.

The fact that agriculture has not kept pace, either with

population or with other branches of industry, is one that

concerns not only those who live on farms, but it concerns

as well the whole country. I commend to your considera-

tion the data of the census, which bring out these results,

and an intelligent study of the problem as to how the farmer

may avail himself, as other men engaged in industry have

availed themselves, of the work of modern science.

It goes without saying that this discrepancy between the

gain in agriculture and in these industries, for instance,

manufactures, is due to a variety of reasons, of which the

one to which I have alluded is only one. The enormous

growth of manufacturing is also due to a number of causes.

But, notwithstanding all this, it is still a fact that agriculture

does not seem to have availed itself, as have other industrial

branches, of the fruitage which science has brought to the

last quarter of the century.

The data which the census will furnish concerning manu-

factures will be most complete and most interesting. The

value of the output in 1900 will show an increase from about

9,300 millions to 13,300 millions of dollars; and the manu-

facturing hands, in 1900, compose about 9 per cent of the

population, as against 7^ per cent in 1890. The separate

items which go to make up manufactures will themselves form

interesting problems in the growth and in the development of
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the nation, but these may be best brought out by study of

the final statistics themselves.

Transportation in its various lines of employment occupies

the time of a large proportion of the citizens of the country.

Naturally we are approaching conditions in which the devel-

opment of the railroad is slower than during the decade from

1880 to 1890. At the census of 1890 railroads represented

15 per cent of the wealth of the nation ; in 1900 they will

only stand for about 12^ per cent.

Without asking your attention to the many other lines of

inquiry concerning the resources and the productive power

of the nation, I will close this brief statement with a few

facts concerning the population. The aggregate population,

as fixed by the new census, is 76,295,220, as against a trifle

more than G3 million ten years ago. The gain is something

over 13 millions, or 21 per cent.

There are many interesting developments shown by the

figures of the census as to the relative growth of States and

of sections. Thus, New York State still remains much the

largest in population, having gained the full 21 per cent of

increase. All the States, with the exception of Nevada,

show increases. That singular State, with large area, with

resources for a population of a half million, shows a net

decrease of 71^ per cent. There is food here for the political

economist who desires to struggle with a real question in

economics, which demands a real solution.

Of the larger States, having a population of 1,000,000 and

more, the State which makes the smallest gain is Nebraska,

whose population increased just 9,991 in ten years, or at the

rate of a little less than 1 per cent. It may be that there is

also a story here not without interest and not without value,

but this is scarcely the time to trace it out. It is significant

that the adjoining State of Kansas, with approximately the

same population, gained only 3 per cent, while its neighbor

on the east, Iowa, gained 18 per cent.

The largest percentages of gain were those of Idaho,

Montana and North Dakota, which were respectively 92, 84,

and 75 per cent,— a gain in large measure accounted for by

the develo})ment of new territory. Of the larger States,

having populations of 1,000,000 or more, Texas and Minne-
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sota .show the greatest gain, the former having increased her

population 36.4 per cent, and the latter 34.5 per cent. One
of these States is at the southern end of the great Mississippi

Valley, the other at the northern end. They have wide

differences as to climate, soil, population and politics. The

result may tend to show that growth depends on many
factors.

The increase of population in the territories has been, as

miirht have been expected, far more rapid than elsewhere.

Arizona has increased 105 per cent ; the Indian Territory,

117 per cent; while Oklahoma shows the enormous gain of

544 per cent. She now has a population ten times that of

Nevada, and is knocking vigorously at the doors of Congress

for admission to the sisterhood of States.

A glance over the various States of the Union will show a

far wider range of percentages of growth among individual

States than is to be found between different sections. In

general, it may be said that New England, as a whole, has

fallen behind the average growth in population. The same

thing is true in a less degree of the southern States. The

middle States have kept up about the average percentage of

growth, while the western States have grown far faster than

the average. Thus the average growth in population in New
England has been 14.7 per cent. In the middle States, in-

cluding New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware,

Maryland and the District of Columbia, the gain has been

21 per cent. In the southern States, including the two

Virginias, the two Carolinas, Georgia, Florida, Kentucky,

Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas and

Arkansas, the gain has been 20.5 per cent. With regard to

New England, it is to be noted that one group of States,

Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont, the agricultural

group, are far below the average, their growth in population

being only 5.8 per cent; while the other group, Massachu-

setts, Rhode Island and Connecticut, the manufacturing

group, are above the average, their average growth being

23.7 per cent. Massachusetts leads all the New England

States, with a percentage of 25.3. This short comparison^

serves to emphasize the fact that particular advantages for

manufacture, for commerce or for agriculture, will largely
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change the growth of difterent localities. A comparison of

birth rate in these separate States will go far to show what

has been the emigration from one State to another, and

how largely this factor affects the growth which we have

seen.

A significant item from the new census, and one which

calls to mind the stirring events of the last few years, is that

which records the population of Hawaii. A bulletin of the

census just issued gives the population of that new territory,

as of June 1 last, 154,001. This shows a growth of 41 per

cent since the census taken in 1896, and is the largest per-

centage of growth indicated in any of the twelve censuses

of the islands taken since 1832. There was, in fact, a steady

decline in population between 1850 and 1870. During the

forty-three years ending in 1896, the pure-blood natives had

decreased from 71,000 to 39,500, and there is no reason to

believe that this decline has been checked. The causes of it

are the same as those which have decimated other islands of

the Pacific. The native Hawaiians, as most aboriginal

peoples, are very susceptible to contagious diseases. One-

fourth of them died of measles in 1848, and they are great

sufferers from leprosy, although this dreadful disease is now
being held in check, and there is good prospect that it will be

stamped out altogether. The largest cause, however, for the

decrease in numbers is the growing frequency of marriage

with foreigners,— Chinese, Japanese, Portuguese and Ameri-

cans. The Hawaiians are destined to lose their identity as

a distinct branch of the Polynesian people, and the increase

in population which has been noted is due entirely to the

influx of foreigners from Asia, America and Europe. The
only city of the island of any size is Honolulu, which now
has a population of 39,306 persons, and has nearly doubled

in the last decade. To-day it is the metropolis of the central

Pacific, the great way station at which converge the routes

between Asia and Australia on the one hand, and America
on the other. The government of Hawaii, as a Territory of

the Union, is a problem in administration whose solution

will be watched with great interest. The government insti-

tuted there last March, in consequence of the passage of the

territorial bill through the two branches of Congress, took
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the place of one of the best examples of administrative repub-

lican government in existence, and it will l)e a source of no
small degree of shame to us if the Hawaiians have cause to

regret the change of events which brought them into the

sovereignty of the United States.

It is too soon to give the final results of the twelfth census

relative to immigration, birth rate and other vital statistics

concerning the population. From the annual reports, how-
ever, of immigration, it is possible to know very closely the

rate of immigration from year to year, and the sections of

the country whither the streams of incoming foreigners flow.

The graphical representation which I show you conveys in a

moment's study what a large collection of figures would show
less distinctly. It gives the result from year to year of im-

migration into the United States since 1820, starting from

about 38,000 at the first period, reaching a maximum in 1882

of nearly 800,000, and showing a fairly regular diminution

since. At the present time, again, immigration seems to be

increasing, and during the present year will amount to some-

thing over 420,000. The total immigration since 1820, by

races, is shown on the chart next following. The Germans
have furnished our greatest source of supply, over 5,000,000

having entered tlie country since 1820. Next in order are

the Irish, British, Scandinavians, Austro-Hungarians and

Italians. Their respective immigration, however, can be seen

better from the diagram itself than from any description.

How great a change has taken place in the last thirty years

in the character of this immigration will be evident from a

study of the next diagram. It shows, in brief, that the per-

centage of immigration from Great Britain, Ireland and

Scandinavia has steadily diminished during the last fifteen

years. The immigration of Russians has on the whole re-

mained constant, while the Italians have been coming in

vastly greater numbers, and now form a very large propor-

tion of the total immigration ; and that, whereas fifteen years

ago over 50 per cent of the total immigration came from

Great Britain, Germany and Scandinavia, to-day those coun-

tries furnish only about 43 per cent of the total immigration."

The distribution of this foreign population among the sepa-

rate States is shown in the next diairram, in which the States
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are arranged iu the order of their proportion of native-born

white citizens.

Another classification of interest, as showing the direc-

tions in whicli the energy of this imported population goes,

is shown by the next diagram, which gives a classification

of wage earners as shown in 1890, both for native whites,

for foreign born, and for negroes.

The seven great States of the Union in point of popula-

tion are, in order, New York, Pennsylvania, Illinois, Ohio,

Missouri, Texas and Massachusetts. In this group Ohio has,

since the last census, been disi)laced by Illinois, and Massa-

chusetts has had to give place to Texas. The great States

have, on the whole, grown at about the average rate, their

percentage of increase being 21.7.

The general result of an examination of the census returns

can but be favorable to American pride and American hope-

fulness. The country is growing in strength and in wealth

at an enormous rate. Every day shows an addition to the

population of 4,000, increases the number of school children

by 800, adds 29,000 acres to the cultivated farms, shows an

increase of $1,000,000 in manufactures, and contributes 7|-

million dollars to the national wealth. These figures are

striking, and the numberless small streams which go to make
up this total in population, in wealth, in resources, come
from many directions. A study of their sources and of their

character may well form a part of the equipment of the

student, as well as afibrd the basis of practical decisions to

the manufacturer, the farmer and to all others eno-aaed in

practical affairs.

As incomplete as this review of the work of the census

has been, it cannot fail, I think, to call to your attention

the fact that this great collection of material furnishes

abundant food for thought for the serious man, whether he

belongs to one of the professions, whether he is in agricult-

ure or in manufactures, whether he is in a trade or a private

business of his own, and whether he is native born or a son

of the country by adoption. Furthermore, problems which

are here suggested are not alone those which refer to material

advancement, to the increase of wealth, to the development

of agriculture, manufactures or the arts ; they have to do,
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likewise, with tlie quality of our citizenship and the perpetu-

ation of our institutions. The character of that great stream

of immigration, of which I have just spoken, and its effect

upon the industrial and social life of the nation, are of great

concern alike to native born and to the immio-rant himself.

There has been much foolish talk, by those who appeal to

class prejudice, concerning the " ignorant foreigner." Very

little has been said, on the other hand, concerning the intel-

ligent, the industrious, the patriotic foreigner. Very little

acknowledgment has been made of the debt which this

country owes to the men who have come from other shores,

and who have brought here strength and energy and devo-

tion to our institutions. No one can doubt that the stream

of new blood which has been poured into our national life

has contributed in no small measure to the strength of the

American character. Nothing has been more wonderful in

the growth of nations than the way in which this alien

population has been absorbed and has become a part of the

very life of the nation. And no study of American life and

of American habits can be complete without reckoning with

the influence upon it of those who have come from Great

Britain, Germany, Scandinavia and all other countries of the

world, to share with us the problems of developing a great

continent. In determining this influence one must reckon

not only with the inflow of foreign settlers, but also with

the outflow. And such an examination shows that certain

nations of Europe send us permanent settlers, while others

send emigrants whose stay is but temporary, some who
become citizens and some who do not. This quality and

many others enter when one undertakes to determine the

efiect upon the country at large and upon its institutions by

the inflow of emigrants from other nations. Whatever one

may think of the efl'ect which this or that nationality may
impart, it must be evident that America has helped to solve

not only her own problems but the problems of European

nations as well. How far she may choose in the future to

hold open to Europe an unrestricted entrance to her domain

and to her citizenship is one of the problems to be seriously,

thought out.

On our western coast the continent of North America
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faces Asia, as our Atlantic sea-board faces Europe ; and the

problems of Asiatic life and of Asiatic institutions have been

injected into the economic possibilities of the Pacific coast

States. No one can doubt that in some way or other the

Pacific coast is to share the problems of Asia, as our Atlantic

coast has shared those of Europe,

I was never more impressed with the possibilities ofAmer-

ican citizenship than while witnessing in San Francisco, in

August, 1899, the reception given to the Californian troops

returning from the Philippines. California and San Fran-

cisco fairly outdid themselves in welcoming their returning

sons. Every organization among the citizens was repre-

sented in the column which welcomed the returning soldiers.

The Society of the Native Sons of California— Native Sons

of the Golden West, as they call themselves— turned out

its thousands to swell the throng. Amono- these native sons

was a regiment of Chinamen, American citizens, born in the

United States, marching step to step with other citizens

born in California. They showed their full share of en-

thusiasm, took their full part in welcoming those returning

from the x^siatic campaign, and paid more than their share

of the expense. Fifteen years before, such a demonstration

would not have been permitted in the streets of San Fran-

cisco ; and the interest, enthusiasm and devotion of these

Chinese citizens to American ideals and American institu-

tions were full of suggestions as to the possibilities of

American citizenship and as to the final form of civilization

which will become permanent on this continent.

I mention this incident, not to suggest an unrestricted

admission of Chinese into the United States, but to call

attention to the fact that the problem of civilization in these

United States of America is not to be wrought out without

some regard to Europe and to Asia. No man lives to him-

self, and still less does any nation, — least of all that in

which we have the good fortune to live. There are those

who, when they speak of all mankind, include only the

inhabitants of their native city ; to others the term means the

dwellers in a single Commonwealth ; a still larger number

have in mind, when they use this term, the inhabitants of the

United States, and particularly the native born. But the
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man who believes in the ultimate greatness of his country,

in the permanence of its institutions and the part which it

is to take in the upbuilding of civilization, limits mankind

to no race, to no country and to no climate. Such an one

sees, in the far-reaching problems which stand before the

American people, issues more important than those which

concern a single nation or a single race. Out of the success-

ful solution of these problems is to come that which, while

conserving the interests of the United States, will take into

account the interest of the world and the happiness of man-

kind. Whatever the result of the statesmanship of the next

hundred 3'ears, whatever laws may be enacted, whether they

be wise or unwise, the government and the civilization which

will persist will be neither that of New England, nor of the

South, nor of the West, nor will it be European or Asiatic

or African ; but it will be a combination of all these. Fort-

unate will it be if the nation finds leaders sufficiently patri-

otic and sufficiently far-seeing to deal with these questions

from the highest stand-point. Already it is evident that

higher considerations than those of mere material gain or

even of national greatness are moving in the minds of

thoughtful men. It is one of the evidences of that larger life

into which as a nation we are coming. It helps us to realize

that he spoke truly who said :
—

Through the ages one increasing purpose runs,

And the thoughts of men are widened by the process of the suns.
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SECOND DAY.

The meeting was called together at 10.30 a.m. by First

Vice-President Sessions, who said : The lecture this mornino-

is on ''Fungous diseases." Those of you who are growing

fruits and dealing with the finer parts of agriculture, such as

market gardening, know very well that this subject is a very

important one. As we have progressed and advanced in our

work from year to year we have found these obstacles that

have hindered our work and have been a serious detriment

to our success. The lecturer has given years of study to

this subject, and comes before us as well equipped as any

man whom the Board of Agriculture could procure to speak

on this subject. Dr. Wm. C. Sturgis, botanist, Connecticut

Agricultural Experiment Station, will now address us.
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FUNGOUS DISEASES.

BY DR. WM. C. STURGIS, NEW HAVEN, CONN.

The subject upon which I have been asked to address you

is not a new one. For the past fifty years plant-diseases

caused by the attacks of parasitic fungi have occupied, in an

ever-increasing degree, the time and attention of scientists.

The student of vegetable physiology can no longer confine

himself to a study of the normal processes of assimilation,

growth and reproduction, as exhibited in the world of the

higher plants, for he finds that those functions are constantly

being disturbed by external agencies, and that among such

agencies are to be reckoned a host of lower plants which

prey upon the higher, and by their attacks produce a pro-

found disturbance of the normal activities. In other words,

he is confronted with abnormal conditions, which, by analogy,

he rightly calls disease. Thus there has arisen a compara-

tively recent demand for specialists, — men of scientific

training, thoroughly informed on the subject of the normal

structure and life-processes of the higher plants, able to

discern the smallest deviation from the normal course of

plant-life, and sufficiently conversant with the man^- external

agencies which may disturb that course, as to be enabled to

diagnose the special case under consideration and to suggest

a remedy.

Such is the modern student of vegetable pathology. He

is to the plant-world what the physician is to the animal-

world ; and if, as is certainly the case at present, he succeeds

in winning less regard for and support in his work, it

is largely because the public, and particularly the farmers

of the country, have but an inadequate conception of the

vast amount of damage caused annually by plant-diseases^,

their extraordinary prevalence, and the incalculable benefits

to agriculture which have, during the past quarter-century,
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marked the application of preventive measures suggested by

the vegetable pathologist. Slowly, however, the latter is

gaining recognition from practical men. He is no longer

regarded as altogether an airy theorist, or, in the common
parlance, a mere "book-farmer;" and, on the other hand,

he is gaining consideration as something more than a " plant

doctor" or " bug man." Even the less intelligent and pro-

gressive farmer is learning that, in order to grow a sound

and healthy crop of fruit, some attention must be paid to the

needs of the trees in the way of abundant nutriment, a healthy

environment and constant tillage ; that, even if these con-

ditions are fulfilled, he must guard against the attacks of

insects which may ruin his fruit or otherwise curtail his

profits ; and, finally, that he must take measures to prevent

a host of ills formerly attributed to the weather, to "hard

luck," or the over-rulings of a hostile Providence, when,

as a matter of fact, in nine cases out often, they are caused

by parasitic fungi over which he may exercise a fair measure

of control. The vegetable pathologist, then, has to deal

with two main causes of plant-disease ; the one due to defec-

tive methods of cultivation ; the other, to parasitic attacks

on the part of either insects or fungi, or both.

It is to the last-named topic, the fungous diseases of plants,

that I desire to call your attention particularly. I am fully

aware that to many of you this is a familiar topic. But, in-

asmuch as it is to those to whom it is unfamiliar that I desire,

if possible, to make my subject clear, I may perhaps be par-

doned for considering somewhat at length the nature of those

lowly organisms which we call fungi.

At the outset let me say that a fungus is as truly a i)lant

as is an elm tree. It is not an animal or an insect ; it is not

the spontaneous product of wet weather. Like the higher

plants, it absorbs nutriment, it grows under favorable condi-

tions of warmth and moisture, it reproduces itself by bodies

analogous to seeds or by vegetative portions analogous to cut-

tings. But a fungus difiers from a higher plant in several

particulars. Usually it is very small, often of microscopic

size ; its organization is less complex ; it has no true root,

stem or leaves. Above all, it produces no true seeds and it

possesses none of the green coloring matter distinctive of
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most flowering plants. These points of difference are im-

portant. The seed of a flowering plant consists essentially

of a small embryo, usually surrounded by a mass of starchy

matter, and enclosed in protective coats. It is a complex

body. In fungi there are no flowers, and in place of seeds

we find very minute spherical or elongated bodies, containing

no embryo, and of very simple structure. They are known
as spores.

Most of the higher plants are provided with a green color-

ing matter, contained in small spherical bodies Avithin the

cells, and known as chlorophyl. By means of this chlorophyl

the plant is enabled to transform such inorganic substances

as carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen and the various

chemical salts which it takes up from the air and water, into

organic substances such as starch, gum, resin, sugar and the

like. Fungi, possessing no chlorophyl, are unable to do

this. Like animals, they must depend for their nutrition

upon organic matter already prepared by living organisms.

They may derive their nutriment from the substance of either

living or dead plants or animals. In the former case they

are called ^;«rff,si7es, in the latter sapropliytes. It is to the

faculty of growing as parasites that fungi owe their impor-

tance as causes of disease. Growing upon the leaves of a

living i)lant, they penetrate the tissues and absorb from them

the organic matter which the plant has prepared for its own

use and w^ithout which it cannot thrive. A diseased condi-

tion of the part attacked, often ending in death, is the result.

Yet, in comparison with the plant attacked, and known as

the Jiost, the parasitic fungus is of insignificant size, often

hardly visible to the naked eye. This smallness of size is

by no means characteristic of all fungi ; they vary greatly in

this respect. The fungus forming the bluish-green mold on

damp bread, old shoes, etc., and those which, under the

common names of "scab," "blight," "rust," "smut,"

"mildew," etc., infest and damage our crops, are so minute

as to necessitate the use of a powerful microscope for their

study. On the other hand, every one is familiar with the

large fungi known as "toadstools," "mushrooms" and "puff--

balls," which occur so abundantly in our woods and fields.

These are sometimes very large, puft-balls having been found,
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a siuo-le one of which would fill a bushel-basket. Between

these two extremes is a host of fungous forms, numbering

over forty thousand species and presenting the most astonish-

ing variety and beauty of form, though in microscopic pro-

portions. All of these species, of whatever size or form,

are characterized by the fact that they can live only upon

organic matter, and that they are reproduced by means of

minute bodies of simple structure, called spores. What the

spores of fungi lack in size they make up in quantity. The

number of spores contained within a small puff-ball, and

issuing in the form of an imjmlpable dust, is almost incredi-

ble. The same is true of the familiar fungus producing

" smut " on corn ; the top of a pen knife dipped into this

black mass will come away loaded with over one million

spores.

With the aid of a good microscope we can see how a

fungous spore germinates and to what it gives rise. If

spores of the common bread-mold be placed under conditions

suitable to their development, they each produce at one point

on the surface a delicate transparent tube, which grows

rapidly, branches profusely, and soon overruns and permeates

the substance upon which the spores have been sown. Some-

times, as in the case of the larger fungi, these minute tubes

are produced so luxuriantly that they form wdiite strands,

visible to the naked eye. Such is the "spawn" familiar to

growers of mushrooms. In the case of the parasitic fungi,

however, these tubes are seldom visible, both by reason of

their minute size and the fact that they are usually buried in

the substance of the fruit, leaf or stem upon which the fun-

gus is growing.

Sooner or later, sometimes in the course of a few hours

after the germination of the spore, these vegetative threads

send up erect branches to the surface, and on the tips of these

branches a fresh crop of spores is produced. These fall off

readily, are swept up by currents of air or water, or are

carried by birds or insects to neighboring plants ; there they

germinate, and the process is repeated so long as the condi-

tions are favorable. Often as many as ten generations of

spores may thus l^e produced in a single summer ; and when

we consider the vast number of spores represented by each
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generation, and the fact that theoretically each single spore

is able to reproduce the fungus, as a seed does the plant to

which it belongs, the wonder is, not that there are so many
fungous diseases of plants, but that any plants escape the

attacks of these minute but ubiquitous parasites. Nor would

they, except for certain features characteristic of the fungi

themselves. The first is the comparatively small number of

strictly parasitic fungi and the partiality shown by most

of these for a certain species or group of species of plants.

This in itself is a mighty safeguard. Thus the fungus which

causes the "smut" of onions will not attack corn; the

" downy mildew" of lima beans is limited absolutely, so far

as I know, to that one plant ; the " leaf-spot " of the straw-

berry cannot be transferred even to so nearly related a plant

as the blackberry. Similar instances might be cited almost

indefinitely. So limited are the preferences of parasitic

fungi that it is possible to arrange them in a fairly satisfac-

tory artificial system, according to the host-plants which they

severally afiect. It is evident that in this fact is to be found

one cause for the limited spread of fungous diseases.

Another though far less important factor is the extreme

delicacy of that particular form of reproductive bodies which

I have spoken of as spores. Since they are borne freely

exposed to the air and are produced only during the summer,

they might more properly be called summer or aerial spores.

Though borne in countless multitudes, characterized by such

minuteness that the slightest breath of wind carries them
hither and thither often over great distances, requiring but

the thinnest film of water for their germination and growth,

and therefore being able, under favorable conditions, to cause

the rapid spread of disease, sometimes over a large area in

the course of a few days, as in the case of the "potato

mildew," yet the delicacy of these summer spores is such that

they cannot long withstand conditions adverse to their de-

velopment. Some degree of moisture, however slight, is

essential ; hence we find that the spread of fungous diseases

is more rapid in damp, close or foggy weather than when the

air is dry. Let the latter condition prevail, and the summer>

spores will perish unless protected. This result of course

occurs more frequently where sunshine and air have free
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access than where they are shut oS by the density of the

foliage ; hence, as a rule, parasitic fungi attack more readily

plants with a dense leafage or of a low, reclining habit than

those of an erect habit and of thinner leafage. This fact is

well attested by the comparative freedom from disease of

tomato plants, tied upright to stakes and trained to a single

stem, over the same plants permitted to grow as they please

in dense masses close to the ground. Again, the summer
spores have no means for successfully resisting low tempera-

tures. Summer is pre-eminently their season, and, though

they may occasionally resist the cold of the winter if covered

over in leaf heaps or otherwise protected, as a general thing

the first hard frosts mean their destruction. The burning; of

dead leaves, which might harbor them, has, therefore, more
than an £esthetic value.

It is very evident, then, that there are several very salu-

tary checks upon the universal prevalence of fungous dis-

eases ; so much so, in fact, that we are led to wonder how it

happens that an}^ parasitic fungus requiring a host-plant in

active life, and a fair degree of warmth and moisture, is ever

able to resist the winter. Let us see how this is effected.

I have heretofore spoken of the summer spores exclusively,

and have perhaps given the impression that they constitute

the sole means of fungous reproduction. This, however, is

by no means the case. In niEiny if not most of the common
parasitic fungi there are formed, by the intertwining and

massing together of the vegetative threads, small globular

receptacles, varying in size, but usually somewhat smaller

than a pin head. The walls of the cells composing these re-

ceptacles become hard and black, and within the latter, on

the approach of cold weather, are formed numbers of little

club-shaped sacs, each one containing a small number of

spores. Sometimes these receptacles are completely closed,

and they never have more than a minute opening at the top.

They form a perfect means of protection from cold and drought

for the spores borne within them, and thus the fungus is en-

abled to pass successfully through the winter. During that

period the leaves, fruit or twigs upon which this form of the

fungus is borne, gradually decay, and with the advent of the

warm spring rains the contents of the receptacles absorb water
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and swell up, thus forcing the spores out through the open-

ing in the top. Carried by the wind or other agencies to the

young foliage of the budding trees, they germinate, force

their way into the succulent tissues, and finally produce the

first crop of summer spores upon the leaves or twigs.

Familiar examples of such winter spores are seen in the

strawberry blight, the powdery mildews, and the black-rot

of grapes.

Again, some fungi produce, late in the season and gener-

ally within and therefore protected by the tissues of the

plant, peculiar roundish bodies, called resting -sjjores, from

the fact that, unlike the summer spores, they require a

period of rest, after they have reached maturity, before they

will germinate. These resting spores may be formed either

from a small portion of one of the vegetative threads, which

swells slightly and takes on a hard, thick wall, or, as in the

case of the downy mildews, from a special form of fruiting

branch, the tip of which swells up into a globular vesicle,

containing a single large spore w^ith a very dense wall, buried

in the tissues of the host-plant. As contrasted with the

minute and short-lived summer spores, the winter and rest-

ing spores are large and few in number, but their thick walls

and protective surroundings enable them to resist extremes

of cold and drought fatal to the other forms, and they thus

serve in many cases to carry the fungi over the winter.

With the approach of warm weather they start into growth

again, and either directly or indirectly give rise to a crop of

summer spores.

Some fungi, however, possess neither of these forms of

resistant spores, and other methods are resorted to, to main-

tain vitality. The vegetative threads of some fungi when

placed under conditions unfavorable to growth, become

twisted into dense knots of a solid consistency and with a

hard, black exterior. These knots are known as sderod'a,

and are sometimes as large as a kernel of corn. Familiar

examples of sclerotia are seen in the '
' ergot " of rye and

in the rot of lettuce grown under glass. They are extremely

resistant, and maintain their vitality sometimes for years.

In the case of other fungi the vegetative threads are per-

ennial in the tissues of the plant affected, and in such cases
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often produce peculiar swellings or distortions, within wliich

the threads remain concealed and protected during the winter,

ready to spring into pernicious activity as soon as conditions

are favorable to growth. Such perennial vegetative threads

are found in the swellings on the twigs of plum and cherry

trees, known as " black-knot," and in the mummified fruits

of the peach affected with fruit mold.

To recapitulate, fungi are minute plants, which, owing to

a lack of chlorophyl, are obliged to depend upon organic

food-material of vegetable or animal origin. They may
derive their nutriment from the living tissues of the higher

plants, in which case they are called parasites. Their vege-

tative portion consists of delicate tubes, which, in the case

of the parasitic fungi, traverse the living tissues of the host-

plant, and l)y absorbing the contents of the latter, produce

symptoms of disease. During tiic summer they are propa-

gated by means of multitudes of very small, delicate spores,

borne on aerial threads. They maintain their vitality during

the winter by means of spores similar to the summer spores,

but enclosed in dense receptacles ; by larger, thick-walled

winter spores ; or by the vegetative threads themselves,

which either exist perennially within the tissues of the host-

plant or else form small, solid knots, with thick external walls.

From any of these forms the summer spores may be repro-

duced Avith the return of warm weather.

I have dealt thus fully with the nature of parasitic fungi,

because an understanding of this matter is at the foundation

of all methods of preventive treatment of fungous diseases.

One further point, however, is deserving of note in this

connection. It is, of course, the vegetative portion of a

fungus which docs the damage to the plant, and this damage

is wrought in a variety of ways, largely dependent upon the

location of the threads within the portion of the plant

attacked and their effect upon the tissues. They may be

deeply buried, and produce the decay or complete destruc-

tion of the tissues, as in the "rot" of potatoes and the

"smut" of cereals and onions; or they may infest only the

surface tissues, and, without destroying them or causing

decay, prevent their full development, as is seen in the scab

of apples and in most so-called "leaf-spot" diseases; or,
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finally, they may be wholly external, producing no change

whatever in the tissues, but causing a diseased condition of

the whole leaf attacked, by cutting off the free supply of air

and by absorbing the juices from the external tissues.

All these facts must be studied before we are prepared to

recommend any definite line of treatment. Having, how-

ever, ascertained the cause of a certain disease to be a specific

parasitic fungus, and having observed the location of the

parasite, its course of development and its methods of repro-

duction, we can with a fair degree of assurance take measures

to prevent it. I purposely use the word " prevent " rather

than "cure," for, while we can prevent the inception or the

recurrence of a disease with a fair degree of certainty, it is

almost impossible to cure it, after the fungus has become

established within the tissues, by any means short of the

destruction of the parts affected.

There are two definite lines of treatment of fungous dis-

eases : the one hygienic, aiming to eradicate disease by the

alteration of external conditions conducive to its spread ; the

other consisting in the application, to the parts endangered,

of some substance inimical to fungous growth.'

Enough has been said regarding the nature and life history

of fungi to show you that if we can destroy both the spores

and the vegetative threads of a fungus, while those organs

are either dormant or have not yet reached maturity, we shall

get at the root of the whole matter. Here a little common-

sense is of great assistance. Fruit rots and ftdls prematurely,

usually because it has been attacked by a parasitic fungus

;

the same agency causes leaves to blight and fall from the trees.

Such fruit and leaves are allowed to remain where they fall,

because they are ofno use. But the fungus within their tissues

remains protected during the winter, develops slowly, and,

with the approach of warm weather, produces its spores in vast

numbers, each spore able to reproduce the fungus upon the

budding leaves and young fruit of the tree immediately above

it, if a slight breeze should cause it to lodge there. No pre-

ventive treatment of any nature in spring or summer will

protect completely fruit and leaves so wantonly exposed to

disease. If the rotten fruit be not allowed to remain where

it falls, it is usually fed to the pigs. The spores of the
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fungus pass uninjured through the alimentaiy canal of the

animals, are carried with the manure to the compost heap,

and thence are spread broadcast over our fields and orchards
;

and then we wonder that our summer treatment of the trees

with fungicides is of so little avail. The only reasonable

method to pursue is to gather carefully at the time of harvest,

and at once burn, all diseased fruit and leaves.

But, as you know, fungi are not reproduced entirely by

their spores. In a great many cases the vegetative portion

exists perennially in the,twigs and branches attacked, as well

as in the discarded fruit, and is capable of propagating the

fungus upon the return of favorable conditions. In the

former case the unsparing use of the pruning knife is the only

reasonable cure. Familiar examples of such are the " black-

knot" of plum and cherry trees, in which case it is only

necessary to watch the growth of one of the '
' knots " from

year to year to convince yourselves that it renews itself

annually from within the tissues of the branch ; the dreaded

" anthracnose " of raspberries, grape vines, etc. ; also all of

our more common " rust" fungi. Only by cutting out and

burning all diseased tissue can such diseases be eradicated.

The destruction of wild plants wdiich harbor dangerous para-

sites is another point of hygienic importance. Thus we can

best protect our cherries from "black-knot" by destroying

neigh])oring wild cherry trees infected with the disease, while

the '
' rust " of apple leaves may be completely eradicated by

the destruction of adjacent red cedars, w^hich harbor, in a

peculiar form, the winter stage of the fungus.

Furthermore, most fungi require a considerable degree of

moisture for their most rapid development. An unusually

warm, damp season is accompanied by great fungous activity,

and plants containing much water are peculiarly liable to

fungous attack. This is perhaps more noticeable, and at the

same time more readily controlled, in the greenhouse than

in the field. In such cases thorough drainage, and the train-

ing of the plants so as to secure free ventilation and the

access of air and sunlight, will do more to prevent diseased

conditions than any fungicide.

I would also call 3'our attention, in this connection, to the

advisability of producing and selecting varieties of fruits,
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etc., which arc resistant to disease. I am convinced that in

recent years we have limited ourselves too exclusively to the

selection of varieties along the line of fruitage. The result

has been a serious impairment of the constitutional vigor and

the resistant qualities of the stock. To my mind, this is one

explanation of the surprising increase of fungous diseases

during the past few years.

Finally, the judicious use of chemical fertilizers has an

appreciable effect upon the prevalence of fungous diseases,

both directly and indirectly. It is a well-known fact that

the fungus causing the " scab" of potatoes is able to live and

thrive in the manure heap. Scabby potatoes fed to stock

account for its presence there, whence it is carried directly

to the seed potatoes. The use of chemical fertilizers evi-

dently offers a means of preventing infection from this source.

Moreover, the tendency of highly nitrogenous fertilizers is

to produce a soft, succulent, ill-ripened growth, which suc-

cumbs readily to the attacks of fungi. It is evidently advis-

able to balance this tendency by the use of fertilizers rich in

potash and phosphoric acid, whereby firm, resistant tissues

are secured.

I Ijelieve that these hygienic and cultural methods of deal-

ing with fungous diseases are deserving of far more attention

than they usually receive on the part of men who are farm-

ing for profit, and that in many instances practical immunity

can be secured by them without the labor and expense of

spraying. I should, however, belie my own experience were

I to detract from the value of fungicides intelligently used.

The case is much the same as with human beings. Ordinarily

a person can maintain a condition of sound health so long as

he obeys a few definite principles of hygiene, and keeps his

surroundings in a clean and sanitary condition. Neverthe-

less, occasions will arise, owing perhaps to some constitu-

tional weakness or to the sporadic appearance of a specific

disease, when recourse must be had to medical treatment.

So it is in the case of vegetable pathology, and nowadays

facilities for spraying with fungicides have become an essen-

tial feature of farm and orchard practice.

For convenience, we may divide fungicides into three

classes,— liquids, powders and vapors. Of these, the first
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and second alone are adapted to field work, while the third is

invaluable in the greenhouse or any enclosed space. Let us

consider first the liquids.

The salts of copper exercise, when applied in sufficient

quantity, a most harmful efiect upon all vegetation, the

cheapest and most convenient form being the sulphate, com-

monly known as " blue vitriol." The delicate nature of

fungi renders them peculiarly susceptible to the action of

this chemical, recent laboratory experiments which I have

been conducting showing that comparatively resistant fun-

gous spores failed completely to germinate in water contain-

ing only .03 of one per cent of copper sulphate. If, there-

fore, a solution containing one pound of copper sulphate to

twenty-five gallons of water be sprayed upon fungi or their

spores, many of the latter will be killed. We act upon this

principle in our preliminary or winter spraying. In March

or early April, before the buds have begun to swell, we give

the trees and the subjacent ground a thorough spraying with

a simple solution of copper sulphate made in the proportions

just mentioned. The spores which have developed in the

refuse lying on the ground, or which have lodged in the

cracks and crevices of the bark, are thus largely destroyed.

We start with our orchard or garden comparatively free from

the germs of disease, and have only to persuade our neigh-

bors to exercise the same sensible precaution. Unfortu-

nately, despite all our efforts, fungi will appear later to some

degree. If, when the trees are in full leaf, we should treat

them with the strong solution of copper sulphate, we should

indeed prevent fungous attack, but only by destroying the

foliage. It is therefore necessary, at this stage, to lise some

other salt of copper, preferably an insoluble one. Fort-

unately, it is a simple matter to transform copper sulphate

in solution into the insoluble hydrate of copper, by merely

adding to it a whitewash made of ordinary stone lime. If

enough of this is added, all of the sulphate is changed to the

hydrate, which remains suspended in the liquid. This is

the famous Bordeaux mixture, the most generally useful of

all known fungicides. The simplest method of preparation

is as follows : Dissolve five pounds of granulated copper

sulphate in twenty-five gallons of water. Slake five pounds
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of good stone lime in a little water, and when thoroughly

slaked add enough water to make twenty-live gallons. When
cool, pour the two solutions together rapidly into a fifty-

gallon cask, and stir thoroughly. The turbid, sky-blue

mixture which results should be used within twelve hours

after it is prepared.

Another excellent fungicide, especially valuable in cases

where the unsightly spotting caused by the use of Bordeaux

mixture is to be avoided, is the ammonia solution of copper

carbonate. This is prepared by adding to eight parts of

water one part of strong ammonia, and suspending in this a

quantity of copper carbonate. Within a few hours the

ammonia water will have dissolved all that it can of the car-

bonate, and it will be of a deep-blue color. Unlike the

Bordeaux mixture, this is a perfectly clear solution, and will

not clog the finest nozzle. It must be diluted before use

with twenty times its volume of water.

One more liquid fungicide is deserving of mention, — a

solution of one pound of potassium sulphide in forty-five

gallons of water. This is a cheap fungicide, and in some

cases moderately eflfective. The Bordeaux mixture, how-

ever, presents certain advantages over any other fungicide.

The excess of lime which it contains renders it verj- adhesive,

so that a heavy rain is necessary to wash it off" from the foli-

age, and usually three treatments only are required during

the season. Furthermore, the presence of lime allows of

the addition of arsenical insecticides, such as Paris green or

London purple ; the arsenite retains its insoluble form, and

no burning of the leaves results, while its action as an

insecticide is unimpaired, and we have a cheap and eflective

combined fungicide and insecticide. This is not true of any

solution containing; ammonia. If the arsenite be added to

such a solution, it is rendered soluble by the ammonia, and

extensive damage to the leaves is sure to result from its

application.

Lastly, the Bordeaux mixture presents one very peculiar

property. It has been repeatedly proved that, if the mixture

be applied to potatoes, for example, the latter experience a

benefit over and above that caused by the prevention of the

"mildew" or " rot." Even when no disease is present, the
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vigor of sprayed vines is greater than that of adjacent vines

"which have received no treatment, all tlie other conditions

being the same for both. Whether this distinctly beneficial

action of the Bordeaux mixture is due to a decrease in the

rate of transpiration of water from the leaves, caused by the

presence of the copper salt, or whether the land plaster, into

which the lime of the mixture is in a great measure changed,

acts as a fertilizer, is a question which has not yet been

settled ; but the fact remains as not the least of the advantages

obtained by the use of Bordeaux mixture as a fungicide.

This concludes the list of most generally useful liquid

fungicides. But one or two adapted to special purposes

should be mentioned. One of these consists of eight ounces

of formalin added to fifteen gallons of water, and is used as

a wash for seed potatoes, to disinfect them from the germs

of the scab fungus. Formalin is a powerful antiseptic, and

it bids fair to supersede the solution of corrosive sublimate

formerly recommended for the treatment of potatoes, as it is

equally efl'ective, and does not possess the extremely poison-

ous character of the sublimate.

Wherever cereals are raised in large quantities, the so-

called Jensen hot-water treatment is becoming increasingly

popular. It consists in immersing the seed-grain for five to

ten minutes in water heated to 135° F. By this means the

smut of wheat, oats and barley may be practically prevented.

The pecuniary advantage derived from this simple process by

the large grain-growers of the West during the past decade is

incalculable. In Idaho alone, in 1893, one-fifth of the oat

crop, valued at $120,000, was destroyed by smut. Later

experience showed that fully 90 per cent of this loss might

have been prevented by the simple expedient of subjecting

the seed-oats to the action of hot water for a few minutes

before sowing.

Among the many fungicides which are used as powders or

vapors, sulphur, or mixtures the basis of which is sulphur,

easily head the list. Even for out-door work, powdered

sulphur is often an invaluable fungicide, as, for example, in

treating the leaf-blight of celery, when no other fungicide

seems to be quite as etfective. Experience has taught us to

apply the sulphur to the plants on a dry day, in full sunshine,
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though it is difficult to say why the treatment is more effec-

tive under these conditions.

In greenhouse work sulphur vapor has long been an

accepted fungicide. Mixed to a paint with oil, and applied

to the heating pipes, it exercises a mild but constant pre-

ventive action upon fungous growth. If the latter is sudden

and persistent, sulphur, or a mixture of linseed oil and

sulphur, allowed to boil, without taking fire, in shallow iron

dishes for five or ten minutes, will speedily rid the plants

of all forms of "mildew." In the case of the " rusts," par-

ticularly of carnations, and of the various leaf diseases to

which violets are so frequently subject, the bleaching action

of sulphur renders its use inadvisable, nor in such cases does

it seem to have much effect. The destruction of the parts

affected, thorough drainage, and the use of some liquid fungi-

cide, will give decidedly better results.

Now a word as to the means of applying fungicides. For

the application of fine, dry powders, nothing is better than

the "powder gun," or some similar device for blowing the

powder upon the plants. Sulphur, however, easily clogs

such an apparatus, and is best applied by hand. In the case

of liquids, it is almost needless to say that the old-fashioned

methods of the watering-pot, rose nozzle, or whisk broom

are inadequate. In order to insure the highest degree of

efficiency, together with the least expenditure of labor, time

and money, some form of apparatus must be used which will

deliver a fine, mist-like spray, capable of just moistening,

without drenching, every part of the plant to be treated, and

which will develop sufficient force to carry the spray to a

distance of at least ten feet from the nozzle. These two

objects are attained by the use of some special form of nozzle

which will break up the stream, and by the use of a force

pump mounted in various ways according to the special work

which it is required to do.

Among the many patterns of spraying nozzles now on the

market, perhaps the most generally useful is the Vermorel,

which delivers a copious, mist-like spray of a conical form,

with a wide spread and good carrying power. Attached to-

a long hose carried on a pole, or better still, attached to the

end of a long, hollow bamboo rod connected with the hose,
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it is an easy matter with this nozzle to deliver the spray

into the tops of the highest orchard-trees. For such work

the double Vermorel nozzle, so adjusted that the adjacent

sides of the two conical sprays will be parallel, is the best

device with which I am acquainted. The single nozzle sells

for $0.50; the double, for $1. An eight-foot, brass-lined

bamboo pole to carry the nozzle can be bought for $2.

In order to maintain a constant stream and to deliver it

with sufficient power, a force pump is essential. These are

now made in many patterns by almost all manufacturers of

pumps. In my own work I have found that, when spraying

is to be done on a small scale, as in the greenhouse, a vine-

yard or potato field of an acre or less, and in gardens, some

form of knapsack sprayer, to be carried on the back and

shoulders, is serviceable. It consists of a copper tank

holding four or five gallons, and fitted Avith a small force

pump worked by a handle, which hangs over the shoulder

of the operator. The catalogue price of such an outfit,

with hose and nozzle complete, is about $12. A still

simpler and cheaper device, which I have used even in

orchard work on a limited scale, consists of a small pump,

costing $7, which is made to clamp firmly to the side of the

pail. By making use of a forty-pound candy pail, I have

found such an outfit fully as convenient as the knapsack

sprayer. For work on a larger scale, as in orchards, exten-

sive vineyards or potato-fields of two acres and upwards, a

large receptacle and force })ump are essential. In its usual

form such an outfit consists of a fifty-gallon cask (a kero-

sene barrel, for example), mounted on a low wagon and

fitted with a force pump of considerable power, made for the

purpose. Such a pump is usually provided with a double

outlet and two lines of hose, so that two rows of trees can

be sprayed simultaneously. The essential points to be noted

in a spraying pump are: (1) a good-sized air chamber,

sufiicicnt to maintain a steady spray for at least a minute,

without pumping; (2) all the working parts to be made of

brass, as Bordeaux mixture corrodes iron
; (3) the valves to

be of brass ; (4) a low head, so that the outfit may be driven

underneath fairly low-hanging branches; (5) an automatic

agitator, to keep the mixture thoroughly stirred. Pumps
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embodying these features can be bought for $10, and $2 or

$3 extra will purchase the necessary hose, nozzles and bamboo

extensions.

Within the past few years a number of expensive mechan-

ical spraying outfits have made their appearance on the

market ; but they do no better work than the simpler ones

just described, and are not as well adapted to general farm

and orchard use.

A special adaptation of the barrel pump for spraying

potatoes was devised a few years ago by one of our Con-

necticut farmers, and has proved extremely satisfactory.

The pump is mounted in a barrel on a cart, as usual, but,

instead of being provided with two outlets, it has but one,

which connects with a half-inch hose. This projects over

the tailboard of the cart, and carries the mixture to a piece

of gas pipe nine feet long, fitted with Vermorel nozzles three

feet apart. The pipe is carried, at right angles to the wagon,

by a man walking behind, or it may be fastened to the rear

of the wagon itself. By means of this device four rows arc

sprayed simultaneously, and two men can easily spray ten

acres of potatoes in a day.

But, after all, does it pay? This is the only practical

question in the whole matter. We may take for granted

that fungicides are effective in preventing fungous diseases
;

but will the quality of our apples, potatoes, etc., be enough

improved by spraying to make of that operation anything

more than a harmless fad for rich men and a means of em-

ployment for scientific theorists? These are days of high

wages, keen competition and low profits. Can the average

farmer, with, say, fifty apple and other fruit trees, an acre

of vines, two or three acres of small fruits and the same of

potatoes, spend money on a spraying outfit, with any hope

of finding himself richer rather than poorer at the close of

the season? To this question I should reply emphatically in

the negative, if that farmer thinks that he can starve his

trees, leave his land untillcd and disregard every rule of

orchard sanitation, and then expect a little Bordeaux mixture,

carelessly prepared and applied at hap-hazard, to make good

all his omissions and give him a sound and abundant crop.

But, given an orchard which receives intelligent and proper

care in the way of culture, spraying becomes a most valuable
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adjunct in increasing profits. The two must go hand in

hand, if the best results are to be attained. The up-to-date

farmer cannot afford to take any chances.

Let us look at a few figures representing the results of the

practical use of fungicides. A few years ago a circular letter

was sent out to the vineyardists of New York, asking for

information regarding the prevalence of black rot and the

value of spraying. Replies Avere received from 250 growers

of grapes. They reported a yield of perfect fruit amounting

to 37,000 pounds, valued at $13,000, as the net profit in one

season from the use of Bordeaux mixture. The averasfe cost

per vine, for four treatments, was stated to be three cents.

One grower reported that, of two acres of vines, one spraj^d

six times and the other not sprayed, the former gave a yield

of 1,750 pounds, valued at $52.50; the unsprayed acre

yielded 500 pounds, valued at $15. The total expense of

spraying one acre six times, exclusive of the initial cost of the

outfit, was $7.25, leaving a net profit of $30.15 per acre as

the result of spraying.

The Vermont Experiment Station has for some years con-

ducted experiments in spraying potatoes on a commercial

scale, with great though not unusual success. Their results

are of special value, from the fact that the work was very

carefully done, every item of expense was noted, and the

profits were figured out by comparing the yields from two

large areas identical in every respect, except that one was

sprayed and the other was not. One acre, sprayed three

times with strong Bordeaux mixture, yielded 223 bushels of

sound potatoes ; an adjacent acre, not sprayed, yielded 110

bushels; gain in favor of the sprayed acre, 113 bushels, or

103 per cent. At 80 cents per bushel, the gross profit per

acre amounted to $90.40. The cost of spraying one acre

three times was $4.35, divided as follows :
—

Thirty-six pounds of copper sulphate, at 5 cents, . . . . $1 80

One barrel of lime, 1 65

Labor, two men at $1.50 per day, 90

Total, $4 35

On this basis the net gain from spraying amounts to $86.05

per acre, exclusive of the cost of the outfit.
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It costs proportionately less to spray ten acres than one

acre, owing to the fact that it pays to buy lime by the barrel,

and one barrel will serve for nuich more than ten acres.

Taking the Vermont results from one acre as a basis, the

gross profit on ten acres, at 70 cents per bushel, would be

$791. The cost of spraying, including the necessary outfit,

would be about $41, leaving a net profit of $747.

A year or two ago I compiled, from various authentic

sources, the possible profits from the spraying of an apple

orchard. The orchard was supposed to contain 200 trees,

of which 190 were sprayed and the remainder left untreated,

as a check. From the results of actual experiments the yield

of fruit from the ten unsprayed trees w^as calculated as

follows :
—

First quality, 20 bushels, at $2.25 per barrel, . . . . |1G 80

Second quality, 22 bushels, at $1.75 per barrel, . . . . 14 40

Third quality, 24 bushels, at $0.10 per barrel, .... 90

Total, $32 10

Ten of the sprayed trees gave the following yield :
—

First quality, 110 bushels, at $2.25 per barrel, . . . . $79 80

Second quality, 20 bushels, at $1.75 per barrel, . . . . 12 60

Third quality, 5 bushels, at $0.10 per barrel, .... 20

Total, $92 60

On this basis the value of the crop from 190 sprayed trees

would be $1,759.40 ; from a like number of unsprayed trees,

$609.90; leaving a balance of $1,149.50 in favor of the

sprayed trees.

Now as to the cost. I allowed in this case for the cost of

the outfit ; for the cleaning up of the orchard in the spring

;

for one winter treatment with the simple solution of copper

sulphate, one pound to twenty-five gallons of water ; for one

early spraying with strong Bordeaux mixture, containing

five pounds each of copper sulphate and lime to fifty gallons

of Avater; for three subsequent treatments with the same

mixture, to which Paris green was added at the rate of one-

half pound to each barrel; and, finally, for one late treat-

ment with half-strength Bordeaux. The items are as follows

for 190 trees :
—
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directly attributable to spraying. Diff'erent seasons, also,

show great variation in the prevalence of fungous diseases,

a dry season reducing them to a minimum. I can readily

imagine circumstances under which the prolits accruing from

spraying in a single year would hardly cover the expense

;

but there is no question whatever that the man who sprays

his fruit-trees or his potatoes thoroughly, persistently and

intelligently, will, other things being equal, realize profits

far in excess of the man who neglects spra^'ing, or practises

it spasmodically and without any intelligent plan.

The truth of this statement is not always apparent, simply

because the average farmer neglects what seems to an out-

sider a feature of primary importance in farm economics.

In every other successful line of business, except farming,

the operator knows what he is about. He knows what re-

turns he is getting on every branch of his investment, and

once a year at least he prepares a balance sheet of receipts

and expenditures. The farmer usually does nothing of the

kind. A supposed improvement in methods is adopted

by him, if adopted at all, on hearsay. He does not, and

the chances are he never will, know whether that practice

really nets him a profit or not. It appears, when adopted,

to be an advantage, but he may be deceived by appearances.

He may go on for years actually losing money, when all the

while he is congratulating himself on the supposed fact that

he is thoroughly "up to date," and therefore necessarily

prosperous. As a matter of fact, no practice is of certain

value unless approved in every instance by the balance

sheet.

I have told you, for example, that it pays to spray pota-

toes ; now, the last thing you should do is to believe my
word without further proof. You know nothing of me per-

sonally. I may be mistaken in this matter, or, for anything

you know to the contrary, I may be in the pay of some pump-
manufacturer. Or it may be that results obtained in Ver-

mont cannot be duplicated in Massachusetts. What, then,

are you to do? The only proper proceeding is, in case you

have any confidence in my statements and in the experience

of others, to test the matter for yourselves, and to test it

intelligently. Buy or borrow a pump, and spray your
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potutoes,— not all of them, of course, for in that case 3'ou

will know no more regarding the efficacy of spraying at

the close of the season than at its beginning. You must

have a basis of comparison, and that basis must be a portion

of your own field which you leave unspra\'ed. Make the

test a thorough one, even if it costs a little more to do so

;

note carefully every item of expense connected with the ex-

periment ; compare the product ; note the exact compara-

tive yield ; keep a record of the cash received for every peck

of potatoes from that field. To the keeping of such an ac-

count spraying lends itself more easily and accurately than

any other farm operation ; and within three months after the

close of the season you will know to a dollar the net result

of spraying potatoes on your land and in that particular sea-

son ; and you will have learned in one year more than any

human being could teach you in ten.

With this advice I must close, only urging you, in conclu-

sion, to bear in mind the main features of what I have told

you regarding the fungous diseases of plants : that they are

not mysterious agents of destruction, with no attributable

origin, but are plants of definite and known habits, which

prey upon their higher relatives ; that, like weeds, they

propagate and spread if not destroyed ; that by cleanliness

and care the damage which they do can be lessened ; and,

finally, that by the intelligent use of fungicides they can in

many cases be practically controlled, to the great advantage

of the farmers' pocket-book. Accept with hesitation the

suggestions of others, but, if they commend themselves to

your own judgment, test them for yourselves, and spare no

pains to make the test a conclusive one from a business

stand-point.

Mr. B. P. Ware (of Marblehead). We have had one

of the most instructive and practical lectures on this sub-

ject that I have ever listened to. I would like to draw

attention to the wonderful intelligence that appears from

that little black spot, the onion smut. I have unfortunately

had a good deal of experience with onion smut, and can

testify that these spores will remain year after year in the

soil, and when onions are grown again they will appear.
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Now, it seems to me that that little black spot, that will lie

in the ground year after year, let any crop of other vege-

tables be grown, manifests very much intelligence, and

knows that that year the farmer has planted onions where

before he has planted turnips and potatoes and carrots.

This black smut has taken no notice of the other crops, but

all at once it appears, and the question arises, whence that

intelligence.

Dr. Sturgis. I should hardly call it a matter of intelli-

gence. It merely grows where it can. As the little seed-

ling onion bursts out from the seed and begins to push up

through the soil, the spores come in contact with it and

germinate, simply because it is the soil it needs for germina-

tion. The very contact with the onion tip is sufficient to

stimulate that onion smut spore into growth. It is not

intelligence, it is a matter of environment. It is bringing

together two organisms that can grow together.

There is one way of getting around the onion smut spore.

It will only attack the onion seedling tip. Get the tip of

the onion above ground and it will grow in a bed of spores.

It is only through the delicate tip of the seedling that the

onion smut gets into the plant at all. If you can start the

seedlings in a greenhouse and transplant them to the field,

you will never see a sign of the smut. I have experimented,

as a means of demonstration to the onion growers of Con-

necticut, on the comparative results of planting onions by

seeds and seedlings. With transplanting you get rid of

thinning, the first weeding and the smut, and, instead of

having them of a small size and crowded in the rows, you get

big onions and get them three weeks earlier. The Connecti-

cut farmers laughed at me when I said they could get onions

three weeks earlier, with bigger bulbs and free from smut.

Mr. Ware. I am very thankful that my remark has

brought out so much additional information. The smut

attacks the seed when first sprouted, as I understand it.

Dr. Sturgis. Yes. It is only through the extremely

delicate tip of the onion that the spores can gain entrance.

Mr. A. M. Lyman (of Montague). What causes the

colored spots in the apples ?

Dr. Sturgis. I suppose you refer to the little brown
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specks. No one knows the cause. It is not a fungous dis-

ease. Spraying has no value in checking it. It is supposed

to be due to the thinness of the skin of certain varieties of

apples, whereby in a dry season the water is given off from

the interior of the fruit. We always find these little brown
specks with perfectly sound flesh all around them.

ISIr. Lyman. Are the black knots of the plum and cherry

identical ?

Dr. Sturgis. Yes, sir.

Question. Is there such a thing as canker of the cherry?

Dr. Sturgis. It depends on what you mean by canker.

A great many things have been given the name of canker.

I have seen it caused by the woolly aphis. There are dis-

eases of the apple, pear and quince where canker is caused

by fungus. I never happened to see it on cherry or plum.

Prof. Wm. p. Brooks (of Amherst). It occurs to me
that we need a little more light on the question of the intelli-

gence of the spores. I wish the speaker would make it

clear whether it is not a fact that if one of those spores got

into the right position in the soil it will, whether onions are

planted there or not, germinate. But of course it is not

able to carry itself over into another year because it does

not find the proper plant to go through its difierent stages.

Dr. Sturgis. If the spore germinates without finding

the proper plant, undoubtedly it perishes.

Professor Brooks. It will germinate, w^ill it not, pro-

vided it gets into the right position in the soil?

Dr. Sturgis. I hardly think it probable that it could.

Professor Brooks. Certainly, if the onion spores are

buried too deep to germinate, it will take many years before

all of them will be brought into the right position in the

soil, which I judge must be near the surface.

Dr. Sturgis. It is a matter of supposition. I think

burying it deep would kill it, if anything would. That

would be the natural course with most fungous spores. I do

not know that expcriuients have been made on the germina-

tion of the spores in the soil.

Professor Brooks. I did not question the speaker's

knowledge of this matter. The spore is to be looked upon

as similar to the weed seed. If a weed seed happens to get
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in the right position in the soil, sufficiently near the surface

to get air, moisture and warmth, it will grow. If buried too

deep, it will not grow. I had supposed that these spores

were similar, and that slowly the resting spores of the onion

would lose their capacity to injure later onion crops. They
would not all lose this capacity the first year, some the first

year and some later. I would like the speaker to give the

audience his opinion.

Dr. STUK(iis. It is a perfectly impossible question to

answer, simply because there are no experiments, so far as I

know, to show whether an onion spore will germinate apart

from the presence of an onion plant. Land may lie fallow

or be plowed successively for different crops year after year

for six, seven or ten years, and yet reproduce onion smut the

eleventh year in as large a degree as it did the first year.

This w^ould indicate that the process of destruction must at

any rate be an extremely slow one, and one which we cer-

tainly cannot count upon for practical results.

Professor Brooks. Is it not easy to understand that that

might be the case, when we consider the enormous number
of these spores? We know it takes a great many years to

get rid of a weed, and we must remember that the number
of weed seeds as compared to the numljer of spores is small.

Mr. Geo. P. Sjiith (of Sunderland). What is the nature

of the spore that causes the blight of the onion ?

Dr. Sturgis. There is a regular mildew of the onion,

something like the mildew of potatoes. There is also an-

other trouble, which looks something like mildew, that is

caused by a very minute insect of the genus thrips. There

are a number of fungous diseases, and it is hard to tell what

one is meant by the term "blight." If I could know the

appearance of the diseased plant, I might be able to say more

about it.

Mr. S. R. Maynard (of Berlin). How many gallons of

Bordeaux mixture are required to spray an acre of potatoes

if the tops are well grown ?

Dr. Sturgis. I cannot answer from memory. I should

say that between sixty and seventy gallons of Bordeaux mix-

ture would spray an acre of potatoes pretty well.

The Chairmax. Perhaps Mr. Kirkland could give us

some information in this line.
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Mr. A. H. KiRKLAND (of Melrose). I had the good

fortune this summer to make three trips into the Aroostook

region, Maine, where the most enterprising potato growers

make a business of spraying their potatoes. They use the

Aspinwall sprayer, witli four nozzles. They calculate that

something like twenty-fivx gallons to the acre is sufficient

for the first spraying, when the potato tops are just noticed.

A tifty-gallon cask is sufficient for two acres. When the

tops are full grown they try to put on iifty gallons to the

acre, but do not always get it all on. They find the use

of Bordeaux is a very practical matter. I was in Aroos-

toijk a])Out two weeks ago, and was talking with a farmer

who had 47 acres of potatoes ; 33 acres were in one piece.

He sprayed his whole field of potatoes with Bordeaux mix-

ture. He had 13,305 bushels of potatoes, or about 280

bushels to the acre. The near-l)y fields this 3'ear yielded

only two-thirds of that crop. There are dollars and cents

in this matter of spraying.

Mr. J, L. Ellsavorth (of Worcester) . Did they spray

more than once ?

Mr. KiSKLAND. The best growers sprayed three and

some four times. They began when the tops were about

six inches high, and kept it up until the vines were so rank

they could not drive between the rows. Their potato crop

is their main dependence, and they find it best to apply the

Bordeaux mixture every week or ten days.

Question. How much Paris green should be used?

Mr. KiRKLAND. Some use as much as two pounds to

fifty gallons. These goods are probably adulterated. One-

half pound to fifty gallons should be sufficient.

Dr. Thompson (of Worcester) . I have grown fruit in New
York State, and have been deeply interested in the lecture.

While I am not a fruit grower at present, I am deeply con-

cerned in everything that helps the farmer. W^hile in New
York I Avas much interested in spraying. I have seen the fail-

ures that they have met with, and also the successes ; and I

have been interested in the improvement that is noticed on

land sprayed over that not sprayed, and in the large profits

reaped from the crops sprayed over those not sprayed. They

have had to spray in New York more than you have here.

You have more woodland and more birds than we have in
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New York State. New York State is largely occupied with

fruit growing. Spraying ha.s become a matter of real profit

with them. Hull Brothers of Gosport, N. Y., make the best

pump. The nozzle the lecturer mentioned is, no doubt, a

good one. My experience was that the Niagara and the

Dewey nozzles were the best. The pump having two cylin-

ders is not liable to wear out as soon as those with one

cylinder. I saw this used with two, three and four nozzles,

and it thoroughly filled the air with a fine spray. The

Friends are running their factory night and day, and still find

it hard to fill orders. If you will write them and mention

Dr. Thompson, they will use you right. I have distributed

some of their circulars. I am not an agent, I am a clergy-

man ; but as I am interested in the farmers and in fruit

growing, I thought it a wise thing to present this this

morning.

Austin Hetwood (of Worcester). Fungus has attacked

the muskmelon and the cucumber this year. Do you use

Bordeaux mixture for that?

Dr. Sturgis. Yes, but not with grea?t success. We have

been investigating this for five years, with practically no

success. I am inclined to think it is in the constitution of

the vine more than it is in the spraying. I am beginning to

think that we can feed our plants. Instead of giving them

the whole of the fertilizer at once, give them half the amount

at first, and the other half sown broadcast before the vines

begin to run. Give them two or three meals instead of one,

and I think we will have more vigorous plants. I am very

much taken with the experiments with lime on melon plants,

— the extraordinary benefits coming from liming the soil

before attempting to grow melons.

Mr. BoYLSTON. We have discarded Paris green, and used

a powder called " Bug death." Certainly with potatoes we

jret a great deal better results. In two or three hours' time

the slug is dead and disappears from the potato vines. They

claim also that this "Bug death" acts on the fungus and

destroys it. I would ask the doctor if he is at all acquainted

with it and the results ?

Dr. Sturgis. No, I never have experimented with that

at all. As a rule, at the experiment station we have to stick
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close to recognized things. Some of the stations make a

busine^ss of analyzing a good many things put on the market.

Cornell has done a great deal of it. We have done very

little except with Paris green. Every year there are things

sent to us that will cure all diseases of plants. We have not

the time or money to give them the test that they ought to

have, to decide if they are of value. After all, the farmer

must test these things for himself. He must have a little

experiment station on his own farm.

Question. What is the cause of the Sheldon pear crack-

ing when about half grown, and turning dark colored?

Dr. Stuugis. It is a fungus very nearly related to the

apple scab. It can be controlled in the same way by spray-

ing. I know of no other way.

Mr. C. H. Parker (of Holden). I want to express my
satisfaction with the lecture. I think it about time for the

farmers, even if they grow a small acreage of potatoes, to

adopt some of these methods. I heard it said that the pro-

gressive farmer sprayed his potatoes. Now, there are a good

many in my town who are not progressive, that I really

supposed were fairly up in the line of progress. I had five

acres this last year, and the crop was an absolute fiiilure, for

the blight struck the potatoes before they were half grown,

and it hardly paid to dig them. I shall either spray my
potatoes in the future, or cease to plant them.

The Chairman. The time has been fully occupied, and

we will have to postpone Professor Maynard's talk on apples

until after the afternoon lecture.

Adjourned to 2 o'clock.

Afternoon Session.

The meeting was called to order at 2 o'clock by Second

Vice-President Pratt, who said : We have for our consider-

ation this afternoon a very important; subject, — the subject

of ventilation. The lecturer is a graduate of the Massachu-

setts Agricultural College and the professor of veterinary

science at that institution, and is thoroughly acquainted with

his subject. I take pleasure in introducing Dr. Paige, who
"will speak on " Stable ventilation."
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STABLE VENTILATION.*

BY JAMES B. PAIGE, D.V.S., VETERINARIAN TO THE BOARD.

I know of no agricultural topic upon which there is as

great a diversitj^ of opinions as u[)on the subject of the lecture

at this session.

Every farmer, large or small, educated or uneducated,

rich or poor, seems, in this matter of stable construction and

ventilation, to be a "law unto himself." From the brains

of the farmers there have been evolved plans of stables and

systems of ventilation without numl)er ; and, strange as it

may seem, there are no two alike, with the exception of the

old-style New England stable ; and each has been equipped

with a ventilating system peculiar to itself, except that in the

old stable no especial provision was made for ventilation.

If we take the more modern stables of the better class,

those, for instance, that have been erected on our best stock

farms during the past decade, w^e find that this same wide

variation respecting general arrangement and provisions for

ventilation exists. This wide variation must have been a

necessity to a greater or less extent, so far as general plans

were concerned.

The style of architecture and arrangement of each have

been largely influenced by the contour of the surface of the

site, position of other buildings, special purpose for which it

was intended, etc.

If there is this great diflference in architecture and plans to

be found, there is still a greater difterence to be noted in the

systems of ventilation that have been introduced into them.

In no two are the systems alike in every particular, and in

many of them we find the arrangement entirely di fierent in

principle and detail. In some instances there are ventilators

* Abstract of paper, illustrated by stereoptieon.
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arranged to take the foul air from the bottom of the stal)le

;

iu equally good stables it is arranged for it to escape from

the top. In some, fresh air enters near the floor; in others,

near the ceiling. Some builders provide separate openings

for the admission of fresh air and the escape of the foul

;

while others, still, provide at great expense shafts, ducts and

cupolas, that shall serve as both inlets and outlets.

The arrangement of the inlets and outlets is frequently

such that it is by no means possible for them to serve the

purpose for which they have been intended.

In some of the more modern barns, in the construction of

which large sums of money have been expended, there exist

the worst of sanitary conditions, — even worse than in the

old-style stable of fifty years ago. In the latter no attempts

were made to secure good sanitary conditions, no thought

was given to supplying fresh air for the occupants of the

stable. Every efibrt was directed toward keeping the stable

warm by excluding the outside air. In spite of all these

efforts, the animals received a liberal supply of fresh air

through openings in the walls. At that date matched l)()ards

were difficult to secure, hand-shaved clapboards were too ex-

pensive for use upon stables, and rosin- sized sheathing paper

had not been thought of. Open barn cellars at that time

were the rule and not the exception. The inevitable results

of such a form of construction were a cold, airy, uncomfort-

able barn ; but animals kept in such buildings were tough

and hardy, with strong disease-resisting constitutions.

With the advent of greater demands and higher prices for

dairy products it became apparent to the dairyman that he

could increase the products by keeping the animals warm.

Practical experience soon taught that a cold stable and a full

milk pail were incompatible elements. The agricultural

press and agriculturists have for the past twenty-five }ears

been instructing the farmer that to secure the greatest return

from his animals it was necessar\' that they be ke[)t warm.

The results of this teaching are to be observed to-day in

the old as well as in the modern stable. In the former the

cellars have been closed, the cracks in the walls have been

battened over, and so far as possible every opening through

which fresh air could get in has been tightly closed ; in
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addition, the manger fronts have been closed in with shutters.

In the modern stable, in place of the wall of single thick-

ness of straight-edged boarding we find one of matched

boards, sheathing paper, clapboards, and with inside walls

sheathed or plastered,— a condition quite in contrast to that

found in the old stable, so commonly seen in some of our re-

mote rural districts. I would not have you think that the

modern stables possess no advantages over the old-style one.

There can be no possible objections to keeping animals in a

warm barn, provided they are supplied with the essentials

of good health, such as fresh air, sunlight, wholesome food

and water.

It is })Ossiblc, in a stable with walls constructed of several

thicknesses of board, sheathing paper and plaster, to regu-

late conditions of temperature, distribution of air currents,

etc., to a much greater extent than in one with only a single

wall. The trouble in the past has been that in using sheath-

ing paper, clapboards and plaster to make the stable warm

no provision has been made for the introduction of fresh air,

which in the old-style stable sifted in through the cracks.

In general, the sanitary condition about our stables has been

very bad.

In many instances an attempt to improve them has resulted

in converting them into hotbeds for the propagation of dis-

ease. Our experience during the past five years with bovine

tuberculosis has shown that the disease is most prevalent in

those herds kept in our so-called " best barns." This is not

wholly due to influence of stabling, but to a forced system

of feeding, lack of exercise, close in-and-in breeding, the

most potent predisposing factor being defective ventilation.

Good sanitation, together with a rational system of feeding,

breeding, etc., favor the development of strong constitutions

in animals, which is the one quality above all others that

atifords the greatest protection against disease.

Experience has taught and statistics prove that infectious

diseases are more prevalent, spread more rapidly and are

more fatal among animals kept under unsanitary conditions,

in damp, poorly lighted, badly drained and unventilated

stables, than among those surrounded by hygienic influences.

Parkes says, "Disease and health are in the direct propor-
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tion of foul and pure air." Our work in Massachusetts during

the past ten years in the suppression of tuhcrculosis among

cattle has shown that the prevalence of the disease in a herd

bears a close relation to the hygienic conditions under which

the animals are kept. The more defective the sanitation, the

greater the prevalence of the disease. It has also been ob-

served that the spread of the disease is much more rapid and

the course of it more acute among cattle under unsanitary

conditions. The arrest of the disease in animals and its

transmission to others can be better controlled by sanita-

tion than by the administration of drugs. Animals showing

marked symptoms of the disease, such as emaciation and

general unthrirtiness, are frequently so much benefited by an

improvement in the sanitary conditions about them, or being

allowed to run in pasture, that it is quite difficult to detect

the disease in them l)y physical examination ; and it is quite

generally believed among veterinarians that the disease in its

early stages of development may be completely arrested by

this method of treatment.

Glanders among horses furnishes us with another striking

example of the relation of poor sanitation to the s[)read and

development of a disease.

In the early part of the present century the yearly loss of

horses in the French army from this one disease amounted to

2.3 per cent. By an improvement of the sanitary condition

about the stables, increasing the cubic capacity and providing

a larger supi)ly of fresh air, the deaths from this cause were

reduced to .7 per cent.

It is a well-known fact that horses may suficr from glanders

in a chronic form for months, without showing marked

symptoms of the disease or without a rapid development of

it, provided they are subject to hygienic influences. On the

contrary, the disease develops rapidly and assumes an acute

character when such animals are removed to damp, dark,

ill-ventilated stables. Wounds that under ordinary circum-

stances would prove trivial, frequently become gangrenous

and prove fatal under similar conditions.

The same relation exists between unsanitary surroundings

and the cause and spread of diseases among other domestic

animals as has been shown to exist in tuberculosis in cattle
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and glanders in horses. Hog cholera, swine plague in pigs,

distemper in dogs and catarrhal infiammatiou in poultry are

familiar examples.

Malnutrition, enervation, emaciation and inflammation of

the mucous membrane of the respiratory tract, are some
of the general effects to be observed of the action of impure

air. Its tendency is to depress the vital functions and to

weaken the natural resistant forces of the body by which

disease is j)revented.

Properly, the subject of stable ventilation ought to be

considered together with other subjects of veterinary

hygiene, such as stable construction, including construction

of floors, stable drainage, the removal of excrement, stable

fixtures, lighting, etc.

Smith, in his treatise on "Veterinary Hygiene," says:

"The objects of ventilation are the supply of pure air to

the lungs, the removal from the stable of the products of

respiration and cutaneous exhalations and the effluvia arising

from the fluid and solid excreta deposited in it."

Ventilation is produced, says Billings, "By the move-

ment of air, and such movement is due to some force, either

derived from what may be called the natural conditions of

the locality, or specially developed and applied for the pur-

pose of producing currents."

We recognize two great systems of ventilation, namely,

artijicial and natural. In artificial ventilation, some other

than natural forces are usually employed to move the air.

This system is frequently referred to as a forced ventilation,

from the fact that the ventilation is efiected by the use of

artificially heated chimney flues, by the use of blowers

driven by machinery, etc. This system has no practical ap-

plication in ordinary stable ventilation, owing to the expense

of operation. In the natural system of ventilation we

depend upon natural physical forces to rid the stable of im-

pure air and to bring in fresh air to take its place. The

forces that act are three in number :
—

1. The difierence in weight of masses of air of unequal

temperatures.

2. The law of diff'usion of gases,

3.' The force of the wind.
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The first of these forces is the chief one of the artificial

system of ventihition, where heated air is used in flues to

remove the foul air, and to ])ring in pure air to take its

place. Its action is based upon the fact that heated air is

more rarefied and lighter than cold air, and therefore has a

tendency to rise above it. In artificial systems of ventila-

tion, heaters, radiators, steam coils, etc., are placed at the

bottom of flues, which have openings into the rooms which

are to be ventilated, to create an upward and outward cur-

rent of heated air, which draws the foul air out, while the

pure air is introduced into the room through some other

opening.

In natural ventilation, as in the ventilation of stables

where artificial heat is not used, we get considerable benefit

from the action of this force, the heat being derived from

the bodies of the animals. It is the force that takes the ex-

pired air from the animal. It causes upward currents in the

centre of the building, and, if there are suitable openings

above and below, the vitiated air escapes. In case no

openings exist above, the air cools from contact with the

ceilings and walls and again settles to the floor. The
currents which arise from this cause also assist in keeping

the air in a tightly closed stable or occupied room thoroughly

mixed and of even quality. Without suitable inlets for the

admission of pure air, or outlets for the escape of the foul

air, this force can do but little more than keep the air in a

well-mixed condition. The beneficial effects of this force are

frequently lost on account of the outlets being so fiir above

the floor. When such is the case, the warm air leaving the

body of the animal becomes cooled to such an extent that it

becomes heavier than the air below, consequently tends to

fall, displacing that below.

In high, old-style stables, used for both storage and sta-

bling purposes, with high beams above the main floor and a

single large cupola opening in the roof, it frequently happens,

in cold weather, that little or no foul air escapes through the

cupola opening, owing to the fact that the upper i)ortion of

the building is filled with air that has become so much cooled

from contact with the exposed roof and walls that the tem-

perature of the rising warm current is lowered to such an
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extent when it comes in contact with it that it no longer

continues to rise, but again falls to the floor. The cooled

air in the upper part of the building acts as a cushion, against

which the rising current strikes.

The second force of natural ventilation is that of the diffu-

sion of gases. This force acts upon gases overcoming the

force of gravitation. The heavier gas rises, the lighter

descends. In stable ventilation this force acts to prevent the

heavier gases from displacing the lighter ones. Otherwise,

the heavier gases would form in layers above the floor in

order of their specific gravities. The heavy, poisonous car-

bon dioxide (CO.^), exhaled from the lungs, would, in a

close, tight-walled stable, continue to collect upon the floor,

until the animals might become completely surrounded by it.

We might have the same condition in our stables as is fre-

quently seen in deep wells or mines, — a collection of CO2 to

such an extent that death results when a person descends

into them, unless the gas has been previously forced out by
means of fans, as in mine ventilation, or by means of a bundle

of burning straw which is let down into the well to create an

upward current and produce sufiicient circulation to remove

the carbon dioxide.

The tendency of gases to diffuse is so great that they will

readily [jass through walls of brick or wood that have not

been rendered impervious by the application of paint or

paper. When a wall is constructed of a single thickness of

straight-edged or matched boards, air will readily difluse

through the cracks and crevices ; but when sheathing paper

and clapboards, particularly the former, are used over rough

boarding, the process of diffusion is arrested.

The great advantage of the modern method of construction

over the old is that we have conditions which are more under

our control. The quantity of air brought in and removed

can be varied to suit conditions of the weather and tempera-

ture outside.

The most important force of the natural system of venti-

lation to be considered is that of the wind. It is a strong

ventilating agent, and the only one that need be taken into

account in connection with mathematical calculations relative

to the subject. Its irregularity of action constitutes its
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greatest disadvantaiie. Our aim should l)e in the building

of our barns to so construct them that this force may operate

to the best advantage to remove the foul air and provide the

occupants with fresh air. It is one of the fundamental

principles which should always l)e taken into account in pro-

vidino- eti'ective ventilation, that the air introduced into the

stable shall be pure. Such cannot be the case when the air

comes through the floor and scuttles, from a close cellar filled

with manure, or from ofl' a pile of decomposing excrement

just beneath a wall scuttle in the rear of the animals (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1.— Section of Btable, In which wall scuttles arc used as inlet ojien-

ings for the admission of air.

To satisfactorily light and ventilate our fiirm buildings,

they must be properly located one to the other. The most

desirable form of arrangement consists of a main part, for

storage purposes, running east and Avest, with an ell for the

animals, the latter connected with the main, running north

and south (Fig. 8). This arrangement of the two parts of

the stable at right angles provides a warm, well-i)rotected

yard, with a southern exposure. It is also advantageous in

that the sunlight reaches every part of the stable, while the

variation of the inside temperature between midday and
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midnight is not nearly so great as in a stable running east

and west. With a large number of windows on the east and

west sides, and but few on the south end, in the early morn-

ino; and the afternoon the sunlio:ht streams through the win-

dows in the sides, whereas little enters during the middle of

the day, when the temperature of the stable is naturally

highest.

Where stables run east and west, and the animals are

arranged in two rows facing a central passageway, those

animals upon the south side get the benefits of all the sun-

light, while those on the north side get none.

In combination barns, used for storage and stable, where

the cattle are kept under the scaffold, it is better, without

question, to give them the southern exposure rather than the

northern, for the objections to the wide range of temperature

do not offset the stimulating effect derived from direct sun-

light upon the animals, or the disinfecting action it has in the

stable.

To secure effective ventilation in any building, two sets

of openings are necessary, namely, inlets for the admission

of pure air, and outlets for the escape of impure air. This

applies to both systems of ventilation, but the relative

position of inlets to outlets is not the same in both.

When the artificial system is employed, especially where

heated air is the motive force, the inlets should be located in

the walls near the ceilings, the outlets in the floor, on the

same side of the room as the inlet.

In connection with this subject, I desire to call your

attention to the experiments of Mr. Briggs of Connecticut,

the results of which appeared in the report of the Connecti-

cut State Board of Health a few years since. In natural

ventilation, where cold air is brought in, the inlets should be

in the walls near the floor line, the outlets in the ceilings,

roofs or walls above.

In the storage of excrement about stables, every pre-

caution should be taken to guard against contamination of

the air of the stable or the air introduced into it to take the

place of the foul air removed. Water-tight manure pits or

sheds for the storage of excrement, situated at the end of the

stable, are both convenient and sanitary.
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The openings into the building should be provided with

close-fitting doors. The solid excrement may be removed

by means of a litter carrier or barrow, the liquid, carried in

drains or gutters. If the manure is stored in sheds located

upon the sides of the stable, and connected with it by means

of wall scuttles, these must be tightly fitted and kept closed

except when in use. They should never be opened for the

Fig. 2.— CroBs-section, showing a ventilating shaft with too many angles.

admission of air, particularly when manure is piled below

them outside.

Let us consider a few things in regard to the different

forms of inlets and outlets which arc frequently seen in use.

The inlet and the outlet most commonly met with is the

shaft or duct, usually constructed of wood in rural districts

;

in cities, of galvanized sheet-iron or tin. They may be of

either material, round or square, located in the walls of the

building or independently of them. In their construction
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there are certain general rules that should always be ob-

served. A round duct is preferable to a square one, as it

has a greater carrying ca})acity, there being no dead corners.

A smooth one is better than one that is rough, the velocity

of the current, all other conditions the s;ime, being greater

in the former than in the latter.

To insure action, they should be as short and straight as it

is possible to have them. Those of too great length are

usually useless unless artificial heat be used in them to create

a circulation of air. Those placed on the south side of a

building, where they are exposed to the heat of the sun, are

more efficient than those placed on the north side. The in-

troduction of angles should be avoided as much as possible.

Each right angle put in reduces the velocity of the current

one-half (Fig. 2). When it becomes necessary, as it fre-

quently is, to change the direction, a rounded elbow may be

used to good advantaije, it being claimed that it will not

lessen the velocity of the current so much, there being no

square angle for the air to strike against.

Every shaft or duct should be so constructed that it may
be easily cleaned in every part. Neglect of this precaution

often renders them useless. They soon

become stopped with collections of cob-

webs and dust (Fig. 3).

There are many ways of using tubes,

either singly or in combinations, both as

inlets and outlets. They may be placed

under the floor, in the walls, or in the

ceilings. Parallel vertical tubes opening

on the ceiling above, leading to the outside

through the roof or cupola, are a frequent

form seen. One is supposed to act as an

inlet, the other as an outlet. The action

of this combination of tubes depends upon

existing conditions.

If the building is occupied by a large

number of animals, so that the temperature of the air inside

is higher than that outside, all openings below closed, the-

walls of the ceilings not too high, the tube not too long, etc.,

then both tubes would act as outlets. If the reverse of these

Fig. 3. — Section of duct,

ehowing obstruction.
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conditions exist, the functions of the tubes would also be

reversed.

To establish and maintain inward currents through one

and outward currents through the other, it has been recom-

mended not to build the dividing partition nearer than eigh-

teen inches to the face of the ceiling. Others advise for the

same purpose that a board set at an angle be put into the

bottom of one tube and one into the top of the other, their

position being such as to ofter resistance to the circulation

of a current of air in the opposite direction from what is

desired.

To insure at all times the desired action of a shaft or tube,

either as inlet or outlet, cowls are sometimes attached to the

upper end. There are two vari-

eties, the fixed and movable.

The principles of action vary

according to the pattern. Some
are so constructed as to produce

an upward circulation by the

Archimedean screw principle,

the motor force being a mechan-

ism which is operated by the

wind. In other varieties the

force of the wind is so directed

across the open end or side that

air is either driven through the

tube into the building or is as-

pirated out of it. So far as I

have observed, none are abso-

lutely positive in their action.

The stationary variety has the

advantage over the movable

kind in that it is entirely automatic, acting with the wind in

any direction, and is less lial)lc to get out of order than any

movable pattern (Fig. 4).

In stable ventilation draughts are best prevented, and the

incoming currents best distributed, by having numerous

small openings as inlets and outlets, rather than one or two

large ones for that purpose.

I have considered somewhat at length the construction,

Fig. 4 — Stationarv outlet cowl.
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location, use and action of ventilating tubes, on account of

its being necessary to make use of them under certain con-

ditions, although I never recommend their use, if a better

plan can be followed. My preference is for the Sheringham

valve system of inlets and outlets, or another system to

which I shall call your attention later. The Sheringham

Fig 5 .— The Sheringham valve from the outside

.

valve, a patented device of English origin, is in principle a

window, either single or double, hinged at the bottom,

swinging in at the top, having, when open, the triangular

spaces between the edge of the sash and the edge of the

window casing closed with wood or a piece of sheet metal.

The action of the Sheringham valve is similar to that of a

partially open window, hinged at the bottom, swinging in-
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ward at the top (Fig. 5). The wind striking against the

oblique window surface is deflected from its straight course,

thrown into the upper part of the building, and, being heavier

than the air already in the building, gradually finds its way
to the floor, where it comes in contact with the animals.

The closing of the triangular spaces on the sides prevents

downward draughts directly upon occupants of the stable.

Sheringham valves are found in the market with sash and

frame made of cast or malleable iron. These are too expen-

sive for use except in limited numbers.

Fio. 6.— Cross-section of a Sheringham valve or window.

A modification of it, which includes all its desirable feat-

ures, h an ordinary window, hinged at the bottom, swinging

in at the top with the side openings closed. All the material

required to convert a common sliding sash into a Sheringham

valve is a seven-eighths-inch board, eight to ten inches wide,

as long as the sash, planed at both sides ; two or three strips

of one-half-inch material, one and one-fourth inches wide; a

pair of butts and one old-fashioned spring barrel bolt. The

eight-inch board is split lengthwise between diagonally

opposite corners. These pieces are nailed to the inside edges

of the casing. The narrow strips of material are nailed to
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the inside edges of the boards first described. These over-

hang the inner edges, and serve to prevent the windows from

swhiguig too far in. The barrel bolt put into place in the

sash, several holes bored for it in the triangular side pieces,

the hinges fastened on, the window stops of the original

window removed, and the Sheringham valve is complete.

If the stops are of the right width and thickness, they may
be used on the edges of the triangular-shaped board. Hinges

Fig. 7,— Cross-eection of monitor-roofed stable, with the Sheringham valve system of inlets

and outlets. The arrows indicate the direction of Incoming and outgoing cur-

rents of air.

are not necessary, as a strip of board can be nailed across the

inner corners of the i)rotecting boards alwve and below

;

these, with the barrel bolt, will hold the window firmly in

place (Fig. 6). The advantage of not using butts is that

the windows are easily removed for cleaning or other pur-

poses.

The form of stable best adapted to ventilation with Sher-

ingham valves is one not more than forty or forty-five feet in

width, of any length desired. A monitor roof is desirable,
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but not essential. The animals should be arranged in rows

on either side, facing a central drive or passageway (Fig. 7).

There should be four rows of valves, two below (one on
either side in rear of the animals) , situated four or five feet

from the floor, and two above near the plates, or, better, in

the sides of the monitor roof, provided the building is con-

structed on that plan. The lower row of valves, on the

windward side of the l)uilding, should be open to admit fresh

air; those above, on the opposite side, to allow for the

escape of the foul air. By having numerous valves, each of

Fiu. 10.— CroBS-Bection of stable, with manni-e sheds, showing inlet for fresh

air under the driveway floor, and direction taken by the incoming

currents of air.

which is opened but a little, the incoming current of air is

evenly distributed throughout the building, and objectionable

draughts prevented.

Another plan of construction particularly applicable to

stables with straight walls, with manure sheds on either

side, i)rovides for the introduction of fresh air through open-

ings in the manger fronts, and the escape of foul air through

windows or cupola openings above. This system of inlets

is onlv used to good advantage in those barns where the
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stable part is separate from the storage portion. There

should not be a cellar under the stable. The arrangement

of the animals should be the same as in stables where the

Sheringham valve system is employed (Fig. 8).

Under the floor of the central driveway, running length-

wise of the building, there should be a space or chamber

having outside openings at the ends of the buildings. This

space should be about two or two and one-half feet in depth,

of the same Avidth as the driveway floor above. The open-

ings at the end may be of any convenient size, preferably not

smaller than six feet in length by one foot in width (Fig. 9).

The open space under the central section, which serves as

a fresh-air chamber, must be completely separated from the

two side spaces under the stall floors.

Fresh air from the air chamber is taken

into the stable through the manger

fronts, which are built in the form of

boxes, there being an opening at the

bottom into the fresh-air chamber, and

another at the top into the stable (Fig.
Fio.ii.-CrosB-section,8how. -^q. ^y-^j ^^j jji-rangemeut, air is

ing construction of manger ^ y . .
f-, ,

front for the admission of brought iuto the building and delivered
fresh air to stable. t '7i • c j c ji

""
i i

du'ectly m iront oi the occupants, at

the point where it is most needed (Fig. 11). From contact

with the animals it becomes heated, rises, and, with the im-

purities that it has received from the animals, escapes through

the outlets above.

This system possesses the advantage of being quite auto-

matic. The air is brought in through numerous small open-

ings, preventing uncomfortable draughts. It is introduced

at just that point where it is most needed, and, again, each

animal gets its supply of fresh air regardless of its position

in the stable.

In the construction of new or in the remodelling of old

stables to improve the sanitary conditions about them, more

especially to provide for eftective ventilation, one or a com-

bination of two or more of the systems mentioned in the

foregoing pages may be employed. As to which system is
,

introduced, must necessarily depend largely upon existing

conditions.
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In remodelling the old-fashioned, rectangular stable, in

which there are bays on one side, scaffolds on the other,

with stable quarters below the scaftblds and a cellar under

all, it is advisable and advantageous in most cases to erect

a separate ell for the animals, this ell to be connected with

the old building on the south side. The stable space under

the scaflblds may be used for storage purposes. Where this

plan is adopted, the new stable portion should be built with-

out a cellar, and, if possible, on a level with the cellar floor

of the original buildins;. This allows of the use of the cellar

space for storage purposes, and makes the transportation of

fodder, etc., from the main storage part to the stable easy.

By the erection of an ell, w'hich is practically independent

of the storage structure, it is possible to introduce any of the

modern and desirable systems for securing good ventilation.

We have made many mistakes in the past in the treatment

of our cattle ; we have treated them too much as if they were

machines, not having recognized the fact that they were liv-

ing organisms, whose bodies were made up of various sots

of organs whose functions were under the control of a

nervous system, sensitive to the action of all external con-

ditions and forces. We have not stopped to consider that

the functions of all these organs are closely correlated, or

that the welfare of every one is dependent upon the health-

ful action of all the others. We have neglected to provide

for the wants of the bony, muscular, respiratory and nervous

systems in our mad career to increase the capacity of the

reproductive and digestive organs. For all these short-

comings of the past fifty years we are beginning to reap our

reward.

Question. Is it always necessary to open on the wind-

ward side?

Dr. Paige. It is best to have the opening on the wind-

ward side.

Mr. rEKKY (of Worcester) . What is the best temperature ?

Dr. Paige. As near fifty or fifty-five degrees as it is

possible to have it.

Mr. Parker. Do you co-nsider a basement a good })lace

for a stable ?
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Dr. Paige. The stable underneath the original structure

in the proposed plan was filled with hay. I provided a

driveway through the central section underneath the original

structure. The animal portion of the proposed plan has no

cellar underneath, the excrement l)eing deposited in the

manure sheds at the end, protected by an overhanging roof,

but without sides.

Question. How would you care for the liquid manure ?

Dr. Paige. By having cemented gutters, water tight.

These may be carried toward the end of the stable, so that

the liquid excrement would be carried out. In case of a

long animal section, the gutter should be carried from the

two ends toward the centre, and open into a cesspool outside

or into a tank.

Mr. Q. L. Reed (of South Weymouth). Years ago they

did not clean their stables.

Dr. Paige. They had at that time a tough lot of animals.

Mr. Pierce (of Milton). I have often noticed that in an

old-fashioned stable, closed cold nights, the walls would be

covered with frost in the morning, and the air seemed much
worse than when the night was a moderately cold one, and

the stable was equally tightly closed. Was the air really

worse? It seemed to me that there would be more change

of air through the cracks, and that it ought to be better on an

excessively cold morning, but it appeared to be worse.

Dr. Paige. I do not see how the temperature would

affect the circulation of the air very much under such condi-

tions as those. You must understand that a test of the

purity of the atmosphere by the sense of smell is a very un-

reliable one. With the walls frosty I should imagine the air

might be a little more vitiated in the stable than on a morn-

ing when the temperature was not quite so low. The ten-

dency for the frost to form is greatest when the air is still,

and there is little tendency for it to form when the air is

moving briskly outside.

Mr. Howe. People close all ventilators to stop the cur-

rents of air that attract the lightning currents. Does it

prevent lightning from striking the building?

Dr. Paige. I am not in a position to answer. I have

noticed that barns are fully as liable to be hit as houses, and

my explanation has always been this : a barn in July or
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August is filled with new hay, and the air would naturally

be damp ; it would be much more damp than in a dwelling-

house. Of course we all know that moist air is a better

conductor of electricity than dry air.

Mr. Geo. M. Whitaker (of Boston). On the question

of barns being struck by lightning, I took occasion to consult

Captain Brophy. He informed me that in his opinion there

was no danger from ventilators and cupolas, whether opened

or closed. It was a popular opinion that it made a dif-

t^rence, but it had no basis on scientific fact. I merely

repeat his opinion, without pretending to know anything

about it.

Mr. Ware. I would like to refer back a little to an illus-

tration that involves to my mind a very important principle

of ventilation. I think it was in picture No. 20 of the Smith

system of ventilation. The picture represented a column of

warm air outside of the room, with an opening at the bottom

and one at the top. The warm air was supposed to enter at

the top and go across the room where you had illustrated the

breathing line, and go down to the bottom, taking the whole

of the air from the top to the bottom. I suppose the room

was intended to be warmed by that warm air that came in for

circulation. While it seemed to have a perfect eflect on one

end of the room as the picture represented, would it affect

the other end of the room ?

Dr. Paige. It is supposed to, and I think it would.

INIr. Ware. This system shows that you get the best

circulation by having the relative position of inlet and outlet

as represented by that drawing?

Dr. Paige. Yes.

Mr. Ware. That seems very rational. My point was,

whether there would be the desired effect in both ends of the

room.

Dr. Paige. I think there would be. In a very large

building you would have more than one inlet and more than

one outlet.

Mr. Parker. There is one point I wish to speak of.

About two 3'ears ago I constructed a cow barn, running it at

right angles with the main barn and running it east and west.

I have congratulated m3'self ever since that it ran cast and

west. The doctor says it should run north and south. The
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windows on the lower floor are the same size as those used

in houses, and are made of nine by thirteen glass. The glass

are placed in the roof, as thick as they can be placed in a

monitor roof. The sunshine reaches the cattle all the time

that it is shining, so, instead of lacking sunshine, they get it

almost as much as those on the south side of the building.

His theory and my practice do not quite harmonize, and I

believe mine is the better.

Dr. Paige. I have had a little practical experience, too.

Your system may be the l)est for 3^ou to adopt under existing

conditions. I think you will agree with me that, if the

animals on the one side get the benefit of the sunshine, the

temperature must be better from eleven o'clock to two o'clock

than it would be if it ran the other way. The point I made

was that the variation between the temperature of midday

and midnight would be much greater than when the building

runs north and south.

Mr. Sessions. I want to remark that cattle are creatures

of habit, as well as are men. Some of us have acquired a

habit by which we can smoke poison or chew it, and appar-

ently thrive on it. A cow can accustom herself to conditions

not the best, and apparently thrive when she might thrive

better under other conditions. My own barn was constructed

before the subject was agitated at all. My cows used to

thrive fairly well, but there was an out about it finally.

Tuberculosis got hold of them, and I lost one of the best

herds in Massachusetts.

Secretary Stockwell. The reception to the Board of

Agriculture, tendered by Mr. Wm. J. Hogg, president of the

Worcester Agricultural Society, will be held in this hall, and

the members of the Board and their invited guests are all

invited to be present. Members are expected to be present

with their wives or ladies. The reception will be from

7.30 to 9.30.

I will now suggest that Professor Maynard be given an

opportunity to explain the exhibit of apples which he has

kindly prepared for the benefit of those attending this meet-

ing." Professor Maynard, as you may know, is the professor

of horticulture at the Agricultural College, and horticulturist

at the experiment station.
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APPLES.

BY PROF. S. T. MAYNARD, AMHERST.

The subject is an important one. We have had a very

heavy crop of apples this year, and the question is, whether

there are better varieties than those we are growing. Any
one who has attended the large fairs of our State, and of

other sections, understands that there is a very large num-
ber of varieties. I suppose we have between one and two

thousand named varieties of apples that are of some impor-

tance. Many of them are valuable in certain localities and

not in others. It is a fact that almost any variety of large

size and good color may become popular in a locality. For

instance, the apple we call the Ben Davis is the most popular

apple among growers in some parts of the country. It comes

into bearing very early, can be handled in any way you
choose, and will keep until June. Buyers are often more

anxious to get it than almost any other kind. It is very

poor in quality. We do not care to grow it for our own use,

and we make a mistake if we think it good enough to sell.

The question we must ask ourselves is whether we can

make the varieties we are now growing profitable or not.

Are there better varieties than the Hubbardston, Baldwin,

Rhode Island Greening, Roxbury Russet, etc., for profit

in New England? We know we can grow these varieties

to perfection. Take the Baldwin. Is there any apple that

will sell better or give us more profit than Baldwins like

these on the table ? Take the Rhode Island Greening. When
we have apples of that color [referring to specimens], is

there any trouble in selling them, and for a high price ? Can

we grow them in that condition? For our local markets I

think there is nothing better, perhaps, than these varieties,

if grown to perfection, but we have to consider competition
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from other sections, competition in our own markets and

competition with the European markets. The King, Ben

Davis, Newtown Pippin, etc., and many other varieties are

grown for European markets. "VVe have to meet that com-

petition. The York Imperial is bringing three or four dollars

a barrel when our Baldwins bring two dollars and a half.

We must meet this competition.

We are looking for something Ave can sell for a higher

price than the varieties we are now growing. We can

do no better in our own markets than to grow the varieties

local with us, and which can be grown to perfection ; for

the European markets we must study the varieties that are

being put into competition. Of these varieties, we have

the Ben Davis, which is called the " mone^^ coiner" through-

out New York State and the west. No doubt there is more

money in growing that to-day than in growing any other

apple. It bears early, and very heavily indeed ; the apples

are of good form and will keep, but they are of so poor

quality that in a few years there will be no demand for any

apples if this is largely grown.

Another apple that is grown for shipping is the York
Imperial. It is better than the Ben Davis and more beau-

tiful ; is as good a shipper, and possibly may be as profit-

able. The flavor of the York Imperial is fairly good ; it is

better than the Ben Davis. The Newtown Pippin and King

we cannot grow to compete Avith other markets.

Another apple which may compete with the above varieties

in the European markets is the Lawver or Delaware winter.

It keeps well, and every apple is as perfect as though turned

out in a lathe. It yields well ; a small tree eight inches in

diameter produced four barrels the past season.

We have tried a number of varieties that are comparatively

new to our general markets. The Sutton Beauty is an apple

equal to the Baldwin, or better in quality, and free from the

brown specks spoken of this morning by Dr. Sturgis. The

color is brighter and rather more showy than the Baldwin,

and I think, as far as we know, it can be made to yield nearly

as large a crop. Mr. Hadwen and Mr. Hartshorn have brought

in specimens of the Sutton Beauty which the audience are

invited to test at the close of this meeting. The Washing-
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ton Royal is another apple which I think we can grow for

the local markets, but not as a shipper. Most people would

say that it is the best apple in its season for eating and cook-

ing we have. The majority of the apples on the tree were

large. A young tree six inches in diameter bore about a

barrel the past season. The tree is a fairly good grower

and an annual bearer.

Another variety, a late keeper and beautiful in form, is the

Scarlet Cranberry, a western apple. Another, very small

but profitable if well grown, is the Lady apple. They are

most beautiful in texture and color. They do not grow large,

but perfect in form and coloring. They grow in strings on

the branches. They are very delicate, and bring five to

eight dollars a barrel when well grown. The product of one

tree nine inches in diameter sold for twenty-two dollars.

The Mammoth Black Twig is an apple grown in the west.

It is a later keeper than the Baldwin, and a good deal like

it in form. Another is the Hurlbert. We have five trees,

from which we picked from five to seven l)arrels each. Almost

every one was as perfect as these specimens, and most of

them were larger. The Gravenstein is a very good eating

and cooking apple. It is a very heavy, strong growing tree.

The specimens on the table were spra3'ed. The only variety

in this collection that was unsprayed is Shiawasse Beauty,

a seedling from the Snow apple. It is covered with the

specks and spots that the speaker this morning described

as growing on the skin and finally penetrating the apple.

This is the ordinary apple scab, which grows during the sum-

mer, when the weather is wet. All other trees were sprayed,

just before picking or within two weeks of picking, with a

simple solution of copper sulphate, three ounces in fifty gal-

lons of water.

For a fall apple you are all familiar with the Fall Pippin

and Holland Pippin. They are most beautiful yellow apples,

of high quality, fairly productive and always of a large size.

We can grow the Snow apple successfully in New England,

if on heavy soil and if the trees are sprayed. The difficulty

as ordinarily grown is that they are covered with little black

spots. When these come early in the season they stop the

growth of the apple at the point attacked and it becomes im-
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perfect in form. If sprayed, or in a dry season, they are

perfect, always bringing a high price in local markets.

They cannot be shipped unless very carefully packed.

The Mann, coming from New York, is like the Rhode

Island Greening in form, always very perfect. It is a very

hard, thick-skinned apple ; a very late keeper, being fairly

good in May and June, but never of fine quality, though

perhaps better than the Ben Davis.

For an apple for the local markets, the Crow's Egg or

Gilliflower will always sell if grown like these specimens.

They cannot be used for cooking. They are sold the same

way as the Williams in its season.

For a sweet apple, the most beautiful and perhaps one of

the sweetest is the Jacob Sweet. It is very fair, very large

and very productive.

The Beauty or Kent apple is a large, fair apple, of good

quality for cooking, bears regularly and is of fair quality.

The Spitzenberg is in demand if oflered in perfect condition.

It is not a great bearer, and can only be grown to perfection

with difficulty.

The Wealthy apple is perfect in form, generally having

more color than the specimens shown. These were picked

too early. It is an apple that, while tender, is not easily

bruised and will stand shipping. It is an early bearer.

The trees are inclined to overbear. It is an apple that from

its beauty and fine quality Avill always sell, and will be

taken just as fast as it can be put in the market. I think

we can ship the Wealthy to England successfully. It does not

bruise easily, and may be put in the market in September.

If we can put the Wealthy into the European market in its

perfection, it will attract attention. We ship our Baldwins

before they are well colored and the market is injured.

While the English markets want a hard apple, they want

high color. The AVealthy, like the ]\IcIntosli Red, may be

kept into the early winter. The question as to the Mcintosh

Red is, whether it will prove productive and if we can pre-

vent its becoming scabby. It originated in Canada, and

there has the reputation of being attacked by the apple

scab and as being not very productive. I do not know

any variety that cannot be kept free from scab by spraying.
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The figures given you this morning show you some of the

profits that may be made by spraying the apple crop.

The Maiden's Blush is an apple that takes in the market.

It is especially fine for cooking. It is decidedly acid, and

can be sold in limited quantities.

A new apple that is attracting some attention is the Wolf

River. We had only eight or ten specimens on the tree that

had been grafted with twelve or fifteen stocks, and it produced

fruit for the first time this season. It always grows large

and very handsome, and is attracting a great deal of atten-

tion because of its beauty. It is a good cooking apple, a

little coarse in texture, but because of its size would be sure

to sell.

Another apple, grown in Connecticut, is the Pewaukee.

I think that will outyield the Ben Davis. We have trees

ten years old that bear every year, the branches being loaded

almost to the ground. It is fairly good in quality and always

perfect in form, of pretty good color and always of large size.

I think it will be a profital)le apple.

In view of the uncertainty about the Baldwin and the poor

quality of the Ben Davis, we ought to devote our attention

to such varieties as the Sutton Beauty and others that are of

very fine quality. By raising such varieties we can prevent

the competition of the west. I think four years ago, when
we had a large crop of apples, there were more Ben Davis

apples sold in Boston market after about the middle of Jan-

uary than all other varieties together. You would find them

everywhere. If we can put apples of fine quality into our

markets we are sure to shut out such varieties and most of

the western apples which are poor in quality. Some of the

small varieties, like the Jonathan and Winesap, are of good

quality, and do not affect our local markets, where apples of

good size are demanded.

The best apple in quality, and when you have eaten one

you will each want a tree for your own use, is the Dyer or

Pomme Royal. It is almost as juicy as a pear. It is not

known in the market, and would not be a very salable

variety.

Mr. Lyman. Do you grow the Bard apple? It tastes

more like a pear than any a})plc we have.
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Professor Maynaed. It is the same as the Dyer or

Pomme Royal.

Another variety that is a great bearer is the Fall Queen,

or Haas. It is always perfect in form and color. It has very

white flesh, being a seedling of the Snow apple, but not of as

good quality. I think it is coming into notice, and, from its

great productiveness and beauty, is as valuable as a great

many other fall varieties. Possibly it will become popular

in the market for cooking.

The Bell Flower is as delicious as almost any apple we

have. When well grown it is sure to sell at a good price.

We have a large number of fine varieties that are sure

to be profitable if well grown, and grown sufliciently to edu-

cate the people as to their value. What any particular

grower should plant must be decided somewhat from his own
surroundings.

The Congress is a very fine apple, of some local reputation.

In discussing varieties of other fruits, I do not know that

there are any better than the four or five varieties which are

now popular and which are largely grown for local markets.

The distant markets cannot compete with us so readily in

pears as in apples. Of course California can ship Bartletts

to us out of season, but when our local crop comes in there

is no demand for the California pears. Nine-tenths of the

Bartlett pears that Ave buy in cans are perhaps grown on

Kieflfer trees. I was in New York State this fall, and found

them canning Bartletts and Kieffer together, but all were

labelled Bartletts. The manager said others were doing it,

and he had to. Of the pears, the Bartlett, the Seckel, the

Sheldon, the Bosc and the Hovey are decidedly profitable in

large markets.

Of the plums we have three types : the Domestica, the

Japanese and the American plums. The difficulties in grow-

ing the Domestica are such that we are coming to feel that

the Japanese plums are going to be much more satisfactorj^

because they come into bearing earlier, are of fair quality,

and we are sure to get two or three crops from the young

trees. We are not sure of getting as many crops from the

varieties of Domestica. Even the ordinary grower is sure

to get a few crops from the Japanese.
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Mr. Ware. Why do you say a few crops?

Professor Maynard. Because it is not a long-lived tree.

I recently visited Mr. Butler's orchard in Connecticut, where

large blocks of Japanese plum trees were being destroyed

by the black knot and the monilia or brown rot. Many
of the varieties are not long lived. We are hoping a great

deal from the new varieties recently introduced. The older

varieties seem to be going by.

Of the peaches there are but few varieties better than the

old standard sorts, i.e., Mountain Kose, Old Mixon and

Crawfords, Early and Late. The Elberta is productive and

a good canning peach, but not of so good quality as the

Crawfords. The St. John is an early, yellow-fleshed peach,

of fine quality. The Dennis is a light yellow peach, with

green twigs, fine for canning. The Champion is a large,

white-fleshed peach, of good quality and productive. The

Triumph, the earliest yellow peach, rots badly, as do all

of the very early peaches, and will not prove valuable in

Massachusetts.

Adjourned.
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THIRD DAY.

The meeting was called together at 9.30 a.m., Mr. Sessions

in the chair.

Secretary Stockwell presented the following vote of thanks,

which was unanimously adopted :
—

The Massachusetts State Board of Agriculture tenders its

thanks to the AVorcester County Horticultural Society for the use

of its hall for the sessions of this winter meeting, and also to its

president and secretary, who have done everything possible to

render our visit to this city delightful. They have anticipated our

needs and provided for every want with a courtesy that will be

gratefully remembered by the members of this Board.

Mr. John G. Avery (of Spencer) ofiered the following

vote of thanks, which was unanimously adopted:—

That a vote of thanks be given the Worcester Agricultural

Society for its invitation to meet here and for its cordial co-opera-

tion in every effort to make this session pleasant to the Board and

profitable to the farmers of Worcester County, and also to the

retiring president of this society, Mr. Hogg, for the reception and

entertainment which was so heartily enjoyed.

The Chairman. I have the agreeable pleasure of appoint-

ing, to preside at this session of the Board, Mr. Ellsworth,

who has been for some time a member of the Board, and

who is well acquainted with the people of this vicinity.

Mr. Ellsworth. It gives me pleasure to preside this

morning, and especially to introduce to you the lecturer.

The subject is " Sheep raising in Massachusetts." This in-

dustry has been somewhat neglected. I remember that a

good many years ago it was customary for nearly all the

farmers in the western part of Worcester County to keep a

few sheep. I think by that neglect the larms have deterio-

rated in fertility and value. I hope to see the time when the

hills of Worcester County and of Massachusetts will again

be covered with nice jflocks of sheep. The lecturer this
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morning is a gentleman with whom I have been associated in

the Legislature. I have visited his farm. While he has

large interests in other ways, he is a farmer. He keeps

sheep and cattle, and is also president of an agricultural

society. It is my pleasure to introduce to you Mr. Frank
P. Bennett of Saugus.
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SHEEP RAISING IN MASSACHUSETTS.

BT MR. FRANK P. BENNETT OF SADGDS.

The number of sheep in the six New England States has

decreased from 3,820,307 in 1840 to 554,013 in 1900. In

other words, these six States contained, sixty years ago,

about seven times as many sheep as they possess to-day.

The total number of neat cattle in the six New England

States in 1840 was 1,545,272, and in 1900 was 1,411,852,

showing that the falling off' in cattle raising in New England

in these sixty years has been comparatively slight, as com-

pared with the decline in sheep husbandry.

I have recently passed about two months in the sheep-

raising sections w^est of the Mississippi River, from Nebraska,

through Colorado and New Mexico, to Montana, Oregon,

California and Utah, visiting the herders, sleeping upon the

ranges and gathering information from large owners of sheep,

as well as from government reports and statistics ; and the

result of these inquiries has confirmed previous impressions,

that the time is ripe for the restoration of the 3,800,000

sheep or more which used to be owned in New England.

The great free ranges of the west are now fully stocked, and

are confronted with serious problems of their own respecting

future development.

The heroic figure of the cowboy, the man on horseback, is

far less important in real life than in romance, and is con-

stantly being displaced on the public lands by the humble

and plodding sheep herder. The census of 1890 showed that

there were but 5,851,640 cattle upon the ranges of the United

States, against 51,303,572 upon farms; and even this small

percentage of range cattle must be taken to the farming

States, to be finally fattened and fully prepared for beef; and

it is the general belief that, if all the cattle were driven from

the free ranges of the United States, it would not have an
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appreciable eflect upon the supplies and prices of beef in this

country. The census which has just been taken will un-

doubtedly show a still further diminution in the number of

range cattle in the United States. But, even should the last

steer and cow be driven from the public lands of the United

States, there would still be little room remaining for an in-

crease of the present flocks of range sheep in the United

States. During the recent high prices of wool in the latter

part of 1898 and in 1899, nearly every available water-hole

in the range sections was patented by sheepmen, and, as the

water rights practically control the range, there is very little

opportunity for any more sheep to be used upon the ranges.

Hence, as the population of the United States increases and

our imports of foreign products diminish, a portion of the

growth of the country in sheep husbandry should occur in

New England.

Our subject is *' Sheep raising in Massachusetts," but we

have broadened it to the consideration of sheep husbandry

in New England, because the conditions are similar in all

of the six eastern States. The followino; fio-ures for each

of these States show that the decrease of flocks has been

marked in all of them, though somewhat less proportionately

in Maine than in the other States :
—

1900. 1840.

Maine, 237,502 649,264

New Hampshire, 76,176 617,390

Vermont, 159,136 1,681,819

Massachusetts, 39,790 378,226

Rhode Island, 10,394 90,146

Connecticut, 31,015 403,462

Total, ...... 554,013 3,820,307

Many farmers have lately been met who were willing to

take from 10 to 100 shec[) each, upon a three-years lease, for

half the wool and half the increase. Assuming that each

sheep produced but $1 wofth of wool, and that the flock

yielded 90 lambs at a value of but $3 each, the total increase

of lambs and wool would be $370. Supposing the cost of

the 100 sheep to be |500,— and I am purposely flguring

high upon sheep and low upon the products of the flock,—
the owner of the sheep would receive $185, or 37 per cent
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per annum upon an investment of $500 ; while the lessee

would receive the same amount, together with whatever

benefit might accrue to his pastures and fields from the graz-

ing in summer and the dressing which accumulated in winter.

I should be glad to be one of an association to furnish sheep

to any farmer who desired them, upon that basis, as a long

step in the direction of ownership of a flock for himself.

If he kept the increase in ewe lambs, he would have the

basis of a very respectable flock at the end of the three years.

It would be impossible for the flock to yield results less

satisfactory than I have named above, if it were kept free

from disease and dogs. But an averao;e deojree of iutelli-

gence and care in management would yield far better results

than I have named. It would be as easy to keep sheep

which will yield $2 worth of wool per head as $1 worth,

and it is equally easy to obtain more than |3 each for the

lambs. If the lambs came early, it might be possible to

obtain $10 apiece and upward for them when two months

old. Or, if thoroughbred sheep were kept, — in which

event, of course, the original cost of the flock would be

higher, — a ready market at high prices could be obtained in

the middle western States and in the far west beyond the

Mississippi River.

The New England Wool Growers' Association has recently

been organized as a corporation, and we have obtained for it

as high as 600 members ; and what we need is a co-operative

feature, with a system of shares and loans not unlike our

Massachusetts co-operative banks. Without some such

method of co-operation it will not be possible to introduce

the educational features necessary to induce the great

majority of New England farmers to engage in sheep hus-

bandry to any important extent. An addition of 3,000,000

sheep to the flocks now kept in New England would mean

an increase of at least $15,000,000 per annum in our present

product of wool and lambs ; and an improvement in our

agricultural lands which would do much toward retaining

upon the farms a rural population of the high character of

former years.

In any wholesale eflbrt to increase the flocks of New
England, of course the first question would be, where the
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ewes should be obtained. In the great west, some years

ago, when wool growing was increasing by leaps and bounds,

the large enhancement in the number of sheep was possible

through the purchase of the scrubby Mexican ewes at low

prices, and the crossing upon them of Merino rams. If ewes

for New England were to be purchased in the Brighton

market, the danger would be of obtaining animals which had

been rejected by farmers because they were impotent, or

would not breed. Ewes of this description often come to

Buffalo and other centres in lots of two or three from

numerous points in Ohio, Indiana, Canada and other sheep

sections, and are made up into carload lots. Many ewe

lambs come to Brighton in carload lots, but are generally in

such good condition that they would lose flesh if put out

upon farms, and possibly their cost would even be too great

to use for that purpose. The best way in which to increase

the number of sheep in New England would be to induce

the farmers to buy the ewe lambs of their neighbors, and

to discourage the sale of ewe lambs for a series of years.

Just now carloads of sheep could be bought throughout the

west at very moderate prices, owing to the disappointment

which has occurred during the past seven or eight months in

the condition of the wool market ; but in selecting ewes for

New England in those sections, great care would need to be

taken that they should be young and thrifty.

One of the necessities of successful sheep husbandry in

New England would be the profitable disposal of the old ewes

after they were no longer thrifty as breeders. West of the

Mississippi River the large flocks of sheep develop some

specialists in various kinds of sheep husbandry ; for

instance, I have met men in the west who made a specialty

of buying broken-mouthed ewes,— that is, ewes which,

either from age or accident, had lost their teeth, so that they

were no longer able to pick up a living upon the range

;

and these feeders made a specialty of buying them and tak-

ing them up into Kansas, Nebraska and Colorado, where

they fattened them upon grain and put them into the market

at a profit.

In the far west the range men formerly often kept their

ewes until they died of old age, the theory being that
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enouo-h of them would have lambs to offset the losses of the

weak and aged animals during the winter ; and under such

circumstances some ewes twelve or thirteen years of age

would still produce lambs. At the sheep slaughter house in

Somerville a wether died recently which was known to be more

than twenty years of age, and had been used as a " decoy "

in leading the lambs to the shambles for nearly the whole of

that period ; but it is generally considered that ewes cease to

be thrifty in New England at five or six years of age, and

can then be turned into mutton at a profit.

One of the largest sheep butchers in New England in-

formed me the other day that there never are any fall lambs

in the eastern States which are fit for the Boston market ex-

cepting a few in Aroostook County, Me., in the neighbor-

hood of St. Johnsbury, Vt., and around Colebrook, N. H.

His idea is that all the good lambs for the Boston market,

except a few from the three little sections named, come from

the British provinces. He argued that there are no pastures

and no form of green feed in all New England that will

make lambs fat without the use of grain ; but when the argu-

ment of any of these skeptics regarding the possibility of

successful sheep husbandry in New England is carefully

analyzed in detail, it is found to be inconclusive. If it is

argued that sheep cannot possibly be kept here, because of

dogs, the answer is that the dogs may be kept out by proper

fencing. If it is claimed that the fence is too costly, the

reply is that the fence is no more costly here than elsewhere.

If it is urged that the pastures are too poor, the answer is

that the sheep will improve them ; and if it is insisted that

the lands are old, the reply is that the prices of land in New
England are far cheaper than in the farm sections of the

west.

The year 1840 was the first time when sheep were enu-

merated in the United States census, and the total for the

whole nation was 19,311,000. For twenty years after that

period there was little increase in the country as a whole.

In 1850 the number given was 21,773,000, and in 1860 only

22,471,275. During the war and for a few years thereafter

a very rapid advance was made, from about 22,000,000

to possibly 42,000,000, followed by a decline in the years
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subsequent to the civil war to 31,000,000 in 1871. The

number had risen again to 40,000,000 in 1880 and to

50,026,626 in 1884, which was the largest number of sheep

ever enumerated in the United States. In 1898 the number

had fallen to 36,818,643, since which time there has been an

increase to the present total of 41,883,065. If the number

of sheep in the United States again rises to 50,000,000 or

over, a considerable portion of the gain should be in the

New England States.

The change in the wool clip of our country has not corre-

sponded fully with the change in the numbers of sheep, since

improvement by breeding and by better care has more than

doubled the weight of fleece ; but the consumption of mutton

and lamb for food purposes has undoubtedly increased in

greater ratio than our gain in population ; and yet we are liy

no means abreast of Great Britain in our consumption of

mutton per capita, since England not only consumes all of

the large meat production of its own flocks of sheep and

lambs, but is an enormous importer of mutton from Austral-

asia, the Argentine Republic and the United States. Some
splendid consignments of fat muttons and lambs are shipped

from Boston by nearly every steamer engaged in that class

of trade.

If it were practicable to prohibit the slaughter of ewe lambs

in Massachusetts for a series of say five or ten years, we

could thereby re-establish our flocks. We have closed sea-

sons foi' deer and other wild animals in the various States ;

though of course a law to prohibit the marketing of ewe

lambs to the butcher would be viewed by many as sumptuary

legislation of a more extreme character than the prohibitory

liquor law or Sunday closing acts. In our rural districts

many of the inhabitants feel that they must sell their ewe

lambs, as well as everything else which they can profitably

turn into cash, before winter sets in ; hence they will keep

the same ewes year after year, and sell all their ewe laml)s,

until the old ewes are finally disposed of as " canncrs," that

is, to the various canning factories, at merely a nominal

price. If the ewe lambs could be retained, or sold to other

farmers who would keep them from the butcher, the flocks

of New England would increase rapidly ; but, in order to
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retain them, the farmer must feel assured that he is going to

be able to keep them for a series of years, and not be so

pressed for funds as to be compelled to sell them, without

breeding, the second year, when they would possibly bring

less money than they would have brought as lambs.

The decline in sheep husbandry in New England undoubt-

edly began with the decline in household manufactures, and

was enhanced by the competition of the great grazing regions

in the free ranges west of the Mississippi River and by the

ravages of dogs among our small flocks in the badly fenced

pastures of the eastern States. When the wholesale sheep

raising of the west and the passing away of household manu-

factures in the east first began to reduce the flocks of the

New England farmer, he failed to build the industry upon

new conditions. He also failed to resist the depreciation of

his flock because of in-breeding, and to adopt a class of sheep

that would endure such housing in considerable numbers

as is necessary through the New England winters. That
'

' worms kill more sheep than dogs " is the terse and true

heading of a good many advertisements of various vermifuges

throughout the United States ; and a multitude of internal

parasites are developed in the so-called mutton breeds of

sheep by excessive housing. In the severe winters of our

New England States, where considerable housing is necessary,

the sheep should have some percentage of Merino blood, in

order to survive the artificial conditions under which they

are kept.

The breed of sheep which I have selected as the proper

cross from which to obtain this resistance to the evils of

winter housing is the Rambouillet. The "native sheep"

of New England, being wholly of English origin, contract

fatal diseases with such certainty, if kept in large bands, that

the farmers of Massachusetts and Maine have been accustomed

to assert in general terms that sheep will not thrive if kept

in flocks of more than 30 or 40 head ; but, with a fair per-

centage of Rambouillet or other Merino blood in them, there

is no limit to the number of sheep that can be kept in a flock

in Massachusetts or others of the New England States.

Before referring briefly to the various English breeds of

sheep, we will consider for a moment the origin of the Ram-
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bouillet. On Oct. 12, 1786, Louis XVI of France placed

on the government experimental farm at Rambouillet, France,

334 ewes and 42 rams, taken from 10 of the best Spanish

sheepfolds, according to the recommendation of the king

of Spain himself. The weights of the unshorn bucks were

approximately from 110 to 120 pounds, and of the unshorn

ewes about 72.5 to 88 pounds. The fleece of the bucks

weighed about 8.8 pounds, and that of the ewes about 7.7

pounds. The object was to send out reproducers from this

flock as a free gift to the choicest flocks in France. No new
blood has been added to the flock since 1800. In the cata-

logue of the Oregon State tair this year I was told that the

managers made a class of French Merinos and a separate

class of Rambouillets ; but I have not been informed how
any such distinction could properly be made. From 1840

until the present time the object has been to produce Merinos,

of which the animals were at the same time valuable for

slaughtering and for the production of wool. In 1867 the

bucks of the Rambouillet flock weighed, with their fleece,

192.5 pounds, and the ewes 135.3 pounds, also with the

fleece included.

Another famous flock of Rambouillets in France is the

Victor Gilbert, which was started in 1800 from Rambouillet,

France, by a gift from Emperor Napoleon, who took special

pride in the sheepfold at Rambouillet, and visited them

often. Still another famous flock from which these sheep

have been brought in large numbers to the United States is

that of Baron F. Von Homeyer of Pomerania, Russia, who
started his flock from Rambouillet, France, in 1850. From
the three famous European flocks of Rambouillet sheep just

mentioned have come the great number of Rambouillet sheep

now in the United States.

I have now about 200 sheep and laml)s of this descri[)tion,

and am finally disposing of any other breeds that 1 have

had. Rambouillet rams which are oflered for breeding pur-

poses in the United States range as high occasionally as

300 pounds or more each. At the head of a famous French

Merino flock in California, which I visited this summer, was

until recently " Taxpayer," weighing 324 pounds and shear-

ing 54 pounds of wool per annum ; but this noble animal
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died not long ago, and the present owner of the flock has

rams which he expects will take the place of "Taxpayer" in

weight of carcass and fleece.

But we do not argue in favor of mammoth size for the

Rambouillet. What we claim is, that no cross-bred flock of

sheep in New England can succeed unless Merino blood is

one of its component parts, and that no flock of sheep can

be profitably conducted upon a large scale without Merino

blood. The Rambouillet ewes mature earlier than the

Spanish or so-called American Merino, and can drop their

first lambs without injury when two years old.

As to the production of thoroughbred rams in Massachu-

setts for the western trade, our advantages are fully equal to

those of Michigan, where an enormous business of this kind

is done. Our lands are cheaper, our winters no more severe,

and we can obtain as cheap freight rates. On single animals,

in crates, express charges are prohibitory ; but on carload

lots the rates from New England points as fiir west as

Oregon would be precisely the same as from Michigan, Ohio

and Illinois points. The rams should bring $25 per head

in carload lots, and have sometimes been sold in such lots

the past year at $50 per head west of the Missi8si[)pi. A
combination between even 100 New England farmers would

produce carload lots for the western trade, and enable each

farmer to operate individually in the sale of single animals

locally, as well as in raising avooI, lambs and sheep for

ordinary market purposes.

I hope I have not been misunderstood as disparaging in

the least degree the great merits of the British breeds of

sheep with which the farmers of New England are so familiar.

The Southdown is one of the oldest breeds of sheep in the

world, and is the product of many years of careful training

by English farmers, — in fact, it may be said to be coeval

with English agriculture. There are farmers in Massachu-

setts who have devoted more or less time through their whole

lives to sheep husbandry, who would have no other ram

than a Southdown for the production of early lambs. Just

previous to his death, I think Mr. E. F. Bowditch of

Framingham had decided that he would have no other rams

than Hampshires for the production of early lambs. Then
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the Shropshire is one of the most popular of the so-called

<« mutton" breeds of sheep. Then, for size of carcass, the

Leicesters, Cotswolds and Lincolns all have their friends.

Thoroughbred rams of all of these English breeds of sheep

are in demand among tlie large wool growers west of the

Mississippi lliver, for the purpose of introducing special

features into their flocks from time to time. When the

ranchmen are prosperous, they prefer to change their rams

every two or three years, and many of them believe that

cross-breeding by the use of thoroughbred rams produces a

larger type of sheep than either of the parents ; hence, when

the JNIerino blood approaches the thoroughbred stage, they

will use some of the English families of rams for a brief

period, hastening to restore the Merino blood again when

the coarse wools and other crosses of the English sheep

become too apparent.

An association could be formed of a sufficient number of

farmers in New England to produce thoroughbred animals

of any of the English or so-called " mutton " breeds of sheep,

and dispose of their stud rams and ewes in sufficient numbers

in other sections of the United States to divide a handsome

profit among themselves. But such sheep cannot be kept in

flocks of more than 30 to 50, and they must be pampered

and cared for with much greater zeal than even in England,

where the milder climate permits the sheep to get their living

out of doors practically throughout the year. It is some-

times said that these " mutton " sheep will poison a pasture

so that it cannot be used many years consecutively. This is

only true when the sheep are diseased, and transmit animal

parasites to the soil. No study in insectology would proba-

bly be more interesting than that of animal parasites which

are transmitted from other animals and through water and

vegetation to sheep. Just why the Rambouillet sheep are

so much less susceptible than Shropshires, Leicesters and

other English breeds of sheep to the numerous forms of

worms and other internal parasites, is a matter concerning

which some gentleman present may be better informed than

I am. I merely state a fact, which is as true as that some

races of human beings will live under conditions which would

be fatal to other races of the universal family of mankind.
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With dogs I have had far less trouble than with worms,

both in Maine and in Massachusetts, as I have found my
barbed-wire fences substantially dog-proof. In Massachu-

setts I have used cedar posts, a carload of which I brought

up from Maine, at a cost of 4 cents each for the posts and

3 cents each for transportation. The carload included 1,000

posts. We have set the posts 8 feet apart, using a crowbar

to make the holes, and then driving the posts with a sledge

about 2 feet into the ground, leaving about 4 feet above the

ground. In Maine we have used old cedar rails taken from

the "Virginia" rail fences formerly used.

The posts used in Massachusetts were small, averaging

perhaps 3 to 5 inches in diameter. The wire weighs a pound

to the rod, and has cost us as low as 2^ cents per pound,

though more recently it has cost 5 cents per pound. It is

now considerabl}^ cheaper, though I have not had occasion

to get recent quotations. As there are 320 rods in a mile,

it follows that 1 ton of wire weighing a pound to the rod

would stretch over Q\- miles for a sinojle strand. A mile of

seven-strand fence, therefore, would weigh just 2,240 pounds,

and, at 5 cents per pound, would cost $122. To make a

perfect fence a staple would be needed for each wire at each

post. The labor of building the fence is trifling. There

is hardly anything on the farm so cheap as a barbed-wire

fence.

Our fences are practically dog-proof where we use but six

strands of wire and one wooden rail to steady the posts, but

seven strands are better. We put the first strand very close

to the ground, so that the sheep and dogs cannot crawl

under. Where the ground is irregular, the wire would rest

upon the earth in places, and should not be more than 3

inches from the ground at any point. We put the second

wire 4 inches above the first, the third wire 5 inches above

the second, the fourth wire 6 inches above the third, the fifth

wire 6 inches above the fourth, the sixth wire 8 inches above

the fifth, then a wooden rail 8 inches above the sixth wire,

and a seventh strand of wire 8 inches above the wooden rail.

This, of course, may be varied somewhat, according to cir-

cumstances, but it is substantially the kind of fence that we

use, and it has proved cflectivc. It is perfectly satisfactory,
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also, for cows, but of course must not be used where horses

are pastured.

Some people think the barbed-wire fence is improper for

sheep, because little tufts of wool are seen hanging upon it

in sheep pastures where it is used ; but all the wool that is

ever lost in this way in a flock of 500 sheep would hardly

amount to the value of a single animal. The sheep speedil}^

get acquainted with the fence, and leave it alone. The dogs

cannot crawl under or through the wires, and they will not

jump over; because my experience is, that a fence of that

height is never troubled by a dog unless it is something that

he can put his paws upon when jumping over. I have made

some examination of woven wire and other forms of fences

for sheep, and am convinced that for my own use they are

not equal to barbed wire, and are several times as costly.

I early took the ground that, if we saw a dog in our sheep

field, he should be promptly shot, and then we would decide

afterward whether we had a right to shoot him. My men
said the dogs were licensed ; but I said I did not care, —
they must be shot. Curiously enough, yesterday I saw a

decision of the supreme court of Massachusetts on this sub-

ject. A valuable dog had been shot on a man's premises in

the act of worrying hens. The owner of the dog fought the

case through the supreme court, and the supreme bench re-

turned a verdict justifying the killing of dogs under such

circumstances. I think that is a very useful thing for us to

know. A predator}' animal, being engaged in killing do-

mestic animals, there being no other way to prevent it, can

be killed.

Since the above was written I have been compelled by un-

fortunate circumstances to add the following postscript. I

had been interested in sheep more or less all of my life, and

quite largely during the past ten years, without any trouble

of consequence from dogs, but during the past few weeks

I have lost a ram and three valua))le ewes from dogs. In one

case an occurrence in Saugus, which o('cui)ied much attention

in the daily papers, caused thousands of visitors to swarm

over the fields in our neighborhood, and they would leave

the gate open and walk into our sheep pasture. In one

instance such an invader was accompanied by a dog that
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killed a sheep, and we promptly killed the dog. Shortly

after three large dogs got into the pasture and killed a ram

and two ewes, and were seen endeavoring to effect their

escape through the barbed-wire fence after the crime had

been committed, but too late to go to the house to get a gun

to kill the dogs. It was subsequently discovered that the

dogs got into the fields by climbing upon pieces of old stone

walls which had been carelessly left in too close proximity

to the fence. The sheep were promptly put into another

enclosure, surrounded by barbed-wire fence, without any

walls adjoining. In this case, if the wire had been placed

on top of the wall the canine invasion would not have oc-

curred, but it was because the wall allowed a resting place

for the dog, or a point of advantage from which he could

jump over the fence, that he was enabled to enter the pasture.

No losses have occurred since the sheep were removed to

the new enclosure.

I make this explanation because I am no longer able to

say that I never had any trouble of importance with dogs,

as I could have said when I had this paper nearly completed.

But this difficulty was due in a measure to our negligence,

and in a period of ten years my losses have been very small.

The number of sheep in Michigan, Ohio, Texas, Califor-

nia and some others of the far western or western middle

States has diminished greatly in recent years, but in such

States as Michigan and Ohio the character and value of the

animals has increased in many cases. The State of Michigan

alone still had 1,389,073 sheep on the 1st of January of the

present year, or nearly three times as many as in all New
England. Michigan breeders receive very high prices for

their thoroughbred sheep for the western trade, but in Michi-

gan land is higher than in the agricultural districts of New
England. Much of their land is no more fertile than ours,

and their climate is fully as severe as ours.

The number of sheep in the British Islands is 33,562,406,

with a population of 38,104,975, or nearly one sheep per

capita. The number of sheep in the United States is but

41,883,065, with a population of 80,000,000, or about half

a sheep per capita. Land is cheaper in New England than

in Old England, but it is necessary to educate our people
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into keeping that breed of sheep best adapted to our soil

and climate. We cannot copy England or France or Spain

or even the more distant parts of our own nation, but sve

must receive suggestions from each of those localities, and

adapt them to the peculiar requirements of our own section.

It is at least an interesting coincidence that a diminution

of population in the rural districts of New England and a

deterioration of character has followed the decrease in num-

bers of sheep. The average population per square mile of

all northern New England, — that is to say, of Maine,

New Hampshire and Vermont, — including their cities,

towns and villages, is less than the average population per

square mile of 24 other States in the Union. Among the

States having a greater density of population than Maine,

New Hampshire and Vermont, are Virginia, West Virginia,

North Carolina, South Carolina, Kentucky, Tennessee,

INlichigan, Wisconsin and Iowa. Who would have thought

that rural New Eno-land had so fallen behind other rural

States, and that similar figures would be shown for rural

Massachusetts w^ere it not for the great population of our

cities, which enlarges the average for the whole State.

The American Sunday School Union, through Rev. Dr.

Addison P. Foster, district secretary for New England, has

lately printed some startling literature upon this subject,

notinjr three influences that are working asjainst the character

of the rural districts of New England : first, the migration

of New England people to the west, the full force of which

movement has now passed ; second, the movement of the

population from the country into the city ; third, the change

that is going on in the population from native to foreign

born, with the result that the rural communities of New
Eno-land are losino; their old-time Puritan conditions and

coming more and more under the sway of foreign elements

and ideas. Doctor Foster says :
" The results of these three

unfavorable influences are patent in the growing religious

destitution, ignorance and immorality of outlying rural dis-

tricts in New England." But the authority whom I have

just quoted also sees light in the movement which is now

growing toward the return of people of the old New England

character toward the rural districts ; and I wish I had the
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time to submit to this meeting about two hundred letters of

inquiry respecthig sheep which I received in a single week

recently, some of them from men who have been working

in the cities, and who would like to get back on to the

farms.

Toward this problem of the restoration of sheep husbandry

in New England we must turn our attention, as to a perfectly

practicable enterprise. In this paper I have not discussed

some of the details and methods of successful sheep hus-

bandry in New England as much as I should have liked to,

but those features can be included incidentally with any

comments or questions which may be introduced. My plea

is for a united effort, upon the part of agricultural societies

and all other organizations concerned, for the character as

well as for the material prosperity of New England to enlist

themselves in a movement for the restoration of sheep hus-

bandry in our rural communities.

The Chairman. This subject is now open for general

discussion.

Mr. Pratt (of North Middleborough). I would like to

ask to what extent a flock of sheep will assist in keeping

down bushes, provided the bushes are all cut to commence

with. To what extent would the sheep give assistance in

keeping a pasture clear of bushes ?

Mr. Bennett. I would say in a general way they will

do a great deal. Sheep have a taste and a selection of their

own, and they are very fond of tender shrubs. I believe

about all New England fields, with the exception of a few

swampy places, have a tendency to grow up to trees ; there

is scarcely any land that will not grow up to trees, if let

alone. The sheep like to eat the tender shoots of most

vegetation. They will not eat clover, if it grows in the

shade and is sour ; they will not eat fine grass in certain

places, and I have never seen sheep eating brakes. I have

inquired of others in regard to it. I think Mr. Bowditch

said he once, made them eat brakes by feeding them close and

feeding them grain. It may be that when the brake is just

appearing they would eat it. Sheep will clean up a pasture,

and if you stock a pasture early in the season, so that they
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can get at the vegetation when it is starting, and stock it

sufficiently well, they will keep vegetation down.

Mr. Pratt. What we call huckleberry bushes come up
in our section to a great extent.

Mr, Bennett. I think the sheep would be of great assist-

ance if the bushes were mowed down tirst. When they are

four or five inches high I do not think the sheep would eat

them. If the sheep were put in the pasture early in the sea-

sou, and the bushes had been cut, it is my impression that

they would keep them down if the pasture is sufficiently well

stocked.

Mr. Pratt. I had the pleasure of seeing Mr. Bennett's

farm this last season, and I gained the impression that the

sheep were nearly taking care of the pasture.

Mr. Bennett. I think they will, but they will not take a

large-sized bush.

A. E. Blount (of Colorado). I want to ask why the

Australian breed produces the finest wool in the world and

is so poor in carcass. I have had experience with sheep in

the south and in the south-west and west, and I find that the

South American sheep do not produce wool, but hair, and

the mutton is very inferior. Three hundred and ten thousand

lambs were introduced in the vicinity of Greeley last week
for feeding purposes. They are fed on alfalfa. It is very

dangerous to feed to cattle and to sheep when it is wet.

The sheep are fed the alfalfa from the stack. The sheep are

kept in flocks of 1,500 to 2,000 or 3,000. We have no grub

there. We have no disease among the sheep. The only

difficulty there is the interference of the cattle men. The
sheep will destroy any pasture in the west. The western

pasture is subject to a very small amount of rain during the

year. We lose sheep by storms. I wish to ask about the

breeding for fine wool.

. Mr. Bennett. So far as the question relates to in-breed-

ing in New England, there are probably those in the audience

who know more about it than I do, because the results and

conditions arc exactly the same in all the other animals and

in mankind. I would like to touch upon that a minute.

Australia is not a good mutton country, and New Zealand is.

I think that is almost wholly a question of the kind of sheep
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that the owners thought best suited to their climate and soil.

In Australia they run for wool, without paying any particular

attention to mutton. In New Zealand they pay attention to

mutton, and wool is a side issue. The reason they do not

raise mutton in Australia is tliat they do not want to, for the

wool is more profital)le. The only place, — I say this with

some fear and diffidence, because of the different opinion

held in Vermont, — in my judgment, where they still cling

tenaciously to the small body of the Merino, is in Australia,

because they fit into the requirements of their wool industry
;

for they want wool and not body, and the difficulties of the

situation seem to be met in that way.

The Mexican sheep is a wild, primitive sheep, descended

from sheep brought over by Columbus on his second voyage

and left at Panama ; and the Spanish brought sheep from

Spain. From these sheep have descended the numerous

flocks of sheep in Mexico, which have reverted l)ack, just as

mankind would revert back, were it not for the influences

continually pressing him forward. The Mexican sheep have

reverted back to the original type. Instead of wool, they

grow hair, and are small in body. One important thing

about them is that they respond with most marvelous rapid-

ity to the introduction of improved blood. In an astonish-

ingly short period you can convert a flock of Mexican sheep

into a flock of good wool-bearing sheep, by the use of im-

proved rams.

This Rambouillet breed that I have been talking about, its

descendants are scattered through the United States and

Europe and South America. This Rambouillet type is like

the Jewish race, — the product of in-breeding. The Jewish

race is one of our strongest, most enduring races, and it is a

race in which in-breeding has been the rule. On the general

subject of in-breeding I am not so well informed as many in

the audience." As I understand it, in every-day work and

every-day business it is to be avoided. The ranchman of

the west changes his rams every two or three years, if he can

afford to. He practises discrimination and care and study in

the selection of the best animals. I think a great deal of in-

jury has been done to sheep husbandry in New England by

careless in-breeding, by the multiplication of defects, by the
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iu-breeding of defective sheep. In every-day business it is

to be avoided, because it is a metliod which is only to be

employed with great care and discrimination.

Mr. A. M. Lyman (of Montague). Does not a cross

between the Merino and Southdown make the best class of

sheep that can be grown ?

Mr. Bennett. I think it makes an elegant sheep. I am
not prepared to say that it makes any better sheep than a

cross with some other breeds. The Southdown is the

favorite sheep with many people. The cross with the

Merino makes an elegant sheep. The Merino blood gives

the sheep the capacity for enduring housing through our

New England winters.

Mr. Lyman. I have been engaged in buying sheep for

the last fifty years, and I have never found any really better

sheep for the market than a cross between the Southdown

and the Merino.

Mr. BuRSLEY. You would recommend any of the Downs
crossed with the Merino, as a rule for Massachusetts?

]Mr. Bennett. I think they make a fine sheep for Massa-

chusetts. If perpetuated, you get onto the old question of

grade animals. For the first cross it is all right, but after

that it is the old question of the extent to which cross-breed-

ing is satisfactory. People claim that it can be carried so

far as to make the animals useless.

Mr. Lyman. Is it not more difiicult to dispose of old

sheep in the markets now than it was forty years ago ?

Mr. Bennett. I imagine it is. I think the taste and the

fashion in laml) and nuittoii have changed somewhat. I think

there is a fad in wanting such fat mutton chops. They are

the fashion at the present time. Old sheep used to be in

good demand by the canning factories ; it made no difterence

how thin they were. There is not as good a demand as

there used to be for old sheep.

Mr. Lyman. I used to buy nothing but old sheep, and

feed them and butcher them for the market ; I sold no lambs ;

but now the market demands all lambs, or mostly lambs, and

few old sheep.

Mr. Bennett. That is the New England market. The

New England Dressed Meat and Wool Company at Somer-
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ville kills every year about the same number as there are

sheep and lambs in all New England,— that is, about

550,000 every year. I presume there are not over 50,000

killed in all the rest of Massachusetts. These old sheep

used to be fed very largely in the Connecticut valley

in the tobacco sections. At the present time there is no

great number of sheep around here ; they are brought from

the west.

In regard to ewe lambs, I take it that there is a large

number of poor farmers in New P]ngland who would like to

keep their ewe lambs, and who believe that if they could

keep them for a series of years it would pay, but they cannot

afford to do it, for in the fall they must turn into cash every-

thing that will bring cash.

Mr. Lyman. My impression is that the decrease in the

number of sheep kept in Massachusetts is largely due to

dogs. Dogs always select the best ewe and ewe lamb when

after sheep.

Hon. AVm. R. Sessions (of Springfield). I have no

doubt Mr. Lyman is correct in the reason for the decrease

in the number of sheep kept, but I think the speaker has

given a method by which the depredations by dogs can be

almost suppressed. It requires a little capital and enter-

prise to fence a pasture. Some years ago I had the honor

of submitting to this Board the cost of fencing pastures in

something the way he has proposed to- day.* 1 think it is

perfectly feasible in our towns. Most of the pastures are

surrounded with the trees necessary to supply the posts,

and the expense is simply for the wire and staples. With

such a fence you can keep the dogs out. I do believe it will

pay the farmers on the hills to attempt that very thing. It

is the cheapest sort of a fence that is eftectual in keeping

sheep. As far as danger to other animals from the wire is

concerned, I do not think it need be considered. On the

prairies in the west, where they use only barbed-wire for

fences, it is the practice to take the young horses to the

barbed-wire fence and prick their noses. They are taught

to respect a barbed-wire fence. If that process is not

* " Agriculture of Massachusetts," 1891, p. 124.
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carried on, the horse will run into the fence and injure him-

self at the first opportunity ; with that precaution there is no

trouble. The same thing is to a large extent practised with

mature horses. They are taught that barbed-wire fence is a

danger to them. The feeling that barbed-wire fence is cruel,

and should not be used by humane people, is simply a fad,

and held by those who know nothing about it practically, as

I look at it.

It is true that sheep are a great help in keeping down
brush in every case. There are some troublesome bushes

that they will kill out ; for instance, the high and low^ black-

berries. They will take ever}' leaf they can reach on the

white birch on some sorts of land, but that does not hold

true on the mountains. There they tind other herbage that

suits them so well that they neglect the white birch. On
sandy soil they will take every w^hite birch they can find.

By overstocking the pasture and making it up in grain, you

can force or induce them to eat almost any kind of bushes.

If the bushes are cut off in the first place, you can depend

on the sheep to keep them down if they are kept a little

short for food. They w^ill keep down huckleberry bushes and

almost any bushes.

I think if the farmers would go into the sheep business to

a certain extent they would find that they had benefited

themselves exceedingly.

Mr. Lyman. In regard to the wire fence, the great trouble

is lack of co-operation among the farmers. It is almost im-

possible to induce them to put up a wire fence where they

do not think they need it, and the man who owns the sheep

must do the whole.

Mr. Blount. Mr. Sessions spoke of the wire fence being

injurious to young horses. That is true. We obviate that

by j)utting a blocked wire on top. The blocks are about

two inches square, and are put in every six inches, making it

possible for the horse to see it before he reaches it. We do

not have the sheep surrounded by wire. The pastures are

the public domains, and the sheep on the public domains are

controlled by very few shepherds and dogs.

The very small amount of moisture in the air there does

not carry the germs of the different diseases and we do not
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have them. The air is so dry that it will not transport tuber-

culosis or consumption. We do not have the difiereut dis-

eases among the sheep.

Mr. Bennett. The east and the west have their own

peculiar diseases. We have no scab in New England ; the

west has been tremendously ravaged by the scab. What
Mr. Blount says about freedom from pulmonary diseases is

undoubtedly true, but each section has its own difficulties.

We have no scab ; we have very little foot rot ; we have a

great deal more trouble with foot rot among cattle than

sheep. So we balance the west pretty well by freedom from

scab, so far as diseases are concerned.

The Chairman. The next subject is "Farm law." It is

my pleasure to introduce to you Mr. M. F. Dickinson, Jr.,

of the firm of Dickinson & Dickinson, attorneys-at-law,

Boston.
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SOME ASPECTS OF THE LAW AS APPLIED TO RURAL
AFFAIRS.

BY M. F. DICKINSON, JR., BOSTON.

About five and twenty years ago, during the administra-

tion of President William S. Clarlv of the Agricultural Col-

lege, I used to spend a portion of one of the spring months

in delivering a course of lectures to the senior class in that

institution upon " Law as applied to rural afiairs." The

service was a very pleasant one. The young gentlemen

entered into the study of the subject with commendable

zeal, and I believe reaped some advantage from the course.

It is possible that this fact may have been known to the

secretary of the Board when he asked me to speak on this

occasion.

At the December meeting of this Board, in 1878, Judge

Edmund H. Bennett of Taunton, the dean of Boston Uni-

versity Law School, delivered an address before this body.

He took for his subject "Farm law,"— the same topic

which is announced for me upon this programme. I cannot

expect to rival the high authority and classic style which

characterized Judge Bennett's address, and its reproduction,

in an expanded form, which appeared in print at a later day,

but I may be able to supplement what he so well said. I

should like to designate my subject as " Some aspects of

the law as applied to rural affairs."

There is no inappropriateness in asking an American

lawyer to address a body of American agriculturists. Our

country is pre-eminently the home of l^oth the lawyer and

the farmer. In no other nation of the world have these

two classes been so closely related in shaping the national

growth and welfare. It cannot be denied that the American

farmer has always furnished to the American lawyer his full
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share of the litigation of the country. No class in the com-

munity is more jealous or tenacious of its rights than agri-

culturists ; none enjoys more keenly the excitement and

the uncertainties of a law suit. But litigation over small

matters, which was prevalent in New England farming

communities one hundred years ago, is less common to-day

than it was then. The old reports furnish some racy read-

ing, which chronicles the disputes and quarrels frequently

arising between neiG-hborino; tillers of the soil.

Jeremiah Mason, that distinguished lawyer of New Hamp-
shire, who in his later life was one of the chief ornaments

of the Boston bar, and who died in 1830 at an advanced

age, won great reputation early in his practice by his suc-

cessful conduct of the "pig cases" and his attacks upon

the "pig acts," so called, of the New Hampshire Legis-

lature. The contest lasted several years, and became the

chief subject of gossip in the State, A farmer client of

Mr. Mason had a dispute with a neighbor over the title to

two pigs, which were declared to be of the value of one

dollar. He was anxious to have a complaint for larceny

sworn out against his fellow townsman. Mr. Mason be-

lieved this was too extreme a measure, and declined to

cause the arrest. He did advise an action of trover, as it is

called, to determine the title to, and value of, the disputed

property. A writ was duly placed in the hands of a con-

stable for service. That officer, not finding the defendant

at home, pushed the writ under the defendant's door, and

made return that he had served it at the defendant's last

and usual place of abode. The plaintiff, who lived near by,

noticed the mode of service, and surreptitiously withdrew

the summons and put it in his own pocket before the

defendant's return, so that the latter had no notice of the

suit at all until it had gone to judgment before a justice

of the peace, and execution had issued. The defendant,

naturally enough, made a great fuss about this little irregu-

larity, and told Mr. Mason how that gentleman's client had

been seen purloining the process of the court. Mr. Mason

consulted with his client, and, finding the charge to be true,

offered to have the judgment and execution cancelled, and

to submit to a trial on the question of the ownership of the
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pigs. But this did not satisfy the defendant. He thought,

whatever his own offence might have ])een in taking pos-

session of the pigs, that his neighbor was more deeply cul-

pable, in that he had stolen the summons of the court. So

he rejected Mr. Mason's offer, and applied to the Legislature

to remedy his grievance. Without any notice to the adverse

party, the Legislature passed an act commanding the justice

of the peace to cite the plaintiff into court, set aside the

default, try the action and allow cither party an appeal.

Mr. Mason appeared before the justice and denied the right

of the Legislature to pass such an act, claiming that it was

unconstitutional, in that it was an encroachment upon the

prerogative of the judiciary. The justice had been an offi-

cer in the continental army, was rather a pompous citizen,

and so readily accepted Mr. Mason's views, declared the

act of the Legislature utterly void, declined to open the

case and refused to allow any appeal. The next winter

the plaintiff went back to the Legislature and procured the

passage of a second act, directing the court of common pleas

to allow an appeal ; but in that court the same result fol-

lowed. Mr. Mason defeated the attempt to open the case

on the ground that it was unconstitutional, and the court

refused to have anything to do with the matter. And thus

it happened that the expressions "pig actions" and "pig

acts " became terms of common import throughout the State.

The more the subject was talked about, the more ridiculous

it seemed, until finally it drifted into contempt ; and since

that day the Legislature of New Hampshire has never at-

tempted to interfere with the prerogatives of the judges.

Thus we see how efficient a smart lawyer and a litigious

farmer may be in promoting law suits on the very small

capital of two pigs, valued at one dollar.

Real. Property.

At first thought it seems an easy thing to determine

what real property is, but there are some difficulties about

it. It is hard to give an exact and concise definition. Per-

haps an old fashioned one will do as well as any other.

"Real estate consists of land, and of all the rights and

profits rising from and annexed to land, which arc of a
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permanent and immovable nature." We usually speak of

all this as lands, tenanents and hereditaments; and that is

the language you will generally find in deeds of real estate

in all the States.

Land.

The term land comprehends all meadows, pastures, woods,

marshes and land covered by water. It has an indefinite

extent upward and downward. Two important corollaries

following from this definition are : first, th^it all minerals

belong to the OAvner of land, in the absence of special legis-

lation reserving them for the government; second, that no

man has a right to erect a building so that the eaves or any

other part will project upon his neighbor's land. The old

Latin maxim of common law on this subject is " Cujus est

solum, ejus est usque ad coelum." Whatever is erected on

land becomes part of it. Hence, if a man makes a deed of

land without mentioning buildings, the latter pass by the

deed ; still, it is usual to mention the buildings. A pew in a

meeting house used to be considered real estate, but now,

under the more common modern forms of church organiza-

tions, it is generally treated as personal property. Seeds

planted in the land, trees and bushes set out, though they

have not yet taken root, are part of the real estate ; but trees

and plants in boxes or pots would be personal property.

If trees are planted near the division line of two estates,

so that the roots are partly in one and partly in the other,

such trees are the joint property of the two owners ; but

if the roots are entirely one side of the dividing line, and

only the branches overhang, the tree belongs to the estate

where the roots are found.

Manure made upon the farm is considered such an essen-

tial part of the property that it is treated as real estate in

the conveyance of land, and would pass to the purchaser

without special mention ; but manure made in a livery stable

would be considered as personal property. The fish in a

pond are a part of the real estate. The fruit hanging on

trees, and potatoes or root crops not yet dug out of the

ground, are real estate ; but when separated, as when the

apples fall from the tree upon the ground, or potatoes have

been dug and lie upon the land, they become personal
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property. The keys of a house, and the window blinds,

though easily removed from the premises, are constructively

attached to the real estate, and are treated as a part of it.

Water has never been considered real estate, from the very

nature of that element, — its movable character. It is

incapable of being fixed, and is constantly changing.

If I wished to make a deed of an absolute title in a fish

pond, I should describe the property as so much land

covered with water, for the description of so many acres

of water would amount to simply a license to fish in the

pond.
Emblements.

The old French word emhleer means "to sow wheat."

From that comes a term frequently employed in the law of

real estate, " emblements," which means crops growing on

the land; that is, products which grow annually by "great

manurance and industry," as the old phrase has it, such as

rye, oats, corn and other grains, but not the fruit of trees

and grass.

Questions frequently arise between tenants for life and

tenants for years, which call for the application of the law of

emblements. The original rules of the common law in refer-

ence to these have been considerably modified by statutes in

the various States. In a general way, the rule may be stated

thus : the heirs of a tenant for life are entitled to the emble-

ments, because the law allows him to assume that he will

live long enough to harvest his crops ; but a tenant for a

specified term is not entitled to emblements, because he

knows the exact time when his tenancy will terminate. In

other words, tenants for uncertain terms, that is, for life

or at will, are entitled to the benefit of the crops they have

planted, if their estate is terminated by their death or by
the act of the lessor ; and this right to emblements extends

to all crops of annual planting and cultivation except grass

or fruits of trees ; and the rule goes still farther, so that,

if there be an oral agreement for the sale of the land, and

the buyer is allowed to take possession by the owner and to

plant crops, but is afterwards ejected by the seller, the

buyer may claim the crops, even though he cannot enforce

the parol contract for the sale of the land.
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Mortgages on Growing Crops.

The giving of mortgages upon growing crops is very com-
mon in the south and in some other parts of the country

;

and these have been upheld in many of the States, where

written instruments have been made, mortgaging crops not

yet planted. This seems to be an extreme and liberal ex-

tension of the validity of such conveyances. A contract

was made in Kentucky in the early spring of 1862 for the

sale of a cotton crop not yet planted. The validity of that

contract was upheld by the supreme court of the United

States, but it was put upon the ground that the law of

Kentucky recognized the binding force of such an agree-

ment. I suppose that crops may be mortgaged in Massa-

chusetts, — that is, crops actually growing in the ground at

the time the mortgage is given ; but a mortgage given to-day

on the crop of the next year would probably not be sus-

tained. Our own supreme court said, as long ago as 1845, in

a case arising in Norfolk County, that, although a person can-

not grant or mortgage property of which he is not possessed

and to which he has no title, still, he may grant personal

property of which he is potentially, though not actually,

possessed. For instance, one might legally mortgage all

the wool that shall grow on the sheep he owns at the time

of the grant ; but he could not make a valid mortgage of the

wool on sheep not his, and the mortgage would not become

valid even if he should afterwards purchase the flock before

the wool had been clipped.

An agreement to sell growing crops, including trees, has

been held to be not an ao:reement for the sale of an interest

in land, but for the sale of chattels; and so, not being

within the purview of the statute of frauds, can be en-

forced, unless the value exceeds fifty dollars, or unless there

has been a partial delivery of the trees or crops, in which

case the delivery of the whole can be enforced. In a case

arising in western Massachusetts, in 1841, the owner of land

made a contract with a tanner that the latter might enter

upon the land, cut certain oak trees, peel and carry away

the bark, cutting up and leaving the timber and wood for

the owner's benefit. After the trees had been cut and the
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bark peeled, but before any of it was removed, the owner of

the land changed his mind, and forbade the tanner to enter

and carry away the bark. His contention was that this con-

tract related to an interest in the lands, and was void by the

statute of frauds; but the court said " No," because the

bark when peeled had liecome the property of the defend-

ant by the terms of the contract, and the plaintiff had no

right to prevent his taking it away, because it was left on

his land by his own consent. In another case, in Worcester

Count}^ one Ross, the owner of a farm on which he had a

field of cabbages, went onto the land in the month of

August with one Welch, and a bargain was made between

them that Welch should purchase the cabbages there grow-

ing when ready to be severed from the soil. In November,

after the cabbages had headed, they met again, counted them,

and agreed upon the number that the defendant should have,

and that he should take them away whenever he wished. He
did, however, take only a part of those agreed upon, refus-

ing to take the balance, on the ground that the cabliages

were then growing, that they were attached to the soil, and

were therefore a part of the real estate. But the court held

that the taking of a part was a constructive delivery of the

whole, and compelled the defendant to pay for the entire

field of cabbas^es.

This subject is involved in a good many intricacies and

exceptions, so that it is difficult, in this hurried way, to give

a very accurate idea a])out it. It is enough for my present

purpose to add a caution that, when any member of the

State Board of Agriculture is buying a farm while the crops

are growing upon it, he had better take good care to secure,

by explicit terms in his deed, all that he supposes he is

purchasing.

Fixtures.

To the general rule already stated, that whatever is an-

nexed to the land becomes a part of it, there is one striking

exception, which gives rise to what we call the law offixt-
ures. The term is a misnomer, for it denotes the reverse

of its name. Fixtures are really those things annexed to

the land in a kind of permanent way, which are still regarded

as personal property, and are removable hy the vendor of
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the land against the will of the vendee. An enormous

amount of liti2:ation has grown out of this department of the

law ; not so often, to be sure, in connection with the sale of

farms, or the transfer of farms by inheritance, as in cases of

manufacturing and commercial establishments. In an old

Pennsylvania case of some sixty years ago it was stated that

the criterion of a fixture in a mansion house or dwelling is

an actual and permanent fastening to the freehold ; but this

is not a criterion of a fixture in a manufactory or mill.

That rule, however, would hardly pass muster to-day, for,

even in the case of dwelling houses, in a good many instances

great liberality has been shown to the vendor in allowing

him to carry off certain articles as fixtures.

A large iron kettle set in brick, which farmers frequently

have in one of their out-houses for the purpose of cooking

food for swine or cattle, would pass as part of the real

estate; but the same kettle, detached from any setting and

used in difierent locations at different times about the farm,

would be personal property. A steam engine permanently

set for lifting hay or ensilage or conducting of heavy opera-

tions about the farm would be a part of the real estate ; but

a detached movable engine, capable of being transported

from one farm to another, and doing work in either place,

would be personal property.

The use to which an article has been put or is intended to

be put may sometimes be determinative as to whether it is a

part of the real estate, or personal property. For instance,

when an article has been used for some employment distinct

from that of the occupier of the real estate, it will be treated

as a fixture, and becomes removable by the tenant or ven-

dor,— that is, it will not be a part of the real estate ; and

lessees are in our day treated with more and more liberality

in regard to the removal of trade fixtures. If a cider mill

were set up by the tenant on a farm hired by him, and it

were perfectly clear that the chief purpose was trade, and

not the mere doing of the work of that farm, he would

doubtless be allowed to remove it before the termination of

his tenancy, even though the apparatus had all the elements

of permanency.

A proper caution in connection with this subject is that,
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if a tenant or a vendor claims the right to remove articles

as fixtures, he should always be careful to make the removal

before his tenancy expires, or while he is in possession
;

otherwise, he may lose the right of removal altogether.

Another suggestion is, that, in view of the difficult and com-

plicated nature of the law of fixtures, great care should be

exercised in connection with the transfer of property, by

specifying in the written instrument just what the parties

have agreed to convey, and in some cases also by enumer-

ating the articles not conveyed.

Purchase and Sale of Farms.

The original methods of transferring title to land in Eng-

land, from which country we derive the great body of our

real estate law, grew out of the practices of the feudal sys-

tem. Under the feudal laws, all the lands in the country

were vested in the sovereign, who parcelled them out to the

great men of the nation, who were bound to render the king

military service. These great lords in turn parcelled out

their respective lands to vassals, who held them, and the

land so held was called a feud, njiefov a fee. Originally

these vassals took only temporary ownership, and the land

reverted to the lord paramount upon the vassals' death

;

but gradually there grew up the right of transmission of the

title from a vassal to his son or heir, and thus estates of

inheritance arose, so that the modern use of the word fee

implies absolute ownership. Under the feudal system, the

lord took his vassal upon the land, and, by the symbolic

method of handing him a twig or a tuft of soil, invested him

with possession. He had no other title to it except that

given him by the solemn act of the lord paramount, which

created a contract between the two parties, — that of pro-

tection on the one side and service on the other.

In the progress of civilization, written instruments of con-

veyance or deeds supplanted the original method of convey-

ance, "livery of seisin," as it was called; but the practice

oi recording deeds, which is universal in the United States,

did not obtain in P^ngland until a comparatively recent time.

In this country the recording of deeds, though universal in

all the States and Territories, presents no uniformity as to
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the place of record. In our own State, deeds are recorded

in a county registry kept for the purpose. In Connecticut

I believe they are recorded at the town clerk's office, and

the provisions as to record are quite various. No prudent

Massachusetts farmer would think of buying a farm and

taking a deed without carrying it, on the same day that he

received it, to the registry of deeds in his county, and there

putting it on record.

Statute of Frauds.

There are in all the States, or in practically all of them,

statutes derived from an ancient English law, entitled the

" statute for the prevention of frauds and perjuries." One
of the provisions of this law universally adopted, I believe,

by all the States, is that no action shall be brought upon a

contract for the sale of lands, tenements or hereditaments,

or of any interest in or concerning them, unless the promise,

contract or agreement, or some memorandum or note thereof,

is in writing signed by the party or his authorized agent.

This we commonly call the "statute of frauds;" and the

knowledge of its existence is important to the fiirmer, in

order that he may be secure in his ownership, and may not

be liable to have the fruit of many hard years of labor swept

away by want of a sound title. There has been a great lax-

ity in the rural communities of this Commonwealth in regard

to titles of farms, and I cannot urge too strongly upon the

intelligent farmer the importance of extreme care in the

purchase and sale of land and of all contracts in reference

to its sale or transfer.

An accurate survey of the premises intended to be con-

veyed is also to be advised ; and, if boundary lines are found

to be irregular and unsightly, steps should be taken, through

negotiation with the adjoining owners, to establish symmet-

rical lines, well marked by frequent stone boundaries set

deeply in the soil, which should form the basis of the de-

scription in the deed. As to the growing crops, manure,

fixtures and all other debatable articles and property con-

nected with the farm, these should be made the subject of

specific written agreements, setting forth in clear terms

what the intention of the parties is in reference to all such
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matters ; for the maxim is especially sound, in its applica-

tion to the transfer of real estate, that an ounce of preven-

tion is worth a pound of cure.

Boundaries and Fences.

The use of temporary marks and monuments as bounda-

ries, such as " a stake and stones," or " blazed trees," very

common descriptions in conveyances of wood land, is to be

deprecated. It has now become more than ever important

that the distance from one monument to another should be

carefully taken and approximately stated in the deed ; for I

regret to say that the advent of the electric railway is fast

removing any reliance upon courses fixed by the surveyor's

compass, owing to the fluctuations caused in the movement

of the magnetic needle by the electric currents. This fact

makes it all the more important that other particulars in fix-

ing boundary lines should be rigidly adhered to.

The contents of the land, as stated in a deed, are not the

most important element of the description. It was held, a

good many years ago, in our State, that when the bounda-

ries are accurately pointed out in a deed, even fraudulent

representations as to the contents did not constitute the

basis of an action to recover damages.

I have already referred to this subject of boundaries in a

general way, but I wish now to go into it a little more in

detail, for I know of nothing over which farmers have had

more trouble than their respective rights in adjoining es-

tates. It is well-settled law that an abutter upon the high-

way owns the fruit of the trees growing in the road, and I

presume it would be held that he owns the berries growing

wild there, as well. A farmer who owns a tree whose

branches project over his neighbor's land owns the fruit

which grows on those branches, and if the fruit falls on

his neighl)or's land, the owner of the tree has an implied

license to go and pick it up, he doing no unnecessary

damage. Still, in spite of this right, one over whose line

branches project may cut oft' the branches, though he can

not appropriate them. That was decided in a recent Cali-

fornia case ; and that it may be dangerous to allow the

branches of one's tree to project, appears in a recent Eng-
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lisli case, where the defendant was held liable for the death

of the plaintiffs horse, which was poisoned by the foliage

of the yew tree planted on the defendant's ground, but pro-

jecting over the plaintiff's pasture. But in another English

case, where the horse had to trespass on the defendant's

land in order to get at the yew tree, the decision was other-

wise.

It has been held that an action will not lie for carelessly

leaving maple syrup in one's unenclosed wood, whereby

the plaintiffs cow, being illegally suffered to run at large,

and having strayed there, was killed by drinking it. This

decision was given in 1823, in the supreme court of the State

of New York, by Chief Justice Savage, and is found in the

first volume of Cowen's reports. About ten years ago Mr.

Irving Browne paraphrased the decision by making it the

subject of a witty rhyme, which appeared in the first vol-

ume of "The Green Bag," some portions of which I am
going to take the liberty of repeating :

—

One Brainard owned a favorite cow,

With placid eyes and gentle brow,

Renowned for milk,— he called it " mikh,"

Her coat was smooth and soft as silch.

A star upon her forehead lay

Appropriate to her milky way.

Bush owned a lot of wooden cows.

Which had no need to drink or browse
;

For he possessed a sugar bush

Where he a thriving trade did push.

This bush was destitvite of fence
;

But, as there was no evidence

Of any law to keep it closed.

His syrup Bush left there exposed.

At length, when Mooly in the grove,

In search of provender did rove,

She found this palatable drink,

And, hanging o'er the fatal brink,

So greedily did Mooly suck it,

That, giving one convulsive cough,

She speedily did " kick the bucket,"

And lay completely " sugared ojf."
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Brainard sued Bush for negligence

In keeping bush without a fence,

Or leaving syrup without care,

Well knowing that his cow ran there.

Savage, C.J. :
—
This case to us presents two views,

Two horns between which we nuist choose.

This sugar-Bush did very wrong
To leave his syrup there so long.

Knowing that cows in search of pasture

Might thereby meet with sore disaster.

The other judges :
—

Oh, Bush deserves much to be blamed,

He really ought to be ashamed.

He should have known that cattle lap

Inviting liquids,— verbum sap.

Savage, C.J.

But then, again, though it is shown
That Bush knew Brainard's cow frequented

His sugar bush, it is not known,
From evidence, that he consented.

The other judges :
—

Yes, circumstances cases vary,

This may excuse the harm to dairy.

Ah, this is quite another story,

'Tis negligence contributory.

Savage, C.J. :
—
The law doth measure not degrees,

Where both the parties careless are

;

Betwixt the cow and raajjle trees,

Damrium absque injuria.

All together :
—

So this decree we ratify,

That Brainard pay the cost

;

Perhaps it may him gratify

That Bush his syrup lost.

And, obiter, we can't discover

How Bush can ere for it recover.
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And then the poetical reporter, Mr. Browne, concludes

as follows :
—
A less poetic version, 111 allow,

You'll find reported in the first of Cow.

An act of our Legislature, passed in 1884, provides in

rather curious terms that no barb-wire fence shall be built

or maintained within six feet above the ground along any

sidewalk located in any public street or highway, and pun-

ishes the offender by a fine of not less than twenty dollars

nor more than fifty dollars. The use of the words " above

the ground" in that statute is quite significant, as you will

see. The statute does not forbid the re-enforcement of a

proper board fence by a barbed-wire top starting at the

height of a tall man's head.

An act of the Massachusetts Legislature, passed in 1887,

provides that the erection of a fence unnecessarily exceed-

ing six feet in height built for the purpose of annoying a

neighbor, is a private nuisance, and the person injured may
maintain an action of tort to recover damages for the an-

noyance. This statute was up for consideration before the

full bench of our supreme court in 1888, and objection was

made to it that it was unconstitutional ; but that objection was

overruled in a carefully considered decision by the present

chief justice. The verdict in the lower court was for the

plaintiff in the sum of one cent ; but the supreme court set

this verdict aside and sustained the defendant's exceptions,

on the ground that, if there was a bona fide use of the

structure, beneficial to the defendant, even although the

motive to annoy existed, the plaintiff could not recover.

In other words, the court held that a structure must be

erected for the sole purpose of annoyance, in order to in-

voke the penalties of the statute. Other provision con-

cerning fences and fence viewers are grouped together in

chapter 36 of our Public Statutes. In that chapter may be

found many provisions that it behooves the intelligent

farmer to understand and abide by ; such as that fences

four feet high and in good repair shall be deemed legal and

sufficient fences ; also brooks, rivers, ponds, creeks, ditches

and hedges ; that the respective occupants of land enclosed
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with fences shall keep up and maintain partition fences in

equal shares ; that, in case of neglect to build and repair

by either party, the other may call in the fence viewer to

make an adjudication, and methods of procedure and reme-

dies are provided in such cases.

The rules prevailing in different States in regard to fenc-

ing land are quite various. In souie of them the owner of

the land is required to fence out the cattle of other people
;

in others, he is required to fence in his own cattle. It was
early held in Massachusetts, in a case appearing in the sixth

volume of our reports, that a farmer is obliged to fence only

against cattle lawfully in the adjoining field ; and in another

case, arising twenty years later, that, if he turns his cattle

into the highway to graze, and if they pass therefrom into

an adjoining field through an insufficient fence, the owner
of the land may recover, as the farmer's cattle are not law-

fully in the highway.

It also seems to be law in this Commonwealth, as set up
in a more modern case, that the farmer is responsible for

his animals if they escape while he is driving them along

the highway, and do damage to another's property ; and

about the time of the decision last quoted, it was also held

by our supreme court that a railroad company, though

bound by a law to fence its track, is not liable to the owner
of cattle killed by straying on unfenced tracks, if the cattle

were unlawfully on the land adjoining the railroad, from

which adjoining land they strayed.

Highways.

The rights of farmers as regards highways on which their

farms abut is a matter of great practical importance. Most
of our country roads were originally cow paths, then be-

came lanes, and finally highways. In later years many of

them have had their boundaries defined by stone monuments
set at regular intervals, so that our highways are now gener-

ally enclosed within definite lines and limits ; but the own-
ership of the fee of the land of the highways in most cases

remains in the abutters, subject to the right of the public

to use the highway for purposes of travel ; and if such a

road is discoutinued, the land reverts to the original owner,
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his heirs or assigns. This ownership of an abutter to the

centre of the road involves the right to use his half of it in

any way not inconsistent with the easement of the public

to pass over it ; and such abutter may maintain an action

against any one who digs up or interferes with Ms portion

of the highway, or places rocks or rubbish thereon without

authority. This doctrine was very clearly declared in a

case which arose in the town of Egremont, in Berkshire

County, in 1863 or 1864. The defendant, in order to effect

a beneficial widening of the road, placed stones and rub-

bish on the north side of the travelled part of it, and thus

improved it and rendered it more safe and convenient for

travellers ; but the court held that inasmuch as he was not

the highway surveyor, and although what he did was evi-

dently for the public benefit, he committed an illegal act,

and was liable in damages therefor. But this rule would not

have been applied if he had worked upon the travelled part

of the road, and improved the condition of that portion only.

If a highway becomes impassable for any reason, a trav-

eller may pass over adjoining land, even if he has to take

down fences in so doing ; but there must be no unnecessary

damage done, and things must be replaced as far as possible.

As late as 1851 a case of this kind arose in Mount Wash-

ington, in Berkshire County, where in the lower court the

plaintiff was awarded damages against a defendant Avho had

encroached upon adjoining fields during a temporary ob-

truction of the highway ; but when the case reached the

supreme court, Chief Justice Bigelow reversed the decision

and set the verdict aside, holding, against the contention of

the plaintiff, that the law of England, afiirming the doctrine

of right to use adjoining land in cases of necessity, had been

adopted and recognized in all the American States. The

doctrine has its origin in necessity, and must be limited by

that necessity ; mere convenience will not justify such an

exceptional use of private property.

Every farmer and every farmer's boy is familiar with the

statute of our State, which provides that, when persons meet

each other on a bridge or road with any kind of vehicles,

each person shall seasonably drive his vehicle to the right

of the middle of the travelled part of the bridge or way, so
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that they may pass without interference ; and also with the

provision that, when teams are moving in tlie same direc-

tion and one wishes to pass the other, the passing vehicle

shall take the left of the middle of the travelled part of the

way, and that, if the bridge or travelled part of the way
is of sufficient width for the two teams, the driver of the

leading one shall not wilfully obstruct the passage of the

other. But there is sometimes difficulty in applying this

law in exceptional cases and under exceptional conditions.

In March, 1843, one Jaquith was driving from Reading to

Medford in his sleigh. Near the village of Stoneham he

met the defendant Richardson, driving a four-horse stage

coach with fourteen passengers. The left-hand side of the

highway, as the stage coach was moving, was covered with

an unbroken mass of snow, so that the beaten and travelled

track in the snow was entirely on the right of the centre of

the highway, as it would appear when there was no snow on

the ground. The plaintiif turned his horse out into the

snow and stopped for the stage to pass ; but when the teams

met, a collision occurred, and the plaintiff was injured.

The driver of the stage claimed that, inasmuch as he was

on the right of the centre of the road as it was worked in

summer, he could not be held liable under the statute ; but

the court thought otherwise, and said that, by the true con-

struction of chapter 51 of the Revised Statutes, when that

part of a road which is wrought for travelling is hidden by

snow, and a path is beaten and travelled on the side of the

wrought part., persons meeting on such beaten and travelled

path are required to drive their vehicles to the right of the

middle of such path. This it will be seen was really an ap-

plication of the spirit of the statute, rather than of its exact

letter.

It may further be observed that the law guards with jealous

care the right of the pul)lic to pass over the highway and

to use it for all proper purposes. Hence, the owner of the

fee in the highway is never allowed to set gates across it

nor to put up other obstructions, and any passer by may
lawfully throw them down.
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Roadside Trees.

The subject of highways naturally suggests the topic of

roadside trees ; and in that connection I wish to call atten-

tion to an act passed ])y the Legislature of 1899, codifying

and amending the laws relating to the preservation of trees.

In brief, it provides that every town shall, at its annual

meeting, elect a tree warden, who may appoint deputy tree

wardens, as he deems expedient. The town or the select-

men may fix the compensation of these officers. The tree

warden is to have the care and control of all public shade

trees in the town except those in public parks or open

places under the jurisdiction of the park commissioners,

and shall expend all funds for the setting out and main-

tenance of public shade trees. Towns may appropriate

money for the planting of shade trees, not exceeding fifty

cents for each ratable poll. The tree warden may plant

shade trees in the public ways, or, if it is expedient, upon

the adjoining land, at a distance not exceeding twenty feet

from the public way, for the purpose of shading or adorn-

ing the same ; but, if the trees are set on private land, the

written consent of the owner of the land has to be ob-

tained ; and all shade trees within the limits of any public

way shall be deemed public shade trees. Whenever a citi-

zen, other than the warden or his deputies, wishes to cut

or remove a public shade tree, he has to apply to the tree

warden, and provisions are made for a public hearing on

the question ; or the warden may grant permission without

a hearing, if the tree is on a public way, outside the resi-

dential portion of the town, and the decision of the tree

warden is final.

This is a very interesting statute, and it is pleasant to

note that recently the tree wardens of various Massachu-

setts towns, to the number of nearly one hundred, with

others interested in arboreal culture, had a meeting in Hor-

ticultural Hall in Boston and a conference upon this subject

of shade trees. Mr. J. Woodward INIanning gave on that

occasion an interesting lecture, showing how the natural

beauties of a town or village may be enhanced by skilful

grouping and trimming of the native trees and shrubs, and
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a discussion was held as to the rights and duties of tree

wardens under this statute. It is hardly possible to exag-

gerate the adv^antages which miglit accrue to this Common-
wealth if the subjects thus encouraged by the Legislature

were taken up and thoroughly investigated and worked by

all our various city and town communities. A State with all

its highways set out with shade trees would be a novelty

indeed, and one which it can hardly be doubted would prove

a great attraction to many dwellers in other parts of the

country seeking beautiful homes for summer retreats or for

permanent residence. Let us hope that the planting and

protection of roadside trees may be made the special sub-

ject of action by all the towns at their next annual meet-

ings, if such action has not already been taken. Perhaps

appropriate action by the State Board of Agriculture would
go far towards securing so desirable a result.

Hired Men.

The law governing the employment of labor is of consid-

erable importance to the farmer, and this kind of contract

should be made with care and exactness. The employer

should be certain that the person with whom he contracts

is more than twenty-one years of age and so is competent

to make his own agreements. Of course, if the employee

be a minor, the contract must be made in the boy's or girl's

behalf by the parent or guardian, in order to have any bind-

ing effect. Payments of money by the employer to a minor

employee are unauthorized except upon the order of the

minor's parent or guardian. A careful observance of these

legal principles will avoid disputes and possible litigation.

Another decision of great importance is this : that contracts

which are not to l)e performed within a year must be in

writing, or they will be considered void under the provi-

sions of the statute of frauds already referred to. In other

words, a valid oral contract can be made for employment,

say for the period of eleven months and any part of the

twelfth month ; but if it be for a year, neither party is

bound by it, and the employee, if he should leave the farm-

er's service, could recover for the time he has actually

worked ; whereas, if the contract were in writing and for a
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year or more, and the hired man were to leave without good
cause, he could not recover for the period actually spent.

The death of either party of course terminates the contract.

The executor or administrator of an employer is not bound
to continue the emplo^'ment, neither is the one who takes

the farm under a devise in a will. So also the filino; of a

petition in bankruptcy by an employer dissolves the contract

with his help, and is intended to amount to a notice of its

dissolution ; but the employee may have his damages as-

sessed and prove the amount in bankruptcy, the measure of

damages being the difference between the pay which he was

to receive and the pay which he actually has received under

the new employment which he has been able to find.

Bankruptcy.

The constitution of the United States confers upon Con-

gress the power to enact uniform bankrupt laws. Under the

exercise of that power, four such laws have been passed

since the foundation of the government, the first in the year

1800, the second in 1841, the third in 1867 and the fourth

in 1898. These acts of Congress of course operate to sus-

pend the insolvent laws of the various States so long as the

federal legislation is in force. The act of 1800 had no vol-

untary feature, but certain classes of men, such as merchants,

bankers, brokers, underwriters, etc., could be put into bank-

ruptcy by their creditors. It is interesting to notice that

formers were not included in the list, so that they were not

affected in any way by that act, which was repealed in 1803.

The act of 1841, which was in force less than two years,

had both the voluntary and involuntary features, and under

it farmers could take the benefit of the act if they chose,

but could not be put into bankruptcy by their creditors.

The act of 1867, which was amended in important particu-

lars by the act of 1874, was in force about eleven years.

This also gave farmers the right to take advantage of the

provisions of the act if they chose so to do, and also allowed

their creditors to put them into bankruptcy if they were

found to have concealed their property, or had done certain

other acts in derogation of their creditors' rights.

Under the law of 1898, still in force, any person, includ-
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ing farmers, except a corporation, is entitled to the benefits

of the act as a voluntary bankrupt ; but wage earners and

farmers are expressly excepted from the operation of the

involuntarj'^ feature of the law ; so that under the present

statute no farmer can be put into bankruptcy by his credi-

tors, even though he has committed acts which in the case

of persons engaged in commercial pursuits or manufactur-

ing would be treated as acts of bankruptcy.

This rather curious anomaly in favor of the agricultural

classes of the country is doubtless due to the large influ-

ence in the national congress of representatives from the

so-called Granger States, without whose aid no bankrupt

law could have been passed. On the whole, however, no

great harai can result from the favor thus shown farmers,

for the fact is, that as a class the agriculturists of our country

have been generally more successful in keeping themselves

out of the " sponging-house," as the poor debtor court is

sometimes styled, and have cheated their creditors less, than

any other class in the community.

Easements.

The law of easements is of peculiar importance to the

owners of farms and country estates, and no other branch

of real estate law has been more fertile in litigation. Some
knowledge of easements is therefore almost a necessary part

of the education of an intelligent farmer.

An easement is a charge imposed on one estate for the

benefit of another belonging to a diiferent owner. Separate

ownership is an essential feature to the creation and main-

tenance of such a right.

The land enjoying the privilege is called the dominant

estate ; the one which bears the Inirden, the servient estate.

That which is an easement for one of the estates is a

servitude for the other. When the entire ownership of both

becomes merged in the same person or persons, the ease-

ment disappears. No man can create or retain an easement

in favor of one parcel of his property as against another

part of it. An easement once created remains upon the land

so long as the separate ownership of the parcels lasts ; and

it runs with the land, passing, by the conveyance or descent
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of the dominant estate, to the new grantee or to the heir-at-

law as one of the appurtenances of the estate.

An easement must not be confounded with a mere per-

sonal license. I may say to my neighbor, " You may walk

across my mowing lot to reach your pasture as often as you
wish ;

" but such permission or license is revocable at any

moment, and lacks more than one of the essentials of a

valid easement. And it is instantly revocable, even if the

licensee has expended money in making a comfortable path

or in building a convenient bridge over the brook which

the path may chance to cross.

Rights of Way.

Of all easements those relating to private ways are of

highest importance.

A private way may be acquired in three ways only : (1)

by express grant from the owner
; (2) by prescription, /.e.,

twenty years' adverse possession; (3) by necessity. The

last is so unusual a source of this right as to require only a

passing notice. If you were to sell one lot out of your farm

entirely surrounded by your remaining land, the law would

give the purchaser a right by necessity to reach his land

over yours, even though nothing were said about it in the

conveyance, but this right would cease when the necessity

ceased ; for instance, if a new highway were to be laid out,

touching the lot enjoying the right of way, the easement

would cease, even though greatly to the inconvenience of the

owner of that lot, by increasing the distance he would have

to travel or the grades he must surmount.

Easements by express grant or deed are of course to be

preferred. Properly recorded in the county registry, their

validity rests on the firmest of foundations, and their value

becomes greatly enhanced. But the grant is very carefully

limited to its original purpose. A way granted for a par-

ticular use can be used only for that purpose. Thus, the

granting of a narrow passageway for the carrying and re-

carrying of wood can not be held to convey the right to

drive teams over it for cartage of hay or grain. Teams will

not be allowed to pass over a right of way granted for foot

passengers ; and a right of way to reach farm land for the
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removal of crops, etc., will not be extended to iillow the

owner of the dominant estate to lay out his land into build-

ing lots and erect houses thereon, and make of the right of

way a street for the purpose of convenient access to the

houses.

But most of the difficulties encountered in this subject of

rights of way arise from their creation by what is called

prescription. This means not simply twenty years' continu-

ous and uninterrupted enjoyment by the owner or successive

owners of the dominant estate of a right of way over the ser-

vient estate ; a good deal more than that is required. It must

be taken and used under a claim of right, not by permission

(for that would destroy the prescriptive character of the

right), and it must have been enjo3^ed with the knowledge

of the owner of the servient estate. It must be acquired

" under an adverse claim of right," and against persons

legally competent to object. A prescriptive right of way
can never be obtained against a minor or an insane person

;

and ownership of the servient estate by such a person sus-

pends the operation of the prescription during the period of

such minor's or lunatic's ownership. But where there can

be clearly proven twenty years' adverse use of a right of

way, the easement is thoroughly established, on the assump-

tion, that is, the doctrine is based upon the fiction, that there

is supposed, after such a lapse of time, to have been an

ancient grant conferring the right claimed.

The lawful use of a private way implies the right and the

duty to keep it in reasonable repair. These belong and

rest upon the owner of the easement; and, if the owner

of the fee obstructs the way, the easement holder may pass

over the adjoining land of the servient estate. The owner

of the land may erect bars or gates at the entrance of tiie

way, and, if the owner of the right of way leaves them down

or open, and cattle escape or intrude, the latter would be

liable for damage done by the estrays.

An easement may be renounced, extinguished or modi-

fied even by a parol license granted by the owner of the

dominant tenement and executed by the owner of the ser-

vient one. When the Providence Railroad Avas laid out,

the county commissioners, acting under statute authority,
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granted a cart and carriage way to Mary White from her

homestead over the railroad to her remaining land adjoin-

ing the railroad, and this amounted to a grant of the right

of way. This was in 1841. In 1888 the business of the

railroad had so grown that the continued use of the way

became a source of great danger. Accordingly the road

proposed, and the owners of the land then assented to, a

new mode of access to the land by the railroad agreeing to

purchase and open as a right of way a strip of land leading

from a new street to the land, and the abandonment of the

old way. The offer was accepted, the new way built, and

the old way closed by the railroad company ; but there was

no writing as evidence of the acceptance of the new way,

or of the abandonment of the old. The owner of the way

soon repented of his oral assent to the change, and brought

suit against the road for obstructing his original right of

way. The road then filed a bill in equity to cancel the old

order of the county commissioners and to compel an aban-

donment of the old way, and in this was successful ; the

court holding that, in permitting the road to construct the

new mode of access and in using it, though only for a few

times, the owner of the original right of way had really

abandoned it.

The case turned largely upon the intention of the land

owner in accepting the new route to his land in place of his

original right of way across the tracks.

Water and Water Rights, Irrigation, etc.

The branch of my subject upon which I now enter opens

up one of the most interesting and important of all the

topics connected with rural law. The steady growth of our

population in this State and the excessive demand for water

b}'" our numerous cities and large towns, and the consequent

diversion of many water courses for this purpose, may well

excite the apprehension of the agricultural population of

our State. Our Legislature has for many years treated the

applications of municipalities for the taking of water for

public uses with great liberality, — I am inclined to think

with too great liberality. A startling instance of this ten-

dency is found in the work which is now going on in the
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valley of the Nashua, by which whole villages are being

blotted out and scores of farms destroyed for the purpose

of increasing the water supply of our metropolitan popula-

tion. There is danger, it seems to me, that the demands

of our cities may be carried too far, and I have a firm

conviction that the farmers of the State might well unite

in protest against excessive grants in this direction. An
excessive and unnecessary water supply for towns and cities

offers a premium on the waste of water. My own observa-

tion warrants me in alleging that there is a very great waste

in most of our cities. The remedy for this, I may say in

passing, is the universal application of the meter system to

all water supply companies, whether large or small, so that

a water taker will only pay for what he himself uses, and

not be obliged to contribute to the wastefubiess of others.

Thus the natural water supply of the State may be properly

conserved for the benefit of those who are entitled to it by

original ownership. It is time, I think, for the farmers of

the State to join hands in staying this tendency to waste of

water. By united action they can do much to create public

opinion which will alFord them ample protection. The

compulsory use of the meter system will do much toward

staying these enormous wastes.

In many of the States which have large areas of rainless

land, water courses have played an im[)ortant part in the

industrial and economical development of the country, and

irrigfation laws have been enacted and i^reat schemes for

irrigation purposes have been launched. Numerous com-

panies have been formed for the purpose of selling water

and rendering land valuable that would otherwise be useless.

It is possible that by artesian wells in addition to the natural

water supply all the rainless portions of the United States

may yet be brought under cultivation, for it is a well-known

fact that desert land becomes extremely productive when

irrigated.

An irrigation congress has recently been in session in

Chicago, at which it was stated by an engineer who has

made a careful examination of the subject that there are in

this country 75,000,000 acres of arid land, which can be

reclaimed and made profitable agricultural territory at an
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average cost of $2 an acre. Here is a domain larger than

New England and New York combined, which, if reclaimed,

would support millions of people and add vastly to the wealth

of the United States, and it is seriously proposed that the

Government should loan its aid in forwardins: this orreat

work.

It is not impossible that the subject of irrigation may
attract the attention of the Massachusetts farmer in the near

future. While we have in New England an excellent annual

rainfall, still, there are times when the farmer is exposed

to great loss from periods of protracted drought. Natural

water courses are numerous and well distributed, so that it

would be easy to provide reservoirs and methods of storing

water against the time when it is needed for use in such

exceptional periods. Take, for instance, strawberries and

others of the small fruits. An excessively dry May and

June practically destroys the crop ; but if our farmers

would familiarize themselves with the possibilities of irriga-

tion and the ease with which water could be introduced

in a country as broken as ours, many of the losses from

drought, to which they are now frequently subjected, might

be averted. Grass lands in some portions of the State might

be vastly improved in productive capacity by the applica-

tion of this system, and its introduction in many places and

on many farms could be accomplished with very little ex-

pense. But, if the farmers of the State are ever going to

interest themselves in this subject, they must do it before

all the water has been taken to supply the heedless waste of

the metropolis and our other large municipalities.

It is an interesting fact that there may be found in differ-

ent localities in the State evidence that our grandfathers

and great-grandfathers were not blind to the advantages of

irrigation. Upon my father's farm in the town of Amherst

there are the remains of an irrio^atini? ditch which once con-

ducted water from the upper portions of a brook running

through the farm to some portions of the grass land, which,

from the light and porous character of the soil, are especially

liable to suffer in dry weather. Ancient trees are growing

in this abandoned artificial water course, which testify to

the antiquity of its construction. My grandfather used to
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say that lie did not know how long before his time the ditch

was constructed, but it was undoubtedly during the lifetime

of his grandfather, who was the first occupant of the farm,

in 1742, so that it may safely be alleged that the ditch was

constructed about one hundred and fifty years ago. We
may learn some useful lessons from the fathers, and this

illustration may serve to enforce the suggestion I make,

that the subject of irrigation is well worth the attention of

the Massachusetts farmer.

But, whether irrigation shall ever prevail in Massachu-

setts to any extent or not, the rights of the farmer in the

brooks he controls and the water that lies upon the surface

of his land or that supplies his wells or feeds his springs

will ever be one of prime importance. It has been stated

in a general way by our supreme judicial court that " every

person through whose land a natural water course runs has

a right puhlici Juris to the benefit of it as it passes through

his land for all useful purposes to which it may be applied

;

and no proprietor of land on the same water course, either

above or below, has a right unreasonably to divert it from

flowing into his premises or obstructing it in passing

through them or to corrupt or destroy it. It is insepara-

bly annexed to the soil, and passes with it, not as an ease-

ment nor as an appurtenance to the land, but as a part of the

land. Use does not create it, and disuse cannot destroy or

suspend it, and unity of possession and title in such land

with the lands above it or below it does not extinguish or

suspend it."

As to surface water on land, running in no defined chan-

nel, the farmer has a right to deal with it as he pleases,

even though his action may increase the flow of water on

his neighbor's land or diminish the flow of water into a

neighboring stream. In the absence of any grant or pre-

scription creating a water course, no right to regulate or

control the surface drainage of water can be asserted by the

owner of one lot over that of his neighbor. The owner of

land may change the level of his soil by elevating or lowering

it, or by erecting barriers so as to turn it to a new course

after it has come within his boundaries. The obstruction

or alteration in the flow of surface water will not constitute
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a cause of action in behalf of a person who suffers loss or

detriment from it against one who does not act inconsistently

with due exercise of dominion over his own soil. A man
may improve his own land, even though by so doing he

causes surface water to flow off in a new direction and in

larger quantities than before.

This doctrine has had still further application in one or

two cases in Massachusetts, where it has been held that a

farmer owning lower land may fill it so that surface water

will back up over his neighbor's land, instead of flowing off,

as it had been wont to do. The only remedy for the in-

jured party would seem to be, in turn to fill his own land a

little higher than his neighbor's, and thus reverse the flow.

As to waters percolating through the earth, it may be

said that one may dig a well on his own premises, even

though the consequence be to cut off the percolating water

from his neighbor's well. Whether he may do this mali-

ciously, for the mere purpose of injuring his neighbor, has

been much discussed. It was held in Maine that he could

not do this maliciously ; but in New York the courts have

held that, even though the injury is done for the mere pur-

pose of injury, there is no right of recovery. In Massa-

chusetts there was a dictum occurring in one of Pickering's

reports which seemed to indicate that the view taken by the

Maine courts would be the view taken here ; but our pres-

ent court of last resort in Massachusetts has several times

recently stated that the motive with which a man exercises

his property rights is immaterial ; so that it may be deemed

probable that, if the question were now to arise squarely in

Massachusetts, the court would adopt the rule in New York,

that, even though the well were dug maliciously, and not for

any useful purpose, the right of the party to dig the well

would be maintained. The owner of land in the lower

part of a stream can of course maintain an action against

an abutter on the stream above for polluting the stream in

any way ; by such means, for instance, as making a cess-

pool in the land near a stream, the contents of which may
leach into the stream, or by depositing manure near the

stream, and thus contaminating it.

A man has no right to build his house or his barn so near
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his neighbor's line as to allow the water from the roof to

drip upon his neighbor's land ; but an easement in his favor

may be created by prescription by twenty years' adverse

use.

The owner of land bounded by a stream not navigable

owns to the middle of the bed of the stream ; that is to say,

if I should describe my land in a deed as bounded east-

wardly by " Roaring Brook," that would pass title to the

middle of the bed of the brook ; but language may be em-

ployed in the deed so as to exclude this idea. For instance,

if the grantor describes his land as bounded by the bank of

the brook, the bank would be the limit.

No one may stop up an ancient water course, — that is,

one that has existed for more than twenty years. About

1887 a case arose in Middlesex County where the plaintiff's

land was injured by water setting back upon it, in conse-

quence of the obstruction by the defendant on his own land

of an ancient water course which flowed through the plain-

tiffs land from the defendant's land. The water course was

described as "an ancient rivulet or stream," which had

existed beyond the memory of man. The obstruction com-

plained of was the laying of a pipe for conducting the water

in the ditch or water course, and levelling the surface above

it. It was contended that the pipe restrained the flow of

water in the stream ; and in this case the plaintiff prevailed,

although the defendant had done no act except upon his own
land, and had really undertaken to improve the condition

of things.

Interference of any kind with the natural flow of waters

in brook, rivulet or stream by the owner of land through

which it passes must always take place with a proper regard

for the risrhts of his neiorhbors both above and below him.

Fishing.

Both the common law and the statutes contain some inter-

esting provisions concerning rights to fish in streams and

ponds.

The riparian owner has exclusive right to fish to the

middle of any stream above the i)oint where the tide ebbs

and flows, also to fish in any pond other than the great
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ponds, so called. Great ponds by our statutes are declared

to be natural ponds which are over twenty acres in extent.

Now, in such ponds and in places where the tide ebbs and

flows, the public has the right to fish, but no one has the

right to go across another's land to get to a great pond for

the purpose of fishing. But the right even of the riparian

owner to fish in navigable streams may be limited by statute,

as has been held in Massachusetts under the statute of 1869,

which forbids the taking of certain fish at their spawning

season. It was claimed, in a case tried in 1871, that this

law had no binding eftect upon riparian proprietors, on the

ground that it was unconstitutional ; l)ut this contention was

overruled, the court taking the ground that the right of fish-

ery by rijjarian owners might be to some extent qualified by

legislation, the Legislature having the right to prevent the

extermination of migratory fish as well as of useful birds

and animals, by forbidding the taking of them at all times

when such act would interfere with their breeding and mul-

tiplication.

The riparian owner, though he may fish in a stream, may

not block it so that fish cannot pass. The owner of a dam

where migratory fish are accustomed to pass must provide

a way for their passage. This has become the well-estab-

lished law of the State, under the statutes and numerous

decisions which have followed construing those statutes.

The rights of riparian owners have been limited by stat-

ute as to the time and methods of fishing. These provisions

are numerous, and to undertake to state the special provi-

sions would far exceed the proper limits of a paper of this

nature. One curious case may be mentioned, in which the

defendant was convicted and punished for netting trout,

though it was on his own land, and though he himself had

raised the trout.

Ice.

A brief statement in regard to the law affecting the cutting

of ice naturally connects itself with the subject of fishing.

In the case of Rowell v. Do3de, the lessee of an ice house

and land on the borders of a great pond cleared the ice so

that it miffht freeze to greater thickness. The defendant

cut holes in the ice, and fished there. It was held that he
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had a right to do so. His public riglit to fish was as good

as the plaintift''8 right to cut the ice. In another dispute,

where the owner of an ice house scraped the snow from

half the ice and marlied it off, and the owner of another ice

house cut it, the hitter was lield free from liability, on the

ground that there was no private ownership until the ice was

cut; and it follows that, if the farmer, in his zeal to fill his

ice house for the uses of his creamery next summer, visits

one of the great ponds of the State, he had better cut and

carry home at night all the ice that he has marked out during

the day, or some enterprising neighbor may step in during

the evening and help himself in a way more legal than

courteous.

Game.

It has been held in England that the owner of land has

property in animals killed thereon ; but if the game was

started on the land of another, the property is in the hunter,

and I presume that doctrine would be adopted by our supreme

court as the law of Massachusetts. In New Hampshire they

have game laws which forbid the killing of certain wild ani-

mals at certain periods. A curious case arose there some years

ago, in which Chief Justice Doe wrote a very long and elab-

orate opinion, discussing the whole ground of rights in wild

animals and the right to restrain the killing of them. A
certain farmer had a flock of geese, which was in the habit

of resorting to a pond near his house. One day he heard a

loud cackling from the pond, and, seizing his gun, hastened

to the relief of his feathered flock. Coming in sight of the

water, he saw his geese swimming with all their might for

the shore, followed by four minks, a dam and three young

ones. It was during the closed season. The owner gave a

shout of alarm, as the result of which the minks gave up the

pursuit and betook themselves to a small island in the pond,

where they sat huddled together, the mother in the centre.

The farmer fired his shot gun at the group, and killed all four

of them at one shot. He was arrested and tried for killing

the minks during the closed season ; but the court held that

he was blameless, on the ground that one may kill a wild

animal in order to protect his property, if necessary, even if

that wild animal is protected by the game law. I have
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always thought that the defendant in this case deserved his

acquittal for his excellent shot, if for no other good reason.

Another curious freak of the law, I will not say of the

court, was a case arising some fifty years ago in Massachu-

setts, where a defendant was prosecuted for malicious mis-

chief in shooting wild geese, after having been previously

informed that it would throw an invalid into a fit ; and

the conviction was allowed to stand. This hunter seems not

only to have given the woman fits, but to have given the

geese fits too.

Domestic Animals.

The law afiecting the ownership of domestic animals is

always very interesting to the farmer.

Bees are feroe Jiaturce, that is, wild animals, and in their

wild state of course they are not the subject of private

property ; but vrhen hived and reclaimed they become the

subject of ownership. If the owner of a swarm is able

to identify it, the property continues in him, even if that

swarm has flown onto the land of another and swarmed
there. Care should be exercised that the keeping of bees

does not interfere with the rights of a neighbor, for in Dela-

ware a man was enjoined against keeping bees that annoyed

the owner of the adjoining land.

Doves are not the subject of larceny except when in a

pigeon house or in the nest and unable to fly ; and if doves

are killed by a stranger, at any rate on the ground of the

proprietor, an action of trespass may be maintained against

him, and damages recovered.

Hens are strictly domestic animals, and are among the

chief annoyances of the farmer's life, whether it be his own
hens or those of his neighbor. In fact, it may safely be

affirmed that the neighbor's hens are generally the greater

annoyance. So far as I know, no satisfactory method has

yet been discovered of freeing oneself from this annoyance.

Of all the farmer's possessions, hens go astray most easily.

They crawl under the fence and they crawl through the fence,

or they fly over it at will. A carefully cultivated garden plot is

their supreme delight, and the ravages of the big rooster

therein are the source of more neighborhood bickerings and

troubles than all other things combined, except dogs. Some
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ingenious fellow once contrived a way of ridding himself

of their unwelcome presence by poisoning his neighbor's

hens. There had been repeated trespasses and warnings of

an intent to kill them unless they were kept away, and the

threat was at length carried out ; but the sufterer was sued

and finally had to pay roundly ; for the poisoning was held

by our supreme court to be an actionable wrong. Moral

:

never poison hens, seldom shoot them ; always drive them

back into their own domain, if you can.

Sivine are generally pretty safe animals to have. The

owner, however, must be very cautious about establishing

his pig pen too near his neighbor's house, and therel)y creat-

ing a nuisance ; but if he is complained of on that ground,

he had better hire a lawyer to defend him, otherwise he may
get himself in the fix of the farmer whom I heard of who was

indicted for maintaining a nuisance, namely, a piggery, who,

having no lawyer, argued his own case, and summed it up
as follows :

" The neighbors say. Your Honor and gentlemen

of the jury, that hogs is unhealthy ; I say they aint ; look

at me, aint I healthy ?
"

Under the head of swine I might perhaps well add a subdivi-

sion of my subject, and call it "voracious hogs." An in-

stance of unusual hoggishness is to be found in a recent case

in the Pennsylvania State reports. One Stewart brought

his action before a justice of the peace to recover damages

from one Benninger for trespasses committed upon his prem-

ises by the defendant's hogs. He described his porcine tor-

mentors in the following pathetic language: "They were

of the slab-sided, long-snouted breed, against whose daily

and nocturnal visits there is no barrier. They were of an

exceedingly rapacious nature, and six of them, at one sit-

ting, devoured fifty pounds of paint, thirty gallons of soft

soap, four Imshels of apples and five bushels of potatoes,

the property of the i)laintifr. They raided the plaintiff's

spring-house, upset his milkcrocks and wallowed in his

spring; and for several years foraged upon his farm, having

resort to his corn, potatoes, rye and oat crops, to his garden

and to his orchard and meadow. They obtained an entrance

by rooting out his fence chunks and going under, or by throw-

ing down the fences, or by working the combination on the
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gate. These hogs were breachy, and the plaintiff notified

the defendant, several times, to shut them up, and the last

time told him if he did not shut them up, he would ; and

the defendant replied, ' Shut them up and be damned.'" To
the credit of Pennsylvania justice be it said that the plaintiff

was allowed to recover damages for the ill-bred and unman-

nerly conduct of the hogs.

Dogs.— But all other domestic animals fade into insignifi-

cance in comparison with the dog. While not so highly

regarded by the law as useful domestic animals, property in

dogs is recognized, and they are the sul)ject of larceny. In

fact, the ownership of a dog once established, it is sometimes

very difficult to rid oneself of such ownership. There seems

to be no way but to kill the creature. Hardly any case in

the courts attracts the crowd so genuinely as the dog case.

The horse case alone can rival it. My old partner used to

say that in his young professional days he went down to

Plymouth and spent a week in trying the moral character of a

dog, and it took pretty nearly all the inhabitants of one country

town to settle that important question. I myself had a case

once where a street railway company was sued for running

one of its cars over a dog owned by the plaintiff. He was a

worthless cur, but his value was greatly enhanced when the

street car made mince meat of him. We tried the case a

day or two, but the jury were so confused by the conflicting

evidence, and perhaps by the eloquence of counsel, that they

disagreed. Almost always, when I meet the gentleman who

appeared on the other side of the case, he expresses his regret

that we didn't have another trial, to settle all the important

questions that were left suspended by the mis-trial we had.

A curious dog case came up in Norfolk County in 1894.

The plaintiff was driving an express wagon drawn by a pair

of horses, in the rear of which and attached to it by the reins

was another horse harnessed to a sinofle waoron. The defend-

ant's dog ran out and bit the horse attached to the single

wagon, in consequence of which the horse died, and suit was

brought. The defendant contended that it was negligence on

the part of the plaintiff to lead a horse behind, harnessed

and attached to another wagon. The plaintiff requested the

presiding judge to instruct the jury that a man had a right
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to lead a horse in the way and manner described, and the

mere fact that he was so leading the horse was not such

evidence of negligence as would exclude a recovery for the

bite of the dog ; but the judge refused to give that ruling,

and submitted the question of negligence to the jury, which

returned a verdict for the defendant ; but our supreme court

said that the ruling ought to have been given, because the lead-

ing of a horse behind a wagon was simply a condition, and

not in any just sense a contributory cause of the injury. In

the course of the opinion Judge Lathrop wittily remarks

that to hold that the question whether leading a horse behind

a wagon, as was done in this case, should be submitted to

the jury as evidence of negligence in inducing an attack by

the dog, would amount to the submitting to the jury the

question whether the color of the horse, or of the wagon,

or of the driver of the wagon, might have induced an attack

;

and the law doesn't pay this respect to the characteristics or

prejudices of the dog.

It has been held in another case that the fact that a dog is

killing hens is no justification for killing the animal, unless

the hens can be saved only in that way ; but apparently if

the dog were worrying cattle or sheep, he might be killed.

In another case, the defendant, in trying to stop a fight be-

tween his dog and the plaintiff's dog, struck at them with a

stick. In raising the stick he accidentally struck the plain-

tiff, who was standing behind them, in the eye, and suit was

brought for the injury ; but the court said there could be

no recovery without proving negligence on the part of the

defendant and due care on the part of the plaintiff.

Almost every one knows that there is in this State a statute

which provides that any owner or keeper of a dog shall forfeit

to any person injured double the amount of the injury sus-

tained by him, to be recovered in an action of tort. This

statute makes it a perilous thing to own a dog, for it rarely

happens that a defendant escapes being mulcted in damages

in an action brought for the bite of a dog under this statute.

The only exception I recall is one where the plaintiff in-

terfered with his dog and another dog, that were fighting,

and was bitten ; and the question was left to the jury whether

he was in the exercise of due care in interfering in the fight.
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Upon that issue the jury found for the defendant, and the

supreme court said the ruling of the lower court was correct.

The owner of a dog killed or injured by another dog which

has the vicious habit of attacking other dogs may recover

damages,

A ferocious watch dog must be kept in such a way as not

to be liable to endanger persons rightfully on the premises

of his owner. If your neighbor's dog habitually haunts

your premises and barks and howls by day and night,

you may kill the dog if you cannot otherwise stop the

annoyance. It was so decided in a New York case a good

many years ago, and it is a comforting reflection to think

that probably our sensible Massachusetts court would hold

the same doctrine.

Question. What rights have people by the roadside in

regard to rubbish and stone left beside the road ?

Mr. Dickinson. I do not know that there is any law to

compel the town to clear it away. The town might be liable

for damages if a person should be injured by their presence.

Question. Has the town a right to leave stones on a

lawn on private property?

Mr. Dickinson. Certainly not.

Question. There seems to be a law to prevent the abutter

from removing trees by the roadside.

Mr. Dickinson. I suppose the gentleman refers to the

condition before the recent statute was passed. Then it was

a very serious question what the abutter's rights were, and I

think the recent statute was partly to clear up the doubt that

mio-ht exist in reo;ard to the matter. The tree warden is

the custodian of the trees. If an abutter wishes to remove a

tree he must apply to the tree warden, and the warden must

give a public hearing on the question, so that everybody

interested in the tree may be heard. The tree warden's

decision is final.

Mr. Sessions. Would an abutter have the right to cut

ofi* limbs hangino; over his land?

Mr. Dickinson. I do not think so. The spirit of the

law is to preserve the shade trees in their beauty. An appli-

cation to the tree warden would be the proper method.
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Mr. Ware. You say every town " shall " elect a tree

warden. In case some town docs not, what is the remedy?

Mr. Dickinson. Apply to the Attorney-General, and get

him to ask the court to compel the town to do it.

Secretary Stockwell. I would like to speak on this,

because it is of great interest to us now. This new law,

which was enacted in 1899, repeals previous laws, or in-

tends to do so.

Mr. . We have a little feeling in our town that it

is hardly right that the tree warden should be supreme. He
is above the selectmen and all other authority. We hope

the next Legislature will be asked to enact a law to protect

the individuals as well as the landscape.

Mr. . I would like to ask in regard to rights of

farmers where they own land bordering on a pond. What
would be the rights of those individuals, supposing that each

one wanted to cut ice ?

Mr. Dickinson. On ponds the law is different from what

it is on streams. If he bounds on a stream, he owns to the

centre. He can go anywhere on the pond. If he marks out

his ice and leaves it until the next day, and some one takes

it away, he has lost his right to that ice. In a case where a

man cleared the ice ready to be cut, and a gentleman went

on to fish and cut through the ice, it was held that the right

to fish was as good as the right to cut the ice.

Mr. Sessions. The following questions have been handed

me, w ith the request that they be submitted to the speaker :
—

Can an owner of land oblige his neighbor to contribute

his half to put up a sufiicient fence to enclose and protect

sheep ?

" A " digs a well on his land. If " 15 " claims " A " has

drawn the water from his, *' B's," well, has " B" any action

for damage?

Mr. Dickinson. In answer to the first question, I believe

he can, if both are keeping sheep. It may bo dillicult to

decide which part of the fence shall be constructed and ke[)t

by one party, and which by the other. I think an owner

can compel his neighbor to put up a proper sheep fence,

under the circumstances. It would be a question, in any

case, what was a proper sheep fence.
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The answer to the second question is, No, not in this State.

If a man digs a well near your land, you are without remedy.

Mr. Bexnett. Suppose he shall force the water by

pumping ?

Mr. Dickenson. If he draws from his neighbor's land, he

would not be liable if the water be drawn for his own use.

If the water comes from his own land, he is all right. One
of the towns in Massachusetts bought some land near a river

and sunk shafts and wells near the river. One of the mills

has brought suit, claiming that they are pumping the water

from the river, and that the town is liable for damages.

That is a difl'erent case, — pumping water to sell.

Mr. Sessions. We have a case in Springfield. I do not

know whether it is settled or not. The city of Springfield

put in a pump and drew water from a pond. The owner of

property near the pond has put in an action for damages

because the lowering of the pond takes water from his

well.

Mr. Dickinson. I should think it was too remote to be

the basis of an action.

Question. Why are all dogs taxed alike? Other prop-

erty is taxed according to its value.

Mr. Dickinson. We pay a poll tax all alike ; and yet

some are hardly worth two dollars.

Question. Are the islands in a public pond public, or

may they be private property ?

Mr. Dickinson. I suppose they are the property of the

State, and the State may deal with them as it sees fit. The

public has a right to use the pond for boating, cutting ice,

etc., but the islands would be entirely under the control of

the State.

Mr. Jewett (of Worcester). Suppose I have a pasture

bordering a large pond, and my laud goes to high-water

mark. That water makes a fence, and my line fence runs

to the edge of high water. When the water goes down, who

is to continue the fence to keep the cattle in the pasture ?

Mr. Dickinson. If you own the land under the water,

you must fence it. I do not see why you should not fence

in your own land. You must fence to low-water mark, to

protect yourself.
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Question. Does cutting wood from a lot bring it under

the head of improved land ?

Mr. Dickinson. No, not unless the land is improved.

The mere cutting of the wood would not make it any less

wild land. You must fence 3'our cattle in, and your neigh-

bor must do the same ; but he cannot compel you to fence

his cattle out. I do not know that there would be any

difference in the case of wood land fully grown, and sprout

land.

Mr. Parker (of Holden). I want to get back to the sulv

ject of the tree warden. I think it is one of the most im-

portant questions Ijefore the agricultural people. Suppose

the land bordering a highway is a lot of wood land. Per-

haps the land for a rod back would be covered with a heavy

growth of wood. Could you, in any sense of the word, call

a strip a rod wide shade trees?

Mr. Dickinson. I should apply to the tree warden for

permission to take out the trees not necessary for shading.

Mr. Parker. We have always held that a man owned
everything to the centre of the road, including the shade

trees. Is this due process of law, when the Legislature

enacts a clause that that property on the highway, worth

perhaps two or three hundred dollars, shall be put in the

hands of a tree warden ? Is it due process of law for the

Legislature to take this property from the farmer? Hasn't

he a right to compensation ? It seems such an innovation

on what I consider the rights of the abutter, that I want it

made a little clearer to my mind.

Mr. Dickinson. I think the supreme court would hold

that law constitutional. It is much the same as in the case

of street railways. They undertook to say, when the elec-

tric cars were introduced into Cambridge, that it was not a

proper use of the streets to allow the cars to run through

them. But the contention was not sustained. It is within

the power of the Legislature to say that the trees beside the

road shall bo treated as pul)lic property.

Secretary Stockwell. During the summer the secretary

has had a great number of inquiries come in to know who
owns the trees by the roadside. You cannot take gravel

away from one man's land and carry it away to benefit
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another man's land. We have had a law by which the tree

warden or the town could designate certain trees, and say

they were shade trees and were set apart for the purposes of

travel. And now the law comes in and takes the whole, and

says no man can touch anything on the roadside without the

consent of the warden.

Mr. Bennett. I was chairman of the committee that

reported that bill in the last Legislature. I do not claim any

especial responsibility for it, because Mr. Ellsworth was on

that committee, and took more interest in the matter than I

did. It is often the case that public sentiment goes far be-

yond that of the abutter. For instance, we have in the town

of Saugus an old elm planted by Professor Roby. He has

been dead over a hundred years, but he was a friend of

every one, and his memory is strong in that town to-day.

The people have a stronger interest in that elm than the per-

son who happens to live opposite it. When a person lives

in a community like that, and sees the street railway com-

panies and the telegraph and telephone companies cut down
the trees and through the roots to run the wires, he sees the

necessity for some powerful authority in the matter. The

committee took a very judicial attitude. They recognized

that, as with the tariff law, there are conflicting interests.

It was presented to us at that time that we were taking

away from the abutter a certain right to cut the trees he

owns. You have to have a certain amount of forbearance.

You have to frame the laws so as to be of the greatest good

to the greatest number.

You say you are giving the tree warden great power. In

our large towns 3^ou have assessors, and you take away

power from the selectmen and give it to them, because you

want specialists who will take that particular department.

You place upon some one man authority and power in re-

gard to the shade trees, but you have a chance to get at him

at the end of his term. These two diflerent conditions of

affairs came before the committee, the one representing these

communities which are suffering terrible hardships from the

reckless depredations 1)y street railway companies and other

public-service corporations, and who want protection ; and

on the other hand you have the people living in the remoter
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districts, who want the right to cut the trees al)utting their

premises. I think tlie committee on agriculture did well to

get as good a law as they did. It can, no doubt, be improved

as time goes on.

I think care should be taken to discriminate between an

actual hardship and a purely theoretical case of a man who

thinks he might be prevented by a tree warden from cutting

the trees along his property. I do not think a tree warden

who prevented this would be re-elected the next year.

Mr. Parker. In answer to Mr. Bennett, I want to say

that at the convention of tree wardens there wasn't a word

of doubt expressed that the tree warden didn't own every

tree, and they said they were going to own the bushes inside

the limits of the highway. I asked a selectman of an adjoin-

ing town what he would do. He said if he wanted to cut a

tree he would do it when no one was around, and after it was

cut the property would be his.

Mr. Bennett. In case a shade tree is cut down by a tree

warden because it is in the way, or a public nuisance, who

owns the wood ?

Mr. Dickinson. I should say the owner of the abutting

land.

Mr. Bennett. That applies to the trees Mr. Parker

speaks of. The tree warden does not own them. You
simply cannot find phraseology in which to state that some

trees may be controlled by a warden and others not con-

trolled. When the wood is cut, it belongs to the abutter.

Secretary Stockwell. I want to leave Mr. Bennett and

Mr. Ellsworth right in this matter. The Legislature of 1899

did a good work in bringing this before the people and bring-

ing the matter to the front. That the law does not provide

for all contingencies is simply a natural eftect. The Board

of Agriculture and the Forestry Association are working for

the good of the State in this line, and the little mistakes

will be rectified for the good of the whole State ; and we

shall find that the work of Mr. Ellsworth and of Mr. Bennett

will redound to the glory of the State and the beauty of its

landscape.

Mr. RiNDGE (of West Brookfield). How long must one

pass over land or use a spring to gain an acquired right?
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Mr. Dickinson. That subject I omitted. Of course it is

one of the most important subjects to the farmer. The rule

is that twenty years are required to give a right of way or a

right to draw water. That is a prescriptive right. But a

man cannot acquire a prescriptive right simply by using it.

He must use that right of way continually and without inter-

ruption, adversely to the owner. He must go ahead in the

face of the owner, and use the right of way. The use must

be continuous, and against persons who are competent to ob-

ject, — that is, they must be competent to make a contract.

If you began to use a right of way and used it eight years,

and the owner of the land died, leaving an infant son as the

sole heir, no prescription would run during that period. It

must be adverse to the owner, and must be done openly and

not in secret.

Mr. Sessions. I want to explain a little the case the

speaker spoke of, about the l)arl)cd-wire fence on sidewalks.

The petition upon which the committee of the Legislature

acted and reported was to forl)id the erection of barbed-wire

fences along any sidewalk in the State. Knowing, then, as

has already come to pass, that it would become a necessity

to use the wire, I objected that such a law would be out of

character. But the friends of the matter who were so much

interested in the barbed-wire fence along sidewalks in vil-

lages made a great deal of cry about it. So we finally com-

promised by forbidding the putting up of barbed wire along

a sidewalk unless six feet from the ground. This was to pre-

vent climbing by boys and dogs, and yet the trouble which

the people complained of was remedied. If this matter of

cutting trees could be arranged in some such way to exclude

the entire rural district from the provision of the law, it

would seem to cover the ground.

J. E. McClellan (of Grafton). I have listened to this

discussion about the law of 1899. There are more members

of the agricultural committee of 1899 in this hall than have

been mentioned. I see at least four or five before me. I

want to set us right. This bill did not come from the com-

mittee on agriculture. We had nothing to do with drafting

the bill. It came from the Forestry Association, and would

not hold water in one of its clauses as it came from them.
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We worked on the bill for two months, and this was the best

the ^Massachusetts Forestry Association, and the secretary of

the Board of Agriculture, and tlie gentleman who was at tlie

State House in the interest of the grange, and everybody

who was interested at that time, could make of it. I do not

think we need to borrow very much trouble about this law

being too strict. In our town we have a tree warden, and I

do not know but he is as good as many other towns have

elected. Since this law was passed I have seen at least four

or five shade trees cut down, and nothing done about them.

The law is to protect shade trees. You cannot exempt a

rural district.

You have to have a law to cover the briers and bushes, or

some man will cut the most beautiful shade trees. Put

everything there is in the hands of a warden. The town does

not want the wood, it w^ants the shade trees. In the case of

a tract of wood land, the owner and the warden could select

a few trees for shade, and the rest could be cut.

I hope the combined wisdom of the tree wardens and the

State Board of Agriculture will not spoil this law, and make
it worse. I hope they will make it better and stronger.

Mr. Adams (of Barre). I have listened to the various

remarks in regard to this law. It appears to me, as it did

in the committee, that it would have to be changed at some

future time, I am pleased to see the highway trees cared

for. I found that the Forestry Association had some ideas

at variance with the ideas of the committee. Some wanted

all ])riers and bushes left, so that it would look natural. The

tree wardens will prol)ably have the interest of the towns at

heart. I hope that in time we will get the law into proper

shape. At the present time I do not feel that it is quite

what it should be.

Mr. Howard. One question in regard to Avater. "A"
owned a farm, and allowed " B " to go on it and put a lead pipe

to the s})ring. The spring furnished water for his cattle in

the pasture. " B " put the pipe in and run it while he lived,

and at his decease the water ceased to run. In after years

•' B's" place changed hands. " C" came into possession of

it, and all the time "C" lived there, — two, or three, or

four years, — he had no water from the s[)ring, although the
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pipe was laid tlirough onto "C's"land. *'C"sold after-

wards to " D," and " D " afterwards sold, never starting the

water, to " E." " E " occupies it to-day. After " E " had

occupied it a few days or a month, he discovered this pipe,

and attached it and ran it to the house. The question is,

Avhether " E " will have a les^al rio:ht to this sprinoj.

Mr. Dickinson. How long did " B" use it?

Mr. Howard. " B " used it about ten years. The under-

standing was, that when water was short in the pasture he

was to shut it oif.

Mr. Dickinson. He went in to take the water under an

agreement with the other party. There must be an element

of adversity between the two people. There never was an

adverse use. I presume there was no written agreement.

The moment *'B" sold out, that put an end to the agree-

ment, if ever there was one. I would not give much for

*'E's" alleged right.

Secretary Stockwell. I move that the meeting of the

Board of Agriculture be now dissolved.

The motion was carried, and the meeting dissolved at

1.20 P.M.
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ANNUAL MEETING.

In accordance with the provisions of chapter IV. of the

by-laws, the Board met at the office of the secretary, in Bos-

ton, on Tuesday, Jan. 8, 1901, at 11.30 o'clock a.m., it be-

ing the Tuesday preceding the second Wednesday of January.

The Board was called to order by First Vice-President Wm.
E. Sessions.

Present : Messrs. F. H. Appleton, J. S. Appleton, Avery,

Barrus, Barton, Benedict, Bradway, Brewster, Bursley, Car-

penter, Clark, Comins, Damon, Danforth, Davis, Ellsworth,

Gleason, Howard, Jewett, Kilbourn, Lloyd, Pratt, Richard-

son, Sargent, Sessions, Smith, Spooner, Stockwell, Thayer,

Thurston, Turner and Whitmore.

The records of the public winter and special meetings of

the Board were read and approved.

The executive committee, as committee on credentials, by

Mr. W. A. Kilbourn, chairman, reported the list of qualified

members of the Board for 1901. The newly elected members

are as follows :
—

At large, appointed by the Governor :
—

Warren C. Jewett of "Worcester.

Elected by the societies :
—

Barnstable County, Joliu Bursley of "West Barnstable.

Hampshire, A. M. Lyman of Montague.

Martha's Vineyard, Johnson Wliiting of West Tisbury.

Middlesex North, Joshua Clark of Tewksbury.

Oxford, W. M. Wellington of Oxford.

Spencer, John G. Avery of Spencer.

Union, Enos W. Boise of Blandford.

Worcester North-west, T. H. Goodspeed of Athol.

Worcester South, C. D. Richardson of West Brooklield.
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The report of the committee was accepted and adopted.

The committee appointed at the public winter meeting to

report resolutions on the death of Messrs. Grinnell and Hor-
ton, reported as follows :

—
In remembrauce of one not lost, but gone before, the members

of the State Board of Agriculture desire to place on record their

appreciation of the worth of James S. Grinnell.

A man of singularly cheerful and genial temperament, his pres-

ence was always welcome. Generous of heart and true to his

friends, he never failed them in the hour of need. Wise in counsel

and outspoken in its expression, his advice was never sought in

vain. A lawyer by profession, engrossed for years in the exact-

ing duties of the Patent Office, he never forgot his early training

or his love for agriculture, and was always to be found in the front

ranks of those striving for its best interests. Fulfilling to the

letter every duty laid upon him, he never shirked an obligation,

and counted it among his highest privileges to attend the meetings

of this Board. Frank, loyal and warm-hearted, we mourn the

man, the friend, the brother.

Another member has passed away since the last annual meet-

ing, in whose memory the Board would record the following.

Mr. D. A. Horton had been a member of the Board of Agricult-

ure since 1889, having represented the Hampshire Agricultural

Society for three years, and since has served as member at large

by appointment of the Governor. He was commissioned by the

Governor one of the original members of the State Dairy Bureau,

and held that position at the time of his death. His service on

both Boards was always prompt, efficient and able. The Board

of Agriculture has lost an able and valued co-worker, the Dairy

Bureau its most experienced member, and the cause of agriculture

a disinterested friend and an earnest advocate.

After brief remarks by the chairman and secretary, it was
Voted, That the resolutions be adopted and spread upon

the records, and that copies be sent to the families of the

deceased.

The secretary presented the presiding officer with a gavel

made from a piece of wood taken from the former rooms of

the Board in the Commonwealth Building, for use during the

meetino-s of the Board.
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On motion of Mr. Avery, it was

Voted, That a special coniniittee of three be appointed by

the Chair to consider the matter of societies charging admis-

sion fees for entry of cattle at fairs.

The Chair appointed Messrs. Carpenter, Clark and Howard

as the committee. Later in the day the committee reported

inexpedient to legislate, which report was accepted.

At 12.30 the Board adjourned to 1.30 p.m.

The Board was called to order at 1.40 p.m.

An abstract of the annual report of the secretary was

presented, read and accepted.

The report of the Dairy Bureau was read by the general

agent, Mr. Whitaker, and was accepted.

The report of the committee on gypsy moth, insects and

birds was presented at the special meeting of the Board at

Worcester, Dec. 5, 1900, and was accepted and adopted at

that time.

The committee on domestic animals and sanitation, by Mr.

Damon, chairman, presented a written report, which was

accepted.

The committee on Agricultural College and education, by

Mr. Bursley, chairman, presented a written report, which

was accepted and adopted as the report of the Board to the

Legislature."n*

The committee on forestry, roads, and roadside improve-

ments, by General Appleton, chairman, presented a written

report, which was accepted.

The committee on institutes, rules and legislation, by Mr.

Sargent, chairman, presented a written report on farmers'

institutes, which was accepted.
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The report of the committee on experiments and station

work, prepared by the chairman, Mr. Hersey, who was de-

tained from the meeting by illness, was read by Secretaiy

Stockwell and was accepted.

On motion of Mr. Gleason, it was

Voted, That a vote of thanks be sent to Mr. Hersey for his

excellent report on experiments and station work, with our

regrets for his illness and absence here to-day, and our hope

for his speedy recovery.

An abstract of the re})orts of inspectors of the several fairs,

prepared by direction of the committee on agricultural so-

cieties, was read by the secretary.

Voted, To accept the reports of Inspectors.

The report of the librarian was read and accepted.

At 4.30 the Board adjourned to 9.30 a.m., Wednesday.
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SECOND DAY.

The Board was called to order by First Vice-President

Sessions, at 9.50 a.m.

Present : Messrs. F. H. Appleton, J. S. Applcton, Avery,

Barrus, Barton, Benedict, Boise, Bradway, Brewster, Bursley,

Carpenter, Clark, Comins, Damon, Danforth, Ellsworth,

Gleason, Goodspeed, Howard, Jewett, Kilbourn, Lyman,

Pratt, Richardson, Sargent, Sessions, Spooner, Stockwell,

Thayer, Turner, Wellington and Whiting, and retiring mem-
bers Lloyd, Smith and Whitmore.

The records of the first day were read and approved.

The committee on agricultural societies, by JNIr. Kilbourn,

chairman, presented a written report, which was accepted.

Voted, That the report be printed in pamphlet form, and

copies sent to the officers of the several societies.

The committee on institutes, rules and legislation, by Mr.

Sargent, chairman, presented a set of amended by-laws, rules

and regulations, which was accepted and adopted.

Election of officers being in order, the chairman declared

His Excellency W. Murray Crane president of the Board

(by a by-law of the Board the Governor of the Common-
wealth is ex officio president).

Further elections by ballot resulted as follows :
—

First vice-president, Hon. Wm. R. Sessions of Springfield.

Second vice-president, Augustus Pratt of North Middlebor-

ough.

Secretary, Hon. J. W. Stockwell of Sutton.

General agent of the Dairy Bureau, Geo. M. Whitaker of

Boston.

Upon accepting the office to which he had been elected,

Mr. Stockvvell presented to the presiding officer and former
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secretary, Mr. Sessions, a gavel, and to each member of the

Board a ruler, as mementoes of the former rooms of the Board

in the Commonwealth Building, which had been recently torn

down, the articles mentioned having been made of some of

the woodwork from the old ofiQce.

Voted, That the thanks of the Board be extended to Sec-

retary Stockwell for his thoughtful kindness to the members
of the Board.

On motion of Mr. Barrus, it was

Voiedy That the secretary be requested to send a gavel to

ex-secretary John E. Russell, as a souvenir of his connection

and association with the Board in the old Commonwealth

Building.

The Chair announced the standing committees as follows

(the secretary is, by rule of the Board, a member ex officio

of each of the standing committees) :
—

Executive committee : Messrs. W. A. Kilbouni of South Lan-

caster, Isaac Damon of Wayland, John Bursley of West Barn-

stable, Edmund Hersey of Hiugham, Francis H. Appletou of

Peabody, Augustus Pratt of North Middleborough, F. W. Sargent

of Amesbury, J. L. Ellsworth of Woi'cester.

Committee on agricultural societies : Messrs. W. A. Kilbourn

of South Lancaster, Q. L. Reed of South AYeymouth, Chas. A.

Gleason of New Braiutree, Henry A. Howard of Colraiu, Geo. P.

Carpenter of Williamstown.

Committee on domestic animals and sanitation : Messrs. Isaac

Damon of AYayland, Oscar S. Thayer of Attleborough, Joshua

Clark of Tewksbury, Johnson Whiting of West Tisbury, John S.

Anderson of Shelburne.

Committee on gypsy moth, insects and birds : Messrs. Augustus

Pratt of North Middleborough, F. W. Sargent of Amesbury, J.

M. Danforth of Lynnfield Centre, John G. Avery of Spencer,

Wm. R. Sessions of Springfield.

Committee on Dairy Bureau and agricultural products : Messrs.

J. L, Ellsworth of Worcester, C. D. Richardson of West Brook-

field, F. W. Sargent of Amesbury, C. B. Benedict of Egremout,

W. M. Wellington of Oxford, A. M. Lyman of Montague.

Committee on Agricultural College and education : Messrs. John

Bursley of West Barnstable, C. K. Brewster of Worthington,

Wesley B. Barton of Dalton, Alvan Barrus of Goshen, W. C.

Jewett of Worcester.
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Committee on experiments and station work : Messrs. Edmund
Hersey of Ilinghara, T. H. Goodspeed of Athol, N. I. Bowditch

of Framingham, S. B. Taft of Uxbridge, Wm. H. Spooner of

Boston.

Committee on forestry, I'oads and roadside improvements

:

Messrs. Francis H. Appleton of Peabody, J. S. Appletou of Nan-

tucket, H. A. Turner of Norwell, 0. E. Bradway of Monson,

E. W. Boise of Blandford.

Committee on institutes and public meetings : Messrs. F. W.
Sargent of Amesbury, Edmund Hersey of Hingham, Edward M.
Thurston of Swansea, "W. B. Barton of Dalton, Henry C. Comins

of Northampton.

Which appointments were approved by the Board.

Election of specialists being in order, ballots were taken,

and the election resulted as follows :
—

Chemist, Dr. C. A. Goessmann of Amherst (Massachusetts

Agricultural College).

Entomologist, Prof. C. H. Fernald of Amherst (Massachusetts

Agricultural College).

Botanist and pomologist, Prof. S. T. Maynard of Amherst

(Massachusetts Agricultural College).

Veterinarian, Prof. James B. Paige of Amherst (Massachusetts

Agricultural College).

Engineer, Wm. AYiieeler of Concord.

Ornithologist, E. H. Forbush of Wareham.

On motion of General Appleton, it was

Voted, That the secretary be directed to call a meeting of

the committee on forestry, roads and roadside improvements,

to consider and recommend a law for the better protection of

wood lands and for better roadside improvement, for presen-

tation to the proper committee of the Legislature now in

session, if in their judgment such seems wise.

On motion of General Appleton, it was

Voted, That the Board authorize the publication in the

next annual report of this Board of the ideas suggested

yesterday for better preserving forest land and protection by

the State, as offered by Vice-President Sessions.
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On motion of Mr. Sargent, it was

Voted, That the present committee on the agricultural

exhibit to the Pan-American Exposition be continued, with

full powers to act for the Board in all matters relating

thereto.

Voted, That a committee of five be appointed by the Chair

to devise and prepare for suitable recognition of the fiftieth

anniversary of the founding of the Board, and report to the

next annual meeting, or to a special meeting if deemed best

;

and that the Hon. Geo. S. Boutwell be a guest of honor at

that meeting, he having been the presiding oflicer at the first

meeting.

The Chair appointed Messrs F. H. Appleton, Sessions,

Kilbourn, Ellsworth and Spooner as the committee.

Voted, That the secretary of the Board be directed to

visit the experiment stations and agricultural departments in

the New England States, to come into closer relations with

our brothers in agricultural work, to study methods of work

and note results, and report to the next annual meeting.

Mr. O. S. Thayer presented and read an essay on "Better

roads for Massachusetts," which was accepted.

Mr. H. C. CoMiNS presented and read an essay on <' Agri-

cultural organizations," which was accepted.

Mr. Kilbourn, for the committee on agricultural societies,

reported recommending that the date for the commencement

of the fair of the Bristol County Agricultural Society be

changed to the third Monday in September, that of the

Worcester North-west Agricultural and Mechanical Society

to the first Monday in September, and that of the Hoosac Val-

ley Agricultural Society to the first Monday in September.

Voted, To change the dates of the commencement of the

fairs of the Hoosac Valley and Worcester North-west socie-

ties, as recommended, and that the matter of change of date

of the Bristol County Society be referred to the executive

committee for adjudication.
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Mr. Kilbourn, for the same committee, reported recom-

mending the assignment of inspectors, as follows :
—

Amesbury and Salisbury, at Amesbury, Septem-

ber 24, 25 and 26, H. C. Comins.

Barnstable County, at Barnstable, August 27, 28

and 29, F. W. Sargent.

Berkshire, at Pittslield, September 10, 11 and 12, John Bursley.

Blaekstone Valley, at Uxbridge, September 10

and 11, CD. Richardson.

Bristol County, at Taunton, September 17, 18 and

19, W. B. Barton.

Deerfield Yalley, at Charlemont, September 12

and 13, E. M. Thurston.

Eastern Hampden, at Palmer, September 17 and

18, O. S. Thayer.

Essex, at Peabody, September 17, 18 and 19, .J. L. Ellsworth.

Franklin County, at Greenfield, September 18 and

19, C. B. Benedict.

Hampshire, at Amherst, September 24 and 25, . W. H. Spooner.

Hampshire, Franklin and Hampden, at Northamp-

ton, October 2 and 3, Joshua Clark.

Highland, at Middlefield, September 4 and 5, . W. A. Kilbourn.

Hillside at Cummington, September 24 and 25, . Geo. P. Carpenter.

Hingham at Hingham, September 24 and 25, . T. H. Goodspeed.

Hoosac Valley, at North Adams, September 2, 3

and 4, J. G. Avery.

Housatonic, at Great Barrington, September 25

and 26, Q. L. Keed.

Manufacturers' AgTieultural, at North Attlebor-

ough, September 10, 11 and 12, . . . . Johnson Whiting.

Marshfield, at Marshfield, September 18, 19 and

20, E. W. Boise.

Max-tlia's Vineyard, at West Tisbury, September

17 and 18, Alvan Barrus.

Massachusetts Horticultural, at Boston, Octo])er 1

and 2, N. I. Bowditch.

Middlesex North, at Lowell, September 12, 13

and 14, C. K. Brewster.
Middlesex South, at Framingham, September 17

and 18, J. S. Appleton.

Nantucket, at Nantucket, August 28 and 29, . Isaac Damon.
Oxford, at Oxford, September 5 and 6, . . .J. M. Dankortii.

Plymouth County, at Bridgewater, September 11,

12 and 13, C. A. Gleason.

Spencer, at Spencer, September 19 and 20, . . A. M. Lyman.

Union, at Blandford, September 11, 12 and 13, . W. C. Jewett.

Weymouth, at South Weymouth, September 26,

27 and 28, S. B. Taft.
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Worcester, at Worcester, Septembers, 4 and 5, . H. A. Howard.
Worcester East, at Clinton, September 11, 12 and

13, H. A. Turner.

Worcester North-west, at Athol, September 2 and

3, O. E. Bradway.
Worcester South, at Sturbridge, September 12 and

13, W. M. Wellington.

Worcester Coimty West, at Barre, September 26

and 27, Augustus Pratt.

The report of the committee was accepted and adopted.

At 12.40 the Board adjourned to 1.45 p.m.

The Board was called to order at 1.45 p.m.

Voted , That the doings of the executive committee, act-

ing for the Board, the past year, be approved and adopted

as the actions of the Board.

Voted, That all unfinished business or new business aris-

ing before the next regular meeting of the Board be left

with the executive committee, with power to act.

Voted, That delinquencies of societies in making required

returns be referred to the executive committee, with full

powers.

The committee on institutes and public meetings, by Mr.

Sargent, chairman, reported recommending that the next

summer meeting be held at Swansea, some time in August,

on invitation of Mr. Thurston ; and that the next public

winter meeting be held at Northampton, on invitation of the

Hampshire, Franklin and Hampden Agricultural Society.

Voted, To accept the report, and to hold the meetings as

recommended.

Voted, That the Chair appoint a local committee of five,

to act with the secretary and the committee on institutes and

public meetings, as a committee of arrangements for the

public winter meeting at Northampton, Dec. 3-5, 1901.

The Chair appointed Messrs. Comins, Lyman, Sessions,

Barrus and Anderson.
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Mr. Sargent, for the same committee, reported recom-

mending the appointment of Hon. Wm. R. Sessions to pre-

pare a paper on " Massachusetts forestry," and Mr. John

Bursley one on "The influence of the Board on the agri-

culture of the State," to be read at the next annual meeting

of the Board.

Voted, To accept the report, and appoint the essayists as

recommended by the committee.

The records of the second day's meeting were read and

approved.

At 2.30 P.M. the meeting was dissolved.

JAMES W. STOCKWELL,
Secr'etari/.
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETIES.

[Read and accepted at the Annual Meeting, Jan. 9, 1901.]

The committee on agricultural societies report that they

have carefully examined, and in some instances have

amended, the reports of inspectors, the abstracts of which

hav« been read to the Board. These reports indicate that

the fairs of the last year have been more successful than

usual in the financial results, and that there have been few

objectionable features. Still, they show that the business of

holding fairs is attended with considerable risk, and your

committee can only urge upon the societies their duty to use

great care in expending large sums of money in preparation,

when there is always uncertainty of return.

They believe that, the more the neighborhood interest can

be encouraged to contribute to the exhibition from their

cattle and horses, swine, sheep and poultry and from their

own products and handiwork, the greater will be the real

success of the fair. And this local interest is the vital

point, to be considered beyond any and all others, and that

society is likely to be permanent and that fair is well man-

aged, when the community about feel and say, "This is

our fair," and take credit to themselves in the successful and

creditable exhibition that is made, whether its strong point,

as at Hillside, is in cattle, or in manufactures, as at the Mid-

dlesex North. We desire to encourage these differences, and

not to make each fair a copy of every other ; and, in so

doing, each society will do the most good, and will be a

centre of improvement and of honorable competition along

lines best suited to its own neighborhood.

WILLIAM A. KILBOURN.
CHAS. A. GLEASON.
HENRY A. HOWARD.
GEO. P. CARPENTER.
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EEPORT OF COMMITTEE ON DOMESTIC ANIMALS AND
SANITATION.

[Read and accepted at the Annual Meeting, Jan. 8, 1901.]

So far a8 it is possible to learn, the sanitary conditions of

the farm buildings throughout the State have been much im-

proved in the last few years, and, as a result, the condition

of the domestic animals has also to a large extent been greatly

benefited, thereby calling for less rigid inspection on the part

of the Cattle Commissioners.

Your committee have no special suggestions to make in

this matter.

isaac damon,
oscar s. thayer,
joshua clark.
fredp:rick l. whitmore.
A. W. LLOYD.
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON EXPERIMENTS AND
THE HATCH EXPERIMENT STATION.

[Read and accepted at the Annual Meeting, Jan. 8, 1901.]

Very few "who have not given the subject intelligent

thought realize the difficulties to ])e overcome while making

an agricultural experiment that will secure results which

are not only correct, but which will be a step of progress in

agriculture, so easily understood that the farmer can apply

it to his own farm in a manner to secure the full benefit of it.

In field experiments there are such variations in climate,

elevation of land and natural and artificial conditions of the

soil, that an experiment which might secure iuformatiou that

would be a step of progress when applied to one farm, would

cause a step backwards when applied to another farm.

This fact confuses many who fail to understand why the

experiment station does not send out a multitude of facts,

clothed in language so simple that every one can understand

their full meaning, though they have never learned the mean-

ing of a single term used in describing plant food or plant

growth.

The experiment station rarely gets the full credit it is en-

titled to. For example, information is sent out that Paris

green will kill insects when applied diluted with water,

giving the amount of poison to be mixed with a given

quantity of water. Some one, who thinks he knows quite

as much as the professors of the station, finding he can save

a few dollars by using the poison in a dry form, purchases a

shooter- and applies the Paris green in a dry form, and, to

make sure to kill all of the insects, he applies enough to kill

the leaves of the plants and hundreds of dollars' worth of

fruit. Or the station sends out a statement that arsenate of

lead will kill insects, and gives the exact formula for mixing,
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but those who jump at conclusions and mix wrong, apply it

to the crop, and destroy both leaf and fruit. Who is to

blame for this ? Certainly not the officers of the station

;

they are not supposed to furnish the brain power to the

farmers, and to those who are not farmers and never will be.

But a better day has come, — the farmers of Massachu-

setts during the past few years have made rapid progress

towards a better understanding of the terms relating to feed-

ing both plants and animals, and are beginning to realize the

importance of this knowledge, if they would reap the full

benefit of the experiment station.

The Massachusetts Agricultural College and the agricult-

ural department of Harvard University are educating con-

siderable numbers of intelligent young men in those lines

which relate to the best methods of farm work. These young

men, when educated, go to their homes and for a time mingle

with the farmers of their native towns, and some of them

have taken their fathers' farms and run them to a larger

profit than their fathers were able to, thus proving to the

Avhole community that their education is worth more than a

lifetime of practice.

The time is not far distant when the farmers will realize

that to make a success in farming it is just as important that

the young man should receive an education especially adapted

to his occupation, as should the clergyman and the physician.

"When this day comes, our experiment station will receive full

credit for the work it does ; but to-day there is not a single

department that gets but a small portion of the credit which

honestly belongs to it.

If we should blot out all that the department of chemistry

has done, we should be amazed at the results. The farmers

would be cut off from all help as to the value of any fertilizer

or the condition of any water that might be thought to be un-

healthy, unless they expended what to them would be large

sums for a special analysis.

Blot out all the work that has been done by the depart-

ment of entomology and destroy all of the information sent

out, and the result would be the destruction in a few years

of millions of dollars' worth of the farmers' crops ; and the

same would be true of some of the other departments.
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The agricultural department is doing important work,

which in time will bring out new and valuable facts. To
establish facts relating to the cheapest and best methods of

feeding both plants and animals requires time and careful

work, as well as high intelligence. No doubt information of

great value to the farmer will be secured by continuing the

experiments now in progress in this department, but the

farmers must be })atient, and not overlook the fact that many
of the experiments tried must necessarily prove failures, ex-

cept to teach how not to do, and that the few which promise

to secure important steps of progress in agriculture should

not be recommended to the public until their value has been

fully proved by several years of trial, under conditions as

varied as they would be likely to meet under the directions

of the farmer.

Your committee found every department of the station in

excellent order, and the work is evidently being done in a

faithful manner, directed by high intelligence.

If the members of the Board of Agriculture would visit the

station more frequently, and make themselves familiar with

the important work that is being done in every department,

they would be better prepared to convince the farmer that

the station, in a money point of view, is a great benefit to

the State ; and that, if he will put himself in communication

with it, it will be a great benefit to him as an individual.

The money which it has cost to run the station since it was

established is very small, when compared with the money it

has saved by sending out information relating to the best

methods of destroying insects and fungi, and how best to

feed plants and animals.

It is to be regretted that an institution so profitable to the

State should not have for its use money sufiicient to secure

the undivided attention of the professors who are at the head

of each department. It may be said that it is very easy to

select a few experiments to be tried, and place them in charge

of an assistant; but a thoughtful man realizes a serious diffi-

culty at the outset. An ordinary man, while digging post

holes or potatoes, may think of a hundred experiments to be

tried; while a thoughtful man, who has had experience in

the business, would be likely to think of five hundred experi-
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ments, which ought eventually to be tried ; and, as he may
not be prepared to enter upon the trial of more than ten each

year, if he is to do the best possible work, he will not select

the first ten experiments that present themselves to his mind
when confused by a multitude of duties, many of them but

slightly connected with this line of work ; but, realizing the

importance of the work, if his mind is not distracted by other

duties, he will give it his full, individual attention, until by
thorough investigation he feels reasonably sure that he has

selected the ten experiments that are the most important to

be tried first, though it may take months of research and

thought. If he does not do this, luit takes the first ten that

present themselves to his diversified mind, it may be fifty

years before he comes to the other ten experiments that

ought to be tried first.

EDMUND HERSEY,
Chairman.
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON FORESTRY, ROADS AND
ROADSIDE IMPROVEMENTS.

[Read and accepted at the Annual Meeting, Jan. 8, 1901.]

The greatest obstacle and discouragement to the applica-

tion of true forestry to our wood, sprout, untillable and non-

pasture lands is probably forest fire. This scourge is known
to most parts of the State in varying degree, but the fair

face of Massachusetts has been most severely scarred on her

unique Cape district. It is Massachusetts as a whole that

our Board has to deal with ; and good principles, that can

be applicable to the most needy part, will be of value to the

more densely peopled.

Recently reading in a promotive publicatioUj, " The For-

ester," of experiences with forest fires in the State of Penn-

sylvania, our State laws to aid in combating the causes of

such fires were stated to be good, and preventive, so far as

law can aid. Pennsylvania,* with her great commercial in-

terests in "using and preserving" her forests, should be a

good judge, and her leading forester. Professor Rothrock, is

well able to speak wisely as to how far laws can be useful.

Our Cape district is a unique feature in our nation, and

there is profit to our State in giving to it the best thought

possible. I cannot speak with detailed expert knowledge of

the characteristics of that large tract of townships bordered

by the salt waters, and with an attractive climate that is

peculiar to itself. But I do know that, unless its reputation

for frequent and destructive forest conflagrations greatly

ceases, the benefits that rightfully belong there must be far

less than the Cape district deserves.

What can this Board do to guard the State's interest there ?

An association of representatives from the several towns and

villages comprising the territory in question should be able

to decide, after associating themselves with the best possible
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expert knowledge, what, if anything more, can be done than

is being done at the present time. We seem to have no ap-

propriation of money with which to act in this matter, so

that we need not take up time in considering possible action

on such lines. Possibly we could institute the formation of

a convention somewhere in that district, upon the lines I

have suggested, to be addressed, under this Board's auspices,

by experts and local representative men, the result of which

convention would be action, or non-action, as would seem

to those assembled wisest for the preservation and pro-

motion of possibilities which belong to one of the most

interesting and unique tracts of land in Massachusetts and

this nation. If good came out of such action, it would

be to the credit of this Board, and be a guide to action else-

w^here.

To protect large tracts, or small tracts, a division by road

ways is most helpful ; and, the more those ways can become

popular for driving and teaming, so much better the pro-

tection.

It has been proposed, before the Legislature of a previous

year, that the proper State authorities be authorized to pur-

chase, in the name of the State, at a price perhaps not ex-

ceeding three dollars an acre, forest, stump or waste lands,

on the Cape, for example, and for the State to issue bonds

to pay for the same ; such lands to be divided into sec-

tions, by roads of simple construction, that shall allow of

the passage of foresters' wagons, other vehicles or persons

on horseback. The idea has been advanced that, by judi-

cious action, the State would thus in due course of time pos-

sess a valuable property, and do a great preventive work
against the present scourge of forest fires.

We have a tree warden law that is under trial, and time

will prove its value and show its weak points, if the latter

exist.

I am cognizant of the fact that officers of wire depart-

ments, with large corporate interests, have lately sought

advice, and publications, that would instruct their superin-

tendents in best methods of pruning roadside trees. This is

certainly a good evidence tliat results, for which this com-

mittee exists, are being realized, and with harmony.
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Our system of road building has advanced much, as time

has made such possible, and as our people have learned what

is better and appreciate it, when their superintendents of

streets put in practice the best methods that the amount of

the appropriations allow.

I shall not attempt to speak further and in more varied

ways at the present time. I have endeavored to make one

special point prominent, and that is '* forest fires," and their

great injuries to Massachusetts interests.

I make the following suggestion, after consultation with

others of the Board, in order that a present legislative re-

quirement of long standing may be so broadened as to include

more present interests,— that section 8 of chapter 114 of

the Public Statutes be amended by inserting after the word
" ship," in the last line, the words "and other," so that it

shall read " ship and other timber." I make this suggestion,

hoping to have the proposed amendment brought before the

Legislature of 1901.

FRANCIS H. APPLETON,
Chairman.
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Report to the Legislature of the State
Board of Agriculture, acting as Over-
seers OF the Massachusetts Agricult-
ural College.

[P. S. Chap. 20, Sect. 5, adopted by the Board, Jan. 8, 1901.]

To the State Board of Agriculture, Overseers of the Massachtisetts Agri-

cultural College.

Your committee, having completed the duties assigned

them by occasional visits to the college, and a general in-

spection of the work, from time to time, at different seasons

of the year, beg leave to report as follows :
—

The " Grinnell prizes," which are awarded by this com-

mittee, based upon written essays and oral examinations of

the graduating class in agriculture, were awarded in June,

1900, as follows: the first. prize was awarded to Mark H.
Munson of Huntington ; the second to Morris B. Landers of

Palmer. The oral examinations were well sustained ; the

essays were thoughtfully prepared, but with too little atten-

tion to minor details.

To lay aside, now and then, the philosophy of nitrogen,

phosphoric acid and potash, of clover nodules and fungi, to

study the potency of semicolons and interrogation points

and the art of syntax and orthography, might be helpful

even to college graduates.

The Farm.

The usual farm work, with its practical and experimental

operations, has been carried on successfully, although natu-

ral conditions have operated in some cases to lessen results.

The testing of seeds, fertilizers and chemicals, here made in

a scientific way, of the results of different foods and rations

to attain certain results, are being given to the farming pub-

lic at institutes and in various ways, to awaken new interest
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and meet the changing conditions of the farm and of the

farmers.

The committee, recognizing this as the true "Mecca" of

progressive farming in Massachusetts and the "ideal store-

house" of exhibit as well as scientific instruction, would like

to see an improvement in the neat stock of the institution.

The Massachusetts Agricultural College falls short of its

high purpose, if it does not, for use and exhibit, have typi-

cal herds for milk, butter and beef.

Class Work.

Wide-awake men are utilizing more and more the by-

products of nature, as well as of manufactures. Special

work in the line of extensive intensive farming calls for

science in agriculture. Science and practice must go hand

in hand in the future, to a large extent, to attain success in

farming. This is what the college is fitting men for. New
methods are constantly coming to the front ; new problems

are constantly arising ; new obstacles appear. All have to

be met, mastered and overcome. It all falls back upon the

man. A well-trained mind can always guide a cunning

hand, and meet the changes.

In addition to regular work, short winter courses in agri-

culture are given, without examination or tuition. The ob-

jects are: (1) to present in a practical way the results of

scientific investigation in agriculture; (2) to help students

to be better dairy farmers, creamery managers, fruit growers,

market gardeners and farm superintendents
; (3) to make

the students better acquainted with the Agricultural College

and experiment station
; (4) to help establish habits of read-

ing, study and thought.

Entomological Department.

This department, while it deals with small things, is not

so conspicuous to the casual observer as some other depart-

ments, yet it is of great value and of utmost importance.

The question of dealing effectively with injurious insects

and fungi has become one of profit or loss with every fruit

grower, horticulturist and market gardener. It is estimated

that the annual loss caused by insects in the United States
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is three hundred million dollars. To meet this obstacle in

the way requires thorough work and study in the line of en-

tomology. We believe this department is managed with

consummate skill and ability.

The New Veterinary Department.

The veterinary department, with its well-appointed class

rooms, experimental outfits and laboratory equipments, is

an important adjunct to the institution, and will doubtless

prove of great benefit to stock raisers and farming interests

in disseminating new light and knowledge in dealing with

animal diseases, and fitting men to treat them successfully.

The Military Department.

The death of Captain Dickinson of the college, and the

removal to other fields of duty of his successor, paralyzed

for a time the work of this department ; but under the effi-

cient management of Capt. John Anderson, who has been

assigned to duty here, a new spirit and interest have been re-

vived, and the thorough military drill is not only a pleasant

feature to those who visit the college, but of invaluable

worth to students, in the line of order, discipline and physi-

cal benefits. The college now has a fine military company.

The Experiment Station.

The work here has been carried forward, under its very

efficient director, in the usual courses, bearing particularly

upon conditions of health as influenced by water supplies,

testing of fertilizers, seeds, soils, etc., and a variety of ex-

periments which are given to the public by way of bulletins.

This is a department of investigation, and more difficult

to the superficial observer, to understand, in scope, condi-

tion and value, than others. That it ranks among the first

in the country in scientific ability and attainments is the con-

census of opinion of all who come in contact with its work.

Horticultural Department.

In this department new varieties of fruits are being tested

for their characteristics and worth, so that farming commu-
nities may know which are most desira1)le to grow for market
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use. Crops are sprayed, to protect them from insects and

fungous pests, with system and exactness, and close records

made of the results. New insecticides are carefully tested,

and results compared with those of standard formulas. New
packages for the keeping and shipping of fruit are being

tested, and many other investigations in new lines are being

prosecuted, which will be of great benefit to horticultural

interests in the future. The patient labor, the watching and

waiting required in this department to secure the desired

results, in the efforts which may mean a thousand failures to

one success, can be readily understood, when we remember

how many wild and worthless apples were grown before our

best varieties attained their present excellence. The same

is true of all fruit, flower, vegetable, plant and tree growth.

Taken together, there are very many failures to one success.

We can count on our fingers the really desirable varieties

of strawberries, blackberries, raspberries, cherries, plums,

peaches, pears and apples there are in the markets of to-day.

The same fact is apparent in every department of life, getting

the best at infinite expense and labor
;
yet who would leave

the new and accept the old, even at its minimum cost ?

Future Work and Support.

The matter of restoring depleted forests, of renewing

exhausted soils, of a more prompt and efficient mail service,

of better and quicker facilities from farm to market and from

market to farm, of better roads and improved highways, how

to meet western competition in products and prices, of en-

hancing the social and pecuniary condition of farming com-

munities, are problems which must be met and demonstrated

in the near future for New Eno-land farming communities and

interests. Men must be trained to lead the work in various

callings, as the times and changed conditions demand.

We believe the people of Massachusetts as a whole, and

by their constitutional organizations, should give not only a

liberal but an enthusiastic support to this institution, which

is closely in touch with her sanitary, commercial, social and

educational interests.

The college, with its manifest advantages, in our judgment

needs a more thorough and aggressive system of advertising
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in the common avenues of newspapers and periodicals that

reach the iSresides and homes of rural communities, with the

same push and spirit that appear in the active business en-

terprises of the day, insomuch as to largely increase the

patronage of the institution and give greater results for the

outlay.

At a meeting of the Alumni Association, held in June,

1900, at Amherst, a committee was appointed to consider the

matter of advertising the college more effectually. This com-

mittee, with the aid of heads of different departments of the

college and the editors of " Aggie Life," have issued a very

clear and concise statement of the course now offered. A
thorough perusal and distribution of this publication may
well interest the members of this Board.

JOHN BURSLEY.
C. K. BREWSTER.
WESLEY B. BARTON.
GEO. P. SMITH.
ALVAN BARRUS.
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON INSTITUTES, EULES AND
LEGISLATION.

[Read and accepted at the Annual Meeting, Jan. 8, 1901.]

The committee, sitting as a committee on farmers' insti-

tutes, held a meeting in November, 1900, at which the list of

institute speakers was discussed, and its publication in the

form in which it appeared on Dec. 17, 1900, authorized.

The system of the holding of farmers' institutes in this

State was discussed, and the committee believes that it is

generally well adapted to the needs of the farmers of the

State.

The attendance, averaging over 90 per institute during the

season, is a valuable index to the interest taken in these

meetings by the farmers and the good accomplished by them.

That there are many localities, however, where these insti-

tute meetings do not receive the attention they deserve,

cannot be gainsaid ; and the committee has thought it desir-

able to include in this report a summary of the attendance at

the institutes held by the various societies, so that those

which are doing good work along this line may receive due

credit, and those where the attendance and interest are not

what they should be may be spurred on to give more atten-

tion to them. The attendance at the meetings held in 1900

was as follows :
—

Amesbury, 127, 90, 62, 80.

Barnstable County, 30, 100, 70.

Berkshire, 19, 60, 15.

Blackstone Valley, 15 for one and

no report for the other two.

Bristol County, 55, 70, 50.

Deerfield Valley, 200, 50, 25.

Eastern Hampden, 100, 35, 125.

Essex, 95, 120, 120.

Franklin County, 75, 60, 35.

Hampshire, 60, 50, 100.

Hampshire, Franklin and Hamp-
den, 75, 50, 100, 80.

Hingham, 12, 13, 75, 28, 37.

Highland, 26, 50, 120,72.

Hillside, 100, 200, 75,75.

Hoosac Valley, 15, 19, 15.

Housatonic, 25, 25, 50.

Manufacturers', 200, 100, 20,

Marshfield, 70, 20, 75.
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Martha's Vineyard, 25, 150, 25.

Massachusetts Horticultural, 90,

200, 500, 150, 300, 300, 175, 200,

200, 100.

Middlesex North, 150, 150, 250,

250.

Middlesex South, 75, 60, 50.

Nantucket, 25, 20, 10,10.

Oxford, 30, 350, 25.

Plymouth County, 60, 50, 60, 30.

Spencer, 45, 85, 40.

Union, 140, 160, 175.

AYeyiuouth, 17, 12, 40.

Worcester, 200, 150, 300.

Worcester East, 52, 35, 21.

Worcester North-west, 200, 35,

135.

Worcester South, 40, 85, 68.

Worcester County West, 50, 50, 50.

Worcester North, 200, 175, 150,

125.

While your committee realizes that there may be many
circumstances which may cut down the attendance at these

meetings at times, and that often criticism may be unjust,

still, it cannot but feel that a society where the attendance

habitually falls below 50 does not take the proper interest in

the work, and is not making the use of its opportunities

which the State has a right to expect.

F. W. SARGENT.
E. M. THURSTON.
WESLEY B. BARTON.
H. C. COMINS.
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REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN.

[Adopted at the Annual Meeting, Jan. 8, 1901.]

To the Secretary of the Board of Agriculture.

Sir: — The fourth report of the librarian is herewith pre-

sented.

In accordance with the instructions of the Board, the

unbound copies of the library catalogue have been bound.

Copies have quite generally been placed in near-by public

libraries ; libraries of educational institutions have also been

supplied. The edition was 500 copies, and 150 remain

undistributed.

The librarian's suggestion of last year, that '
' books bor-

rowed from the library of the Board must be receipted for

and returned within one month," having been adopted, the

plan of loaning books to responsible parties has been in force

the past year, and 46 books have been so loaned.

It is interesting to notice that works on forestry and

arboriculture have ])een those most in demand, 9 in all.

Six works on entomology and 6 on cattle were loaned, 4 on

landscape gardening, 4 on flowers, 3 on farm implements

and machinery, 2 on birds, 2 on tuberculosis and 1 each on

market gardening, spraying, botany, horticulture, zoology,

goats, beet sugar, farm engineering, statistics, and a scien-

tific report.

Back volumes of the " Agriculture of Massachusetts " have

been supplied on call, as in past years, to institutions and

to individuals. The institutions receiving the largest num-

ber of volumes were the Ohio Department of Agriculture,

Columbia University, Syracuse University and the Univer-

sity of California.

The library now has 20,600 index cards to experiment

station literature, 534 to the publications of the United
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States Department of Agriculture and 1,153 to the general

office library.

One hundred and twelve bound volumes have been added

to the library since the catalogue was issued, the number of

bound volumes Jan. 1, 1901, being 3,293.

The expenses incurred on account of the library the past

year w^ere as follows : binding catalogues, $50 ; books and

pamphlets purchased, $43.36 ; current publications sub-

scribed for, $34 ; binding, $11.75; supplies, $10.75; total,

$149.86. These expenses were paid from the appropriation

for " incidental expenses in the office of the secretary."

Respectfully submitted,

F. H. FOWLER,
Librarian.
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REPORT OP DELEGATES TO THE FAEMERS' NATIONAL
CONGRESS.

Colorado Springs, Col., Aug. 21-31, 1900.

Hon. J. W. Stockwell, Secretary Massachusetts Board of Agriculture.

Sir :— The delegates from Massachusetts in attendance

were John G. Avery, H. P. Rowland and A. F. Jones of

Spencer, Ethan Brooks of West Springfield, George M.
Whitaker and Ella A. Dolliver of Boston, and R. G. F.

Candage and Sallie C. Candas^e of Brookline.

The Congress met in the auditorium of the high school

building, Colorado Springs, Aug. 21, 1900, at 10 o'clock

A.M., and was called to order by the president, R. G. F.

Candage of Massachusetts. In all there were some five hun-

dred and fifty delegates and associates present.

Rev. Wm. H. Fish of All Souls Church, formerly of Ded-

ham, Mass., opened the Congress with prayer.

Mr. Gilbert McClurg, secretary of the Chamber of Com-
merce, Colorado Springs, welcomed the Congress on behalf

of that organization. Mayor J. S. Robinson of Colorado

Springs followed with an address of welcome of a cordial

character, in which he said :
—

The cordiality of your welcome is increased by the fact

that most of us claim a real or honorary membership in the

great fraternity you represent. Most of us were fortunate

enough to have had a rural nativity, and by many ties are still

rooted to the soil ; and your presence here to-day recalls the

past, and we sense the fragrance of clover and apple blossoms,

hear again the low of cows, the bleat of lambs, the minstrelsy

of woods and fields and the rustle of bladed corn stirred by

the breezes of golden autumn.

It is a fact, and one of vital significance to our country,

that the farms are the manufactories of the best product of

American brain and brawn, of American character and man-

hood. Three-fourths of the youths in our higher schools of
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learning come from the farms and rural communities. It is

true also of a majority of the men who lead in public affairs,

that they were born and reared in the country.

The farms, too, are schools of patriotism. The boy

whose ductile foot has clung to the soil of his father's farm

will grow into a lover and defender of his country. The
man who looks upon his home and fields, feels a joy of owner-

ship and sense of freedom, becomes, when the hour demands

and duty calls, a Cincinnatus or an Israel Putnam, and leaps

from the furrow to the ranks of his country's defenders, —
drops the plow handle and seizes the sword in defence of his

fireside and his country.

The character of the citizens and the greatness of the in-

dustry you represent makes this Congress of farmers of great

and national importance, and what you do here will redound

to the betterment of every national interest. We hope, as

you look upon these grand and enduring mountains, as you

cross and recross the great States and Territories that make
up our matchless domain, as you meet here as fellow workers

from all sections of the United States, you will gain new faith

in the permanence of our institutions, realize more fully the

vastness and richness of our national resources, see with

clearer vision than ever before the unity of purpose that

binds together and inspires to patriotic and noble achieve-

ments the people of every section of our beloved country.

The president then presented Gov. C. S. Thomas of Colo-

rado, who said, in part :
—

It is a truly interesting thought, when we realize that the

session of the Farmers' National Congress that is now opening

is being held here in the shadow of the mountains, on the ex-

treme western edge of the vast tract of land which for so many
years, and even for generations, was known as the Great

American Desert. You have come here b}' traversing a wide

region that was once barren. To reach the shade of these

beautiful trees and of the historic mountains near at hand,

you have crossed a region where improved methods of farm-

ing have had their efi'ect. You have come to discuss methods

and plans whereby 3'ou may further improve on the methods

by which you have wiped out the Great American Desert,

not only from the map, but from the face of the earth.
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In a few short years the domain of agriculture has been

extended even to the western seaboard, and the waste places

of the land have become the garden spots and the granary of

the world.

It was the love of gold and the search for it that brought

men out into this western country. The Pike's Peak excite-

ment of 1859 and the rush of people to Montana and Idaho

started the population of this section of country. But it

was the farmers who remained who developed the resources

and made them what they are to-day. They took a waste

tract of land, and it has become an empire.

While Colorado is rich in mineral resources, and produces

more gold than any other State in the Union, still, all her

mineral wealth is insignificant compared with what farmers

have done for the wealth of the country, even in a single year,

and insignificant as compared with the resources of agricult-

ure in Colorado, which are as yet practically untouched.

Responses were made by Secretary Stahl, Col. B. F.

Clayton and President Worst of the North Dakota Agricult-

ural College.

At the afternoon session President Candage of Massachu-

setts delivered his annual address, brief abstracts of which

are here given :
—

You are assembled here from 3"our respective abodes in the

several States and Territories of our broad land, to open, and,

by your deliberations, discussions and resolutions upon agri-

culture and other topics connected with the farming interests

of our great resourceful country, to conduct, the twentieth

annual session of this Congress. You are happily met in a

place of great natural beauty and grandeur in the centennial

State, — a State of vast agricultural and mineral resources,

situated " in the midst of the everlasting hills," the grandest

and highest mountain range of our continent, from which you

may draw inspiration to make this session of our Congress one

of lofty ideals.

In a survey of the world's great agricultural field, the pros-

pect for the present and the future is centred on this continent,

as giving the promise of the best return to the tiller of the

soil to be found anywhere on our globe. Here great droughts,

bringing famine and pestilence in their train, are unknown,.
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and devastating wars are not likely ever again to occur to

hinder the work of the husbandman ; but with a stable gov-

ernment, a rich yielding soil, an increasing population, bet-

ter paid labor than elsewhere, a steady market is secured for

the products of the farm, and demands from abroad, at re-

munerative prices, take any surplus that may remain over.

In importance, magnitude and value, the products of the

soil represented by the delegates to this Congress over-

shadow all other interests making for the comfort, happiness

and well-being of our country and its people.

Transportation is of vital importance to the farmer, and

the development of interior portions of our country in agri-

cultural and other products. With the introduction of rail-

roads, the country's progress in population, wealth and

resources has been a marvel. Without their aid, farm and

crop beyond home consumption would be worthless ; with

their aid, both are valuable. In this connection, river and

harbor improvements by the general government are of inter-

est to the farmer for they tend to lower the cost of transpor-

tation by competition with the railroads.

The time has come for the farmers, manufacturers and

commercial men to unite, and demand from our national

government an American mail service to South America,

and to other foreign countries, in steamships under our own
flag. It is well known that trade follows the flag of the

nation which floats and upholds it. South American coun-

tries are our neighbors and natural allies in trade and com-

merce, and yet, for lack of direct mail and shipping facilities,

Europeans supply them with the bulk of their imported

commodities.

An American merchant marine, which is needed by every

industry of our country for the extension of our foreign

markets and as an aid to our navy, should })e urged by this

Congress upon the consideration of the United States Con-

gress. No country like ours, with an extensive sea coast,

with extensive exports and imports, can expect to continue

prosperous without an efiicient merchant marine. There is

too great a drain upon our financial resources without it.

And there should be a canal constructed and controlled by

the United States to connect the Atlantic and Pacific oceans,
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for the benefit of our commerce in time of peace and for the

benefit of our navy in time of war.

It is essential, under our form of government, where

rulers are chosen from the people to make and administer

the laws, that the people should be educated, and therefore

we cannot too highly appreciate educational advantages.

But, as education is many-sided, broad and technical, no one

person can expect to master all its branches in detail, but

should make an effort to master that particular branch which

has to do with his life work, whether it be commerce, bank-

ing, farming, manufacturing, mining or learned profession.

As the business of farming is so extensive, occupies such a

large percentage of our population, and all classes are de-

pendent upon it, a better knowledge of it should be had by

those engaged therein.

Taxation is a subject of interest not only to the farmer,

but to every property holder of our country, but to the

farmer especially, as his property lies where it can be seen

and where there is no escape, although he may believe and

know that he is paying more than his just proportion. Our

fathers, in enacting laws for the regulation of a just system

of taxation, recognized the principle and laid down the rule

*' that all men should be assessed and contribute to the com-

mon charges, in accordance with their ability." And Adam
Smith, a hundred years later, in his " Wealth of Nations,"

asserted the principle that " the subjects of every State ought

to contribute toward the support of its government, as nearly

as possible in proportion to the revenue which they respec-

tively enjoy under the protection of the State." If these

rules, simple and just, were carried out, there would be no

cause for complaint by any one, and there would be no place

for "the tax dodger "in our land. Those rules simply

mean that property should pay its proportion of taxation

without regard to the form of investment.

In the early settlement of our country all men were

farmers, and depended upon the soil for their subsistence.

They were industrious and frugal. They subdued the for-

est, cleared the land, and planted their seed with a sublime

faith in an over-ruling Providence that the work of their

hands would prosper. In the same faith they established
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civil government and enacted laws for its stability, most of

which we at this time recognize to have been wise and bene-

ficial. The farmers were the lawmakers; they were mem-
bers gf the legislative assemblies, of the governor's councils

and of the judicial courts ; and they performed their duties

with an ability and conscientiousness that reflect great credit

upon their official conduct.

The farmer's patriotism, bravery and willingness to take

up arms in defence of his country are unquestioned, and yet

his chosen occupation is one necessarily of peace. His in-

terests and prosperity are best served when peace reigns,

and grim-visaged war hinders not a fair exchange of the

products of the soil and commerce. Such being the case,

why should he not join his efforts to those who seek to de-

spoil war of its devastating influences and bloody horrors, by

leaving to arbitration all questions arising between Christian

nations not involving national honor, and thereby hasten the

time when "swords shall be beaten into plow-shares, and

spears into pruning-hooks," and "nation shall not lift up
sword against nation, and neither shall learn war any more."

An able address was delivered by F. A. Converse of Buf-

falo, N. Y., on " Why ettbrts of the farmer should be

directed to an intelligent cheapening of production,"

The evening session was well attended. The essayist was

Hon. Alexander R. Smith of New York, and his subject,

" Our shipping interests." Prof. Elwood Mead of Cheyenne,

head of the irrigation department of the United States, gave

an address on "Irrigation investigations."

On the second day, Hon. J. B. Killebrew of Tennessee

read a paper on "Natural resources of the south." Mr.

George M. Whitaker of Massachusetts read a paper on

"Dairying." Mr. R. W. Tansill of Pecos Valley, N. M.,

addressed the Congress on the resources of New Mexico.

Mr. A. J. Lockridge of Indiana read a paper on " The mis-

sion of the farmer," and Mr. J. A. Springer of Colorado

gave a talk on the " Value and importance of the live stock

interests of the west." Mr. J. P. Brown of Indiana read a

paper on the "Relation of forestry to agriculture," foUowed

by Mr. Ethan Brooks of Massachusetts, with an address on
" Agriculture as a branch of public education."
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The session of the third day opened with the introduction

of resolutions and routine business, after which Senor Jos6

Romero, of the Mexican embassy at Washington, was intro-

duced, and read a paper on " General agriculture in Mexico."

Mr. John E. Alter of Indiana made a humorous speech, a

characterization of the speakers, from the president down
to himself, in his improvised Dutch-English, which could

only be fully appreciated by hearing it. Capt. Wm. W.
Bates of Denver addressed the Congress on "American ship-

ping," advocating its rehabilitation by enactment of differen-

tial duties. Mr. H. W. Campbell of Nebraska read a paper

on " The redemption of the arid west." Miss Emma C.

Sickles of Chicago, of the committee on domestic economy,

made a report, which was accepted. The committees on the

president's address, credentials, finance and on resolutions

made reports, which were accepted.

The report of the special committee on revision of the

constitution was read and adopted, and the Congress ad-

journed to Aug. 30, 1900, at 9 a.m., at which time it met,

completed its business and adjourned sine die.

The resolutions presented and adopted at the Congress

that might very properly be referred to in this report were :
—

That the Farmers' National Congress, in its annual ses-

sion, assembled at Colorado Springs, Col., August, 1900,

urges upon the United States Congress the necessity of lib-

eral appropriations for all meritorious, important and needed

improvements of rivers and harbors, already begun, that the

same may be carried forward to completion with becoming

expedition, in the interest of a more extended commerce and

as a safeguard against loss of life and property.

That the Farmers' National Congress calls to the attention

of the United States government, and presses upon it, the

necessity of establishing a speedy and direct mail service,

in steamships under the American flag, between our coun-

try, Brazil, Argentina and other foreign countries, that we

may thereby fairly share in their trade and commerce, and

extend our exports to markets which would prove of advan-

tage to both buyer and seller.

That the Farmers' National Congress deems it to be of

great importance that a connection by water be made between
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the eastern and western shores of our country, by a ciinal

uniting the two oceans at Nicaragua, or such other point

deemed most advisable, to be constructed, controlled and

maintained by the United States, and urges the Congress of

the United States to take such action as shall promote this

object.

That the Farmers' National Congress endorses the Grout

bill, now pending before Congress, especially section 1, as

of exceptional importance, and that it should become a law,

though nothing else were coupled with it, as it would make

imitation butter subject to the laws of any State into which it

might be carried.

That, with the above a national law, we favor section 2 of

the Grout bill, which would increase the tax on the imitation

of yellow butter, adding, however, no additional burden on

oleomargarine, which may be in such distinct form and color

as will a})prise the consumer of its real nature.

That, in our opinion, it is the duty of Congress, at the

earliest day possible, to enact legislation to secure the res-

toration of American-built mail carriers and freighters, by

the extension of such aid as shall enable them to successfully

compete with the merchant ships of foreign nations, receiving

like aid, in the carrying of our exports and imports.

That we cordially commend Secretary of Agriculture Wil-

son for the care and pains he is exercising in the collection

of seeds for distribution, and we recommend that hereafter

seeds be distributed through the experiment stations, instead

of through members of Congress.

That the Farmers' National Congress heartily endorses the

action of the national government in extending the benefits

of free mail delivery to the farmers of the country.

That we denounce all proposed leasing of the public do-

main for grazing purposes as un-American, and contrary to

the interest and develo})ment of our country, and earnestly

protest against the enactment of any national law for leasing

the public domain.

That this Farmers' National Congress recommends such

legislation by the States and nation as shall limit the rates

on sleeping-cars to a just and fair compensation for the

service rendered.
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That the value of the irrigated farm and the security of

the home thereon erected are dependent upon public control

of the water supply and the prevention of water becoming a

speculative commodity.

That the water of all streams should forever remain public

property, and that the right to its use should inhere, not

in the individual or the ditch, but in the land reclaimed.

That we urge the adoption of a s^'stem of harmonious irri-

gation laws in all arid and semi-arid States and Territories,

under which the right to use the water for irrigation shall

rest in the user and become api)urtenant to the land irrigated,

and beneficial use be the measure of the right.

That we commend the investigation of the problems of

irrigated agriculture and the efforts to promote its success

now being made by the Office of Experiment Stations, United

States Department of Agriculture, and favor liberal appro-

priations for their continuance.

That the Farmers' National Congress, assembled at Colo-

rado Springs, reaffirms the action taken by it at Boston in

1899, viz., that as agriculturists we use our best endeavors

to make the Pan-American Exposition, to be held at Bufialo,

N. Y., 1901, fully illustrative of the resources of every Com-

monwealth in the United States, and that we co-operate with

the various officials of the exposition to make it the success

the great undertaking deserves.

That Congress should clothe the Interstate Commerce

Commission with power to enforce the decisions of said

commission.

R. G. F. CANDAGE,
For the Delegates.

Boston, Dec. 20, 1900.
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BETTER ROADS FOR MASSACHUSETTS.

BY OSCAR S. THAYER OF ATTLEBOROUGH.

The subject of better ro.ads for Massachusetts is one of

vital importance to the welfare of tlie State and to the pros-

perity of her citizens, especially in the rural districts, where

they are still pursuing the methods of fifty years ago in the

care and construction of their roads. In the past twenty-five

years rapid progress has been made in our manufacturing,

in our railroad accommodations, in our schools and colleges.

To-day electricity has spread its network of rails all over the

State ; and, could our forefathers of even twenty-five years

ago return and see the electric car, the automobile and the

bicycle on our common roads, they would think indeed that

they had waked up in some foreign country.

All these things demand better roads. We must adopt

modern methods of building them and in caring for them.

Take the management of our highways out of politics, and

place it in the hands of men educated to the business. No
other department in the State has been so badly abused as

the department of highways, in some of the outlying dis-

tricts, where the management is, in too many cases, in the

hands of men who are working politics for a living, and are

spending thousands of dollars annually on our highways,

without knowing the first [)rinciples of modern road building.

When we take up the teaching of agriculture in our common
schools, I hope that we may have one department devoted

to instruction in modern road building. Good roads bring

prosperity, and prosperity brings good roads ; they go hand

in hand, each assisting the other. A recent writer has said

that Spain would not have lost Cuba if she had Joined the

good roads movement. Far-fetched as ihe assertion may
seem, it contains the clement of truth. In spite of a long

Spanish sovereignty, the conunou iiigiiways of Cuba — most
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fertile island of the Atlantic— are still of the most wretched

description. Barbaric Spain has not yet learned what Rome
knew one thousand years ago, what America well knows

to-day,— that roads are the arteries of commerce, along

which flow the life streams of a nation, bearing success,

civilization and contentment to the inhabitants.

One of the first principles of better roads is good drainage.

Take the water out, and keep it out, is a rule which must be

followed in the making of every road. We have to-day in

some of the rural towns roads that are the lowest in the

centre, and which are nearly impassable after every heavy

rain. These roads must be rounded up in the centre, so as

to shed the water quickly to the side drains. These drains

must have a good fall to a clear outlet, and be in every re-

spect capable of carrying oif the water. Ruts and holes

must not be permitted to form, but must be filled up as soon

as they appear. No one thing at so small expense can be

done to our roads for their improvement as drainage.

In some of the towns of the State the roads are in worse

condition to-day than they were twenty-five years ago. In

that time smart, hustling manufacturing villages have sprung

up. Consequently, all the money that could be raised in a

town was used in developing the village streets and side-

walks, leaving the outlying districts with hardly a cent for

their roads, although during this time, the taxes may have

nearly doubled in amount.

The time is past and gone for the continuation of the dirt

roads,— one of the most expensive methods ever used in the

construction of good roads. In many of our outlying dis-

tricts there is an abundance of stone that should be used for

making permanent roads. By the use of this stone there

would be at the same time an improvement of the farms, b^'

getting rid of what had only been a detriment to them.

Upon almost every farm, in some localities in the State, may

be found thousands of loads of stone, heaped up in corners

of the fields, which have been accumulating for years, which

should be used in making the best roads under the sun.

Also, on many of the roadsides stone has been accumulating

for years, as they have been raked from the road and left

there,— a blot and disgrace to roadside improvement.
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The town of Easton leads all other towns in eastern Mas-

sachusetts in her good roads. She has for several years

adopted the stone road, and many miles of roads in her out-

lying districts were built of common field stones, with the

aid of one yoke of oxen and an iron roller. The farmers of

Canandaigua, N. Y., have been actively building stone roads

for several years, and have now nearly all of the principal

roads of the township improved in a most substantial man-

ner. The roads are made entirely from the field stones of the

farms along the roads, and are paid for by direct taxation.

The village of Canandaigua has joined willingly in voting for

the increased tax, and the farmers have carefully expended

the money, so that these roads have cost less than one thou-

sand dollars per mile. I believe these methods should be

adopted in eastern Massachusetts in all her rural districts.

Make the width of the road according to the amount to be

expended per mile. It has been found that a road eight feet

wide, made of stone, has done very good service in sparsely

settled communities and at a very moderate expense.

Then, again, I believe we should adopt the methods of

some of the older countries, in having path masters to have

the roads in charge continuallj'. In the older countries they

have a path master with from three to five miles of road in

his charge, with a small amount of money to be expended on

any repairs that may be needed. It seems to me that in no

place will the old adage apply more thoroughly, that a stitch

in time saves nine, than in road repairs ; for it is a well-

known fact that a small hole allowed to remain in a road is

continually growing larger, until the expense of repairing is

ten times greater than it would have been at the start. Then,

too, I believe a good man in charge of roads should be con-

tinued in office for a term of 3'ears. It is impossible to carry

along a system of improvements successfully by continually

changing the management.

One very impoi-tant feature in the improvement of our

highways is the care of the roadsides, which in the past have

had very little care, and have been used principally as dump-

ing grounds for all refuse material. In some localities the

brush and trees have been allowed to grow until a perfect

hedge hides from view the surrounding fields. Not only
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should the brush and weeds be removed from the roadside,

but grass should be sown, trees planted and a sidewalk pre-

pared for the use of pedestrians. Country roads can be

made far more useful and attractive than they usually are,

with very little expense. Although such improvements are

not necessary, yet they make the surroundings attractive and

inviting, and add to the value of property and the pleasure

of the travellers.

Secretary James Wilson in a recent article says : "It will

be good news to the whole nation to learn that road improve-

ment is to be made a special study, and wide inquiry is to

be set on foot among the several States as to the best ways

and means of placing the highways of the country upon a

superior basis." The Department of Agriculture has a little

road office, by wdiich a few thousand dollars a year are spent

along the lines of both educational and practical work. One

of these projects led to the sending out by the Department

of Agriculture, within the last year, of experts, to meet and

co-operate with different bodies in various States for the pur-

pose of carrying on practical experiments with steel tracks

that would enable the farmers to get their produce to market

without running the risk of the heavily laden wagons sticking

fast in the ruts of soft roads, soaked by continuous rains.

These experiments have caused such a demand to be made

for further and more extensive experiments to decide the best

plan for road improvement that it has been decided to organ-

ize an office on broadened lines, and prepare it for doing more

thorough work.

To this end it is proposed to divide the United States into

districts ; secure an educated agent in each of these districts,

to study conditions, confer with scientists and practical road

makers, address students and educational institutions, and

make reports of work done and proposed to be done, that

will form the basis of road literature. To begin w^ith, it is

proposed to locate the agents in the eastern States and the

southern States, one in the prairie States and one in the

mountain States of the far west. The value of this plan

is that, as the conditions in the several localities are peculiar

unto themselves, by a system of intercommunication between

the various ac-ents we shall gather the best information as to
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the needn of the whole country and the best methods of in-

augurating a scheme of national road improvement. The

intention of the movement is to insure practical results in a

matter that has long passed the talking stage. The Depart-

ment of Agriculture will place at the disposal of the agents,

in co-operation with them, the facilities of the experiuient

stations to be found in the various States, and every encour-

agement will be given for the formation of classes by road

experts. In a word, the department is prepared to give the

whole matter the broadest and most careful attention, with

a view to the extension to the people of the various States

of every possible assistance to better the conditions of the

highways and lessen the troubles of those who use the' public

roads extensively.

More than half of the States have passed new and progres-

sive road laws, and many hundred miles of good roads have

already been built. New Jersey was the first State to take

any radical step towards the improvement of her public high-

ways. Her State aid law was passed in 1891. It provided

that, on petition of the owners of two-thirds of the land

bordering any public road not less than a mile in length,

asking that the road be improved, and agreeing to pay ten

per cent of the cost, the county officials shall improve the

road, one-third of the expense to l)e borne by the State if

the road is brought to the standard fixed by the State com-

missioners of public roads, and the balance, 66| per cent, by

the county.

This system seems to be popular with all classes, and is being

carefully considered by the Legislatures of other States. Its

principles have been adopted l)y JNIassachusetts, Rhode Island,

New York, Connecticut and California. These laws, of w^hii-h

State aid is the principal feature, are regarded by the active

advocates of road reform as aflbrding a satisfactory solution

of the problem.

Massachusetts, like New Jersey, has adopted a system of

road improvement which it is believed will result in a few

years in securing to her State highways that will be sec-

ond in excellence to none in the United States, and equal to

some of the best in the old world. ]\Iassachusetts has an

abundance of the best material in the world for road building,
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and her streets and highways should be an object lesson for

every State in the Union.

Good roads are of vast benefit to agriculture. They in-

crease the profits of the farm, by decreasing the cost of trans-

portation It is cheaper to draw produce to market in one

load than in two ; and, in these times of sharp competition,

good or bad roads ma}' mean either profit or loss to the

farmers.

Better roads for the farmers is a subject in which every

grange in the State should take an active interest. Keep the

matter before the people, have discussions on the subject in

grange meetings, hold public institutes with good speakers

on modern road building, keep the matter agitated, until the

farmers get their just dues. Put the whole care of the high-

ways in the hands of the farmers, if possible, and then we

shall very soon have I'oads that are a credit to the State, and

at a very moderate cost.
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AGRICULTURAL ORGANIZATIONS.

BY HENRY C. COMINS OF NORTHAMPTON.

The origin of agriculture is lost in the mists of antiquity,

yet tilling the soil was doulrtless man's earliest occupation.

The cereals, and perhaps some kinds of fruit, presumably

first engaged his attention. The domestication of animals

necessarily soon followed. Prof. W. Boyd Hawkins says

that there is evidence that the domestication of animals was

first accomplished in the central plateau of Asia. He also

thinks that agriculture arose in the south of Europe, and

gradually spread in all directions.

The natural tendency of mankind in the earliest times is

supposed to have been averse to w^ork, and perhaps it has

not materially changed in modern times. But fate is

stronger than will, and at various periods mankind has

been forced to work. To speculate as to the time and rea-

sons or necessity for the cultivation of the soil, while it

might be interesting, would not result in definite conclusions

that will materially benefit us or mankind generally, or de-

termine for us whether it was by individual or organized

efibrt. It is probable, however, that the natural laws of

life, the survival of the fittest, which actuates both animate

and inanimate nature, was the controlling influence wdiich

led to individual ellbrts to improve conditions. In all

probability these efibrts were largely imitative, and only as

time advanced and necessity compelled were new methods

adopted. The development of agriculture must have been

slow at first, and only as necessity compelled was any prog-

ress made. The early settlers of our own land took no

thought in regard to improvements, depending upon natural

surroundings to a great extent to meet their necessities,

rather than upon any well-directed efibrt for improvemeDt

for their future welfare, comfort or enjoyment.
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Not until near the end of the eighteenth century, and the

close of the revolutionary war and its devastating effects

upon the people and the industries of the country, was

there any awakening in regard to the improvement in agri-

culture. About this time public men in various parts of

the nation interested themselves in the desirability, as well

as the necessity, of improving the industries of the country,

and especially its agriculture, realizing that it was the lead-

ing industry, and the one above all others upon which de-

pended the welfare and prosperity of the people, as well as

the development of the nation ; and that, while individual

effort could, if exercised with energy, do much, united

action could do much more in fostering and encouraging

the declining industries.

The end of the eighteenth century and the beginning of

the nineteenth witnessed the organization of the first agri-

cultural societies. At first with many of them the object

was to encourage some particular agricultural industry, in

which the promoters were especially interested, rather than

all the agricultural resources of locality or country. The

Berkshire Agricultural Society, one of the oldest in our

State, having held its ninety-first exhibition as an incorpo-

rated society, was the outcome of the exhibition of some

Merino sheep by one Elkanah Watson in 1809. Previous

to this, there had been several organized societies. The

first of which we find record was the South Carolina so-

ciety, in 1784; the Philadelphia, in 1785; the New York,

in 1791 ; and the Massachusetts, in 1792. All of these

societies were organized by men not especially agricultur-

ists, but energetic men of business, who recognized the im-

portance of agriculture and the necessity of encouraging it

as the leading industry, and the one on which all others

depended for success and material prosperity.

These societies were regarded with suspicion or diffidence

by those immediately engaged in practical farming, as being

city organizations, promulgating theories not necessarily

practical or useful in general farm management. Conse-

quently, the benefits they were to be to the people were

slowly comprehended. The average farmer was unwilling

to adopt untried theories, however plausible they might
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appear. He chose to follow the methods which had heen

tried not only hy himself but by those "who had gone before

him,— methods that had produced enough for his subsist-

ence, not realizing or even thinking of the demands which

the development of the country in the near future would

make upon the agricultural industries. The promoters were

regarded as visionary, and, had they lived to- day, would be

called cranks. It is a notable fact that almost every new

enter])rise or impnn ement, in whatever direction, has been

promulgated or introduced by those Avho are considered

cranks,— whose ideas it would not do to adopt or follow

until thorough investigation and demonstration had proved

their usefulness.

Farmers as a class are even at the present day slow to adopt

new ideas,— not because they are less intelligent, but more

conservative. A large part of the farms are situated away

from the marts of business, and the necessity of giving his

attention closely to the business on the farm takes and

keeps him away to an extent from the whirlpool of business,

and the defiant go-a-headitiveness which characterizes the

congregation of people in town and city. His business and

his surroundings have a tendency to make him conserva-

tive ; and, while farmers as a class may be regarded as

slow, the dependence placed upon them by those engaged in

other industries is second to none in the community, State

or nation. To their conservatism as individuals may be

attril)uted the stability of their organizations. Societies

organized a century ago, still in existence and doing good

work, are evidences of this fact.

The charters of most agricultural societies state that they

were organized to promote agriculture and the mechanic

arts in the communities where they are located, terms broad

enough to cover the several kinds or lines of agriculture

and allied industries, wherever formed. The object of

their establishment was a commendable one. Their worth

and influence upon communities and people, wherever lo-

cated, can never be counted or even estimated. While

those most intimately and closely connected with them have

received the most and greatest benefit, as the pebble thrown

into the pool, creating a large ripple at fiirst, continues its
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influence until every drop of water contained therein is dis-

turbed, so societies organized for the good of the people

will affect all classes in the community to a greater or less

extent. Agricultural societies established primarily for the

improvement of stock and the productions of the soil have

been a perhaps silent influence in the encouragement of

other industries allied to agriculture. The improvement in

farm machinery, intelligent fertilization, the convenient ar-

rangement of farm buildings, the introduction of new varie-

ties of crops, and many other things which we enjoy to-day,

which add to our comfort and pleasure, have been stimu-

lated either directly or indirectly by agricultural organiza-

tions. Changes have taken place in many of the features

of their management and purposes, it is true, but this is

only in keeping with the advancement going on all around

us in every industr}^

At the close of a centur}^ and the beginning of a new one

it is profitable, as well as natural, for us to note some of

the many changes that have taken place in tlie hundred

years now past. To note all the changes that have taken

place in our homes and upon the farms would be calling a

long roll. A century ago not even in the homes of the

richest was there a furnace or even an open grate or a bath-

room or gas jet. The warming pan, the four-post bed with

its curtains to be drawn when extremely cold, were among
the luxuries then enjoyed. In those days the merchant kept

his own books, and wrote his own letters with a quill pen

and let them dry or dusted them with sand. Not a letter

box existed or a stamp or an envelope. In the most popu-

lous places there was but one mail a day, and in the larger

towns but one a week, while in the smaller and more remote

places one a month was all that was expected. In 1799

there were but seventeen daily newspapers in all the United

States,— not a magazine or an illustrated paper of any sort,

or scientific paper or trade journal. All printing was done

by hand. To print as much matter as is now printed by one

of the most modern presses in one hour would have taken

three months by the presses then in use. Not one of the

many modern inventions now in daily use, and so common
as not to receive a passing notice or thought, of when or

where they were first constructed, then existed.
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Could an individual of the eighteenth century come back,

he would 1)0 overcome and completely bewildered with tiie

man}^ changes that have taken place along every line.

Could he take up the daily paper of to-day, he would find it

utterly impossible to understand the expressions he would

meet in every paragraph. The advertisements of saleslady,

the typewriter, the stenographer, the lineman, the gripman,

the motorman, the conductor, the electrician, the elevator

boy and a host of others, whose trades and occupations are

so familiar, would be men and women concerning whose

daily life and occupation he would be unable to form the

faintest conception. Could the farmer of a hundred years

ago come back, with what astonishment would he look upon

the modern farm implements and machinery. He would be

unable to conceive for what purpose they were made, or

how they could be used. The sulky plow, the various kinds

of harrows and cultivators, planting machines, reaping,

mowing and other harvesting machines, horse rakes, potato

diggers, lawn mowers and many others whose purposes he

could not understand, would till him with wonder and

amazement.

It is next to impossible to note a tithe of the improve-

ment along every line and in every direction. Indeed,

human pursuits are so intimately connected and interwoven

with each other that an improvement in one tends to the

advancement of them all. The changes that have taken

place in material things are hardly a measure of the changes

that have taken place in the constitutions of the people and

society, and esj)ecially in education. We of to-day are

filled with wonder, if we but stop to consider the marvellous

changes that have taken place within our own recollection

along every line, and the wonderful improvement for our

comfort and welfare.

In this wonderful advance, which is but the outcome of

advancing civilization, agricultural organizations have been

an agency, among many others, exerting an influence which

may have been silent, yet none the less potent, organized

for a specific purpose, the prosecution of which helped

along the general advance and called for and made possible

other and kindred organizations. The farmers' clubs and

granges are organizations of this character, whose purpose
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is to improve tlie educational and social condition of farm-

ers and rural communities. So great and powerful has

become their influence, not only in local communities but

in State and nation, that legislative bodies regard their

opinions and requests with deference, and the vast amount

of good they have accomplished in educational and social

improvement can never be estimated. Some of these or-

ganizations have attempted to make of themselves business

organizations, with only partial success, and in some cases

with disastrous results. This is but an illustration of try-

ing to accomplish something outside of the main purpose

for which they were designed, at the same time demonstrat-

ing the desirability of business organizations among farm-

ers. Co-operative associations for business purposes among

farmers are relatively new, and in only a few branches has

co-operation been tried. Co-operative cheese and butter

factories are perhaps the most extensive and successful of

such organizations, and illustrate clearly what can be done

in the way of business for the farmer and his products,

greatly to his advantage, by combined efforts.

To-day those engaged in almost every kind of business

are combining and organizing for their mutual benefit ; and,

while we hear a great many deprecating remarks in regard

to trusts, we have yet to learn wherein they have been of

material injury to any one, and in many instances they have

cheapened commodities to the consumer. They have been

of great advantage in the conduct of business to those who

have formed them. Farmers as a class are slow to coml)ine

for their mutual benefit in business ; but why should they

not, as well as the manufacturers or the producers of any

commodity ? It seems to the writer that along this line of

organization should the attention of the agriculturists be

directed, thus taking themselves out of the hands, so far as

possible, of those who get the largest per cent of what the

consumer pays for the products of the farmer. Cheapening

farm products to the consumer and getting more for himself

are among the possibilities to be realized.

Agricultural societies and their annual fairs have had an

influence which has aftected the whole people in a greater or

less degree, according to the interest taken in them. Nor
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do I believe that their usefulness is passed, or the time

come when they should be discarded. They may be, indeed

they should be, changed in many respects to meet the de-

mand of new and advancing ideas, and still be a powder for

good in promoting the agricultural and mechanical indus-

tries of the communities of State and nation. To forecast

the future of existing agricultural organizations with any

degree of certainty would be impossible. They will be,

like everything else, subject to change, to meet wants and

fulfil the demands of a progressive public spirit. Their in-

fluence can be measured only by the interest taken in them.

As they are representatives of the leading occupation, and

the one on which all others depend for material and even

for existence, they should receive the most cordial support

of the whole people. It would be a commendable object to

impress the people with the importance of agriculture to all

other industries ; to call the attention of those engaged in

other pursuits and industries to their dependence on agri-

culture for their success. There is a tendency, in the rest-

less rush in business, which characterizes the American
people, to forget the prime factors which lie at the founda-

tion, so eager are they to reach conclusions at a jump. But
stability in all things can be attained only wiien the founda-

tions are secure. Let it be the grand aim of the farmer to

so impress the importance of his occupation on all others,

and so demean himself, that he shall be able to take the first

place in the community and society, to which his vocation

entitles him.
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THE EELATION OF AGRICULTURE TO THE PUBLIC

HEALTH.

BY DR. SAMUEL W. ABBOTT, SECRETARY MASSACHUSETTS STATE BOARD
OP HEALTH.

In the study of man as a social being nothing is more

evident than the fact that his comfort, his happiness, his

health, almost his very existence, depend largely on his re-

lation to his fellowmen. Robinson Crusoe had his man
Friday ; the hermit and the monk are more or less depend-

ent on the outer world, notwithstanding any vow they may
have made to lead a separate, isolated life. The philosopher

Thoreau said, "I never found the companion that was so

companionable as solitude. ... It would be better if there

were but one inhabitant to a square mile, as where I live."

But even Thoreau, after living for two years as a hermit,

found it best to return to civilized life again.

If this is true individually, it is true collectively. The

great industrial classes— artisans, mechanics, laborers,

teachers, professional men, sailors, fishermen, clerks and

farmers— are all interdependent upon each other.

So, in the human body, every member makes every other

member more useful, and each one increases the efficiency

of all. The two eyes make the one pair of hands more use-

ful than a dozen pair without eyes. Sir Charles Bell, in his

" Essay on the human hand," shows that the thumb makes

the four fingers more serviceable than a score of fingers

without the thumb. " On the length, strength, free lateral

motion and perfect mobility of the thumb depends the

power of the human hand."

In the treatment of the subject, "The relation of agri-

culture to the public health," I shall deal with the question

from different stand-points : first, in a subjective manner,

that is to say, the efiect of the occupation of agriculture
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upon the farmer himself and upon his family ; second, the

relation of the occupation of farming or agriculture to the

health of the community; and, finally, in a more general

way, by a comparison of these two general branches with

each other.

What is the effect of the occupation of agriculture upon

those who have chosen this occupation? And how may
their condition be improved ?

Of all the occupations, trades and professions in which

mankind are employed, that of farming is, with one excep-

tion, the most healthful and the most conducive to long life.

I do not need to add that it is also the oldest of all indus-

tries, the most natural and the most important to the physi-

cal welfare of man. Let us imagine, for a moment, that the

work of raising crops, milk products, fruit, cattle and other

food animals were to cease entirely for a period of one year,

and contemplate the effect of such an event. The cessation

of any other industry which can be named could not produce

so disastrous an effect upon the human race.

Let us examine this question of the healthfulness of agri-

culture as a profession or occupation more closely, with

reference to the reasons.

In general, it may be said that out-door occupations are

more healthful and conducive to length of life than in-door

industries. In order to successfully till the soil, to raise

crops and tend cattle and other animals, the farmer must

necessarily lead an out-door life, as compared, for example,

with mill operatives, shoemakers, book-keepers and other

in-door occupations. Those occupations in which large

numbers of people are employed together are unhealthful in

proportion to the numbers crowded together in a given

space. They are also unhealthful with reference to the

character of the occupation in which they are employed.

Occupations which produce irritating dust, like stone cut-

ting, knife grinding, rag sorting, etc., tend to shorten the

lives of workmen and produce consumption ; while persons

who live largely in the open air, like farmers and fishermen,

escape such noxious influences.

The accompanying table presents some of these facts in a

more definite manner :
—
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Comparative Mortality ofMen in Different Occiqmtions in England.*

Clergymen, .
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The rush, the hurry, the anxiety, the worry of the business

man, the financier, the politician, the soul and body de-

stroying conditions which surround the devotee of fashion,

do not affect him. Undoubtedly he has his trials and per-

plexities, but, all combined, they cannot counterbalance or

offset the general good influence of his occupation.

The average life of the lawyer, the physician, the me-

chanic, the soldier, the laborer, is in either case shorter

than that of the farmer. So far as the medical profession

is concerned, there is the constant and wearing influence of

the sight of human beings suffering with pain and sickness,

of witnessing death-bed scenes, of broken rest at night and

of direct exposure to infectious diseases. I have often been

asked the question, " Why do not doctors take or contract

contagious diseases ? " I answer that the assumption is en-

tirely wrong at the outset. Physicians do take infectious

diseases, and die with them in a greater ratio than the gen-

eral population, and the same is true of nurses, hospital

attendants and all others whose duty it is to wait upon the

sick.

Country life in general is more healthful than city life.

The death rate of the country is almost always less than

that of the city. It is the constant stream of humanity that

is always flowing from the country toward the city that

keeps the city alive. The vigorous health of those who
dwell upon the farms is in strong contrast to the weaklings

who are produced by thousands amidst the densely crowded

quarters of our large cities.

It was the Germans, the Goths and the Vandals, fresh

from the fields and farms of northern and middle Europe,

that finally prevailed over the Roman people, who had be-

come enervated by the licentiousness, the excesses and

debasing habits of city life. John Burroughs says, in con-

trasting the farmer and the dweller in cities: "A nation

always begins to rot first in its great cities, is, indeed,

always rotting there, and is saved only by the antiseptic

virtues of fresh supplies of country blood ;
" and again he

says :
'* The farmer has the most sane and natural occupa-

tion, and ought to find life sweeter, if less highly seasoned,

than any other. He alone, strictly speaking, has a home.
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How can a man take root and thrive without land? He
writes his history upon the field. How many ties, how
many resources, he has : his friendships with his cattle, his

team, his dog, his trees ; the satisfaction in his growing

crops, in his improved fields ; his intimacy with nature,

with bird and beast and with the quickening elemental

forces; his co-operations with the cloud, the sun, the sea-

sons, heat, wind, rain and frost. Nothing will take the

social distempers, which the city and artificial life breed,

out of a man, like direct and loving contact with the soil.

It draws out the poison. It humbles him, teaches him
patience and reverence, and restores the proper tone to his

system."

It is the out-door life, the keen observation of the every-

day events of the farm and the forest, the watchful eye and

ear, the minute observation of birds and their habits, of the

squirrel, the rabbit, the weasel, the ferret, the fox, the

muskrat and the woodchuck, of the multitudes of different

kinds of insects both useful and injurious, that have given

us such books as have been written by Gilbert White and

Thoreau and John Burroughs and Bradford Torrey and

Seton Thompson, — books that every observing farmer

ought to have in his library to read in the long winter

evenings.

But there are exceptions to every rule. I have said that

the farmer is, with one exception, the longest-lived man.

Were it not for certain circumstances, he would lead the

list. How, then, may his condition be improved? I shall

now direct your attention to a few of the points wherein

improvement nuiy be made.

And first, since 1 have spoken of the value of fresh out-

door air in promoting health and long life, I will add to this

that fresh in-door air is quite as important to those who
live in the house, and especially is this true of the sleeping

rooms. Too often does it happen in the modern farm-

house that the sleeping rooms are too small, and are also

wanting in the proper means of ve)itilatton. Ventilation

means the change of the foul air of the in-door apartment,

and its renewal by fresh air from out doors. This cannot

be done in a sleeping room in which the windows and doors
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are tightly closed, unless special provision is made for re-

newing the air by means of an out-door opening, such as

may be furnished by an open fireplace or grate ; and even a

grate is not a sufficient means of ventilation, so long as

there is no fire in it. A man who lives in this manner year

after year, breathing the foul air of a tightly closed sleeping

room, cannot continue in good health. The actual cost of

maintaining a house with good ventilation is somewhat

greater than that of a house with no ventilation at all, since

a greater amount of fuel is required for a well-ventilated

house than is necessary for a house with no ventilation.

The Water Supply.— If pure air is essential to good health,

so is pure water. From my own observation of very many
farms which I have visited and inspected, I should say that

the water supply of farms is, on the whole, better than that

of thickly settled villages, in which the domestic water

supply is drawn entirely from private Avells. There are,

however, abundant instances of badly polluted water sup-

plies among the farms of Massachusetts, and when such

farms are also dairies, producing milk for the supply of

large populations, the polluted water supply becomes a

serious danger and a menace to the public health.

I shall allude to this phase of the subject more at length

in another connection.

The peculiar regard which each householder or house

owner has for his own well is sometimes marvellous, when

a single glance at its surroundings would convince even a

casual observer that the owner's estimate is far from correct.

The water looks clear and transparent ; it has a sparkling

taste ; very likely the owner prefers it to any other water

in the world. But clear and good tasting water is not

necessarily pure water, and may be exceedingly polluted,

as an ordinary chemical analysis often shows. It is neces-

sary, therefore, in locating a well, to place it in such a

position that no foul drainage from any source can possibly

enter it, either by filtration through the ground or by sur-

face flow over the ground. The cow yard, the back yard

of the house, the barn cellar, the house cellar, the neigh-

borhood of the hog sty and the cesspool, none of these

places is suited for the site of the well. As a general rule,
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it would be preferable to place the well above the house and

barn, in higher rather than in lower ground, unless some
neighbor's house, and consequently his drainage system or

want of system, happens to be on still higher ground above

the well. In hilly and mountainous regions it is a common
and an excellent practice to draw the water for the farm

from a spring at an elevation on the mountain side, above

the house and away from all possibility of contamination.

In connecting such springs with the house there is, how-
ever, an element of danger which deserves a moment's

notice. I refer to the use of lead pipe. Under certain

conditions and with certain waters lead pipe is used con-

tinuously and without harm ; but this is not always the case.

It is only quite recently that I have investigated a serious

epidemic of lead poisoning in a small village furnished with

a public water supply, where some thirty or forty people

were poisoned with lead, and some of them quite seriously.

In all these cases of poisoning I found that unusually long

lines of lead pipe were used to connect the houses with the

street mains. I also found that little care had been taken

to draw off the water which had stood in the pipe over night

befor© using it in the morning. With this precaution the

danger is greatly diminished. It is much safer, however,

to use no lead pipe at all. Iron is entirely safe, and the

added cost of occasional renewal of the pipes does not im-

pose a serious tax upon the house holder.

Drainage. — Having considered the water which enters

the house, let us now spend a few moments upon another

and a similar question,— the water which goes out of the

house, that is to say, the drainage or sewage of the house

;

in other words, the water which has entered the house, with

the addition of such refuse as the household may add to it.

The location of farm-houses at a distance from densely

settled communities usually prevents their connection with

public systems of sewerage ; hence it becomes necessary to

take care of the house drainage upon the farm itself.

A repulsive pool of foul-smelling sewage near the back

door of the farm-house or under the windows of sleeping

rooms is not a pleasing or a healthful ornament to the home-
stead. If a cesspool is used to receive the sewage, it should
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be so constructed that no foul odors from it can escape into

the house, and this can best be done by a perfect trap be-

tween the cesspool and the house. The ordinary bell trap

at the sink is not a sufficient safeguard. Another plan is to

dispose of the drainage into small subsoil pipes loosely laid,

so that the contents may pass outward into the soil, to be

used by the growing crops.

Food.— Another important element which influences the

health of the farmer is his food. Several years ago the

State Board of Health made an investigation in regard to

the food of the people of Massachusetts, very much of

which related to the food of farmers. I will quote the most

important of the conclusions which they published at that

time :
—

1. Good bread is scarce, and is too often made with some

unwholesome substitute for yeast.

2. There is too little variety in food.

3. Meat is too often fried.

4. Pastry and cakes are used to an injurious extent.

5. Too little time is allotted for meals.

The quality of the beverages taken with meals is a matter

of no little importance. Coffee, tea and cocoa form a use-

ful addition to meals, when they are not taken in excess.

Intoxicating drinks should be banished forever from every

farmer's table, since no man can tell when he has passed the

danger line in their use, so far as the eflect upon his health

is concerned.

There are certain curious fallacies in regard to the use of

food, beverages and drugs, which are worthy of a moment's

consideration. One of these is the popular belief, which

has prevailed for many years, which attributes to phos-

phorus and its compounds in food an unusual importance in

promoting the growth of the brain and of the intellectual

powers. Hence much stress is given to the eating of fish,

and the use of acid phosphates as beverages. That this

curious theory has little foundation, however, is pretty well

proven b}^ the following facts :
—

1 . There is no evidence to show that the brain requires

phosphorus more than the bones or other organs of the

body.
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2. Fish contains no more phosphorus than other kinds of

animal food, and the unbolted cereals, wheat, oatmeal, rye

and Indian corn.

3. People who are most accustomed to a fish diet, i.e.,

fishermen (the natives of Cape Cod and of fishing ports

generally), do not give evidence of possessing unusual in-

tellectual powers.

A young writer once sent a communication to Mark Twain,

asking his opinion as to the use of fish as a food for develop-

ino^ the brain, at the same time suo-ofestino; that Professor

Agassiz had recommended the eating of fish for that pur-

pose.' He replied : " Yes, Agassiz does recommend authors

to eat fish, because the phosphorus in fish makes brains.

So far, you are correct. But I cannot help you to a deci-

sion about the' amount you need to eat. If the specimen

composition you send is about your fair, usual average, I

should judge that perhaps a couple of whales would be all

you would want for the present,— not the largest kind, but

simply good, middling-sized whales."

Another source of harm exists in the excessive use of

patent medicines. Under the false impression that some

sort of drug must be taken in the spring to *' purify the

blood," to cure a "tired feeling," to *'make the weak

strong," pounds of iodide of potash are taken under the

false name of sarsaparilla, of saltpetre under the name of

kidney cures, of alcohol under the name of celery com-

pound, nervura and so on. All of these preparations are

injurious, and are constantly undermining the health of the

victims who are continually dosing themselves with them.

Recreation.— The kind of recreation most needed by any

man depends very much upon the character of his occupa-

tion. To the farmer, who has held the plow all day long

in spring time, or swung the scythe in midsummer, or cut

and piled several cords of wood in winter, it would be

superfluous advice to tell him to spend an hour or two a

day in rowing or in kicking foot-ball by way of exercise at

the close of the day. Exercise to his weary limbs would

not be restful. These are the kinds of recreation which are

most useful for the clerk and the book-keeper, whose life

is mainly sedentary and confined within closed apartments.
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common), is far more dangerous than one who is sick in

bed, since the latter can have no direct connection with the

milk supply.

In order to consider the operation of such cases, let us

suppose a case. An epidemic of typhoid fever is found to

exist in a city of twenty-five thousand people. Twenty
cases or more of typhoid fever are reported to the city

board of health. There are fifty milkmen who supply the

city with milk from the neighboring towns. All of these

cases of typhoid fever, or nearly all, are customers of one

milkman. This circumstance directs the attention of the

board of health to this milk route, and, on further investi-

gation, a case of typhoid fever is found to exist at the dairy

where the milk is produced, and a careless method of hand-

ling the milk is also found to exist. I need not specify the

circumstances which are often found to exist in actual ex-

perience. The evidence of these facts is in most instances

sufiicient to establish a presumptive connection at least be-

tween the typhoid fever at the dairy and that which exists

on the route of the distributer.

Within the past ten years I have been called to investi-

gate several outbreaks of another disease, — trichinosis,

—

which is not very common among the native New England

population. It is always and invariably due to one cause,

— the eating of pork, and also of uncooked or insufiiciently

cooked pork. Fifty cases and five deaths occurred from

this cause in the town of Colrain in Franklin County a few

years since, all among Germans or other European immi-

grants, and all were due to eating raw pork. The disease

in the hog is caused by bad methods of feeding, and it usu-

ally exists in a very considerable percentage of hogs which

are swill-fed. The State Board of Health, during the past

few years, has conducted experiments at two State institu-

tions which show that the disease may be entirely prevented

in the hog by cooking his food, and by ceasing to feed out

the entrails of slaughtered hogs.

I have said enough in this direction to establish two im-

portant principles in regard to farm and dairy work : first,

the necessity of absolute cleanliness in every department of

work ; and, second, the rule which I have already stated,

—
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that no person who is ailing or even slightly ill with any

infectious disease should be permitted to have any part in

dairy work until such person has entirely recovered and has

been pronounced well by the attending physician. If these

rules are followed, the milk producer will have less occa-

sion to complain of frequent loss in the sale of this most

useful article of food.

A great stir has been made in Europe in recent years,

with the object of preventing the importation of certain

fruits, the products of American farms. The reasons al-

leged, chiefly by the German government, were that poison-

ous insecticides were used for the spraying of fruit trees in

the United States. Another reason alleged was that zinc

had been found in dried fruits. This statement rests upon

the fact that apples and peaches and other fruits are often

evaporated or dried upon zinc trays, and hence small

amounts of metallic zinc are occasionally found in the fruit.

The amount, however, is so small and the form in which

the zinc is found is such that no harm need be feared from

this source.

The practice of spraying fruit trees in the season of blos-

soming and for a few days afterward has become widespread,

and demands a moment's notice. The substances used for

this purpose are, some of them at least, deadly poisons.

Arsenic in the form of Paris green and London purple, with

sulphate of copper or blue vitriol, are employed for this })ur-

pose, and these make the most efficient means for destroying

the various insect pests which attack our fruit trees, currant

bushes, potato vines and other plants.

In the case of fruit trees, like the apple, the principal

insect pests are the American tent caterpillar and the canker

worm, each of which usually hatches and begins and com-

pletes its destructive work between May 10 and June 20.

Now, the season of harvest for the great volume of the

apple crop is about October first, and probably none which

are raised for export are gathered before September first.

There is, therefore, a period of from two to three months,

in which the average rainfall is about three inches per

month,— a quantity amply sufficient to wash away all traces

of the spraying substances from the fruit and the leaves.
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the necessity of absolute cleanliness in every department of

work ; and, second, the rule which I have already stated,

—
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that no person who is ailing or even slightly ill with any

infectious disease should be permitted to have any part in

dairy work until such person has entirely recovered and has

been pronounced well by the attending physician. If these

rules are followed, the milk producer will have less occa-

sion to complain of frequent loss in the sale of this most

useful article of food.

A great stir has been made in Europe in recent years,

with the object of preventing the importation of certain

fruits, the products of American farms. The reasons al-

leged, chiefly by the German government, were that poison-

ous insecticides were used for the spraying of fruit trees in

the United States. Another reason alleged was that zinc

had been found in dried fruits. This statement rests upon

the fact that apples and peaches and other fruits are often

evaporated or dried upon zinc trays, and hence small

amounts of metallic zinc are occasionally found in the fruit.

The amount, however, is so small and the form in which

the zinc is found is such that no harm need be feared from

this source.

The practice of spraying fruit trees in the season of blos-

soming and for a few days afterward has become widespread,

and demands a moment's notice. The substances used for

this purpose are, some of them at least, deadly poisons.

Arsenic in the form of Paris green and London purple, with

sulphate of copper or blue vitriol, are employed for this pur-

pose, and these make the most efficient means for destroying

the various insect pests which attack our fruit trees, currant

bushes, potato vines and other plants.

In the case of fruit trees, like the apple, the principal

insect pests are the American tent caterpillar and the canker

worm, each of which usually hatches and begins and com-

pletes its destructive work between May 10 and June 20.

Now, the season of harvest for the great volume of the

apple crop is about October first, and probal)ly none which

are raised for export are gathered before September lirst.

There is, therefore, a period of from two to three months,

in which the average rainfall is about three inches per

month,— a quantity amply sufficient to wash away all traces

of the spraying substances from the fruit and the leaves.
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In the summer of 1896 I made the following experiment.

Having built a small platform in the crotch of a large old

apple tree, about fifteen feet from the ground, I took a two-

gallon pailful of Paris green mixture up to the platform

about three times a week, and sprayed the whole tree from

this platform, alternating occasionally with a solution of sul-

phate of copper. At least half of the sprayings were of Paris

green. This mixture was so strong as to destroy some of the

smaller branches near the centre of the tree. The sprayings

were continued till at least a dozen doses had been applied

between May 15 and June 15, and the canker worms were

pretty thoroughly destroyed. A good crop of unusually

fair apples began to appear, and were of three kinds,

—

Dutch Codlings, Gravensteins and Danvers Sweets, The
early apples were picked about September 5 and the late

sweets about October 5 or later. Several of these were

selected, of two kinds, together with some of the leaves,

and were submitted to the State chemist' for analysis, and

he reported that not the slightest trace of either arsenic or

copper could be found in them.

It should, however, be borne in mind that Paris green is

a deadly poison, and when used on the farm, either for de-

stroying the pests of fruit trees or potatoes or even larger

vermin, like rats and mice, the greatest care should be taken

to put the supply of poison out of the reach of children and

of animals.

In what points do these general branches, agriculture and

public health, resemble each other?

In point of usefulness to the community, agriculture and

public health have a great deal in common. Agriculture

provides the means wherewith life is sustained, the suste-

nance essential to the continuance of the human race. jVine-

tenths of all the food used throughout the world is the

product of agriculture. How essential it is, therefore, that

this most useful branch should be developed in the most

thorough manner and maintained in the most perfect degree.

As it is true that agriculture maintains life, it is also true

that public health or hygiene protects life. Although the

term preventive medicine is of comparatively recent origin,

the practical application of the science is by no means new.
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Moses applied it many centuries ago in the preventive

treatment of leprosy and in the management of camp life.

In the middle ages nineteen thousand lazarettos were neces-

sary to provide shelter in continental Europe for the out-

casts from this disease. Dr. Jenner applied it when he

introduced the practice of vaccination for the prevention of

small-pox, a hundred years ago. But it is only within the

past half-century that systematic and careful study and at-

tention have been given to public hygiene, with the view of

training young men in the science of preventive medicine,

or the art of prolonging life. It is a fact capable of easy

demonstration, that, since careful attention has been given

to the subject of preventing the spread of infectious diseases

by means of notification, isolation, disinfection and vaccina-

tion, and still more recent methods of treatment and pre-

vention by means of the taking of cultures and the use of

antitoxin, the death rate from the infectious diseases has

been sensibly diminished and the length of human life cor-

respondingly prolonged ; and this is notably true of Eng-

land, the country where the most careful attention has been

given to the subject and the greatest amount of money ex-

pended in its accomplishment.

Public hygiene or preventive medicine, again, is like

agriculture in its method of dealing with those evils which,

on the one hand, destroy human beings and limit their

progress, and, on the other, those which seriously interfere

with the abundance and the quality of growing crops ; and

the principles of prevention which are applied in either case

are very much alike.

If a sound, healthy infant, born of healthy parents, were

to be placed in a glass case, and fed with pure food which

had been freed from all germs of disease by due process of

sterilization, and were constantly supplied with pure air

which had also been sterilized ; if the water which it drank

were to be always pure spring water, and if in all other

points it were to be treated on perfectly healthful princi-

ples, such an infant would never die of measles or small-pox

or scarlet fever or typhoid fever or whooping-cough or

consumption.

So, also, in agriculture, if an ai)ple tree or a peach tree
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were to be enclosed in a glass case, where it would be sup-

plied with abundance of sunlight, with filtered water and

sterilized air and soil deprived of all pathogenic germs or

eggs of noxious insects, no canker worm or caterpillar or

gypsy moth or any other pest could possibly molest it, and

its leaves and flowers and fruit would mature and ripen in

fairness and beauty. This is the principle of isolation.

There is also a great similarity in the methods of spread

of infectious diseases and of insect pests ; and, while there

is a similarity in the general group of infectious diseases to

that of insect pests, there are also many points of specific

diflTerence.

Influenza, for example, spreads with amazing rapidity,

and attacks great tracts of country in a few hours" time. It

appeared in Boston about Dec. 19, 1889, and in less than a

week had also appeared in nearly every city of the northern

States. One class of diseases, cholera and typhoid fever,

spreads through the medium of water supplies ; another

class, including small-pox and scarlet fever, by means of

the air and by actual contact. The spread of consumption

is favored l)y the presence of dust difiused through the air

of rooms and carrying with it the germs of disease.

So, too, in agriculture, the various insect pests differ in

the method of their spread. The female canker worm
ascends the trunks of trees in the warm days of late autumn

or early spring, and lays her eggs on the twigs, to be

hatched in the months of May or June. Hence the mode

of prevention is to place a barrier upon the trunks of the

trees, which shall hinder the insects from gaining access to

the branches. So with the American tent caterpillar. This

insect lays its eggs upon the small outer twigs of the trees,

in bunches of several hundred eggs in each, carefully var-

nishing the bunches to protect them from the weather.

Destruction of these bunches or belts of eggs, or of the

young caterpillars as soon as they are hatched, is the only

practical mode of dealing with them.

Again, the same substances which destroy noxious insects

are also used in medicine as disinfectants, and the careful

study of their action will advance the cause of agriculture.

The farmer who carefully applies the right form of insecti-
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cide to bis potato vines during the growing season will

insure the best crop. So, also, with his fruit trees ; a care-

ful application of spraying liquid of such strength as not to

injure the trees, but strong enough to destroy the insect

pests, will insure the best crop of fair and handsome fruit.

So the health officer, who applies disinfectants judiciously

and intelligently, will be rewarded in finding that scarlet

fever, diphtheria and other pests of mankind will not recur

in the same household unless introduced from outside

sources.

I cannot close this comparison without reference to the

labors of one man who has lately passed away from earth to

his great reward, and who was a common benefactor both

of the medical profession and of those wdio till the soil. He
was much more,— he was a benefactor to the whole human
race. I mean Louis Pasteur. Born in the little town of

Dole, in France, of humble parentage, his father was a

veteran French soldier, afterward a tanner. The son Louis

early in life became an enthusiastic student of nature and

of natural laws. More than a half-centurv ago he had besfun

the course of experimental research which destined him to

become one of the greatest allies of the medical profession

and of agriculture that the world has ever known.

One of his first triumphs was the discovery of the cause

of the silkworm disease. In 1849 and 1850 the silkworms

were attacked with a parasitic disease which caused the loss

to France, in the silkworm industry alone, of $20,000,000

in a single year. The plague spread to vSpain and Italy, and

finally no eastern country was exempt from its ravages

except Japan. Pasteur was urged to study the sul)ject, with

the view of finding the cause of the disease and its preven-

tion. He gave his whole attention to this question for

nearly three years, and so zealously did he pursue his ex-

periments that his health broke down, he became enfeebled,

and was stricken with partial paralysis in 18(58, while he

was in the midst of this important w^ork. He had, how-
ever, already found the cause and the mode of prevention,

which consisted in separating the healthy moths from those

which were sick, carrying out the true principle of isolation

in infectious diseases, and thus he restored the silk industry
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to France. He never fully recovered from the partial

paralysis which he suffered, so far as his body was con-

cerned ; but for nearly thirty years his mind remained un-

dimmed, and during these thirty years he discovered the

mode of curing those who are bitten by mad dogs, until his

institute at Paris became the centre to which afflicted people

resort from all parts of Europe for treatment. Another

important discovery wiiich he made was the cause of fowl or

chicken cholera, to which he also gave earnest attention and

found that this, too, was a parasitic disease. The disease

known as splenic fever or malignant pustule next attracted

his attention. A young veterinary surgeon (Dr. Louvrier)

had proposed a definite method for treating the disease,

which has always been very fatal to sheep and cows in

France and Russia. Pasteur immediately entered upon the

investigation of this disease, and in less than two years he

had solved the question, and a day was appointed for a

pul)lic trial or test of its efficiency. I will let his biographer

tell the story in his own words :
—

Pasteur accepted. The experimonts were conducted at Melun,

May 5, 1881, a few miles above Paris, on the Seine. The Society

of Agriculture agreed to place at his disposal sixty sheep. The
results of these experiments were absolutely successful and con-

vincing to the most sceptical.

There was a burst of enthusiasm at these truly marvellous re-

sults. The veterinary surgeons especiallj' could not recover from

the surprise. They examined the dead, they felt the living.

" Well," said M. Bouley to one of them, " are you convinced?

There remains nothing for you to do but to bow before the

master," he added, pointing to Pasteur, " and to exclaim, ' I see,

I know, I am undeceived.'"

Having suddenly become fervent apostles of the new doctrine,

the veterinary surgeons went about proclaiming everywhere what

they had seen. One of those who had been most sceptical carried

his proselytising zeal to such a point that he wished to inoculate

himself.

An extraordinary movement was everywhere produced in favor

of this method of preventive treatment. A great number of agri-

cultui-al societies wished to repeat the celebrated experiment. The

breeders of cattle overwhelmed Pasteur with applications for vac-

cine. At the end of the year 1881 he had already treated 33,946

animals. In 1882 the number amounted to 399,102.
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But Pasteur still lives in his works. He lives also in his

pupils. To one of these we owe the recent discovery of

the most potent means which have yet been found for dimin-

ishing the fatality of that terrible scourge and destroyer of

children, diphtheria. From the teaching of this man there

comes help to the agriculturist and to the physician,— yes,

to all mankind.

Let me not close without commending to every farmer,

as an addition to his library, the biography of such a man
as Pasteur, together with the works of Thoreau, of John
Burroughs, of Bolles and Bradford Torrey, and of good old

Gilbert White of Selborne. It is from the study of the

writings of such men that our eyes are opened to see the life

that surrounds us in the woods, the fields, the ponds and

the streams, and to learn from every living thing some new
and useful lesson.
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SOIL EXHAUSTION.

BY GEO. E. STONE, PH.D., PROFESSOR OF BOTAKY, MASSACHUSETTS
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE.

The problem of soil exhaustion is one with which the

farmers of ]\Iassachusetts have been brought face to face

for many years. The land in this State has been deforested

a number of times, and has been under cultivation or utilized

for asrricultural purposes for many generations. Hence,

the original condition of the soil, with the primitive store-

house of available plant food, has been greatly modified.

The two factors that exert an influence on the soil are its

chemical composition and its physical properties. These

two factors are intimately connected, and, in general, one

cannot be modified without changing the other. The chem-

ical composition of the soil is fully as important for plant

growth as its physical properties. The soil, however, may
contain tons of plant food which are not available. On the

other hand, the physical conditions of the soil should be

adapted to the plant, in order that normal root respiration

may take place. Unless the physical conditions are adapted

to the plant requirements, the amount and kind of available

plant food exert very little influence upon the growth of

plants. Many plants, however, possess a wide range of

adaptability, and are not restricted to a definite soil texture.

In some cases it is also essential that the particles of soil be

of sufficient size, and their arrangement of a certain order,

so that air spaces of a definite size are formed, adapted

to the particular plant under cultivation. It is, therefore,

not only the size of the particles but their arrangement

which determine the physical properties of the soil. The

water-retaining capacity of the soil is dependent upon its

physical properties. A light, sandy soil from Cape Cod

possesses a water-retaining capacity of thirty-five per cent,
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while the heavier inland soils possess sixty to seventy per

cent. A soil, for example, that is adapted to onions is not

adapted to lettuce, and one Avhich will grow potatoes will

not necessarily grow tobacco. The influence of the physi-

cal properties of the soil can best be seen on our native

species of plants. Every farmer has noticed the fondness

of the white birch, pitch pine and scrub oak to dry, sand}^

or gravelly soils ; and these plants are seldom seen on the

heavier clay soils. There are, in fact, a considerable num-

ber of native plants in our State which are so particular

about the physical condition of the soil that they can only

be found in those localities where soil of a certain texture

abounds. The peculiarities in the distribution of the wild

plants would scarcely be noticeal)le except to a botanist,

who has paid some attention to the physical conformity of

our flora ; and a knowledge of the hal>itats enables one to

form a reliable conception of the nature of the soil upon

which they are found growing. The rattle-box ( Orotalaria

sagiUalis) and the barberry are types of such plants, as,

to a less extent, is the red cedar ; the latter species seems

to delight in the presence of numerous cobble-stones as a

soil condition.

It is our intention to consider the chemical and physical

changes which have taken place in our Massachusetts soils

during the past two hundred and fifty years, and to ascertain

whether the common methods of cultivation which have

been in vogue are well adapted to produce crops of the same

magnitude as those formerly produced. During the last

decade we have heard much of abandoned farms and worn-

out soils. Yet it is well known that these farms were not

always in a sterile condition, but that they contained at one

time a considerable quantity of plant food.

Inasmuch as the predominance or scarcity of our wild

l)lants in certain localities gives us a clue to the soil condi-

tions under which they are growing, we may consider their

adaptation as a means of determining the changes w^hich

have taken place in our soils. There are also many scatter-

ing historical records which show us that plants Avhich were

once common have greatly decreased in numbers in certain

localities during the last fifty or one hundred years. It is
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not necessary for us to give a complete list of these plants

which historical records and present distribution indicate

to have become less common ; we will, therefore, take into

consideration only a few of them. One of the most notal)le

of these is the wild strawberry. This crop has so diminished

in the greater part of Massachusetts that one cannot procure,

without diligent search, a pint of berries in half a day. In

olden time, however, this crop was exceedingly large, hence

the practice of growing the fruit in gardens was wholly

unnecessary ; and, as a matter of history, the strawberry

was not cultivated to any great extent in this State previous

to one hundred years ago. The former abundance of the

strawberry in ]\Iassachusetts is mentioned by William Wood
in 1635, and also by Roger Williams, in Rhode Island, in

1643, who stated that he had " many times seen as many as

would fill a good ship within a few miles compass." It is

well known to men now living that it was possible not more
than seventy-five years ago to gather a half-bushel of straw-

berries in a few hours in certain localities of this State,

where a gill cannot be found at the present time. Many of

our native grasses have diminished in like manner. Among
trees we find the beech, canoe birch and hemlock less com-

mon, the latter having fallen ofl' to an enormous extent;

while such plants as orchids, ginseng, hobble-bush and a

host of others have become much less common in certain

localities. This is evident to any one who has taken pains

to study the past and present distribution of these species,

and who has taken into consideration their natural environ-

mental adaptations.

The question naturall}^ arises. What is the cause of this

change in our floral conditions ? This can be answered in a

few words. It is due to a decrease in the organic matter

of the soil and its associated humus compounds. There are

other influences, however, which are in part responsible for

the disappearance of certain species, notably the hemlock,

where the condition of light for the growth of seedlings is

at fault. It is, nevertheless, a lack of organic matter which

is responsible for the decline of these species, taking them

as a whole. In order that we may see the differences in the

amount of organic matter that exists in a soil approaching
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the primitive condition and one that is more or less run out,

let us examine the following table. These analyses were

made in each case with water-free samples.

Table alioioing the Amount of Organic Matter in Some Massachu-

setts Soils.

SAMPLE.
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contain a superficial layer of organic matter of a smaller

percentage. There are limited areas in this State where the

soil approaches a primitive condition, and in such places

plant development is much more luxuriant than in soils con-

taining little organic matter, which is so typical of many
of our present soils. With the exhaustion of the organic

matter in the soil there has taken place a change in its

chemical and physical properties. It no longer possesses

the same water-retaining capacity or the same amount of

available plant food. In this way the floral conditions have

been changed, and, instead of finding the characteristic

species of plants which once thrived in these soils, we find

their places taken by such species as the white birch, pop-

lar, bush clovers {Lesjjedezas)
,
goldenrods, beard's-grass

{A7idropoyons) ^ Indian grass {Chrys(ypogon nutans), etc.

The cause of the decrease in organic matter may be traced

to various operations. During the time of the early settle-

ment of Massachusetts our ancestors found here woodland

which contained an exceptionally fine growth of trees, con-

stituting a forest difficult to penetrate. Here and there

were open fields containing native grasses and herbaceous

plants, growing luxuriantly, and our large river valleys were

especially noted as being free from dense forest growths.

This native growth exhibited a natural adaptability subjected

to the laws of natural selection, as its conformity to physical

conditions was not disturbed to any great extent through

the agency of man. These natural conditions had probably

existed since the glacial period, possibly ten thousand years
;

and a considerable amount of organic matter, due to centu-

ries of decay, covered the surface of the soil. Some of the

clay hills had already been cleared by the Indians in early

times for agricultural purposes, and were in turn eagerly

sought l)y the English migrators. The profuse growth of

timljer trees constituted a hindrance rather than a blessing

to the early settlers, in consequence of which large tracts of

primitive growth were cut and burned on the spot. By this

process a large amount of wood ashes was formed, which

gave rise to remarkable crops of white clover, but at the

same time the deposition of years of organic matter of a

priceless value was destroyed. The cutting and burning





Fio. 2. Effects of tiirning under a crop of mustard (non-leguminous) upon tlie

growth of oats. Both pots were supplied with potash and phosphoric acid

equally, hut not with nitrogen. The pot marked "Senf" had mustard turned

under ; the other one had none. No immediate effect is shown on the growth
of the oats by the previous cro]> of mustard.



Fl(i. ;5. ElTiH^ts i)f tuniiii;;- imilci a. (Tdii dI' \ fUli vlc;;uiniu(>us i iiiion the j;io\\lh of

oats. Hoth pots were supijlied with jxitasli ami pliosphorio acid o(|iiall.v, as in

Fig. 2. Tlie pot marked " Salpeter" received its nitrogen in tlie form ol' salt-

peter ; the one marked "Wickeii" had vetcli tuini'd under, slicuvin'; that it was

equal to saltpeter as a source of nitrogen.
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process has been going on ever since, much to the detriment

of the organic matter and crop-producing capacity of the

soil. The open fields and meadows were once rich in or-

ganic matter, but these have become depleted through our

methods of farming, which have consisted in taking every-

thing from the soil without making much attempt to replace

•what has been removed. Had the practice of plowing in

green crops been in vogue from the earliest times, our soil

would have shown much more of its primitive character, and

its productiveness would have been much different at the

present time.

The constant depletion of organic matter which is taking

place in all of our soils is one of its most marked character-

istics at the present time, and with this decrease have come

inferior crops, an additional increase in certain weeds, and,

as already pointed out, quite marked changes in the abun-

dance and habitats of our native plants. It remains for us

to consider how these exhausted soils can be brought back

to a condition resembling their primitive form. It would

take, to be sure, some centuries to restore these soils, as

this would require the deposition and decomposition of an

immense amount of vegetable matter. Inasmuch as nature

has often assumed the role of teacher in other matters, we

may profitably turn to her guidance in considering how to

make our depleted soils more like those formerly existing

here, and consequently better adapted to support a crop.

The most rational method that we know of at the i)i'escnt

time appearing to accomplish this to a certain extent is the

continual plowing in of green crops. This practice is by no

moans resoiled to as much as it should be by farmers. The

cultivation of cover crops and subsequent turning of them

under not only increases the organic matter and food con-

stituents of the soil, thereby giving rise to larger crops, but

most favorably modifies the physical conditions. Cover

crops also conserve soil nitrogen, and prevent, to a large

extent, the soil from washing during winter. A soil enriched

by organic matter will retain more moisture, and hence is

better able to withstand drought. No small compensation

for the trouble of green manuring consists in keeping the

weeds down. A field of corn sown with any crop during
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July is the best guarantee the farmer can have against

weeds. A field not sown down will, as is too often the case,

be covered with Roman wormwood, pigweed, and other

undesirable growths. The plowing in of green crops should

be practised on all land subject to cultivation whenever

there is a possibility of so doing. With corn, a crop of red

Horse Bean. Red Clover.

Fig. 1. Nodules on the roots of legumes.

clover, mustard or melilotus (sweet clover) can be sown

after the last cultivation, and this can be cut and utilized

for feeding, and the roots plowed under just before the next

year's planting. The common red clover and sweet clover

possess an advantage over mustard, as their roots are pro-

vided with nitrogen-containing nodules, the product of

bacterial activity (see Fig. 1). In this case a certain

amount of nitro<ren is added to the soil, whereas with such
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crops as rye, mustard, buckwheat, etc., no such bacterial

adai)tati()ii occurs, and the soil nitroijfen will not be in-

creased from atmospheric sources. The leguminous plants

constitute the best catch-crops, on account of the peculiar

nutritive adaptation existing between the nodular bacteria

and the atmospheric nitrogen. A crop of these plants can

be sown, and just before reaching maturity they can be cut,

and, if necessary, fed to stock. The roots containing or-

ganic matter and a store of nitrogen can be plowed under.

We hav^e practised this system in our greenhouse to good

advantage, — a practice which, as far as we know, is not

made use of in greenhouses to any extent. During the

summer the greenhouse, which is devoted to winter cucum-

bers and lettuce, generally lies idle, and by sowing a crop

of white lupine (which will develop in about six weeks under

these conditions) or some other legume we succeed in add-

ing to our soil a needed supply of organic matter and nitro-

gen. Experiments have shown that a crop of legumes

plowed under is practically equal to a normal supply of

nitrogen to the soil (see Figs. 2 and 3).

A certain stage of development in the crop is necessary

in order to obtain the largest supply of nitrogen. This

stage probably coincides in most cases with that when the

seed are maturing. There has been a considerable num-
ber of leguminous plants grown for test purposes at the

Hatch Experiment Station in Amherst during the past ten

years or more, such as the white lupine, horse bean, serra-

della, alfalfa, soy bean, mclilotus, Canadian pea, the various

clovers, etc. Unfortunately, however, the majority of these

winter-kill in our climate, and only a few of them can be used

for winter soil-covers. Among those best suited for our

climate is the common red clover and the melilotus or sweet

clover. The latter, when sown in Jul}^ or at the time of

the last cultivation of the soil, is capable of attaining a

height of twelve or fifteen inches the following May, at

which time the crop can be cut and utilized, and the nitro-

gen-containing roots can be plowed in. The red clover is

also useful as a soil-cover, but does not always make suffi-

cient growth in time for spring planting, being considered

by some to be less desirable on this account than the meli-
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lotus or sweet clover. The crimson clover is used as a soil-

cover and for green manuring extensively in the south, where
it is hardy ; but repeated trials have shown that it cannot

be depended upon in Massachusetts, although it is not im-

probable that it might winter on some of our sea-coast

lands. There are some twenty-eight species of wild her-

baceous leguminous plants common to Massachusetts, which

so for as they have been examined by us, produce nodules

upon their roots, and, much like those named above, are

capable of utilizing the free nitroo;en of the air and addinof

it to the soil. None of these species, so far as I am aware,

have received any attention as to their possibilities of being

utilized as nitrogen gatherers. Many of these species, such

as the bush clover (Lespedezas) , wild lupine {Lupinus

perennis) and rattle-box {Orotalaria sagittalis), are peculiar

to worn-out soil, and in all probability the rather sparing

growth of these plants enables them to furnish some supply

of nitrogen to such a soil.

Owing to the increased use of commercial fertilizers of

late years, and the limited application of barn-yard manure,

our soils cannot be supplied with sufficient amounts of or-

ganic matter without recourse to green manuring. In early

colonial times the farmers had access to leaf-mould and

vegetable decay, which were the accumulations of centuries,

and the necessity for manures and commercial fertilizers

was not so urgent. In order to bring our unremunerative

soils back to a condition approaching that of colonial times,

and to put them into a condition in which they will become

remunerative and bear larger crops, we must follow the

teachings of nature, which, as we interpret them, consist in

supplying our depleted soils with more organic matter.
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POSSIBILITIES FOR FARM FORESTRY IN MASSACHU-
SETTS.

BY ALLEN CHAMBERLAIN, SECKETAUY MASSACHUSETTS FORESTRY

ASSOCIATION.

Notwithstanding the innumerable articles which have been

printed b}^ the daily and weekly press of the whole country

during the past five years on the subject of forestry in gen-

eral, there still exists in the minds of many only a vague

idea of the true meaning of the subject. This misunder-

standing cannot be attributed to the fact that agitation in

favor of forestry is new to this country, for it has been

urged in this State of Massachusetts by individuals and

societies for more than one hundred years. The failure to

make the proper impression seems to be due to a too gen-

eral treatment of the subject so far as the country at large

is concerned, and in our own State to a too limited prop-

aganda. All this talking has not been entirely in vain,

however, for there have been and still are farmers in ]\Iassa-

chusetts and in New Hampshire who have applied the science

of forestry in part to their woodlands, and with profit to

themselves and to their children. But the day of widely

applied forestry is only just at hand, and our farmers are

beffinninij to ask how it can aficct them and their wood lots.

That the farmers are generally becoming interested is the

most hopeful sign of the century, so far as this subject is

concerned.

Although the subject has been agitated for so long a time,

the first general public awakening to it was caused by Presi-

dent Cleveland's proclamation, in February, 181)7, by which

21,000,000 acres of government-owned timber lands were

set aside as permanent national forest. For a time the

people in those western States where these reservations
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were established struggled madly to secure their annulment.

Instead of abolishing these reservations, the next adminis-

tration added others. By that time public opinion had

changed, on a better understanding of the subject, and

those who had clamored loudest against Mr. Cleveland's act

were heard petitioning that 3'et other reserves be estab-

lished. This was the beginning of a system of national

forests, and the whole people believes in it to-day.

About the same time the State of New York began pur-

chasing vast tracts of timber land in the Adirondacks and

Catskills, and Pennsylvania soon after followed suit. This

was the beginning of State forests in this country. Massa-

chusetts has no such vast forest domains within her borders ;

nevertheless, she is doing her share in the application of the

science at home, but in part for a different purpose.

That we may the better understand what we are doing as

a nation and as a State in this matter of forestry, let us

examine briefly into tlie reason for our doing it. Forestry

is a science. So, too, is the practice of electricity. The

time was when few believed that anything business-like or

commercial would develop from electricity. It was re-

garded as a theoretical science pure and simple. To-day

vast capital is employed in promoting the many l)ranches of

the electrical business. Forestry also is capable of being

made a profitable business. This has been sufficiently

proven by the experience of European countries and com-

munities during the last century, and during recent years

by some of our own more progressive lumbermen.

One of the reasons why we as a nation have not embarked

upon this enterprise earlier, is that we have heretofore had

an ample stock of virgin timber to draw upon, and many
other more pressing problems to consider and dispose of.

When our scientific men called attention to the fact that we
were using nearly twice as much timber as our forests could

possibly produce, provided even that they were well stocked

and skilfully managed (which they were not), and that our

farming and manufacturinoj interests would soon begin to

feel the efiect of a denudation of the hills which sheltered

the source of their water powers, then we began to think

deeply and to act as well.
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Our great national timber tracts in the west are not to be

held as public pleasure grounds pure and simple, as some

have sai)})oscd. They are to be worked on a ])usiness basis,

and their mature growth harvested and marketed for the

good of the nation. Even if they fail for a time to do more
than pay their own running expenses, there will still remain

a distinct profit to the nation, in that the water powers rising

in the midst of those forests will l)e insured for all time to

the use of the irrigated farms and to the mills of a wide

section. To furnish timber and to conserve the water sup-

ply is the main purpose of those reserves, and the same is

true of the New York and Pennsylvania reservations also.

As a secondary consideration, they constitute vast public

pleasure and hunting grounds. Of course we have tliose

other reservations, the great national parks like the Yellow-

stone and Yosemite, which are pleasure grounds pure and

simple, and whose timber is not to be considered in a com-

mercial light. These stand in much the same relation to

the nation as do the Blue Hills, Middlesex Fells, Mt. Grey-

lock and jNIt. AYachusett public reservations to the State of

Massachusetts. They protect the water supply of certain

areas, and furnish wild recreation grounds for vast numbers

of people. These are not forests in the forester's sense of

the word, and yet they represent one branch of the science,

in that these woodlands are being cared for with a view to

improving the native growth, that a perpetual wild forest

may be maintained.

But Massachusetts has entered upon yet another piece

of important forestry, which has an indirect commercial

side. This is the protection of one of our most important

harbors and its neighboring town from a sIoav but certain

engulfment in shifting sand. Provincetown, out on the tip

of Cape Cod, is the proud possessor of the only good and

available har])or between Boston and Martha's Vineyard

;

but, owing to the improvident cutting of the original growth

of trees and beach sod along the eastern side of the cai)e, the

storms have driven in the sand of the Atlantic until it stands

to-day in miniature mountains, but moving mountains, over

against the town and steadily creeping upon it. To stop

this movement of the sand was the forester's work, and the
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State for the past five or six years has been working at

establishing a phmtation of pine and smaller growth along

the seaward side, to anchor the sand and prevent further

encroachment upon the town. A similar work was under-

taken some years ago on the coast of France, and with entire

success, and the work at Provincetown has thus far gone on

prosperously. This is forestry of a thoroughly legitimate

order, although it is not a plan to grow timber for market.

Massachusetts has therefore made a good beginning in

State forestry, but it is all purely of a protective nature.

Inasmuch as we luive no great tinil)er area like that in New
York, there is no reason for the State to enter upon the cul-

tivation of commercial timber. The application of this

branch of forestry should be left in this State to private

enterprise ; and it is safe to predict that, if our own citizens

do not undertake it, outside capital will eventually come in

and begin operations. There is at least one such company

established on Massachusetts territory to-day. It controls

at present some 5,000 acres in one township, and is nego-

tiating for the purchase of more. It has even been reported

on good authority that they hope to buy the whole town-

ship. Primarily this company was formed for the establish-

ment of a game preserve ; but it is known that they are

already planning to start a forest, which they hope to make
commercially valuable.

" Why not encourage such foreign capital to come in and

do such work ? " some one may ask. If they will consider the

best interests of Massachusetts, it would surely be wise.

But who wants to see acres of trees growing on land that is

more valuable for agricultural crops? Forestry does not

seek to ruin a country and turn it back from civilization to

wilderness ; the science of forestry is diametrically opposed

to any such practice.

Our problem in Massachusetts is to keep what we have,

and to improve it ; hold fast to our tillage, and grow good

crops thereon ; hold on to our wood lots, and improve them ;

and, finally, make those old barren pastures, too poor to

keep a sheep alive, and those low places, too wet for grass,

grow marketable wood of some kind.

Let us see for a moment what our woodland represents
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to-day. By the census of 1895, our wooded area is given as

nearly 1,500,000 acres, and its value as almost $24,000,000.

While this is a gain in woodland area in ten years of more

than 71,000 acres, its valuation shows a shrinkage of some-

thing over $1,300,000 in the same period of time. In thirty

years the value of our woodland has increased some $440,000,

and the acreage increase shows almost identically the same

figures. Judging by the census returns, the character of

our woodlands appears to have improved on the whole in

the ten years from 1885 to 1895, but the depreciation in

value of more than $1,300,000 seems to indicate that further

improvement is possible.

The same census shows that we have in permanent pas-

tures, swamps and other waste country some 250,000 acres

less than in 1885. That in itself looks promising ; but when

we compare the values for 1885 with those of 1895, it is

seen that there has been a falling off of almost $4,000,000.

This would make this land worth more than $15 an acre,

which is pretty high for waste country. The loss is not off-

set by a gain in arable land, for a loss is shown in that class,

and with a gain in valuation, notwithstanding. The gain

of 71,000 acres in woodland is not enough to balance it.

Some of it may have gone into residential propert}^ but

still the tremendous loss in valuation remains.

Our farmers have an opportunity to make good this loss

by making these lands, which are no better than a burden

to-day, yield a revenue to their owners and to the Common-
wealth by planting trees upon them.

When it is deemed advisable to plant any part of the farm

to trees, there are several points Avhich should be carefully

considered before even the variety of tree to be used is

thought of. First, it should be determined whether the

owner desires to realize from his labor by an actual harvest

during his own lifetmie, or merely to increase the value of

his farm that he may sell it thus im))roved a few years hence

with a promising growth of timber trees upon it, or to make

the plantation in the nature of an in\cstnu>nt for the IxMiclit

of his children. Having settled this phase of the problem

in his mind, his next move is to study the character of the

soil, to ascertain what varieties of trees it is best ada[)ted
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to grow. It would then be well to write to the forester

of the United States Department of Agriculture, stating the

ultimate purpose in making such a plantation, what the gen-

eral soil conditions are, and something about the lay of the

land, its area, and to what use adjoining lands are put. He
will thereby secure the best of professional advice as to his

best course, and without charge.

As a rule, it is good policy to make use of native varieties

when planting ; and, on the whole, it is cheapest to use

seedlings rather than seed. There are a few trees other

than natives which will do well here under proper soil con-

ditions ; and among them may be mentioned the European

larch, which is a more rapid grower than white pine, and

which makes a fine, strais'ht-ofrained and lio;ht building

timber. The western hardy catalpa (CcUaljM speciosa) is

another tree which it is believed has great possibilities in

this region. This again is a rapid-growing tree, making

good railroad ties, posts, etc., in sixteen years from the

seed. It has already been demonstrated by a western rail-

road that catalpa ties outlast all others, their life in mud
ballast being over thirty years. In low, wet places the

white willow (SaJix lucida) is a valuable tree. A growth

of eight years makes charcoal stock, and anything up to

four inches in diameter is available for the powder mills.

White or swamp maple {Acer dasycarjjum) is another good

tree for low ground, and its wood is in demand for last-

making. Both the willow and the maple sprout vigorously.

While it is much to be desired that the waste places on

the farm should be made to yield a wood crop, it is hoped

that the existing wood lot will not be neglected. It is most

important that it should be improved and perpetuated. It

would be a needless waste of space to enter here upon a dis-

cussion of the methods of planting or cutting, since the

Federal Department of Agriculture has prepared an excel-

lent little pamphlet of forty-eight pages on these subjects.

This pamphlet is known as " Forestry for Farmers," and a

copy can be secured by any one who will address a postal

card to the Secretary of Agriculture at Washington. Every

farmer in Massachusetts should secure a copy, read its pages

carefully, and keep it on his shelf for reference when he has
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work to do in his wood lot. ' Another government publica-

tion of great value, and which is sold for a nominal sum, is

the " Primer of Forestry, Part I." Neither of these works

deals in any language which cannot be understood by tlie

average man. Both are written by practical and skilled

foresters, and are among the best works on the subject for

the use of farmers. The " Forestry for Farmers" tells how
trees grow, al)out soil conditions, rate of growth and repro-

duction, how to plant a forest, what kinds of trees to use,

the best methods of cutting in the wood lot, and something

about the economic relation of the wood lot to the farm.

The most valuable woodland growths of our State to-day

are doubtless the white pine and the chestnut. There is no

trouble in keeping a chestnut growth perpetual, owing to

the strong sprouting proclivities of the tree. With pine it

is different. Cut a pine lot clean, and a hardwood growth

follows. Forestry proves that this is needless. A pine lot

can be kept continually in pine, if enough old seed-bearing

trees are left in suitable locations, and all fires and cattle

kept out. A pine seedling is a very delicate plant, and

the trampling of cattle or a light leaf fire will kill it at

once.

Again, there is a great deal of white pine in this and in

neiohborins: States that is o-rowino; under conditions which

are most unsuitable and unprofitable. It is common enough

to see an old pasture, for instance, growing up thickly to

white pines. Few owners of such growth think of going-

near it to study the condition of the trees. For the most

part they grow up as best they may, and at the end of forty

years, say, they are cut and sold for cheap box boards.

Where they stand thickly, at the end of the forty years the

trunks are small, and covered with dry branches from butt

to crown. Where they stand in comparatively open ground,

they are larger in diameter, shorter, but covered with limbs,

though these are mostly living. Now, every one knows

that every limb, whether alive or dead, means a knot in the

lumber which runs clear through to the heart ; it is equally

well known that clear lum])er is worth many times more

than knotty lumber ; but it is not generally known that it is

an easy matter to grow clear lumber, and thereby to produce
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a more valuable crop than is possible if the trees are left to

take care of themselves.

The writer is personally acquainted with two men who
have for years made it a practice to take care of their pine

lands. One of these men owns timber in Plymouth County,

the other in southern New Hampshire, just over the Massa-

chusetts line. In general their methods are alike, but in

details of handling they differ. Both recognize the fact that

young pines grow best when close together, thus shading

and sheltering one another, or when coming up under the

protecting wing of a brushy deciduous growth. Both go

through their pines once a year, and thin out the poorest

specimens, or the brush and sprouts, and thus give the

young pines a good chance to push ahead. Both know the

value of clear lumber, and take care, as the trees advance,

to remove the lower limbs close up against the trunk, so

that there remains no stub outside the bark, and conse-

quently insuring clear timber beyond that point. Here is

where they differ. The Plymouth County man trims his

trees with a knife and thin-bladed axe, beginning wlien they

are, say, five years old. The New Hampshire man waits

till his trees are, say, ten years old, and then goes over

them with a saw. The Plymouth man secures a greater

proportion of clear lumber by beginning when his trees are

very young, but the New Hampshire man contends that his

timber sells well enough to suit him (and it may be added

that he is a keen business man). The thinning process

goes on from the first to the last. In cases where seedlings

have been planted, it is often worth while to do the thinning

for the first year or two with a spade rather than with an

axe, especially in the case of fine, thrifty specimens that are

crowding equally good ones. Thus many good seedlings

can be secured to take the places of the few that die from

natural causes, or to set out in new ground. As the trees

grow toward maturity, the improvement cuttings can be

utilized for firewood, or, if numerous enough, for lumber.

It has been sufficiently demonstrated in practice that this

thinning and trimming is not expensive, if done at times

when there is little else demanding attention on the farm.

A tree can be pruned at any season of the year when it is
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most convenient. In the case of the white pine, an excep-

tion might be made by those who consider outward appear-

ances somewhat even in the timber lot. A pine trimmed in

the spring or early summer will " bleed," and the stem will

thereby be badly smeared with pitch. Authorities assert

that this " l)leeding" does not injure the tree, l)ut it makes

an unsightly forest. From August to March is the best

time, therefore, to trim the pines ; and most farmers will

find this convenient for them, inasmuch as it is in the fall

and winter that their greatest leisure comes.

A final word should be said concerning one of the most

serious hindrances to timber growing, namely, woodland

fires. Until this annual evil is checked, it Avould be folly to

invest much money or labor in timber lands. That it can

be checked has already been proved by the States of Minne-

sota and Pennsylvania. Both of these States have been

heavy sufferers in the past from forest fires, but the people

at length awoke to the need of doing somethins: drastic.

Rigid laws were enacted, providing severe penalties for

setting fires or for allowing brush fires to escape, and pro-

viding ofiicers, who are required under penalty to enforce

them. These laws have been enforced, and with marked

success. Pennsylvania, for instance, suffered an average

animal loss for years of over $1,000,000. Since the passage

of their fire law the average has dropped to a few thousand.

Massachusetts has laws enough on this subject, but they are

not enforced. The woodland of the State is valued at nearly

one-third as much as all the farm buildings in the Common-
wealth, and yet only a few towns think it wise to enforce

the laws which are intended to protect all this property

from needless losses.

The best fire law on the Massachusetts statute books is

chapter 254 of the Acts of 1897 ; but, before it can become

operative in any town, it must be formally accepted by the

voters at a town meeting. This law was passed at the urgent

request of some of the Cape Cod towns which had been severe

sufl'erers from fires. Those towns adopted the law at once,

enforced compliance with its provisions, and the benefits

have been marked. That this law is not more widely ac-

cepted must be due to one of two reasons, — either the
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people do not generally know of its existence, or they are

unwilling to tax themselves for the support of this useful

piece of machinery.

If an 3^ one doubts the need of seriously grappling with this

fire problem, let him ])ut consider the losses which the State

sustains yearly' from this cause. Our average loss is con-

servatively estimated at from $100,000 to $150,000. In

1895 nearly $50,000 worth of buildings were destroyed in

the path of woodland fires. In 1899 returns were secured

on 13G fires in 45 cities and towns, and these it was found

burned over an area of 6,960 acres. There were known to

have been many other fires throughout the State during that

year, but reliable returns could not be secured regarding

them. The immediate loss from the 136 fires on standing

and corded wood amounted to $58,173, and on buildings

which stood in the path of fires to $23,530 ; this makes a

total loss of $81,703. This does not include the cost of

labor employed in fighting the fires, which amounted to not

less than $5,000.

In 1900 the State Fire Marshal secured ofiicial returns

from 59 cities and towns, showing 229 woodland fires, with

a total present loss, exclusive of labor, amounting to

$232,071. This includes the loss on standing and corded

wood and on buildings standing in the course of fires.

These present losses do not, however, begin to cover the

actual damages. Testimony secured from owners of timber

and woodland in various parts of the State shows that even

the lightest of leaf fires causes damage to growing trees

which cannot be estimated in dollars and cents. It is the

general opinion that, while light fires running in the dead

and fallen leaves do little injury to old oaks and other thick-

barked trees, such fires do kill quantities of valuable white

pine seedlings, and they also set back for a year or two young

deciduous seedlings. Oak, maple, birch and beech under

fifteen years old are easily killed by a moderately hot fire,

and much older trees are seriously injured and mature pine

even killed by them. A forest will not wholly recover from a

severe fire in thirty years. Not only is the growth damaged,

but the soil is greatly impoverished by a hot fire. One in-

stance may be cited where a good crop of fifteen-year-old
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hard wood was destroyed. It required five years for a new

growth to become esta])lishod, and this succeeding crop

was composed of far less vahiable varieties than the one

destroyed.

It remains for the farmers themselves to say whether they

will protect themselves against this annual scourge by ado})t-

ing and enforcing the laws which have l)een provided for the

purpose. Without some such insurance against fire loss,

little enthusiasm can be expected on the subject of forestry.
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BIRDS AS PROTECTORS OF WOODLANDS.*

BY E. H. FORBUSII, ORNITHOLOGIST TO THE BOARD.

The greatest enemy of the forest is man, for there is no

devastation of the woodlands which even approximates that

which comes from fire or the axe. Against these evils (which

are blessings only when well handled) only education and

legislation can protect us. We know the injury to the wood-

lands caused by long droughts, or by cold and storms. From

injuries so caused there is no deliverance, neither is there

any remedy provided, but the damage from elemental causes

usually falls on trees which have passed their age of greatest

usefulness, or upon young and sickly specimens. We know

that trees are subject to many injuries by animals. Their

foliage is eaten by beetles, flies, grubs and caterpillars ; their

fruit and seeds destroyed by insects, birds and squirrels

;

their twigs destroyed by borers or cut off by girdlers ; their

bark eaten by mice, hares and other animals ; their trunks

and roots attacked by wood borers ; even their very life

blood, the sap, is sucked out by aphides. Against such

injuries, however, nature provides preventives or remedies.

Some species of trees have hundreds of insect species feed-

ing upon them. When we consider well the fecundity,

voracity and consequent great possibilities for mischief pos-

sessed by the trees' enemies, we wonder that trees survive

at all. Still, trees spring up and grow apace. In a wooded

country a few years' neglect suffices to clothe field or pas-

ture with a growth of bushes and 3'oung trees, and in time

a wood lot succeeds the cleared land. That trees are able

thus to spring up and grow to maturity without man's care

is sufficient evidence that they are protected by their natural

friends from the too injurious inroads of their natural ene-

mies. Among these friends l)irds hold the chief place.

* Illustrated by the author.
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It is generally believed that there are few birds in deep

woods. Travellers have often remarked the scarcity of birds

in the forest, and it is true that usually there are fewer birds,

both in numbers of species and individuals, in most northern

forests than in more open or cultivated lands. Those that

live and breed in the deep woods, however, are especially

fitted to destroy the trees' enemies, and twice each year, in

spring and fall, a great wave of migratory, insect-eating birds

that summer in the north and winter near the tropics, passes

through the woods of the temperate zone, gleaning insects

from the trees as well as from the plants springing from

forest floor, from the leaf-mold or from out the very ground.

Here in Massachusetts, in the chill days of jNIarch and early

April, when sunshine and shadow fleck the lingering snow,

in silent woods and along swollen streams the lusty fox spar-

row searches for hibernating insects, which only await the

warmer sun of April or May to emerge from their hiding-

places and lay their eggs upon or attack the trees. He and

his companions, the tree sparrow and the junco, soon pass

on to the north, making way for the white-throats and

thrushes, which continue the good work, to be followed in

their turn by other thrushes and towhees. In early April

birds are not plentiful in the woods, but the chickadees,

woodpeckers, jays, nuthatches and kinglets are doing their

part. Later, in the warm days of May, when nature has

awakened from her long winter's sleep, when the little light

green oak leaves are just opening, when the bright young

birch leaves decorate but do not hide the twigs, when every

leaflet vies with the flowers in beauty and every branch up-

holds its grateful offering, when insects which were dormant

or sluggish during the earlier days of the year become active

in ascending the trees, and when their swarming ofl^spring

appear on bud and leaf, then the south wind brings the mi-

gratory host of birds which winter near the equator. They
sweep through the woods. They encompass the trees. Flight

after flight passes along on its way to the north, all gleaning

insects as they go. No one who has not watched these birds

hour after hour and day after day, who has not listened to

their multitudinous notes as night after night they have passed

overhead, can realize the numbers that sweep through the
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woods in the spring and fall migrations. Those who have

watched the flights of wood warblers during the present season

cannot but marvel at their vast and constantly changing pro-

cession. On May 11 of the present year, at Amesbury,

Mass., Blackburn ian warblers were seen all through the

woods at daybreak. Having come in the previous night,

they were not singing, but were busily feeding until seven

o'clock. At eight o'clock not one was to be seen. They
had passed on, and other species had taken their place.

The great hosts of migratory warblers feed largely on

young caterpillars and })lant lice, — two of the worst ene-

mies of trees. These birds come at a time when the first

broods of these insects appear, and so do yeoman service in

preventing their enormous increase. One needs only to

know the possibilities in the way of reproduction among the

plant lice to appreciate the services of birds in destroying

these early broods. Lintner says of one species, — the hop-

vine aphis, — that, according to Riley, it has thirteen gen-

erations a year, and that, giving the average numl)er of young

produced by each female as 100, if every individual should

attain maturity and produce its full complement of young,

the twelfth brood alone would amount to ten sextillions.

"If this brood," says Lintner, "were marshalled in line,

ten to the inch, touching one another, the procession would

extend to the sun (a space travelled by light in eight

minutes), and beyond that to the nearest fixed star (a dis-

tance travelled by light in six years), and onward into space

beyond the most distant star that the strongest telescope

may bring to our view, to a point so inconceivably remote

that light would only reach us from it in twenty-five hundred

years." It need hardly be said that no such multiplication

as this can ever occur in nature ; still, the calculation shows

the possibilities of great danger to vegetation should any of

the forces be withdrawn which hold these insects in check.

Dr. Fitch, by a careful enumeration and computation, esti-

mated that several young cherry trees about ten feet in height

were each infested by at least 12,000,000 aphides.*

The increase of these creatures is largely controlled by

birds, but in greenhouses, where birds cannot go, plant lice

* American Journal Agricultural Science, 1846, p. 282.
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are a serious evil, and florists have to combat them with in-

secticides and fumigation. The value of birds as aphis eaters

has been shown by confining them in greenhouses. E. A.

Samuels says that three full-grown rose bushes in a green-

house were infested by some 2,000 plant lice which were all

consumed in a few hours by a single titmouse.* Rndolphus

Bingham of Camden, N. J., states that he kept a winter

garden almost entirely free from plant lice, wasps and flies

l)y confining an indigo bird there. | He also kept a few

native sparrows in a greenhouse, and as a result the place

suftered very little from insect attacks. After the birds

had been introduced he found it

unnecessary to fumigate. These

experiments determine only that

birds will eat aphides when confined

with them ; but any one who Avill

watch the warblers and other small

birds in May among the birch or

other woods infested by aphides will

be convinced that they take vast

numbers from choice. My assist-

ant, Mr. F. H. Mosher, watched

a pair of Maryland yellow-throats fig.i.- chickadee hunting

eating plant lice from the birches

in the Middlesex Fells reservation in Maiden, May 28, 181)8.

One of them ate 89 of these tiny insects in one minute, and

they continued eating at that rate for forty minutes. Mr.

Mosher states that they must have eaten considerably over

7,000 in that time. This seems hardly credible, but Mr.

Mosher is a very careful, painstaking and trustworthy wit-

ness, lie adds that the birds made several other visits to

the tree during the forenoon, and continued feeding as at

first.

Caterpillars are among the worst enemies of trees, and

where they are numerous they form at least two-thirds of the

food of the warblers. Probably all woodland birds, from

hawks, crows and owls down to the tiny titmice, wrens and

* Thirteenth annual report secretary Massacliusetts State IJoarcl of Agriculture,

1865, I).
94.

t Nineteenth annual report New Jersey State Board of Agriculture, 1891-92, p. 1G3.
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kinglets, feed on smooth-skinned caterpillars, while at least

fifty species are now known to feed on the spiny and hairy

caterpillars. It is largely due to a lack of native birds that

the shade trees in our cities are so overrun with caterpillars.

While the imported sparrow keeps down the span worms, it

does not check many other pests. When the imported

leopard moth appeared in New York and Brooklyn, causing

great havoc among the trees in the parks, it was feared that

as the insect spread it would become a serious enemy to the

trees of the entire country. But I am informed by Dr. J.

B. Smith, State entomologist of New Jersey, that this moth
is doing little damage in the country districts, where the

native birds seem to keep it in check. At first it looked as

if the large larvfe would escape the birds, because of their

habits. They are borers, beginning life within the small

twigs, and when these quarters get too narrow for them, they,

eat out and crawl down outside to larger twigs. It is then

they are taken by many native birds, though the imported

sparrows do not appear to check tkem. Dr. Smith says that

the woodpeckers eat the female moths, and probably drag

the young larvae out of the smaller twigs. The American

silkworm, the larvce of Telea j^ohjphemus, is one of the

largest and most voracious of our caterpillars, and, should it

increase as rapidly as the gypsy moth, it would become a

fearful pest ; but it is noticeable that this and other allied

species of great size never reach a destructive height. The
principal reason for their scarcity is that they are eagerly

eaten by birds. Hawks, owls, goatsuckers, woodpeckers,

jays, robins, tanagers, blackbirds and other species capture

these large caterpillars. When Mr. Leopold Trouvelot was

engaged in raising American silkworms at Medford the

robins came from all quarters to destroy them, and gave him

more trouble than all other birds combined.

Mr. Trouvelot says that one of these caterpillars will con-

sume in fifty-six days not less than 120 oak leaves, weighing

three-fourths of a pound, drinking in the mean time not less

than one-half ounce of water, the weight of the food eaten

being 86,000 times the weight of the worm on the first day.

During this time it has increased in weight 4,140 times. The

destructiveness of the species if allowed to increase may be
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imagined. Two thousand of these insects were taken by the

birds from a small oak in front of his door within a few days.

Mr. Trouvelot, speaking of the birds which penetrated into

the enclosure in which he was raising the silkworms, quaintly

says: "The small ones could go through the meshes and

the larger ones through some holes in the old net. So I was

obliged to chase them all the day long, as Avhon pursuing

them on one side they would tiy to the other and quietly

feed, until I again reappeared." He expresses the belief that

in a state of nature 95 per cent of these insects are destroyed

by birds alone.

But this is only one indication of the value of birds in this

respect. When settlers first began to plant orchards and

establish tree claims on the western prairies, there were few,

if any, arboreal birds there, except along the timbered river

bottoms. The settlers imported insect pests on young trees.

The enemies of tree insects being absent, because the country

was destitute of well-grown groves and orchards, the insects

increased and over-ran the seedling trees, the larger moths,

like the cecropia and the polyphemus, being the worst pests

of all, increasing rapidly, eating voraciously and making it

almost impossible to raise trees. Dr. Lawrence Bruner, in

a paper on insects injurious to tree claims, states that the

absence alone of so great a factor as these birds in keeping

down and ridding a country of its insect pests soon becomes

apparent in the great increase and consequent damage done

by these pests. He asserts, also, that as an enemy to tree

culture the cecropia has no equal in some portions of the

prairie country, and that its large caterpillars often defoliate

entire groves,— something unheard of here. Mr. W. C.

Colt, who has had ex{)crience in raising trees in Dakota, tells

me that the caterpillars of this and other large species were

terribly destructive there. As groves and orchards became

established, however, and arboreal birds spread over the

country, these caterpillars were reduced by them to a state

of comparative harmlessness.

During the past two summers, 1898 and 1899, much injury

has been done to the woods in certain sections of New Eng-

land by the so-called forest tent caterpillar (^Olisiocanipa

disstria). Birds destroy great numbers of these pests, and,
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were birds more numerous, there would probably be no great

outbreaks such as have occurred in recent years. Dr. E. P.

Felt, State entomologist of New York, says that one of the

most fruitful methods of keeping this pest in check through

its natural enemies will probably be found in encouraging

and protecting the native birds known to feed upon it.*

As showing the large numbers of these caterpillars eaten

by birds, a few notes from Mr. Mosher's observations will

be of interest. A black-billed cuckoo was seen to eat 36

forest tent caterpillars within five minutes. Red-eyed vireos

(probably a pair) took 92 forest tent caterpillars from a tree

within an hour. They were also eating span worms and

other larva} and plant lice. A male Baltimore oriole went

into a tree infested liy these caterpillars, where he stayed

four minutes, killing 18 caterpillars in that time ; coming a

little later, he stayed seven minutes, and took 26 caterpillars.

A pair of blue jays came to the tree twenty-four times during

three hours, taking 2 or 3 caterpillars at each visit.

All through the summer the trees are guarded by the birds.

While the white grubs of the May beetle are still in the

ground, ere they can emerge to feed on the foliage, the

robins, crows, thrashers and lilackbirds search them out and

destroy them. The sparrows and towhees also search among

the dead leaves for caterpillars which crawl on the ground

and drop from the trees, and for those which pupate among

the litter of the forest floor. Woodpeckers tapping the

trunks bring forth injurious ants, bark beetles, wood-boring

insects. Creepers, kinglets and nuthatches search the bark

and cavities of the trunk and limbs for scale insects, bark

lice, borers, bark beetles and the larvre and pupse of other

insects which hide there. Warblers, thrushes, tanagers,

wrens, titmice, vireos, cuckoos and other tree-loving birds

pry about among the leaves and branches in search of cater-

pillars of all sorts. Even the hidden leaf rollers are sought

out by the grosbeaks and many other birds, and the gall

insects are dragged from their hiding places by the jays and

grosbeaks. Titmice get the bud worms and woodpeckers

search out the worm which destroys the fruit. When the

* Insects injurious to maple trees, fourth annual report, Commissioners Fisheries,

Game and Forests.
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span worms, disturbed by the movements of the caterpillar-

hunting warblers, vireos and sparrows among leaves and

twigs, spin down on their gossamer threads, and so escape

one enemy, they are marked by flycatchers sitting on the

watch or hovering in the air ready to dart upon them. When
the mature insects, gaining wings, attempt to escape by

flight, they are snapped up by these same flycatchers, which

sit waiting on the outer limbs of the trees; or, escaping

these, they are pursued by the swallows and swifts m the

upper air. Those whose flight is nocturnal must run the

gauntlet of the screech owl, night-hawk and whippoorwill.

Thus birds guard the trees as the summer wanes, until the

chill of autumn evenings causes the remaining insects to seek

winter hiding-places, and warns the birds to begin their

southward migrations. Then the tide of bird life turns back,

and, passing, leaves the wood in silence, except for the sigh-

ins: of the branches and the rustle of the falling leaves. In

October a few thrushes flit here and there, blue jays mourn-

fully call, a crow caws now and then, but otherwise the

woods seem deserted. Still, at this season of the year and

all through the winter and early spring months the few birds

which remain are accomplishing the greatest good for the

forest ; for now the development and increase of all insects

is arrested, while their destruction by birds goes on. An-

other point,— the winter birds must subsist largely on the

eggs of insects, for many insects pass the winter in that form

alone ; and the bird that eats these eggs can destroy a hun-

dred times as many insects in this minute, em])ryonic form,

as it could in the summer, after the caterpillars had hatched

and grown toward maturity. The jays, titmice, nuthatches

and woodpeckers, which remain through the winter in the

northern woods, must give at least six months more of service

to the trees in Massachusetts than the majority of birds that

come here as migrants, or as summer residents only. These

birds, with the creepers and kinglets, are especially the

guardians of the wood. Millions upon millions of insects

and their eggs are destroyed by them during the long winter

months. In this work they are assisted to some extent by

the winter finches and sparrows.

The following notes from the pen of my friend and co-
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-worker, Mr. A. H. Kirkland, arc of especial interest, from

their accurate description of the manner in which eggs of

plant lice are destroyed by winter birds :
—

Many of our common aphides winter in the egg stage, these

eggs being attached to the buds or stalks of the food plants. The

large aphis common on willows lays obloug black eggs on the sides

of the buds late iu the fall. On Jan. 25, 1898, at the Arnold

Arboretum, Jamaica Plain, I saw a flock of about half a dozen

chickadees feeding on the eggs of this aphis. Some of the birds

while feeding came within ten or fifteen feet of the place where

I was standing, and I could observe plainly their movements.

The aphis common to the white birch in this region lays great

masses of eggs on the buds and twigs. Some trees during the fall

of 1897 were so thoroughly covered with these eggs that the natural

color of the bark was obscured. This vast quantity of eggs served

as a storehouse of food for many of our winter birds, aud during

the days when the ground was covered with snow several species of

seed-eating birds were seen to feed ui)on them. Throughout the

winter the chickadees fed on these eggs. The fact was one of

almost daily observation. On March 10, 1898, while on a tramp

through the Middlesex Fells, I noticed a large flock of these birds

feeding iu the white birches that covered the southern exposure of

a hill. By entering the brushland in advance of the birds I was

soon in the midst of the flock, and, remaining motionless, had an

opportunity to observe them feeding upon the masses of the eggs.

A few days before this date I saw a downy woodpecker feeding

upou the eggs on a large white birch that was partly covered with

them. Goldfinches were also common visitors to the infested

bushes, especially after the snowstorms. The stomach of one of

these birds, taken at 8 a.m., Feb. 3, 1898, contained 2,210 eggs

of the white birch aphid. When other food was scarce the English

sparrow found these eggs a suitable article of diet, and one of these

birds, taken at 4 p.m., Jan. 29, 1898, contained 1,478 aphid eggs.

A plant louse that is common on larches, often to an injurious

extent, is Chermes larcifolia Fitch. This insect lays great numbers

of stalked eggs in April and May, and the young lice resulting

feed on the juices of the leaves throughout the summer. At the

Bell Rock Cemetery, Maiden, April 20, 1898, 1 saw a flock of over

forty goldfinches feeding on the eggs and female lice. The birds

began feeding at the top of the trees, worked down to the lower

branches, then flew to the top of the next lareli and repeated the

performance. A few English sparrows also ate the eggs.

During the past winter (1897-98) I have frequently seen chick-
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adees feeding upon female canker worm moths, picking tliem to

pieces before eating them. On Nov. 2G, 1897, I examined the

stomach of a white-breasted nuthatch, and found it to contain 1,629

eggs of the fall canker worm. There were no moth remains in the

stomach, and it is evident tluit the bird gathered these eggs from

the trees.

My friend, Mr. C. E. Bailey, writes that on March 28,

1899, a single downy woodpecker made 2G excavations for

food between 9.40 a.m. and 12.15 p.m. During this time it

climbed over and inspected, in a greater or less degree, 181

trees. Most of these

excavations exposed gal-

leries in the trunks or

high branches in which

ants were hibernating.

An examination of the

stomach of this l)ird

brought to light 1 spider,

1 beetle (unidentified),

2 larvoe of bark beetles

(Scoli/iidce) and 22 ants,

also some partially di-

gested material which
could not be identified.

At 12.15 the woodpecker

was at work thirty-five

feet from the ground on

the dead end of a broken branch, in which were the channels

or galleries of larj>e black ants. The bird had made four

openings into these galleries, and in each case had uncovered

hibernating black ants. By what sense these motionless in-

sects were discovered in their hidden burrows will perhaps

always remain a mystery.

On March 30 a brown creeper was seen to inspect 43 trees

in an liour, getting its food from crevices in the bark.

Another downy woodpecker was seen on IVTarch 31, 1899,

taking the larvas of beetles from beneath the bark of oak

trees. The bird seemed to know the exact spot to drill for

each larva, for it always cut a small hole directly over the

insect, finding the prey unerringly.

Fiu. 2 (reduced two-thirds).— Downy wood-

pecker and his excavations.
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The cut, Fig. 3, gives a view of the outer surface of a

section of bark taken from a small oak. From this small

piece of bark the bird proljably secured at least six of the

larwT that were found in its stomach. The holes, a, b, c, d,

e, f, indicate those from which the larvae

were taken.

Fig. 4 gives a view of the inner sur-

face of the same piece of bark, showing

how true was the stroke of the bird, for

its beak, piercing from the outside, went

directly to the centre of the burrow

where the insect lay entirely hidden

from view. The letters a, b, c, d, e,f
indicate the holes, showing size and

shape, where the

bird's beak came

through to the
inner surface .

f Seventeen larvae

of bark beetles

and 12 ants were

found in the bird's

stomach.

During the win-

no. 3 (reduced two-thirds).- tcr the chickadccs
Oak bark pierced by dowuy ^^^^ l)erform
woodpecker. ^

j ./ i

priceless service

by destroying quantities of the eggs

of such insects as those of the tent

caterpillar and canker worm moths.

The owls and some of the hawks are

useful, not alone in the sununer, when

they destroy many of the May beetles,

larger caterpillars and moths, and keep

down the increase of the mice and

squirrels, but those that stay through

the winter are also useful then by

keeping squirrels, mice and hares in

check. Plares and mice sometimes do great damage by

gnawing the bark or roots of trees. All of these animals

Fio. 4- — Inner surface of the

same bark, showing the clian-

nels of i)ark lieetles and the

woodpecker's perforations.
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become injurious wlienever abnormally numerous. Witness

the great plagues of field mice in Norwaj^ and the injury

caused in our western plains by the prairie hare or so-called

jack-rabbit.

And so, day by day, throughout the year, birds work for

the good of the forest. In satisfying their own appetites

and providing for their young they guard and protect the

trees, which in turn provide them with food and shelter.

While feeding on fruit or seed they distribute and sow the

seed which shall provide food for future generations of birds.

Throughout nature's great plan one organism depends on

others, each upon each throughout their num])erless inter-

relations ; and he is a wise man who can interfere with this

plan, and, by introducing new forces or destroying some of

the old, change the scheme without producing disastrous re-

sults. Yet we have gone on ])lindly, destroying our native

birds. Gunners shoot them right and left ; feather hunters

slaughter them ; boys with air rifles and shot guns decimate

them ; a million worthless cats are turned loose to prey upon

them ; their eggs and young are destroyed at sight by chil-

dren, cats and dogs ; if in pay for their valuable services

they take a little fruit or grain, the farmer, who should be

their best friend, turns upon them and adds to the slaughter.

As a result of all this and more, many species of birds are

now rare which were formerly abundant. A few are nearly

extinct, and some of the larger species have disappeared from

the State. Let birds be encouraged and protected from their

enemies, and they will reoccupy their former haunts, and

there will then be loss necessity for the use of Paris green

and other insecticides.

Native Birds useful in AVoods.

For the information of those interested in the subject, lists

of birds known to destroy some of the worst enemies of trees

are given below. The canker worms are reckoned here as

among the forest pests, as they frequently attack elms and

other trees in the woods, as well as in fields and along road-

sides. The tent cater[)illar is also included, as it is in some

seasons very plentiful in the woods, where it attacks first the

wild cherry and afterward the birch, and occasionally other
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trees. The gypsy moth is placed first in order, as it is an

imported insect, and is considered the most injurious of all.

As the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, which has expended

more than a million dollars in an attempt to exterminate this

insect, has now given up the task as impracticable, and as it

is now probably only a question of time before the insect

will spread over the country, all birds which may assist in

holding it in check assume the utmost importance. The next

insect in order, the brown-tail moth, another importation

from Europe, bids fair also to become here, as in Europe, a

pest of the first class. While this insect does not feed on so

many trees and other plants as the gypsy moth, it has already

proved itself a serious nuisance here, destructive to fruit,

shade, orchard and forest trees. The State Legislature hav-

ing neglected to provide for the extinction of this insect when

it first appeared, it is rjjpidly spreading, and is now known
to have obtained a foothold in Maine and New Hampshire.

The tent caterpillars, both the canker worms, the tussock

moth, and the white grub or May beetle, are all well-known

and destructive native pests, while plant lice are probably

known among farmers, gardeners and foresters everywhere.

The methods pursued in gaining the information given in the

lists below have been described in tiie crop rei)ort for Sep-

tember, 1899.* This work has been supplemented by

stomach examinations.

Birdsfeeding on the Gypsy Moth (Porthetriadispar, Linn.).

The list of birds given in 1896 in the report on the gypsy

moth enumerated only 38 species, while 40 are included in

the list given below. Several of those not included in the

earlier list have been found since to be habitual feeders on

this insect. Among these are the scarlet tanager and the

Nashville and golden-winged warblers. There is little doubt

that this insect as it becomes disseminated will be attacked

by other birds, and it is believed that several species not

given in the list are now attacking it ; but, in view of the

general belief that birds do not eat hairy caterpillars, care

has been taken to secure the most positive proof before in-

• Birds as destroyers of hairy caterpillars, annual report, Massachusetts State

Board of Agriculture, 1899, p. 316.
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serting the name of any bird in the list. The list is larger

than that given of birds attacking any other of the hair}^

caterpillars, because more attention has been paid to the

enemies of this pest. No doubt as many species of birds

may be found attacking other hairy caterpillars.

Yellow-billed cuckoo,

Black-billed cuckoo,

Hairy woodpecker,

Downy woodpecker,

Yellow-bellied sapsucker.

Flicker,

Kingbird,

Great-crested flycatcher,

Phoebe,

Wood pewee,

Least flycatcher.

Blue jay,

Crow, .

Red-winged blackbird,

Baltimore oriole.

Bronzed grackle or crow l^lackbird,

Chipping sparrow.

Song sparrow,

Towhee,

Rose-breasted grosbeak,

Indigo bunting,

English sparrow,

Scarlet tanager.

Red-eyed vireo,

Yellow-throated vireo,

White-eyed vireo,

Black-and-white warbler.

Golden-winged warbler,

Nashville warbler,

Parula warbler,

Yellow warbler.

Chestnut-sided warbler,

Maryland yellow-throat,

Black-throated green warbler.

Oven-bird,

American redstart.

Catbird,

Brown thrasher.

House wren.

White-breasted nuthatch,

Red-breasted nuthatch,

Chickadee,

Wood thrush,

Wilson's thrush,

American robin.

Bluebird.

Birdsfeeding on the Brovm-tail Moth Caterpillar (Euproctis

chrysorrhcea, Linn. )

.

So far only 29 species of birds have been observed to

attack the brown-tail moth. All of these, it is believed, eat

the caterpillars, but the flycatchers attack mainly the flying

moths. Birds appear at times to reduce the initial colonies

of these pests to harmless numbers. The English sparrow

occasionally eats a few caterpillars or imagos, but appears

to spend more than an equal amount of time in driving more

useful birds away from the infested trees.

Yellow-billed cuckoo.

Black-billed cuckoo,

Kingbird,

Great-crested flycatcher,

Least flycatcher,

Blue jay,

Crow,

Red-winged blackltird,

Baltimore oriole,

Bronzed grackle or crow blackbird.
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Chipping sparrow,

Field sparrow,

Song sparrow.

Rose-breasted grosbeak.

Indigo bunting,

English sparrow,

Scarlet tanager,

Red-eyed vireo.

Yellow-throated vireo,

^^'arbling vireo,

Golden-winged warbler,

Nashville warbler,

Yellow warbler.

Chestnut-sided warbler,

American redstart,

Catbird,

Chickadee,

Wood thrush,

American robin.

Birds feeding on the Forest Tent Caterpillar (Clisiocampa

disstria, Hubn.).

Twentj^-tive species of birds are now known to attack this

insect. In connection with a list of birds given by Dr.

Felt as feeding on this caterpillar, he quotes Miss Caroline

G. Soule of Brookline to the effect that nuthatches become

so absorbed in feeding on masses of these caterpillars that

they would allow her to approach and touch them. In our

experience, however, the nuthatches seem not particularly

fond of these larvoe, bat this only illustrates how individuals

of the same species acquire different tastes. Our observa-

tions have often shown that one individual of a species may
reject as food that which another of the same species will

devour with avidity. All of the species given, except the

English sparrow, feed on the caterpillars. This sparrow,

however, catches some of the flying moths. These are no

doubt eaten by many birds not in this list.

Yellow-billed cuckoo.

Black-billed cuckoo,

Yellow-bellied sapsucker,

Flicker,

Blue jay,

Crow,

Baltimore oriole.

Bronzed grackle or crow

blackbird,

Chipping sparrow,

Towhee,

English sparrow.

Scarlet tanager,

Red-eyed vireo,

Warbling vireo,

White-eyed vireo.

Black-and-white warl)ler.

Golden-winged warbler,

Yellow warbler,

American redstart,

Catbird,

White-breasted nuthatch,

Chickadee,

W^ood thrush,

American roljin,

Cedar waxwins.
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Birds feeding on the Tent Caterpillar (Clisiocampa atneri-

caua, HaiT.).

We have fouud by observation and stomach examination

that at least 32 species eat the tent caterpillar. Others not

on the list probably eat the mature insect, and the pupa is

taken from its cocoon and eaten by several. The tent or

web seems to be some protection to the caterpillars within it,

as few birds have been observed to break open the web and

take out the caterpillars. Most birds appear to prefer tak-

ing the caterpillars from the twigs, branches and leaves.

The crow, blue jay, Baltimore oriole and red-eyed vireo are

among those that tear open the welj and hale the caterpillars

forth."

Yellow-billed cuckoo,

Black-billed cuckoo,

Hairy woodpecker,

Downy woodpecker,

Flicker,

Whii)poorwill,

Chimney swift,

Wood pewee,

Blue jay.

Crow,

Red-winged blackbird,

Baltimore oriole.

Bronzed gi'ackle or crow

blackbird.

White-throated sparrow.

Chipping sparrow.

Field sparrow.

Towhee,

Rose-breasted grosbeak,

Scai'let tanager.

Red-eyed vireo.

Yellow-throated vireo.

Black-and-white warbler,

Golden-winged warbler,

Nashville warbler,

Panila warbler.

Black-throated blue warbler,

American redstart,

Catbird,

Brown thrasher,

House wi'en.

Chickadee,

American robin.

Birds ichich feed on the Canker Worms.

This list of 51 birds which feed on canker worms em-

braces most of the families and genera of the smaller land

birds, which were well represented in the locality and at the

time when the observations were made. It is probable that

whenever small, smooth-skinned caterpillars become numer-

ous, they are attacked by most species of small land l)irds

in the vicinity, as such caterpillars are everywhere eaten

greedily by most of the smaller birds and also used as food

for their young.
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Yellow-billed cuckoo,

Black-billed cuckoo,

Hairy woodpecker,

Downy woodpecker,

Yellow-bellied sapsucker,

Flicker,

Whippoorwill,

Kingbird,

Crested flycatcher,

Phoel)e,

Olive-sided fl3'cateher,

Wood pewee,

Least flycatcher,

Blue jay.

Crow,

Bobolink,

Red-winged blackbird,

Baltimore oriole.

Bronzed grackle or crow

blackbird,

American goldflncli.

Chipping sparrow,

Field sparrow.

Song sparrow,

Towhee,

American robin.

Rose-breasted grosbeak.

Indigo bunting,

English sparrow,

Scarlet tanager.

Red-eyed vireo,

Yellow-throated vireo,

Warbling vireo,

White-eyed vireo,

Black-and-white warbler,

Golden-winged warbler,

Nashville warbler,

Parula warbler,

Yellow warbler.

Magnolia warl)ler.

Chestnut-sided warbler,

Mary^land yellow-throat.

Black-throated green warbler,

American redstart,

Catbird,

Brown thrasher.

House wren,

White-breasted nuthatch.

Chickadee,

Wood thrush.

Bluebird,

Cedar waxwins;.

Birds feeding on the White-marhed Tussoch Moth (Orgyia

leucostigma)

.

Probably all the birds which feed upon the other hairy

caterpillars feed also upon this, but, as the opportunity for

observing this species has been limited, the list is given for

what it is worth. This species has become very destructive

to city shade trees since the introduction of the English

sparrow, which, eating few of these insects itself, has driven

out the native birds which formerly fed upon the caterpillars.

It is interesting to note that of late, in some parts of eastern

Massachusetts at least, the sparrow is not so obnoxious as

during the years immediately succeeding its introduction and

increase, and that a few of the native birds are returning to

their old breeding place. This may result in checking the

ravages of the tussock moth, which does little damag-e to

orchards, shade trees or woodlands where sparrows are scarce

and native birds plenty.
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Yellow-billed cuckoo,

Black-billed cuckoo,

Whippoorwill,

Chimney swift,

Pha3be,

Blue jay,

Baltimore oriole,

Robin,

English sparrow.

Birds feeding on the May Beetle or its Larva, the Wldte

Grub (Genus Lachnostermi)

.

As the white grubs live in the ground, they probably are

not eaten by many birds except such as, like the robin and

blackbird, follow the plow. It is this grub that eats the

grass roots in lawns and fields, thereby destroying the turf,

sometimes in great patches. Crows, robins and blackbirds

know where to find these larvoa and how to unearth them.

The mature insect, or May beetle, feeds on the foliage of the

trees and flies in the night. It is then captured on the wing

by owls and whippoorwills. Hawks also find them occasion-

ally, and the omnivorous crows and jays destroy many more.

Sparrow hawk,

Screech owl,

Flicker,

Whippoorwill,

Night hawk.

Blue jay.

Crow,

Kingbird,

Red-winged blackbird.

Bronzed grackle or crow

blackbird,

Brown thrasher,

American robin.

Birdsfeeding on Plant Lice (Aphidse).

Most of the following birds feed largely on the aphides

which infest the gray birch and other forest trees. Most

warblers and the indigo bird are particularly active in this

respect. The chickadee and the redstart are also among the

most useful species. The swifts and smaller flycatchers catch

many of the flying imagos. No doubt this is also true of

the swallows, although we have not yet observed swallows

feeding on these insects. Probably most of the smaller birds

feed upon aphides when they are plentiful, but it is not likely

that the larger species often seek out such minute insects.

The woodpeckers which eat ants, especially the flicker and

downy woodpecker, also eat aphides.

Downy woodpecker,

Flicker,

Chimney swift.

Ruby-throated humming bird,

Wood pewee,

Least flycatcher,
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Purple finch,

Red-winged blackbird,

Baltimore oriole,

American goldfinch,

Chipping sparrow,

Field sparrow,

Bobolink,

Tovvhee,

Rose-breasted grosbeak,

Lidigo bunting.

Chickadee,

Scarlet tanager.

Red-eyed vireo.

Yellow-throated vireo,

Black-and-white warbler,

Myrtle warbler,

Parula warbler,.

Yellow warbler.

Black-throated blue warbler,

Magnolia warbler.

Chestnut-sided warbler,

Maryland yellow-throat,

Black-throated green Avarbler,

Oven bird,

American redstart,

Catbird,

White-ljreasted nuthatch,

American robin.

A glance over the list of birds given above as feeding on

the different species of caterpillars will show that some of the

birds which are believed by many people to be harmful occur

in all these lists. The crow eats many caterpillars and more
pupge. The despised jay, which certainly ma}^ do much harm
by destroying the eggs and young of smaller birds, is one of

the most valuable birds we have in some respects, being a

most persistent hunter of the caterpillars, pupce and eggs of

some of the most injurious moths. The oriole, which has a

taste for fruit, is a gourmand for caterpillars, and the robin

and catbird, much decried by fruit growers, feed on nearly

all species of injurious caterpillars of the orchard or wood-

land. The cuckoos are always and everywhere present with

the caterpillars, and by many are believed to head the list

of caterpillar destroyers ; but in woodlands there are no

birds more useful in this respect than the beautiful scarlet

tanagers or the busy chickadees. Of all the warljlers the

redstart seems to be the most indefjitigal)le in pursuit of

caterpillars, capturing even the most repugnant species.

The lists of birds feeding on the different species are not

believed to be complete by any means. Most of them prob-

ably attack the hairy and spiny species, the smaller birds

taking them mainly when the caterpillars are small and the

larger birds when they grow larger.
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Injury done by Birds to Woodlands.

There can be no doubt that some slight injury may be done

to the trees by birds. The grosbeaks and the purple iiuchcs

eat buds and blossoms, grouse feed largely on young buds,

crows and jays eat nuts, crossbills take the seed and buds

from coniferous trees, and woodpeckers sometimes bore into

sound trees ; but the injury done is so slight, compared with

the benefits conferred by birds in })rotecting trees from their

enemies and in distributing and })lanting seeds, that it need

hardly be considered in making up the account. It is now
said in favor of the much-abused sapsucker, that it is the

perforations made by its beak which produce much of the

appearance called "birdseye" in the maple. This greatly

incieases the vahie of this tree for timber use. Forest birds

appear to have been especially designed to maintain that

balance of forces in the forest which is essential to its preser-

vation, and we may well fear that without their assistance

profitable forestry would be impossible. In this matter there

is no higher authority than the distinguished entomologist,

Prof. S. A. Forl)es of Illinois, who says that estimates of the

average number of insects per square yard in that State give

ten thousand per acre for the entire area, and that if on this

basis the operations of birds were to be suspended entirely,

the entire State in seven years would be carpeted with insects

one to the square inch. This would certainly happen unless

the insects w^ere checked by some providential means. Pro-

fessor Forbes says that this is intended only as an illustration,

and not as a prediction of the consequences of the total

destruction of birds, which he says would not be so simple,

but apparently fully as grave. He also estimates that, should

the people of the State succeed in taking measures which

would increase by so much as one per cent the efficiency of

the birds of the State as insect police, the eftcct would be to

save to the agriculturists of the State $7G,000 per year; but

he regards five times this amount as a very modest estimate,

for he says the figures on which his estimates are made, " will

be regarded by most naturalists as absurdly low."*

* Bulletin No. 3, Illinois State Laboratory Natural Historj', November, 1880, p. 81.
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How TO INCREASE THE NuMBER OF BiRDS USEFUL IN

Woodlands.

Some practical lessons have been learned from the study

of the food of the wood birds. As birds go where they find

food most abundant, many birds of the swamp, field and
orchard go from their usual haunts, one-half mile or more,

to the woods to feed on insects plentiful there. Thus the

l)ol)olink in the meadow goes to the woods for aphides, and

the oriole in the orchard and the blackbird in the marsh jro

there for caterpillars. On the other hand, the chickadee,

blue jay, tanager and the warblers go from the woods to the

orchards and gardens for caterpillars. In an orchard near

the woods we noticed that the wood birds came frequently to

those trees nearest the woods, and, by adding their work to

that of those living in the orchard, soon cleared the canker

worms from the trees nearest the woods.

All our experience thus far goes to show that a well-

watered country, where the woodland is kept mainly in

detached patches, with the rest of the land more open, much
of it well cultivated, with an occasional marsh or swamp, is

best calculated to encourage the increase of the largest num-
bers of species of birds. In such a country vegetation should

therefore receive better protection from l>irds than in any

other. In view of these facts, it is possible for a man buy-

ing only from thirty to one hundred acres of land to so select

his land and control the growth of vegetation upon it as to

obtain the conditions requisite to secure an abundance and

variety of birds. The first requisite to attract birds is a

quantity of suitable food. To provide this, a diversity of

vegetation is desirable. This provides not only a variety

of fruit and seeds, but furnishes food for a large variety of

insects, which will attract the birds. It is especially desir-

able to have both wild and cultivated cherries and grapes

;

and, if the birds take too large a proportion of the cultivated

species, the earlier wild berries, like the Russian mulberry

and the shadberry, should be planted, to draw the birds'

attention from the cultivated fruit. Winter food may be

furnished birds by planting mountain ash, sumach, bayberry

and other berries, which cling to the trees or shrubs bearing
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them during the winter months. The winter birds may be

induced to remain in some numbers bv hang-ino: bones, suet

or portions of any carcass in sheltered places on the trees.

These will furnish food for them when the trees are covered

with ice, and will keep them in the neighborhood during the

coldest weather. Sunflower seeds, broken nuts, hay seed

and grain will attract winter birds.

Having secured food, the birds must have shelter from the

elements and their enemies. This may be provided by

planting thick evergreen trees in groups, and allowing a

deciduous thicket here and there. Nesting boxes should be

provided for those birds which will use them, and such boxes

will shelter many a bird from winter storms. Nesting ma-

terial, such as straw, feathers, waste string, etc., should be

hung upon liml)s during the nesting season. It will soon be

utilized. Having made a locality attractive to birds, they

must be protected and fostered. Birds soon learn to love a

place where they receive a measure of protection from their

enen)ies. We may protect them :
—

1. By doing away with cats, so for as possible.

2. By stopping promiscuous gunning.

3. By suppressing birds'-egging boys.

4. By keeping hawks, crows and jays within bounds.

It is well not only to have a variety of trees in your wood-

land, but also to have portions of it in diiferent stages of

growth. A small patch of ground covered with young sprouts

furnishes a desirable breeding place for such birds as the in-

digo bird, brown thrasher, towhee and several warldcrs, all of

which may be very useful in adjoining woodland. If each

farm, wooded or otherwise, could be ideally situated and

cultivated, with the protection and accommodation of birds

always in view, it is doubtful if Paris green and other in-

secticides would find a ready market in this Commonwealth,

except, perhaps, in such cases as that of the gypsy moth,

where man disturbs the balance of nature by introducing a

new pest from a foreign shore.
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SOME INSECTS INJURING MAEKET-GARDEN CROPS.

BY DR. H. T. FEKNALD, PROFESSOR OF ENTOMOLOGY, MASSACHUSETTS
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE.

Market gardening in Massachusetts is an important indus-

try. Created by the growth of cities, it must increase as

they do, in order to supply their inhabitants with the vege-

table necessities of life. The successful market gardener is

but a short distance from his market, and, in consequence,

one of the first indications of nearness to the city a traveller

sees on approaching it is a marked increase in the amount

of cultivated land and of green-houses. In fact, the market

gardens supplying a city surround it in a broad and often

almost continuous belt.

The continuous acreage of crops thus produced is directly

favorable to the rapid increase of those insects which attack

the dilferent kinds of market garden crops, and, as this in-

dustry grows larger, we must expect an increased amount

of injury from insect pests. Some of the more common of

these and the most successful methods for preventing loss

by them are here considered.

The Asparagus Beetle {Crioceris asparagiljmn.).

This too familiar insect was introduced into New York
from Europe about 1856, and is now generally distributed

over the eastern United States. It passes the winter as an

adult beetle, hiding in any protected place. In the spring,

about the time the asparagus begins to appear above ground,

the beetles leave their hiding-places and lay their eggs on the

young shoots of the plant. The eggs are quite large, brown

in color, and attached by one end to the plant. They are

laid separately, but often quite close together in rows, and

when abundant are very noticeable on the asparagus tops.

They hatch in from three to eight days, producing little gray
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"grubs" with black heads. Each grub feeds until full

grown, which takes from ten days to two weeks, after which

it leaves the plant, enters the ground and forms a small,

rounded cocoon, within which it remains quiet for about a

week, during which time the structure is changing to that of

the adult beetle. When this change is completed the beetle

escapes to feed, mate, and lay eggs for the next brood.

Fig. 1. — The asparagus beetle: a, ntlult beetle; the line beside it shows the real length

of the beetle. On the right a liranch of asparagus, showing eggs, grubs and beetles,

natural size; also an asparagus tip with eggs, aud places eaten out. {From CliUten-

den. Yearbook, Deparbnent of Agriculture, ISOG.)

This brood has the same history as the last, and it is prob-

able that a third brood is produced during the year, before

cold weather drives the beetles into their winter quarters.

The adult beetle is rather less than a quarter of an inch

long, with a black head, red thorax, and yellow and dark-

blue wing covers, the blue forming a stripe along the middle
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of the back, crossed near its middle by another of the same

color and by a similar one near the hinder end of the body.

Along the sides of the back the color becomes reddish.

Injuries and Treatment.

Injury to asparagus is caused both hy the grub and the

adult beetle feeding upon the shoots intended for market,

and also upon the full-grown plants.

For beds where cutting is done, a few shoots left here and

there to serve as traps will attract the beetles to them if the

other shoots are kept cut as fast as they grow to market size.

The trap shoots should be cut about once a week and de-

stroyed, others l)eing then allowed to take their places. If

this be continued for four or five weeks the Qgg supply of

the beetles which winter over will be about exhausted, and

if no young have found a chance to develop on volunteer

asparagus near, the danger of damage from the later broods

of the season will be greatly reduced.

In the case of seed beds, dusting with fresh, air-slaked

lime while the dew is on is quite effective, as the lime kills

every grub it touches. That it is only those grubs which

are touched by the lime which are killed, however, should

be remembered by those who use this method. Allowing

chickens to run in the asparagus beds is advantageous, as

these feed freely upon the insects. Cutting down and burn-

ino- the seed stems two or three times a year is also a sood

practice, and is now considered not to be injurious to the

plant. Finally, several kinds of insects prey upon the as-

paragus beetle, and aid the grower to keep this pest in cheek.

The Imported Cabbage Worm {Pier is rapw. Schr.).

This insect, like the asparagus beetle, is a native of Europe,

and made its appearance in this country near Quebec about

1859, since which time it has spread over nearly the entire

United States.

The insect passes the winter as a brown chrysalis, attached

to some board, fence rail or other object. In the spring the

chrysalis bursts open, setting free the white butterfly so com-

mon around cabbage fields in summer ; and as soon as the

cabbages are set out the butterflies begin to lay their eggs on

the leaves, one in a place. The eggs are rather smaller than
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the head of a pin, pale yellow at first, but darker after a few

days. They hatch in about a week, and the little caterpillars

which come from them at once begin to feed on the leaves.

At first pale yellow, the caterpillar as it grows becomes vel-

vety green, and when full grown is more than an inch long.

Fig. 2.— Imported cabbage worm butterfly: male and female.

It now crawls to some protected place, where it changes to

the chrysalis form,— the same as that in which the winter

is passed, — and becomes quiet while the internal organs of

the caterpillar are being built over into those of the adult

butterfly. When these changes have been completed the

chrysalis bursts open and the adult butterfly appears, and

egg-laying for another brood of caterpillars now begins.

During the year there are three broods of these insects in

Massachusetts, the winter being passed in the chrysalis stage.

Treat7iient.

Several methods may be used for control-

ling this insect. Hot water applied at about

130° will kill the caterpillars usually without

injuring the plants, but the disadvantage of

this treatment upon a large scale is evident.

Probably the best method to use is that

of spraying with Paris green or arsenate of

lead, as these poisons are very destructive

to the caterpillars and without danger to the

consumer, unless the spraying be done with

extreme carelessness and shortly before the

heads are cut. There are several reasons why this treat-

ment is not dangerous. The head of the cabbage forms from

within, only the very outermost loaves being at any time

exposed to the poison, and these are removed in trimming

the head for market. Then, too, the poison is chiefly needed

Fio. ;i.— Imixiitcdoiil)-

bnnc worm : a, fuU-

^rowii caterpillar; b,

chrysalis.
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on the outside leaves of the plant, where most of the cater-

pillars occur, and these leaves are never cut with the head.

Chemical analysis of heads heavily sprayed one week before

cutting showed that not a trace of arsenic remained. Finally,

if spraying be carefully done when the caterpillars first appear

in spring and followed up until the head appears, the insect

will in all probability be so reduced in numbers that spraying

after the head is a quarter grown will be unnecessary, thus

removing the last possibility of danger.

This treatment for the cabbage worm is the usual one among

some of the largest market gardeners in the country, and no

case of arsenical poisoning from eating cabbage treated in

this way has ever been reported.

Other substances, such as alum, copperas and saltpetre,

have been recommended for use against this insect, but are

of no value.

Recently a new treatment has been brought forward by

the New York Agricultural Experiment Station, as being

better than that recommended above. The material used

is known as the resin-lime mixture, and is prepared as

follows :
—

Stock solution :—
Pulverized resin, 5 pounds.

Concentrated lye, 1 pound.

Fish or any cheap animal oil, except tallow, . . 1 pint.

Water, 5 gallons.

Place the oil, resin and one gallon of hot water in an iron

kettle ; heat till the resin is softened, then carefully add the

solution of concentrated lye (prepared by the directions for

making hard soap always given on the can) ; stir the mixt-

ure and add the other four gallons of water, hot ; now boil

till the mixture will unite with cold water and make a clear,

amber-colored liquid ; now add water enough to make up

five gallons.

With this as a stock solution, to spray, take :
—

Resin lime prepared as above, .... 1 gallon.

Water, 16 gallons.

Milk of lime, 3 gallons.

Paris green, 1-4 pound.
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Bring these together in the order in which they are named,

adding the Paris green last, stir thoroughly, and spray the

plants. Do not prepare the spraying solution mixture, how-

ever, till ready to use it, as it settles on standing.

This treatment has been used with good success, and with

reference to it the following statements are made : first, that

by it late cabbage and cauliflower can be protected from the

attacks of the cabbage worm and cabbage looper by two

sprayings ; second, that in the case of cabbage the yield can

be increased sixty to one hundred per cent ; third, that the

cost per acre will depend on the number of acres sprayed,

the cost of spraying ten acres twice being twenty dollars

;

fourth, that the mixture must not be applied to cabbage after

the heads are two-thirds grown, nor to cauliflower after the

" flower " appears ; fifth, that only skilled workmen should

be permitted to spray cauliflower.

In view of the amount of work necessary to prepare this

mixture, and the amount of care necessary, as indicated by

these last two statements, it becomes questionable whether

the advantage gained by using it— a more thorough adher-

ence of the spray to the leaves— is sufficient to pay for the

extra expense and trouble. In any case, it is most likely to

be of value where the acreage of cabbage is very large.

The Squash Bug (Anasa tristis DeG.).

The squash bug is a familiar insect in this country on

squashes, melons and other cucurbits. The adult bugs pass

the winter in any protected places they may find, and in the

spring, after the squashes are well up, lay their

eggs on the under side of the leaves. The
eggs are light reddish-brown in color, and very

noticeable on the leaves. They hatch in a

little more than a week, producing small

green-and-black young, somewhat resembling

the adult, but without wings. These young Fu^4.-8qua'lh

keep quite close together on the under side of ^ug: nduit bug,

ii J i> I 1 1 ^ /> ^ 1
natural size.

the leaves at nrst, but before long work toward

the stems, all the time sucking the juices from the plant.

They feed in this way and grow for about a month, the in-

sects changing in appearance from time to time as they throw
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off their outgrown skins, till finally, after the last of these

molts, the changes brought about in this way produce the full-

grown adult bugs, which proceed to lay eggs for a second

brood. These develop in a similar manner, and many of

this brood have become adult b}'^ the time cold weather ap-

proaches, when they leave the plants to seek protected places

in which to pass the winter.

Treatment.

This insect does not lend itself readily to treatment. No
stomach poison is of any use, as both the young and adult

only suck the juices of the plant, and contact poisons such

as kerosene fail to kill any except the youngest, unless used

so strong as to destroy the vines. Under these circumstances,

other methods must be resorted to.

It is evident that, if all the bugs which pass the winter

could be destroyed, no spring brood could be possible. As
to do this is impracticable, however, efibrts should be made
to reduce their numbers as much as possible. At all times,

but particularly when the nights begin to grow cool in the

fall, these insects tend to leave the plants towards dark

each evening, and seek protection under fallen leaves, sticks,

pieces of board, etc., on the ground. If shingles or pieces

of bark be placed near the plants at such times, an early

visit in the morning will show many thus collected, where

it is easy to kill them. Burning the vines as soon as the

crop has been gathered, and clean cultivation, reducing the

number of places where protection during the winter may be

found, also aid in reducing the number of these pests ; while

a frequent examination of the under side of the leaves of the

plants in June and the destruction by hand of all eggs and

young found will })rove to be of sufficient value to more than

pay for the time required to do this.

Other methods which are of value are : the protection of

young plants by coverings, if the bugs appear while the

plants are still small ; applying land plaster well soaked

with turpentine or kerosene to the ground near the stems ;

planting an excess of seed, and forcing the rapid growth of

the plant by fertilizers. All of these are of value, but un-

fortunately no one of the methods here suggested can be

relied upon alone to accomplish the destruction desired.
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The Squash-vene Borer (Mellitia satyrmiformis Hhn.).

The presence of this pest to squash growers is easily rec-

ognized by the sudden wilting and dying of the squash

leaves during July. Its work is so rapid that frequently

the wilting and death of the plants is the first indication of

its presence, when it is not a familiar insect to the market

gardener.

The squash-vine borer passes the winter in the ground,

inside a silken cocoon coated on the outside with particles

of dirt. The adult moths which come from these cocoons

appear around the plants during the first two weeks in July,

in Massachusetts (Harris), and proceed to lay their eggs on

difierent parts of the vines, though the stems are preferred

for that purpose.

A female moth may lay over two hundred eggs scattered

about in this way, and from them little caterpillars will

hatch in from one to two weeks and begin to bore through

the stems. Feeding inside the plant, after four weeks or

more the caterpillar becomes full grown, whereupon it leaves

the stem and burrows down into the ground for two or three

inches, where it forms a cocoon within which to pass the

winter. In Massachusetts there is but one brood each year.

Further south, however, a tendency to produce two broods

is evident, and in the Gulf States there are doubtless two

full broods.

Treatment.

This would be an easy insect to destroy if the caterpillar

fed on the outside of the plant, where some arsenical poison

could be placed. Working where it does, however, this

method of treatment is not available, and others must be

employed instead, no one of which should be relied upon

alone, but all be used together.

Fall harrowing of the fields where squashes have been

grown during the sununer is very eflcctive. This brings the

cocoons up from where the insects had placed themselves to

the surface, where they are exposed to freezing and thawing

during the winter. This, followed by plowing in spring to

a depth of more than six inches, will destroy many of the

insects.

Good results are also obtained by planting a few summer
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squashes, such as cymblins or crooknecks, as early as possi-

ble, before the main crop, and between the rows which they

are to occupy. Such trap plants attract most of the borers,

which leave the later varieties comparatively unmolested.

Of course as soon as the crop from these trap plants has

been gathered, or when the ground they occupy is needed

(if later than the last of July), the vines should be raked up
and burned, to destroy any eggs or caterpillars they may
contain.

When the borers have once attacked a vine, nothing better

than cutting them out is available. If the vines be watched

during July, the presence of borers is soon shown by the

presence of the yellowish, powdery excrement of the cater-

pillars, which is forced out from the stem to the ground

beneath. When such traces of the presence of borers are

found, the stem of the plant should be split lengthwise and

the borers be taken out and killed, after which the split

should be covered with dirt to aid in healing. If the plants

have been induced to throw out roots at different points

along the stems, by covering them with a little earth at in-

tervals as they grow, the injury caused by splitting the

stems to get out the borers is greatly lessened.

Catching and destroying the moths as they fly about the

plants has also been practised in some places, with good

success.

Besides the squash, the pumpkin, gourd, muskmelon and

cucumber are sometimes attacked by this insect.

Striped Cucumber Beetle (Diabrof ica vittata Fah.).

This insect is a general nuisance over the greater part of

the United States. The black and yellow stripes along its

back make it very noticeable, while the injury it causes

is frequently so great as to almost prevent the raising of

cucumbers at all.

About the time the young cucumber plants are just ap-

pearing above ground, and frequently even earlier, the beetles

leave the hiding-places in which they have passed the winter,

and gather about the plants. Not satisfied to wait for these

to reach the surface, they often burrow into the ground to

meet them, and begin feeding, while as soon as the leaves
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appear they gather upon them and upon the stem, which is

often cut completely off by the insects. Later, older j)lants

are injured by the beetles, while the young are at work at

the roots.

The eggs of the l)eetle appear to be placed on the stalks

of the plants, just below the surface of the ground, and after

a time each hatches, })roducing a little slender, worm-like

form, which feeds on the cucumber roots and other parts of

the plant which touch the ground till full grown, when it is

a little more than a quarter of an inch long. After attaining

full size the grub changes in the ground into a quiet pupa,

which does no feeding and which remains in this condition

from one to two weeks, according as the weather is warm or

cold. When this period ends, the outside shell of the pupa

bursts, setting free the adult beetle, which proceeds to lay

eggs for a second brood.

Just how many broods occur in Massachusetts is not

known, but there are at least two and possibly three each

year.

Treatment.

No entirely successful method for holding this insect in

check has as yet been found. In several ways, however,

their ravages may be lessened at small expense. Where
practicable, covering the hills with netting before the plants

appear is of value, as by the time the plants are too large for

the nets they have attained a size sufficient to enable them to

withstand the injuries caused by insects, better than those

just starting. A convenient form of netting cover is made

by taking two pieces of board about six inches wide, and

long enough to reach the plants of the hill. To the middle

of each board nail a pointed piece of lath, in such a way that

when the lath is driven into the ground the board will stand

on edge and form one side of a box. Two such pieces may
be placed at any desired distance apart, and cheese cloth be

tacked on so as to form the top and the other two sides of

the box. The chief advantage of such boxes is that on put-

ting them away, at the end of their usefulness, very little

space is needed in which to stow them. While in use the

earth should be so packed against the box as to leave no

space for the beetles to crawl under and thus reach the plants.
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Another treatment is to dust the plants while the dew is

yet on with a mixture of Paris green, one pound, and plaster

or flour, seventy-five pounds, or else with air-slaked lime.

As tobacco appears to be disagreeable to these insects,

considerable success has been obtained by applying tobacco

dust freely to the ground around the stems of the plants, and

renewing the application after every rain.

The cucumber beetle feeds on the squash and melon also,

and, if a few squashes be planted early around the edges of

the cucumber field, the insect will usually devote most of its

attention to them. Spraying cucumber plants with Bordeaux

mixture, once as soon as the seed leaves appear, again when

the third true leaf develops, and lastly when the plants begin

to run, not only makes the plants distasteful to the cucumber

beetle, but to flea beetles, and protects them from various

diseases to which they are subject.

Root Maggots.

Under this head may be included the onion maggot, cab-

bage root maggot, turnip root maggot, etc.

Fig. 6. — Ouioii maggot; ailult fly at left; crossed lines lielow, showing iiatuial size. Onion
plant at right, showing eggs of fly, and maggot worlting on stem below level of ground.

The adults of these maggots are flies, somewhat smaller

than the house fly, which appear in spring and lay their eggs

^-e^

^OJ)

Fig, 6. — Eggs of onion maggot, natural size and enlarged, at left; maggot, natural size and
enlarged, in centre; pupa, natural size and enlarged, at right.
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on the roots of the young plants. These eggs are smooth,

white, and large enough to be seen by the eye. Upon hatch-

ing, the little maggots they produce burrow into the stem,

root or bulb of the plant, often causing a serious amount of

damage. After feeding until full grown, the maggots leave

the plant and become quiet pupte for a time, after which

the adult flies escape from them to lay eggs for another

brood, of which there are two and perhaps more each year

of the kinds here considered.

Treatment,

Many methods have been suggested for checking the rav-

ages of these pests, but only a few are of any value. Pro-

tection from the cabbage root maggot may be ol)tained by the

use of tar paper cut to encircle the stems of the plants when

these are set out, but the cost of preparing and apjilying the

pieces reduces the vakie of this method. Before the appear-

ance of the maggots the use of carbolic acid emulsion has

been strongly recommended. To prepare this, a pound of

hard soap or a quart of soft soap should be dissolved in a

gallon of boiling water. Into this pour a pint of crude

carbolic acid, and stir until an emulsion is thoroughly formed.

To treat the plants, one quart of this, mixed with about thirty

quarts of water, will give the required strength. In apply-

ing this emulsion, begin the day after the plants have been

set out, or, if raised from seed, a day or two before they

come up, thoroughly moistening the ground close to each

pUmt with it, and particularly the stems just l)elow the level

of the ground, in the case of plants which have been set out.

The object of this is to kill every e^^g and maggot present b}^

actual contact with the emulsion. This treatment should be

repeated every week or ten days till about the first of June.

" Whoever has tried this emulsion thoroughly, reports suc-

cess" (Slingerland).

Another and a})parently equally successful treatment is by

the use of carbon disulphide. To apply this properly, an

apparatus such as the ISIcGowan injector is necessary. In

using this, push the tip of the injector into the ground three

or four inches away from the plant, and run it obliquely down
to a point just below the roots ; then force al)out a teaspoon-

ful of the carbon disulphide out of the injector into the
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ground, remove the injector and close up the hole with earth

pressed down by the foot. This treatment usually needs to

be made Init once, when the maggots first appear, but would

probably be more effective with cabbage and cauliflower than

with onions, turnips and radishes, where the carbolic acid

emulsion treatment is preferable.

Looking for and crushing the eggs and maggots by hand

is also highly recommended, where labor is cheap.

Flea Beetles.

Flea beetles of several kinds are often present in destruc-

tive abundance on various plants early in spring. They feed

on the tissues, making little holes, and when disturbed take

sudden leaps which make it difficult to capture them. The
young of these insects are stem and leaf miners, but rarely

do sufficient damage to require treatment. For the beetles

themselves, spraying the plants attacked, with Paris green,

arsenate of lead or any of the stomach poisons is usually

entirely effective ; though, as various plant diseases often

begin at the holes made by these insects, it is generally better

to use Bordeaux mixture with a little of the poison added, as

Bordeaux mixture appears to be successful against flea beetles

as well as being a fungicide.

Cut Worms.

Under the name " cut worms " are included the caterpillars

of a large number of kinds of moths, which hide in the

ground during the daytime and feed at night.

In cases where these pests are known to be abundant in

sod land which is to be cultivated, it is advisable to plow

quite early in the fall, and apply the potash which is to be

used at this time, kainit being strongly recommended by

some writers as probably the best form of fertilizer to use

for this purpose, as it is objectionable to the insects.

Cut worms can also be destroyed by the use of traps. To
prepare these, spray a small piece of clover or any juicy

plant with one of the stomach poisons (one pound of the

poison to fifty gallons of water) , and then mow it close and

spread this poisoned food in little heaps here and there over

the field, which should be ready for planting. The cut
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worms, finding nothing else to feed on, will eat this poisoned

food, and a large proportion will be destroyed.

Later in the season, if cut worms appear after the crop is

up, protection from their ravages may be secured by mixing

one pound of Paris green witli fifty pounds of bran. When
these are thoroughl}' mixed, add water and a little molasses

till the whole is about like dough. A tablesi)()onful at the

base of each plant is more attractive to the cut worm than

the plant itself, and ten pounds should be suflicient to protect

about an acre of potatoes or other crop planted in that way.

Care, however, should be taken that fowls and other animals

likely to feed on this poisoned food be kept away from it

while it is exposed.

This method should also be successful where cut worms
are troul)lesome in greenhouses.
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POULTRY KEEPING ON THE FARM.

BY AUTHUR A. BRIGHAM, PH.D., KINGSTON, R. I.

When requested to write "an article that will give hints

to beginners and be a help to those who are about starting

or thinking of starting in poultry and egg production," my
thoughts immediately we'nt back to some of the experiences

of my boyhood days on tlie old farm in Massachusetts. My
memory recalls very vividly how one of my attempts to com-

bine horticulture and poultry culture was brought to a sorrow-

ful end, because of rats. As an ambitious young gardener,

I had constructed a hot-bed, made two sashes to fit it, and

had woven of rye straw a thick mat to cover the whole during

cold nights. My early farming under glass prospered, and

the plants had been transplanted to the open garden, where

they were all, with the exception of the cucumbers, thriving

finely. A severe frost one night destroyed the cucumbers

completely, thereby teaching the young gardener a season-

able lesson, and perhaps saving several members of the family

from the dangers of " summer complaint" later.

The early hatched chickens were doing finely in their reg-

ular quarters. A neighbor had that spring obtained some

nice Buff Cochin fowls, and later in the season kindly fur-

nished me with a sitting of their eggs. These were given to

the care of a motherly sitting hen, and in due time four little

golden puff-balls showed themselves. Where to place the

yellow-feathered treasures was a puzzle, until the empty hot-

bed was thought of as just the place to keep them safe and

happy. Here for several days they flourished, to the great

satisfaction of their young owner ; but pride goes before a

fall. One day the four pretty creatures were found stark

dead. The youthful poultryman had forgotten that as a

gardener he had sought to poison the rats which invaded his
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hot-bed ; and the diminutive chicks proved that the rat poison

was fatal to chicken life, if not to rodents.

On another occasion, after faithful attendance at church

services, one beautiful Sunday morning in spring the same

amateur poultryman returned home to find about forty fine

Brown Leghorn chickens, dead or dj'ing, scattered about the

yard. The morning mash for the chicks had unwittingly

been mixed with water in which some salt meat had been

boiled, and they rendered convincing testimony of the deathly

danger to chicken life of too much salt in the food.

The third catastrophe, which also brought its lesson, was

the destruction in one night, by an army of invading rats, of

some forty pigeons, practically cleaning out the loft.

Experience is a dear if not altogether a lovable teacher,

and we all have to learn from her to a greater or less extent.

I have no great or appreciative respect for the poultryman

who " knows it all," and has closed his course in learning
;

but my sympathy goes out to the one who is studying and

advancing in poultry knowledge, particularly if he be an am-

bitious and enthusiastic beginner in poultry keeping.

On nearly every farm fowls are kept or found. Too often

they are allowed to shift for themselves. Some farmers detest

hens. Usually on every farm there is, however, some one

who is interested in fowls, or at least desirous of the pocket-

money which poultry may supply. I know well a Massa-

chusetts dairy farmer who combines very successful poultry

keeping with his dair}^ business. He is one of many such.

Lately a jNIassachusetts farmer told me with great satisfaction

of the copartnership which his two boys, one thirteen and

the other nine years old, had formed for conducting the

poultry business of the farm. These farmer boys are chips

of the old block, and are making a success of the business.

Sometimes it is the wife or daughter who takes care of the

biddies, usually very successfully. Among the poultry women

of my acquaintance I will mention one in New Jersey, who

took the special course of instruction, with the pioneer class

of 1898, at the Rhode Island College of Agriculture and

Mechanic Arts. Although not possessed of the best of

health, she has made a success of poultry keeping, and, will-

ing to share her success, has, among other helpful things,
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written a nice l)ooklet for women, entitled "Pocket-money

in poultry culture," which I can heartily recommend to the

wives and daughters on the farms of Massachusetts.

The idea of special poultry farming on a large scale is ex-

tending, and large poultry plants are being quite freely

established ; but the great bulk of poultry products for the

market will continue to come from the numberless small

flocks scattered through the country. The large poultry

ranches all together can supply but a very small proportion

of the immense quantities of eggs and dressed poultry de-

manded by an ever-increasing consumption of these articles

of food.

How SHALL, THE BeGINNER BEGIN?

In the first place, do not commence on too large a scale,

especially if you have had no experience with fowls. The

necessaries are the same in kind that are required in almost

any productive business. If we were to discuss the things

needful in establishing, maintaining and managing a special

poultry farm or a great poultry plant, the factors to be con-

sidered might be grouped under the terms land, capital and

labor. The same means on a small scale are required for

the little poultry plant on the general farm. There must be

a place for the fowls, money must be invested in buildings,

in good birds and in food and other materials ; and, finally,

work is unavoidable in the care and management of the

business.

Location.

Even poultrymen of experience often make mistakes in

choosing a location for poultry keeping, hence it is well for

the novice to consider the matter quite fully. If fowls have

been previously kept upon the farm, the adaptability of one

or more places for the purpose may have been tested. In

any case, several things need to be carefully considered.

The fowls, to do their best, must live in shelter and comfort.

The land should not be wet, and stagnant water in the soil

is especially to be avoided. A somewhat elevated slope,

with a southerly or south-easterly aspect, if available, is

usually preferred. A sandy loam soil in such a location is

naturally well drained. If the soil is a strong, heavy clay,

naturally too moist, it may be artificially underdrained by
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means of tiles, and thus avoid the surplus moisture which

seems to favor the development of influenza and roup in

poultry.

The atmospheric drainage is something equally important,

though not often taken into account. Every one has noticed,

in travelling over the roads, up hill and down dale, in the

old Bay State, that the cool and often chilly, moist, heavy

air settles to the lower places, and tends to remain there.

Fowls should live where the air surrounding them is at least

fairly dry, even during the wet, stormy weather of the cooler

seasons. The inclemencies of the weather, especially the

extreme and sudden changes in temperature during the win-

ter and spring, even in the best locations, test severely the

strength of constitution of both feathered and unfeathered

bipeds here in New England. Violent winds add greatly to

the discomfort of fowls, if they are exposed to them. Where
the houses and yards are frequently swept by searching

winds, the fowls abandon the runs, neglect healthful, out-

door exercise and huddle stupidly in their houses. It is also

undesirable to confine the poultry where in the hot weather

the air stagnates, and the sun beats down into the unpro-

tected yards or close houses. Both the cold of winter and

the heat of summer must be tempered for the comfort of the

birds, if they are to thrive and do well for their owner.

Shade must therefore not be forgotten in locating the yards

or the ranges and the houses. Oftentimes the hen house

can be placed where the apple orchard or some group of

trees will furnish both shade and shelter. Fowls delight in

the conditions found beneath low-growing pines and other

evergreens.

Fenced Runs and Free Range.

One thing had best be definitely settled before attempting

to keep poultry on the farm. The fowls should not be

allowed to run at will within the garden or in and about the

farm buildings. Nothing is more aggravating or disgusting

than to have the nice vegetables or beautitiil flowers scratched

up, and the doorsteps, the porch, the paths and the farm

machines and vehicles fouled with poultry droppings. Sepa-

rate the poultry also from the other live stock of the farm.
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This is easily accomplished when undertaken in a business-

like manner. If the fowls are to be kept near the farm

buildings, provide ample yard room, enclosed by wire fenc-

ing. The best material for this purpose that I know of at

this date is the M. M. S. poultry fencing, which is made of

any height ordinarily required, with small meshes below and

wider meshes above. It requires ordinarily but few posts,

is easily put up and has a very neat appearance when in

position. Another way of separating the fowls from the

centre of farm operations is to place the houses at a consid-

erable distance from the farmstead, in a pasture, where the

fowls will have free range. The latter plan may entail some

extra travel by the attendant, and there is the risk in some

localities of depredations by foxes, hawks or other wild ani-

mals or thieves. The young, strong farmer boy may find

advantages in the second or so-called "colony plan," while

the housewife will probably find the fence enclosure near the

farm house preferable.

The Houses and Yards.

In a fickle and somewhat rugged climate like that of New
England, shelter from the extremes of weather, which check

the growth of the fowls and their egg production, is neces-

sary. No doubt some of our domestic fowls, if turned loose

in the woods, could adapt themselves to the natural condi-

tions, and continue to exist ; but the process would certainly

reduce their egg production, and proba1)ly their size. We
attempt to provide, by means of proper shelter, a more

equable and comfortable climate, and expect remuneration

for this outlay of capital in the form of plump chickens and

numerous eggs at a season when prices are satisfactory.

Whatever the style or form of poultry building contem-

plated, it should be so placed that storm water and surface-

flowage water will flow away from and not into or under the

house. For this reason, a knoll or spot where the ground

slopes away from the site is a good place to select for the

building. If the soil is liable to be soaked wdth water at

any season, it is well to excavate one or two feet deep, and

fill in with stones where the building is to stand. Tile

drains may also be laid to conduct the soil w^ater away from
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beneath the house. Dryness within the house is further

secured by raising the floor six inches to a foot above the

level of the ground surrounding the house.

The Kind of House.

There are many forms of hen houses, some of them desir-

able, others despicable. Each poultry keeper ought to make

a study of this matter, as related to the particuhir conditions

of his location and the scope of his plans. Too many hen

houses are adapted only for winter conditions. The effect

of each season and of all kinds of weather must be kept in

mind, if the house is intended to provide a comfortable home

for the fowls throughout the year. Winter and sunmier

quarters and a scratching-shed may be combined in one

house or in one room, if so desired. Perhaps I can best ex-

plain several essential points in home architecture for poultry

by describing, as well as I can in words, a house suited,

under favorable conditions, for a flock of thirty farm fowls.

It is not forbidden to build of stone or brick or concrete

;

but I should construct the house of wood, and build on run-

ners, so that it could be readily moved if it ever became de-

sirable to change to a new location or to fresh ground. I

think that in a house fairly well ventilated at least 30 cubic

feet of air space should be allowed per fowl. For our thirty

fowls we must then provide 900 cubic feet of interior space.

This we can do if we make the foundation of the house in

the form of an oblong, 15 by 10 feet, or of a square, 12| by

12| feet, and give the roof an average height of 6 feet. The

floor may be of boards, concrete, or of dry dirt to be renewed

at intervals. Usually the house faces to the south or south-

east. The house is highest at the front, and the roof slant-

ing to the rear should have a sufficient pitch to readily shed

rain and snow water. I must allow that this form is not

very artistic or beautiful. It may, however, be improved in

appearance by adding a narrow jet in front, pitching toward

the south, and placing a little cupola containing a ventilator

at the middle of the peak thus formed. The front should be

constructed in the form of two large doors, which are to be

opened out in bright, warm weather, allowing the sunshine

to reach, during some part of the day, each and every part
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of the room. Wire netting may be used to cover the front

when opened. Thus the whole house is readily turned into

a scratching-shed on pleasant winter days. A door about 3

by 6 feet is placed at the east end, and a window consisting

of a single sash at the west end and both near the front of

the house. A single sash window is also placed in each of

the large doors which form the front of the house. 1 might

add that windows in poultry houses should be protected on

the inside by hinged or sliding frames of wire netting, neatly

fitted in place, not too close to the glass.

Scantling (2 by 3) will answer for most of the frame work
of the house, which is covered on the outside by common
boards, and these again, both roof and sides, with sheathing

paper and shingles. Our experience in a very windy loca-

tion indicates that paper as an exterior covering is very

liable to prove unsatisfactory ; between the boarding and the

shingles, however, it acts as a very effective nonconductor

of heat, and helps materially in keeping the house com-

fortable. In extremely cold situations the house may be

sheathed inside if necessary.

Furnishing the House.

The interior fittings of the hen house should be as few and

as simple as possible, and all easily removable, so that they

can occasionally be placed out of doors in the sunshine and

fresh air. The roosting platform may be placed 1| or 2 feet

above the floor, in the back part of the house. It should be

made of boards, clear of knots, smoothly planed and closely

fitted together. Roosts are not always needed, but if thought

to be necessary may be made of 2 by 3 scantling, planed

smooth, rounded at the upper edges and placed broadside

down about 6 inches above the platform. To insure protec-

tion of the fowls during the coldest nights from the danger

of freezing their combs and becoming chilled, the space

above the platform may be enclosed by a curtain, which in

moderate weather is kept up out of the way. For nests

nothing is simpler or better than small boxes, which may be

placed beneath the platform and open towards the rear of

the house. A feeding trough is easily made, in the form of

a box 2 or 3 feet long and G inches wide, with sides 3 or 4
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inches high. For holding the drinking water an iron or

earthenware dish with flaring sides answers nicely. It may
be placed on a little platform raised a few inches above the

floor, and may be protected by a hinged frame with slatted

sides and a slanting board cover, A box for holding a con-

stant supply of oyster shells and grit may be hung at the

side of the room. I hope that this rough sketch of a plan

has made plain the desirabilit}' of so constructing a poultry

house that the whole floor space will be available for use by

the hens ; that it will catch the first rays of the sun in the

morning, and, unless clouds interfere, be blessed by sun-

shine in some part of the house throughout the day ; that

the house may be tightly closed and yet well lighted in

stormy or cold weather ; that it may be opened in front on

warm days in winter and thrown widely open on three sides

in the hot summer weather.

The Yards.

If the fowls are not to be allowed free range, then double

yards should be provided, — that is, two yards for each

house or pen of fowls. This plan allows the poultryman to

cultivate the soil and grow a crop of green grain in one yard

while the other is in use by the fowls. The ground is thus

frequently freshened and green food is supplied to the fowls.

The yards may, as already mentioned, be neatly and eco-

nomically enclosed by special poultry fencing, w'hich, for

most satisfactory results, should be G feet in height. For

the kind of fencing described, cedar or chestnut posts, 5 or

6 inches in diameter, should be set at least 2 feet deep in

the ground, about 15 feet apart. Gates wide enough to

admit a horse and cultivator should be made for the yards.

Frames of wood covered with wire netting will answer the

purpose, or very neat iron gates may be purchased to match

the fences. They should be placed conveniently near the

house, and be connected by good strong hinges and latches

to stout, erect, firmly set i)Osts.
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Can the Hens' Home be made Attractive in Appear-
ance ?

Instead of being a blot on the landscape and a disgrace

to the farm, the poultry house and yards should be made
attractive to the eye. The shingles may be left to nature,

to be weather tinted in simple gray, or may with creosote

stain be given any color desired to harmonize with the sur-

roundings. The necessity of shade in summer gives oppor-

tunity for pleasing effects in the arrangement of trees and
vines in the yards and about the houses. Advantage may
be gained by the use of fruit-bearing plants for this purpose,

as is delightfully evidenced by a little poultry plant that I

happen to know of in East Greenwich, R. I. Without large

expenditure of capital, a number of neat poultry houses have

been grouped among the large, beautiful trees at the rear of

the dwelling-house. Fruit trees in the yards and grape-

vines trained upon the fences furnish an agreeable shade in

summer for the fine fowls, and an abundance of luscious fruit

in the autumn for the refreshment of the owner and the

numerous friends whom he delights to entertain. The effect

is very happy in several ways, but I make mention of this

aspect especially because of the pleasing harmonious part

which this little poultry plant makes in the landscape at

' Paradise Farm."

Breeding the Birds.

All the preparations for properly housing the flock having

been completed, next comes the momentous question of what

breed to select and where to get the best fowls to start with.

It is a problem for earnest study, and each poultry keeper

must work it out for himself. Consider the market, the

local conditions and your own likes and dislikes in the

matter. In New England one will not usually go far wrong
if he selects one of the so-called American breeds. The
Barred and White Plymouth Rocks and the White Wyan-
dottes are great favorites. Of more importance, however,

than the breed is the quality of the individual birds selected.

Every breed includes poor specimens, which would prove

unprofitable under even the best of conditions, and your nice
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new poultry houses should shelter only first-class business

birds. Here is opportunity for the wise use of considerable

capital and brains as well. If you have had some experience

in selecting fowls and know a good bird when you see it, all

the better for yourself and your poultry business. If you

have a lot of mongrels or fowls of mixed blood, work them

otf as you find opportunity to do so advantageously, and

purchase of some reliable breeder of really first-class poultry

a pen or at least a trio of the best fowls he will sell you, and

pay the price. You may prefer to purchase several sittings

of eggs from such a poultryman, and commence your flock

of thoroughbreds in this way. This is successfully done in

some cases, but there is often the risk to run of disappoint-

ment, besides delay in getting well started. When your

valuable fowls begin to lay, keep a record of their eggs,

using trap nests if necessary ; and in hatching note which

eggs produce the most and the best chicks. As the chicks

grow and develop, note which ones are the most thrifty,

which are the earliest to mature, which are plump enough

for the table at any age, which develop into early layers,

which resemble most their parents and in what respects, and

which come nearest the type of the breed. Study all the

characteristics, with the idea of learning which birds to select

for future breeders. (It is not best here to enter into a dis-

course upon the principles of breeding, but any one especially

interested will find something bearing upon this subject in

the twelfth and thirteenth annual reports of the Rhode Island

Agricultural Experiment Station.) In the poultry business

it is rarely best to have but one string to your bow. In

exceptional cases it may be well to depend almost wholly

upon the sale of eggs for the income, in others to raise

broilers, young roasters or mature fowls for the market ; but

usually it is well to combine some or all of these, and to

also sell eggs for hatching, and dispose of surplus high-class

birds for breeders. Combine as many sources of income as

are profitable, and push the lines that are most renumerative.

It is with this idea in mind that I have strongly advised the

purchase of the finest fowls obtainable. The next step is to

improve them, which can be done if the poultryman will

persist in his study of the individual fowls, watch the results
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of his matings, learn to trace cause and effect, and provide

better surroundings and conditions than the fowls have

previously been accustomed to.

Hatching and raising the Chicks.

If only one hundred or two hundred chicks are to be raised

each year, it is certainly a safe and wise plan to depend

upon hens to do the hatching and brooding. Pullets which

prove to be good sitters and mothers may usually be de-

pended upon to do still better in these respects the next

year. If a hen house or room in some farm building is

available, an excellent plan is to place a large number of

nests in it, and devote the same to the exclusive use of the

sitting hens during the hatching season. Orange crates or

soap boxes will answer for nests if the poultryman wishes to

be very economical. Each nest should be yji-ovided with a

lattice door in front. I like the idea of placing in the box

two or three inches of loam beneath the nesting material,

which usually consists of soft hay or cut straw. If con-

venient, move the broody hens at night to their new nests,

and allow them to sit for a day on nest eggs, unless you are

sure enough of their good character as sitters to immediately

place under them the eggs which they are to incubate. Re-

move the hens from their nests daily at a regular time,

supplying them with fresh water, whole corn or other grain,

and provide an abundance of dry, fine soil, so that the fowls

can freely and fully dust themselves. Use plenty of Pyre-

thrum powder or other insect destroyer in the nests and on

the fowls, working it thoroughly in among their feathers.

Spray the room once a week with a one per cent solution

of carbolic acid, and remove or cover with dust the drop-

pings of the fowls. Keep the room well ventilated,— in

fact, make the conditions continuously healthy.

If by using hens the chicks are not hatched sufficiently

early in the season or in large enough numbers, or if you

think that the hens can better employ their time in laying

eggs than in hatching them, you are not forbidden to pro-

cure an incubator and brooder, or, in fact, several of them,

provided the business warrants the expenditure of capital

for this purpose. It is easy to learn to run an incubator.
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The chief difficulties in chicken culture come before and after

incubation. They are found in the successful breeding of

fowls to lay eggs that possess strong fertile germs, capable

of producing vigorous chicks, and in successfully raising the

creatures, after hatching, to marketable size or to maturity.

Artificial Mothers.

A study of the brooder problem at the Rhode Island Agri-

cultural Experiment Station sheds considerable light upon

the subject of the artificial raising of chickens. According

to Bulletin No. 61 of this station, the causes of the numerous

deaths of incubator chicks raised in brooders may be grouped

under :

—

(a) Heredity, or to environment during the period of

incubation.

(b) Mechanical causes,

(o) Imperfect sanitation.

((/) Improper feeding.

Under the first heading («) a hint is given that successive

alternate periods of heat and cold during incubation are re-

sponsible for a large proportion of abnormalities in chicks.

Experiments recently undertaken in Germany have strongly

emphasized this matter.

Among mechanical causes (b) are included crowding and

huddling, which, though inexcusable, are for too prevalent,

because of the ambitious desire of the poultryman to keep

under one hover as many chicks as i)ossible. The remedy is

evidently to be found in not crowding. Twenty-five chicks

are as many as the novice, at least, should attempt to accom-

modate under one hover.

Under imperfect sanitation (c) is included lack of pure air,

.sunlight and cleanliness. Tuberculosis, for example, is by

these conditions given an excellent opportunity to attack the

little creatures. Prevention is in this case the best ]ilan.

The hovers should be removable, and, if placed out of doors

on bright days in the fresh air where the sunshine can get at

them, the germs of this dread disease soon succumb. Care-

ful spraying of the interior with a one per cent solution of

carbolic acid helps to keep the conditions sanitary.

Under the head of improper feeding (d) very striking
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results were obtained by feeding different lots of chickens

rations which varied in the extreme. The experiment with

the chicks kept in the brooders showed at the end of thirty

days, in the lot fed on egg, liver and green stuff, a mortality

of Go. 7 per cent, chiefly from digestive troubles, resulting

in diarrhoea. The lot fed on grain alone showed a loss by
death of 32.7 per cent, mainly from digestive troubles,

strongly indicated by abnormal enlargement of the gall

bladder. The lot fed on grain and green stuff suftered a

mortality of 9.5 per cent. The lot fed a complete balanced

ration of egg, meat, grain and green stuff had a death list

of only 3.5 per cent. By using the proper amount of animal

food with the grain food and supplying the necessary green

food, a large proportion of the untimely and unnecessary

deaths may evidently be prevented
;
provided, of course,

that due attention be given to the other factors of environ-

ment, and to the breeding from vigorous, healthy parents.

Another phase of the brooding problem relates to the

degree of shelter, the maintenance of a proper temperature

and ventilation for the chicks. The sudden variations of

the weather during winter and spring in New England make
it desirable that there be provided four degrees of protection

or comfort for brooder chickens :
—

1. An inviting, properly ventilated hover, kept continu-

ously, uniformly and suiEciently warm, to which the chicks

may at any time resort, as they would do to the mother hen,

and warm up.

2. A ventilated, lighted brooder or apartment, warm
enough to protect the chicks from chilling on raw days and

sufficiently attractive to tempt them from the hover as much
as possible.

3. A run protected from winds and storms by being en-

closed within a brooder house, or, if outside, covered with a

hot-bed sash.

4. An outside yard, available in pleasant weather, into

which even the youngest chicks should be tempted by litter,

grain, green food and scraps whenever the sun shines and the

winds are not too severe. In some way the chicks must be

provided with a sure refuge, where they will be comfortable
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whatever the weather. They should, however, by every

means possible be induced to keep out in the fresh air and

take exercise as they would with the mother hen in the

pleasant spring weather. These hints will also apply to a

considerable extent to chicks raised by the natural method.

One of the secrets of successful chicken raising is to keep

them constantly growing. To do this, no condition can be

tolerated which gives the animal a check in its development.

As soon as the young pullets can be distinguished from the

cockerels, the birds of different sexes should be separated,

and the pullets at any rate should be given free and abun-

dant pasture range. They will thus obtain a sure supply of

green food, and will usually find considerable animal food in

the form of grasshoppers, worms and various insects, which

will help to balance the grain food commonly supplied them.

The poultryman is fortunate if he is able to pasture the

growing birds where they can easily find running water to

drink.

Selling the Products.

Sell direct to the consumer, if possible. Dispose of the

poultry products at the time when the condition of the same

and the state of the market yield the greatest net profit. In

some localities a chicken will bring more as a broiler (at one

or two pounds) or as a young roaster (three to four pounds)

than at maturity, and the food and care necessary for the

added growth and weight may be saved. In culling out the

chicks to be killed and sold as dressed poultry, do not sacri-

fice the promising young thoroughbreds. Save them for

breeders, to replenish your stock, and, in case of a surplus,

especially of cockerels, to sell to other poultrymen. In dis-

})Osing of eggs, some poultry keepers find it profitable to sell

to special customers, who are ready to pay more than the

market price for them. Ordinarily, however, the eggs will

go into the regular market. Even in this case it pays to be

careful that the product is fresh laid, clean and uniform in

size and color. This problem of the successful disposal of

poultry products after the labor and care of their production

is one which varies greatly, according to the conditions in

each case. It must be studied out on the spot. Fortunate
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will it be for the profits if the poultry keeper is a shrewd

salesman. One thing at least should be insisted upon : the

farmer's wife or son or daughter who undertakes to care for

the poultry should receive the income which comes from all

products sold, and full value for all eggs and chickens fur-

nished for the table. The laborer in the poultry yard is

worthy of his hire.

The Poultry Keeper should be an Account Keeper.

One thing further I desire to emphasize most earnestly

;

that is, the keeping of records and accounts. Here is where

most farmers and poultrymen lack. They do not know act-

ually how their business stands financially, and are really

often working at a great disadvantage, because they do not

actually realize Avhich part of their farm operations are

bringing profit and which are entailing loss. In the case of

the poultry keeper, the matter is not one of diflSculty and

need not require much time. A record should at least be

kept of the eggs laid daily by each flock or pen of fowls

;

and after the doing of this has become a habit, it will not

require much urging to induce the interested poultryman to

keep individual records of the egg production of his best

breeders.

The financial record is also a simple affair. An inventory

is made at least once a year of all the capital invested in the

land, the buildings, fences, furnishings, tools, fowls, and of

the estimated value of the poultry products on hand. The

sum total of all these values is, in commencing the account,

charged against the business ; that is, placed on the debit

side of the account. Then, during the year (or shorter

period of time, if desired), everything that is purchased, in-

cluding food, tools, lumber, nails or supplies of any kind,

new fowls, etc., and every hour of labor at a fair price, is

charged against the business. On the other hand, the value

of every egg and every fowl sold or used for the house table

and of everything that is disposed of, including the poultry

manure and the feathers if they can be sold, is placed on the

credit side of the account. At the end of the year, or, in

fact, whenever the poultryman wishes to balance his ac-
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counts, a new inventory is made of all the belongings of the

poultry plant, including new purchases, fowls, tools, etc.,

and the estimated value of all the poultry and poultry prod-

ucts and food on hand. The sum of these is placed on the

credit side of the account. The difference between the total

amounts of the debit and credit sides of the books should

show the actual profit or loss. We will ho})e that it is a

good round sum on the right side of the account.
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Cnmmantoaltlj af UlassacTjusdts.

To the Massachusetts Slate Board of Agriculture.

Your comniittcG in charge of the work of exterminating

the gypsy moth presents lierewith a report of work per-

formed during the year 1900.

In common with other State departments, your committee

is authorized to continue its operations during the month of

January, "until the pleasure of the General Court is made

known, at the rate of expenditure authorized by the appro-

priations for the preceding year." Under this law your

committee continued its field work as described l)elow,

throughout the month, at the end of which time all the

employees were discharged, with the exception of a few offi-

cers whose services were required in completing the accounts,

collecting tools and other work incident to closing up field

operations.

During the month, as weather permitted, scouting was

prosecuted, as rapidly as was consistent with thoroughness,

in Boston,— particularly in the outlying wards of Roxbury

and Dorchester,— in Saugus, Swampscott and Reading.

One feature of this work was the finding in Dorchester of a

few scattered egg-clusters near the Ne})onset bridge and a

small, compact colony at Cottage Street. Another feature

of a more gratifying character was the result of a thorough

inspection of Franklin Park by expert employees. It will

be recalled that some years previous a serious colony of the

moth existed in this park. This inspection confirmed the

results of recent examinations, no trace of the moth lieing

found.

At other times, during and following storms, attention

was given to clearing up infested woodland in Swampscott,
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Melrose, Winchester, Newton and Belmont. The woodland

thus treated had been found slightly infested during the pre-

vious year, and the destruction of underbrush and dead trees

was a necessary measure to provide for the capture by bur-

laps of the straggling survivors later in the season. Experi-

ence has shown the profitableness of this practice, and the

woodlands so treated were put in excellent condition for

burlapping the following summer. Had wo been a1)le to

attend to the burlapping as in past years a large number of

colonies would have been exterminated.

Mr. F. C. Moulton has been employed for the entire year,

and has had charge of the material, tools, etc., stored at No.

17 Russell Street, Maiden. He has taken an inventory of

the stock and noted the condition during the season in all

sections of the infested territory. The secretary of the

Board has also visited the different localities, to examine

colonies or confirm reports, as often as his other duties

would permit. This committee has also visited the territory

several times, and the results of those investigations are

summarized below, the statements under this head being

mainly a condensation of Mr. Moulton's report.

Condition of the Infested Territory.

In general, the gypsy moth has made gains during the

year. In towns and places ready for extermination in 1899

the moth has made a great gain, so much so that in places

they begin to attract attention. Belmont has sent in a

number of complaints, and there have been several from

Maiden and some from Medford and Everett. The moth has

been found in considerable numbers in all those colonies not

cleaned out last fall. Among these are the Young colony

in Burlington, the Cottage Street colony in Boston, the

Spring Street colony in Belmont and the Brooks estate at

West Medford.
Maiden.

Maiden is generally infested, and nests on street trees in

the residential parts of the city are quite common. On
Middlesex Street, on Converse Street and in the northern

part of the city there are many nests. Complaints have also
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been received from Eastern Avenue. Highland Terrace, in

the woods north of Forest Di\le Cemetery, is infested. As

many as sixty caterpillars under one Inirlap were found here

(these burlaps are those put on by the employees of the

gypsy moth committee in 1899), and several hundred de-

stroyed in a very short time. In Section 5 larvte were quite

plentiful this summer, from one to twenty-five under each

burlap in the central part of the colony. In woodland off

Lebanon Street from one to six were found under nearly

every burlap.

Everett.

Everett is generally infested in nearly every part. The

moth has made a great gain in some parts of the city. A
very large tree stands on Main Street, which is infested with

nests of the moth. One from the ground can count fifty

nests on this tree. The branches of this tree reach completely

across the street.

Medford.

Medford is becoming generally infested. There is a tree

containing fifteen or more nests close beside the entrance to

the Medford livery sta]>le. Nests can be found in nearly any

part of Medford woodland. General Lawrence has done good

work in destroying the moth on his property ; Mr. Albert

F. Sise has also done good work in this direction. Colony

9 is infested. The estate of Walter Wright is badly infested.

Five handred larvse were counted under and around one bur-

lap on this estate, and not over two-thirds of the larva? in the

mass were counted, there being at least seven hundred under

and around that one burlap. Mr. Wright's man reported

that he killed twenty-eight thousand larvte in a space of thirty

feet square. The Metropolitan Park Commission had several

men at work all summer on and around Pine Hill. At West
Medford the Brooks estate is badly infested. Sixty feet of

a large and beautiful evergreen hedge on this estate were

completely defoliated and killed this season.

3Ielrose.

In Melrose the moth has made a great gain. Wyoming
Cemetery and vicinity arc generally infested. Park Street is
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infested on the north side. On Mountain Avenue larvte were
found on nearly every tree.

WincJiester, Arlington and North Lexington.

No bad places have been found. The colony at North

Lexington was exterminated several years ago, and nothing

was found there this year.

Belmont.

There are several infested places in Belmont. A good
many larva3 were found at the head of Prospect Street. A
row of quince bushes oft' Alexander Street contained about

one hundred nests. Four willow stumps on Spring Street

have probably one thousand nests on and around them.

Burlington.

The Young colony oft" Spring Street is a very bad place.

The bank wall, rul)ljish and empty cans there are full of

nests, probably thousands. This colony is in the yard of a

market gardener, and the caterpillars are likely to be distrib-

uted over his route. The Cummings colony was well cleaned

out, and there are but few nests at present. There are fifty-

one trees here that are dead as a result of two years' strip-

ping.

JSTeuiton.

The efiicient street commissioner, Mr. Ross, did good

work in destroying the larva? last spring, so ftir as he was able

with the resources at his command; nevertheless, Newton
Highlands is quite generally infested.

Saugus.

No bad places have been found, Ijut the nests are widely

distributed.

Lynn.

No l)adly infested places were found. A hasty inspection

of the residential portion of the city revealed no nests.

Georgetown.

A hasty inspection revealed only one nest, found near the

centre of the area burned over.
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The foregoing is a summary of the condition of the infested

territory, so far as we could determine it with the limited

ap})ropriation at hand.

The fuller notes are at the disposal of any interested.

These notes are valuable, as confirming the thorough and

exact information in regard to the condition of the territory

given the Legislature of last year.

In the report made to the Legislature in January, 1000,

your committee summarized the condition of the infested

region in the following words :
—

From the results of the past two years, it is evident that the

work against the gypsy moth in Massachusetts is already approach-

ing its final stages. The large colonies have been practically wiped

out ; many of the smaller colonies have been exterminated or are

thoroughly under control, and need but two or three seasons' work

to secure their absolute extermination. Three years ago there

were many localities in the infested district where there wei'e large

masses of egg-clusters ; to-day the infestation of the region con-

sists of the scattered remains of former colonies and their off-

shoots, which must be subjected to continual examination and

treatment for a series of years. Since there are no longer large

colonies to demand attention, a greater amount of labor will be

available for the work of inspection and the treatment of the

smaller colonies.

These statements were made only after careful examination

of danger points and thorough inspection in the vicinity of

former colonies. Your connnittee believed these statements

to be a fair and honest summary of the conditions then exist-

ing. The results of the past season give ample proof that

such conditions did exist. With no effort to check the

increase of the moth, there has been no serious damage by
the pest, except in small areas that could have been readily

controlled, had there been any funds available. This veri-

fies in the best possible manner the summary just quoted,

and shows that, at the time the work of the committee was

checked by the Legislature, the moth was well under control,

and its total extermination already in sight.

These indisputable results were accomplished in the face

of the most discouraging difficulties. The Legislature of
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1891 directed the Board to provide and execute measures

for the extermination of the gypsy moth. This action was

in response to a pul^lic demand. That Legislature and those

following believed in extermination ; so did this committee

and the Board of Agriculture ; and the result, as declared

by the investigating committee of the Legislature of 1900,

that " There are to-day, so far as known, no large colonies,"

proved the wisdom of the Legislatures and the Board.

While there were those who, all these years intervening

between 1891 and 1900, questioned the policy of extermina-

tion, and while the committee was handicapped and the work
hindered by delayed action and inadequate appropriations,

nevertheless the Board, the committee and the Legislature

never gave up the idea of extermination from the first day

until the close of the work this year. This view was in

accord with the counsels of all economic entomologists of

note throughout the country who had investigated the work.

With this view the work was carried forward with success

each year and the end was near at hand.

The Board of Agriculture did not seek this work ; it was

thrust upon it hy the State. Its members have received no

compensation for services which have been freely given.

The work of the Board in procuring the enactment of the law

against worthless fertilizers was for the benefit of the farmer

largely ; in its grand record in stamping out pleuro-pneumo-

nia, cattle owners and beef producers were most deeply inter-

ested, and its perfect success has saved millions of dollars to

the country ; but in this case the work is not primarily for

the farmer only. This insect is located largely in the metro-

politan district ; it feeds on every green thing ; the ever-

greens are killed by a single defoliation ; the deciduous trees

will withstand two defoliations, unless leafless for too long a

time, as in the Burlington colony.

The investigating committee of the Legislature of 1900

made its report. We will not criticise it, but, that its find-

ings may have due weight and just consideration, we place

on record, for the perusal of those who may in the future

examine into this subject, as a part of this report, the testi-

mony of one who was a member of the second Gypsy Moth
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Commission and secretary of this committee during all the

work, as given before the committees on ways and means

and agriculture of the House of Representatives, then sitting

jointly to consider the report of this investigating committee.

It will give the reader a hint of the conditions under which

the investigating committee's report was sent in.

Testimony before Committees on Ways and Means and Agri-

culture, SITTING jointly, April 5, 1900.

I have been much interested in this report of the investigating

committee, and have examined it somewhat critically, and find

that we have been condemned for our success in the enterprise.

I find on the fourth page of the report that the investigating com-

mittee say : "It has not been clearly demonstrated to the com-

mittee that the actual damage done thus far has been of any

considerable damage financially.*' Why is this? Simply because

the gypsy moth committee, in whose charge the work has been,

has succeeded in its work, — for which we are condemned.

Again, they say: "There are to-day, so far as known, no large

colonies." Why? Simply because we have succeeded in our

work, — for which we are condemned. Again, they say: "We
find no substantial evidence that gardens, crops or woodlands have

suffered serious or lasting injury." The reason for this is the

same as given before.

Again, the committee criticise the Board of Agriculture, on page

5, and say that, " the Board has fairly left itself open to adverse

criticism in this particular," i.e., the dissemination of information

as to the danger from the depredations of the moth ; and say

:

"Such methods should not be tolerated." What is the Board of

Agriculture for? What was the duty put upon the Board of Agri-

culture by the Legislature in reference to the moth ? Has it not

been a part of its duty to inform the State as to the necessity for

appropriations? How otherwise should the Legislature be able to

judge whether the appropriation was necessary, and how much,

and who was to give the information, if not those appointed by the

State to do the work and care for it ?

The investigating committee say, also, on the same page : " Con-

tinued experiment and study have given us the most approved

methods of defence and attack, and to cope with and cheek its

spread is now a matter of comparative ease." To whom is the

credit of this due, if not to the gypsy moth connnittee? Wiio has
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experimented and sought for expert advice of all men in the coun-

try who were able to give such expert advice, and taken advan-

tage of it to bring matters to their present condition, if not this

committee? And this committee is condemned for its success.

Again, the investigating committee say, on page 6: "There are

to-day no known colonies in existence and no immediate danger

of serious outbreaks." Yet the committee in charge is con-

demned, and the investigators say suppression is all that is

necessary.

On the same page the investigating committee criticise those in

charge of the work for the number of officials employed, as direc-

tor, assistant director, superintendents, agents, inspectors, etc.

As a member of the committee from the first year, I wish to say

that the appointment of these officials was made necessary by the

exigencies of the case. Being obliged every year, from the late-

ness of the appropriations, to employ a large number of new men,

having lost many of our best men, it was absolutely necessary to

have a sufficient number of skilled and experienced men to instruct

the new men. Each appointment, each increase of an official was

made deliberately after investigation by the committee. These

officials were in part made necessary by the immense amount of

territory that had to be attended to. Work in thirty towns is quite

different from work in a single shop, even though there may be

several rooms in that shop ; and to enable those in charge to know

and to keep in close touch with all that w^as going on, not one of

those officers could be spared.

Again, the report of the investigating committee says, on page 6 :

" When it becomes necessary to suspend field work, owing to the

exhaustion of funds, officials are retained, doing privates' work,

at no reduction of salary." That is true, and it is true because

the committee believed that to be the most economical plan for

the State. These officials, superintendents, inspectors, etc., are the

skilled men of the force, — men of the most experience, of the

greatest reliability ; men the most capable, not only of directing

the force, but of performing the work ; and they were retained for

two reasons : first, because it was probable that the work would

be again undertaken, and, if so, because of the loss of many ex-

pert men, it was absolutely necessary to have a sufficient number

of men capable of instructing the new hands; and, second, those

men were retained because, if they were not given employment,

being bright men, capable, and the kind of men everybody desires

in their own work, they would get other employment, and we
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would be handicapped with uo one to train the new force. Again,

each one of these men is capable in field work of earning his

advanced pay, be it three or four dollars a day, because of his

superior capability, reliability and experience. Especially is this

true in the case of expert field work, which was largely the work

in which these men were employed when the privates were not

employed.

Again, the committee say, on page 8 : " The system of scouting,

necessary under the policy of extermination, is an expensive feature

of the work ; in its practical operation, barren of positive and

justifiable results ; and, as ordinarily carried on, a manifest waste

of money. Dozens of men racing through the woods a hundred

yards apart, with the avowed object of locating nests and noting

evidence of the existence of insects, present a ludicrous and con-

temptible exhibition of ineflicieut management somewhere." The

fact is that no such scouting is done. The nearest approach to it

is when men have been sent to examine woodland to locate colonies

where work maybe started in the clearing of such woodland. How
is the committee or anybody in charge of this business to find

colonies without such examinations?

The investigating committee say, on page 10: "Much of it

[evidence] comes from unreliable and prejudicial sources, which

hardly entitle it to a passing consideration." Yet they have largely

printed it here for the information or misinformation of the Legis-

lature and the people. The fact is, Mr. Chairman, that a con-

siderable part of the evidence of the wasteful and extravagant

expenditure of money, the lack of control of the men and bad man-

agement and loafing came from two witnesses, ex-employees, whom
you, Mr. Chairman, heard here last year ; and I want to say to

you, having heard their evidence at both hearings, that it has en-

larged several times over what they were able to give you then.

From the nature of the case they can have had no further experi-

ence, and the enlargement of the evidence must be for a purpose.

Mr. Chairman, doubtless you can obtain the evidence of these two

men from the stenographer's report for the investigating committee,

and, if you will take the trouble to look it over and compare it with

what was said last year, you will understand to what I refer. Mr.

Chairman, you remember how little weight the evidence of these

two men had with your committee last year. With the investigating

committee, the case seems to have been reversed.

On page 12 the committee say : " Patronage should not be held

out as a reward for legislative action." Patronage has never been
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held out by anybody with authority to offer it. If it has been done,

it has been by those without authority, or by men having no con-

nection with the service.

In reference to the statement on page 1 7 of the estimate made by

" the Board, through its chairman," in 1894, 1 want to say that the

committee are entirely unfair in their treatment of these estimates,

for, by their own statement in this report, on page 11 , it will appear

that the conditions of the estimate have not been at all complied

with by the Legislature
;
yet this investigating committee propose

to hold the gypsy moth committee or the Board responsible for

that estimate, when their side of the proposition has not been

fulfilled.

Ou page 20 the investigating committee say: " The committee

herewith submit the stenographic report of that portion of the

testimony of one witness containing his views of the published re-

ports of the Board ;
" and say : " The quotations from these reports

we make a part of this report ; the comments and criticisms of the

witness are his own, and he alone is responsible for them. We
make our own deductions."

It is to be noted that the committee accepted these quotations

from the reports without investigation as to their accuracy, and

say: "We make the quotations from these reports a part of this

report."

In the first paragraph the witness quotes from an alleged report

of 1890: "We have thoroughly investigated the outskirts, and

found but one case where it was beyond the limits of our first in-

vestigation." Now, Mr. Chairman, I want to say to you that there

was no report in 1890. This matter was not put into the hands

of the Board of Agriculture until 1891. The quotation could not

have been in a report, for there was no report extant. Possibly

he may have found a newspaper statement of what the first com-

mission may have said, but the gypsy moth committee had nothing

whatever to do with it.

On page 21 this witness quotes from the report of 1891 : "In
the fall it was found only one- tenth as many as in the spring."

What the report said was : "It was found that iu the section

where they were most plentiful iu the spring there were compara-

tively few, not more than one-tenth the number there were last

spring." An entirely different statement. Then, again, he

qiiotes : "If eggs can be gathered, few will appear in the spring,

and can be easily destroyed." But the committee said: "The
committee believes the work of gathering the eggs throughout the
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entire district infested should be completed in the most thorough

manner before the appearance of the eggs in the spring. If this

can be accomplished, we believe that the numbers of the caterpil-

lars that will appear in the spring will be comparatively small, and

that they will be so much scattered that they can be found and

destroyed without the spraying of the trees and shrubs of the

whole country."

Again, the witness quotes :
" Work throughout the season was

so effective that all the large colonies have been destroyed."

While this language is correct, it is entirely misleading, for the re-

port says, afterwards: "There is still a large area in which the

eggs have not been destroyed."

The quotations in reference to 1892 are not correct, but in them-

selves are not particularly misrepresenting, but other modifying

statements are ignored, thus in effect misrepresenting the commit-

tee. The report for that year says: "There are large areas of

woodland in the infested towns. There are points in these forested

districts known to be infested. There are probably other points

where colonies have been established. There are about four hun-

dred acres of woodland which will, if it is allowed to remain, con-

tinue to be an uncertain element in our problem."

The witness says, quoting from our report for 1893 : " The con-

dition of the infested territory is better than last year." What
the committee said is : " The condition of the wo7'st infested terri-

tory is believed to be better than it was one year ago." He
quotes : " The moth is now so rare in most of the towns that only

by close inspection can it be found." What the committee said

is: "As a result of the work already done, the moths are now
very rare except in limited localities in the central towns of the

infested district. But they are scattered here and there over a

large part of this whole area, in small colonies such as started from

the original importation by Mr. Trouvelot in Medford." In the

same report the committee said: "In this territory are about

twelve thousand acres of woodland which may be more or less in-

fested. Small areas here and there in the woodland are known to

be infested, while others may be." The committee also said

:

"The committee had asked for an appropriation of $165,000 the

year before, so that this work might be done, but it received

only $100,000. Again, in January, 1894, it asked for the same

amount, but it was not given."

I will not take your time to go over all these quotations in order,

but simply desire to call your attention to one other, under 1896,
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where he quotes from the report: "With a little more money we
can exterminate them all." No such statement or sentence can be

found in any report of the Board ; the quotation is manufactured

out of whole cloth. The committee that same year asked for

$200,000.

I now want to call your attention to the closing remarks of this

witness, on page 23, where he intends to be understood that the

committee has covered up or misrepresented the size of the in-

fested territory by failing to mention the towns that have been

infested. The facts are these :
—

Towns reported in 1891 : Medford, Maiden, Everett, Somer-

ville, Arlington, Winchester, Stoneham, Melrose, Saugus, Revere,

Chelsea, Cambridge, Belmont, Lexington, Woburn, Wakefield,

Lynn, Swampscott, Charlestown, Lynnfield, Salem, Peabody, Mar-

blehead, Beverly, Reading, Brighton, Watertown, Waltham, East

Boston, Winthrop, — thirty towns. Danvers was reported in 1893,

Burlington in 1893, Boston in 1894, Nahant in 1895, Brookline in

1895, Lincoln in 1897, Manchester in 1898, Georgetown and New-
ton in 1899.

Now, Mr. Chairman, I submit that a partial quotation may be as

misleading as a false quotation, and here we have partial quotations

which misrepresent the position of the Board, and false quotations

which have no foundation whatever.

Your committee has no new recommendations to susfijest,

but refet* you to our report of last year. If we should sug-

gest them, they would look beyond the present to the future

welfare of the State ; they would appeal to the statesman

who sees not the present alone, but the present and future

as one. We made an appeal to the investigating committee

of the Legislature of 1900. The appeal was ignored by the

committee ; the Legislature did not hear it. That the gypsy

moth committee's position may go on record, we quote the

language of the appeal :
—

And now, gentlemen of the committee, this matter is in your

hands. We have fought a good fight. We have done the best

we could with the means at our command. We know the pest

should have been exterminated ere this. We have done all that

we could to induce the Legislatures to realize the economy of

vigorous work with sufficient appropriations to secure it ; but they
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have thought themselves the wiser, aud, because of their policy,

extermination has had to partially give way to temporary expe-

dients for holding in check. That was not our fault, and we are

not at all responsible for it. No men could have done better

work, no methods could have produced so good a result. We
are proud of the record, and, under these conditions, more than

satisfied with the measure of success. This old Board took the

burden unwillingly, and has labored diligently and with self-sacri-

fice for the good of agriculture, aud therefore of the Common-
wealth. If others can do this work better, give it into their

hands at once, and I pledge the support of this Board to aid their

every effort to the extent of our ability. We onbj plead for the

extermination of this fearful pest ^ for the carrying out of this work

to the end. Suppression is gradual exjjansion,— nothing less and

nothing more. It may delay for a few years, but its result is as

certain as that night follows day. As I have said, this is the

broadest, the most far-reaching, the most momentous question

before any State Legislature in this country. It is not a question

of politics and finance, it is a question of statesmanship and the

future welfare of our country. We shall not live to see the blight

of this insect stretching through our forest areas from east to west

;

but it will come if you decide to abandon the policy of extermination,

and nothing can stay its destructive course, once escaped from its

present limitations. You do not realize the danger from what

you have seen, for our work has been so well done that you must

turn back to Medford in 1890 or to the small colony in George-

town to appreciate its destructive power. The farmers cannot and

will not stay or control this pest. There is only one of two things,

— exterminate, or let alone. We have proved to you by intelligent

testimony that extermination is possible and assured, if the Legis-

lature will not hamper the work. We have shown you that our

methods are the only practical methods, and that they will accom-

plish the result. We have brought the most intelligent witnesses,

from Berkshire to the Cape, to bring to your notice the strong sen-

timent of the State,— not farmers alone, but men in other callings

with views broad enough to grasp this great question. We realize

the importance that will attach to your verdict. We have estab-

lished every point. We have confounded every statement of political

intrigue. We await your verdict without anxiety. We have done

our duty without fear and without reproach, and if you call upon

us to lay it down, we shall relinquish it with pleasure ; only, as
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our last word, we pray you, for the good of the State in the future,

for the good of coming generations, let the work go on, and history

will applaud the broadness of your foresight, the wisdom of your

verdict.

These were the final points in the committee's work before

the Legislature of 1900. That report and this report will

be history. The future will record the verdict.

Only one other point,— there has been expended more

than a million dollars in the extermination of this pest. It

was necessarily l)egun in the nature of experimental work,

and wrought out until the system is acknowledged superior

to any known. The national government solicited the privi-

lege of exhibiting models of the spraying apparatus at the

recent Paris Exposition, where they received the gold medal

for excellence. This award attests their value. True, a

million dollars seems a great sum to those who know nothing

of the magnitude of the work performed in these nine years
;

and yet, if it had accomplished nothing in the extermination

of the gypsy moth, the result in more effective and cheaper

insecticides, as, for instance, arsenate of lead, and the im-

proved machinery and appliances discovered and invented

under the administration of this committee, and now in use

all over the State for the destruction of the elm-leaf beetle

and other tree pests, with no patents to increase their cost,

are and will be of more economic value to the State than all

the money expended.

The Board of Agriculture has done its work. The State

of Massachusetts, who, through its Legislature, stopped the

work when *' not a large colony " could be found and when

extermination was in sight, has taken upon itself the respon-

sibility, and there let it nest. This Board has no apologies

to make ; it has given its best efforts and done its best work

every day and every hour from the beginning to the end.

It has given this work into the hands of a carefully selected

committee. Their reward and its reward are the benefit to

the people. One day in each fourteen has been set apart by

this committee for careful investigation and consideration of

means, methods and results. It looked forward confidently

to the laurels that would crown its successful issue,— the
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greatest work of this kind ever laid upon a board, or accoiii-

plished by a Commonwealth for the future good of a nation.

The law of 1891 has not l^een repealed. This committee

of the Board of Agriculture has not been discharged. The

property of the State is in its care and keeping, with a spe-

cial appropriation to meet the expenses that must accrue,

until such time as the Legislature of 1901 shall make known
its w^ill. Under our control an inventory has been taken,

and is on file at this office. Personal property that would

accumulate expense has been sold and the money turned into

the State treasury. Due care has been taken of all other,

that it shall not deteriorate or waste. As in duty bound, we
herewith submit our report.

AUGUSTUS PRATT.
FRED W. SARGENT.
JOHN M. DANFORTH.
JOHN G. AVERY.
WM. R. SESSIONS.
JAMES W. STOCKWELL.
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Financial Statement for 1900, Gypsy Moth
Committee.

Appropriation to May, 1900,

Augustus Pratt, expenses,

F. W. Sargent, expenses,

J. M. Danforth, expenses,

J. G. Avery, expenses,

Wm. R. Sessions, exjienses,

J. W. Stockwell, expenses,

C. H. Fernald, expenses and remuneration,

E. H. Forbush, director, salary,

Travelling expenses of director and men,

Teaming, livery and board of horses, .

Wages of employees, ....
Rent of office, storehouse and land.

Supplies, tools, insecticides, printing, etc.,

Balance on hand Jan. 1, 1901,

Appropriation from May 1, 1900, to Jan. 1, 1901,

.

Teaming, livery and board of horses, . . $133 01

Wages of employees, 350 11

Rent of office, storehouse and land, . . 328 53

Supplies, tools, printing, etc., . . . 121 19

$74 16
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REPOKT.

The work of the Dairy Bureau for the past year shows

greater results than for any previous year of its history.

The year 1900 has been a record breaker in number of cases

in court, number of convictions and amount of fines imposed.

In our report for 1899 we told of a year of exceptional

activity, but we did even more in 1900 than in the previous

year. From one point of view we regard this record with

much satisfaction. As long as there are those in the com-

munity who are law breakers,— who deal in counterfeit,

adulterated or low-grade products,— we feel some pride at

the number we have been able to bring to justice, and at the

amount of success which has attended our fight for pure,

honest, standard dairy products. We also believe that, if

the amount accomplished is measured by the appropriation

for this department, we have further reasons for self-com-

plaisance ; for, creditable as are the results secured, they

have been limited by the appropriation ; we have been com-

pelled in a number of instances to go slowly or to suspend

work altogether, because the money at our disposal was run-

ning low. The city of Boston pays $13,000 for expenses

and salary of its milk inspector, while the State of JNIassa-

chusetts appropriates only $8,200 for its Dairy Bureau, with

Avhich to cover the whole State. The real disproportion of

the appropriation is even more than this, for the Boston milk

inspector can reach any portion of his territory for an eight-

cent fare, while to send an officer of the Dairy Bureau to

North Adams, for instance, may mean $7.50 in railroad fares

and at least one night's hotel bills.

Viewed in a broad way, our record of the past year does

not bring unalloyed satisfaction. The true citizen ought not

to regard with pride a long list of criminal prosecutions or

large figures in the annual summary of court records. While

such facts may speak well for the vigilance of the authorities
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and the faithfulness with which they have worked, the state-

ment also tells of the existence of a considerable spirit of

lawlessness, of the existence of a class that has no respect

for the expressed wishes of the majority of the people, —

a

class that would strike a blow at the very essence of demo-

cratic institutions.

We feel that this is emphatically true in regard to the

violation of food laws. The violators of these enactments

do not come from the so-called criminal classes, from those

with inherited appetites and passions, from those whose

ignorance has blunted moral instincts. The people who,

from a spirit of avarice, impose upon the consumers of the

State adulterated, fraudulent or low-grade foods, are often

gentlemen of fair or even good standing in business, society

or politics. These gentlemen cheat consumers, injure honest

commerce and defraud producers ; and in so doing they show

a most reprehensible disrespect of law and order, and by

their standing they exert a peculiarly bad influence in the

community.

The membership of the Bureau has undergone a change dur-

ing the past year by the death of the chairman, Mr. D. A.

Horton of Northampton, Mr. F. W. Sargent of Amesbury

being appointed in his place. This change removed from

the Bureau the last of the original appointees. The Bureau

was organized in 1891, with Messrs. C. A. Hartshorn of

Worcester, D. A. Horton of Northampton and Geo. L.

Clemence of Southbridge as members. As terms of office as

members of the Board of Agriculture expired, Mr. Hartshorn

was succeeded by Mr. Ellsworth and Mr. Clemence was

succeeded by Mr. Richardson. On the reorganization of the

Bureau, after the death of Mr. Horton and the appointment

of Mr. Sargent, Mr. J. L. Ellsworth, the senior member,

was elected chairman. The administrative work has con-

tinued in the same hands as heretofore, but with a change in

the title of the position and with a statutory definition of the

duties involved.

In the reports of the Bureau for the years 1896 and 1897,

attention was called to the vague and somewhat misleading

allusion to the position in the statutes ; chapter 412, section

6, of the Acts of 1891, providing for an "assistant to the
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secretary of the board of agriculture, ... to assist in the

work prescribed in the eleventh section of this act." Last

winter's Legislature remedied this, and, in the interests of

increased efficiency, gave the Bureau's administrative repre-

sentative official recognition as an independent individuality,

and defined his duties.

Chapter 368, Acts of 1900, says: "The state board of

agriculture shall at its annual meeting elect a general agent

of the dairy bureau, to assist the bureau and to oversee, under

its direction, the work prescribed in section eleven of chapter

four hundred and twelve of the acts of the year eighteen

hundred and ninety-one."

Two regular inspectors have been employed during the

year, P. M. Harwood and Ralph M. Horton. Several special

inspectors have been employed from time to time for brief

periods to help in detective Avork, where a person whose

appearance was unfamiliar could temporarily be of great

service. Three chemists have been employed : Dr. B. F.

Davenport for the eastern part of the State, E. R. Barker

for Worcester and E. B. Holland of the Hatch Experiment

Station for the western part of the State.

In a general way and statistically^ the work of the past

year may be summarized as follows :
—

Inspection of places in which dairj- products or im-

itation dairy products were sold or stored, but

where the law seemed to be complied with and no

samples were taken, 1,612

Real or imitation butter, samples taken, . . . 755

Milk, sami)les taken, 68

Cream, samples taken, 3

Cases in court, 178

Meetings addressed, 18

Work at lairs.

The comparison of the court cases for 1900 and some

previous years may be of interest :
—

1900,

1899,

1898,

178

87

60

1897,

1896,

1895,

27

79

82
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Imitation Butter.

The work of the past year has been almost exclusively

devoted to the enforcement of the imitation butter laws, the

manufacturers of this counterfeit product having crowded its

sales harder than ever. Last year we reported renewed

exertions on their part, avarice having lead them to become

law breakers. The tendency during the year just past has

been even stronger in the same direction. These increased

efforts on their part at violating the law have compelled us

to confine our labors to checkmating them, with the result

that the ofiences charged in the court cases have been as fol-

lows :
—

Violation of the anti-color oleomargarine law, . . 145

Serving oleomargarine in hotels and restaurants

without giving notice, ...... 32

Obstructing officers in the i)rosecution of the work, . 1

Total 178

Evidence has also been secured of several violations of

the law which could not be tried during the year, and will

appear in the next year's records, and of several additional

cases in which the defendant could not be found. Of the

cases for violating the anti-color law, the complaint in

nearly every instance charged " possession with intent to

sell within this Commonwealth," although we had evidence

of actual sales in 55 cases. In 49 out of these 55 cases butter

was called for by the purchasers ; in 2 of the remaining 6

the seller supposed that his customer was a pedler, and sug-

gested that the article be sold as real butter. In 17 sales

taken at random the average price paid by the supposed

consumer was 22.23 cents per pound. If the manufacturer

charged the dealer 13 cents, the retailer made a profit of 70

per cent.

The oleomargarine cases which we have had in court for

the past few years have been as follows :
—
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The result of the court cases in 1900 was as follows :
—

Convictions,

Acquittals, ,

Nol pros,

Total,

144

26

8

178

Some of the cases that were lost or nol prossed resulted in

smoking out the party who was really guilty and in securing

his conviction, so that the above 34 cases are not wholly a

debit. Of the 26 cases lost, a few are of more than ordinary

interest. In the case of obstructing an officer, the offence

consisted in the refusal of the defendant to unlock a room in

his residence in Avhich imitation butter was stored. The

court ruled that a mere refusal to unlock a room was not an

obstruction, hindrance or interference, but informed us that

we could have broken into the room, under the law. In 3

cases the defence showed that the parties being tried had

bakeries, hence finding imitation butter in their stores did

not make out a jirima facie case of intent to sell. In 2 in-

stances the colored oleomargarine was found in the posses-

sion of pedlers in a city adjoining the Rhode Island line,

and the court held that it had a reasonable doubt as to

whether the imitation butter was in defendant's possession

with intent to sell witJiin this Coinmonwealth.

In four cases the defence claimed that the sales took place,

as a matter of law, in Rhode Island, and the court held

that the facts presented were not inconsistent with that

theory. The defendant was at once complained of for

"taking orders for the future delivery of an imitation of

yellow butter," and was convicted. This, we think, is the
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first case ever tried under that particular clause of the anti-

color law. In one instance the defendant sought to clear

himself by the claim that he had disposed of the business

before the sample was taken, and the alleged purchaser was

one of his witnesses to confirm his evidence ; a complaint

against this purchaser was sworn out while the trial was in

progress. When the defendant was acquitted, the new pur-

chaser was arrested, arraigned, fined and paid $100 before

leaving the court room.

In addition to the above imitation butter cases there have

been two perjury cases. In one the judge of the district

court believed perjury had been committed, and bound the

defendant over for the grand jury. When the oleo dealer

found that he had been indicted for both perjury and the

sale of imitation butter, he offered to plead guilty to the

oleomargarine case and pay what fine might be imposed, if

the perjury case would be filed ; to this proposition the dis-

trict attorney agreed. In the other case the defendant set

up an alibi, which did not convince the judge of the district

court, and conviction followed. The same tactics in the

superior court led to acquittal ; but the district attorney's

examination was very searching, and a stenographic report

of the evidence secured ; the statements were subsequently

investigated, and perjury proceedings instituted.

This case was of more than ordinary interest in another

way. One of the most persistent places for violating the

law has been 122 South Main Street, Fall River, of which

George Morrow was for some time the proprietor. He was

convicted from time to time, until he deemed it prudent to

" sell out." But the law continued to be violated, and the

alleged purchaser of the store could not be found, while

Morrow or some of his relatives were the only ones our in-

spectors ever saw in charge of the store. During the past

summer 15 additional cases were brought for offences com-

mitted at this store, 4 against George Morrow, 2 against a

brother and 8 against two brothers-in-law. All were found

guilty in the lower court, and as one result a summons was
served on the general agent of the Bureau as defendant in a

civil suit for $5,000 damages, malicious prosecution being

alleged, according to the local papers. Morrow, in the
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superior court, after a long trial, was found guilty on 1 case

and fined $500 ; 3 other cases in which he has been adjudged

guilty are hanging over him for sentence. Brother-in-law

Reed pleaded guilty to 6 complaints, and paid a fine in 1

case, 2 were continued for sentence and the others filed ; the

cases against the brother and one against Brother-in-law

McCutcheon have not yet been reached in the superior

court ; the other case against Brother-in-law McCutcheon

was the one above alluded to. Three appealed cases, with

fines aggregating $450, against George Morrow have not }'et

been tried in the superior court.

Another old offender has been fined $500 in the Lawrence

court, and there is a $300 fine hanging over the same person

in the superior court.

Dr. Harrington, Boston's milk inspector, followed one

slick, persistent violator of the law till the court imposed

imprisonment.

The result of the enforcement of these laws in Massachu-

setts is that, according to figures submitted to Congress last

winter, the consumption of imitation butter in this State last

year was .73 of a pound per capita; while in the adjoining

State of Rhode Island, where there is no law, the amount

consumed was 8.45 pounds per capita. If we estimate the

per capita consumption of butter or its imitations at 8 ounces

per week, the amount consumed in a year would be 26.5

pounds, of which in Rhode Island a little less than one-third

was counterfeit. It requires but little imagination to see the

great injury which such a business in Massachusetts would

cause to producer, consumer and middleman.

The number of persons who pay a United States tax, as

shown by the following table, has some bearing on the effect

of the law :
—
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YeAES ending J0NK 30— Retail.

1891, .

1892, .

1893, .

1894, .

1895, .

1896, .

1897, .

1898, .

1899, .

Present year,

The methods of the Bureau have been attacked in court

on five points, which have been taken to the supreme court

in the cases against Mullen, Sulfolk County, May 17, and

against Ryberg, Worcester County, October 18. Our prac-

tice has been vindicated on every point.

A statute of 1884 provided for certain marks on tubs,

boxes and wrapping paper used in connection with sales of

oleomargarine. The same act also provided certain details

in regard to samples of milk. Section 4 of this act said

that "before commencing the analysis of any sample the

person making the same shall reserve a portion, and in case

of a complaint against any person the reserved portion of

the sample alleged to be adulterated shall upon application

be delivered to the defendant or his attorney." Subsequent

legislation provided other details in the milk law which led

the supreme court to declare the above section 4 to be re-

pealed by implication. The oleomargarine people main-

tained that the supreme court meant to say that only so

much of the law as related to milk was repealed, and they

insisted that the law was in effect when samples of oleo-

margarine were analyzed. The chemists of the Bureau,

under instruction from the general agent, did not reserve

portions of oleomargarine which they tested, as he claimed,
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first, that the section of the law referred to was unqualifiedly

repealed, and, second, if it was not, it did not apply to a

law passed seven years after prohibiting traffic in an imita-

tion product, because of its counterfeit nature, but where

there was no allegation of any adulteration.

The supreme court said: "We do not see any sufficient

ground for interpreting either section 4 as purporting to

embrace samples that should be taken under future legisla-

tion or the act of 1891 as impliedly adopting section 4 of the

act of 1884."

An olvjection was made to our form of complaint, on the

ground that it did not contain the official title of the com-

plainant, the general agent of the Dairy Bureau ; it was also

argued that inspectors of milk are the only officers author-

ized to make complaints. To this argument the supreme

court said it is a sufficient answer that the same authority is

plainly given to the representative of the Dairy Bureau.

"As to the form of the complaint, if we should assume, for

the purposes of decision, that only the persons named have

authority to make complaints under the act, no doubt the

office of the complainant should be alleged, but the defect at

most is formal. Probably it would not be sufficient ground

for a motion to quash. But the short answer to the whole

matter is that the statute does not prohibit any person from

making a complaint."

A third attack was the charge that our standard form of

complaint " does not allege that the substance was not in a

separate and distinct form, and in such manner as will advise

the consumer of its real character." The court says :
" This

means that the complaint should have negatived the proviso

that the act shall not be taken to prohibit the sale of oleo-

margarine in a separate and distinct form, etc., 'free from

coloration or ingredient that causes it to look like butter.'

The motion disregards these last words. The complaint

alleges that the oleomargarine was in imitation of yellow

butter produced from unadulterated milk or cream, and thus

sufficiently shows that the proviso does not apply. The
defendant had no right to keep such a substance for sale in

any form or manner. Probably in any case it was unneces-

sary to negative the proviso."
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The fourth point of attack was that the complaint " does

not allege that said substance was renovated butter." The

court says :
" We presume that this should have read, ' was

not renovated butter,' to express what was intended. It is

not necessary, when charging a well-defined statutory offence,

to explain that you are not charging another and quite differ-

ent one."

The last ground of attack was that "the complaint is in

the alternative when it alleges that the substance was made

from adulterated cream or milk." To this the court says

:

"The complaint makes no such averment. It alleges that

the oleomargarine was made partly out of an oleaginous

substance not produced from unadulterated milk or cream,

which is a very different allegation. If all the substances of

which the subject matter of the charge was composed were

produced either from unadulterated milk or from cream from

the same, there would have been no offence under the statute

in question ; therefore both possibilities were negatived."

Another year's experience emphasizes our previously ex-

pressed opinions as to the dishonest nature of the imitation

butter business and the deceptive methods used to bolster it

up. Much has been said during the past few months, in

connection with proposed legislation at Washington, the

Grout bill, about the wholesomeness and food value of oleo-

margarine. Admitting, for argument's sake, that all these

statements are true as to matters of fact, they are nevertheless

deceptive in their application, because they attempt to befog

an issue and deceive those to whom such claims are addressed.

Water is wholesome, but add it to milk and its sale is pro-

hibited
;
peas have a high food value, but when added to

coffee the mixture is a swindle ; lard and tallow are whole-

some and have a food value, but when mixed and colored to

imitate butter the compound becomes a counterfeit and a

cheat. These oleomargarine laws are aimed at a commercial

fraud. As District Attorney Rockwood Hoar said, in his

brief in the Ryberg case, speaking of the anti-color law

:

" It relates to a deception addressed to the eye, and not the

substance or component parts of the article."

Of a similarly deceptive nature is all of the talk about

coloriniT butter which emanates from the defenders of oleo-
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margarine. We do not defend coloring butter, — we wish

such a custom did not prevail. But the practice deceives no

one ; a man who buys fresh creamery l^utter in December

can hardly expect that he is buying June butter, — an in-

ferior article. Butter is not colored to imitate another and

more desirable article. But, even if we admit (which we do

notj that these claims of the oleomargarine advocates are

true as abstract statements of fact, what do they gain?

When the law has its hands on pickpocket O, shall he be

released and go scot free because he says C is also a pick-

pocket ?

Dr. E. N. Eaton, the official analyst for the State of

Illinois, in a recent article lays down this principle as gov-

erning the use of coloring matter in food products :
" Harm-

less artificial coloring matter may be used for the sake of

variety or uniformity, or in deference to the demand of

customers, in goods where such coloring is not used to

conceal inferiority, indicate strength or to imitate a higher-

priced article." This dictum would allow the coloring of

butter but not of oleomargarine, the coloring of which is

"to imitate a higher-priced article."

The principle of the Massachusetts anti-color law has been

several times reaffirmed in trade-mark cases. The latest was

in a beer case, in which the defendant was enjoined from

selling any beer under plaintiff's name and inscription, and

also from selling " any colorable imitation thereof."*

Last year we called attention to the use of imitation rather

than genuine butter in public institutions. Since then we
have seen the report of one of these institutions in which we

know this article is used. But the financial statement shows

the purchase of only butter, and in the menus we find " bread

and butter" several times, but nowhere "bread and oleo-

margarine." If the latter is so wholesome, has such food

value, has so many virtues, why would not a bill of fare be

rendered more attractive by the line '
' bread and oleo-

margarine ?
"

• Van Nostrand v. McGee.
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Renovated Butter.

The flagrant attempts at violating the imitation butter laws

have used so nnicli of our appropriation that we could do

little by way of enforcing the law in regard to renovated

butter, although many notices have been sent to persons

selling it, and no attempts at wilful violation have been

found. This law is much misunderstood. The State does

not interfere with the sale of this article, but asks that it

shall be sold honestly, viz., properly marked or labelled.

The " New York Produce Review" says :
" The process of

renovation impresses one as being cleanly and wholesome,

and, while incalculable damage might result from an unscru-

pulous substitution of this product for genuine butter, its man-
ufacture and sale under appropriate designating name must

be regarded as beneficial to the butter industry as a whole."

This tells the whole story ; all that the law asks is that the

product shall be sold " under appropriate designating name."

Buttee.

The Chamber of Commerce figures regarding the butter

business in Boston for 1900 and the immediately preceding

years are as follows :
—
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hard to estimate the consumption of butter in Massachusetts,

but with the above official figures for the Boston market it is

safe to add one-half for the rest of the State. This gives us

74,000,000 pounds, which certainly is not an over-estimate.

The consumption of oleomargarine, according to the United

States internal revenue figures in 1899, was 2,083,899

pounds,— a very small amount in comparison with the total

consumption of butter.

The following table shows the extreme quotation for the

best fresh creamery butter in a strictly wholesale way in the

Boston market for six years :
—
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advance of 2 cents per 8^ quart can over the usual summer

price for the six-months period from April 1 to October 1.

This applied to 4,G33,000 cans sold and 116,000 cans of sur-

plus, and therefore meant an increased income to the farmers

of $95,000. The amount came out of the middlemen, as no

increase of retail price to consumers was made. In October

the price for the winter six months was advanced 4 cents per

can over the hitherto prevailing winter prices. This advance

was so much that the dealers attempted to get it back by

advancing the retail price. The movement resulted in such

a remonstrance that the attempt was abandoned. Conse-

quently the Milk Producers Union and the contractors agreed

to the dropping of one-half of this advance January 1. This

is the first time in the history of the business that there has

been a change in the price during a six-months period.

The following table gives the receipts, sales and surplus

of railroad milk, in 8^^ quart cans, brought into the greater

Boston, as reported by the contractors' association :
—

1900.
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Receipts.
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the bars would be no advantage to the milk business. The

bars have been let down, however, with an emphasis in

many cases, courts imposing a penalty of five, ten or twenty-

five dollars, where formerly fifty dollars was the minimum

fine. This shows a wide range between the judgment of the

framers of the old law and of some of the district judges.

But there is one advantage in the change : it is now much

easier to get a record of a first offence, as a small fine is

paid with less fighting and less appealing than a larger one.

Educational.

The educational portion of our work has been less during

1900 than during some previous years, for financial reasons.

The general agent has responded to nineteen calls, involving

the preparation of several papers. In the early history of

the Bureau the Babcock milk tester was a novelty, and much

work was done in familiarizing the dairymen of the State

with its use by exhibiting it at institutes and making

public tests of milk. Now that this, one of the most im-

portant products of the nineteenth century, is no longer a

novelty, but has become one of the regular and indispensable

appliances on hundreds of farms, this class of calls has

grown fewer. Some work has been done in making milk

dealers acquainted with the story the Babcock tester tells

them. Fat beina: the variable element in milk, a test of the

fat of normal milk will throw much light on the amount of

total solids and of the standing of the sample tested in

relation to the statute standard. One institute has been

held during the year under the auspices of the Bureau ; this

was in connection with the Springfield Milk Dealers' Asso-

ciation. The food value of milk was the leading topic of

the meeting, and a synopsis of some of the statements made

at the meeting has been published as u Bureau bulletin.

The general afirent of the Bureau is on call to address

as many meetings as his other engagements will permit

;

especially would he be pleased to explain the work of the

Bureau and what it is doing, thus bringing it into closer

touch with the farmers of the State. The members of the

Bureau will also respond to similar calls.

In view of the laro;e milk-consuming interests of the
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State, we have in previous reports called attention to the

good which might be accomplished by some system of

inspection of dairies, which would not l)c burdensome, and

which would be helpful and educational, without any ar-

bitrary or unpleasant features. We still hold to these sug-

gestions, previously expressed. The general agent of the

Bureau has been again called upon to award the dairy sweep-

stakes for the Worcester South Agricultural Society.

Laws may be enacted creating misdemeanors and impos-

ing penalties, but real progress must rest on educational

work as a basis. A law in advance of or in conflict with the

average intelligence of a considerable portion of the people

is a dead letter. Consequently this division of the work of

the Bureau is very important, and deserving more attention.

Massachusetts Courts.

AVe desire to say one word in commendation of some

features of the Massachusetts system of criminal courts,

particularly the local district and police courts. In many

States the dairy commissioner, or other officer entrusted

with the enforcement of the dairy laws, on securing evidence

of violation of law turns the case over to the public prose-

cutor (State or district attorney), and the case gets into

court only on a grand jury indictment. In Massachusetts

all cases are first tried in the local court, being prosecuted

by the department bringing the complaint. These cases

go direct to the superior court if appealed. Only appealed

cases are prosecuted by the district attorney, and even then,

under our Massachusetts custom, the administrative head

of the department where the cases originate follows them

up and is of material assistance to the district attorney,

not only in laying before him the evidence in the case,

but in bringing to his attention the points raised in the

lower court and the result of experience in other counties.

All this tends to promote the efficiency of the enforce-

ment of the law in Massachusetts. In Pennsylvania, for

instance, where there has been some public criticism of the

administration of the office of dairy commissioner, his de-

fence was that his work had been faithfully done, but that

for any failure to bring the parties into court the district
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attorney was responsible. The commissioner says, in his

last report: "The commissioner, or his attorneys, have no

more power over the case at this stage of proceeding than

any other citizen. All that they can do is to wait the

pleasure of the district attorney and the court. If these

officers decline to bring the cases before the grand jury and

list them for trial, the prosecution has no remedy. They

are eifectually blocked as to any further progress. All of

the cases that are now pending are in exactly this situation.

They have been urged as far as the commissioner and his

attorneys can prosecute them, and now it is simply a ques-

tion of when the courts will take them up."

Another advantage of the Massachusetts system is that it

gives the prosecuting officer a more thorough familiarity with

every phase of his work than otherwise would be possible,

and it gives him a breadth of experience such as is vouch-

safed to few, if any, who hold similar positions in other

States. Take, for instance, the past year : the experience

of the o:eneral agent of the Bureau has included such an in-

vestigation of the methods and details of the imitation butter

business as has culminated in 178 cases for court ; it has also

included the actual trial of those cases in the lower courts,

and a very close touch with such as have been appealed to

the superior courts. This exceptional breadth of experience

is sometimes recognized in a way complimentary to the State

by calls upon him to address meetings out of the State

and to explain the work of the Bureau. Last summer he

represented the State and its agricultural department with

a paper at the Farmers' National Congress at Colorado

Springs (at his own expense). Later he was given an hon-

orable place on the programme at the national convention of

dairy and food departments of the different States, held at

Milwaukee, Wis. He was also emphatically urged to appear

before the committee on agriculture of the National Senate,

at a hearing on the Grout bill, to give some account of the

experiences of the Dairy Bureau in enforcing the imitation

butter laws of Massachusetts. These invitations he was

unable to accept, on account of other duties. We believe

that it is well for the Commonwealth to be represented oc-

casionally, within reasonable limits and when funds allow,
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at national gatherings. It not only gives the Commonwealth

a recognition and standing among other States, but an inter-

change of ideas and acquaintance with others doing similar

work promotes the general efficiency of the cause. Massa-

chusetts already stands high among other States in the mat-

ter of dairy legislation. Since the Plumley decision, which

was so largely due to the great ability and skill of former

Attorney-General Hon. A. E. Pillsbury, between twenty-

five and thirty States have patterned after our anti-color law
;

California has a Dairy Bureau ; and now Maine is contem-

plating organizing a Dairy Bureau of its Board of Agricult-

ure, patterned after the Massachusetts Bureau. In addition

to the above calls out of the State, the general agent of the

Bureau has, as a representative of the department, addressed

the Vermont Dairymen's Association and a dairy conference

of the Maine Board of Agriculture.

Financial.

The following is a classified statement of the expenses of

the year :
—

Members of the Bureau, travelling aud i)er diem for attend-

ing meetings, $262 94

Educational work, . . . 136 27

Inspectors' salaries, 1,632 00

Inspectors' expenses, 2,444 96

Chemists, 1,664 60

Geo. M. Whitaker, travelling expenses, postage, express,

telegrams, etc., 797 92

Printing and sujiplies, 6131

$7,000 00

GEORGE M. WHITAKER,
General Agent.

Accepted aiul adopted as the report of the Dairy Ihireau.

J. LEWIS ELLSWORTH.
CARLTON D. RICHARDSON.
FRED W. SARGENT.
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KEPORT

To the Honorable Senate and Houfte of Jiepresoiiatives.

The Board of Cuttle Commissioners herewith presents its

annual report, as required by section 3, chapter 408, Acts

of 1899, of the work it has performed during the past year.

The Legislature of 1900 appropriated the sum of $50,000

for the expenses of the commission in dealing with the con-

tagious diseases of animals. This sum has proved insufficient

for carrying out the law, and all cattle quarantined after the

1st of December were released for lack of funds.

In order to have this report ready by the 10th of January,

it is necessary for the commission to close its books the 15th

of December ; that is, the annual report of the Cattle Com-
mission involves the period between December 15 of one

year and December 15 of the following year; therefore,

while the report shows a Imlance on hand December 15 of

about $4,300, when the bills against the commission all come

in, January 1, it is feared that there will not be funds enough

on hand to meet them, and that a small deficiency will be the

result, which will probably amount to a little over $3,000.

As work had to be closed December 1, leaving forty or

fifty diseased cows to be looked after another year, and as

the work done during the past year has been only that which

was in the main absolutely imperative, the commission finds

that it will require an appropriation to l)e placed at its dis-

posal this year of $75,000, in order to properly carry out

the i)rovisions of the law which it has to administer. This

amount will be necessary to meet the expenses incurred in

dealing with tuberculous cows reported by the local inspectors

of animals, keei)ing up the quarantine regulations requiring

healthy cattle to be brought in from other States, examining

and killinn; horses with ""landers or farcv, investigating and

limiting outbreaks of hog cholera and rabies, and incident-
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ally inquiring into any other outbreaks of disease reported

to it, thought to be of a contagious character.

In dealing with tuberculosis among cattle, the commission

feels that, in taking animals that can be condemned upon a

physical examination or that have tuberculous udders, it is

protecting the public health and giving the State a good sys-

tem of inspection of dairy herds, but that it is little more

than holding its own against the disease, and not diminish-

ing it as rapidly as could be desired. Many farmers would

like to have their herds freed from disease, but in most in-

stances it has been necessary to refuse for lack of funds, and

when it has been done, the conditions imposed seem to have

been too onerous for many farmers to bear.

It does not seem unwise, therefore, to suggest the ad-

visability of a special appropriation, in addition to that

absolutely necessary for administering the law, to be used

for testing the herds of cattle of owners who request it,

paying for animals found to be diseased, such owners being

willing to comply with the requirements of the Cattle Com-
mission in disinfecting their premises and keeping their

herds healthy after once rendering them so. If an appro-

priation of $25,000 could be placed at the disposal of the

Cattle Commission for this purpose, it is believed that in

some localities very material advances could be made toward

further diminishing the amount of bovine tuberculosis in

this Commonwealth.

An inspector of animals has been appointed in every city

and town in the State during the past year, nearly all of the

appointments being approved by the Board. In two or three

instances appointments were made of persons who were not

thought by the commission to be suitable for the position

;

in these cases it declined to approve them, as provided for

in the law, and requested that inspectors be appointed who
were properly qualified for these offices. The selectmen of

one town declined to make an appointment after the commis-

sion refused to confirm its appointee ; the Board accordingly

appointed an inspector of animals for them, as provided for

under section 18 of chapter 408, Acts of 1899. In one of

the cities the Cattle Commission appointed an inspector of
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animals. The board of aldermen refusing to confirm the

mayor's appointment, the mayor requented the commission

to make an appointment, as he and the aldermen could not

agree on a suitable person ; this was therefore done.

The inspectors have done very much better work during

the past year than they did the year before ; only four have

failed to make the annual report required of them, and two

of these had good excuses ; while in 1899 the inspectors of

animals in twenty-three cities and towns neglected to make
the reports they should have made.

New books were furnished the inspectors last year in

which to make their reports, and perhaps one reason for

having reports from more towns is due to the books being

simpler and the blanks in them more easily filled out.

Formerly the inspectors were furnished with a book in

which to record the results of their herd inspections and

another in which to record the results of the inspection of

stables and premises ; now one book is sent, having spaces

to fill out, answering questions relative to the animals and

premises all on one page ; and the questions asked are fewer

and simpler, making the inspectors' task lighter, while the

results arrived at are the same.

The commission takes this opportunity of renewing its

thanks to Dr. Theobald Smith, professor of comparative

pathology at Harvard University, for the valuable advice

and assistance he has ever been so ready to render when they

were needed.

The laboratory work required by the commission during

the year 1900 has been performed as usual b}' Dr. Langdon
Frothingham at the bacteriological laboratory of the Harvard

Medical School, except when he was on his vacation, when
Dr. John N. Coolidge took his [)lace. Their services have

been fully appreciated, as have also the facilities granted the

Board at the Harvard Medical School.

Financial Statement.

During the year ending Dec. 15, 1900, there has been

expended by the Cattle Commission, under chapter 408,

Acts of 1899, as follows :
—
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Paid for cattle condemned, killed and found tuberculous,

1,423 head,

Paid for cattle condemned, killed and no lesions found, 43

head,

Paid for quarantine expenses, 17 head,

Paid for expenses of killing and burial.

Paid for arbitration expenses,

Paid for salaries of commissioners, ....
Paid for expenses of commissioners, ....
Paid for services of agents,

Paid for expenses of agents,

Paid for clerks and stenographers, ....
Paid for postage, stationery, printing and other office ex

penses,

Paid for expenses of laboratory and experimental work,

Paid for expenses of quarantine stations.

Paid for expenses of glanders, killing and burial,

Paid for tuberculin and implements, ....
Total, $58,205 73

$30,870 22
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tested by a veterinarian satisfactory to the Cattle Commis-

sion before shipment, or after arrival at their destination, at

his expense and risk.

Second.— That portion of the work called for by the

quarantining of manifestly diseased animals by the local

inspectors.

Third.— Testing entire herds at the request of the

owners, with a view to permanently eradicating tuberculosis

from them.

First.— The maintenance of quarantine regulations will

first be considered.

All cattle brought into the quarantine stations at Brighton,

Watertown and Somerville remain in quarantine until re-

leased by the commission. All persons bringing cattle from

without the Commonwealth into these stations are required

to bring with them certificates of test made by competent

veterinary surgeons, the cattle to be tagged in the ear, and

said tag number must correspond with the number upon the

certificate. If any fail to have such certificate and tag, they

are held until tested with tuberculin and released or con-

demned by the commission.

The following tables will show the amount of stock re-

ceived at these stations during the year :
—

Receipts of Stock at Brighton^ from Dec. 15, 1899, to Dec

15, 1900.

Maine cattle, 11,203

New Hampshire cattle, 1,689

Massachusetts cattle, 12,290

New York cattle, 917

Connecticut and Rhode Island cattle,.... 436

Western cattle, 81,498

Vermont cattle, 656

Sheep, 25,314

Swine, 681,694

Veal, 39,797

Cattle released on certificate, 9,354

Cattle tested, 495

Cattle released after test, 490

Cattle condemned and killed after test, ... 5

Massachusetts cattle in stock barn, .... 16,969
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Receipts of Stock at Somerv
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In 181)6 there were 501 cattle tested at the stations, of

which number 18 were condemned, killed and found to be

diseased,— 3| per cent.

There has been a steady decrease in the per cent, of cattle

condemned each year, from 3| in 1896 to 1 percent, in 1900,

which is due largely, we think, to the care and good judg-

ment the drovers exercise in selecting their stock, as they

report that there are certain sections of some States in which

thoy do not care to buy cattle for this market, owing to the

prevalence of tuberculosis.

We believe that if the present quarantine restrictions were

removed there would not bo such care taken on the part of

the drovers, and many diseased animals would be found in

Brighton market and also all through the Commonwealth

from those districts ; therefore we believe the quarantine

should be made more stringent along the border lines, and

great care taken to protect the citizens and herds of the State

from this disease.

It will be seen that, out of a total of 192,257 head of neat

stock, 17,669 were released as free from disease ; these were

nearly all milch cows for the local market ; the remaining

174,588 were for slaughter or export.

In addition to the above, there were 636 permits issued

and 4,765 dairy cattle were brought into the State, also 16

calves. Of these, 3,120 were tested before shipment and

1,614 after arrival in this State. Some cattle were returned

from pasture during the year, and a good many beef cattle

were brought in for slaughter, the exact number not being

recorded. Of these 1,614 cattle tested after arrival, 22 re-

acted to the test and were disposed of as follows : 6 were

returned to the State from which they came ; 15 were killed

and found tul)erculous ; and 1 was killed and paid for, be-

cause no lesions were found.

The following extract from a paper, read by the chairman

of the Board of Cattle Commissioners at the annual meeting

of the American Veterinary Association, at Detroit, last

September, will give an idea of the difficulties the commission

has met with in enforcing its regulations :
—
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Obstacles to enforcing Regulations requiring the Tuberculin

Test in Inter-State Cattle Traffic.

Massachusetts was among the first States, if not the first State,

requiring cattle brouglit within her borders to be kept for dairy or

breeding purposes to be subjectetl to the tuberculin test, although

for several years prior to the use of tuberculin as a diagnostic

agent Maine had maintained a quarantine against all Massachu-

setts cattle, because of the prevalence of tuberculosis in the old

Bay State.

In 1894 the Massachusetts Legislature passed an act providing

that owners should be reimbursed by the State for one-half the

value of cattle killed by order of the Cattle Commission as having

tuberculosis. In 1895 the law was amended so as to provide that

owners should be paid full appraised value for tuberculous cattle

up to a limit not exceeding ^60 for any one animal. In 1899 this

limit was reduced to ^40, the appraisal to be based upon the actual

market value of the animal for milk or beef purposes at the time

of condemnation, breeding not being considered. No compensa-

tion, however, is allowed for a diseased animal that has not been

owned continuously within the State for six months prior to the

time of condemnation.

It was during 1894, also, that the Cattle Commission commenced
using tuberculin on a large scale as a diagnostic agent, killing all

reacting animals. It was at once obvious that, if the State was

to undertake the extirpation of bovine tuberculosis, only healthy

animals should be brought into the Commonwealth to replace

those killed, and that their condition of health must be based upon

their standing the tuberculin test. Massachusetts does not raise

a gi'eat deal of neat stock ; the supply of milch cows is brought in

largely from without the State, especially at the eastern end,

where the milk producers depend almost entirely upon new pur-

chases brought in from other States to keep up their dairy stock.

These cows come largely from Maine, New Hampshire and Ver-

mont, quite a number come from New York State and a few from

other places.

Every Wednesday a large cattle market is held at Brighton, a

suburb of Boston, at which there are often 700 or 800 cows. Of

these, 200 to 250 come from Maine, 100 to 125 from New Hamp-
shire, as many more from Vermont and a carload or two from

New York State ; these are practically all new milch cows. The

rest come from Massachusetts, many of them brought in by milk-

men to sell because they are farrow, gargetty or otherwise worn

out, most of them being sold for cheap beef or bolognas, their
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owners replacing theiu with fresh stock, maiuly from the northern

New England States.

There are about 20,000 head of cattle from without the State

(not counting beeves), mainly milch cows, passing through

Brighton market each year ; most of them remain in Massachu-

setts, quite a number go to Rhode Island and a few are taken to

Connecticut. The Cattle Commission, therefore, in the autumn

of 1894 issued regulations requiring all persons bringing cattle

into Massachusetts to have a permit unless brought to the stock

yards at Brighton, Watertown or Somerville, which were desig-

nated by the Board as (juarantine stations, and requiring all cattle,

except beeves for immediate slaughter and calves under six

months old, to be subjected to the tul)erculin test.

Commencing Nov. 21, 1894, the cattle arriving at the stock

yai'ds were held in quarantine and tested by the commission, all

reacting animals being killed. Of course, under the law there is

no compensation for a tuberculous animal that has not been owned

in the State for six months ; but if an animal killed by order of the

commission is found free from disease, the State has to pay its

full value to the owner.

Under the method first adopted it was found that quite a num-

ber of animals gave an apparent reaction to tuberculin, Avhich

when killed showed no lesions of disease, and therefore had to be

paid for, making the work quite expensive for the State, This

was due to the fact that many cows, as the result of the excite-

ment of transportation and strange surroundings, would have a

rise of temperature the day after arriving, that could easily be

mistaken for the rise of a tuberculin reaction. The cattle trains

arrive early Tuesday morning ; the cows are unloaded and given

twenty-four hours to rest and bag up, and are placed on the mar-

ket Wednesday. Wednesday has been market day at Brighton

from time immemorial, I was going to say ; at least, it probably

has been ever since there was a market at Brighton. In order to

give the cattle time to rest and recover from the effects of trans-

portation, the Cattle Commission had market day changed to

Thursday, the cattle being tested Tuesday evening and tempera-

tures taken Wednesday ; even this was not satisfactory.

It was then proposed that the cattle should be brought down a

week ahead,— that is, cattle intended for sale one week should be

brought down the preceding week and held in quarantine six days,

and then tested. This plan would have entailed an extra expense

that the drovers could not have stood, as it would have upset their

plans and cut into their profits to an extent that would have driven

them out of business. After testing the cattle at Brighton from
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Nov. 21, 1894, to April 30, 1895, with the drovers fighting, object-

ing and placing every obstacle in the path of the Cattle Commis-

sion that they possibly could, the work was temporarily abandoned.

In July, 1895, it was decided that milch cows and breeding stock

coming into Massachusetts must be tested, but that each drover

could employ a veterinarian to test the cattle before shipment, the

examiner to make out a certificate of tuberculin test on blanks

furnished by the Cattle Commission. These blanks are made in

duplicate, the animal described therein is identified and released

by a member of the commission at tlie stock yards, who gives the

owner the original and keeps the duplicate to file away, wdiere it

can be referred to at any time if a question concerning a particular

cow arises. At the present time each cow is required to have an

ear tag (furnished the drovers at cost by the commission) , the ear

tag number and certificate number having to correspond; this

makes the identification of each animal more easy.

The drovers entered readily into this plan, and each arranged to

have a veterinarian in his locality test his cattle. The Cattle

Commission obtained a list of veterinarians from the commission-

ers of the other States, whom they considered reliable ; the in-

tention at first was to have only veterinary graduates upon it, and

only those vouched for by Cattle Commissions of their respective

States. In some localities there were no qualified veterinarians,

and it was arranged to accept tests of members of the laity who
were practical cattlemen, castrators and the like, and who famil-

iarized themselves with the proper methods of applying tuberculin.

This work was done honestly, probably, for a few months ; then

crooked work commenced, and has been carried on to a greater or

less extent by some men ever since. (An honest quack is better

than a dishonest graduate.)

This plan has been followed now for five years. The animals

brought to the stock yards each week need no permit ; the cow

dealers give the certificates of tuberculin test (often fake ones) to

the commissioner having charge of this branch of the work, who
identifies and releases the animals. Cattle brought to any other

points can come in only on permits, and if over six months old

and for dairy or breeding purposes must be tested either before

shipment or after arrival at their destination, at the expense and

risk of the owner. If any cows are brought to the stock yard

quarantine stations untested, they are held and tested in five or

six days, in time to go on to the market the next week. Any that

react are killed ; if slightly diseased, the owner can have w^hat the

butcher will allow him for the beef ; if badly diseased, the carcass
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is tanked. If the commission makes a, mistake by killing a healthy

animal, it pays for it.

Since 1894 and 1895 many other States have adopted regu-

lations based upon those of the Massachusetts Cattle Commission.

The Bureau of Animal Industr}"^ of the United States Department

of Agriculture requires all cattle held at the government quaran-

tine stations to be tested with tuberculin if over six months old.

The Canadian government also requires neat cattle brought into

Canada to have a certificate of tuberculin test made by a govern-

ment veterinarian in the country from which they are shipped ; in

the absence of this, they are held and tested at the quarantine

station at the port of entry.

One would suppose from this that the State of Massachusetts

had a right to adopt such rules and regulations as were deemed

necessary for the protection of her live stock interests, 3'et the

commission has had a steady fight on its hands for the last six

years with the cattle dealers and drovers.

The regulations regarding the cattle traflRc in various States

differ somewhat. In Massachusetts the law gives the Cattle Com-
mission power to issue all necessary rules and regulations for the

protection of the live stock interests of the State ; the same is true

of Vermont, New Hampshire and Colorado. In some of the other

States the governor issues a proclamation upon the recommenda-

tion of the live stock sanitary boards; Illinois, Texas, Wisconsin

and several other States are examples of this method. In Maine

the Board of Cattle Commissioners may issue the necessarj' rules

and regulations, subject to the approval of the governor.

In some States the importation of cattle is regulated by the

Public Statutes ; examples of this are Rhode Island, Connecticut,

New Jersey and Pennsylvania. This legislation may favor the

tuberculin test, or may be directl}^ opposed to it, and may even be

carried so far as to show a distinct animus against the veterinary

profession. The State of Connecticut is the most striking example

of this feeling.

Rhode Island has an intelligent and conscientious Cattle Com-
mission, the secretary of agriculture acting as its secretar}', witli

a commissioner from eacli of the six counties, an appraiser and a

consulting veterinarian. Until tliis year the law of Rhode Ishuid

provided as follows :
—
[Ckai'tkr ;512, Acts oi- 189G.]

Section 2. All persons, corporations or companies intending to ship,

transport or drive cattle into the state, must produce a certificate to tiie

eflect that the cattle to he so shi|)i)C(l, transported or driven an; free from

tuberculosis us I'ar as may be determined by pliysical examination and
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the tuberculin test. The certificate shall give a description of each ani-

mal brought into the state, sufficiently accurate for identification, and

shall also give the date and place of examination, the preparation of

tuberculin used, the quantity injected, the temperature immediately be-

fore inoculation, the temperature at the eleventh hour and every two
hours subsequent thereto, for at least ten hours, or until the reaction is

completed. The certificate shall be signed by a veterinarian who is a

graduate of a recognized veterinary college, and shall be sent imme-
diately to the secretary of the state board of agriculture, who shall im-

mediately notify a commissioner of the county into which the cattle are

to be shipped, transported or driven, and said commissioner shall exam-
ine the cattle to identify them. Failure to comply with the law shall be

considered a misdemeanor punishable by a fine not to exceed one hun-

dred dollars.

Section 3. Complaint for the violations of the jjrovisions of this

chapter shall be made to the secretary of the state board of agriculture,

and said secretary shall be exempt from giving surety for costs on any

complaint made as aforesaid.

From an intelligent stand-point this would seem to be a good

law, and one which ought to have been left alone ; but the Rhode

Island Legislature of 1900 passed the following amendment: —

[Chapter 756, Acts of 1900.]

Section 1. All persons desiring to import cattle into this state or

from other states without obtaining the certificate required by section

two of chapter Uiree Imndred and forty-four of the public laws, shall

give written notice to the cattle commissioner of the county into which

the cattle are brought within forty-eight hours after the arrival into the

state of such cattle ; and such notification shall contain a specified list of

the cattle so imported, with a full description of age, sex, and such other

particulars as may be necessary for the identification of the said cattle

and the place where they can be found.

Section 2. Innnediately upon the receipt of such notification the

cattle commissioner of the county into which said cattle are imported

shall proceed within seventy-two hours to the place designated and make

a physical examination of said cattle ; and if upon such examination

said cattle shall be deemed free from tuberculosis, it shall be so certified

by said cattle commissioner upon a permit, and a duplicate thereof be

given to the owner of said cattle, and the cattle shall be released for the

use and benefit of the owner.

Section 3. If after such examination the cattle commissioner shall be

of the opinion that the cattle so examined are atilicted with tuberculosis,

he shall require of the imjiorter that the susi)ected cattle be tested with

tuberculin, said test to be ajiplied by a veterinarian of a recognized

veterinary college, who shall give to the said commissioner a certificate

in writing that such test has been applied, together with a statement of

the tuberculin used, quantity injected, temperature of each animal before

inoculation and at the eleventh and every two subsequent hours there-
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after, for at least ten hours, or until reaction is complete ; and a duplicate

thereof shall be given to the owner of said cattle, and the original certili-

cate shall be sent by the said commissioner to the secretary of the state

board of agriculture. If after such test it shall be proved that such sus-

pected cattle are afflicted with tuberculosis, such diseased cattle shall be

immediately slaughtered, ny^on written order of said commissioner, and

the state shall not be required to compensate the owner for their loss,

and the owner shall pay for testing such cattle with tuberculin ; but if

such cattle shall be found free from tuberculosis they shall be released

for the use and benefit of the owner. If any of such cattle are slaughtered,

and upon post-mortem examination it shall be found that the slaughtered

animal was not afflicted with tuljerculosis, then the animal so killed shall

be paid for by the state at the full appraised value, in accordance with

the provisions of section eleven of chapter ninety-nine of the general laws.

Section 4. Any person violating any of the provisions of this act

shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall l)e fined not more

than one hundred dollars.

Section 5. This act shall take effect from and after its passage.

It can be readily seen that this law is intended to counteract

that of 189G, and was passed in the face of the opposition of the

Rhode Island Cattle Commission and all intelligent argument tliat

could be brought to bear against it. This is another example of

obstacles to the tuberculin test on the part of the cattle men.

On the other baud, Penusylvania and New Jersey have very

good statutes for the protection of their live stock interests, pro-

viding that all persons and corporations must have permits to

bring cattle within their limits, and that cattle for dairy and

breeding purposes must be tested with tuberculin before ship-

ment, by reliable veterinarians, or else be held in quarantine and

tested after arrival at their destination.

Probably legislation such as has been enacted in Pennsylvania

and New Jersey is more efficacious for the protection of the live

stock interests of a State than the power to make rules and regu-

lations given to cattle commissions or live stock sanitary boards ;

because, first, there is more respect for statute law than for the

rules and regulations of a commission ; and, secondly, the courts

will take more interest in fenforciug the law than they will in im-

posing penalties for breaking rules and regulations formulated by

a commission.

The Massachusetts Cattle Commission has been impeded and

imposed upon in every possible way that many of the drovers

could devise. Most of the dealers undoubtedly thought, when

these regulations were first adoi)ted, five years ago, that tubercu-

losis was a fad and a temporary matter, tiiat it was of little

importauce and that tuberculin did not amount to anything. A
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farmer in one of the northern New England States does not like to

sell a cow subject to the test, and have her left on his hands if

she reacts ; the drover does not like to buy a cow out and out,

and have her react, because he has to sell her at a loss near home,

her value being diminished if she turns out to be an animal he is

not allowed to bring into Massachusetts. The result has been

that a number of the dealers have done their best to corrupt the

veterinarians or alleged veterinarians making the tests, and induce

them to make out certificates without using tuberculin at all, and

in many instances have succeeded in doing so. When the Massa-

chusetts Cattle Commission finds that a man is doing dishonest

work, it refuses to accept his tests, and the drover then has to

find a new man, and, if possible, corrupt him. There have been

a few exceptions to this rule, when the culprit has acknowledged

that he has done wrong, and has promised to turn over a new leaf

when the disgrace of his dishonesty has been pointed out to him,

and he has been reinstated.

In localities where an occasional carload of cows is shipped into

Massachusetts I think that the testing has been in the main prop-

erly done ; but where the cattle are shipped every week, as they

are from certain points in Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont,

corrupt methods have developed. Two years ago last spring the

Massachusetts Cattle Commission had a list printed of men whose

tests it would accept, after dropping a number of names from the

old list, and it is now time to prepare a new one ; the chief reason

for delay is the fact that just when it seems that the names of

only reliable men are ready, it is found that another good man
has gone wrong.

Another reason for dishonest work, in some instances, is due to

comi^etition among the veterinarians, who cut prices in order to

obtain a certain drover's patronage, until they reduce the price

to such a rate that a man cannot afford to test the cattle and use

tuberculin, and so makes out the papers without the formality of a

test. This has been a very foolish cause for this kind of work, as

there are so few men on the list now that they could all agree to a

good price, and obtain it.

Occasionally a tuberculous cow may be honestly tested and fail

to react, — that is, she may be tested b}^ a man one week and

refused a certificate ; and then the owner may have another veter-

inarian test her the following week without informing him that she

has reacted once, and thus obtain a certificate of health because

she fails to react when tested the second time ; or a drover may
have a cow of which he is suspicious, and himself inject her with

a heavy dose of tuberculin, and when she recovers have her tested
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by the veterinarian. Occasionally a badly diseased cow may fail

to react, l)nt these cases ought to be perceptible from the physical

condition of the creature ; but when a man is testing a lai'ge num-

ber, and has gotten into the habit of depending entirely ou tuber-

culin, he may overlook such a case. In my experience, a cow's

failing to react to a second test made soon after the fu'st one is

not as frequent as many persons believe ; in the majority of cases

an animal that has given a marked reaction once is very likely to

react again.

Numerous specific instances of dishonest work might be given.

Last autumn an Ontario graduate, supposed to be one of the lead-

ing veterinarians of New Hampshire, was called to Dracut, Mass.,

to test a cow just brought in from across the line, held in quaran-

tine until a certificate of test was sent in. Soon after, suspecting

that all was not right, I proceeded to Dracut, and went with the

inspector of animals to see about releasing the cow. I asked the

owner if she liad been tested. He said :
" Oh, yes ; the man came

and stuck the tubule right into her ; took it out of his pocket and

stuck it in." Asked how long he was there and how many times

he called, he said he "only seen him once, and he was only

there a few moments." All he had done was to take the cow's

temperature, make a physical examination, and then give a cer-

tificate of tuberculin test. The cow' failed to pass when properly

tested later. This veterinarian called to see me, and denied that

he ever did such a thing before, but acknowledged his transgres-

sion in the case I caught him ou, and said he would be very care-

ful in the future. The words were hardly cold from his mouth

before he was called upon to test a lot of cows to be sold at auc-

tion in southern New Hampshire, some of which might be brought

into Massachusetts. A number were brought in with his certifi-

cate and held by the commission and tested ; several reacted,

showing that they either were not tested properly or probably not

at all. It is needless to sa}"^ that his tests will not any longer be

accepted by our Board. This is only one example of a number

that I might give.

Early in June a large Jersey breeder in Pennsylvania had Dr.

Francis Bridge test a number of cattle he intended selling at

auction, and sold them with his certificates. A neighbor was

going to have an auction of Jersey cattle at about the same time,

and he thought it would be a favorable opportunity to have Dr.

Bridge test his. I believe there was quite a large number,— over

one hundred, if I am correctly informed, — and some twenty odd

failed to pass, and Dr. Bridge refused to give certificates. The

owner had a local veterinarian test the cattle, who gave certificates
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on some, if not all, and they were sold at the auction with the

other man's certificate. At the sale the statement was given out

that Dr. Bridge did not test all the animals, as quite a little bunch

was overlooked until after he had gone, and therefore they had

been tested by another doctor. Several cattle from this sale were

brought into Massachusetts, but all had been tested by Dr. Bridge.

If any tested by the other man had been shipped into the State

they would have been held and retested by the Cattle Commission,

with, I believe, interesting results.

The Bureau of Animal Industry is in the best position to obtain

honest tuberculin tests, as it holds the cattle in quarantine at the

port of entry and has its own agents to test them, and therefore

knows the work is honestly done.

The greatest obstacle to the enforcement of laws or regula-

tions requiring" a tuberculin test in the inter-State cattle traffic is

dishonesty.

First, there are the avarice and lack of honesty among some

cattle dealers and drovers, which lead them to object to the test,

because it interferes with their profits.

Secondly, the dishonesty of certain veterinarians, who disgrace

and dishonor a profession which should be a useful and honorable

one, by claiming to be members of it.

Possibly there is more excuse for the cattlemen, as many of

them think tuberculin is a humbug, that the test is of no value,

and that these regulations are a passing fashion, — not come to

stay. I do not wish it to be understood that I regard all our

cattle dealers and drovers as dishonest or dishonorable, as there

are a number of men among them of the strictest integrity and re-

liability, but it is greatly to be deplored that many of them are not.

The veterinarians ought to know better than to do dishonest

work, and should be glad to co-operate with the authorities in any

State in diminishing a scourge to the farmer, even though too

many farmers are so ignorant and short-sighted as to fail to ap-

preciate what is being done for them. As to the danger to the

public health, I think that is a matter that has been overesti-

mated. The attempt to terrorize the community with the dangers

of the use of dairy products on account of tuberculosis, by certain

veterinarians whom the people have suspected of wanting sal-

aries, has done much to cause a reaction against the work and to

lead to a lack of confidence in the profession, such as is so well

exemplified in the legislation already alluded to in the State of

Connecticut. Much of the trouble seems to be due to a lack of

honesty among certain dishonorable members of the profession.
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What other remedy there is, except refusing to accept their tests,

I do uot know. They ought certainly to be exi)elled from any

veterinary associations to which they belong, although most of the

offenders belong to a class that do not join associations. Dealers

and drovers or breeders who sell cattle with fake tests ought to

be prosecuted for obtaining money under false pretences ; and a

breeder who will do such a thing ought to be expelled from any

breeders' association, and his cattle ought to be refused registry

in the herd book.

A lack of honest}^ seems to be a national failing. Parents

should bring up their boys to realize that it is a sin and a disgrace

to steal, and that "a lie is an abomination to the Lord." Our

veterinary schools should lay greater stress on professional integ-

rity than at present ; and if some means could be devised for dis-

ciplining the rascals, even to revoking their diplomas, if that is

possible, it would be a benefit. "Honesty is the best policy;"

but my experience with men has been that a man who is not hon-

est as a matter of principle is not very likely to be so as a matter

of policy.

Other obstacles to the enforcement of regulations retpiiring the

tuberculin test may be carelessness on the part of railroad compa-

nies in seeing that a shipper to a point outside a quarantine sta-

tion has a permit. It occasionally happens that a freight agent

may accept a shipment of cattle from a man who has not secured

a permit, without notifying the authorities in the State to which

the cattle are shipped. This can be remedied by reporting the

local freight agent to the general freight agent of the road, when-

ever such an instance is heard of ; and in time tiie work will be so

perfected as to have no such infringement of the rules, as they are

broken more from not understanding them than from any direct

intention to disregard the law.

Another obstacle that will alwa^'S exist on a small scale is the

trading back and forth of cattle by farmers in adjoining towns

located in different States ; but the number of animals exchanged

in this way is limited. The necessary rules or laws may be en-

forced here to a certain extent, but there will alwa^'^s be a number

of instances where they will be quietly disregarded.

I have necessarily confined myself chiefly to the condition of

affairs in New England, and more especially to jNIassachu setts, as

this is where my personal experience lies ; but what I have said

will probaltly apjily to a certain extent to other sections, and it

may be that the trials we have been called upon to endure may
result in making it easier for others later.
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Second. — The quarantining of cattle by the local inspect-

ors, because there is reason to believe that the animals are

diseased. Most of them were found on the general inspec-

tion, although there were a few cases reported at intervals

during the year, chiefly upon complaint of the owner to

the inspector of animals in his town.

It is provided by section 29, chapter 408, Acts of 1899,

as follows :
—

It shall be the dfity of inspectors, in addition to their inspec-

tions of animals for contagious diseases, to examine the barns,

stables or other enclosures in which neat cattle are kept, with ref-

erence to their situation, cleanhness, hght, ventilation and water

supply, and the general condition and cleanliness of the said neat

cattle, and to make a detailed report, with names and residences

of owners, to the board of cattle commissioners, who shall embody
the same in its annual report to the legislature.

In accordance with this provision of the law, the following

order was issued to each inspector of animals :
—

Boston, Oct. 1, 1900.

, Insjjectoi' of Animals.

The Board of Cattle Commissioners hereby directs tliat you

shall make a general inspection of the neat stock in your town,

and incidentally other farm animals, to commence at ouce, and to

be completed on or before the fifteenth day of November, as re-

quired by chapter 408, Acts of 1899. You will be provided with

a book to carry out the provisions of section 23 and a book to

carry out the provisions of section 29.

Cattle are not to be quarantined as tuberculous unless they

show enough evidence of disease to make it possible to condemn

them on a physical examination, except where the udder of a

milch cow is tuberculous. On no account are cattle to be quaran-

tined simply for the pui'pose of testing them with tuberculin, when

they show no physical signs of disease. The only exception to

this rule is, that it is the duty of the inspectors of animals to

quarantine all cattle brought into the State without a permit from

this Board, until the owner furnishes the Cattle Conuuission with

satisfactor}^ certificates of a tuberculin test. Before quarantining

any cattle you should decide upon what cows j'ou are going to

quarantine, then send the papers on a number at once, so our

agent can see them all on one visit.
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As section 29^ requires that the results of your inspection shall

be incorporated in the annual report of this Board, you -vvill see

that it is necessary to have your returns by November 15 in order

to prepare them for publication. Your books go forward to-day

by express.

Austin Peters, Chairman,

L. F. Herrick, Secretary,

C. A. Dennen,
Massachusells Callle Couimission.

The results of the labors of the inspectors in quarantining

cattle supposed to be infected with contagious disease, and

the disposition made of them by the Cattle Commissioners

and their agents, are shown in the following table :—
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It will be seen by the foregoing table that during the year

the local inspectors quarantined for various causes 3,249

cattle; of these, 1,178 have been killed and paid for as tu-

berculous ; 79 were killed on a permit to kill, 15 of which

were too badly infected with tuberculosis to prove fit for

beef, and were paid for, the owners taking the hides and

carcasses of the other 64 to dispose of for their own benefit

;

there are also 242 cattle, killed as tuberculous, which have

not as yet been paid for. This makes a total of 1,435 head

of cattle killed during the year as tuberculous quarantined

by the local inspectors, nearly all of which were so badly

diseased as to be condemned on a physical examination.

In addition to the animals in the above table, 30 head of

cattle were reported as having been condemned as unfit for

food at the slaughter house because of tuberculosis, or as

having been received at the rendering establishments. One
swine was also condemned as unfit for food because of

tuberculosis.

Very little tuberculin has been used except for testing

the animals held in quarantine at Brighton and other points

as coming from without the State, and for 291 animals which

were tested at the voluntary request of their owners, who

wished to eradicate this disease from their herds.

Whether the bovine and human tubercle bacillus is identi-

cal, and whether there is any danger to human beings from

the use of milk from cows with tuberculosis, or not, may be

a question ; but it cannot be denied that cows that are badly

diseased or that have tuberculosis in their udders give tuber-

cle bacilli in the milk, and it is a known fact that milk from

these animals fed uncooked will produce tuberculosis in pigs,

calves, rabbits and guinea pigs, if given to them. Even

granting that it is not proved that milk from tuberculous

cows is any danger to human beings, no sane person would

advocate feeding to children material that will infect calves,

pigs and other animals.

Most of the animals killed were sufficiently diseased to pre-

sent very well-marked lesions, and several had tuberculosis

of the udder ; such creatures are certainly unfit for a pulilic

milk supply in a community where milk is usually used un-
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cooked, to say nothing of the danger there is of a badly

diseased animal infecting other members of the herd.

Beside examining the animals and quarantining diseased

ones, the ins|)ectors in their annual inspection have to ex-

amine the premises and water supply, and report upon their

condition. An idea of the amount of labor involved in this

inspection may be obtained from the following table :
—
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Summary.

Number of herds inspected, .

Number of cows inspected,

Number of bulls inspected,

Number of oxen inspected.

Number of joung cattle inspected,

Total number of cattle inspected, .

Number of sheep inspected, .

Number of swine inspected, .

Number of stables inspected, .

Number of stables improved since last report,

No report furnished : New Braintree, Rockland

Warwick and Wayland.

33,000

181,105

6,912

2,399

64,852

258,268

32,411

74,031

33,020

1,662

The above summary shows the tremendous amount of

work accomplished in the aggregate by the inspectors, and,

while the improvements noted are not many, yet there

seems to be a continual tendency toward a better condition

both in the care of live stock and premises.

Many letters were received from the inspectors after com-

pleting their annual inspection, showing that the work is a

benefit, although many of them complain that it is very diffi-

cult to make a complete inspection in the autumn, when so

many of the cattle are at pasture, and they think a more

thorough one could be made in the spring, before the animals

are turned out. This is undoubtedly true. It would also

require more money, as more diseased cattle would be found

after beino; housed all winter than can be detected after the

creatures have led an out-door life for several months. This

is also an argument for more sunshine, fresh air and out-

door exercise. A spring inspection would require a liberal

appropriation, and it would be necessary to have it available

early in the legislative session.

When it is considered that the summer of 1900 was very

dry and the pastures were consequently poor, it is gratifying

to hear that neat stock looked so well. This is no doubt in

a measure due to the mild weather in the fall, permitting the

cattle to run at pasture until late, and the good pasturage

resulting from the autumn rains after the long drought was

broken, but the inspectors seem to think it is in part due to

the annual inspection leading owners to take better care of
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their cattle, and the weeding out of the diseased and unthrifty

members of herds.

The following letters from inspectors will give an idea of

the benefits derived from this work, and also illustrate the

difficulties of a fall inspection :
—

NoKTH Attleborovgh, Mass., Nov. 15, 1900.

Austin Peters, Esq., Chairman, Cattle Commission.

My Dear Sir: — I send you to-night by express my report of

the inspection for this year. I trust it will prove satisfactory. I

have been surprised and gratified at the marked improvement seen

everywhere in the care and cleanliness of the animals and the

apparent absence of anything indicating tuberculosis. 1 have

answered the question, "What improvements," etc., invariably

" None," supposing that the improvements related to the barns or

sheds in which the animals were housed. With but few excep-

tions all are sheltered satisfactorily ; the supply of water from

well, spring, river and the town water works is pure and abun-

dant ; the appearance of the cattle indicate that they are well fed

and groomed.

For the encouragement of the Cattle Commissioners I would

state that very general praise has been expressed by the cattle

owners at the marked efficiency displayed in the management of

the commission, with the wish that they maybe satisfactorily sup-

ported by the Legislature this session in their recommendations

and appropriations desired for a continuance of the work.

Mr. H. P. Wilmarth has a very large and prolific goat farm in

the New Boston district, so called, of this town. On my visit

there I found 350 goats, in excellent condition. The farm is well

conducted, and the owner states that this industry is steadily

growing, and profitable. I have not included this inspection in

my report.

Yours respectfully, W. Henry Kling.

Wrentham, Mass., Dec. 3, 1900.

State Cattle Commission.

Gentlemen: — Having injured my hand, have had my report

copied, and trust it will meet with your approval. I send same

by express to-day. I have inspected all of the neat stock in

town, with the exception of 8 two-year-old heifers that broke

pasture and are running wild. This inspection has been very

gratifying ; the hard-headed ones, who at first said it would not
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amount to anything, and some other things, now say, " There

has been good work done." I find a big improvement in the

stock, and many farmers are paying more attention to cleanliness

and sanitation, the latter as far as they can.

Respectfully, E. M. Brastow.

Newburyport, Mass., Nov. 13, 1900.

Dr. Austin Peters, Chairman, Cattle Commission.

Dear Sir : — I send by American express the result of my
general inspection. It has been very difficult to accomplish, as

the cattle were out in the pastures, and I had to go early and late

to find them, and often twice ; however, I have succeeded in

making a full canvass of my district. I have never seen the

cattle in such good, healthy condition as they are this season. A
great improvement has been made, and all parties are anxious to

have the commission continue in this good work.

Many barns where small herds are kept I have not mentioned,

as they are as perfect as can be for comfort.

Yours respectfully, Geo. M. Knight.

Webster, Mass., Nov. 19, 1900.

Dr. Austin Peters, Chairma7t, Cattle Commissio?z.

Dear Sir : — I forward you to-day the report of my inspection,

and am pleased to be able to inform you that I have not been able

to detect a single suspicious case of tuberculosis or any other con-

tagious disease, and have found them all in good condition. I

also find that the people are paying more attention to the source of

water supply ; also to light and ventilation.

I have delayed my inspection on account of the unusually mild

weather, the cattle being in fields.

Very respectfully yours, L. H. Paquin.

Dana, Mass., Dec. 4, 1900.

Cattle Commission.

Gentlemen : — I find cattle in better condition this year than I

ever have before.

Respectfully yours, A. W. Doane.

Ludlow, Mass., Nov. 15, 1900.

Dr. Austin Peters, Chainjian, Cattle Commission.

Dear Sir :— I am sending by express my report of inspection

- of neat cattle, etc. There were some cattle out at pasture that

could not readily be found, which are not included. Most of the
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work has been done in the early morning and evening, so as to

find the cattle that are at home in the stables.

There is a marked improvement in the condition of cattle and

stables. If the conditions were such that the inspection could be

made in the winter months, we could do better work, as we could

examine all the cattle closely if necessary, and could judge better

as to the condition of the stables.

Respectfully submitted, A. L. Bennett.

Wendell, Mass., Nov. 16, 1900.

To the Honorable Board of Catlle Commissioners.

Gentlemen : — I return in this mail the report of inspections.

Found hard work to induce people to bring the stock in from the

mountain pastures, and impossible to get near them in the pasture.

Have inspected 299 head of cattle, 149 swine and 24 sheep,

against 290 cattle, 121 swine and 14 sheep last year.

Some of the stables where I found tuberculosis have been torn

out and rebuilt, others cleansed. Have found it at the slaughter

houses to some extent, and have notified you of same in each case.

Trusting I meet your approval, I am, very respectfully,

Geo. a. Lewis.

Northampton, Mass., Dec. 6, 1900.

Dr. Austin Peteks.

Dear Sir : — I send by to-day's mail my report of inspection

for the last year. I have reported all places containing over 2

head of cattle and have visited besides 153 places containing 1

and 2 head, kept as family cows, kept generally in horse stable

or in small stable by themselves, and have found them in good

condition and surroundings generally healthy.

The work of the Cattle Com.missioners is appreciated very much

by the people in this part of the State.

Yours truly, J. H. Roberts.

MiDDLEFIELD, MaSS., DcC. 1, 1900.

Board of Cattle Commissioners.

Gentlemen : — I have completed the inspection of live stock

in town. I find no evidence of tuberculosis or other contagious

disease. With the exception of 15 animals in different parts of

the town that had injured themselves by eating too many apples,

I find animals in an unusually healthy and thrifty condition. The

increased value of live stock has a tendency toward the better care

and feeding of animals.

Respectfully yours, J. T. Bryan.
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Third.— That portion of the work coming under the

'third classification is tlie testing of entire herds at the re-

quest of the owners, for the purpose of eradicating tubercu-

losis from them. This has been necessarily done upon a

very limited scale, as the commission felt that most of the

money would be required to carry on its regular duties,

and that work of this character could not well be undertaken

unless there was a surplus from the appropriation that

could be devoted to this purpose.

In order to make the expense of herd tests as light as

possible for the State, and also to put part of the burden

of expense upon the owner, in order to make him under-

stand that it was important for him to properly disinfect

his premises and buy only tested cattle to replace those

killed, he has been required to sign the following con-

ditions, before the commission would test the herd :
—

1900.

I , in asking to have my herd tested at the expense of

the State, do hereby agree to the followiug conditions :
—

That all reacting animals shall be killed; those that are so

badly diseased that they will not pass as fit for beef the State is

to pay full appraised value for, up to a limit of $40, according

to law ; for animals that react, and are so slightly diseased as to

prove fit for beef, I will take what the butcher will allow, and not

expect payment from the State.

I furthermore agree to disinfect my buildings in such manner as

the Cattle Commission shall prescribe.

I also agree to only buy cattle that have passed the tuberculin

test to replace those that are killed.

(Signed)

Witness,

Under this arrangement the commission furnishes the

veterinarian to do the testing, the tuberculin, and pays for

the badly diseased animals, the owner taking what the

butcher will allow for those that are so slightly infected

as to pass as fit for beef.

No farmer will agree to these conditions unless he is sin-

cere in his purpose to eradicate tuberculosis from his herd,

as under them there is no incentive to have his herd tested
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for the purpose of selling diseased animals to the State as a

matter of speculation.

Under the conditions named, the following herds have

been tested :
—

Date.
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to be certain that onl}^ healthy animals are brought in to

replace those that are destroyed as tuberculous, or that are

disposed of for other purposes.

Glanders.

Glanders and farcy have continued to prevail during the

past year to an alarming extent, entailing a serious financial

loss upon the horse owners of the Commonwealth, to say

nothing of its menace to human life and health. More
cases, or suspected cases, of this disease have been reported

to the Cattle Commission than in any previous year in its

history. In 1899 more cases were reported to the Board

than ever before, but in 1900 the number has been far in

excess of the preceding year.

While the methods for securing reports of cases and of

calling the attention of the commission to suspected cases

of this maladv have had much to do with securing; more
information concerning the occurrence of this disorder than

was formerly obtained, at the same time it seems to have

increased somewhat,— at least, that is the opinion of some
of the leading veterinarians and renderers who have been

consulted in regard to the matter. Not only is there an

increase in the number of cases reported during 1900 over

any previous year, but it is reported as occurring in more

cities and towns. In 1899 cases were reported from only

101 places, while in 1900 the disease was reported from

128 cities and towns.

The following table gives the distribution and prevalence

of this malady in various localities throughout the State :
—

CiTT OK Town.
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It will be seen by this table that 699 animals have been

destroyed as having glanders or farcy between Dec. 15,

1899, and Dec. 15, 1900. Of these, 697 were horses and 2

were mules. There were 149 animals released from quar-

antine after careful examination, as free from disease, and 1

is still an undecided case, being under observation at the

time of preparing this report.

Three of the horses killed will have to be paid for by the

Commonwealth, as being free from a contagious disease.

In two of these cases guinea pigs inoculated with some of

the nasal discharge developed glanders ; the horses were

killed, and upon post-mortem examination no lesions of

glanders could be found ; the owners agreed to a reasonable

valuation, and will have to be recompensed. It is impossi-

ble to produce glanders in guinea pigs without having the

germs of glanders present in the material used ; and, as this

work was carefully done, it seems certain that the micro-

organisms of the disease must have been present, yet no

lesions were found in the horses killed. It seems possible,

then, that animals may carry the germs of disease for a

while before appreciable gross lesions develop, and may be

a source of danger to others while apparently in a fair state

of health themselves, aside from a nasal catarrh or some

sfmilar disturbance, in the same manner that a person ap-

parently free from disease can carry the bacillus of diphthe-

ria in the throat, infecting other persons while apparently

in health himself.

It is much better to occasionally kill and pay for such an

animal, than it would be to err in the opposite direction,

and allow a suspicious case to run at large, spreading the

disease wherever it went, because it is not certain that it is

infected.

The third horse was owned in Salem. He had a discharge

from the left nostril, erosions on the mucous membrane in

the nose and a very much enlarged sub-maxillary gland on

the left side. Because of these symptoms he was ordered

killed by a member of the commission, and an autopsy held,

at which a number of veterinary surgeons were present.

The animal was found to be suffering from a cancer of the

palate, the bones in the roof of the mouth on the near side
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being diseased, the five upper ])ack molars loosened, a can-

cerous growth in the nasal cavity, and the enlarged sub-

maxillary lymphatic gland was due to a secondary cancerous

growth, instead of glanders. Such an animal is practically

worthless ; but, as the owner wanted an exorbitant price,

which the commission declined to pay, he has resorted to

the courts, where the damages will have to be assessed.

The commission does not deny that the horse was free from

a contagious disease,— it only refuses to pay more than the

animal was worth at the time of slaughter.

Compared with the report of the previous year, tliere

appears to have been a decrease in Worcester and Spring-

field ; there is also less in the Merrimac valley than for-

merly. There was less in Clinton in 1900 than for two or

three years, the disease having practically disappeared

among the horses owned by the citizens of the town, the

horses killed in Clinton, Sterling and Boylston having been

in nearly every case the property of contractors employed

upon the metropolitan water works. There were more

cases found in Fall River in 1900 than in 1899, but the in-

crease may be partly due to a more efficient inspector having

been appointed for 1900 than in the previous year. There

has also been quite an outbreak in Fitchburg, 24 horses

having been killed there in 1900, against 9 in 1899.

Aside from the increases referred to, the greatest and most

alarming has been in Boston and the surrounding towns,

Boston acting as a centre of infection, and the suiferers out-

side being in many cases farmers, milkmen, expressmen and

teamsters, whose business requires them to make long daily

trips from their homes to the city, their teams often having

to draw heavy loads both ways, hard work lowering the

horses' condition and making them more susceptible to dis-

ease. The nature of the work also leads to an extensive

use of the public watering troughs on the road. The loss

here falls very heavily, as the men who own these animals

are those who can very illy afford to lose their live stock.

The past year was the first during which reports were

received from the Tenderers of the State throughout the

entire year ; and a portion of the increase in the number of

cases reported to the commission mi^st be credited to them,
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as undoubtedly quite a number of horses would be killed

and rendered that the Cattle Commission would never hear

of if it were not for these renderers' reports. Whenever a

case is reported by one of the rendering establishments as

occurring outside of the city of Boston (in Boston the

Board of Health has charge of all matters pertaining to

glanders and farcy, it having been placed outside of the

jurisdiction of the Cattle Commission in this city), that has

not already been called to the attention of the commission,

the inspector of animals for the city or town where the case

occurs is at once instructed to see that the premises from

which the horse came have been properly disinfected, and, if

any other horses are stabled there, to see that they are free

from contagion. In this way it is believed that much good

has been accomplished.

Reports have been made by 9 rendering companies, the

total number received being 168, including 439 animals

supposed to have been suflering from glanders or farcy ; of

these, 172 occurred in the city of Boston, leaving 267

which came under the jurisdiction of the Board. Of these

267 cases, 209 were previously reported in other ways,

leaving 58 to which official attention would not have been

called had it not been for these returns.

A few of these cases, not over half a dozen, may not have

been glanders or farcy; on the other hand, occasionally an

animal infected with this disease may not have been re-

ported. It is therefore probable that the numbers given

may be less rather than more than the cases which actually

occurred.

The following table will give an idea of the results of the

renderers' reports :
—
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ders. About the date of the mare's death Mr. A. and his

son became ill with a sickness which at first puzzled the

physicians ; the veterinarian told one of them that he be-

lieved the animal died of glanders, and suggested the possi-

bility of the men having contracted the disease. This was

found to be the case, Mr. A. dying of glanders two weeks

later and the son about ten days after Mr. A. This occur-

rence was particularly sad, as the boy was an only child,

the widow being doubly bereaved by the loss of her hus-

band and son so near together.

The case in the mare was one of those obscure cases

where the lesions occurred chiefly in the lungs, and the

usual enlarged glands in the sub-maxillary region ; nasal

discharge and chancres on the septum nasi were wanting.

She undoubtedly had lesions of glanders in her lungs when
taken to camp, and the change of surroundings and work
caused it to develop in an acute pulmonary form soon after

the return to Fitchburg. There is ample reason for be-

lieving this to be the fact, because two more horses owned

by Mr. A, were killed by order of the commission July 23,

and another one owned by his estate November 3, there

being every reason to believe that some of these animals were

diseased prior to the mare being let to go to Framingham.

Furthermore, a list was obtained of all the horses ridden

by ofiicers of the Sixth Regiment at camp in June, and an

agent of the board or the inspector in the towns where they

were kept examined them all, some seventeen or eighteen

in number, and they were found to be free from disease.

Only one was not seen, as it had been sent out of the

State, but there is no reason to suspect that it was un-

healthy. No trouble has as yet been reported from any of

these horses.

In addition to the animals killed, eight others kept in

Mr. A.'s stables were quarantined and kept under observa-

tion, permission being given to use them, but not to sell

them. The eight remaining horses were finally released

from quarantine November 26, all having been tested with

mallein and failing to react, showing no physical signs

of disease at that time, and the stables having been thor-

oughly disinfected.
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The last day of October, E. M., a hostler, employed in a

stable in Milford, was admitted to the Framingl^am hospital

as a suspected case of small-pox, he being broken out with

an eruptive disease of some kind. He died Wednesday

evening, November 14. Wednesday, a few hours before

his death. Dr. Shea, one of the physicians of the Boston

Board of Health, saw the man and said there were symp-

toms present that did not coincide with small-pox, and,

upon asking the man's occupation, suggested that it might

be glanders. After his death guinea pigs were inoculated

with material from some of the lesions at the laboratory of

the Boston Board of Health, and also by Dr. Langdon

Frothingham for the Massachusetts Cattle Commission, and

in both instances these little animals developed glanders,—
proof positive that the man who died was infected with this

disease.

An agent of the Cattle Commission was at once sent to

Milford, to investigate matters at the stable where E. M.

'

had been employed. Here it was learned that a horse

was killed the previous Tuesday, November 13, which the

owner had been treating for pneumonia, but, as it did not

seem to be improving, he had it killed and buried. Mon-
day, November 19, the carcass was exhumed and examined,

and found to have been a case of glanders and farcy. Two
other horses were killed in Milford by order of the com-

mission, one during the summer and the other November

20, because of their having glanders, both of which were

formerly kept in this stable. The man who died is thus

easily connected with the care of glandered horses.

Another possible case of glanders in man has been re-

ported to the Board as occurring in Chelsea last spring.

M. F. was told by a physician that he had glanders ; he

later became an out-patient at the Massachusetts General

Hospital, where it does not appear any definite diagnosis

was made ; he afterward was under the care of another

physician in Chelsea, and died, his death certificate being

made out as a case of cancer of the throat. It is not un-

likely that occasional cases of glanders may occur in man
which are not reported as such, because the disease in

humans is so uncommon that it is not recognized by the
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physicians, and other diagnoses are made. It has been

diagnosed as typhoid fever, pneumonia, pleurisy, peri-

carditis, inflammatory rheumatism, pyaemia, small-pox,

and possibly as cancer of the throat. Considering, there-

fore, the great prevalence of this disease among horses, it

is not unlikely that there may be, once in a great while, a

case in man which is never correctly diagnosed.

An instance illustrating the difficulty of eradicating this

malady, on account of its slow development in some cases,

and the possibility of an animal being a bearer of disease

for some time before definite symptoms develop, is demon-

strated in a case killed by order of the commission in

Ashby last October. This animal was a four-year-old colt,

apparently in very good condition, plump and sleek, yet

with well-marked symptoms of glanders. This colt was at

pasture with a glandered horse in the summer of 1899,

killed in July of that year ; the colt's owner said that it

had a cough when he brought it home the previous

autumn, — a slight, dry cough, which disappeared when it

commenced to run at the nose, about six weeks before it

was killed. It is possible for the colt to have contracted

the disease in some other way, but it is not at all improb-

able that it was infected fifteen months previous to the

time of killing, and, being young and vigorous, it held the

disease in check for a long time.

As to the spread of the infection, there are various ways

in which the disorder is disseminated. The Board is of the

opinion, as it has said in previous reports, that public

watering troughs are one cause, and that in many instances

they are misplaced charities. Blacksmith shops, hitching

posts, baiting stables, where a healthy horse may be put

in a stall previously occupied by a diseased one, and the

actual contact of diseased with healthy horses either at home
or on the street, are all factors in the extension of glanders,

some of course much more important than others.

In the last annual report a condition of afiairs was re-

ferred to in Melrose, near the lines of Maiden and Saugus,

where there are men who buy old horses to kill, the refuse

and ofial being fed to pigs, and the meat sold either to dog
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biscuit manufacturers or fertilizer factories. These men

pay a little more for a horse to kill than the renderers will

;

hence a good many worthless horses are sold to them, and

among these animals there are some suffering from glanders.

These animals are led out over the highway often by irre-

sponsible persons, who may water them at the public

watering troughs on the way out, or even sell a horse with

glanders to some other person than the killer, if they can

get a dollar or two more by so doing.

No one would believe, who had not been out there, that

such a condition of affairs could exist, or such a community

be found, within ten or twelve miles of the State House,

and it reflects anything but credit upon the city whose

board of health allows it to continue. There seems to be

no legislation to reach these horse killers. It would be

wise to enact a law that all persons engaged in the occupa-

tion of killing horses shall have a license from the board of

health of the city or town where such business is carried on,

that such a license shall not be granted to any person or

firm which has not a suitable rendering plant, and wagon

for removing dead horses from owner's premises, a penalty

to be provided for any person or firm not having such a

license, and they should also be required by law to report

all cases of contagious disease, among animals received at

their establishments, to the Board of Cattle Commissioners.

It might also be well to provide that any person who
knowingly buys a horse with glanders or farcy shall be

liable to the same penalty as the person who knowingly

sells such an animal, as now provided for in the law,— the

only exception being that a licensed renderer may purchase

such an animal for slaughter, if he wishes.

Whether remunerating owners of glandered horses for

animals killed by the State would help to diminish the num-

ber of cases or not is an open question. If such a policy

were decided upon, it would require an annual appropriation

of $50,000 to $60,000 for some time. Certain it is that the

present condition of affairs is very serious, and the most

stringent measures for its eradication will l)c none too severe.

The Cattle Commission has done all in its power to mitigate
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the evil, and it has certainly been able to show the true con-

dition of affairs the last year as it never has before, and hopes

that its labors may also have accomplished some good results.

Blackleg, or Symptomatic Anthrax.

During the summer of 1900, a disease resembling black-

leg in many ways has caused a number of deaths among
young cattle at pasture in some parts of Worcester County.

Hubbardston was the town where the disease prevailed

most extensively and where the chief losses occurred, but

similar outbreaks of a more limited extent occurred in sur-

rounding towns, and also in towns at some distance from

Hubbardston. Cases were reported from Barre, Princeton,

Templeton, Rutland, Greenwich, Prescott, Grafton and

Ashby, and possibly Westminster. In the latter town

there was a rumor of trouble, but it was not investigated,

as it was over before the Board heard of it. The cattle

found dead in Westminster were thouo;ht to have been chased

to death by dogs, but it is barely possible it may have been

the same malady met with In the other towns.

The attention of the Cattle Commission was first called to

the presence of the disease by Dr. A. S. Cleaves of Gard-

ner, who telephoned to Boston, July 31, reporting an out-

break of a disorder similar to anthrax or blackleg in the

town of Hubbardston. Commissioner Herrick was immedi-

ately telephoned at Worcester, and on the same afternoon

visited the scene of trouble with Dr. Cleaves and Mr. A. W.
Clarke, a veterinary student, who was at his home in Hub-

bardston for his summer vacation.

The following report from Dr. Cleaves and Mr. Clarke

gives a very good history of the Hubbardston outbreak, as

well as of one case in Princeton, occurring in a young cow
owned by N. B. Reed ; the animal was pastured on Little

Wachusett Mountain. The description of the symptoms

given below and the gross post-mortem appearances are so

good that it is not necessary to attempt to detail them fur-

ther ; and the post-mortem conditions found in animals

dying in other localities, where autopsies were made, were

found to be similar in most cases to those existing among

the young cattle in Hubbardston.
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John Adams's pasture, lying in the southern part of Hubbardston

and adjoining Rutland, owned or rented by C. C. Colby of Hub-

bardston, containing eleven head of cattle, from one to two years

old, owned as follows :
—

C. C. Colby, Hubbardston, 5

C. F. Rugg, Hubbardston, 2

Adams, Hubbardston, 1

S. M. Stone, Hubbardston, 3

Total, 11

On visiting the pasture, July 22, one of Mr. Rugg's heifers was

found dead and in a badly decomposed state ; was left lying where

she was found. Pasture was next visited July 29, and one of

Stone's and two of Colby's were found dead ; these were in good

condition, their skins were removed and carcasses left lying on top

of the ground.

The seven remaining alive were driven to the respective owners'

places, except one of Mr. Stone's, which was driven to Mr. Colby's

and turned out with his herd of milch cows, some ten in number.

Mr. Rugg also turned out his with his herd of milch cows, while Mr.

Adams's was kept completely isolated in a small field, and Stone's

was partially isolated, being tied several rods from several other

young calves in an orchard.

Mr. Colby found the Stone heifer dead in his pasture July 30,

and skinned and buried the carcass where it lay, notifying Clarke

of Hubbardston next day that his remaining heifers did not appear

well. Notice was sent to Boston and Worcester that morning,

July 31, and Mr. Herrick held post-mortem on the carcass buried

July 30, for purpose of getting pathological specimens, if possible.

Carcass was again buried, and directions left for lime to be

thoroughly worked into the earth around about the spot of burial

and death.

The three heifers left at Colby's had the following temperatures :

black two-year-old heifer, in splendid physical condition, 106f

;

Jersey, eighteen months, fawn heifer, 102f ; brown yearling, 101|.

August 1, black heifer,
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The two-year-old black heifei* was killed on the afternoon of

August 2. Temperature immediately before death registered

106|^, having dropped from 107| in the morning. Symptoms

were distressed breathing, bloodshot eyes, local oedematous swell-

ing in the sub-maxillary space and about the larynx and pharynx,

pulse 100, and evidence of much pain in the throat; tongue pro-

truding and black, and an inclination to drink water, but unable

to do so. This heifer and the Jersey and brown one had been

removed from the main herd into a small enclosure across the road.

Post-mortem revealed lesions entirely localized in the larynx,

pharynx, roots of tongue and surrounding muscles and tissues,

except the blood had a peculiar black appearance, and left a dark

cherry stain on the hands ; mucous membrane at base of tongue

very black, and tremendous amount of oedema, extending clear

through to the skin.

The temperatures of the brown and Jersey ran as follows :
—

August 3, brown heifer, 103f
August 3, Jersey heifer, 102

Aug-ust 4, brown heifer, 104

August 4, Jersey heifer, 104|

August 5, brown heifer, . . . • i \ I ^ ^nl^
\ (p.m.) 108f

August 5, Jersey heifer, lOlf

In the afternoon of August 5 the brown heifer commenced

breathing in a labored sort of way, pulse very weak, eyes blood-

shot, and blood commenced oozing out around the ears, neck and

both shoulders. She died some time before 6 a.m. August 6,

and the post-mortem revealed hemorrhagic spots entirely dotting

the folds of serous membranes in both the abdominal and pleural

cavities, about the size of twenty-five and fifty cent pieces ; no

lesions in the throat visible.

A record was made of the temperature of the four remaining

heifers until August 29, as follows :
—
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heifers and one cow, found one of his yearlings dead, August 4,

apparently all right the day before. August 12, a two-year-old

was taken sick and was left in the barn ; had profuse bloody

diarrhoea, oedema of throat and right side; temperature 105|.

Died some time during the night, and was dragged across the yard

to the road, along this some two hundred yards, then down into

the woods, where both carcasses were eventually burned.

Mr. Prentiss, Hubbardston, in charge of a pasture in the eastern

part of the town, containing twenty-six head, young and old,

belonging to Mr. L. W. Newton, Southborough, found one of

the two-year-olds dead August 16 and one eighteen months old

August 17. Both carcasses were burned. Another three-year-

old, ear tag No. 213, seemed to wish to isolate herself from the

others, and no inclination to eat; temperature 104, pulse 90.

August 18, she resumed eating, and temperature was normal.

August 27, heifer No. 70 was found dead. A three-year-old

was isolating herself from the others, ears lopped, eyes dull and

sunken, pulse 95 and temperature 106; August 28, temperature

104^, same physical symptoms; August 29, temperature 104,

same physical symptoms, with the addition of bleeding at the nose
;

in the afternoon, temperature 105f. Killed for post-mortem and

pathological specimens. Lesions were found in the pharynx, and

in both the serous and mucous membranes in the abdominal

cavity. The lesion in the pharynx immediately about the glottis

consisted of almost total destruction of the mucous membrane,

and oedema extending into the surrounding muscles, slightly dis-

colored at the base of the tongue. All the serous membranes

were affected with hemorrhagic spots about the size of quarters

and fifty-cent pieces, while on the mucous surfaces immediately in

opposition were spots much resembling small ulcers leading one to

suggest that the lesion originally started from this surface. These

carcasses were all disposed of by bui'uing.

D. V. Meaney, living in Williamsville, directly west of Hubbard-

ston, on August 17 noticed, in a pasture containing ten head of

young cattle, that one of his two-year-olds was ill, evinced labored

breathing, eyes dull, weak pulse, bloody discharge from rectum

and temperature 105|; died some time during the night. Post-

mortem held in the afternoon of August 18, and lesions localized

in the throat; mucous membrane was dark in color at base of

tongue and in pharynx slight oedema ; carcass was burned. Mr.

Meaney found a yearling dead some ten days before this.

Mr. N. B. Reed, Princeton, had four heifers turned out in a

pasture in the north part of the town. August 13 he noticed that
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a four-year-old Devon was not feeling well ; she was taken to his

barn in the village and placed in the cellar ; she would try to eat

and drink, but seemed unable to do so. August 16, temperature

104f ,
pulse 98, eyes bloodshot, respiration 7, comatose in charac-

ter ; swelling in throat and evidence of pain ; drooling profusely

from mouth ; inclined to lie down a good deal. August 18, symp-

toms much the same, except respiration was quite rapid, tempera-

ture 105 and pulse 100 ; killed for autopsy. Post-mortem showed

lesions entirely localized in the pharynx and immediate surround-

ings. The mucous membrane was entirely broken down and quite

black, considerable oedema of the pharyngeal muscles and liga-

ments.

September 5, Mr. Morgan, living in the east part of Hubbard-

ston, noticed one of his two-yeai--old Jersey heifers with profuse

diarrhoBa. September 6, she would not eat, seemed very dull and

inclined to lie down ; died that same evening. Post-mortem re-

vealed hemorrhagic spots on the serous surface in the abdominal

cavity and black discoloration at base of tongue ; bloody faces in

rectum and floating color. This heifer was in milk and running

with four others, all but one being milch cows, and the exception

was a heifer about thirty months old, in milk. Carcass was burned.

Summary.

Pastdrks owned by— Number of Head. Died.

Mr. Adams, .

Mr. Bennett,

.

Mr. Lackey, .

Mr. Ford,

Mr. Newton,

,

Mr. Meaney,

Mr. Morgan,

Mr. Reed,

Totals, ,

11
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There was a report circulating in the town that this was not the

first or largest outbreak of this sort in the town, but upon investi-

gation it was found that the only recent deaths in pastures were in

1897. In the Wm. Hartwell pasture, located in the southern part

of the town, about two miles from the Adams pasture, H. Clarke

found four of his yearlings dead, and Edgar Tilton found three of

his dead in a pasture about two miles from these other two pastures.

A. S. Cleaves.

As already stated above, Mr. Herrick visited the John

Adams pasture with Dr. Cleaves and Mr. Clarke, July 31.

August 4, Dr. Peters, Mr. Herrick, Dr. Cleaves, Mr.

Clarke and Mr. J. H. Burtch, mspector of animals of Hub-

bardston, visited the Adams pasture and the surviving

animals that had been removed from it, and also the Bennett

pasture.

August 18, Dr. Theobald Smith accompanied Dr. Peters,

Mr. Herrick and Dr. Cleaves to Hubbardston. On the way
from Gardner to Hubbardston a Mr. Le Claire of Temple-

ton informed the party that he had just found two yearlings

dead in his pasture. Time did not permit of a visit to his

premises, but from his description the heifers died from a

similar malady to that occurring in Hubbardston. Upon
arriving in Hubbardston, the pasture of David Meaney was

first visited, and an autopsy made upon a heifer that died

the night before ; but decomposition had been so rapid that

no specimens were taken, as they were valueless for scien-

tific investigation. The Newton pasture was next visited,

but no new cases were found there on this date. From the

Newton pasture the party drove to Princeton and went to

Mr. N. B. Reed's, where the four-year-old Devon cow,

mentioned in Dr. Cleaves' report, was in quarantine. The

animal was killed, and specimens taken from the local lesion

in the throat and various viscera for examination by Dr.

Smith.

August 29, Dr. Langdon Frothingham visited the Newton

pasture with Dr. Cleaves, when a three-year-old heifer

which was sick was killed for autopsy and specimens talien

for scientific study. September 6, autopsy on Morgan

heifer was made by Dr. Cleaves, Mr. Herrick being with

him.
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From the report made by Dr. Cleaves and Mr. Clarke,

it would appear that some animals were affected with the

disease in a light form, and after being slightly sick for a

few days recovered ; others seemed to have enjoyed an im-

munity from it ; and about twenty per cent, suffered from

a severe form, which was rapidly fatal, an animal that was

ailing one day frequently being found dead the day following.

After September 10 the disease subsided, and, as no new
cases were reported, the quarantines on the infected past-

ures were raised September 17 by advice of Mr. Herrick

(who went to Hubbardston September 14), except on Paul

B. jNIorgan's pasture, which was removed October 2.

August G, a yearling heifer was quarantined by Perley

Goddard, the inspector in Grafton, owned by Albert Brad-

ish, as having anthrax. A post-mortem examination, made
August 7 by Mr. Herrick and Dr. C. H. Perry, revealed

a similar condition to that found in the Hubbardston cattle.

Portions of lung, kidney, spleen, stomach, intestine and

tongue were sent to the Harvard Medical School, and

examined by Dr. John N. Coolidge, who found a micro-

organism of the same character as that found in specimens

taken from the Hubbardston cattle, which will be described

later. Another yearling owned by Mr. Bradish was found

dead in the pasture a few days before Mr. Herrick's visit,

and was buried. A cow kept with them remained healthy.

This is the only outbreak reported in Grafton.

August 18, Dr. Chas. Paquin, the inspector in Barre,

quarantined the cattle in two pastures because of the

appearance of a disease similar to that occurring in the

adjoining town of Hubbardston. One contained fifty-six

head of young cattle, the other fifteen head ; several died

in each pasture. No new cases occurred in these pastures

after September 20 ; the quarantines were therefore re-

moved October 1.

September 6, a letter and quarantine dated September 3

was received from W. H. Glazier, the inspector of Green-

wich, the animal quarantined being a small gray yearling

heifer owned by Fred L. Edson. Dr. Cleaves was at once

sent to investigate the case. He went to Greenwich Sep-

tember 7, and reports as follows :
—
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West Gardner, Mass., Sept. 8, 1900.

Dr. Austin Peters.

Dear Doctor:— The heifer in quarantine died September 6,

the day before I arrived in Greenwich, and was buried when I got

there. Mr. Edson was away, but the hired man gave me a very

intelligent history of the outbreak. It seems that Mr. Edson and

Gray of Greenwich hired a pasture in Prescott of Mr. Chas.

Abbott, and turned in fourteen head. Edson owned seven, Gray
five, Ezra Alden and Chas. Manley, both of Greenwich, each

owned one. Four weeks ago they found three heifers dead in the

pasture, one each of Edson's, Aklen's and Mauley's. They had

evidently been dead several days ;
'

' they were buried about three

feet deep, at great trouble to the diggers."

Mr. Gray immediately drove his five head into a pasture adjoin-

ing the Abbott pasture, where they have since remained perfectly

well, apparently. Mr. Edson drove his home, and turned them

with his milch cows in a hill-side pasture near his house, ex-

cepting one which he left at Mr. Felton's to have pastured.

About August 3 or 4 one of the heifers, about fifteen months old,

refused to eat. She grew very emaciated, bled at the nose, had

bloody diarrhoia the day before she died, which was August 18

;

would seem to try to eat for a while, but could not ; also drink.

Buried her in a sand bank.

The quarantined heifer was about a year old, and they first

noticed her August 30, when she would not eat; a considerable

amount of swelling around her throat, gritting of the teeth, evi-

dence of some pain, and the day of death bloody diarrhoea and

blood exuding through the skin around the head and shoulders.

She died September 6, and was buried in a sand bank.

Mr. Glazier had gone to Springfield, but I waited to see him,

and advised him to quarantine the Edson farm and any others if they

should show evidence of an outbreak. I also told the Edson's to

use lime by working it into the earth all about the graves of each

animal, and Mr. Glazier said he would see that it was done. The

pasture being in Prescott, I suppose you will have to communicate

with the inspector there. It certainly appears to be the same

thing that is occurring in Hubbardston.

Yours truly, A. S. Cleaves.

Upon receiving this report, Mr. Henry N. Grover, in-

spector of animals for Prescott, was written to, telling him

to quarantine the pastures where the disease occurred.
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September 14 he quarantined two pastures owned by

Charles J. Abbott. No new cases being reported from

these pastures, the quarantines were ordered removed

October 11.

There was an outbreak of blackleg in one pasture in

Ashby, probably of a similar character to those appearing

in other places ; the following correspondence will give a

sufficient history of it :
—

Ashby, Mass., Aug. 14, 1900.

Dr. Peters.

Dear Sir : — I was called this morning to make an autopsy on

a heifer that was found dead in the pasture. On making inquiries,

I find that this is the third one within the same number of weeks.

The heifer was very badly decomposed, but I made the autopsy

as best I could, and found it was blackleg or symptomatic

anthrax. I did not know before that the commission had any-

thing to do with that disease, but read in your report that you

came up here two years ago to see some cattle belonging to a

John Wright in Ashburnham. I thought I would let you know,

and you can do as you like about it. I examined the rest of the

cattle in the pasture, of which there were thirty-three, and found

them all right
;
part of them are young stock. As the carcass

was in such a condition, I had it burned.

I have forgotten to say that these cattle are in the pasture

belonging to Mr. Woodard of Ashby.

Yours in haste, C. B. Shaw.

Dr. H. D. Clark of Fitchburg was telephoned to investi-

gate this trouble, and Dr. Shaw was written to that this

had been done. The following letters are reports of Dr.

Clark's visits :
—

Fitchburg, M.\ss., Aug. 16, 1900.

Dr. Austin Peters.

Dear Sir : — I went to Ashby yesterday, and saw Dr. Shaw.

Dr. Shaw told me there were no new cases of sickness or death

among Mrs. AVoodard's cattle, and that all those that had died had

been buried or burned. The only one Dr. Shaw saw had been

dead three days, so he could not make much of an examination.

I drove over to Mrs. Woodard's pasture this afternoon, and saw

the cattle, thirty-two of them, and all well. The cattle are to be

seen every day, and if there is further trouble Dr. Shaw will be
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notified ; aud I suggested that be telephone me, and together we

would make as careful an examination as we could, and send a

specimen to you.

Yours truly, H. D. Clark.

FiTCHBURG, Mass., Sept. 1, 1900.

Dr. Austin Peters.

Dear Sir: — Dr. Shaw of Ashby telephoned me this morning

that another heifer had died in Mrs. "Woodard's pasture. I went

up there, hoping to make a good examination of the carcass and

get a specimen to send you, but found the heifer had been dead

several days, and was so badly decayed that I could not make a

satisfactory examination. I noticed the skin was wrinkled aud

cracked open just back of right fore leg and on inside of left

thigh ; the right leg and thigh had a bloated appearance. I opened

the abdominal cavity, but found the maggots working there in such

enormous numbers that I could not make much of an examination.

There was a spot on right side of the body, about fifteen by six

inches, where the hair was all gone and the skin seemed dry and

hard, while the skin as well as the muscles on other parts of the

body was very soft. The neck was nearly half eaten off by mag-

gots a few inches back of head.

There was one heifer that Mrs. Woodard thought did not act

quite natural (the animal had a scaly skin eruption), and I had the

animal with a few others shut off in a small part of the pasture,

where she can be better watched.

Yours truly, H. D. Clark.

The disease seems to have disappeared here during Sep-

tember, as it did in the other towns. A few cases were

said to have occurred in Rutland, but these were not offi-

cially reported to the Board. Mr. Herrick was informed that

there is a large pasture in the western part of Princeton

where young cattle are said to die every year, and that

trouble has existed there for many years, perhaps as many

as thirty or forty. It is said that a few young cattle died

in this pasture early in the summer of 1900, but these cases

were not reported to the commission, and there was no op-

portunity for an investigation.

Reports were received from more distant parts of the

State of deaths among young cattle in Chester and Monroe,

and agents of the commission were sent to investigate
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them. The results of the investigations do not show the

trouble to have been blackleg ; but, in view of the cases

elsewhere, it is not impossible that this disease was present

in these pastures, and that it had subsided when the agents

made their visits.

The following correspondence is sufficiently explana-

tory :
—

Aug, 13, 1900.

Cattle Co7nmissione?-s, Boston, Mass.

Dear Siks : — As I have been losing cattle for two weeks past,

five in all dying, I reported it to the cattle inspector of Becket,

Mass., as that is the town that I live in, but I got no satisfaction

from him, as he did not come to see them. It is reported around

here that it is a contagious disease that is causing them to drop

off. The last two died last Friday and were buried Saturday.

My next neighbor lost three in the same manner.

1 live between Middlefield and Chester. Trusting that you will

give this your attention, and oblige me greatly.

Yours very truly, A. T. Boyd.

PiTTSFiELD, Mass., Aug. 17, 1900.

Dear Dr. Peters: — In accordance with your instructions, I

went to Chester to-day and investigated the trouble among the

cattle on the pasture of Archibald T. Boyd, and have to report as

follows :
—

Five weeks ago there were in Boyd's pasture seventeen animals

;

of these, eleven two-year-old heifers and steers were the property

of Boyd, while six animals (a mature bull and five two-year-old

creatures) were owned by Mr. Farnham, the neighbor mentioned in

Boyd's letter. Five weeks ago one of Boyd's young cattle w^as

found dead in the pasture, and, as there had been a thunder storm

the day before, the cause of death was supposed to have been

lightning stroke. No more animals died until the latter part of

July and the first ten days in this month, during which time four

more of the young stock of Boyd and the bull belonging to Farn-

ham died, the last death having occurred Friday, August 10. On
August 6, Mr. Farnham removed his five young cattle from the

Boyd pasture and turned them into a lot further up the road. These

animals were not seen until the following Sunday, August 12, when

it was found that three were alive and two were dead. The con-

dition of the carcasses when found led the owner to think that the

animals probably died within one or two days from the time they
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were removed from the Boyd pasture and put into the new one

;

further, Boyd thinks they were sick before they were taken from

his pasture.

August 10 all the remaining cattle were taken out of the Boyd

pasture, since when there have been no more deaths, and all the

animals are noticeably improving.

As to the pasture, the land where the seventeen animals had

been summering comprises about twenty-four acres, and is of ob-

long shape, about two-thirds of it open and comparatively level,

while one-third is partly wooded and partly brush, sloping down

into a lake. The whole is extremely rough and barren. Of the

actual surface of the open land, at least one-third is rock and

stone, and as I saw it to-day, after having been vacated of stock

for a week and after our recent rains, there is positively hardly a

spear of grass that an animal could pull, excepting in a few hollow

places where there is rank vegetation which the cattle seem to have

entirely refused. The wooded and scrub part bordering the lake

bears a few tall trees of maple, hemlock and black pine, with a

very dense undergrqwth of alders, wild rhododendron and laurel,

and more especially the latter. Of distinctly poisonous vegetables

or trees I did not recognize any.

The last of the dead animals having been buried for over a

week, and being described as having been in a bad state of decom-

position before burial, I did not think a post-mortem examination

under the circumstances would be of any value, and consequently

I did not exhume any of them.

As to the nature and cause of the trouble, I am of the opinion

that it is all a question of insufficient pasture. The land has

never been under cultivation, and the vegetation, in addition to

being wild, would at the best be very scanty. Considering the

nature of the land, it was overstocked, and this is more especially

true when we consider the prolonged period of extremely hot and

dry weather which we had until ten days ago. The result was

that two-thirds of the available surface was absolutely devoid of

anything the animals could eat. The only thing left for them was

the coarse, indigestible brush around the margin of the lake, and

this, in my opinion, acted as an irritant, causing inflammation of

the stomach and resulting in death. The symptoms described

would bear out this idea, the animals being noticed dull and walk-

ing with a staggering gait one day, and found dead soon after,

usually within a day. I would say that towards the north end

of the lake was the part where nearly all the dead animals were

found, and, judging from the way the ground was tramped and
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from the amount of droppings, it must have been the rendezvous

of the herd. It was also the part where the rhododendron and

laurel were most plentiful, the latter making a dense, continuous

brush.

I anticipate that, with change to fresh pastures and with acces-

sion of cooler weather and rains, there will not be any more trouble

with the herd.

Very truly, George N. Kinnell.

MoxROE Bridge, Sept. 22, 1900.

Cattle Commissioners.

Dear Sirs : — I have just returned from inspecting a dead

yearling heifer of Geo. Brown's. H. C. Shippee has had two

die, which I did not see, as I did not know of it for several days

;

but Mr. Brown found his last night, and notified me. Upon
opening it, I found the throat near the windpipe black and putrid

;

the heart black, with no blood in it, — a little nasty water ; the

lungs of an ink color, a thin fluid flowing from them when cut

into ; the paunch discharging quite a quantity of very offensive

watery matter. I think the case requires an investigation by

some one of more experience. If one of your board will come,

will meet you at Monroe Bridge, upon notice when you will be

there.

Very truly yours, D. H. Sherman, Inspector.

Greenfield, Mass., Oct. 3, 1900.

Dr. Austin Peters, Boston, Mass.

Dear Sir: — I wrote D. H. Sherman, inspector, Monroe Bridge,

and made a date to meet him, but, owing to its being so very

mountainous, I did not reach Monroe Bridge on time, and he had

gone. I then drove to Geo. Brown's place. Mr. Sherman had

been there that day. There has not been any more deaths. Mr.

Brown's yearling is the only death in this town of Monroe. Mr.

Shippee, who lost two animals, lives in Vermont, so I did not visit

him.

The post-mortem that Mr. Sherman held on Mr. Brown's year-

ling was not for twenty-four hours or more after it died, and, as

these deaths were over ten days ago, I think probably the Brown

cow did not die of a contagious disease.

Yours truly, M. L. Miner.

The inspector of Salem reported some deaths among cows

pastured near a tannery, but, as the animals had been

removed and rendered before he reported to the commis-
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sion, it is not known whether these animals died from being

poisoned by some chemicals used in the process of tanning,

or from an infectious disease introduced in the hides. His

report is herewith given :
—

Salem, Mass., Aug. 8, 1900.

Dear Doctor : — I have made post-mortem examination upon

four cows that have died suddenly in pastures of Salem, and found

the same condition in all four, namely extensive gastro-enteritis,

also discovered tuberculosis of the lung in one. I understand

there have been in all thirteen die that have been in this pasture

;

the board of health are investigating. There is drainage from a

tannery that runs through this field. Please advise me.

Yours truly, F. Saunders.

The first cattle to die in Hubbardston were left to decay

on the ground, after being skinned ; later, those that died

were buried, until the commission took charge ; after this,

all animals that died were ordered to be cremated wherever

it was practicable, and the ground where they lay was

burned over. This may have helped to limit the disease

;

whether it did or not the percentage of mortality in the

Adams pasture, where the first case reported occurred, was

much greater than it was later, when all the carcasses were

either buried with quicklime or burned.

This concludes the history of these outbreaks, so far as a

study in the field is concerned. The results of the labora-

tory work undertaken for the Board of Cattle Commis-

sioners will next be considered.

July 31, Mr. Herrick and Dr. Cleaves made an autopsy

on a heifer that died in the Adams pasture during the night

of Sunday, July 29. She was very much decomposed, but

specimens were taken from the lungs, liver, spleen, third

stomach and mesenteric lymphatic glands, which were sent

to the Harvard Medical School, where they were examined

by Dr. J. N. Coolidge. These arrived in very much

decomposed condition. August 2, upon examination. Dr.

Coolidge found a bacillus which resembled the bacillus of

anthrax; in addition, there were many putrefactive bacteria

of various kinds. Further study by means of cultures and

inoculation experiments on guinea pigs showed that it was

not the bacillus of anthrax, but a bacillus resembling the
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bacillus of maliojnant oedema, and also resemblino^ the

bacillus of blackleg. Extracts from Dr. J. N. Coolidge's

report folloAv :
—

August 3, specimens received from a two-year-old heifer kept

in the same pasture, from lungs, liver, posterior pharyngeal,

mediastinal and mesenteric lymphatic glands, tongue, larynx and

pharynx, showed the same bacillus as in the specimens received

August 2. Further investigation showed this to be an anaerobic

bacillus. Inoculated guinea pigs died in less than forty-eight

hours, and showed much wdema.

The bacilli were not found in the guinea pig's blood before

death. There were no microscopic changes in their organs.

Bacilli were found in small numbers in their blood after death,

and in the spleen. They were spore-producing ; sometimes were

in filaments, and in rather long, narrow chains. They decolorized

by Gram's method. They grew in anaerobic conditions [i.e.,

they grew when cultivated in the absence of oxygen]. Smear3

from the peritoneum showed filamentous forms.

August 7, specimens received from Mr. Colby. The results

were the same; the organs sent were the same.

August 8, specimens from Grafton; same organs, same results.

August 30, material brought by Dr. Langdon Frothingham

from Hubbardston. Very little found in smears. Inoculation

experiments not conclusive. Guinea pigs died in five days

;

rabbits not affected. I have not tried to draw conclusions.

The material taken August 18 from the four-year-old

Devon cow, owned by N. B. Reed of Princeton, included

specimens from the throat, lungs, spleen and liver. The

lungs contained a few small foci of pneumonia, which may
have been mechanical, as the result of taking minute par-

ticles of food into them, due to an inability to swallow

properly on account of the throat lesions. Dr. Smith, how-

ever, was able to isolate from the throat lesions, liv^er and

spleen an anaerol)ic spore-bearing bacillus, similar to the one

described by Dr. Coolidge. A streptococcus and other

bacteria were found which were not studied further. Inocu-

lation tests upon guinea pigs proved equally fatal ; it also

killed mice.

A healthy two-year-old heifer, brought down from Pep-

perell by Commissioner Dennen, was inoculated August 24
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with a culture made from the liver of the Princeton cow, in

bouillon, August 21. Four cubic centimeters of this cult-

ure were injected into the subcutaneous connective tissue

on the right shoulder. In twenty-four hours there was a

swellinof at the seat of inoculation the size of half a hen's

egg, which was hard and very painful on pressure. The

heifer's temperature arose to 103° F., where it remained

four or five days, when it gradually subsided to normal.

There was very little loss of appetite ; the animal fed spar-

ingly for two or three days, and then fed as usual. The

swelling remained for some time, becoming less painful, and

bad not entirely disappeared when she was disposed of three

weeks later.

Whether this inoculation would protect the heifer if she

had been introduced into an infected pasture, is a question

;

it very probably would. Furthermore, would the germ in-

troduced into the subcutaneous tissue of the shoulder act in

all cases as it did with this animal, or, if tried on a larger

scale, would it act fatally in some cases? A single experi-

ment proves nothing, beyond suggesting the importance and

necessity of further study, and experimentation upon a suf-

ficiently large scale to lay a foundation upon which to base

correct conclusions.

Kitt is quoted, in Freidberger and Frohner's " Pathology

and Therapeutics of the Domestic Animals," fourth Ger-

man edition, Vol. 2, page 416, as saying that animals

inoculated with cultures of the blackleg bacillus are given

immunity from natural infection ; ])ut it would require fur-

ther study of the behavior of the bacillus separated from the

Worcester County disease before it could be decided that

this was the case there.

In the fifteenth annual report of the Bureau of Animal

Industry, 1898, there is a very interesting report upon black-

leg by Dr. Victor A. Norgaard, in which he gives an ac-

count of its history, geographical distribution, distribution

in the United States, symptoms, post-mortem appearances

and prevention, to which the reader is referred for more

detailed information. Norgaard says that in ninety-nine

per cent, of all the cases the tumors develop on the surface

of the body ; and this would seem to indicate that the
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infection takes place through the skin ; in fact, deeper-

seated muscles, such as the diaphragm or tenderloin, are

very rarely attected. He says :
" It is doubtful if infection

ever takes place through ingestion. In any case it has

proved exceedingly difficult to produce the disease, even by

feeding enormous doses of highly virulent material to sus-

ceptible animals."

The name of the disease, blackleg, is a popular one,

based upon its symptoms and lesions. It has been known
as quarter-evil as well as blackleg, because it usually attacks

one quarter of the animal, causing a swelling, with for-

mation of gas under the skin, which causes it to crackle on

pressure ; the surrounding tissues are infiltrated with blood

or bloody serum, and the adjacent muscles are dark brown

or black, and easily torn. Comparing these appearances

with most of those described as occurring among the young
cattle of Worcester County, it would seem that, if the

disease there was blackleg, it was certainly a peculiar form.

In the majority of cases where post-mortem examinations

were made the lesions were chiefly in the throat, in the

walls of the pharynx, the roof of the tongue, the glottis

and surrounding tissues. These lesions were quite con-

stant in tlie animals that died within a day or two of being

taken sick ; in animals that lived several days the lesions

were then found in other parts of the alimentary canal, and

the patients presented symptoms of generally sick animals,

having a high temperature and loss of appetite, but no

swellings upon the surface of the body or legs, as described

as being among the symptoms of blackleg.

The one inoculation experiment upon a heifer did not

produce the results that might be expected from the hypo-

dermic injection of a large quantity of the bacillus of black-

leg, but a single experiment of this kind is not conclusive.

The disease is spoken of as blackleg in this report be-

cause the bacillus found by I)rs. Smith and Coolidge re-

sembles so closely the blackleg bacillus; but, if it is the

same, it seems to ])e a modified form, having an affinity for

the digestive tract instead of a tendency to produce its

lesions in the muscles near the surface of the body and the

subcutaneous connective tissue.
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It is possible infection took place through injuries from

coarse food, instead of through punctured wounds of the

skin, which Norgaard suggests may be the usual mode of

infection.

The United States Bureau of Animal Industry furnishes

an inoculating outfit and an attenuated blackleg virus for the

protective inoculation of young cattle upon farms where

blackleg exists, and the results have been very gratifying in

diminishing the ravages of this disease. The Bureau of

Animal Industry about the first of September sent one of

these outfits to Mr. Herrick, upon application from the

Board of Cattle Commissioners. Mr. Herrick notified the

farmers of Hubbardston and vicinity that he was prepared

to furnish the protective inoculation, at their risk if they

desired it, but that occasionally an animal inoculated might

die. As the disease had commenced to subside by that

time, no one availed himself of this offer. It may be as

well that none of the farmers cared to avail themselves of

this opportunity, as there is a possibility that their pastures

might have been infected through this means with a diflerent

form of the disease than that already there, or even that true

blackleg and the disease occurring in Worcester County

may be totally distinct, and thus the pastures might have

become contaminated with another disease, in addition to

the one already there.

The last two summers have been excessively dry, and the

summer of 1900 was one of not only great drought, but

great heat as well. It may be that these unusual meteoro-

logical conditions were conducive to the production and

development of a germ which will disappear under more

normal conditions, or it may be that these pastures may
become permanently infected. In the latter case, it will

become incumbent upon the Cattle Commissioners to devise

some method of prophylaxis for the protection of the young

cattle in these districts.

Owing to the scarcity of forage during the last season,

the young animals may have been driven to eating coarse

grasses, sedges, briars .and similar material, which might

cause scratches and abrasions in the mouth and throat, by

which germs might gain access to deeper tissues and pro-
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duce disease ; while in ordiiuiry years food of a more succu-

lent character would be eaten, which would not injure the

mouth or throat, and thus these germs would produce no

bad results, even if a few were present in the food.

How the disease spread is an interesting question. Where
the animals were kept unburied, as they were at first, it

could be seen that foxes had been working at the remains,

eating them and pulling them about. It is possible that

foxes or birds might carry the disease from one pasture to

another, voiding the bacilli and spores in their excrement,

even although these germs were harmless to their bearers.

Certain it is that when the Cattle Commission insisted upon

having the carcasses burned or carefully buried the disease

commenced to diminish.

This disease is certainly one worthy of further investiga-

tion and experimentation, and, if it should become of a per-

manent character, no doubt it w^ill be possil)le to determine

upon some means for its prevention. It is the opinion of

Dr. Theobald Smith that it would be better to attempt to

prepare a virus for protective inoculation from the germ

already there than to blindly adopt the use of the material

for the prevention of blackleg furnished by the Bureau

of Animal Industry, until it is proved that the disease in

Worcester County is identical with blackleg, and not a

different form of the malady, or possibly a distinct disease.

In fact, it cannot be too strongly emphasized that it would

be a very unwise plan to use a blackleg preventive vaccine,

for fear of infecting the pastures with another disease, until

it is conclusively proven that true blackleg and the dis-

order described here are identical.

Texas Fever.

There has been no Texas fever in Massachusetts during

the summer of 1900, neither has there been for several

years. The commission has taken the usual precautions ;

that is, cattle brought in during the summer months from

infected districts can only be brought in for immediate

slaughter, and must be unloaded at the slaughter house and

not driven into pens or over streets that are used for north-

ern cattle. The reffulations of the United States Bureau
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of Animal Industry relating to Texas fever are an addi-

tional safeguard. The cars having cattle from localities

V7here Texas fever exists are placarded ; that is, a placard

is tacked upon them, stating that the cattle are from

quarantine districts, and that they cannot be yarded in pens

used for northern cattle, or driven over runways or roads

upon which northern cattle are likely to be driven. These

regulations have had the eifect of reducing the danger to

Massachusetts cattle from Texas fever very much, com-

pared to several years ago.

Rabies.

Very few cases of rabies have been reported to the Cattle

Commission during the last year. Rabbits were inoculated

with material from the brains of three dogs, sent in during

the autumn of 1899, which did not develop any symptoms

of rabies at the expiration of three months after the

beginning of last year; these three dogs, therefore, were

not rabid.

The head of a dog owned in Newton was sent in January

8. The dog had bitten two children, and was killed ; it was

thouffht advisable to be sure that he was not rabid. A
rabbit and guinea pig inoculated January 9 were still

healthy April 28 ; the dog, therefore, was free from this

disease.

There were but two other cases of supposed rabies re-

ported, and neither of these was verified by inoculating

rabbits or guinea pigs. One was reported from Fall River,

the other from Weston. It does not seem improbable now

that the Weston case may have been one of rabies, as, at

the time of preparing this report, an outbreak of rabies was

reported among dogs in Watertown, Waltham and Belmont,

The Cattle Commission hoped rabies had been practically

eradicated from among the dogs in this Commonwealth, as

such an interval had elapsed since the occurrence of an

authentic case. The last one which was proved to have

been true rabies was in March, 1899. It is, therefore, a

disappointment to hear of the new outbreak to which we

have just alluded.
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Swine Diseases.

During the past year eleven outbreaks of hog cholera, or

diseases supposed to be hog cholera, have been reported

among swine. In addition to these, one case of tubercu-

losis was reported in a pig in Townsend, which was ordered

killed by the Board, and was found to have this disease.

When an outbreak of hog cholera occurs, all it seems

possible for the commission to do is to quarantine the

premises, and forbid owners to buy or sell any swine until

the disease has disappeared. This is usually accomplished

by killing the badly diseased, waiting until the sick ones

have recovered and no new cases appear, then disinfect the

pens. Occasionally where there is a bad outbreak an owner

prefers to kill all his swine, disinfect the pens and restock

with healthy animals.

Outbreaks of hog cholera have been reported from Col-

rain, Lee, Brockton, Greenfield, Brookline, Medfield, West-

field, Stockbridge and Sterling.

The outbreak in Sterling was found to be due to pneu-

monia late in the fall, as a result of not housing the swine

properly. These reports involve 523 animals; 420 were

released, the others having died or been killed. Those

released were the animals left after the outbreaks had sub-

sided.

Where hog cholera appears in a herd of swine, if the ani-

mals are large and ready for market, perhaps the best course

to pursue is to kill all of them for pork, when all that are

found to be free from disease can be utilized and the others

sent to the renderers. In a number of cases there seems to

be no doubt that hog cholera or swine plague may be caused

by feeding swill that has been kept some little time, and

not cooked. The germs of hog cholera may perhaps be ob-

tained from uncooked swill, as a result of throwing refuse

from western pork into it. Swine plague may be produced

by the germs of the disease developing in the putrefying

swill. The swill from large public institutions, and city

swill, seems to be especially dangerous, and should always

be cooked before being fed. Small quantities of house

swill fed fresh daily to pigs kept at home is less dangerous.
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An agent of the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to

Animals telephoned September 13, reporting a disease in

pigs in Agawam resembling mange. An agent of the

Board was sent to Springfield September 15, and proceeded

to Agawam. He reported that, in his opinion, tlie pigs

had eczema; that they were in a dirty, dusty pen, and the

dust collected upon them, making thick scabs after the

eczema appeared. He advised a change of food, as they

were then getting distillery slops, and also advocated let-

ting them run in the fields, where they could get some green

food, and where it would not be so dusty. Nothing has

been heard of this trouble further, so it is hoped that the

change of food and care was beneficial.

Miscellaneous.

February 23, Dr. C. H. Playdon of Reading reported

what he thought might be a contagious disease among cattle

on a farm in Saugus. The chairman of the Board and Dr.

Langdon Frothingham visited the farm February 24, and

found five cows had died and five more were sick ; eleven

cows and one bull were healthy. The animals that were

sick seemed to be grinding their teeth, leaning forward in

the stanchions, and those that were very sick would get

down and seem unable to rise before death took place.

Post-mortems were made on some of the animals that were

dead, and the blood was black and tarry, and some of them

showed little patches of broncho-pneumonia, but not all.

Cultures were taken by Dr. Frothingham from the blood

and various organs, but he did not succeed in finding any

pathogenic germs. One peculiar thing in this case was that

there was no rise in temperature ; the sick animals did not

seem to be feverish, their temperatures remaining normal.

The food seemed to be of the usual quality : salt marsh hay,

English hay, Chicago gluten meal, bran, corn meal and a

little steamed linseed meal. The water supply came from

a well a little distance from the barn, and seemed to be of

good quality. The second visit was made by the chairman

and Mr. Dennen, March 1, when the eleven cows and the

bull, which-were quarantined February 24, were released,

as they remained healthy. Four quarantined cows that
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were sick were killed by a butcher, who bought the hides

and carcasses to be sold to a renderer. ]\Ir. Dennen sug;-

gcsted that the animals showed symptoms of lead poison-

ing, and thought, if some of the organs had been analyzed,

instead of examined for bacteria, lead might have been

found. In this instance ten animals out of twenty-two died.

Boston, April 5, Dr. C. A. Keene of Fitchburg notified the

Cattle Commission of a supposed outbreak of a contagious

disease in Westminster. The chairman of the Board at

once went to Fitchburg, and with Dr. Keene visited the

farm where the sick animals were. Six cattle had died,

four were sick and eight were in a lane back of the barn,

apparently well. These animals presented much the same

symptoms as those in Saugus ; there was no rise in tem-

perature, the animals staggered and stood pressing forward

in the stanchions, and finally seemed unable to stand, fell

down and could not rise again. Post-mortems were made
on three, but no well-marked lesions were found. One
animal, which was nearly dead, was killed, and specimens

were taken, consisting of a bit of heart muscle, bit of liver,

bit of kidney and a piece of the spleen, and were sent to

Dr. Frothino^ham for examination. Remembering the su<r-

gestion that the animals in Saugus might have lead

poisoning, part of the contents of the third and fourth

stomachs, bit of small intestine and a portion of the lungs

were taken from the one that was killed and the one that

died in the morning, and sent to Dr. Chas. Harrington of

Boston, to be analyzed, in order to see whether the animals

had been poisoned in any way. Dr. Harrington was unable

to detect any of the common poisons in the specimens sent

him, and Dr. Frothingham found no pathogenic germs in

the material sent him. The causes of these two outbreaks

of disease, which appeared to be identical in character, are,

therefore, mysterious. If any similar cases are reported

another winter or spring, it is hoped that some reason for

their occurrence may be discovered.

July 30, a farmer in Weston found a cow dead in the past-

ure, and on the 31st two died in another pasture. The chair-

man of the Board made post-mortems on the two that died

July 31, but all that could be found was an inflammation of
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the small intestine in one and of tlie small and large intes-

tines in the other ; in each cow the interior surface of the

small intestines were covered by a purulent mucus. Speci-

mens from the spleen, liver, kidney, heart and small intes-

tines from one cow were taken to Dr. Theobald Smith,

who could not find any -germs of disease. Some of the

portions of the intestines, lungs and kidneys were also

taken to Dr. Chas. Harrington for analysis, and he re-

ported tliat he could not find any of the common irritant

poisons. It seems that these cases must have been the

result of the cows eating something that disagreed with

them, causing acute inflammation of the intestines. As it

was hot weather, it is possible that some toxic substance

was produced, as a result of the decomposition of some of

the food, which may have produced fatal results.

Respectfully submitted,

AUSTIN PETERS, Chairman,

LEANDER F. HERRICK, Secretary,

CHARLES A. DENNEN,
Board of Cattle Commissioners.
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Financial Returns of the Incorporated

SOCIETIES.
b"s,_ Pi
P a

Sj
a

3)25

o aV as

Amesbury and Salisbury (Agricult-
ural and Horticultural)

,

Barnstable County, ....
Berkshire
Blackstone Valley, ....
Bristol County,
Deertield Valley
Eastern Hampden, .' . . .

Essex,
Franklin County, ....
Hampshire,
Hampshire, Franklin and Hampden,
Highland
Hillside,
Hingham (Agricultural and Horti-

cultural), . . „ . .

Hoosac Valley
Ilousatonic,
Manufacturers' Agricultural of
North Attleborough,

Marshfield (Agricultural and Horti-
cultural),

Martha's Vineyard, ....
Massachusetts Horticultural, .

Massachusetts Society for Promot-
ing Agiiculture,' ....

Middlesex North, ....
Middlesex South
Nantucket
Oxford,
Plymouth County
Spencer (Farmers' and Mechanics'
Association),

Union (Agricultural and Horticult-
ural), ......

Weymouth (Agricultural and In-

dustrial),
Worcester
Worcester East, ....
Worcester North-west ( Agricultural
and Mechanical), . . . .

Worcester South
Worcester County West, .

1123 04

10 90
5 00

8,275 00

70 14

$959 99
86 90

302 50
182 98
535 12

30 00

572 94

60 00

250 00

150 50

300 00

$8,689 33 $3,487 43

$1,600 00
1,950 00
8,800 00
1,950 00

15,000 00

4,490 70

3,766 00
1,313 00

300 00
10,000 00
6,512 00

3,210 00

16,300 00
8,000 00

700 00

1,650 00

1,500 00
5.000 00

4,014 72
2,100 00

$2,266 78
5,732 79
7,508 31

2,066 30

21,757 62
2,243 23
2,897 41

3,744 77

6,398 47
2,199 63
3,340 50

1,665 63

1,668 74

4,424 49
4,532 66

10,668 28

1,734 97

3,203 39
1,155 85

637,999 85

5,894 44
1,996 39
1,228 06
4,004 68
427 65

2,592 53

4,402 73
10,841 71

9,655 46

4,883 29
3,638 50
3,100 85

$600 00
600 00

'1,129 25
541 57
600 00
600 00
600 00
600 00
600 00
6u0 00
394 08
600 00
600 00

600 00
600 00
600 00

600 00
600 00
COO 00

600 00
600 00
600 00
600 00
319 02

600 00

600 00
600 00
600 00

600 00
600 00
600 00

$974 85

17 45

22 82

55 73
3,004 39

18 48

1,876 97
13 41

$98,156 42 $782,260 89 $19,388 92 $6,028 2i

1 Made no returns. 2 $529.25 from 1899.
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Societies for the Year ending Dec. 31, 1000— Concluded.
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Institutes, for the Year ending Dec. 31, 1900.
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AND Institctes, FOR THE Year ENDING Dec. 31, 1900— Concluded.
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DIRECTORY

AGRICULTURAL AND SIMILAR ORGANIZATIONS IN

THE STATE.

March, 1901.





State Boaed or Agriculture, 1901.

Members ex Officio.

ins EXCEO.KNCY W. MURRAY CRANE.
His Honor JOHN L. IJATKS.

Hon. WM. M. OLIN, secretary of the Comiiurtiweatth.

H. H. GOODELL, INI. A., LL.D., President Mdssachusetts AgrlruUiiral College.

C. A. GOESSMANN, PH.D., LL.D., Chemist of the Hoard.
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The following bulletins are still in stock and can be fur-

nished on demand :
—

No. 27. Tuberculosis in college herd ; tuberculiu iu diagnosis

;

bovine rabies
;
poisoning by nitrate of soda.

No. 33. Glossary of fodder terms.

No. 35. Agricultural value of bone meal.

No. 41. On the use of tuberculiu (translated from Dr. Baug).

No. 43. Effects of electricity ou germiuatiou of seeds.

No. 47. Field experiments with tobacco.

No. 54. Fertilizer analyses.

No. 55. Nematode worms.

No. 57. Fertilizer aualj^ses.

No. 58. Manurial requirements of crops.

No. 59. Fertilizer analyses.

No. 61. The asparagus rust iu Massachusetts.

No. 63. Fertilizer analyses.

No. 64. Analyses of couceutrated feed stuffs.

No. 6Q. Variety tests of fruits ; fertilizers for fruits ; thiuuing

fruits, pruning ; spraying calendar.

No. 67. Grass thrips ; treatment for thrips iu greenhouses.

No. 68. Fertilizer analyses.

No. 69. Rotting of greenhouse lettuce.

No. 70. Fertilizer analyses.

Special bulletin, — The brown-tail moth.

Special bulletin, — The coccid genera Chionaspis and Hemichion-

aspis.

Index, 1888-95.

Of the other Ijulletins, a few copies remain, wdiich can be

supplied only to complete sets for libraries.

Of tl^c numerous problems presented for solution, a few

only of the more important have been selected. From a

series of experiments on the efiect of food ou the composition

of ndlk and butter fat and on the consistency or body of

butter, it was found : («) that different amounts of protein

do not seem to have any influence on the composition of

milk; (6) that, in general, feeds containing much oil have a

tendency to slightly increase the fat content of milk when

first fed, but after a few weeks the tat percentage gradually

returns to normal
;

(c) that it is not practicable to feed large

amounts of oil to cows, as it has a tendency to derange the
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digestive and milk-secreting organs
; (<?) that linseed oil

effected a noticeal)lc change in the composition of the l)utter

fot, causing a decrease in the volatile acids and an increase

in the melting point and iodine coefficient
;

(e) and that

cotton-seod meal produced butter fat quite similar in com-

position to that produced by the standard ration.

In experiments to show the feeding value of barnyard mil-

let, it is shown : («) that the millet has less nutritive value

than corn, for the reason that it must l)e cut when in early

blossom to secure it in the most desirable condition for feed-

ing, while the corn can partially mature its grain and still be

readily eaten l)y animals
;

(h) that it is not suitable for hay

and is inferior to maize as a silage crop
;

(c) that it fur-

nishes quite a desira])lc green feed, especially during the

month of August, and for this purpose can be most satis-

factorily utilized.

A study of the effects of different chemical solutions on

germination brought out some interesting fiicts. The solu-

tions formed from those sul)stances known to exist in seeds

and seedlings were of two kinds : ferments, as diastase and

pepsin ; and amides, as asparagin and Icucin. In each ex-

periment one hundred seeds were used, the solution varying

in strength from one-tenth per cent, to two per cent. The

seeds were soaked in the solution for twelve hours, then

rinsed in water and placed in Zurich germinators. With

asparagin as the solution on such seeds as vetch, rape, al-

falfii, the average percentage of germination for normals was

seventy-four and five-tenths per cent. ; for the treated was

eighty-eight and eight-tenths per cent, and an acceleration

of germination in several seeds. With leucin on buckwheat

and alfalfa the average of three experiments gave eighty-

three per cent, for normal and ninety-two per cent, for

treated. With pepsin and diastase there was in like manner

a gain of about ten per cent.

Great complaint having been made of the difficulty of

growing asters, fifteen thousand were grown under different

conditions of fertilizers, varieties, localities, time of planting

and methods of handling. A peculiar and obscure disease

was made out, not resulting from organisms of any kind.
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but very destructive in its effects. There was an abnormal

development, due to disturbance of the assimilative functions

of the plant.

Remedies for the various diseases of lettuce grown under

glass have occupied the attention of the division of plant

pathology for several years. The " drop," which is charac-

terized by rotting of the stem and sudden and complete

collapse of the whole phmt, is the most destructive of these

diseases. The amount of loss is very commonly twenty-five

percent, of the entire crop. It has been found that by ster-

ilizing the soil, either wholly or in part, the drop and its

kindred disease can be wholly eradicated or suppressed.

Experiment shows that five-eighths inch or three-fourths inch

surface coverino; of sterilized sand or earth oave an averao^e

reduction of forty-seven per cent, in the amount of drop

;

one inch of sterilized sand or earth gave an average reduction

of eighty-seven per cent. ; one inch and a half of sterilized

soil, an average of ninety-three per cent. ; and two, three

and four inches secured entire immunity from the disease.

In the entomological division the structure and life history

of various insect pests have been worked out and published,

and the remedies to be employed. Among those thus treated

are the grass thrips ; the thrips of the greenhouse, attacking

cucumbers ; the fall canker worm ; the marguerite fly ; and

greenhouse aleurodes, doing great damage to tomatoes and

cucumbers grown under glass. The San Jose scale continues

its ravages in the State. It has ah*eady been found in thirty-

seven different towns, and it probably exists in as many
more. It attacks the fruit as well as the bark, and speci-

mens of currants, pears and apples have been sent in so

completely covered with them as to render their sale im-:

possible.

In the agricultural division the results of experiments

continued since 1890 with oats, rye, soy beans, clover and

potatoes seem to indicate that the various manures supplying

nitrogen rank in the following order : (a) nitrate of soda,

barnyard manure, sulfate of ammonia and dried blood
; (b)

that in crops of the clover family as nitrogen gathers, the

crops not being turned under, but improvement sought from
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roots and stubble, there was no appreciable improvement

from soy beans, but marked from clover
;

(c) that potatoes,

clovers, cabbages and soy beans did much the ])est on sul-

fate of potash, while the yield of corn, grasses, oats, barley,

vetches and sugar beets has been equally good on the muriate
;

(tZ) that, if the muriate is used continuously, sooner or later

lime must be applied
;

(e) that, with garden crops, both

early and late, the sulfate rather than the muriate should be

used
; (/) that none of the natural phosphates appear to be

suited to crops belonging to the turnip and cal)bage family

;

(g) that, while it is possible to procure profitable crops of

most kinds by a liberal use of natural phosphates, the best

practice will probably be found to consist in using one of

those in part, and in connection with it a moderate quantity

of one of the dissolved phosphates.

A detailed account of the operations of the year is here-

with submitted.
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A:N^]SrUAL REPORT

Of Geoege F. Mills, Treasurer op the Hatch Expehiment Station

OF Massachusetts Agricultural College,

For the Year ending June 30, 1900.

Cash received from United States treasurer,
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Amount broughtforward.

Cash paid for heat, light and water, .

for chemical supplies,

.

for seeds, plants and sundry supplies

for fertilizers,

for feeding stuflfs,

for library, ....
for tools, implements and machinery

for furniture and fixtures, .

for scientific apparatus,

for live stock, . . . ,

for travelling expenses,

for contingent expenses,

for buildings and repairs, .

. $13,848
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REPORT OF THE CHEMIST.

DIVISION OF FOODS AND FEEDING.

J. B. LINDSET.

Assistants : e. b. Holland, f. w. mossman,* b. k. jones,! p. h. smith, jr.,

J. W. KELLOGG.

Part I. — Laboratory "Work.

Outline of Year's Work. ,

Part II.

—

Feeding Experiments and Dairy Studies.

A. Effect of feed on the composition of milk,

butter fat, and on the consistency or body

of butter.

B. The feeding value of barnyard millet.

C. Dried distillery grains.

D. Digestion experiments with sheep.

E. The composition of purslane.

F. Parsons' " six-dollar" feed.

* Resigned Nov. 1, 1900.

t Resigned Nov. 1, 1900, to accept position in the Utah Experiment Station.
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Part I.

LABORATORY WORK.

Extent of Chemical Work.

The work of the chemical laboratory connected with this

department has materially increased over all previous years.

There have been sent in for examination 287 samples of

water, 123 of milk, 888 of cream, 20 of pure and process

butter, 29 of oleomargarine, 123 of feed stuffs and 10 of

vinegar. In connection with experiments by this and other

divisions of the station, there have been analyzed 45 samples

of milk and cream, 60 of butter and 695 of fodders and feed

stuffs.

In addition to the above, 707 samples of commercial con-

centrated feed stuffs have been collected under the provision

of the feed law, and tested, either individually or in com-

posite; and 40 tonics, condimental feeds, etc., have been

examined. This makes a total of 3,036 substances analyzed

during the year, as against 2,045 last year and 1,875 in the

previous year.

Character of Chemical Work.

Water, Milk, Cream, Feed Stuffs, etc., sent for Exam-
ination. — More than the usual number of samples have

been received during the year. Sanitary examinations of

water have been carried on as in previous years, according

to the Wanklyn process, to determine its general fitness for

domestic purposes and for live stock. In milk analysis,

the percentages of total solids and fat are the usual ones
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determined. The percentage of fat only is determined in

cream, unless the quantity of other ingredients is requested.

An estimation of the percentage of protein is usually all

that is necessary to determine the genuineness of a feed

staff. In some cases it is wise to determine the percentage

of fat; in others, the percentage of ash and fibre.

Full information concerning water, milk and cream, how

to take samples, etc., will be found in our report for 1800.

Special information will be furnished upon application.

Cattle Feed Inspection. — We have continued the inspec-

tion of concentrated feeds during the year, collecting and an-

alyzing over 700 samples. A bulletin is alwut to be issued,

giving the results of the work accomplished. The better

class of feeds is practically free from adulteration. Some

manufacturers and jobbers are still disposed to put cotton-

seed meal mixed with ground hulls upon the market, marked

simply cotton-seed meal. Mixed feed, so called, consist-

ing principally of wheat bran together with several hundred

pounds of fine or flour middlings to the ton, is beginning

to be adulterated with wheat hulls, ground corn cobs, etc.

This material ought to be accompanied by a guaranty to as-

sure the purchaser of its purity. Many very inferior oat

feeds, containing 50 to 60 per cent, of oat hulls, are still on

sale. They are very expensive at the price asked for them.

These inferior oat feeds are often used by millers to mix

with cracked corn, the resulting product being sold as

provender. It is quite inferior to a mixture of genuine

ground oats and corn. New feeds are constantly coming

into the market, most of them 1)y-products from different

industries. The writer is convinced that the time is nearly

at hand for a change in the present feed law, making it con-

form to the laws in the other New England States.

Metliods of Analysis. — This department has co-operated

with the Association of Official Agricultural Chemists in in-

vestigating different methods of analysis, with a view to their

improvement. During the present year investigations have

been made relative to the best methods of determining

starch, pentosans and galactan in feed materials, and of

casein and albumin in milk. Work of this character cannot
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be expressed iu figures. It consumes much time, l)ut is

very necessary, and likely to be productive of valuable

results.

Citemical and PJiysiological Investir/ations.— So far as

time and resources permit, the chemical staff is engaged in

investigating some of the many pressing dairy and feeding

problems. The time at present is largely devoted to the ex-

amination of Ijuttcr fat, the manufacture of butter and to the

digestibility of feeding stuffs. It is to be regretted that the

analysis of the various materials sent to the station— waters,

milk, cream, Ijuttcr and feed stuffs— consumes each year an

increasing amount of time, and necessarily limits the extent

of experimental work.
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Paht II.

FEEDING EXPERIMENTS ANT) DAIRY STUDIES.

A.—EFFECT OF FEED ON THE COMPOSITION OF MILK,
BUTTER FAT, AND ON THE CONSISTENCY OR BODY
OF BUTTER.

J. B. LINDSEY.*

Conclusions.

As a result of the experiments which follow, concerning

the influence of feeds and feed constituents on the composi-

tion of milk, butter fat, and on the character of the butter,

the following deductions are made :
—

1. Difi*erent amounts of protein do not seem to have any

influence on the composition of the milk.

2. Linseed oil in flax-seed meal, when fed in considerable

quantities (1.40 pounds digestible oil daily), increased the

fat percentage and decreased the nitrogenous matter of the

milk. This fat increase was only temporary, the milk grad-

ually returning (in four or five weeks) to its normal fat con-

tent. The nitrogenous matter also gradually returned to

normal, but more slowly than the fat.

3. In general, feeds containing much oil have a tendency

to slightly increase the fat content of milk when first fed.

The fat percentage gradually returns to normal.

4. It is not practicable to feed large amounts of oil to

cows, as it has a tendency to derange the digestive and

milk-secreting organs.

* Ably assisted by E. B. Holland, F. W. Mossman, B. K. Jones and P. H.

Smith, Jr.
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5. Linseed oil effected a noticeable change in the composi-

tion of the l)uttcr fat, causing a decrease in the volatile acids

and an increase in the melting point and iodine coefficient.

6. All oils do not produce the same cflccts on butter fat.

7. The melting point of butter fat is not always indicative

of the firmness or body of butter.

8. An excess of linseed oil p)roduced a soft, salvy butter,

with an inferior flavor.

9. Linseed and corn gluten meals, with a minimum per-

centage of oil (3 per cent.), produced a normal Imtter fat.

The corn gluten meal produced butter with a desirable flavor

and of good body.

10. King gluten meal (corn gluten meal with 13 per cent,

oil) increased the iodine coefficient of the butter fat several

degrees above standard ration butter fat, and slightly de-

pressed the melting point of the fat. This efl'ect was prob-

ably due to the corn oil. The same meal produced butter

of a very desirable flavor and body.*

11. Cotton-seed meal produced butter fat quite similar in

composition to that produced by the standard ration. The
butter produced by this meal was rather crumbly when hard,

and slightly salvy to the taste.

Further experiments concerning the efiects of food and

food constituents on butter fat and butter are now in

progress.

(a) Prelimhstary Statement.

During the last six years a number of experiments have

been made at this station relative to the effect of food, first

on the composition of milk and later on the composition of

butter fat. It is not the writer's intention at this time to

attempt any historical or critical review of the work of others

along these lines, nor to present the full data of his own work,

but rather to call attention to the })rogrcss thus far made in

the effort to secure positive knowledge on the sul)ject under

investigation. The detailed exi)crimonts will be pulflished

at a proper time. The writer I)clievcs that experimenters

have hitherto neglected to note the effect of the several food

* The body of this butter was very satisfactory to Mr. W. A. Gude, the scorer,

but might have been considered by some as laciiing in firmness.
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constituents— protein, fat and carbohydrates— on the milk

and butter fat, but have rather attempted to observe the in-

fluence of the combinations of these groups as they exist in

the ditferent foods. It is believed that the former method

would yield more definite information on this perplexing

subject.

(b) The Effect of Protein on the Composition of

Milk.

In an early experiment * difl^erent amounts of protein

were fed, and the effect on the composition of the milk was

noted. The experiment showed that the fat content of the

milk appeared to be increased. Unfortunately, the ration

contained, in addition to the protein, an excess of corn and

cotton-seed oil, derived from gluten feed and cotton-seed

meal, and it was not at all clear whether the protein or the

oil was responsible for the fat increase. Again, the periods

were of too short duration to make clear whether the increase

was temporary or permanent. In the next two experimentsf

the oil factor was eliminated as far as possible, the protein

beins: derived from corn and o-luten meals. The leno;th of

the periods were increased so as to cover from four to six

weeks, and, because of increased facilities for carrying out

the experiments, many outside influences bearing upon the

results were eliminated. The results of these two investiga-

tions showed no particular influence of the protein upon the

several ingredients of the milk, except a very slight increase

in the nitrogenous matter of the milk when the largest amount

of protein was fed. It therefore seemed probable that the

oil in the rations fed in the first experiment above referred

to was responsible for the flit increase.

(c) The Effect of Fat on the Composition of Milk.

About this time (1898), Soxlilet, a German investigator,

made the statement that, contrary to general teachings, the

fat of the food— as found in the difierent oil cakes fed on

the continent— did produce a very noticeable increase in the

* Report of Massachusetts State Experiment Station, 1894.

t Ninth and eleventh reports of Hatch Experiment Station.
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relative amount of fat in the milk. The full data proving

tliis statement has not been published. The conclusion of

several American experimenters who had previously fed dif-

ferent fats to dairy animals was that no positive increase was

to be observed. Soxhlet sug<>cstcd that the reason the effect

of " food fat " had not been more pronounced was because

the fat or oil fed had not been digested and assimilated by

the animals. Following out the suggestion made by our first

experiment, and endeavoring to prove or disprove Soxhlet's

statements, several experiments were instituted.

The first two were made with three animals,— the only

ones in condition at the time, — in the summer of 1898, and

have ])ecn designated Experiments I. and II. It was merely

a i)reliminary test. These animals were in rather an advanced

stage of lactation, but producing 15 to 20 pounds of milk

each per day. The coarse feeds during the several periods

consisted of first and second cut hay, or second cut hay and

green feed. The grain feed during the '
' normal oil " })criods

was wheat bran, or liran and Chicago gluten meal ; and in

the so-called " excess oil" periods flaxseed meal* was added

to tlie wheat bran, or was substituted for the Chicaijo gluten

meal. In the normal oil periods the amount of oil calculated

to be digested was from .4 to .5 pounds, and during the ex-

cess oil periods from 1.4 to 1.8 pounds. The normal oil

periods lasted seven days, then followed excess oil period

of ten days, subsequently normal oil periods of four days.

Each period proper was preceded by a preliminary period

of seven days. When the excess oil was fed, the fat of the

milk increased one-half per cent, in almost every case (that

is, from 5 to 5.50, for example), and in some cases even

more, and dropped back again when the excess oil Avas re-

moved to even below what it was in the first or normal oil

period. Part of the increase might be attributed to change

of feed. The periods were shoii and the weather warm, and

the experiment could be considered of only sufficient impor-

tance to warrant still further investigations under more favor-

able conditions.

• This meal contained about 37 per cent, of linseed oil.
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Experiment III.

[New-process linseed meal (Cleveland flax ineal) v. flaxseed meal.]

The next experiment was begun in October, 1898, and

continued until Feljruaiy, 1899. Tlie cows, ten in number,

were divided as evenly as possible into Herds I. and II.

Both herds received rowen (second cut hay) as the coarse

fodder during the entire experiment. The grain ration for

each herd consisted of bran, new-process linseed meal*

(Cleveland flax meal, so called) and corn meal during the

first period of three weeks, one week of which was prelim-

inary. This was designated the "normal oil" ration. In

the second period of twelve weeks Herd II. received flaxseed

meal in place of the Cleveland flax meal, and corn meal ; and

the entire ration of Herd I. was continued unchanged. The

ration consumed by Herd II. in the second period was des-

ignated the "excess oil "ration. The third period proper

lasted two weeks, and both herds were fed the same ration

as in the first period. Herd I. then received the same

(normal oil) ration throughout the entire experiment and

Herd H. the excess oil ration in the second period. The

normal oil ration consisted of about .5 pounds of digestible

oil and the excess oil ration of 1.75 pounds. The amount

of protein and carbohydrates were essentially the same, the

oil being the varying factor.

Daily Ration (Pounds).

First period : both herds normal oil ration.

HERDS.
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The animals completed the cxperhnent with only slight

disturbances. Composite sami)les of each cow's milk and of

the mixed milk of each herd were made for live days of each

week, and the milk was tested for total solids, fat, nitrogen

and ash. The analyses of the mixed milk only are presented

at this time :
—

Millc Analyses.

First period : both herds normal oil ralion.

SAMPLES.
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— a natural increase, due to the advance in tlie period of

lactation; and in Herd II. from 4.32 to 5.15, or .83 per

cent. The percentage increase in Herd I. was 11.6 per

cent, and in Herd II. 19.2, showing that Herd II. made the

greater average increase. The total solids increased al)out

the same in each herd. The average nitrogen percentage

increased for Herd I. from .535 to .573, in about the same

proportion as the total solids; while Herd II., instead of

showing an increase, had a slight decrease. The ash remained

practically unchanged. In the third period there was a slight

decrease in the total solids and fat of Herd I., and a very

noticeable decrease in the fat of Herd II. The nitrogen per-

centage ofHerd II. in this period increases to about the average

produced by Herd I. in the second period. To note, how-

ever, the full eftcct of the excess oil ration, one must observe

the weekly analyses of the milk of both herds in the excess

oil period. For example, the last fat test in the normal oil

period was 4.59 per cent, for Herd I. and 4.52 per cent, for

Herd II. The first fat test in the second period was 5.07

for Herd I. (receiving the normal oil ration) and 5.56 for

Herd II. (receiving the excess oil ration). During this

entire period Herd I. showed little variation in fat, and

averaged 5 per cent. Herd II. increased from 4.48 to 5.56

at the beginning of the excess oil period, and then grad-

ually decreased, until at the close of the period it tested

4.93 and averaged 5.15 per cent, of fat. When it is remem-

bered that the figures given represent the mixed milk of five

cows, it seems safe to conclude that the excess of oil did in-

crease the percentage of fat in the milk, but the increase was

only temporary, the fat percentage gradually dropping back

to an amount parallel with Herd I. The nitrogen percentage

of Herd II. in the second period did not increase so rapidly

as did the fat. At the beginning of the period it was less

than at the close of Period I. , and did not begin to increase

until near the close of the period. In the third period it

was apparently normal again.

One might suppose that the fat increase in the case of

Herd II. could be accounted for by the shrinkage in milk

production. The shrinkage, however, was no more than
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with Herd I. Again, should this be the case, why should

not the nitrogen increase in the same proportion, instead of

actually dccreasinir, etc. ?

To summarize l)riefly, the marked effect of the oil was to

produce a quite noticeable increase in the percentage of milk

fat when first fed ; this increase gradually diminished, until

at the end of the fifth week it reached the normal.* When
the excess oil ration was removed, the milk fot percentage

dropped noticeably l^elow the normal. A second effect of

the oil ration was to cause a depression in the percentage of

nitrogen in the milk, which began to increase only towards

the close of the period, and increased to the normal percent-

age when the excess oil ceased to be fed. As a result of

this experiment, one is led to inquire in what way the oil in

the feed caused the temporary increase of fat in the milk.

Does the feed oil to any extent enter directly into the milk

fat, or does it by sul)stitution cause the body fat to be util-

ized by the animal in the production of milk fat, as Soxhlet

suggests ; or docs the feed oil produce a disturbance in the

milk glands, causing an increased fat secretion, l)y utilizing

a portion of the material that woidd otherwise l)ecome nitrog-

enous matter and milk sugar? These are questions worthy

of further investigation.

This experiment is rather more decisive in its teachings

than many earlier investigations. The question for further

investigation is, whether other oils, derived from cotton-seed,

corn, etc., act in a similar way to linseed oil. Investigations

touching this and other points are now in progress, f

(^d) The Effect of Linseed Oil on Butter Fat.

Two samples of butter fat were taken weekly from each

herd, in the experiment above described, and upon analyses

yielded the following average results :
—

* By normal is meant tlie percentaije prodnced by Herd I.

t This experiment was completed duriuif the winter of 181)8-99, but lias remained
nnpublished, owing to the prolonged illness of tlic writer. Since that time Hills

(twelfth report, Vermont Experiment Station), llhodin (Milcli Zeitung 27, jip- 30G-

323, 1898), Bartlett (fourteenth report, Maine Experiment Station) and otiiers have

published results of a similar nature, to which more extended reference will be made
at another time.
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Butter Fat Analyses.

First 2^eriod : both herds normal oil ration.

HERDS.
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(e) The Effect of Linseed Oil on Butter.

When this experiment was begun it was not the intention

to convert the cream into butter, but to note particularly

the effect of the oil on the composition of the milk and but-

ter fat. The oil, however, effected such a change in the

chemical character of the butter fat that it seemed wise to

note its effect on the resulting butter product. Accordingly

six lots of butter were made from each herd, towards the close

of the second or excess oil period. It was not possible at

the time to make a first-class article, owing to poor facilities.

We were obliged to ripen the cream in cans, to churn with

a small hand churn and to work the butter with a small

paddle.* Two lots of butter from each herd were submitted

to chemical analysis, and found to be of normal character.

They contained from about 10 to 12 per cent, of water, 85

to 87 per cent, of butter fat, less than 1 per cent, of curd

and a normal amount of salt. The several samples were

scored by Mr. W. A. Gude, of the firm of Gude Bros.,

New York, who stated that both lots were of poor flavor,

having a burnt taste, as of rendered butter; and the body

from Herd I. was short grained, brittle and crumbly ; from

Herd H., salvy or very salvy.

Mr. C. H. Eckles, butter maker at the college dairy

school, reported as follows concerning the body and flavor

of the several butters : "The butter from the normal ration

is considerably firmer than that from the excess oil ration,

and the grain is shorter. As compared with the product of

the best creamery butter, neither is exactly normal in con-

sistency, the normal ration butter being more crumbly and

the butter from the excess oil ration more salvy or greasy

than normal. From a commercial stand-point, the body of

excess oil butter is possilily the more objectionable. The

flavor and aroma of normal ration butter is inferior to that

of excess oil butter. In case of the former, something of

an old flavor, inipossil)le to describe, is noticed. The flavor

of excess oil butter, while not very good, is more the flavor

* Since then a small dairy btiildinij for experimental purposes has been erected

and fully equipped for this dei>artinent.
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of fresh butter." Referring to another lot, Mr. Eckles says :

*'The same difference in consistency was observed, and in

about the same degree, and the difference in flavor was the

same, but more marked."

The writer lays no claim to being an expert judge of l)ut-

ter, but his observations, made at the time, were as follows :

Butters from normal ration were hard and firm at 15^ C,
and those from excess oil ration of a softer, lardy nature.

It required some effort to force a glass rod into normal

ration butter, but the same rod slipped much easier into

excess oil butter. One could distinguish the two butters

almost with the eye, and easily with the touch. Samples of

the two butters were placed in crystallization dishes upon a

hot-water radiator. Normal ration butter remained firmer

for a time than excess oil butter, but resolved itself into oil

more quickly. When normal ration butter was nearly all

oil, excess oil butter was soft enough to spread out over the

bottom of the dish, but had melted but little. This laiiter

observation is very interesting, and shows, at least in case

of this experiment, that the melting point of the butter fat

did not govern thefrmness or body of the butter. Does this

hold true in all cases ? The average melting point of normal

oil butter fat was 32.89 and of excess oil butter fat 36.93.

While the excess oil butter fat showed a melting point 4°

higher than the normal oil ftit, yet the normal oil butter was

firmer at ordinary temperature, and kept its body better

when a gentle heat was applied. When, hoNvever, the heat

was increased, the firmer normal oil butter actually resolved

itself into oil more quickly than did the salvy excess oil but-

ter. The reason for this cannot be discussed at this time.

It is clear, from the foregoing observations, that the but-

ters from l)oth herds were of quite inferior flavor. It was

unfortunate that our facilities for l)uttcr making at fhe time

were not better. Just why the flavor of both lots was so

poor is not quite clear, as they were made by an experienced

butter maker, the stable was clean and the milk carefully

handled. How much of this is to be attributed to poor

facilities, how much to inferior bacteria and how much to

influence of food, cannot be ascertained. The butters Avere
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probably rather overworked. One point, however, stands

out very distinctly ; namely^ the influence offood on the body

ofihehutter. The linseed oil surely produced a butter of

high melting point, yet soft and salvy, and unable to stand

up under a gradually rising temperature, as did the butter

when the oil was not fed.

The above experiment naturally suggests two questions

:

First, do the oils in the various feed stuffs tend to produce

a salvy butter, lacking in firmness? Second, what is the

eifect of different forms of protein, as found in linseed, cot-

ton-seed and gluten meals on the body of butter?

(/) The Effect of Different Concentrated Feeds

ON Butter Fat and Butter.

At the close of the above experiment it seemed advisable

to note the effect of several concentrated feeds, as they are

fouiid in the markets, upon the character of butter fat and

butter. Accordingly a "standard " grain ration ^vas adopted,

and other rations compared with it. It is not to be inferred

that the so-called *' standard" ration is superior to all other

rations, but simply that it was thought to l)e a safe and desir-

aljlc ration, and likely to produce a normal butter.

Two experiments, known as Experiments IV. and V.,*

were completed in the spring of 1898, with twelve cows,

divided into two herds of six cows each. Rations containing

4 pounds of Cleveland flax meal and 4 pounds of Chicago

gluten meal, respectively, were compared with the standard

ration. Herd II. received the standard ration, and Herd I.

the Cleveland flax meal and Chicago gluten meal rations.

All these rations contained only a normal amount (.5 to .G

pounds) of digestible oil, while the Cleveland flax or the

Chicago gluten meal themselves contained less than 3 per

cent, of oil, so that one could note particularly the eftcct of

the protein in the linseed and gluten meals on the butter fat

and butter,

• These two experimonta were made in connection with the Department of Agri-

cultnro.
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Daily Ration (Pounds) ,

RATIONS.
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Average Butter Score.
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Experiment V.

[Standard ration v. Chicago gluten meal ration.]

This experiment was identical with Experiment IV., ex-

cepting that 4 pounds of the Chicago ghiten meal (corn

gluten) were sul)stituted for 4 pounds of flax meal. The

average results of the analyses of five samples of butter fat

follow :
—

Butter Fat Analyses.

RATIONS.
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from each ration were reported as having a "tainted oil'

flavor," and were marked down. The last five lots were re-

ported as being "good," "clean flavor," etc., and scored 38

and 39 out of a possible 45. The body of each of the two

lots was reported a "trifle short," " l)rittle," " breaks easily,"

etc., and were marked down one point. The score is not

very higli, due to rather poor flavor. This is attributed,

partly at least, to rather poor facilities in ripening and

handling and not to feed. The corn gluten in this case does

not appear to have had any ])ad influence on the body of the

butter. It is held by many that gluten products produce a

soft, salvy butter. This we are inclined to attribute to the

influence of the corn oil, which is now largely removed lie-

fore the gluten products are put upon the market. Bartlett's

recent experiments support this view.*

Both lots of butter were tested for firmness of body by the

usual method of allowing a plunge of given weight to drop

from a certain height, noting the degree of penetration in

millimeters. The average figures were 6.9 millimeters for

the standard ration, and 6.7 millimeters for the Chicago

gluten meal ration, showing practically no difierence.

Ex2jeriment VI. 1899-1900.

[Period I., standard ration, both herds; Period II., standard ration v. King gluten

meal ration ; Period III., standard ration v. cotton-seed meal ration.]

During the winter of 1899-1900 another experiment was

instituted, to note the effect of King gluten meal, with 14

per cent, corn oil, and normal cotton-seed meal, with 12.6

l)er cent, oil, on the butter fat and 1)utter. Ten cows were

divided as evenly as possible into herds of five each. In the

first period, lasting two weeks, f both herds were fed the

standard ration. In the second jieriod of five weeks f Herd
I. received the standard ration and Herd II. the Kinsf ohiten

meal ration. In the third period of five weeks f Herd I. re-

ceived the standard ration and Herd II. the cotton-seed meal

ration. It will thus be seen that both Herds received the

same ration in the first period, then Herd II. was changed

* Maine Experiment Station report, 1898, pp. 97-113.

t Preliminary period of two weeks not included.
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to the other two rations and Herd I. was used as a check for

comparison. The several rations were as follows :
—

Daily Rations
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change in Rciclicrt-Meissl nunil)cr, a slight dei)rcssion in

melting point and a noticeable increase in the iodine num-

ber. The ettect would probal)ly liave been more marked

liad more corn oil been fed. In the case of the linseed oil

experiment both the melting point and iodine number were

increased.

In the third period the fat produced by the cotton-seed

meal ration showed but little change in composition from

that produced by the standard ration.

It seems evident tliat different oils— linseed, corn and

cotton-seed oils— exert a diiferent influence on butter fat,

these oils themselves being of different composition.

In making the l)uttcr, tlie creams, raised by the gravity

process, were treated as nearly alike as possil)le. Our dairy

building was completed, and afforded excellent facilities for

doing the work. The cream was ripened to approximately

.7 acidity in forty-eight hours. A skim-milk starter was

used without the aid of any specially prepared ferment.

Every sample of butter was analyzed and found to be normal,

showing about 12 per cent, of water, 80 to 82 per cent, of

butter fat and 1 per cent, casein. The ])utters were scored

by Mr. W. A. Gude, with the following average results :
—

Average Butter Score.

First licriod : both herds standard ration.

HERDS.
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Mr. Glide's notes concerning the different samples are as

follows : First period : flavor, *' fair aroma," " fairly clean,"

" oily taste ;
" body, " slioVt and breaks easily, seems brittle,"

" slightly short and brittle." Second period : flavor, Herd I.,

" fliirly clean, lacks aroma," " defective ;
" Herd II., " clean

and fine ;
" body, Herd I., " ])rittle, short, seems light and

s[)ongy, trifle salvy ;
" Herd II., " all right." Third period :

flavor, Herd I., "fairly clean, but lacks aroma," "slight

taints;" body. Herd I., "spongy when soft, short and

crumbles when hard;" Herd II., "perfect," "short when

soft, crumbles when hard," "salvy to taste."

Average Degree of Penetration {3IiIUmeters)

,

HERDS.
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be of interest to note the influence of the cotton-seed protein

and the cotton-seed oil separately on the butter, and we

hope to carry out such experiments.

It is clear, from our several experiments, that food does

influence to a noticeable degree the composition of the butter

fat and the body of the butter. It seems also to influence

the flavor ; to what extent, as compared with the influence

produced by bacteria, is not quite clear. This matter is

being given further study.

B. — THE COMPOSITION, DIGESTIBILITY AND FEEDING
VALUE OF BARNYARD MILLET {Panicum crus-cjalli).

J. B. LINDSEY.

Conclusions.

1. Barnyard millet is a warm-weather plant, similar in

this respect to Indian corn.

2. As harvested in early blossom, the fodder contains less

nitrogen-free extract matter, more fibre or woody matter,

and rather more ash than corn fodder. The seed resembles

the cereals (especially oats) in composition. It contains

considerable more fibre, rather more ash and 5 to 6 per cent,

less extract matter than maize.

3. Barnyard millet, grown on naturally moist and fertile

land, will probaljly yield as much dry matter per acre as

corn.

4. It has less nutritive value than the corn, the principal

reason for this being that the corn can partially mature its

grain and still be readily eaten by animals, while the millet

must be cut when in blossom to secure it in the most de-

sirable condition for feeding.

5. It is not suita])le for hay, and, while it makes a fairly

satisfactory silage, it is inferior to maize as a silage crop.

6. It furnishes a desirable green feed, especially during

the month of August, and it is for this puiyose that it can

he most satisfactorily utilized.

7. The millet can be used for silage in place of corn

whenever it is not convenient or possible to grow the latter.
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Preliminary Statement.

During the last ten years the attention of farmers has been

frequently called to the value of several varieties of Japanese

millets.* Experiments have demonstrated the Panicum
crus-galli— now termed barnyard millet— to be the most

useful Japanese variety for fodder purposes ; and this de-

partment has endeavored to ascertain, by experiment and

observation, its relative value, as compared with other mate-

rials of similar character, as a food for dairy animals. The
term barnyard millet has been adopted as its common name,

for the reason that it appears to be a cultivated and improved

variety of the common barnyard grass. The information

given below is not meant to be an exhaustive treatise on the

subject, but rather a bringing together of data already at

hand concerning the nutritive value and practical utility of

the plant.

(a) Character of the Millet.

This variety of millet is a coarse-growing form, with a

comparatively heavy leafage and compact beardless heads.

When headed out it stands from four to six feet in height,

and rarely lodges. It is a warm-weather plant, similar to

corn, and makes a very rapid growth when the temperature

is high. Sown the middle of May, it begins to head about

August 1, the time varying a little, depending on weather

conditions. After the heads appear it becomes woody, and

proportionately less valuable for fodder purposes. It will

not endure dry weather as well as corn, and succeeds best

upon moist land in a good state of fertility. If cut when it

begins to bloom, a second crop may be frequently secured,

but it is apt to be small in quantity and coarse in quality.

(b) Composition of Green Millet.

Numerous analyses of this material have been made, the

more recent ones by this department being tabulated as

follows :
—

* See, in the different reports of the Massachusetts Agricultural College and

Hatch Experiment Station, the articles by Prof. W. P. Brooks, to whom we are in-

debted for the introduction of these fodder plants. See also Farmers' Bulletin, 101,

published by the United States Department of Agriculture, on millets.
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Water-free Material (Per Cent.).
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millet, and the nitrogen-free extract matter correspondingly

less. The millet naturally develops relatively more woody

matter than the corn, and for this reason it is necessary to

cut the millet for feeding purposes while in ))lossom. If

allowed to grow until the seed is developed, the straw is

hard and woody, and quite unsatisfactory for feeding. Corn

fodder, the analysis of which is given above, is supposed to

be rather thickly seeded corn, with ears more or less devel-

oped, and probably cut late in August. It is an advantage

to allow the corn fodder when fed green to grow until it has

reached the above stage, for the reason that its digestibility

and palatability are not appreciably decreased, while the

nutritive value is considerably enhanced because of the ear

develoi)ment. The character also of the extract matter in

the two fodders is not the same, the corn having a consider-

able amount of the valuable starch, which is practically lack-

ing in the millet. The principal difference, then, from a

chemical stand-point, between these two plants, consists, in

case of the corn, in the extra percentage of nitrogen-free

extract matter containing considerable quantities of starch,

and the smaller percentage of the less valua])le woody fibre.

The protein percentage is about the same. The millet

shows relatively rather more ash than the corn. This may

be due to the fact that it is cut at an earlier stage in its

growth. From the comparative chemical analysis of the

two plants, as given above, one Avould naturally expect a

greater nutritive effect from the corn than from the millet.

Composition of the Ash {Dry Matter),

Only two analyses of the ash of the millet are on record.

One of them was made a numl)cr of years ago, and is

very incomplete ; the other represents a recent analysis of

sample (d) :
—

SAMPLES.
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The amount of the several ash constituents will of course

vary, depending upon the state of growth, soil moisture and

fertility. The above figures are not sufficient to enable one

to form any very correct idea of the mineral constituents of

the plant ; they indicate, however, that the millet takes con-

siderable quantities of mineral constituents from tlic soil,

especially potash, and fully as much as Indian corn at a cor-

responding stage of growth.

Composition of the Seed.

SAMPLES.
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The millet silage and the corn silage, so far as the above

figures are concerned, show no great analytical differences.

It must not be forgotten, however, that the non-nitrogenous

extract matter of the corn contains a considerable amount of

starch, which fails in the millet. The mixtures made from

millet and corn, with soy beans, were not perfect. The
object was to add one-third beans and two-thirds corn in

putting the materials into the silo, but this was done only

by loads of material and not by actual weight. The analyt-

ical results on the basis of dry matter are about what might

be expected ; namely, an increase in the protein percentage

and a decrease in the extract matter in each case, when com-

pared with millet or corn silage. One notes, however, more

extract matter in the corn and bean than in the millet and

bean silage. The protein and ash are higher in the millet

and bean than in the corn and bean silage. This condition

is satisfactorily explained on the ground that the millet and

bean, being cut at an earlier stage than the corn and bean,

would naturally contain relatively more ash and protein and

less extract matter.

The Digestibility of Millet.

The following figures represent the digestibility of the

different ingredients of millet, and were obtained by the use

of sheep at this station. The numbers mean that, of the

total amount of ash, protein, etc., contained in the millet,

such and such amounts or percentages were digested. Thus,

if green millet contains 6.91 per cent, of fibre, 73 per cent,

of it is digestible, or 0.91x73=^5.04 per cent.
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CHARACTER OF MATERIAL.
CD

Oreen millet, early to late Mossora, .

Dent corn fodder (in milk) for comparison,

Millet bay, full bloesom,* ....
Millet hay, full blossom, f ....
Timothy hay for comparison, .

Millet silage for comparison,! .

MiUet and soy bean silage,....
Corn and soj- bean 8ilage,§....
Corn silage for comparison,

||

* Same plot as green material previously given.

t Piinicum italicnm, — a different species of Japanese millet.

J No digestion testa have been made.

§ Pride of North corn (dent) and medium green soy beans, two-thirds former and one-

third latter, in excellent condition.

II
Average dent and flint.

The green millet appears, from the figures at our disposal,

to be as digestible as the fodder corn.

The millet hay shows a very much less degree of digesti-

bility than the same material green. Generally speaking,

the mere withdrawal of the water is not supposed to afi^ect

digestil)ility, and this is likely to be the case Avith young and

tender plants and with grains that can be ground fine. In

the case of coarse, woody plants the reverse is likely to be

true. The hardening of the w^oody stalks in the curing proc-

ess, and the less perfect mastication resulting, in all prob-

ability are the most important factors in bringing about this

ajjparent result. We hope to make other experiments to

still further prove this point. Unfortunately, no figures are

on hand for the millet silage. The corn and bean silajre

shows about 10 per cent, more total digestible matter than

the millet and bean silage. The extract matter of the former

is noticeably more digestible. The high degree of digesti-

bility of the extract matter of the corn and bean silage is

exi)laincd when one remcml)ers the considerable amount of

corn grains present. Corn and soy bean silage, as shown
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by this experiment, appears to be nearly as digestible as

average corn silage, and the protein even more so.

Multiplying the percentage composition of the millet, as

given in a previous page, by the digestion percentages or

coefficients as stated above, one obtains the following per-

centages digestible in one hundred :
—

[Figures equal percentages, or pounds in 100 digestible.]
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Utility of Barnyard Millet.

Yield per Acre. —The millet is a heavy yielder of green

fodder; from 12 to 18 tons per acre have l)een grown upon

the college farm, on naturally moist land in good condition,

while as high as 35 tons per acre have been reported by out-

side parties. Our own experience has shown it to yield

from 12 to 14 tons per acre upon medium loam in good state

of fertility, but not naturally very retentive of moisture.

Such quantities, however, were produced without the millet

appearing to suffer from lack of water ; and it is believed

that this amount is a conservative estiuiate of its productive-

ness, unless the land is especially moist, warm and fertile.

If the millet is planted in drills 15 inches apart and allowed

to mature, it will yield aliout 60 bushels of seed per acre, of

an average weight of 35 pounds per bushel. When sown

broadcast, 90 bushels per acre have been reported.

Millet as a /Soiling Crop.— For use as a soiling crop, the

seed should be sown broadcast and harrowed in May 10

to 15, at the rate of 12 quarts per acre. The fodder will

be ready to cut August 1 or a few days earlier. It is

wise to begin cutting before the heads appear, and to con-

tinue for twelve days. It cannot be cut to advantage for a

much longer period, for the reason that after it is well headed

it becomes tough and woody, and the animals refuse a portion

of it. In order to secure green millet feed during the entire

month of August, a second seeding can be made June 1, and

a third about June 20. If green feed of this character is

desired in September, later seedings are necessary. We
have found it advantageous to sow peas with the first seed-

ing of millet, at the rate of one and one-half bushels of

Canada peas together with six quarts of millet per acre.

The peas are first deeply harrowed in, and the millet covered

with a tooth harrow. If the weather should prove cool dur-

ing ISIay and June, the peas are likely to get ahead of the

millet, but the latter catches up as the warm weather comes

on. This pea and millet mixture makes a desirable green

feed. No experiments have been made to measure the feed-
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ing value of green millet for milk production, for the reason

that the time in its growth when it is available is too short

to secure any very reliable data. We have fed the green

millet to the station herd during the first three weeks of

August for a number of years. During the first week of the

cutting the animals eat it well, but the second week a con-

siderable portion of the stems remain unconsumed. Millet

acts as a laxative as well as a diuretic, and it is not ad-

visable to feed it as the entire source of coarse fodder. Fed
in this way, we have observed that the bowels become very

loose, the animals soon refuse to eat above 60 pounds per

day, and they lose in flesh and milk production. When
they are fed entirely in the barn or yard, 10 pounds of hay

per day, together with what green millet they will eat, is a

desirable quantity. This usually amounts to about 50 or 60

pounds of millet daily. When animals run in pastures, a

supplementary feeding of green millet at night is quite

helpful.

From our observations we prefer corn fodder to millet as

a green feed, because more milk is secured and the animals

tend to keep in better condition. The corn fodder can be

fed for a longer period than the millet, and, being more or

less eared, its nutritive value is thereby enhanced. Millet,

on the other hand, has the advantage of requiring less la])or

to grow than corn, as after it is once sown it requires no

further attention until ready to cut.

Millet as a Hay Croj). — Brooks,* a number of years

since, called attention to the fact that, although the yield of

hay was from 3 to 6 tons per acre, the difiiculty of properly

curing it was such that the millet could not be very satis-

factorily utilized as a hay crop. We can simply confirm

this. The coarseness of the fodder renders it very diflicult

to eliminate sufiicient of the water to enal)le the hay to keep

well unless several extra \\^y days follow one another ; the

hay therefore is likely to become musty and consequently

unsatisfactory for feeding, and the fiirmer cannot depend

upon it as a rule to furnish him with any considerable

amount of dry fodder.

* Loco citato.
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Millet as a Grain Croj). — According to Brooks,* the

birds have ii o:reat likino; for the seed and it is therefore

difficult to harvest without loss. The yield of one ton to

the acre is small, as compared with an average crop of corn.

Brooks and Smith fed millet meal to four dairy cows, com-

paring it to an equal quantity of ground oats, and noted no

ditlcrencc in iha results (experiment not published). The

cost of threshing the grain is to l^e considered, and the straw

would be quite inferior to corn stover for fodder purposes.

It does not seem prol)able that the grain could be made an

economic feed for form animals.

Millet for Silage. — ISlillet makes a very fair silage, but,

as a result of the writer's experience, it is not considered

equal to maize. So far as known, there are no exact feeding

experiments on record comparing these two plants for silage

purposes. It lacks the large quantity of digestible starchy

matter whicli the corn contains in the form of the grain. It

could not be put into the silo after it had ripened its seed, as

is the case with corn, for the straw would then be dry and

tough, and the seed is covered with a hard seed-coating.

Our observations have convinced us that millet silage has

less nutritive eftect than corn silage. The digestion experi-

ments with millet and bean silage, as compared with corn

and bean silage, confirm this opinion. AVe have also noticed

that animals are inclined to consume a larger quantity of

corn than of millet silage, especially when fed for a consid-

erable length of time. While the labor involved in growing

a crop of millet is certainl}^ less than in growing a crop of

corn, the extra work in harvesting the former for the silo

makes up for it, at least to a considerable degree. If for

any reason, however, the corn crop should fail, and millet

could be advantageously grown, it would certainly make a

very desirable substitute for the former. JNIillet and soy

bean silage is preferable to millet silage, from a nutritive

stand-point ; but the cost of growing and harvesting the

same prevents its general use.

The following estimate of the value of millets on the farm

is made in Farmer's Bulletin, 101, already referred to, and

* Loco citato.
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it so fully expresses the writer's estimate of the utility of

barnyard millet that it is quoted in full :
—

On the whole, it is doubtful if there are many sections in this

country where millets should be made a primary crop. Their

place is rather that of a supplementary one, — a " catch-crop,"

when the corn has been destroyed by hail or otherwise ; a substi-

tute for corn, where that crop is not easily grown ; a crop to be

grown on a piece of land that might otherwise lie idle ; a readily

available ci^op for use in short rotations ; an excellent thing to

grow on foul land, to get rid of weeds, giving practically the same

results as fallowing or summer cultivation, and in addition a crop

of forage ; a supplement to the regular and permanent pastures

and meadows. It is in such ways that the millets are most valu-

able on the average farm, and such is the place they should be

given in American agriculture.

C— DRIED DISTD^LERY GRAINS.

What They are. — Dried distillery grains consist of the

residue remaining in the process of manufacturing alco-

hol, spirits and whiskey from the several cereals. Briefly

stated, the process consists in grinding the various grains

employed and heating them with a solution of malt, thus

converting the starch into sugar. The addition of yeast

converts the sugar into alcohol, which is then distilled, and

the residue or distillery slop is filtered, dried in especially

constructed driers and put upon the market as a cattle food.

It consists chiefly of the hulls, germ and protein of the

grains. It has a more or less sour taste and smell, because

of the fermentation. If the slop remains undried too long,

this sour condition is increased. Well-informed parties

state that the quality of the dried grains depends, in the

first place, upon the composition of the distillers' mashes

{e.g., the kinds and proportions of the grains employed)
;

secondly, upon the distillers' mode of mashing and ferment-

ing ;, and, thirdly, somewhat upon the process of drying.
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Hoio They may he classified. — The dried grains may bo

classified as follows, depending upon the source from which

they are derived :
—

A. Alcohol and spirits grains.

B. Bourbon whiskey grains.

C. Rye whiskey grains.

The grains produced from alcohol and spirits distilleries

are the highest in quality, and of the most uniform grade.

Corn is practically the only grain used.

The grains produced by ^vhisJcey distilleries vary accord-

ing to the proportion of corn, rye and malt contained in

their mashes. The larger the proportion of corn and the

smaller that of rye and malt (small grain, so called), the

higher the grade of dry grains produced. Some bourbon

whiskey distillers use very little " small grains," and their

product stands near that of Class A. Many make bourbon,

half rye and pure rye whiskey alternately in one season,

and their product of dried grains varies in quality accord-

ingly. Others, especially in Pennsylvania and Maryland,

produce rye grains only.

Their Average Composition.— A large number of an-

alyses of Class A grains are said to show an average of

35.33 per cent, of protein and 11.25 per cent, of fat.

Class B, or l)ourlx)n whiskey grains, run from 23.9 to

38.06 per cent, of protein and from 6.3 to 15 per cent, of

fat.

Class C, or rye grains, show from 17.85 to 24.28 per

cent, of protein and from 5.04 to 7.5 per cent, of fat,

averaging 20.87 per cent, protein and 6.32 per cent. fat.

Where manufactured.— The grains derived from spirits

and alcohol are manufactured chiefly in Illinois and Indiana,

those from bourbon whiskey in Kentucky, and those from

rye whiskey in Pennsylvania and Maryland. All grades

are produced in Ohio and Wisconsin.

The Yearly Product.— According to the last annual re-

port of the commissioner of internal revenue (page 104),
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there Avere used in the distilleries of the United States dur-

ing the fiscal year ending June 30, 1900 :
—

Bushels com,
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We understand it is the intention to introduce this material

in our eastern markets. Our inspectors have ah'eady noticed

it occasionally. For convenience in distinguishinii; the dif-

ferent qualities, the sellers have divided the various products

into five grades, namely, " R," "X," "XX," "XXX "and

"XXXX." Those marked "R" are lowest in protein and

fat, and those marked " XXXX " highest. Some two years

since, this department secured several tons of these grains.

They were analyzed, tested for digestibility and fed to milch

cows.

Composition of Distillers' Grains.
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Digestibility of Distillers' Grains.

Digestion tests were made with sheep, and the following

co-efScients obtained :
—

CONSTITUENTS.
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CONSTITUENTS.
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varied from 22 to 36 per cent, of protein. It has not been

in the market of late. Hills* fed this material (testing 35

per cent, of protein) to milch cows, and secured very satis-

factory results. Its effect on the flavor of milk and butter

was not mentioned, and we can assume it was satisfactory.

He considered it the cheapest source of protein in Vermont

markets at the time.

D.—DIGESTION EXPERIMENTS WITH SHEEP.

These experiments w^ere made during the winter of 1 SOS-

GO. The method employed was the usual one, as described

in the eleventh report of the Massachusetts State Experiment

Station for IS 93. The full data will be pulilished at another

time. By digestion coefficients is meant the percentages of

protein, fat, etc., that the animal is capable of digesting.

Thus, if wheat bran contains 16 per cent, of protein, or 16

pounds in 100, and the percentage digestible or digestion

coeflicient is 7S, it means that the animal can digest 78 per

cent, of the 16 pounds, or 12.46 pounds.

Description of Feed Stuffs.

Hay.— This hay was used in connection with the several

concentrated feeds. It was largely Kentucky Iffuc grass,

with a small admixture of red clover. It was cut in bloom.

Ileadow Fescue. — This was grown on an experimental

plot, on land in an average state of fertility. It w^as free

from weeds or other grasses.

Kentucky Blue Grass.— Same conditions as for meadow

fescue.

Tall Oat Grass. — Same conditions as for meadow fescue.

Distillery Grains.— Fully descril)ed on pages 44-50.

The digestibility of the fibre varied to such an extent with

the different sheep that no digestion coefficient is presented.

It seems to be very digestible in the various "X" brands,

possibly 75 or more per cent.

Oat Feed. — This food consisted of the refuse from the

oatmeal mills. It was quite an inferior sample of its kind,

* Vermont Experiment Station report, 1895, p. 222.
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containing a large quantity of hulls. The sheep digetsted

only one-third of it.

Itye Feed. — This material is a mixture of rye bran, with

a considerable quantity of tine middlings.

Chop Feed. — This consists of the hull, bran and broken

germs of Indian corn, and is one of the residues remaining

in the manufacture of starch and glucose. The sheep di-

gested this material very unevenly, and the digestion coeffi-

cients given represent the average results from six sheep.

They are not as satisfactory as could be desired.

Cleveland Flax Meal. — Linseed meal, with the oil quite

thoroughly extracted by the naphtha i)rocess.

Parsons^ ^^Six Dollar'" Feed. — Fully described on pages

53, 54.

Ditjeslion Coefficients resultiiir/ from. Digestion Exj^eriments.

KIND OF FEED STUFF.
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E.— THE COMPOSITION OF PURSLANE (Porkdaca oleracea).

During the present summer this department received a

letter from a Massacliusetts farmer inquiring concerning the

feeding value of purslane. He stated that he had been

feeding it to his cows, and had noticed a decided increase in

the quantity of milk ; and that, while the animals at first re-

fused to eat it, they soon became accustomed to it, and con-

sumed considerable quantities daily. At the time we had no

analysis of the material on hand, consequently a sample was

procured and examined. Since making the analysis, we
have found a similar analj^sis made by the Indiana station.*

The results are presented below :
—
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The above results show that purslane takes large quanti-

ties of water, nitrogen and potash from the land, and must

be considered a great soil exhauster.

Pluml)* has fed purslane to pigs with quite satisfactory

results. If dairy animals can be induced to eat it, it would

quite naturally increase the flow of milk, because of its high

protein content. Whether it would produce any undesirable

flavor in the milk, has not been ol)scrvcd.

It being a most objectionable weed where clean cultivation

is desired, growing and spreading with wonderful rapidity,

and being at the same time a large consumer of plant food,

it Avould hardly be considered a desirable fodder crop on

most farms. Whether it has any special ability to dissolve

and utilize ordinarily insoluble plant food, has never been

determined.

Purslane has been frequently used in many sections as a

pot herb, being cooked in a similar way to spinach, etc. It

is thus highly esteemed by many.

F. — PARSONS' "SIX DOLLAR" FEED.

The station frequently receives letters requesting informa-

tion relative to the value of this material. We think Mr.

Parsons himself quite fairly states in his circular what this

feed is. He says :
" It is composed principally of the hulls

of diflerent kinds of grains and other low-grade stuff from

grain mills and elevators." A sample lot was procured for

us by an outside party. In appearance it seemed to consist

of the chaff of different grains. It analyzed as follows :
—
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etc., because of the presence of so large an amount of fibre.

It contained, however, in addition, other grain refuse and

sweepings, for tliere is considerable more protein and extract

matter than would be found in clear hulls.

The material was fed to sheep, to ascertain its digestibility.

These animals were induced to eat it after a little effort. The

figures following represent the percentages digestible of the

total amounts of the several ingredients contained in the feed,

and are termed digestion coefficients :
—
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REPORT OF THE CHEMIST.

DIVISION OF FERTILIZERS AND FERTILIZER

MATERIALS.

CHARLES A. GOESSMANN.

Assistants : henri d. haskins, samuel yv. wiley, james e. UALLiaAN.

Part I. — Report on Official Inspection of Commercial

Fertilizers.

Part II. — Report on General AYork in the Chemical Lab-

oratory.

Part I.— Report on Official Inspection of
Commercial Fertilizers and Agricultural
Chemicals during the Season of 1900.

CHARLES A. GOESSMANN.

The total number of manufacturers, importers and dealers

in commercial fertilizers and agricultural cliemicals wlio have

secured licenses during the past season is 55 ; of these, 33

have offices for the general distribution of their goods in

Massachusetts, 8 in New York, 6 in Connecticut, 2 in Ver-

mont, 2 in Rhode Island, 1 in Canada, 1 in Maine, 1 in New
Jersey and 1 in Illinois.

Two hundred and forty-four distinct l)rands of fertilizer,

including chemicals, have been licensed in the State during

the year.

Four hundred and forty-three samples of fertilizers have

thus far been collected in the general markets by experienced

assistants in the station.
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Three hundred and seventy-two samples were analyzed

at the close of November, 1900, representing 251 distinct

brands of fertilizer. These analyses were published in three

bulletins of the Hatch Experiment Station of the Massachu-

setts Agricultural College: No. 65, March; No. 68, July;

and No. 70, November, 1900.

The samples not already analyzed, together with others

that may be collected before the first of May, 1901, will he

examined with a view of being published in our spring bul-

letin. It has not always been possible to secure a complete

list of the samples licensed in the State ; Init as thorough a

canvass as possible is annually made, varying more or less

the towns to be visited from year to year, as seems advis-

able to the inspector. The methods of sampling are those

laid down l:)y our State laws for the regulation of the trade

in commercial fertilizers.

For the readers' benefit the following abstract of the results

of our analyses is here inserted :
—

1900.

(rt) Where three essential elements of plant food were guaranteed :-

Number with three elements equal to or above the highest guarantee,
Number with two elements above the highest guarantee, .

Number with one element above the highest guarantee.
Number with three elements between the lowest and highest guarantee.
Number with two elements Ijetween the lowest and highest guarantee.
Number with one element between the lowest and highest guarantee.
Number with three elements below the lowest guarantee, .

Number with two elements below the lowest guarantee,
Number with one element below the lowest guarantee,

(b) Where two essential elements of plant food were guaranteed :
—

Number with two elements above the highest guarantee, .

Number with one element above the highest guarantee.
Number with two elements between the lowest and liighest guarantee.
Number with one element between the lowest and highest guarantee,
Number with two elements lielow the lowest guarantee.
Number with one element below the lowest guarantee,

(r ) Where one essential element of plant food was guaranteed :
—

Number above the highest guarantee
Number between the lowest and highest guarantee, ....
Number below lowest guarantee

15
24
85

118
92
43
1

11

50

A comparison of the above-stated results of our inspec-

tion with the results of 1899 shows, with the exception of

those fertilizers which are classed under (i) (where two

essential elements of plant food are guaranteed), a marked

superiority in favor of the samples analyzed in 1900.
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From a careful scrutiny of the results of analyses published

in the three bulletins during the year it becomes an easy

matter for the farmer to intelligently select his fertilizers for

the next year's consumption, always bearing in mind that

the fertilizer costing the least per ton is not always the most

economical fertilizer to buy, but rather the one that will fur-

nish the greatest amount of nitrogen, })otassium oxide and

phosphoric acid, in a suitable and availa*l)le form, for the

same money.

Trade Values of Fertilizing Ingredients in liaiv Mateiials and

Chemicals, 1890 and 1900 {Cents per Pound).

Nitrogen in ammonia salts

Nitrogen in nitrates,

Organic nitrogen in dry and flue-ground fish, meat, lilood and in high-grade
fertilizers.

Organic nitrogen in fine bone and tanliage,
Organic nitrogen in medium bone and tankage,
Phosphoric acid soluble in water,
Phosphoric acid soluble in ammonium citrate

Phosphoric acid in fine-ground fish, bone and tankage, ....
Phosphoric acid in cotton-seed meal, castor pomace and wood ashes.
Phosphoric acid in coarse fish, bone and tankage,
Phosphoric acid insoluble (Lu water and in ammonium citrate) in mixed

fertilizers.

Potash as sulfate (free from chlorides)
Potash as muriate

15.0
12.5
14.0

14.0
10.0
4.5
4.0
4.0
4.0
2.0
2.0

5.0
4.25

17.0
13.5
15.5

15.5
11.0
4.5
4.0
4.0
4.0
3.0
2.0

5.0
4.25

The cost of some of the leading forms of nitrogen shows a

marked increase, as compared with the preceding year, 1899.

The above trade values are based on the market cost, dur-

ing the six months preceding March, 1900, of standard raw

materials which are largely used in the manufacture of com-

pound fertilizers found in our markets,

list of such materials :
—

The following is a

Sulfate of ammonia.

Azotine.

Cotton-seed meal.

Linseed meal.

Bone and tankage.

Nitrate of soda.

Dried blood.

Castor pomace.

Dry ground fish.

Dry ground meat.

Dissolved bones.

Acid phosphate.

Refuse bone-black.

Ground i)hospliate rock.

High-grade sulfate of potash.

Sulfate .of potash and magnesia.

IMin'iate of potash.

Kainit.

Sylvinite.

Crude saltpetre.
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How to use the table of trade values in calculating the ap-

proximate value of a fertilizer : Calculate the value of each

of the three essential articles of plant food (nitrogen, phos-

phoric acid and potassium oxide, including the different

forms of each wherever different forms are recognized in the

table) in one hundred pounds of the fertilizer, and multiply

each product hy twenty, to raise it to a ton basis. The sum
of these values will give the total value of the fertilizer per

ton at the principal places of distribution. An example will

suffice to show how this calculation is made :
—

Analysis of Fertilizer {Per Oent., or Pounds in One Hundred

Pounds of Fertilizer) .

Nitrogen, 4

Solul)le pliosplioric acid, 8

Reverted phosphoric acid, 4

Insohible phosphoric acid, 2

Potassium oxide (as sulfate), 10
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List of Manufacturers and Dealers ^oho have secured Certificates

for the Sale of Commercial Fertilizers in the State of Mas-

sachusetts during the Past Year (3£ay 1, 1900, to May i,

1901), and the Brands licensed by Each.

Works, ChicagoArmour Fertilizer

III.:—
All Soluble.

Blood, Bone and Potash.

Ammoniated Bone with Potash.

High-grade Potato.

Cape Cod Asparagus Mixture.

Armour's Grain Grower.

Bone Meal.

White Bone Flour.

Armour's Flower Food.

Wm. H. Abbott, Holyoke, Mass :
—

Animal Fertilizer.

Eagle Brand for Grass and Grain.

Tobacco Fertilizer.

American Cotton Oil Co., New York,

N. Y. :
—

Cotton-seed Meal.

Cotton-hull Ashes.

Butchers' Rendering Co., Fall River,

Mass. :
—

Bone and Tankage.

Bartlett& Holmes, Springfield, Mass. :
—

Pure Ground Bone.

Animal Fertilizer.

Tankage.

East India Chemical Works (H. J. Baker

& Bro., proprietors), New York,

N. Y. :
—

Castor Pomace.

A. A. Ammoniated Superphosphate.

Complete Potato Manure.

Strawberry Manure.

Complete Tobacco Manure

C. A. Bartlett, Worcester, Mass. : —
Pure Ground Bone.

Berkshire Mills Co., Bridgeport, Conn. :
—

Complete Fertilizer.

Potato Phosphate.

Ammoniated Bone Phosphate.

Hiram Blanchard, Eastport, Me. :
—

Fish, Bone and Potash.

Bowker Fertilizer Co., Boston, Mass. :
—

Stockbridge Special Manures.

Bowker' s Farm and Garden Phos-

phate.

Bowker's Hill and Drill Phosphate.

Bowker'sLawn and Garden Dressing.

Bowker's Potato and Vegetable

Fertilizer.

Bowker's Fish and Potash (Square

Brand)

.

Bowker's Potato Phosphate.

Bowker's Market-garden Manure.

Bowker's Sure Crop Phosphate.

Bowker's High-grade Fertilizer.

Bowker's Bone and Wood Ash Fer-

tilizer.

Gloucester Fish and Potash.

Nitrate of Soda.

Dissolved Bone-black.

Muriate of Potash.

Sulfate of Potash.

Dried Blood.

Wood Ashes.

Ground Bone.

Bradley Fertilizer Co., Boston, Mass. :—
Bradley's X. L. Phosphate.

Potato Manure.

Potato Fertilizer.

Complete Manure for Potatoes and

Vegetables.

Corn Phosphate.

Breck's Lawn and Garden Dressing.

Eclipse Phoshate.

Niagara Phosphate.

Fine-ground Bone.

Muriate of Potash.

Kainit.

Double Manure Salts.

High-grade Sulfate of Potash.

Nitrate of Soda.

Dissolved Bone-black.

Brightman's Fish and Potash.

Joseph Breck & Sons, Boston, Mass. :
—

Breck's Market-garden Manure.

Daniel T. Church, Providence, R. I.

Wilcox, general agent) :
—

Church's D. Fish and Potash.

(E.
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Clark's Cove Fertilizer Co., Boston,

Mass. :
—

Bay State Fertilizer.

Bay State Fertilizer, Q. G.

Potato Manure.

Potato Fertilizer.

Great Planet Manure.

King Philip Guano.

Cleveland Drj'er Co., Boston, Mass.: —
Cleveland Superphosphate.

Cleveland Potato Phosphate.

Cleveland High-grade Complete

Manure.

E. Frank Coe Co., New York, N. Y. :
—

High-grade Ammoniated Bone Su-

perphosphate.

Special Potato Fertilizer.

Fish and Potash, F. P.

Gold Brand Excelsior Guano.

Tobacco and Onion Fertilizer.

Vegetable and Vine.

Bay State Phosphate.

Market-garden Special Fertilizer.

Crocker Fertilizer and Chemical Co.,

Buffalo, N. Y. :
-

Crocker's Ammoniated Corn Phos-

phate.

Crocker's Potato, Hop and Tobacco

Phosphate.

Crocker's New Rival Ammoniated
Superphosphate.

Crocker's General Crop Phosphate.

Crocker's Superior Fertilizer.

Crocker's Grass and Oats Fertil-

izer.

Cumberland Bone Phosphate Co., Bos-

ton, Mass. :
—

Cumberland Superphosphate.

Cumberland Potato Fertilizer.

L. B. Darling Fertilizer Co., Pawtucket,

11. I.:—
Potato and Root Crop.

Blood, Bone and Potash.

Fine Bone.

Potato Manure.

Animal Fertilizer.

Complete Ten Per Cent. Manure.

Nitrate of Soda.

Muriate of Potash.

John C. Dow & Co., Boston, Mass. : —
Pure Ground Bone.

Eastern Chemical Co., Boston, Mass. : —
Imperial Liquid Plant Food.

Imperial Liquid Grass Fertilizer.

Wm. E. Fyfe & Co., Clinton, Mass. : —
Canada Wood Ashes,

Farmers' Union Fertilizer Co., Peabody,

Mass. :
—

Corn King.

Market-garden Special.

Complete Potato Fertilizer.

Ammoniated Bone Fertilizer.

Great Eastern Fertilizer Co., Rutland,

Vt. :
—

Northern Corn Special.

Vegetable, Vine and Tobacco.

General Fertilizer.

Grass and Oats Fertilizer.

Garden Special.

Thomas Hersom & Co., New Bedford,

Mass. :
—

Meat and Bone.

Ground Bone.

F. E. Hancock, Walkerton, Ontario,

Can. :

—

Pure Unleached Canada Hardwood
Ashes.

Charles W. Hastings, Jamaica Plain,

Mass. :
—

Ferti Flora.

Thomas Kirley, South Hadley Falls,

Mass. : —
Pride of the Valley.

Tankage.

Lowell Fertilizer Co., Boston, Mass. :—
Swift's Lowell Bone Fertilizer.

Swift's Lowell Animal Braiul.

Swift's Lowell Potato Phosphate.

Swift's Lowell Lawn Dressing.

Swift's Lowell Market Garden.

Swift's Lowell Fruit and Vine.

Swift's Lowell Tobacco Manure.
Swift's Lowell Dissolved Bone and
Potash.

Swift's Lowell Potato Manure.
Swift's Lowell Ground Bone.

Swift's Lowell Nitrate of Soda.
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Lister's Agricultural Chemical Works,

Newark, N. J. :
—

Lister's Success Fertilizer.

Lister's Celebrated Onion Fertilizer.

Lister's Special Potato Fertilizer.

Lister's High-grade Special for

Spring Crops.

Lister's Special Tobacco Fertilizer.

Lowe Bros. & Co., Fitchburg, Mass. :
—

Tankage.

The Mapes Formula & Peruvian Guano
Co., New York, N. Y. :

—

The Mapes Bone Manures.

The Mapes Superphosphates.

The Mapes Special Crop Manures.

Sulfate of Potash.

Nitrate of Soda.

Tobacco Ash Constituents.

Geo. L. Monroe, Oswego, N. Y. :—
Pure Canada Unleached Wood
Ashes.

McQuade Bros.,West Auburn, Mass. :
—

Pure Ground Bone.

National Fertilizer Co., Bridgeport,

Conn. :

—

Chittenden's Market Garden.

Chittenden's Complete Fertilizer.

Chittenden's Ammoniated Bone.

Chittenden's Fish and Potash.

Pacific Guano Co., Boston, Mass. : —
High-grade General.

Soluble Pacific Guano.

Potato Special.

Nobsque Guano.

Packer's Union Fertilizer Co., New
York, N. Y.:—

Gardener's Complete Manure.

Animal Corn Fertilizer.

Potato Manure.

Universal Fei'tilizer.

Wheat, Oats and Clover Fertilizer.

Parmenter & Polsey Fertilizer Co., Pea-

body, Mass. :
—

Plymouth Rock Brand.

Special Potato Fertilizer.

Special Strawberry Manure.

A. A. Brand.

Star Brand Superphosphate.

Pm-e Ground Bone.

P. & P. Potato Fertilizer.

Quinnipiac Co., Boston, Mass. :—
Phosphate.

Potato Manure.

Corn Manure.

Market-garden Manure.
Grass Fertilizer.

Pequot Fish and Potash.

Havana Tobacco Fertilizer.

Climax Phosphate.

Rogers & Hubbard Co., Middletown,

Conn. :

—

Hubbard's Fertilizer for Oats and
Top Dressing.

Hubbard's Grass and Grain Fer-

tilizer.

Hubbard's Fairchild's Formula for

Corn.

Hubl)ard's Soluble Potato Manure.

Hubbard's Soluble Tobacco Ma-
nure.

Hubbard's Potato Manure.

Hubbard's AH Soils and All Crops.

Hubbard's Corn Phosphate.

Hubbard's Raw Knuckle-l)one

Flour.

Hubbard's Strictly Pure Fine Bone.

N. Roy & Son, South Attleborough,

Mass. :
—

Complete Animal Fertilizer.

Russia Cement Co., Gloucester, Mass. :

—

Essex Dry Ground Fish.

Essex XXX Fish and Potash.

Essex Potato Fertilizer.

Essex Corn Fertilizer.

Essex Complete Manure for Pota-

toes and Vegetables.

Essex Complete Manure for Corn,

Grain and Grass.

Essex Odorless Lawn Dressing.

Essex Special Tobacco Fertilizer.

Essex Tobacco Starter.

Rogers Manufacturing Co., Rockfall,

Conn.

:

—
All Around Fertilizer.

Complete Potato and Vegetable Fer-

tilizer.

Complete Corn Fertilizer.

Fish and Potash.

High-grade Soluble Tobacco and

Potato.

High-grade Oats and Top Dressing.

High-grade Grass and Grain.

High-grade Tobacco Fertilizer.
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Read Fertilizer Co., New York, N. Y.

(D. II. Foster, general agent) :
—

Read's Standard.

High-grade Farmer's Friend.

Practical Potato Special.

Bone, Fish and Potash.

Samson.

Potato Manure.

Vegetable and Vine.

Liicien Sanderson, New Haven, Conn. :
—

Sanderson's Old Reliable.

Sanderson's Formula A.

Sanderson's Blood, Bone and Meat.

Sanderson's Nitrate of Soda.

Sanderson's Dissolved Bone-black.

Standard Fertilizer Co., Boston, Mass. :
—

Standard Fertilizer.

Standard Guano.

Standard Comjilete Manure.

Standard Special for Potatoes.

Standard A Brand.

Thomas L. Stetson, Randolph, Mass. :
—

Ground Bone.

Henry F. Tucker Co., Boston, Mass. :
—

Original Bay State Bone Superphos-

phate.

Special Potato Fertilizer.

Darius Whithed, Lowell, Mass. :
—

Ground Bone.

Champion Animal Fertilizer.

The Wilcox Fertilizer Works, Mystic,

Conn. :

—

Potato, Onion and Tobacco Manure.

High-grade Fish and Potash.

])ry Ground Fish Guano.

Fish and Potash.

Williams & Clark Fertilizer Co., Boston,

Mass. :
—

High-grade Special.

Ammoniated Bone Superphosphate.

Potato Phosphate.

Corn Phosphate.

Potato ]\Ianure.

Special with ten per cent. Potash.

Royal Bone Phosphate.

Prolific Crop Producer.

Fine Wrapper Tobacco Grower.

Bone Meal.

M. E. Wheeler cSc Co., Rutland, Vt. :—
Corn Fertilizer.

Potato Manure.

Havana Tobacco Grower.

Superior Truck Fertilizer.

Bermuda Onion Grower.

Grass and Oats Fertilizer.

Electrical Dissolved Bone.

A. L. Warren, Northborough, Mass. :—
Fine-ground Bone.

Sanford Winter, Brockton, Mass. : —
Fine-ground Bone.

J. M. Woodard & Bro., Greenfield,

^[ass. :
—

Tankage.
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Pakt II.— Report on General Work in the
Chemical Laboratory.

CHARLES A. GOESSMANN.

1. Analysis of materials sent on for examination.

2. Notes on wood ashes.

3. Notes on sludge, its agriciiltui'al value.

4. Notes on phosphatic slag, as a source of phosphoric acid for

mauurial pui'poses.

1. Analyses of Materials sent on for Examination.

During the past season 237 materials have been received

and the results of our examination have been pul)lished in

detail in bulletins 65, 68 and 70 of the Hatch Experiment

Station of the Massachusetts Agricultural College, together

with the results of the official inspection of commercial fer-

tilizers.

The responsil)ility of the genidneness of the articles sent

on for examination rests in all cases with the parties asking

for analyses, and our publication of results merely refers to

the locality from which they come. It is evident, from the

increase each year of the number of materials sent in for

analysis, that there is a growing interest taken iu this work,

and individuals are realizing the value of such chemical

investigations.

The waste products of our industries are becoming from

year to year more numerous and important. As the current

modes of manufacture are constantly undergoing changes

which aftect seriously their commercial manurial value, fre-

quent investigation of this class of materials cannot help but

prove beneficial to the farmer, and hence arrangements are

made to attend to the examination of these materials to the
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full extent of our resources. This work is carried on free

of charge to the farmers of this State, the results of analysis

being returned in the order of the arrival of samples at the

office. Below is given a list of materials received during

the past season, which shows the general nature of the

work :
—

Wood ashes,
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The goods must be sold on a guaranteed analysis, stating

their percentages of potash and of phosphoric acid present,

and this analysis must be fastened to each package or car

that contains them. As the dealer is obliged only to fur-

nish a guarantee of the amount of potash and of phosphoric

acid present in the ashes, no objection can be raised regard-

ing the amount of moisture, so long as the specified amount

of these two elements is present.

Wood ashes ought to be bought and sold by weight, and

not by measure, for both moisture and general character of

the foreign matters are apt to seriously affect the weight of a

given volume. The following table shows the general char-

acter of the wood ashes, so far as their chemical composition

is concerned, that have appeared in the general markets dur-

ing the season of 1900 :
—

Analysis of Wood Ashes.

CONSTITUENTS.
Number op Samples.

1899.
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To assist our fanners in selecting the best quality of wood

ashes in our market, it is desirable that those sending sam-

ples for analysis will state the name of the party of whom
the goods were purchased and price per ton paid.

3. Notes ox Sludge, its Agricultural Value.

The interest in the character of this class of materials and

their value for manurial purposes is deservedly steadily in-

creasing, judging from inquiries received at this office. As
the source of the article as w^ell as the mode of collecting the

same may differ widely, it is but natural that no definite

advice can be furnished without a special examination into

the existing circumstances. The suljsequent compilation of

analyses of sludge, made at the request of farmers of the

State, are published to increase a more general interest in

the matter :
—

Analyses of Samples of Sludge (Per Cent.).

[The five samples were received from Worcester, Mass. I., taken from bottom of

basin, unpressed ; II., taken from top of basin, nnpressed ; III., pressed sample,

yellowish in color; IV., pressed sample, black color; V., pressed sample, red-

dish color.]

CONSTITUENTS,
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It will be seen from the above analyses that there is a

great difference in the percentage of the fertilizing constitu-

ents present in the different samples. There remains, how-

ever, no doubt that these materials when properly studied

furnish a valuable source of plant food, when they can be

conveniently obtained, and supplemented by such ingredients

as potash and phosphoric acid compounds, to render them

more suitable for manurial purposes in case of different crops.

4. Notes on Phosphatic Slag as a Source of Phos-

phoric Acid for Manurial Purposes.

The phosphatic slag, sometimes called Thomas basic phos-

phatic slag, or odorless phosphate, in advertisements of

dealers of commercial fertilizers, is obtained as a by-product

in the conversion of phosphorus containing iron ores into

phosphorus free metallic iron. Investigations regarding its

fitness as an economical source of phosphoric acid for manu-

rial purposes have received, from the date of its first pro-

duction, the special attention of agricultural chemists and

agriculturists of Germany and other European countries.

Field observations in the United States date back, as far as

the writer is informed, to the year 1888. Summing up the re-

sults of the past, it will be admitted that a genuine phosphatic

slag, judiciously applied, has proved a valuable addition to our

phosphoric-acid-containing manurial resources, and that its

use is only limited by its supply at a reasonable cost.

The subsequent tabular statement may convey some more

definite idea regarding the general character of the phos-

phatic slag tested at Amherst, Mass. :
—

Analyses of Phosphatic Slag (Per Gent.).

[I., German phosphatic slag (sent on), 1887 ; II., English phosphatic slag (sent on)>

1887 ; III., German phosphcatic slag (imported for station use), 1888 ; IV., phos-

phatic slag received from England, 1888.]

CONSTITUENTS.
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Analyses of Phosphatic Slag {Per Cent.).

[I., bought for field experiments, 1894 ; II., sent on from Hatfield, Mass., 1893 ; III.,

sent on from Marshfield, Mass., 1893; IV., sent on from Amherst, Mass., 1893;

v., sent on from Mansfield, Mass., 1900.

J

CONSTITUENTS
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of the phosphoric acid is based, 'as a rule, on the amount of

available phosphoric acid present. ^I;inufoeturci*s of phos-

phatic slag have aimed at the production of a material which,

by chemic:vl analysis, will show the largest amount of avail-

able phosphoric acid : this result is obtained by fiising the

slag at al>out 900^ C. with sufficient quartz sand to change

the free lime present into silicate of lime. The inventor of

tliis process (G. Hoyermauu) has published jis an illustration

the following results :
—

Analyses of Thomas Phos}^aiic Slag {Per Cent.).

[L, »nalTsis of Thomas phosphadc sl.^5 Ivfore smelting -with quartz sand; TT.,

analysis of til? same marerial after fusing with qnarta sand.]

OONSTITUKSTS. I. II.

CtJeiim oxide (free linae'^, ' 11.00 .70

Silkicadd, 2toS 12.00

ATulaHe pbospboric acid ^percentage if wlivrle" , . . . . 5<.(X* S4.00

The general introduction of Hoyermanu's process has

chanired the character of the phosphatic slag of earlier jears

materially. The phosphatic slag of to-day contains, in ex-

ceptional cases only, some free lime, not sufficient to charge

jmy beneficial effect of the phosphatic slag on the crop raised

to free lime present.

An imitation of phosphatic slag is reported as having been

introduced in Sweden. It is obtained by fusing apatite with

soda ash at from 700^ to 800° C. Xo representative sample

of this material has j'et come to the writers notice.
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REPORT OF THE ROTAXTSTS.

G. E. STONE, R. E. SMITH,

The work of this division during the past year has con-

sisted as usual in the investigation of various forms of plant

disease, together with a large amount of correspondence, the

preparation of results for publication, and miscellaneous

botanical work. Bulletin No. 69, on "The rotting of green-

house lettuce," was issued during the year, giving an account

of the work on this subject, to which reference has been

made in several recent annual reports of this station. The

extent of the lettuce-forcing industry in this State makes

the subject of this bulletin one of great importance, as the

financial loss from this source has been a large and increasing

one. Notably in the case of the disease known as the

"drop," the least understood and the most destructive of

these troubles, results have been obtained which show hitherto

entirely unknown characteristics in the development of the

organism which causes the trouble, on the basis of which

knowledge a practical and efficacious treatment can be ap-

plied. Another result of no small importance has been

the demonstration of the worthlessness of many sf>-called

remedies.

Our gi'eenhouses used for purposes of experiment have as

usual been devoted to the study of problems connected with

the forcing of vegetables, principally cucumbers, in addition

to lettuce.

Aster Diseases.

During the past summer, work on the diseases of the China

aster has been continued, upon a much more extensive scale

than heretofore. Altogether some 15,000 plants were grown,

and a great variety of experiments were conducted upon

fertilizers, varieties, localities, time of planting, methods of
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handling, etc. In one bed, 600 feet in length, were grown
all the varieties of this plant obtainable from the leading

seedsmen of the country, over 300 in all. This plant is

very generally affected by a number of serious troubles, most

prominent of which is a disease of a peculiarly obscure nature.

No organism of any kind appears to be the cause of it, yet

it has a very characteristic as well as destructive effect. Our
most recent results indicate that the abnormal development is

due to a disturbance of the assimilative (metabolic) functions

of the plant. The conditions, however, which bring about

this disturbance, seem, as shown by our results thus far,

contradictory and obscure. At least three other diseases, all

of a fungous nature, also attack the aster, with serious effects.

These can be more readily understood, if not prevented.

Complaint is made from all parts of the country of trouble

in growing this popular flower.

Nematode Worms.

A peculiar disease on potted cuttings of perennial phlox

was sent in during the past winter, which proved to be caused

by a species of nematode, but quite different from that attack-

ing the roots of many plants, to which this division has

devoted considerable attention. This new form attacks the

stem of the plant, causing there an abnormal enlargement,

while the leaves are stunted or reduced to mere rudiments,

and the plant generally dies. The worm causing the mis-

chief is a slender creature of microscopic size, which embeds

itself in the tissues of the stem, where it multiplies rapidly

and produces the abnormal growth. The species is an un-

described one, though it appears to be the same as that men-

tioned by several writers as attacking the stems and leaves

of plants. This is the only occurrence of the sort which we
have known in this State, and from its nature it does not ap-

pear to be anything which will become generally prevalent

or destructive.

Cucumber Mildew (Plasmopara Cubensis, B. and C).

This mildew made its appearance in Massachusetts during

the past autumn for the first time, so far as we are aware,
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since 1889, when it was reported by Dr. Humphrey * as

found in two distinct localities in the State. This time it is

again reported as occurring upon greenhouse cucumbers in

two entirely distinct and remote localities, namely, Beverly

and Leominster, but we are not aware of its presence

during the summer on out-door cucumbers, squashes or

melons. The fungus occurs more commonly in the south,

and even no further remote than Ohio and Long Island it

has proved exceedingly disastrous to out-door crops. It is

surmised by Professor Selby of Ohio that it persists in the

south and works its way northward as the season advances.

The notable results in Long Island, obtained by Stewart,

f

in spraying with the Bordeaux mixture cucumbers afi'ected

with this mildew, show that the disease can be practically

controlled.

The fungus appears largely upon the under side of the

leaf, as a downy mass, greatly resembling the downy mildew

of the grape. It must not, however, be confounded with

the common powdery mildew found so frequently upon the

upper surface of cucumber leaves. It is, moreover, more

disastrous than the powdery mildew, and on this account

should not be neglected when found.

EussiAN Thistle in Massachusetts.

The first report of the finding of the Russian thistle in

Massachusetts which has come to our notice is made by Mr.

Wm. P. Rich. I Two plants were first observed by him on

a railroad bank at Dedham, Aug. 22, 1897, and since that

time the plants have shown a tendency to increase slightly.

Mr. Rich states that on Aug. 4, 1900, he found in the same

locality twenty plants. A few of them had spread three

hundred feet from where first observed in 1897. The Rus-

sian thistle has been previously reported in New York and

Rhode Island.

* Eighth annual report, Massachusetts Agricultural Experiment Station, p. 210.

t New York Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin, No. 119, Geneva, N. Y.

X Rhodora, Vol. II., p. 204.
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Influence of Chemical Solutions upon the Germina-

tion OF Seeds.

It is well known that there are many chemical solutions

which accelerate and retard the germination of seeds ; it is

also known that germinating seeds are veiy susceptible to

changes in temperature and moisture, to variations in the

degree and kinds of light, to the amount of oxygen they

receive, to the influence of electricity, etc. It was our

idea, in inaugurating these experiments, to determine to

what degree seeds could be accelerated in their germination,

and also to what extent their germinating capacity could be

increased. Experiments in this direction have been carried

on in this department since 1895, but they have been inter-

rupted a number of times. These experiments have been

directed along two lines, namely, a study of the influence of

physical factors upon germination, and a study of the efl*ects

of different chemical solutions upon germination. The re-

sults of the former experiments have already been published,

in a luilletin entitled " Electro germination ;
" while some of

the results of the latter, which have been carried on by Mr.

E. H. Sharpe, at one time a student in the college, constitute

the subject of this article.

Any form of treatment capable of accelerating the germi-

nation of seeds possesses perhaps more scientific than prac-

tical value ; but there are, nevertheless, some high-priced

seeds which do not retain their germinating capacity very

long, and, if the percentage of germination can be materially

increased at a small expense, such a treatment would be

worthy of practical consideration. It is not our purpose,

however, to maintain, from the results shown in the follow-

ing tables, that they warrant practical application.

The solutions selected for these experiments are those

which are frequently found in seeds and seedlings ; and it

was thought that, by applying these solutions to the seeds

for a certain number of hours, they might supply the defi-

ciency in some essential constituent, and thus enable poorer

and exhausted seeds to germinate. There are many seeds

which do not retain the power of germinating very long

;

and it might be supposed that one cause of this had some
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connection with the normal condition of the enzymes or fer-

ments, which are essential for the conversion of certain seed

products into availal)le forms for germination. It is with

this idea in mind that our experiments with solutions have

been conducted ; and the solutions selected have been those

which are known to exist in many seeds and seedlings as

ferments or enzymes, termed diatase, pepsin, trypsin and

others, and amides, such as asparagin, leucin, etc. With

the exception of diatase, all of the chemicals used in making

these solutions were obtained from Mercks, the diatase being

made up from malt. These experiments are by no means as

complete as desired, but circumstances did not permit of

their continuation at the time they were made.

Experiments with Asparagin Solutions.

Asparagin is a typical amide, found in connection with

many seedlings and storage organs. During germination the

amides increase in some instances to a considerable extent.

Asparagin is especially abundant in leguminous seedlings,

and is believed to play an important part in metabolism.

The following tables, I. to V., represent the effects of aspar-

agin solution upon dift'erent seeds which display considerable

variation in their germinating capacity. One hundred seeds

were used in all instances for each strength of solution, and

the strength of solution varied in each experiment from . 1 to

2 per cent. The seeds were soaked in asparagin twelve

hours, after which they were rinsed with water and placed

in Zurich germinators excluded from the light in a room with

fairly even temperature. The number of seed germinating

each day were taken out and recorded, no observations l)eing

made previous to twenty-four hours after placing them in

the germinator. In many instances the number of ol^serva-

tions have been omitted in the tallies, to save space, and the

percentages in the last columns give the final results. The
relative gain, however, during this period, is practically the

same as that preceding it. The seeds were in every instance

left a few days or a week longer, in order to see if any more
would germinate. We endeavored to select seed wliich did

not show a high percentage of germination, but in every case

this was not accomplished.
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Table I.

—

Showing the Effects of Asparagin Solutions upon the

Germination of Alfalfa Seeds (^Medicago sativa L.).

Experiment A.

BTRENGTH OF SOLUTION.

PERCENTAOB op Q-EBMINATION (IN DATS),

(24 Hours).

Normal, .

2 per cent.,

1 per cent.,

.5 per cent.,

.25 per cent.,

•Iper cent..

65
81
85
64
73
75 100

Normal average (per cent.),

Asparagin average (per cent.),

Experiment B.

STRENGTH OF SOLUTION.

Percentage of Germi-
nation (IN Days).

Normal,
2 per cent.,

1 per cent.,

.5 jjer cent.,

.25 per cent.,

.1 per cent..

Normal average (per cent.) , 90.0

Asparagin average (per cent.) 99.4

Experiments A and B in the table show an acceleration in

germination as well as a gain in the germinating capacity.

Experiment i? is a repetition of ^. Both experiments lasted

three days longer than indicated by the table, but no further

germination occurred in either.

Table II. — Showing the Effects of Asparagin Solutions upon the

Germination of Rape Seeds {Brassica napus L.).

STRENGTH OF SOLUTION,

Percentage of Germination.

1
(24 Hours).
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This experiment lasted three days longer than indicated in

the table, and, as no further germination occurred, the experi-

ment was discontinued.

Table III. — SJioivivg the Effects of Asparagin Solutions upon the

Germination of Canadian Field Pea {Experiment A) and

Vetch (^Experiment B) Seeds.

Experiynent A.

STRENGTH OF SOLUTION.

Percentage of Germination
(IN Days),

(24 Hours).

Normal,

2 per cent., .

1 per cent , .

.5 per cent., .

.25 per cent.,

.1 per cent., .

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

Norra.il average (per cent.), 100

Aeparagiu average (per cent.) 100

Experiment B.

STRENGTH OF SOLUTION.

Percentage of Germination
(IN Days).

(24 Hours).

Normal,

2 per cent., .

1 per cent , .

.6 per cent., .

.25 per cent.,

.1 per cent., .

97

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

Normal average (per cent.), 99

Asparagin average (per cent.) 100

On account of the especially good seed used in these ex-

periments, the results merely show an acceleration, due to

the asparagin.
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Table IV.— Showing the Effects of Asparagin Solutions upon the

Germination of Buckivheat Seeds (Fagopyrum esculentum

Moeuch)

.

STRENGTH OF SOLUTION.

Pbbckntagb of Gebmination (in Days).

1
(24 Hours).
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In considering the results of asparagin experiments as a

whole, we find that the average percentage of germination

for the normals in five experiments was 74.5 per cent. ; that

for the treated, 88.6 per cent. When the average percent-

age of the normal is compared with the .5 per cent, asparagin

solution, we obtain 88.8 per cent, for asparagin and 74.5

per cent, for the normal.

In experiments dealing with seeds showing a small germi-

nating capacity, some allowance must be made for individual

variation, and it is better to use a large number of seeds in

such cases, or, what is better, to have the experiment re-

peated a number of times with each species. Four experi-

ments, however, of one hundred seeds, possess more value

than one where four hundred seeds are used. After due

allowance has been made for individual variation, it will be

observed that the asparagin exerts an acceleration upon the

germination of certain seeds, and also increases their germi-

nating capacity. The various solutions of asparagin used

show no detrimental eifect upon the seeds.

Experiments with Leiicin Solutions.

Leucin, like asparagin, is an amide, and is found frequently

in connection with the latter in germinating seeds and seed-

lings. The seeds were soaked twelve hours in different

strengths of solutions, and then rinsed before placing them in

Zurich germinators, as in the asparagin experiments. Tables

VI. and VII. give the result of two experiments with leucin.

Table VI.— Showing the Effects of Leucin Solutions upon the

Germination of Buckwheat Seeds (Fago]vjrum esculentum

Moencli)

.
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No further germination took place in the untreated seeds

after the fifth day.

Table VII.

—

Showing the Effects of Leucin Solutions upon the

Germination of Alfalfa Seeds (Medicago sativa).

STRENGTH OF SOLUTION.

Percentage of Germination (in Days).

(24 Hours)

.

Normal, .

1 per cent.,
.5 per cent.,

.25 per cent.,

.1 per cent.,

.05 per cent..

Normal average (per cent.), 90.0

Leucin average (per cent.), 97.0

No further germination took place in the untreated seeds

after the third day. Another experiment with alfalfa gave

89 per cent, for the normal and 98 per cent, for the treated

seeds. The average of the three leucin experiments gave 83

per cent, for the normal and 92 per cent, for the treated.

The various solutions of leucin had no injurious effect on the

seeds.

Experiments with Pepsin Solutions.

Pepsin is a proteolytic ferment (enzyme) , found in some

seeds during germination, and is capable of converting non-

diffusible proteids into diffusible ones. The seeds in the

experiments shown in the two tables. VIII. and IX., were

treated as in the preceding ones.

Table VIII. — Showing the Effects of Pepsin Solutions iipoyi the

Germinatioyi of Crimson Clover Seeds (Trifolium incarna-

tvm L.).

STRENGTH OF SOLUTION.

Percentage of Germination (in Days).

(24 Hours)

Normal, .

5 per cent.,

2.5 per cent.,

1 per cent.,

.5 per cent.,

.25 per cent.,

.1 per cent.,

21
22
19
26
27
23
25

Normal average (per cent.),

Pepsin average (per cent.)

,

28.00

41 33
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None of the seeds showed any further germination when

left five days longer. Two other experiments with crimson

clover were made : in one the normal seeds gave 22 per cent.,

the average of the treated seeds 38.6 per cent. ; in the other,

the normals were 22 per cent., while the average treated

ones gave 33.8 per cent. The average of the three crimson

clover experiments is : normal a\'erage, 24 per cent.
;
pepsin

average, 34 per cent. The best results were obtained by

the .25 per cent, solution in each experiment, and by com-

paring the results of this treatment we have for the normal

averages 24 per cent, and pepsin averages 41 per cent.

Table IX. — Showing the Effects of Pepsin Solutions upon the

Germination of Cucumber Seeds (^Oucumis sativus L.).

STRENGTH OF
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appear not to be present, or at any rate play a very unimpor-

tant role, in such seeds as vetch and alfalfa.

Waugh* obtained favorable results with pepsin on tomatoes

and watermelon seeds, but not with radish seeds. In our

experiments tlic seeds showed a slight tendency to mould by

the use of pepsin.

Experiments with Diastase Solutions.

Diastase, the starch-converting ferment, is probably the

most widely distributed enzyme in the vcgetal)le kingdom,

it being found in seeds and mature parts of i)lants, and usually

increasins; durins: the mobilization of reserved food materials.

The official solution used by chemists was prepared for this

experiment, and consisted of 10 grams of fresh, finely ground

malt, mixed with 200 cubic centimeters of water. This we
have roughly designated, for convenience, as a 5 per cent,

solution, from which the other percentages were obtained.

The methods of treatment follow those in the preceding

experiments.

Table X.— Shoioing the Effects of Diastase Solutio7is upon the

Germination of Black Barley Seeds (^Hordeiim sativum Jesseu).
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Table XI.— Showing the Effects of Diastase Solutions vpon the

Germination of Upland Rice Seeds (^Oryza sativa L.).

STRENGTH OF SOLUTION.

Pebcentage of Germination (in Days).

(24 Hours).
s.
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REPOKT OF THE ENTOMOLOGISTS.

C. H. FERNALD, II. T. FEKNALD.

During the year which has elapsed since the last report

the entomological Avork of the station has been conducted as

usual, and with satisfactory results. An increasing amount

of correspondence shows that the people of Massachusetts

ap})reeiate the opportunities aiforded them for assistance

more than formerly, and are availing themselves freely of

that assistance.

The addition of a very complete set of apparatus for the

photography of insects and their work has already been of

much advantage to the division, as photographs from life are

now being made, for use in the entomological publications of

the station. The equipment in this line includes an enlarg-

ing, reducing and copying camera, a Premo camera for field

work and another for use in photomicrography, all of which,

with the necessary accessories, are in constant use.

Last spring a bulletin on the grass thrips was issued from

this division, being a presentation of the practical and eco-

nomic portions of the paper on the same subject by Mr. W. E.

Hinds, which was published as an appendix to the last annual

report of the college ; and other bulletins on various important

subjects are now being prepared. A catalogue of the Coccidge

of the world is also in preparation, and will probably be

ready for publication during the coming year. Several

papers on injurious insects have been written by Dr. H. T.

Fernald, and published by the secretary of the Board of

Agriculture of Massachusetts.

Many of the entomological bulletins from different stations

have been bound for preservation and more convenient refer-

ence, and a number of valuable recent publications have been

added to the insectary library.
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Insects of the Year.

The past year has witnessed few serious insect attacks in

Massachusetts. Why this was the case is difficult to deter-

mine, though it is possible that weather conditions last s[)ring

were in a measure responsible. An early warm period, con-

tinuing long enough to produce some of the earlier changes

in insects from their winter conditions toward those of spring

was followed by a colder period, Avliich, coming after the

initial changes had been taken, caught the insects in a state

where they were unprepared for it, and may have caused the

death of so many as to reduce their numbers. How far this

explanation holds, however, cannot be determined.

27^6 San Jose Scale.

This most serious pest to fruit growers has been present

in Massachusetts a number of years. When it first made its

appearance in the State it was believed by many that it had

reached about its northern limit of distril)ution, and that its

injuries would not be likely to be serious on that account.

Time has shown, however, that this is not the case, and that

the scale can not only become a very serious pest here, but

that it can survive a temperature of thirty degrees below

zero. The past summer, perhaps because of its dryness,

has been distinctly favorable to the rapid increase of the

scale and to a correspondingly increased destructiveness.

As earl}' as July 19 currants were received at the station so

thoroughly covered by the young scales as to make them un-

salable, and during the fall apples and pears were received

ill a similar condition. Up to the present year it was not

known that fruit in Massachusetts could l)e so injured b}' the

scale as to prevent its sale, thougli fruit trees killed by it

were met with frequently. Now, however, the scale has

demonstrated its ability to attack the fruit itself in this lati-

tude, and this must call the attention of fruit raisers to the

necessity of giving the most careful attention to their trees,

if they desire to sell their products.

The scale has now l)een received from thirty-seven dillcrent

towns in the State, and in all pr()b;i])ility it occurs in as
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many more. It is ]>clievcd to have been exterminated in

three places and in several others to be under control, but,

as it is being sent in from other States on nursery stock

each year, it is but a question of time when it will be pres-

ent in almost every orchard, and destroy many of our orna-

mental trees and shrubs as well. That this is more than

a mere fear is shown by the remark of a nurseryman in

another State recently, when refused a certificate of inspec-

tion because of the presence of this scale :
" Well, I can fill

my Massachusetts orders with this stock, any way."

Much of the correspondence of the division of entomology

has been about this and the other common scales, and, as

little literature on the subject has recently been published in

this State, a l)ulletin is being prepared upon these insects

and the best methods of treatment for them.

Seventeen-year Locust.

This interesting insect appeared last June on Martha's

Vineyard in considerable aliundance. As this is the only

place east of Pennsylvania where the brood due in 1900 has

been found, it seemed desirable to make investigations as to

the accuracy of previous observations, and to ascertain, if

possible, whether this isolated colony was holding its own.

Throuojh the kindness of Mr. George Hunt Luce of West

Tisbury, the necessary information and specimens were

obtained, from which it appears that the brood is a well-

known one on the island, and was as much in evidence as

ever this year.

Birch Bucculatrix.

During September the birches were seriously attacked by

the caterpillars of this insect, causing the leaves to become

brown and noticeable, even at some distance. The injury

was most apparent in the southern half of the State, except

in the Connecticut valley, where it extended northward

nearly to the State line. In 1887, 1890 and 1892 this in-

sect was very abundant and destructive in Massachusetts,

and has been present in smaller numbers every year. As it

does not attract particular attention generally, it is not im-
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probable that little will be seen of it in 1901, or, if abundant,

that it will ai)pear in the northern portions of the State,

which escaped this year.

Marguerite Fly.

This little pest was sent to the station in rcl)ruary, 1900,

with the statement that it was destroying the nitirguerites in

the greenhouses of the sender. Careful studies upon its life

history and methods for its destruction were at once com-

menced, and are now nearly completed. A successful, easy

and inexpensive treatment for it has been discovered, and it

is hoped that the results of the work will soon be in readi-

ness for publication.

Greenhouse Aleurodes.

This insect has also caused much destruction in green-

houses in the State during the past year, a loss of four thou-

sand dollars having been reported in one case, the damage

being to early tomatoes and cucumbers, which were com-

pletely destroyed. Thorough investigations of the structure

and life history of this insect are now being carried on at

the insectary, together with a search for methods which will

ensure its control.

Fall Canker Wor7n.

Little has been published upon the life history of the fall

canker worm. During the year this insect has been raised

from the egg, and its various stages fully described, much

being added to our previous knowledge of the subject.

Pea-vine Louse.

Less has been heard about this insect than in 1899, though

it has caused considerable loss in several places in the State.

Whether it will increase in importance during 1901 is at

least doubtful.

FaUNAL DiSTRraUTION.

The distribution of insects is one of great interest and im-

portance. Many of our worst pests Avill in all probability

never extend as far north as Massachusetts, where the climatic
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conditions are unfit for their continued existence. Certain

portions of the State, however, appear to be so different

from others in these regards that some insects may thrive

there while unable to live elsewhere. It is of the utmost

importance, therefore, to be able to locate these regions and

their approximate limits, that we may know what the range

of new insect foes will probably be. To this task the ento-

moloo-ical division is giving much attention, already with

many interesting and valuable results.

rtll.T
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REPORT OF THE METEOROLOGIST.

JOHN E. OSTRANDEK.

During the year, as in previous years, the work of this

division has been mainly that of taking observations of the

various features of the weather, and transcribing the records

in convenient form for reference and preservation. With

the report of last year were published the means of many of

the records for a period of ten years. These results are now

assumed to indicate normal conditions at this station, and

iLo monthly means are compared with them, for the purpose

o" determining variation from the normal.

Bulletins of four pages each have been regularly issued at

the beginning of each month, giving the more important

daily records, together with mean monthly conditions and

remarks on any unusual features of the month. The usual

annual summary will be prepared and published with the

December bulletin.

The New England section of the United States Weather

Bureau has furnished daily, except Sunday, throughout the

year the local forecasts for the weather of the following day,

and the signals have been displayed from the flag staff on the

tower. At the request of the section director, the weekly

snow reports are being sent to the Boston office this season,

as has been done the past few years.

The observations for the determination of the amount of

soil moisture by the electrical method were started, but,

owing to the failure of the ap})aratus to give an}'" concordant

results, the work was abandoned after an unsuccessful attempt

to remedy the defects. The electrodes tried were those that

last year gave fairly satisfactory results ; the reason for their

failure this year is not apparent. It is evident to the divi-
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sion that further work with our present equipment would be

unprofitable.

The true meridian established here two years ago has en-

abled the division to begin a series of observations on the

declination of the needle. These observations are taken

monthly, and the readings entered in the yearly record book.

The results will be of value in deducing a formula for varia-

tion in declination for this locality, and also in making sur-

veys with the compass.

The only addition to the equipment during the year con-

sists of an "adder," for facilitating the computation of mean

daily temperatures from the hourly readings on the Draper

temperature chart.

At the opening of the college, in September, Mr. A. C.

Monahan, the ol^scrver, retired from the division, and was

succeeded by the assistant observer, Mr. C. S. Rice.
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KEPORT OF THE AGRICULTURIST.

"WM. P. BROOKS; ASSISTANT, H. M. THOMSON.

The work of the agricultural division of the experiment

station has been carried on during the past year upon the

same general lines as those which have been followed in

recent years. The usual variety of problems has presented

itself for experimental inquiry, and the work has been more

extensive than in any previous year. As in previous years,

a very large share of our attention has been directed to solv-

ing some of the many problems connected with the use of

manures and fertilizers. Our experiments in this line em-

ploy three distinct methods, viz., plot experiments in the

open field, experiments in cylinders plunged to the rim in

the ground, and pot experiments. The results of the last

two will not be discussed in this report.

Plot Experiments.

A considerable number of these has been carried out upon

our own grounds. On these, we have used one hundred

and sixty-five plots, varying in size from about one-fortieth

of an acre in case of some experiments to two or three acres

in others, the average size of the plots being perhaps about

one-tenth of an acre. Fifty-five plots have been used in

such experiments upon land hired for the purpose. The

nature of the experiments carried out upon these plots will

be made plain by the following statement :
—

To determine the relative value of barnyard manure, nitrate

of soda, sulfate of ammonia and dried blood as sources of nitro-

gen, and the extent to which the introduction of a crop of the

clover family can make the use of nitrogen unnecessary,—
eleven plots.

To determine the relative value of nmriate and of sulfate

of potash used in connection with bone meal,— eleven plots.
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To determine the relative value of nitrate of soda, sulfate

of ammonia and dried blood as sources of nitrogen, and of

muriate of potash and sulfate of potash as sources of potash

for garden crops, — seven plots.

To determine the relative value of kainite, and of the

muriate, high-grade sulfate, low-grade sulfate, carbonate,

silicate and nitrate as sources of potash,— forty plots.

To determine the relative efficiency of equal money's worth

of dissolved bone-black, ground South Carolina rock, ground

Florida phosphate, Mona guano and phosphatic slag as

sources of phosphoric acid,— six plots.

To determine the relative efficiency of equal quantities of

phosphoric acid, furnished in the following materials : acid

phosphate, dissolved bone-black, dissolved bone, fine-ground

raw bone, fine-ground steamed bone, fine-ground South Car-

olina phosphate, fine-ground Florida phosphate, phosphatic

slag, apatite, Navassa phosphate, — thirteen plots.

To determine the relative value of manure alone, as com-

pared with a smaller quantity of manure and a moderate

amount of potash, for the corn crop, — four plots.

To determine the relative value of mixtures of fertilizer

materials, furnishing, on the one hand, nitrogen, phosphoric

acid and potash in the same proportions as in average corn

fertilizers, and a mixture of similar materials containing more

potash,— four plots.

Soil test with mixed grass and clover, — fourteen plots.

Soil test and experiment to determine the effect of liming

for onions, — twenty-four plots.

Experiment in manuring grass lands, — three plots.

Experiment to determine the value of nitrate of soda for

the rowen crop,— twelve plots.

Experiment in the use of fertilizers for orchard trees, —
five plots.

Experiment to determine the relative efficiency of manure

hauled and spread as fast as made, compared with manure

put into large piles and spread in the spring,— ten plots.

Alfalfa, on which the effect of liming the soil is being

studied, occupies four plots.

One of the plot experiments upon hired land has for its

object the determination of the value of nitragin, or germ
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fertilizer, for various legumes, and includes forty plots

;

while fifteen plots in another locality have been used in a

soil test with grass as the crop.

Most of the problems upon which we hope to o1)tain light

by means of these experiments have engaged our attention

for a number of years. As might naturally be expected, the

results are somewhat affected by season, as well as by numer-

ous other causes which are not fully under control. Results

in some cases have varied to some extent from year to year,

and such variation must always be looked for in experiments

of this character. This variation, of course, renders inter-

pretation of the results a matter of much difficulty. More-

over, from the very nature of the (jucstions engaging our

attention, it is necessary that the work should continue over

a considerable series of years before conclusions of general

interest and importance can be drawn. It does not, there-

fore, seem best to publish in full the details concerning any

considerable number of these experiments. Attention, how-

ever, will be called to some of the conclusions which it is

believed are fully warranted by the results, not of the past

year alone, but of a continuous line of investigations touch-

ing these points, many of which have continued for ten or

more years.

I. — The Relative Value of Manures furnishing

Nitrogen.

The experiments on wliich the conclusions now to l^e

stated are based have been carried out on Field A, and a

detailed description of the plan of experiment followed will

be found in our twelfth annual report. These experiments

were begun in 1890, and the crops grown have been oats,

rye, soy l)eans, oats, soy beans, oats, soy beans, oats, oats,

clover and potatoes. As the result of these experiments,

we have found, taking into account all experiments from the

beginning of the work up to date, that the various manures

supplying nitrogen rank in the following order : nitrate of

soda, barnyard manure, sulfate of ammonia and dried blood.

If we allow numbers to express the relative efficiency of

these materials, their standing is as follows : nitrate of soda,
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100 ; barnyard manure, 90 ; sulfate of ammonia, 89 ; dried

blood, 86 ; the plots receiving no nitrogen, 68.

It should be [)ointed out : («) That the figure for l)arn-

yard manure is probal)ly not a correct indication of the rela-

tive efliciency of the nitrogen it contains, because barnyard

manure su})plics humus and considerable quantities of lime,

magnesia and other minerals which are not supplied by the

fertilizers used on the other plots. These constituents of the

barnyard manure are in almost all cases useful. The crops

where manure is used, therefore, stand relatively higher than

the availability of the nitrogen alone would warrant. (6) It

is ini})ortant to point out, further, that the relative standing

of the sulfite of ammonia is lower than it undoubtedly would

have been had lime been more largely used. Before these

plots were limed the crops in some years were almost an

absolute failure. Comparing the yields on the sulfate of

ammonia with those on the nitrate plots for the years only

wliich immediately follow the application of lime, we find,

representing the yield on the nitrate of soda as 100, that the

yield of the sulfate of ammonia is 101. The conclusion is

inevitable, that, if we are to depend upon sulfate of ammonia
as a source of nitrogen, we shall be obliged upon many of

our soils to occasionally use considerable quantities of lime

in connection with it. Since, however, a given quantity of

nitrogen in the form of sulfate of ammonia costs more than

the same quantity in the form of nitrate of soda, it is evident

that the latter should usually be preferred. The nitrate of

soda, however, is not so readily used in mixture with other

fertilizers, on account of its tendency to become moist.

Such materials as sulfate of ammonia and dried blood are far

more likely to remain dry, and can therefore l)e more readily

incorporated with other materials in manufacturing fertilizers

or in making home mixtures.

II. — Crops of the Clover Family (Legumes) as Ni-

trogen Gatherers.

This experiment is carried out in connection with the

experiments to determine the relative value of different ma-

terials furnishing nitrogen on Field A . Both soy beans and
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clover have been used, the former during three years, the

latter one year ; but it should be understood that the crops

of both are harvested. We have aimed to test, not the effect

of ploughing under these cro})s, but simply the improve-

ment, if any, derived from their roots and sUibl)le. The

results indicate little or no improvement in the condition of

the soil following culture of the soy bean, while a great im-

provement followed the turning under of the clover sod.

The following table, with the curve below it, will, it is be-

lieved, make these facts clear :
—

Effect of Leguminous Crops upon the FoUowhuj Crop {Pounds).
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The plots, three in number, from which the average of

the so-called no-nitrogen plots was obtained, have received

no nitrogen-containing manure or fertilizer since 1884. The

past season, therefore, is the sixteenth since these plots have

been manured with anything containing nitrogen. The fact

that after this long period potatoes on a clover sod give a

crop amounting to 95.3 per cent, of that on plots which

have yearly received a fair amount of manure or fertilizer

containing nitrogen is certainly one of much significance,

and strikingly illustrates the advantage which may lie de-

rived from the growth of clover under appropriate conditions.

The actual yields of potatoes this year, although not large,

were good ; the no-nitrogen plots giving a yield at the rate

of 209 bushels to the acre, and the nitrogen plots an average

yield at the rate of 219.3 bushels per acre.

III.— The Relative Value of Muriate and High-grade

Sulfate of Potash.

The experiments on which the following statements con-

cernins: relative value are based have been carried out on

Field B, and have been in progress since 1892. The potash

salts named are used in equal quantities, each continuously

upon one-half of the plots, while all the plots have received

a yearly application of fine-ground bone at the rate of 600

pounds per acre throughout the entire period. The potash

salts were used yearly, at the rate of 400 pounds per acre, from

1892 to 1899. During the past year they have been applied

at the rate of 250 pounds per acre. Full details concerning

these experiments will be found in recent annual reports.

During the time that this experiment has continued the

following crops have been grown on the field : potatoes, field

corn, sweet corn, grasses, oats and vetch, barley and vetch,

winter rye, clovers of various kinds, sugar beets, soy beans

and cabbages. Crops have generally been good. Among
these crops the potatoes,* clovers, cabbages and soy beans

* Potatoes have been grown upon our grounds under conditions making it possible

to compare the yield of sulfate of potash with that of muriate of potash in foui'teen

different experiments ; and as the average of all these experiments, if we represent

the yield of sulfate of potash by 100, that of muriate is represented by the number
94.1, and in almost all instances the potatoes on the sulfate have been richer in starch

and of better eating quality than those raised on the muriate.
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have with very few exceptions done much the best on the

sulfate of potash; while the yield of corn, grasses, oats,

barley, vetches and sugar beets has been equally good on

the muriate. The quality of the crops of potatoes and sugar

beets produced by the sulfate of potash plots has been dis-

tinctly better than that of the crops produced on muriate of

potash. Taking all the crops except the clovers into con-

sideration, if we represent the efficiency of the high-grade

sulfate of potash by the number 100, that of the muriate

of potash is 98.1. Taking into account only those crops

showing the preference for the sulfate of potash, and repre-

senting the efficiency of that salt by the num])er 100, the

efficiency of the muriate of potash is 88.6. The present

difference in price between the two salts is only about $5

per ton. The conclusion, therefore, appears to be warranted,

that, under conditions similar to those prevailing in this ex-

periment, the selection of the sulfate rather than the muriate

is wise.

Further, in estimating the significance of our results, it

should be kept in mind that the continued use of muriate of

potash causes the loss with drainage waters of large amounts

of lime. In the experiments on which the conclusions above

stated are based we have yearly supplied a large amount of

lime in the bone meal used, and accordingly the productive-

ness of the field even where the muriate of potash has been

used has been fairly well maintained. Results on other fields

on our farm indicate that when not used in connection with

lime the muriate of potash stands much lower than the sulfate

within comparatively few years. Whoever under ordinary

conditions uses muriate of potash continuously, must sooner

or later lime his land ; and this is equally true, whether the

farmer purchases muriate of potash and applies it by itself

or in a home-made mixture, or if it is the source of the pot-

ash in a mixed fertilizer which he purchases. In deciding

upon the purchase of any of the ordinary fertilizers upon

the market, it is important to inquire whether the potash

found in the fertilizer is present in the form of muriate or

in the form of sulfate ; and, other things being equal, the

fertilizer containing its potash in the form of sulfate should

be selected, unless the soil on which the material is to be
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used is exceptionally light. The soil in the experiments on

which the conclusions here presented are based is a medium
loam. On a lighter soil the results would possibly be more

fiivorable to the muriate.

As has been stated, the yield of the clovers has not been

taken into account in making the calculations upon which

the statements concerning the relative efficiency of the two

potash salts are based. The reason why they have not been

so taken into account is because there have always been

more or less weeds produced among the clovers, and these

have not been separated. The amount of weeds has natur-

ally been greater in proportion as the clovers have been

thinner and poorer. The figures, therefore, showing yields

on the several plots in the form of hay, including the weight

of the dried weeds as well as the weights of the dried

clovers, do not correctly represent the effect of the fertiliz-

ers ; accordingly, these figures have l)een discarded. There

is, however, not the slightest doubt that in its eflects upon

the growth of the clovers the sulfate of potash stands dis-

tinctly ahead of the muriate. In some years and upon some

plots the difierence has been very large, at other times it has

been smaller, and in a few instances the weight of the har-

vested product grown on muriate of potash has slightly

exceeded that grown on the sulfate. It is without hesita-

tion, however, that farmers are advised to employ sulfite of

potash rather than the muriate, where good clover crops are

desired, particularly unless prepared to use lime as well as

potash salts liberally. If lime be liberally used, as indicated

by our experiments on other fields, good clover can be grown

on muriate of potash ; but the coml:)ined cost of the lime and

muriate will in most cases exceed the cost of the sulfate.

ly. —Field C.

A. The Relative Value of Nitrate of Soda, Sulfate of

Ammonia and Dried Blood as Sources of Nitrogen.

The experiments upon which the conclusions now pre-

sented are based have been in progress since 1891, each of

the several sources of nitrogen being applied yearly through-

out the entire period upon the same plot. The crops grown
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during this scries of years liave included spinach, lettuce,

onions, garden peas, table Ijects, early cabbages, late cab-

bages, potatoes, tomatoes, scjuashes, turnips, sweet corn and

celery, and each of these as a rule has been grown a number
of years. Up to 1898, chemical fertilizers alone Avere em-
ployed in these experiments. During the past three years

stable manure has been applied in equal quantities to each

of the plots, while the chemical fertilizers have l)ccn used

in the same amounts and applied to the same plots as at first.

Taking into account the period when chemical fertilizers only

were used, and the crops (spinach, lettuce, onions, table

beets, garden peas and early cabbages) whose period of

growth is the comparatively early part of the season, we
find the relative efiiciency of the dilFerent materials used as

the source of nitrogen :
—

Nitrate of soda, 100.0

Dried blood, 8G . 6

Sulfate of ammonia, . 83.6

For the same period, and taking into account those crops

(tomatoes, garden l)eans and sweet corn) making nutch of

their growth after hot weather fairly sets in, we find the

relative standing as follows :
—

Nitrate of soda, 100.0

Dried blood, 97.8

Sulfate of ammonia, ....... 103.5

For the period since manure has l)ecn applied, and lakin<>-

into account the earl}^ crops only (spinach, lettuce, table

beets, onions, garden peas and potatoes), the relative stand-

ing: is :
—'&

Nitrate of soda, 100.0

Dried blood, 88.8
Sulfate of ammonia, . . . . . . . 61.7

For the same period, taking into account the aggregate

yield of all the late crops (tomatoes, cabbages, turnips,

squashes and celery), the relative standing is :—
Nitrate of soda, 100.0
Dried blood, 97.8

Sulfate of ammonia, 9 1 .

9
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With one exception, it will be seen that the nitrate of soda

here, as in the case of the field crops, proves the most effi-

cient source of nitrogen. Its superiority is, however, much

more marked, as should be expected, because it is immedi-

ately available, for the early crops. For the late crops in

one instance during the earlier years of the experiment the

sulfate of ammonia exceeded the nitrate of soda in efficiency,

but during the later years of the experiment it has stood be-

hind, even for these crops. It should be stated, further, in

comment upon these results, that on one-half the plots in

these experiments muriate of potash is used in connection

with the various nitrogen manures. The combination of sul-

fate of ammonia and muriate of potash, as has been repeat-

edly pointed out in former reports, is a bad one, owing to

the possible formation and poisonous influence of chloride

of ammonia. It should be further pointed out that this field

has not received the application of any lime throughout the

years during which it has been under experiment. The

availability of the sulfate of ammonia would undouljtedly be

increased by giving tliis soil a heavy dressing of lime, since

the presence of lime promotes those changes wdiich are essen-

tial to convert the nitrogen of the sulfate of ammonia into

nitrates, which are the most readily available nitrogen com-

pounds.

B. Relative Value of Sulfate and Muriate of Potash for

Garden Crops.

The period during which the experiments upon which the

conclusions now to be stated are based and the crops grown

are the same as in the case of the nitrogen fertilizers above

discussed, and the relative standing of the two potash salts

is shown for the same periods and crops.
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After Manure teas used,— 189S-1900.

Early Crops. Late Crops

Sulfate of potash,

Mtirlate of potash,

,

100.0

86.1

100.0

It should be noted that the muriate of pottish stands inueh

below the sulftite for all the periods, its inferiority being par-

ticularly marked in the case of the early crops. This marked

inferiority in the latter years of the experiment for the early

crops is doubtless in considerable measure due to the fact

that the yields of such crops on the one plot where the muri-

ate of potash and sulfate of ammonia are used together,

which has always been exceedingly small, with the progress

of time appear to be growing relatively worse. This is

doubtless due in some measure to the fact that the continued

use of muriate of potash has caused the loss of considerable

lime, — an effect which had been noted and reported in a

number of previous years.

The yields on the muriate, it may be said in conclusion,

could undoubtedly l)e brought much nearer those on the sul-

fate by heavily liming the tield.

Y.— The Relative Value of Different Phosphates.

(Field F.)

The phosphates under comparison in this experiment

(which was begun in 1890) have been applied on the basis

of equal money's worth, the idea being to determine whether

it is more profitable to employ cheaper natural phosphates or

one of the higher-priced dissolved phosphates. The plan

of the experiment has been outlined in previous reports.

It is necessary to state here, for clearness only, the follow-

ing points :
—

The phosphates compared on the basis of equal money's

worth are dissolved bone-black, ground South Carolina rock,

ground Florida rock, Mona guano and phosphatic slag.

These phosphates were lil)erally applied during four years
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(1890 to 1893, inclusive). Since 1893 no phosphate has

been applied to any part of the field. All plots from the

beginning were liberally manured with materials furnishing

nitrogen and potash, and this manuring has continued on an

even more liberal scale since 1893. The amounts of phos-

phoric acid supplied the several plots, the basis being equal

money's worth, have of course varied widely. They are as

follows :
—

Plot 1, phospliatic slag, ....
Plot 2, Mona guano,

Plot 3, ground Florida rock phosphate,

Plot 4, ground South Carolina I'oek phosjjhate,

Plot 5, dissolved bone-black,

Pounds.

96.72

72.04

165.70

144.48

49.36

The crop this year was cabbages, variety, Solid Emperor.

The yield is shown in the following table :
—

Comparison of Differeyit Phosphates— Yield of Cabbages,

PLOTS.
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Florida phosphate plot, and there was no great difference

between these yields. In 1897 the crop was Swedish tur-

nips, and the relative growth on the different plots Avas

about the same as this year in cabbages, the no-phosphate,

the Florida phosphate and the dissolved bone-black giving

the smallest yields, although the latter was not very much

behind the balance of the })lots.

Since the third year of the experiment the yields on the

plots to which phosphatic slag, Mona guano and South Car-

olina rock phosphate have been applied have been substan-

tially the same as on the dissolved bone-black plot, with the

exception of the turnips and the cabbages, where the yields

of these plots have been considerably greater than on the

dissolved bone-black. All the crops grown upon the field,

with the exception of the turnips and the cabbages, have

given fiiirly good yields. The oat crop of last year was at

the rate of about 40 bushels per acre ; but even the uo-phos-

phate plot gave practically the same yield as any of the

others, so that the results with that crop really alibrd no light

upon the particular question touched by this experiment.

Taking into account all the crops which have l)een grown

upon this field, except the Swedish turnips, which were

affected by disease not apparently due to the fertilizer which

had been used on a portion of the plots, and the yields of

which, therefore, as expressed in figures, would be mislead-

ing, and representing the aggregate yield which stands high-

est by 100, the efficiency of the different phosphates is as

follows :
—

Per Cent.

Phosphatic slag, 100.0

Groimd South Carolina rock, 92.3

Dissolved l)one-lilack, - 90.7

Mona guano, 88,3

Florida phosphate, 71.5

There was at first no no-phosphate plot used in this experi-

ment, but we have had a no-phosphate plot since 1895.

Taking into account the yields of the several plots since

1895, and excei)ting the Swedish turnips, which Averc groAvn

in 1897, for reasons above stated, the phosphates have the

following relative rank :
—
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Per Cent.

South Carolina rock phosphate, 100 .

Phosphatic slag, 99 .

Dissolved bone-black, 97 .

7

Mona guano, 95.4

Florida phosphate, 64.2

No-phosphate, 55.4

The crops which have been raised on the field in the order

of their succession are as follows : potatoes, wheat, serra-

della, corn, barley, rye, soy beans, Swedish turnips, corn,

oats and cabbages. All the plots in the field received an

application of lime at the rate of one ton to the acre of quick-

lime, slaked, spread after ploughing and deeply worked in

with a harrow in the spring of 1898.

This statement of the conditions of the experiment and of

the relative yields on the different plots should perhaps be

further supplemented hy the statement that, supposing the

crops harvested to have been of average composition and

that there has been no waste, there would remain of the total

phosphoric acid applied to the several plots the following

amounts in each :
—

Pounds.

The phosphatic slag plot, 63.6

Mona guano, 29.7

Florida phosphate, 132.4

South Carolina rock phosphate, 102 .

Dissolved bone-black, . 9.5

The following conclusions appear to be justified by the

results which we have obtained :
—

1. It is possible to produce profitable crops of most kinds

by liberal use of natural phosphates, and in a long series of

years there might be a considerable money saving in depend-

ing, at least in part, upon these rather than upon the higher-

priced dissolved phosphates.

2. None of these natural phosphates appear to bo suited

to crops belonging to the turnip or cal>bage family; but

whether it is because these crops require the presence of

an unusually large amount of soluble phosphoric acid, or

whether it is because of some other eftect of the dissolved

phosphates, our experiments do not enable us to say. While

we have obtained much the largest crops of turnips and cab-
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bages on the natunil phosphates, the yields have not been

what could be considered o'ood.

3. Between ground South Carolina rock, ]\Iona guano and

the phosphatic slag there is no considerable ditterence in the

economic result.

4. The Florida phosphate, though used in amounts fur-

nishing much more phosphoric acid than is furnished by

either of the others, stands far behind them in yield, and

would appear, therefore, to be rendered availal)le only with

extreme slowness.

In conclusion, it may be doubted whether, under the con-

ditions prevailing in ordinary farm or garden practice, it

would be wise to depend exclusively upon the natural phos-

phates. The best practice will probably be found to consist

in using one of these in part, and in connection with it a

moderate quantity of one of the dissolved phosphates.

VI.

—

Comparison of Phosphates on the Basis of Equal
Application of Phosphoric Acid.

The phosphates under comparison on this l^asis include

apatite. South Carolina rock phosphate, Florida soft phos-

phate, phosphatic slag, Navassa phosphate, dissolved bone-

black, raw bone, dissolved bone, steamed bone and acid

phosphate. The experiments have been in progress three

years, each phosphate being applied yearly to the same plot.

There arc three no-phosphate plots, which serve as a basis for

comparison. The plots are one-eighth of an acre each in area.

During the past year two crops have been grown upon

this field : oats, which were cut and made into hay ; and

Hungarian grass, also made into hay. The yields have been

large on all plots, varying from a little less than 4 tons per

acre for the two crops on the poorest no-phosphate plot to

rather over 5 tons per acre for the two crops on the dissolved

bone-black which gave the largest yield. The only points

to which it seems desirable to call attention are the follow-

ing :
—

1. The phosphatic slag evidently furnished phosphoric

acid in an exceedingly available form, the yield this year

being almost equal to that on the dissolved bone-black.
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2

.

The Florida soft phosphate is apparently a very inferior

material, the phosphoric acid evidently becoming available

only with great slowness.

3. Steamed bone meal appears to be inferior in availability

to raw bone meal.

Soil Tests.

During the past season two soil tests have been carried

out upon our own grounds, both in continuation of previous

work upon the same grounds. The same kinds of fertilizers

have been applied to each plot and in the same amounts as

last year. The fertilizers in these experiments are used in

accordance with the co-operative plan for soil tests adopted

in Washington in 1899. Each fertilizer wherever employed

is always applied at the following rates per acre :
—

Nitrate of soda, . . 160 pounds, furnishing nitrogen.

Dissolved bone-black, . 320 jjounds, furnishing phosphoric acid.

Muriate of jiotash, . 160 pounds, furnishing potash.

Land plaster, . . 400 pounds.

Lime, .... 400 pounds.

Manure, ... 5 cords.

8oil Test ivith Grass (^South Acre).

The past is the twelfth season that the experiment on this

field has been in progress. The field has been cropped in

successive years as follows : corn, corn, oats, grass and clover,

grass and clover, corn followed by mustard as a catch-crop,

rye, soy beans, white mustard, corn, corn, and this year grass

and clover seeded in early spring. During all this time four

of the fourteen plots into which the field is divided have

received neither manure nor fertilizer. Three plots have

yearly received a single important manurial element, nitro-

gen, phosphoric acid or potash, every year the same ; three

have received each year two of these elements ; one has re-

ceived all three yearly ; and one each has received, yearly,

lime, plaster or manure. The larger part of the field accord-

ingly has remained either entirely unmanured or has had but

a partial manuring, and the degree of exhaustion of most of

the plots is considerable. The four nothing plots this year

produced an average at the rate of 930 pounds of hay per

acre. The following table shows the rate of yield of the

several plots :
—
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Eject of the Fertilizers.

Hay (South Acre Soil Test, 1900).

FERTILIZERS USED.
Yield per

Acre
(Pounds).

Gain or Lobs per
Acre, compared
with Nothing

Plots (Pounds).

Plot 1, nitrate of soda
Plot 2, dissolved bone-black
Plot 3, nothing
Plot 4, muriate of potash
I'lot f), lime,
Plot 6, nothing
Plot 7, manure, . . .

Plot 8, nitrate of soda and dissolved bone-black,

.

Plot 9, nothing,
Plot lu, nitrate of soda and muriate of potash,
Plot 11, dissolved bone-black and muriate of potash, .

Plot 12, nothing,
Plot 13, plaster,
Plot 14, nitrate of soda, dissolved bone-black and muriate

of potash.

2,460
1,000
800

1,140
880
720

4,lfi0

2,540
1,100

3,000
1,600

1,100
900

2,300

1,660.00
200.00

366.67
133.33

3,440.00
1,440.00

1,900.00
600.00

—200.00
1,200.00

The effect of each of the three elements of plant food,

nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash, is more clearl}'' lirought

out in the tables below :
—

RESUIiTS OP THE ADDITION OF NiTROOKN TO

-

Nothing.
r>i. t. • MuriatePhosphoric

[

"' '"^"^

Acid.
Potash.

Phosphoric
Acid and
Potash.

Average
Result.

Hay (pounds per acre), 1,240 1,533.33 700 1,283.33

Value of net average increment, $10 27

Financial result (gain), 7 07
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been every year manured alike, as described under soil test

with grass. The previous crops in the order of rotation

have been potatoes, corn, soy beans, oats, grass and clover,

grass and clover, cabbages and ruta-baga turnips, potatoes,

onions, and onions. It will l)c remembered that the west

half of each plot was limed in the spring of 1899 at the rate

of 1 ton per acre of quicklime, slaked, and innnodiately

spread and harrowed in. The fertilizers were employed this

year in the same (juantities as last, viz. :
—

Pounds.

Nitrate of soda (per acre), 320

Dissolved bone-black (per acre), 6iO

Muriate of potash (per acre)

,

320

The seed was sown at the rate of 5 pounds per acre. The

variety was Danvers' Yellow Globe. Germination was

prompt and perfect, but many of the plants upon the nothing

plots and upon the unlimed portion of the plots receiving

respectively muriate of potash, nitrate of soda, nitrate of

soda and muriate of potash, and dissolved bone-black and

muriate of potash, soon died ; while such plants as survived

upon these plots made but very little growth. The follow-

ing tables give the results of the harvest :
—

Effect of the Fertilizers.

Onions {North Acre Soil Test, 1900).

FERTILIZERS USED.

Nothiug,

Nitrate of soda,

Dissolved bone-black,

Nothing

Muriate of potash,

Nitrate of soda and dissolved
bone-blaclv.

Nitrate of soda and muriate of
potash.

Nothing,

Dissolved bone-black and muri-
ate of potawh.

Nitrate of soda, dissolved bone-
black and muriate of potash.

Plaster,

Nothing

Yield per Acre of
scallions and t0p3

(POOND3).

Unlimed.

460

3,100

1,160

3,460

3,200

1,720

1,100

4,240

5,320

5,600

1,760

2,560

Limed.

1,600

1,7S0

880

2,080

3,400

760

4,520

3,100

1,720

1,520

1,960

4,320

Gain or Loss per Acre,
compared with notuinq

Plots (Pounds).

Unlimed.

1,040

-1,300

—455

-2,130

-2,945

1,500

2,200

-1,220

Limed.

20

-1,040

1,050

-1,860

1,630

-1,980

-2,220

-2,070
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0ni07is {North Acre Soil Test, 1900).

FERTILIZERS USED.

Nothing,

Nitrate of soda, .

Dissolved bone-black.

Nothing,

Muriate of iJotash,

Nitrate of soda and dissolved
bone-blacij.

Nitrate of soda and muriate of
potash.

Nothing

Dissolved bone-black and muri-
ate of potash

Nitrate of soda, dissolved bone-
black and muriate of potash.

Plaster

Nothing,

Yield per Acre op
Well-cured Onions

(BUSUELS).

Unlimed,

6.15

50.00

17.31

72.69

37.69

225.77

9.23

38.46

159.62

136.92

4.62

23.46

Limed.

41.54

155.00

37.69

132.31

383.46

202.31

310.77

107.69

380.00

488.46

23.08

102.31

Gain ob Loss per Acre,
compared with notuing

Plots (Bushels).

Unlimed.

21.67

—33.20

—26.45

170.20

—37.80

124.91

105.96

—22.59

Limed.

83.21

—64.36

257.31

82.31

196.93

273.66

383.46

—80.57
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Results of the Addition of Potash to —

Nothing. Nitrate of
Soda.

r.r,„,„T .„ Nitrate and

A?iH iThosphoric
^"'^^

Acid.

Average
Result.

Scallions, unlimed (pounds),

Bcallions, limed (pounds),

.

Onions, unlimed (bushels),

Onions, limed (bushels), .

—455

1,050

—26.45

257.31

-4,585

1,610

—59.47

113.72

2,800

—940

158.11

338.02

4,330

—360

—64.24

301.15

622.50

340.00

1.99

252.55

Value of net average increment : unlimed, $0.52; limed, $05.00.

Financial result: unlimed, $5.88 loss; limed, $59.26 gain.
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for the onion crop. Its effects far exceed those of either of

the other elements.

Our results make it equally evideiii that the continuous use

of muriate of potash makes the employment of lime an abso-

lute necessity. The combined cost of the muriate of potash

and the lime necessarily used with it is likely to be greater

than would be the cost of some other source of potash.

That the nitrate of soda as well as the muriate of jmtash

has proven in some degree injurious when used without lime

is made equally evident by our results, for the yield on the

co7nhined nitrate of soda and muriate of potash withoitt lime

is much inferior to the yield on the muriate alone without

lime. It is, indeed, almost the p)Oorest in the field.

Especial attention is called to the fact, which was very evi-

dent on all the p)lots ivhere it was used, that dissolved bone-

black greatly promoted the perfect ripening of the crop. By
far the best ripened crop on the unlimed p)ortion of the field

ivas the crop produced by nitrate of soda and dissolved bone-

black. Any other dissolved phosphate would undoubtedly

have a similar effect.

Attention is called, further, to the fact that the dissolved

bone-black in large measure corrects the injurious effects fol-

lowing the use of muriate of potash. This is made espe-

cially evident by the comparison between the yields where

dissolved bone-black was used together with nitrate of soda

and muriate of potash and where the last two fertilizers were

used alone. Where they were used alone, the crop, as has

already been pointed out, was almost the poorest in the field,

a large share of the plants dying at a very early stage in

their growth ; while where the dissolved bone-black was used

together with these fertilizers a moderate crop w^as the re-

sult. It becomes evident, therefore, that where fertilizers

containing a liberal amount of some dissolved phosphate are

employed, liming is less necessary than where such phos-

phates are not employed. That this should be so is not

strange, since all dissolved phosphates contain a large amount

of sulfate of lime (land plaster), which, if used in large

quantities, produces many of the effects ordinarily following

the use of lime.
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Practical Advice on Fertilizersfor Onions.

Although further invcstiiiations are called for concerning

the many questions connected with using fertilizers for

onions, it is believed that the results thus far obtained justify

the following advice :
—

1. JNIixed fertilizers which are to be used for the culture

of onions where nothing else is employed should contain

about 3 to 4 per cent, nitrogen, 5 to 6 per cent, available

phosphoric acid and 8 to 10 per cent, potash. It is believed

that the nitrogen of such fertilizers should be derived in

about equal proportions from nitrate of soda, dried blood and

dry ground fish or tankage. It is further believed that the

source of potash should be either the sulfate or carbonate.

Such a fertilizer might be required in amounts varying from

1 to 11/^ tons.

2. If a home mixture of materials is to be made, it is be-

lieved that it should supply 60 [)Ounds of nitrogen, from 90

to 100 pounds of phosphoric acid and 160 to 200 pounds of

potash per acre. It is believed, further, that the nitrogen,

as stated above, should be derived in part from nitrate of

soda and in part from animal materials. It is believed that

the phosphoric acid should be derived mainly from acid

phosphate or dissolved bone-black, and that for potash cither

the high or low grade sulphate or the carljonate of potash-

magnesia should be employed. As an illustration of a mixt-

ure which it is believed Avill suit average conditions, the fol-

lowing list of materials is given :
—

Pounds.

Nitrate of soda, 200

Dried blood, . ^ 250

Dry ground fish or tanliage, 200

Acid phosphate, 700

For potash, either of the following :
—

High-grade sulfate, 350

Low-grade sulfate, 700

Carbonate of potash-magnesia, 950

These materials should be mixed just before use, spread

after ploughing and harrowed in.
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3. It is suggested, the suggestion being based upon our

observations, that in case the onions do not ripen well, and

where the proportion of scallions is large, the application of

lime be tried, or the proportion of acid phosphate increased.

If lime is to be used, it is recommended that about 1 ton of

quicklime per acre be applied. This should be slaked with

water, spread after ploughing, and deeply worked in with

wheel harrow. The best season is autumn or very early

spring.

" Special " Corn Fertilizer v. Fertilizer richer in

Potash.

The experiments upon which it is now proposed to com-

ment have for their object the efibrt to determine the most

profitable combination of fertilizers to be used for the growth

of corn. The plan of the experiment and the results up to

the close of last season are given in full in our last annual

report.

Results in recent years had led to the conclusion that this

field might be benefited by liming. It accordingly received

an application at the rate of 1 ton of air-slaked lime, applied

May 14 and thoroughly worked in. The kinds and amounts

of fertilizers used during the past season have been some-

what changed. To two of the plots (1 and 3) in the field

we have applied materials supplying the same quantity of

nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash as would be furnished

by the use of 1,800 pounds of fertilizer, having the average

composition of the " special" corn fertilizers analyzed at this

experiment station in 1899. This average is as follows :
—

Per Cent.

Nitrogen, 2,37

Phosphoric acid, 10.00

Potash, 4.30

The fertilizers analyzed varied widely in composition, the

range for each of the elements being shown by the follow-

ing :
—

Per Cent.

Nitrogen, 1.5- 3.7

Phosphoric acid, 9.0-13.0

Potash, 1.5- 9.5
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The other plots in the field received an ap})lication of

materials practically the same in kind and qnantity as have

been recommended in Bulletin jS^o. 58 for corn on soils poor

in organic matter. The principal difference between the

manuring of these plots and the others is that they receive

slightly more nitrogen, much less phosphoric acid and con-

siderably more potash. The materials supplied to the sev-

eral plots are shown in the following table :
—

FERTILIZERS USED.

Nitrate of soda,

Dried blood,

Dry ground fisli,

Acid pliosphate,

Muriate of potaeli

Plots 1 and 3

(Pounds Each).
Plots 2 and 4

(Pounds Each).

30.0

30.0

37.6

273.0

37.5

50.0

50.0

62.5

The variety of corn grown this year was Sibley's Pride of

the North. The growth was vigorous and healthy, and un-

affected, so tar as could be seen, by any abnormal conditions.

The yields were as follows :
—

Yield of Corn, 1900.

PLOTS.
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difference being at the rate of 3.8 ])ushels per acre ; the fer-

tilizer richer in potash gave slightly more stover. The dif-

ference in cost of the fertilizers applied on the two sets of

plots is at the rate of a little more than $4 per acre. This

is the apparent cost of the 3.8 bushels of corn. I say appar-

ent, for the following reason : the field was seeded to mixed

grass and clover the latter part of July, and at the present

time the condition of plots 2 and 4, which received the fer-

tilizer richer in potash, indicates a much heavier growth of

clover next season than on the other plots.

It is believed that when this field is once more broken up

and put into corn the yields of plots 2 and 4 will stand rela-

tively better.

In conclusion, attention is called to the fact that the results

on this field furnish important light upon the problem as to

lohether corn can be successfully/ grown on fertilizers alone.

The present is the tenth year since this field has been under

experiment, and throughout this time fertilizers only, and in

very moderate quantities, have been employed. The result

this year on the plots richer in potash is a crop at the rate of

about 74 bushels of sound corn and of 3 tons of stover per

acre, and a magnificent catch of grass and clover. The cost

of the fertilizers employed this year on these plots is at the

rate of $13.50 per acre, not including the lime. One ton of

the latter was put on this year, but such ap})lication will not

be required ofteucr than once in six or seven years.

Manure alone v. Manure and Potash.

This experiment, which was intended to illustrate the rel-

ative value in crop production of an average application of

manure, as compared with a smaller application of manure

used in connection with some form of potash, was begun in

1890. Full accounts of the results in the different years will

be found in preceding annual reports, and summaries are

found in the reports for 1895 and 1900. The field contains

one acre and is divided into four plots of one-fourth acre each.

Corn was the crop in 1899. The field was ploughed last fall

and seeded to rye for winter protection. After ploughing

this spring the field received a dressing of air-slaked lime at
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the rate of 1 ton to the acre ; this was thoroughly worked

in with a wheel harrow ; the field was then manured as shown

below :
—

Plot 1, manure, 1^ cord; weight, 6.805 pounds.

Plot 2, manure, 1 cord ; weight, 4,G10 jjouiids
; higli-grade sul-

fate of potash, 40 pounds.

Plots, manure, 1^ cord; weight, G,717 pounds.

Plot 4, manure, 1 cord ;
weight, 4,i 1(37 pounds; high-grade sul-

latc of potash, 40 pounds.

Samples of the manure used were analyzed, and the sulfate

of potash was analyzed. The calculated amounts of plant

food applied to the several plots are as follows :
—

PLOTS. Nitrogen
(Pounds).

Phosphoric
Acid

(Pounds).

Potash
(Pounds).

Plot 1,

Plot 2,

Plot 3,

Plot 4,

22.64

14.21

20.15

12.20

19.65

13.70

20.15

12.20

38.43

40.67

27.54

36.67

The variety of corn grown this year was Sibley's Pride of

the North. The growth was good and the crop large on all

plots. The yield on the several plots is at the rate per acre

shown in the followino' table :
—

Yield of Corn (Rate per Acre).

PLOTS.
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The crops, as in previous yours, are of substantially equal

value, the manure alone giving 1.1 bushels more grain than

manure and potash, while the latter gave 160 pounds more

stover. The combination, 4 cords of manure and 160 pounds

sulfate of potash per acre, will cost about $6.40 less than 6

cords of manure alone. We have now grown eight corn

crops on this field, and the average yields are at the rate

per acre for the two manurings :
—
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The Relative Value for Green Manuring of the

Soy Bean and Cow Peas.

So much has been ^^^ concerning the vahie of cow peas

for green manuring yk/i "'fes that it has seemed desirable to

compare this crop withtaie soy ])can for that inirpose. Ac-

cordingl}^ two varieties of cow peas, the Wonderful and the

Black, the former a late and the latter an early variety, have

been grown under conditions allowing comparison with the

medium green soy be?/^- The growth of all the crops was

good and each occuf^^^r about onc-tifth of an acre. The

Wonderful cow pea w/^on cut had only just begun to blossom,

the Black had l)ut a siiiall proportion of its pods ripe, while

all the pods on the soy bean were practically mature. The

following table shows the results :
—

Cow Peas and Soy Beans for Green Maimriurj.

VARIETF.
Pounds per Acke.

Oreeii
Weight. M?t?er.

Nitrogen.

Wonderful cow pea,

.

Black cow pea, .

Medium green soy bean,

19,600

20,035

19,685

3,622

3,389

5,386

80.4

62.1

167.3

It will be noticed that the soy Ijcan furnished much larger

quantities both of dry matter and of nitrogen than either of

the varieties of cow peas. It gave practically three-fifths

more dry matter and more than double the nitrogen furnished

by the better of the two varieties of cow peas. The roots

of the bean were thickly studded with nodules, as also were

the roots of the cow peas ; and both must, therefore, have

possessed the al)ility to draw upon the atmosphere for a con-

siderable part of their nitrogen. It appears impossible to

doubt that the manurial value of the soy beans must have

been far greater than that of either of the varieties of cow
peas.

In estimatiug the significance of these results, it should be

kept in mind that the soil was a medium loam, retentive of

moisture, and that the season had a fairly well-distributed
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rainfall. It is not impossible that on lighter and less reten-

tive soils, or with deficient rainfall, the cow pea may compare

more favoralilj with the soy bean as a green manuring crop,

for the latter is somewhat impatieP* ^f drought and of soils

deficient in moisture.

It may be of interest to state ^P this connection that a

portion of the area in soy beans was allowed to ripen, and

that the yield was about 36 bushels per acre of thoroughly

ripened seed.

Nitrate of Soda to^^ Rowen.

Many experiments both here an(_^ ;)lsewhere have con-

vincingly shown the great value of n'^rate of soda for appli-

cation to mowings in early spring. TTot many experiments

appear to have been tried to determine the eff'ect of such

applications for the second crop. Accordingly plots were

laid out in July in two of our mowing fields, for the purpose

of carrying out an experiment to test this question. There

were two sets of these plots. One set included four plots,

laid out in a permanent mowing which was seeded twelve

years ago, the principal species at the present time being

Kentucky l>lue grass. The first crop was cut June 25. The

nitrate of soda was applied July 1 to two plots at the rate

of 150 pounds per acre. The first crop of hay on this land

was at the rate of 2.16 tons per acre. The rowen was cut

on these plots on September 7. The results are shown in

the following ta])le :
—

Nitrate of Soda for Rowen.

PLOTS.

Pounds per Acre.

Nitrate of
Soda applied.

Rowen
harvested.

Plotl,

Plot 2,

Plot 3,

Plot 4,

Notbing.

150

Nothing.

150

2,082

3,117

2,438

3,035

The average of plots 1 and 3 is at the rate of 2,260 pounds

of rowen per acre; of plots 2 and 4 it is 3,076 pounds per

acre. The application, then, of 150 pounds of nitrate of
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soda, costing $3, gave an apparent increase of 81 G pounds

of rowen, at a cost for the fertilizer of .37 cents per pound.

The second set of plots occupied a i)ortion of a field seeded

to timothy in 1898. There were eight plots in this series.

The first crop of timothy liad been cut July 10, and the yield

was at the rate of 2.(5 tons per acre. The nitrate of soda

was applied July 16. The following table shows the nature

of the experiment and the results :
—

Nitrate of Soda for Roioen.

Pounds per Aibe.
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diately following the first rain which fell after it had been

made. It is believed that the gain in crop would have been

much greater had the rainfall been larger.

Further experiment is needed to determine what amount

of nitrate, if any, it will pay to use ; but the opinion is here

advanced that probably the most profitable application will

be found not to exceed about 150 pounds per acre.

Experiment in Manuring Grass Lands.

The system of using wood ashes, ground bone and muriate

of potash, and manure in rotation upon grass land has l)een

continued, with two slight modifications. We have three

large plots (between two and one-half and four acres each)

under this treatment. According to the system followed,

each })lot receives wood ashes at the rate of 1 ton per acre

one year, the next year ground l)one 600 pounds and muri-

ate of potash 200 pounds per acre, and the third year manure

at the rate of 8 tons. The changes in manuring introduced

this year consist, first, in the use of a small quantity of

nitrate of soda in connection with the ashes on one plot and

with the ground bone and muriate of potash on another.

The experiment is further modified to a slight extent l)y the

fact that a little more than one acre on plot 1, which contains

about four acres, was used for experiment in the application

of nitrate of soda for rowen, elsewhere described in this re-

port, the nitrate l^eing used at the rate of 150 pounds per

acre. Our system of manuring is so planned that each year

we have one plot under each of the three manurings. The

manure is always applied in the fall, the other materials

early in the spring. The ashes were put on this year April

5, the bone and potash April 10. The nitrate of soda was

used with the ashes at the rate of 64 pounds to the acre, and

was put on April 17. Nitrate of soda was used on plot 3,

with bone and potash in the quantities above named, at the

rate of 83 pounds per acre. It was applied April 19.

Plot 1 , which this year received wood ashes and nitrate of

soda, gave a yield at the rate of 2.164 tons of hay and 1.326

tons of rowen per acre. Plot 2, which was top-dressed in

the fall of 1899 with mamirc, yielded hay 1.525 tons and
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rowcii 1.150 tons per acre. Plot 3, which was manured

with II combination of l^one and potash in amounts named,

and nitrate, gave yields of hay 2.228 tons and rowen (two

crops on a part of the plot) 1.219 tons per acre. The aver-

age yield of the entire area for this year is 6,510 pounds,

hay and rowen l)oth included. The field has now been

twelve years in grass, and during the continuance of the

present system of manuring, since 1893, has produced an

average product, hay and rowen l)otli included, of 6,G15

pounds per acre. The plots, when dressed with manure,

have averaged 6,817 pounds per acre; when receiving bone

and potash, 6,62G pounds ; and when receiving ashes, 6,371

pounds. It will he noticed that, while the general average

for this year, including all the plots, falls below the general

average for the entire period, the average for this year of the

two plots receiving bone and potash and ashes is above the

general average for the entire period. It will be remem-

bered, however, that these plots have this year, in addition

to the usual amounts of bone and potash and ashes respec-

tively, received a light dressing of nitrate of soda. It is i)os-

sil)ly this ditference in treatment which has produced the

results just pointed out.

Poultry Experiments.

The experiments of the past season have, as in previous

years, been devoted to the study of methods of feeding, as

affecting egg-production. The only experiment the results

of which it is proposed to report at the present time is one

having for its object the determination of the relative merits

of the system of giving a mash in the morning, as compared

with the system of giving it late in the afternoon.

General Conditions.

Barred Plymouth Rock pullets, raised on the scattered

colony })lan, divided into two lots as equally matched in

weight and development as possible at the beginning of the

experiment, were employed. Twenty such pullets with two

cockerels were put into each house. Our houses are de-

tached, and include a closed room for nests and roosts, 10
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by 12 feet, with two windows about 3 l)y 6 feet on the south,

scratching shed, 8 by 12 feet, which is left either entirely

open in fine weather or closed by folding doors with large

glass windows in stormy weather, while the fowls are allowed

the run of large yards whenever the weather permits.

Two tests were made : a so-called winter test, December

7 to May 20 ; and a summer test, May 29 to September 16.

The feeds used in the two coops were of the same kinds, the

intention being to give each lot of fowls as much food as

would be readily consumed. The mash used in these experi-

ments was commonly mixed with boiling water about twelve

hours before use, but in some instances was given hot im-

mediately after mixing. The morning mash was always

given as soon after light as possil)lc, the evening mash just

before dark. The whole grain given to both lots of fowls

was scattered in the straw in the scratching shed, for the

fowls in one coop early in the morning, for those in the other

coop about an hour before dark. Both lots of fowls were

given a little millet seed scattered in the straw at noon, the

object in view being to keep them industriously searching

for food in the straw a considera])le share of the time. About

twice a week a small cabbage was given to each lot of fowls.

The eggs were weighed weekly ; all the fowls were weighed

at intervals of about one month. Sitters were confined in

a coop until broken up, being meanwhile fed like their mates.

The prices per hundred weight for feeds upon which financial

calculations are based are shown below :
—

Per Cwt.

Wheat, $1 65

Corn and corn meal, 90

Millet, 1 00

Bran and middlings, 90

Gluten feed, .
"

1 00

Gluten meal, 1 25

Animal scraps, 2 25

Clover, 1 50

Cabbage, 25

Oats, 1 12.5

The health of the fowls under both systems of feeding has

been in general good, although, as is usually the case, there

have been a few losses. Two fowls on the morning mash died
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in April, and post-mortem examination showed a catarrlial

condition of the throat and intestines. Three fowls in the

evening mash coo}) died
;
post-mortem examination of one

showing enlarged liver and s})leen and ulcerated alimentary

canal, and in another case enlarged liver and intestinal

parasites.

Winter Experiment.

All details necessary to a full understanding of the exper-

iment will, it is believed, be found in the following tables :
—

Foods consumed, Morning v. Evening Mash, December 7 to 3fay 20.

KIND OF FOOD.
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Morning v. Evening Mash for Egg-production, Winter Test.

Morning Evening
Mash.

Total dry matter in foods (pounds), .

Number of hen days, not including males.

Number of hen days, including males.

Gross cost of food

Gross cost of food per egg (cents),

Gross cost of food per hen day (cents).

Number of eggs per hen day,

Average weight per egg (ounces),

Total weight of eggs (pounds), .

Dry matter consumed per egg (pounds),

Nutritive ratio,*

593.28

3,228

3,558

$7 78

.97

.22

.25

1.84

91.19

.75

1:6.3+

556.11

3,158

3,483

$7 36

.97

.21

.24+

1.85

87.64

.73+

1:6.1+

* The term nutritive ratio is iised to designate the ratio existing between the total nitrog-

enous and the non-nitrogenous constituents of the feeds used, the former being regarded

as a unit, and fat multiplied by 2.5.

Summer Experhnent.

The method of feeding during the summer experiment was

the same as in the winter, save in two particuhirs : first, in

place of cut clover rowen in the mash, lawn clippings in such

quantities as the fowls would eat before wilting were fed

three times a week, to the hens in all the houses the same

;

and, second, the feeding of cabbages was discontinued. The

yards, 1,200 square feet in area for each house, were kept

fresh by frequent turning over of the soil. The tallies give

all details :
—

Foods consumed, Morning Mash v. Evening Mash, May 29 to

September 16.

KIND OF FOOD.

Bran

Middlings,

Meat scraps

Oats

Corn meal

Corn, .......

Morning Mash
(Pounds).

Evening Mash
(Pounds).

41.80

41.80

32.00

47.80

41.80

171.70

40.70

40.70

32.00

49.20

40.70

174.80
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Ave7'age Weight of Foiols (^Pounds)

.

May 29, .

July 30, .

August 16,

DATES.

Morning Mash.

Hens. Cocks.

5.69

5.53

5.11

8.00

7.75

8.00

Evening Mash.

Hens. Cocks

4.94

5.00

4.74

6.75

7.00

Number of Eggs per Month, Morning v. Evening Mash, Summer
Test.

DATES.

May,

June,

July

August

September

Totals

Evening
Mash.

Morning v. Evening Mash for Egg-production, Summer Test.

Morning
Mash.

Evening
Mash.

Total dry matter in foods (pounds), .

Kumber of hen days, not including males,

Xumlier of heii days, including males,

Gross cost of food,

Gross cost of food per egg (cents)

,

Gross cost of food per hen day (cents).

Number of eggs per hen day.

Average weight per egg (ounces).

Total weight of eggs (pounds), .

Dry matter consumed per egg (pounds).

Nutritive ratio,*

337.02

1,719

1,941

$3 94

.68—

.20-f-

.34—

1.83

66.68

.51—

1:5.5+

338.11

1,722

1,944

$3 95

.69+

.20+

.33+

1.90

67.69

.59+

1:5.6

* The term nutritive ratio is used to designate the ratio existing between the total nitrog-

enous and the total non-nitrogenous constituents of the feeds used, the former being

regarded as a unit, and fat multiplied by 2.5.

It will be seen that neither in the winter nor summer ex-

periment was there any very considerable difference in the
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number of eggs produced. It is, however, possibly signifi-

cant, and this fact is made evident by the tables showing

monthly egg yields, that during the period of shortest days

the fowls receiving the evenino; mash laid less eo-gs than the

others.

The most striking result of the experiments is the great

difference in the relative amounts of droppings voided during

the night by the fowls under the two systems of feeding. It

was noticed from the beginning, and the same remained true

throughout the entire period, that the amount of droppings

voided during the night by the fowls receiving the evening

mash was very much greater than the amount voided by the

other lot of fowls. Weights were taken on a number of

different occasions, with the results shown below :
—

Morning v. Evening Mash.
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able to digest soft foods with a degree of rapidity which

seeras astonishing. There has long been a general impres-

sion, and the usual practice in feeding fowls is evidence of

this, that it is better to give the more solid food at night,

especially during the winter, since it will "stay by" the

fowls better. Our expernncnts indicate that this impression

is well founded, and that the usual practice is correct,

although they cannot be considered to prove it, because, of

course, it may be that a period of comparative rest for the

digestive organs during the night is better than the condi-

tion of more continuous work for these organs which would

follow the use of solid food at night.

Wo have not obtained a sufficient difference in egg-pro-

duction to be considered significant, but it is believed that

the experiment, so far as it goes, indicates that it is better

that the mash should be fed in the morning. It is con-

ceivable, however, that, if the mash be given in too large

quantities, the fowls will gorge themselves, will then as a

consequence become inactive, and remain comparatively in-

active during a considera])lc part of the morning ; whereas,

if they be given whole grain, for which they are required to

scratch, they are of necessity more active. The relative

weights of the fowls, particularly during the winter, aftbrd

some indication that we to some extent experienced this dif-

ficulty ; for it will be noticed that the fowls receiving the

morning mash, especially during the period of shortest days,

weighed considerably more than the fowls receiving the

evening mash.

It must, however, be further pointed out that tlie average

difference in weio-ht durins; the summer months was also

considera1)le, amounting to about ono-lialf ])ound at the time

of each of the weighings. During the earlier part of this

period, however, the fowls receiving the evening mash were

producing the greater num])er of eggs, which difference may
perhaps account for their decreased relative weight.

It is concluded that, so far as the results of this experi-

ment enable one to judge, the morning mash is preferable to

the evening; but it is evident that additional investigation

is required in order to throw further light upon the subject.
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